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Foreword

The progran/of centers and services for de f-blind children is no longer 'inits' infancy. The
RV.

program has been active for a arickl of almOst seven years now, and the time has come to
consolidate the knowledge dped during that time into one package for quick and constant
reference.

Initially,, thisdoelfrnent was interided to represent the state of the art in serving the deaf-blind,
but it doe.cli)ot:Some areas of service are not represented; some persons contributing would have

er chosen to represent other aspects within the field; and som.persons who are not
presented would have much to contribute. In addition, two years have elapsed since the project

was 'first. initiated. This tinie lapse repreients changes within the field, especially in the areas of
prevocational, vocational, and alternative living skills for the deaf-blind.

The state of the art has grown and moved beyond uswhich is as it Qould be. But that in no way
lessens or negates the efforts or the contributions of the people v7ho prepared piper§ for this
document nor Bose of the. field as a whole. The fact that,all problems have not yet been solvedLor
perhaps even anticipateddoes not diminish the very real contribution provided by the authors of
the papers contained within.

All of those entering the field of service to the deaf-blind must have available to them a
document which includes the most complete statement of services available: We trust that this
document will stimulate them and encourage them to make their own individual and unique
offering to the scautiOu of the problems that face us. Our ultimate goal is to provide the knowledge
and the service needed to give each and every-deaf-blind individual the opportunity to develop to
the fullest potential of which he or she,is capable.
_ With hindsight and the passing of time one can easily say "yes, but it didn't " or "you could
have .. One can Wait forever for the perfect time or the perfect moment, but the children we
serve cannot afford to wait any longer. We owe them the best we can offer right now and the hope
that what tomorrow offers wilt be even better.
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Preface

f-

One of the functions of leadership is to provide direction and guidance. Because the deaf-blind
population is so widely dispersed and because services are growing as rapidly as they are, this
direction and guidance is almost impossiblelo provide on a personal basis.

One of the hallmarks of an established field is a formalized communication pattern which allows
for 'the dissemination of information over a wide geographical area and across many professional
boundariess. H2.wever,- among those serving the deaf-blind, communication is still on an informal;
almost personal' basis that is no longer-adequate. For the many people entering the field of service
for the Teli-blind, the lack of readily obtainable information has led to feelings of confusion, anger,

and frustration.
This comprehensive document was designed. to provide one solution to the problem. This

document.can be used as a text in teacher-training courses, read by practicing teachers within their
classrooms, read by parents within their homes, and used by professionals in other fields who have
occasion to work with deaf-blind childre/n. WeArust that this document will provide the guidance,
contact, and coMmunication needed and the assurance that a developing bpdy of knowledge is being
applied to the services provided for deaf-blind children. By providing this guidance and assurance,
this document will allevjate some of the feelings of frustration that we all -have in serving the
deaf-blind.

The authors of this document are all professionals within the field, heavily committed to their
. own_ projects.4nd their . oven goals. To all these people I would like to say thank you. Your.

contributioills immense and immeasurable. I am sure that all who use this document will benefit as
will the deaf-blind children we serve.

WILLIAM E WtBSTEB
Deputy Superintendent
for Programs

vi
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Project Director, Southwestern
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Introduction
Edpr L Lowell

Director, John Tracy Clinic

I

The purpose of this document is to present in
one convenient source a collectio,n of papers in
which are `described what is being done with and
for deaf-blind individuals at fhe present time. Since
the rubella epidemic of 1964-65, the number of
services for. the deaf-blind has grown more rapidly
than, the channels `of communication between
them. As a result, information on the deaf-blind
has been published in a variety of sources, but no
single source gook is readily available to those
concerned with serving the deaf-blind. This docu-
ment is designed to partially relieve that problem
by bringing together a compendium of papers
representing the state of the art in dealing with the
deaf-blind at this time.

. Readers are reminded that this is not a "how-to"
document but rathq a description of what is:. We
did not intencbs'to dalineate how things should be
done but rather to survey what is -being done in
different programs in a wide variety of areas. We
made a conscientious effort to cover alternative
points of view when they exist, and we firmly
discouraged contributors from merely presenting a
description of their sown program, although that
element did creep into many presentations.

Contributors were selected on the basis of their
knowledge about specific

in
areas. Some

individuals, had expertise in so ,any areas that
deciding which subject to ask tl4m ty. cover was
difficult. Other areas included so nrany qualified
persons that Nwas difficult to choose one. For a
few areas, we had difficulty in finding anyone
qualified to contribute a paper. The coverage is
uneven, and seine areas have been largely neglected.
Perhaps that is 'an accurate representation of the
state of the art in the field of the deaf-blind today.

I

The careful reader will note that we have not
forced on the contributors a rigid definition of the
term "deaf-blind." For some, the definition did
not appear to be important; others have providscL.-1
the definition they were using. In general, we
assumed a working definijion'a "one whose xision
and hearing is so impaired as to seriously interfere 4
with participation in an educational program
designed for either the deaf or the blind." This
working definition avoids tying the hearing or
vision loss to any measurable references. Measure-
ment is difficult and the great harm would be to-
exclude a person from any kind of service program
because of a failure to meet some measurable
criteria in terms of visual acuity or heating loss
only to find later that the Measurements were in
error. Also, Some individuals who are not severely
handicapped by both their vision and their heating
but who do suffer from additional handicapping
conditior4might be suitable candidates for a
deaf-blind service program.

We are dealing with a multihandicapped popula-
Lion. Very ,few of the deaf-blind in America are
suffering from clear-cut 'deafness or blindness,
alone, and delays in provid._ propriate service
undoubtedly compound the initi bility.

This publication is organized into four sections.
The first, a background section, presents a history
of services tg the deaf-blind in this country and a
survey of overseas programs for the deaf-blind in
Europe and Great Britain.

Edward Waterhouse, onef the deans of deaf-
blind education, traces the history of services to,
the deaf-blind in this country from 1837 to 1967,
leaning heavily on events that have taken place at
Perkins Institute for the Blind, of which he is

10
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director emeritus. This is appropriate in that much
of the history cif.the deaf-blind in America is the
history of Perkins. The chapter provides interesting
details on the . progress of }Laura Bridgman and
other deaf-blind studkts, including an account of
Dr. Howe, the first director of. Peikins, who wore a
fencing mask, and gloves to keep a particulary
disturbed .child from Scratching his face while he
'was teaching her. Helen Keller and Anne Sullivan
occupy an understandably important segment of
the chapter. Waterhouse' also traces the growth of
professiOnal organizations and`the development of

.. teacher-training activities,-describing events leading
up to the Anne.Sullivan. Centennial in 1966, which
proved to be a springboard for much of the
subsequent federal legislation for the'cleaf-blind.

Rob t Dantona presents' an account of the
implementation of Title VI-C of the Elemerary
and' Second3ry Education Act and the develop-

, ment of reAnal deaf-blind centers. To appreciate
what has been accomplished, one Aust remember

n Programs,

how limited/our manpower resources were at the
time of the rubella epidemic. This -has been a
ernarkable service organizing . new

expanding existing ones, mobilizing specialists
from a variety of diaciplinrs, and operating through
a sesiessof regional centers whoseresponsiPtity,
but not nacesiarily authority, cut aceoss existing
jurisdictional boundaries. As might be expected of
any crash program, this one has had problems. But
the miracle is that 'it has worked as well as it has. '

Jeanne Kenmore provides an overview or .pro-
grams for deaf..blind children in continental Europe

i and Great Britain. Her tabulation of some 350
deaf - blind children enrolled in 13 countries shows,
great differences in the ratio of the number .of
children served ,to the general population of eabett
.country. Russia has 247 million People but reports
only 51 children in ecial schools,. while Great
Britain has 56 millio people and ,reptItts 101
children in special scho ls. Kenmore also provides
a detailed account of he deaf-blind progran1 at
Saint Michielsgestel and traces its- influence in
Europe.

The second section contains medical and diag-
nostic papers that include descriptions of preven-
tion, audiology, ophthalmology, the medical diag-
nostic team, acd educational evaluation.

Philip R, Zinng, M.D., and Louis Z. Cotiper,
discuss congenital. infectiong,- genetic dis-

or rs, and poOtfatally acquired c es of vision
and hearing problems and review irildences,

havicteristics, treatment, and primIry amt.
secondary preventive measves..

41

2

f.

\
. Charles Tait deseriba the role of the audiologist

on an interdisciplinary evaluation team. Hespdis,
cusses the evaluation of hearing'and the different
types of hearing tests that can be used with
deaf-blind individuals: He points out some of the
difficulties involved in audiologic assessment,
including the fabt that t`few audiologists receiVe
adequate training to.permit them to participate
meaningfully in th.- differential diagnosis of hearrii
int impairment in a mUltihandicapped child." This .

may explain why the assessment of so many
deaf-blind children is still incomplete or uncettain.

A. Linn Murphree, M.b., relates the interaction
of the ophthglmologist and educator in the care of
the deaf-blind child. He describes the anatomy and
physiology of the visual system and the role of the
ophthalmologist in caring for the deaf-blind child.
The section on communication between, ophthal-
mologist and educator contains suggested forms for
providing and requesting information. Still a her
section describes low-vision aids and a paPticu-
laAy ,useful list of abbreviations commonly used
by opthalmologists.

Clinical evaluation of the deaf-blind child is
described b,y Ellidee Thomas, M.D., as a multidisci-
plinary Process: -including, such components as
family - social- evaluation, medical evaluation,
educational - developmental evaluation, staffing, -

interpretation, and follow-up, as well as the use of
team members, as classroom resourte .nersonnel.
Dr. Thomas' paper also includes an interesting and
comprehensive report on a child being served at the
Oklahoma Crnter.

In her paper on Educational Assessment, Nan
Robbins describes the present status of theoretigal
constructs, tools, techniques, . and interpretive.
knowle4 relating to the appraisal of an individ-
ual's assets and liabilities for the purpose gf
"mental and moral development to he achieved
through instruction from another person."
Robbins' section contains a wealth of information
on various standardized tests that have been used
with the deaf-blind, as well as a wide variety of
developmental schedules and scales that ha4te been .

used to assess com
perament, effect, an

comprehensive bi

unication development, tern- '
djustment. She also.provides

graph which gives son'.
of

indication of the activity in tha assessment area.
The third section contains papers describidg the

continuum of available services: infant stimulation,
parent counseling, school programs, prevocational
programs,"social and recreational Activities, alterna-
tive living programs, and the training of personnel.

4
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Patricia. Mers 'hon, in. her 'paper on-ese-Fir;ding
and Referral, describes case - finding techniques that
aie being employed in the 'different regions, and
factOrs which are found toitifluence the outcome
of case referral:

The rationale for ad early' infant stimulation
program is discussed by Madeline Appel/ who
summlhees relevant developmental literature and

klescribes the compdnents of an early intervention
,

program. ,
In the section on Home Visitation and Parent

*rounseling, June Horsley. describes the role of the
)tome counselor and the skills that should be
developed,' inclpding yunderstancring family struc-
ture, role and dynamics, developing interviewing
skills, and conducting the actual home Visit.

'Katherine nest describes the different, patter&
of schooling as they currently exist. She delineates
the advantages and disadvantages of cRfferent types

.1 of programs by contrasting their objectives, facil-
ities, population; methods and materials, antistaff-
ing, covering both residential and day programs
that are state supported and privately funded. Bei;

-also deals with administrative concerns in operating
8 deaf-blind educational program.

414

Edwin Hammer's paper oQ Prevocational Ser-
vices focuses on the preparation of the deaf -blind

1". child for entrance into a variety of adult services.
He describes a number of rojects that were
undertaken as part of a "copperative study to
assess the delivery and the potential for delivery of

. prevocational services throughout the-nation."
Louis 1. Bettica provides a background bn

rehabilitation efforts with the dear-blind, particu-
lafly at the Industrial Hoine fof the Blind at
Brooklyq and the Anne Sullivan Macy- Service. The
program of the National Center for Deaf-blind
Youth and Adults is described,. together with
examples of aitivIties of a placement counselor.

John A. Netstilt and Gordon K. Howard present
a section on Professional' Recreation Services and
f'rosifams, reflecting the judgments, concerns, arrd _

positions of , professionals in rehabilitation and
recreation service to the deaf-bli d. T'W point out -
rtikt no'more than one-fifth of fhe nation's ill and '4

handicapped are receivinany type of professional
recreation and leisure service. Fbr those deaf-blind
with little or no employment, this enforced leisure
time is particularly difficult. The challenge for.
Nesbitt and Howard is "to make enforced leisure'
into an experience in which the individual. rrfay
achieve his or her maximum potential."

Benjamin Smith descries hiodels for the care of
-deaf-blind children, discussing possible alternative

t 4'

4 I 4

living progmhs as' VII ,,asarrent deaf-blind poepula:
liongrows tb.aduilthooct: As the)/ grow older, they \
will move; out of .tilijasilietion of Nie Regional
Center,. `ProgrArnsc-ibrj DeakSlind Children and
become- the Foricern bf ;Vocational rehabilitation
and ParfirflaTty theNatiCiptCeriterNfor Deaf-Blind-
Youths inill ',Walt 'T,1*.programs are funded by
various federal agencies, and Smith points oust th64
need fdr coordination between Ahe programs to
continue the team effOt that has,been developed
through ate regional center program,nd -to pro-
vide a continuum of services.:,

Train* of personnel to 'Work yfith ,the deaf-4
blind is discussed by Verna I-1trt, who traces the
development of training,programs and describes
the various types that are in operation it this time.
She also dissi;usses staffing models si`ills, and
attitudes that are needed-by personnel entering the
field'of service to the de f-blind.

I

The final section ers a variety of topics,
including a report by , rent of4deaf-,blind child

4. and papers on research,41rolvam evaluation, legisla-
tive and legal action, methods of cofednunication,
and iafiarmation'llesources.'

Marjorie ecker relates a moving account of her
difficulties in obtaining educational services for her

4
deaf-blind child. While her experiences are not
typical of all parents, there is probably no typical
parent- of a deaf-blind child. Her story illustrates
vividly the problems and frustrations a parent can
encounter.

William Blea and Dan Ov,erbec,k discuscresearCh
ne L.in the area of the ileaf-blind. This field, in
which personnel are heavily-committed to provid-,
ing service, has npt been the rget of a great deal
of research. Blea and Overb k address themselves
to some of the needs and °Kerns encou ered
and suggest a range of genera research topics hat
have direct service applicability.

In their paper on Program ,Evaluatidh, David
Tweedie,pd Doin Hicks point out that "evaluation
becomes desirable when you think you are doing
well but . feel _unappreciated, when you are in
serious trouble, or when some4e with authgritY
over ou i sists that you be evaluate4." Tweedie
and ck describe five different models that are
commonly used in the evaluation of general educa-,
tion and -then turn to evaluation sin special educa-
tion. In the evaluation of services and programs
within the field of the deaf-blind, the greater

'emphasis. appears to be on the-use of measuring or
evaluation tools rather than on the development of
evaluation models. The paper includes examples
of a number of scales currently in use. ,

2.
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Frank Laski, in his section on Legislation and-
Legal Action ourthat "legal actioh.by and
on behalf of handicapped- persons in the 1970s is
drastically changing our , relationship with these
citizens." Laski outlines and projects major trends
in legal,. action 'with an emphasis on, those legal
developments which have the greatest potentialor
impact the deaf-blind population. He stresses

t the'. "potential of existing laws In developing legal
institutions to protect and provide for deaf-blind
persons in the years ahead.",

. Richard kinney,president of flit)* Hadley School
for the Blind, describessmethods.of communication
employed by . deaf-blind persons. This was

, excerpted from another Of his works, Independent
Living -Without. Sight and Hearing. He describes

, communication methods that are .commanty
employed, including the alphabet glove, spelli
Letters into the ,palm, one-- and two-handed alpha-
bet, and the Morse Code.

thfo?mation and Service Resources for Deaf-

t# .0
children iii the United States. ResponseS were
received from' 128 of these agencies. Only 110

reporeted having sex education programs, and three'
of these were foropreschool2aged children. =With

. such a small number f programt and "the almost
complete lack of litera re on other' aspects of`sex,
and the deaf-blind, w decided thit __a suitable
article would not be possible. , '
, %

. 0
With the large. number of deaf-blind children

from the.41964-65 rubella epitierni,c approaching.
pliberty, little isining done., Particularly surPrisin
were the respo'nseg from those agencies
returned the questionnaire butt
current program of sex 'education. Sev- y n,e

cent said that. they would like .to preseir ea'
program of sex educatio, 100 perCent, believed
there wcaild not'be 'parental objection to such e
..program, and' only 7 percent said that suM1 a pro-
gram would stimulate inappropriate behavior;
however, 7 percent said, that the communication
skills of the students.were inadequate fdr a sex edu-
cation, program, and 31 percent said that sex.edu-
catiqn would confuse students.

The topics and contributors were selected by an
advisory committee consisting of Robert Dan-
tona, Coordinator, Centers and Services for Deaf-
Blind Children; Nilliani Blea, Project Director,
southwest Region Deaf-Blind Center;-and Edgar L.
LovVell, Director, John Tracy Clinic. ',

The papers were revie,ed by other contributors
in a series 6f face-tolface meetings. In this process,
we' ar-grateful for the assistancrof Doin Hicks;
Dean of Precollege Programs at Gallaudet College;
Washington, D.C.; S. C. Ashcroft, Director of
National Center on Educational Media and Mate-
rials for the Handicapped at Columbus, Ohio; and
Joseph J, Parni3ky, Director of Nisonger Center at
Ohio State University, Columbus, OhiO, for their
very considerable dontribution to the review pro-
cess. We are also grateful to Fern Root Roberts and
Roble Fristia fdr reviewing some of the papers. -

Blind' Persons, Lou Alonso.. brings together ache
major sources of information *and.re rts on
current services which have the'potenti for being
useful to 'deaf - blind- persons. She describes the
present public and private information resources
and services of 'each resource and offers some
observations on existing and unmet, needs. This
chapter should be a valuable reference for anyone
seeking programs and services for the deaf-blind,,

Inevitably, in an undertaking of this nature some
topics would be overlooked. A number of topics
were considered but are not included because of
the diffrctilty of obtaining suitable material. One
such topic was sex. We asked Carl Davis, who was a
member of an Arherican Foundation for the
Blind2-SIECUS task force on, sex education for the
blind, to explore the possibilify of writing on the
topic. While we 'were interested in all aspects of
sex, we- thought it reasonable to start with sex
education. Davis mailed a questionnaire to 205
agencieS responsible for the education of deaf-blind w

v
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41kucation.of the. Deaf-Blind
inffie United States of America

'18. -1967
Edward J. Waterhouse

Directer,-Perkths School for the Blind

From The earliest days of.recorded history to the
eighteenth 'century virtually ilo record exists of
persons' who Were both deaf and blind. Possibly the
sole exception is found in Governor Winthrop's
Journal for 4637.

There was an oldyivoman in Ipswich who came out of.
England, blind and deaf, yeti her son could make her
understand an ing, and know any man's name by her

-sense or'feel e would write upon her-hands some
letters of th4 n e, and by other such m_ eans'woula
inform her (Perkins1841). .

Dugald Stewart, the nineteenth century Scottish
philosopher, suggests that the great majority of
blind deaf-mutes have been destroyed. by the
neglect or violence of their relatives (Stewart,
1812). This gldomy supposition is reinforced by
conditions Which have prevailed to this day in
many areas lof the worlti, patticularly in Asia and
Africa, where almost no information about the
deaf-blind is available. Workers there among the
handicapped concede the poslibility that children
both deaf-blindt do no survive infancy. This does
not (Explain why there are no records of those
person who had a normal childhood .but became
deaf - blind in adulthood. Surely these persons

existed at all times and in all countries.
In the eitteenth century a few writers specu-

lated that the deaf-blind, shop Id such persons ever
exist, might be educated. Tfie Abbe Sicard at the
Institution for the Deaf in PaAs contemplated that,
the deaf-blind person might exist "as a possible and
not altogether improbable event among the various
physical calamities to which our species is liable"
(Stewart,.1812).

God forbid that a child should ever be brought intd the
world without any substitute but the hand for the eye
and Sear! But as, un rtunately, such a deviation of

a

41,

nature from her usual course is an event but too
possible, let,us consider beforehand what may be' done,
by way of remedy or of alleviation. To restore a mad to
'society, to his. family, and to himself: would be an
enjoyment too exquisite, and a onquest 'too proud, to
permit us, to abandon the ---adcrtaking; in despair
(Stewart, II 81;).

1.
Early EduCation of Deaf -Bling Persons

Just who the fltsitteaf-blind child was to be
given art education is uncertain. Probably the first
deaf- l5lind pupil to be taught language effectively
was Victorine Morriseau (1789-21832)'in Paris. She
lost her hearing "at a tender age" and became blind
from cataractg when she was twelve years of age.
Burnet (1835) relates that she was instructed M the
truths or religion "by expedients similar to those
whiCh enabled the Blind to read and write' Her

instruction seems to have been confined to ?eli-
gion, and she remained in the Paris institution until
her death, happy in the thought "of the promised
life to come." -

James Mitchellwas born on November 11, 1.795 ral,
in County Moray, Scotland, the son of irpintster.
Mitchell's blindrress, which was not absolute,
resulted from congenital cataracts. His deafness
was complete and also congenital. He was brought
up in a cultured family 'and, with the -help-ofi a
sister, learned to communicate by signs. Two.
operations on hjs eyes and needling of his ears'
failed to produce permanent results. He seems to
have had at least normal intelligence and to have
led a contented life with his family as a child and
youth. Nothing seems to be known about his adult
life or when and how he died. Nt.."

Early in the nineteenth century, several deaf-
blind children appeared in the United States, and
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the theories propound d sewhere had to be put
into practicelBu ) was'not very optimis-
tic about the possibilities for success, not because.
he doubted the ability of the pupil to karn, but he
questioned the endurance of anyone whO
attempted the task of teaching the deaf-blind.

For ourselves, though weink the education of a deaf,
dumb, and blind person, even if so from- birth, within
the bounds of possibility, yet we also think it more than
-doubtful, whether any philanthropist will ever be found,

o who , will devote' himself -410 such a work ,with the
disinterested zeal, and patient.perseverante necessary to
success.

Subsequently, Samuel 'Gridley Howe, the first
Director of Perkins School for the .Blind, proved
Burnet to be mistaken, an'example.sink followed
by a remarkable series of men and wen, many
of them Americans.

Laura Bridgman, 1829-1876

In contrast to the scanty records made of earlier
deaf-blind persons, the story of the education of--.
-Laura Bridgman' has been related in great, detail.
'Dr. Howe, the Director of .Perkins, kept careful
records of his teaching methods and Laura's
progress. The annual reports of Perkins School for ,

the 'Blind contained lengthy accounts of her
achievements. G. Stanley (1904) tanked them
among the most valuable.pedagogic literature.

Some of the teachers who assisted Dr. Howe ill-03
Laura's education also kept records. Mary Swift
Lamson, Laura's teacher from 18,1 to r844,
published- Life and Education of Laura Dew y
Bridgman in 1879, three years after Laura's de .

In 1903, two of Dr. Howe's daughters, Maude
Howe and Florence Howe Hall, published Laura
Bridgman-Dr. Howe's Famous Pupil and What He
Taught Her. Laura also kept a journal for many
years:-Shewas a voluminous writer of letters, using
the square-hand penmanship developed at Perkins
by Dr. Howe. She is one of the most completely
documeped pupils of all,time.

Laurlf4as born on December 21', 1829, near
Hanover, Pew Hampshire, Ike third daughter of a
successful' farMe,r and his wife. Dr. Howeodescribes
the child as follows:

She was born of intelligent and respectable parents in
Hanover, New Hampshire. Mien she attained hersecond
year, the was more intelligent and sprightly than
common children; she could already prattlp some words,
and had mastered the difference between ,4,and B. Butte
she sickened and came near unto ,death; the disease
seemed to have fastened upon the external organs of
sense, and in five weeks it twas perceived that her sight
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and hearing were forever destroyed. During seven Weeks
of pain and fever, she' tasted not a morsel of food; for
five months she was obliged to be kept in a darkened
room; it was a year before she could sit up all day. She
Was now four year old, and her health and strength
began to be established. She learned to go about the
house ind manifested a desire tobe employed. But she
was not only deaf, and dumb, and blind, her isolation
was still more -completethe sense of smell was so
blunted ,as to bt entirely useless, and only a ected by
pungent odours; of course, half the pleasure o taste was
gene, and she manifested indifference about heitlavor
of food (Perkins, 1848). t A

Laura's parents were fully occupied. wi the
farm and household chores. They had little tim to
give special attention to a handicapped child.
Fortunately for Laura, a friendly neighbor named
Asa Tenney became her devoted friend and play-
mate. As soon as she could wdlk again, Asa would
lead her out into the woods and fields, where she
learne,d the feel of many objects acrd the difference
between land and water. He taught her to recog-
nize many objects, and hts, affection must have
helped her through many difficult days. However,
he failed to realize her need for a systetnat*means
of communication, and when the time came, he
could. see no reason why she should leave home for
school.

'Fortunately for Laura, her home was only seven
*miles from Dartmouth College. When she was seven

years Old, a college student who came to the farm
was so moved by her,condition- that he reported it
to Dr. Mussy*, the Head of the Medical Depart-
ment at Dart uth. Dr. Howe wrote later:

The first kn ledge 1 had of Laura's existence was from
reading an, ount, of her case written by Dr. Mussek,

en cede ,.at Hanover. It struck-me at once that here
wad /an opp4itunity for assisting an unfortunate child,
and moreovEr;o1 deciding the question so often asked,
whether a blind-mute could be taught to use an arbitrary
language (Howe and Hall, 1904). -

In the spring of 1837, D. Howe traveled to'
Dartmouth and visited Laura and her parents. He
eagerly offered to see what could be done to
edtipte her. In OctOber0837, Lapra's parents
took her to Boston, where Dr. Howe assumed
personal responsibility for her instruction.

Dr. How allowed -Laura pme days to became
adjusted bFfore he started to 'give her actual
instructions.

The first experiments were made by pasting upon several
common articles, such as keys, spoons, knives, and the
like, little paper labels on which the name of the article
had been printed in _raised letters. The child sat down
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with her teachers and was easily led to feel these labels,
and examine them enetously. So keen was tis6 sense of
touch in her tiny fingers that she immediately perceived
that the crooked lines in the word 'key' differed as much
in form from the crooked lines ate ward 'spoon' as
onefirfick differed from the other:

Next, similar labels, o etached pieces of paper, were
put into her hands, d she now observed that the raised
letters on these,la s resembled those pasted upon the
articles. She showed her perception of this resemblance
by placing the label with the Word 'key' _upon the key,
and the label `spoon'lipon the spoon. A gentle pat'bf
approval upon her head was reward enough; and she
showed a desire to continue the exercise, though utterly
unconscious of its purpose.

The same process was then repeated with a variety of
articles in common use, and she learned, o gikatch the
label attached to each one by a similar laber selected

- from several on the table (Howe and Hall, 1904).

Up to this point, although Laura was learning
' more and more, Howe did not thjnk that anything

encouraging had happenednot much more success
than in teaching a very intelligent dog a variety of
tricks. But they were approaching the moment
when the thought would flash upon her that all, of
these activities were efforts to establish a means of
communication betWeen her thoughts d those of
her teachers.

The poor child had sat in mute aniazenrent andpatiently
imitated everything her teacher did but now the truth

' began to flash upon her, her intelle t began to work, she
perceived that here was a way by ich she could herself
make up a sign of anything thay was in her own mind,
and at once her, countenance lfghted up with a human
expression; it was no longer a dog or parrot it was an
immortal spirit, eagerly seizing upon a new link of union
with other spirits! I could almost fix upon the moment
when this truth dawned upon her mind, and spread its
light to her countenance; I saw that the great obstacle
was overcome, and 'that henceforWard nothing but
patient and persevering, plain and straightforward efforts
were to be used (Howe and Hall, 1904).

Dr. Howe now realized that if Laura continued
to reach out for knowledge and understanding, the
could beconie a well-informed and well-educated
woman. This indeedhappened. Her writing, includ-
ing a number of poems, testified to this fact. She
developed a strong religious sense. She was capable
of discussing doctrinal points with a mature under-
standing. The question as to whether a person
deprived of sight and hearing in infancy could
indeed become an educated adult had b_ een

answered affirmatively and unmistakably. Her
accomplishments were certainly comparable to.,
those of many successful deaf men and women.

4-75853.,
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In 1851, Laura's schooling was considered to be
complete: She was returned to her home in
Dartmouth. Although she had taught the manual
alphabet 'to her md-theT so they could communi-
cate, and- her Mindy, seeffietto.welcoine her home,
Latira.did not adjust to leaving Perkins. She pined
for the institution hoine and friends in Boston

,ztintil her life seemed to be imperiled. She was
readmitted to Perkins. A second attempt to return
her to Handver tw2 years later alio failed: From
then On the fact tat. she would remain at Perkins
all her'life was accepted. She spent her days at the
school, sometimes assisting with the girIV lessons,
particularly sewing and handiwork at which she
was highly proficient. -

Whether or 'hot Dr. Howe add the Perkins staff
could have prepared her better for life outside.the
institution is doubtful. Clearly, Perkins protected

"4. he r from experiences and pressurek that tight have
done much harm ,to her sensitive nature. The day
of The independent; selfsupporting, deaf -blind man
antfAmoirian had not yet come.

Significantly, Laura's successful education vas
brought about by the devotion and intelligence of
untrained people. Dr. Howe i/as a physician, not
an educator. The records do not indicate whether
the succession of. ladies, includingMisses Drew,
Rogers, Swift (Ladison), Wight, and Padd,ock, had
any special expertise in teaching. Voinen at that
time had no opportunity' to obtain an advanced
education,. and none of 'them had, access to

Jiteratuie which they could study on the subject of
the deaf-blind, for none e,xistect. They were, of
course, fortunite in dealing with a pupil of
intelligence, great eagernest to learn, and dogged
perseverance.

Although _Din Howe was a great proponent of
oral education for the deaf; he did not attempt to
teach Latirilo speak, though he was confident it
could have been done' His excuse, a,very under-
standable one, was that he just did not have lime
t9 enibark on such an arduous, task or even to
supervise another in carrying it out. Laura_ did, in
fact, articulate a number of inonosyllables; some of
which she used to identify her friends. Lack of
funds, as 'well as elack of time, may also have
hampered him.' It was-not until 1841, with help
from a generous donor, that he was able to employ
a teacher exclusively for Laura,. and Miss Swift
must have found her task challenging enough
without attempting to teach her pupil to speak.

-Laura died 889, surviving Dr. Howe by more
,than ten years. She lived to meet the young Helen
)(eller, whonf Anne Sullivan brought to Perkins.



Since Anne- had learned the manual alphabet from
= Laura, it could be said that Laura also contributed

in a small degree to Helen's remarkable education.

ltilia Brace, 1867-1884

Although' Julia Brace was born '22 years earlier
than Laura Bridgman, a clearer idea ofter accom-
plishments and limitations can perhaps be gained if
they are compared with -those of the younger
woman already described.

Julia' vial bort' in Hattford,,- Connecticut, on
June 13, 1807. When she was four and a half years
of age, she contracted typhus fever, which deprived
her of sight and hearing. Until this time, she had
been healthy and 'was apparently of normal intelli-
gence. Like Laura Bridgman, she was skilled at
sewing, and like Laura, she mastered the task of
threading a needle with her tongue.

As she approached adulthood, it seemed neces-
sary that she should be provided with a home,
whey all her wants might be supplied, 'and her
mea7S of happiness, if possible, increased" for the
remainder of her life (American Asylum for the
Deaf, 1837).

With this idea in 'mind, the directors of the
Amencan. Asylum for the eaf (no'w the American
School for the Deif) It Hartford, Connecticut,
received her under their care when she was
eighteen years of age:

In 1837, the Asylum reported, "She has now
been about 12 years-an inmate of the Asylum, and
the kind intentions of her benefactors have been
fully realized" (American Asylum for the Deaf,
1837). Since it was not their intentioni to educate
her, she had serious limitations in communication.

Many. reasons have been cited for Laura's
4-tsuccess" and Julia's "failure." Julia had the
advantage of a normal life until she was approxi-
'mately foiir and one-half years of age, While Laura
was only twepty month's ,old when she lost her
sight and hearing. Julia had an' extremely sensitive
sense of smell, which she put to good use in
identifying objects and their owners, whereas
Laura's sense of smell- was defective. Although
both families seemed to have done the best that
they could with their handicapped children, Laura
had the friendly support of Asa Tenney, while
Julia was exposed to at least one -Male member
who was described as "urtkind," Laura was seven

;4
when she was introduced to language, and Julia'
was at least eighteen. A.pathetic difference exists
betweeniHowe's descriTtion of Laura's eagerness to
learn and the Asylunt:s report that the experiment
to teach Julia'words "soon became uninteresting, to

f.

her" (American Asylum for the' Deaf, 1837).,Julia
was apparently influenced by the admitted fact
that ,!`it was, of course, very tedious and laborious
to her teacher at Hartford."

No one can answer these questions, but subse-
quent experience with deaf-blind children bears
out the importance of early beginnings, and oft the
necessity of establishing a close relationship
between teacher and pupil that rises above tedium.
Finally, if 'a deaf-blind person is to grow, in
understanding of abstract ideas, and even.acquire,
as Laura did, a strong religious faith, communica-
tion by signs iS insufficient, and language develop-
ment is a necessity.

Other Deaf-Blind Pupils

Dr. 'Howe had three other pupils during the
J840s..The first to "arrive was Lucy Reed, who was

4r,
* born in October, 1827. She entered the'school on

February 18, 18401 Her eyes were weak from
birth, but her hearing was good until she was
approximately three years of age. At that time
abscesses in her ears destroyed her hearingc She

-. quickly lost the use of ,words. Her eyes became
diseased shortly thereafter, but she was not con-
sidered totally blind until she was eight, when she
was'injured by a rose bush. Little is known of her
during the next few years, but her temper was such
that she was thought to be mentally deranged.
Then she entered Perkins. Dr. Howe describes h r
"as in a lower stage of humanity, than any huma

i

being" (Perkins, 1842):
The first few lessons were 'so stbrrny that Dr.

Howe had to protect himself from being scratched
with a fencing mask and gloves. By'July, however,
she had calmed down and had learned the names of
a ,few objects and how to spell them. How far Dr.
Howe; might hSve gone with Lucy will never be
.k&wn; hero parents took her home in July,
ekrecting that she would die within' a year and
insisting that she should be allowed to do so
comfortably, at home. She actually lived until
August 4, 1904, making her home with relatives
and occupying herself with sewing and other kinds
of handiwork:

Within a few weeks of Lucy's departure, Oliver
Caswell (1829 -1896) was admitted to Perkins. He
contracted scarlet fever when he was three years
and four months old. In six months he lost.0.11

power -of articulation. As soon as he arrived at
Perkins, his thirst for knowledge was shown by his
eager examination of everything he could feel or
smell (Perkins, 1844

'I
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He had learned some signs', and Dr. Howe's first
objective was to stop the rise of those signs and
introduce -him to the names, of variouwvbjects. He
learned more than half a,idozen letters in half an
hour. Assisted by Laura,/tor.11-lowe and Miss Swift
taught Caswell with the same methods that had
been used to teach Lit lila. He was a passive student
compared to Laura !and easily %satisfied. He

Tearsat Perkins POI he Was twenty-seven
Tears old. He returned to his Home in Rhode
Island, where he seerns to have-lived contentedly
until his death in 1896. Lauta enjoyed his com-
pany and made frequent mention of him in her
journal.

The last of Howe's pupils was,Almira E. Alden,
who was born about 1837. Almira came from
Di;miont, Maihe, and pOssessed alittle sight. She
became 'deaf when. she was seven years old, but she
retained her power of speech. Dr. Howe saw in her
indications of uncommon intellectual capacity
coupled with a strong will and,violence of temper
far beyond her years.

Laura gave Almira dai4y lesson,s, and her com-
ments upon this experience, were often quaint and
amusing.. Beyond the mote that Almira went to the
American Asytum for the Deaf in Hartford, con-
necticut, upon leaving Perkins, no more is known
about this Mfild (Perkins, 1847). -

Helen Keller Story

Dr.4Iowe died in Janury, 1876. He was
survived by his famous and successful pupil, Laura
Bridgman, whose education, more than that Of-any
other of his clients, had mae his vine, as well as
the name of Perkins,t1I(nown in many lands. His
fame lived on to produce momentous events even

Laura alaafter be th. In January, 1842; four years after
d at 'Perkins, Charles Dickens, accom-

panied tiliwhis wife, was brought to the school by
Charles Sumner. Dr. Howe was pot present.
According to Miss Rodger, Mr Dickens "did not
deign to notice anything or anybody except
Laura," w Was there under Miss Swift's cares
(HOwe an all, 1904).

Here deed was 'a subject suited to Dickens'
power of description In American Notes, which he
published on jiis return to England, he tells of 'his
visit. Although Dickens' American Notes is prob.!
ably not widely read today, it was being read 40'
years after his visit, even AI rural Alabama. In
Tuscumbia, the yOurfg Mrs: Keller read it and got
in touch with Michael An,agnos, the second direc-
tor of Perkins, asking him if' he could provide a

.. teacher for their ciraf-blind daughter, Helen.

A

Atiagnos knew of no one who, had any experience
trOching the deaf-blind. This no doubt worried him
10s than it would worry us today. Laura Bridgman
hid been taught by people learnedle who leaed by'cloirig

intelligenceand by the use of their ntelligence and imagina-
tipns. --Helen Keller would have to manage the same
Way.

Whether Anagnos really .believed that Anne
Sullivan, who had graduated a few weeks before,
was a suitable person for the t8k, or whether he '

sugge.sted her because he could not think of
anyone else, is not certain. Anne was available.

Anagnos suggested that Anne read Dr. Howe's
'voluminous reports on the teaching methods used
with Laura, Oliver Caswell, and Lucy Read. Read-
ing these reports took several months and hurt
Anne's eyes. Her eyesight varied considerably
throughout her life, and she was not ready to travel
south to meet her pupil until March, 1887..

Helen, who was then six years of age, had been
totally deaf and blind since the age of nineteen
months as a result of '.'acute -congestiofeof the
Itomach and ,brain' (Keller, 1904): Anne found
tile- Helen had been very much spoiled by her
family and that she was subject to violent tan-
trumS. On one occasion, Helen had overturned her
baby Sister's cot, and it was feared she might cause
serious damage.

A, The frustration of deafness and blindness has
-frequently caused violence among children. Laura-
Bridgman related that as a child she hat-thrown
her cat in the fire. Many deaf-blind children have'
been equally violent.
;In spite of the tantrums, Helen responded to
attempg to teach her the names of familiar objects
in the manual alphabet. Although at first this was
nothing more to her than an interesting game, the
significance of what she was learning dawned on
her suddenly as it apparently did to Laura Bridg-
man ,many, years before. Apne Sullivan described
the incident in a letter to Mrs. Hopkins (Braddy,

-4933).

Th11. morning, while she w&s washing, she wanted to
'know the name for 'water.' When she wants to know the
name fOr.anything, she points to it and pats my hand. I
spelled 'w-a-t-e-r. and thought no more about it until
after breakfast. We went to the pumphouse, and I made
Helen hold,her mug underSte spout while I pumped. As
the cold water gushed ftirth, filling tlie mug, I spelled

in Helen's free hand. The word coming so
close uporfte sensation of cold water rushing over hei
(land seem4 to startle her. She dropped the mug and

* gOod a$ one ttansfixed. A new light came into her face.
-She spelled 'water' several times. Then she dropped to
the ground ?and asked for its name. She pointed to the,;

if
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pump and the trellis, and suddenly turning around, she
asked for my name. I spelled 'teacher.; Just then the
nurse brought Helen's little sister into the pumphosse,
and Helen 'spelled 'baby' and pointed to the purse. Alt.,
the way back to the house she Was highly excited. Sh'
learned the name of every obj t she touched, so that
a few- hours she had ad d 30 new words teS her
vocabulary.

But if April 5, 18 7, was a momerf us day for
Helen, it was no leSs for her teacher, not because
Helen had at last gotten a finm grip on the key to
language, bUt because that night Helen for the first
time on her own accord snuggled into bed with her
and kissed her. "I thought my heart would burstit
was so full of Joy," Anne wrote.` Thus began what
has become one of the most -famous iteacher and
pupil relationships on record.

Anne soon began to depart fro m some of the
methods which Dr. Howe had used ,with Laura
Bridgman. Howe was sufficiently advanced not to
teach Laura the letters of the alphabet in regular
order but to. use them in the spelling of words.
Anne went much further. She-talked to Helen Just
as, she would to a heanng child, not worrying too
much whether the words she used were uhderstbod
or not, which is how normal people learnt. From
the sound of unfamiliar words, which become
familiar with repetition and varied context, they
learn'to 'understand their meaninp

We should pause, however, and think of the
enormous physical' and mental 'effort that was,
required to carry this kind of praOice. Helen must
have read literally millions of,words from, Anne's
fingers. Anne transcribed many textbooks into
braille, some ofthem in foreign languages which
she could not understand. The devotion of this
teacher his perhaps never been matched by anyone
else. The perseverance of the pupil was equally
great. .

Nobody knows how ftir Helen Keller would haye
gone without Anne Sullivan, and it is perhaps idle
to speculate. The two of them moved , from
Tuscumbia, Alabama, to Perkins, where they were,
in residence from OCtober, 1889, tti-September,
1893.- During this time, 'Helen learned that. a

ti deaf-blind girl in Norway had been taught to speak.
Helent'at once desired to do likewise. Anne turned
to Sara Fuller, the Principal- ,of the Horace Mani
School for the Deufsin Boston,-wlo gave Helen a
few lessons in articulation. These were carried on
four years later at the Wright-Humason School for
the Deaf in New York. Many years later (1910)
Helen had vocal lessons with Charles., A. White at
the New England Conservatory of Music-in Boston

10

inan effort to produce a speaking voice which
would be pleasing and intelligible to her hearers.
Helen was never sati ed with the reisults, and
frequently complained t t her inabilitPto make
people understand her' easily was alb greatest
disappointment in her life. Nevertheless, her
frien*,eould understand her, and with a little
practice, strangers could also.

Helen liad,a strong desire to go to college, and to
prepaN herself she enrolled at the Cambridge
School for Yotvng Ladies in Carpbridge, Massachu-
setts, with Ade Sullivan at her side. As the'world
well knows, she was the first deaf -blind person to
receive a bathelor's degree from Radcliffe College,
an accomplishment that was not to be repeated for
40 years.

Since Helen Kelfer's intelligence was unquestion-
ably of a very high order, it i, difficult to draw
many conclusions from her "life in terms of
educating the deaf -hind. However, no cuie doubts
the extraordinary influence she has had, not only:
on persons working with the handicapped, bui
even more so on the handicapped. Her inspiration

, has bait immeasurable:this Ai` et is supported by';,
coun tless agencie., for the blind and for the 'deg'
throughout The world 4,1iich.bear her name, Many
Of which she het5edl,opstablish.

-The time has passed, li;;NOever, when any
.
deaf.-

-

blind child can expect the complete devotion and
attention that Helen received from Anne Sullivan.
Educationin the twentieth century has to be put
bn a broader basis with the task sliated by more
than one person.

State of the'Art at the Turn of the Century 1,

In 1.904. William Wade-of Pennsylvania, a gener-
ous Ilvnd of Flelen- Keller and Other deaf-blind
persons, printed a monograph that contained the,
names of deaf-blind .pergans'who had been brought

ato his attentionand number 'of significant articles
that dealt with the education of thedeaf-blind.

. The monograph is virtually the only source of
information, 'concerning the -state of the art in
America at the turn of the century.

Wade- gives some statistics, whieh, although
incomplete and inaccurate,' seem to. be the best
available. He cites 54 deaf-blind persons who-lived
in America in the nineteenth century. Thirty-five
of them, 15 males and 20 females, were still living.
Sixteen were still M school, ten in different schools
for the jileaf, four in two schools for the blind, and
Iwo in the Colorado School for the Deaf and Blind.
The NeW York' Institutioikfor the Instruction of
the Deaf in Washington Heights, New York (now

_ S;
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the Nevi York School for the Deaf, White Plains,
New York and Perkins School fohhe Blind each
had three.

Wade also listed a number,Of men and women
who lost one or both senses ifter their schooling
was- completed. Most of these people were deaf.
first. And h% listed some persons who were
partially deaf and blind or with on sense entirely
lost and the other very deficient.

In hil".monogra,ph, Wade describes the education
of eight deaf-blind girls and boys at the New York
Institution for the Instruction of the Deaf, thee first
of whom, James. Caton, born M- 1861, was
admitted as a deaf pupil in_1871! He lost his sight
three years later. His teachers conferred with tfiose
at the school for the blind, and a program 4astt,
devised which included the use of the arithmetic
slate and books printe,d in embossed type and the
forrn of braille known as New York Point. For
writffig he used a grooved writing board. But the
principal instrument in his instruction was the
manual alphab8t.

Encouraged by Caton's progress, the school
accepted a number of other doubly handicapped
pupils. In 1883 the class had grown to six pupils,
all of them deaf, three of whom had no. vision and
three who- hid "vision Unpaired." .

Among Carrier's pupils was.Stanley Robinfon,
who was born in Canada in 1865.He became deaf
at the age of seven and gradually lost his sight. He
is described by Wade as being "of considerable
mental ability; he has written for the public, and
written well."

Another Currier studeNwas Katie 'McGirr, who
'was born in 1880 and lost her sight and hearing as
the result of exposure to a blizzard at the age of
eight. She learned to read six difTereht.type faces
for the blind, which was said to be more than any
other person living. She seems to have been well
educated wad, was capable of writing a lucid
account of her childhood. ,She was still in school
when Mr. _Wade issued his 'Monograph.

Wade's monograph also includes detailed
accounts of the schooling of several deaf-blind
pupils in other school's. Dora Donald reports on her

Linnie Haguewood, at the Iowa School for
the ,Blind. in Clinton, Iowa, and the South Dakota
School for the Blind. Born in 1879, Linnie lost her-
sight and hearing from havingcontracted menin-
gitis at the age of eighteen months. Ada Lyon tells
of her young pupil, Leslie Oren, at the Ohio
Institution for the Education of the Deaf . Born in
1893, Leslie lost sight and hearing from having
contracted spinal meningitis under two and one

I
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years of age.. Anita Gardner Fish tells of
Elizabeth Robin, kdith ,,Thom'as, aid Tommy
Stringer at Perkins. All of these pupils received thet
best of care and made satisfactory progress, in
school, but for the mosepart their adult lives are
hidden in the' obscurity of their, families and,
occasionally, of institutions.

By the end of the. century; ,.ttte inevitable
querstion was being raised, whether. the ,deaf -brand
should be educated in schools for the deaf or the
blind.

The popular saying th.;t="traditionally the.deaf-,
blind have gone to schools' for the blind" is pot
entirely true. The idea probably came from the
fact that of the many deaf-blind persons up until'
the mid-twentieth century, only the names' of
Laura Bridgman and Helen Keller, both of whom
were associated with Perkins, wei-eknown beyond
their immediate circle.

Wade, who was a !nazi of: strong conviction,
maket- the case for schools for the deaf llut
adknowledges the successes achieved.at schools for
the blind (Wade, 1904).\

*

I am firm in my conviction that the schools for the deaf,,
and their instructors, are bettet prepared for teaching
the blind-deaf than are the sdIols for the blind. The
very first need of the untaught blind-deaf is pdwer of
tomfnunication with otherscall' it language, if you

swish. Instilling this is the first instinct of the teacher of
the deaf and is the daily work of such a teacher. The
teacher of tho blind does not peed ihis...Of course, very
many piipils have been taught in our blind schools, and
tho Perkins Institution for the Blind has crowned itsetf
with glory as the pioneer of the world in it.

In actual numbers; the New York Institution for
the Instruction of the Deaf educated as many
deaf-blind pupils in the c nineteenth century .as-
Perkins did. However,the American Association of .

Instructors of the Blind (now the Association of
Educators for the Visually_ Handicapped) recom-
mended in 1891 that -deaf-blind pupils should be
educated in schools for the blind..

Wade, along with 'other contributors to his
monograph, did not think prior experience was
necessary to teach the deaf-blind and he deplored
a suggestion Made by Helen Keller that she and
Anne Sullivan establish. a training, school for
teachers of the deaf-blind. With this exception, he
strongly defended Helen Keller and Anne Sullivan
against all criticism. \ ,

Wade's monograph makes dear that as the
(twentieth century got under way, educators, of
kblind and deaf were 'accepting deaf-blind children,
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sotne of them very 'violent and unpromising, and
assigning special teachers to educate-them'.

Numbers were still too small in any school or at
any-one time to organize a special department, but
on occAsiOny both the 'New York Institution for the
I.nstruction of the Deaf. and the Perkins School for.,

/ the Blind had special classes. *.

.What Wade did not report is the number of
deaf-blind childrenw. ho, through the ignorance of

` their parents, never lied for admission i to
school, or, 'baying applie were rejected as unguit--,
able for *education.

The Education of helen Schultzr-

kceleniScliulth, whk lost her sight and hearing as
a Ohild,. was the first woman to succeed to any
de4te in;living the normal rife of a housewife.
Helein was born in October, 1904, in Jersey city,
New Jersey. Of all the people mentioned so far, she
is"rhe only one still living at this time (1975). When
she ;was 'seven, she lostr her sight and heating
throUgh iritis and spinal meningitis (Hayes, 1926).

The New Jersey Commission for the Blind had a
policy of educating as many of its blind children as
possible in special classes in the public schools, Wand
Helen was enrolled as a iegular pupil: An older
child in the neighborhood acted as her guide to and
from school.

. A special effort was made to l'eep her articu-
lation as :clear as possible, a problem which was
Made niore difpcult by the Germanic gutteral voice
ghe had inhelited from her parents. This effdrt,
.however, was so successful that to 'this day she

'speaks clearly and is able to deliver-public lectures
on the deaf-blind. She was taught to read script
'and pnnted letters inscribed `in the, palm ,ofher
hand, to read the manual tine-hand aiphabet, and
to read and write braille. e became very expert
in all of these.

Helen was. then admitted to a special class for
girls in the public schools of Montclair and later to
a class . for the blind in the public, schools of
Newark, New. Jersey, where she, completed the
eighth grade and devoted muchtimo to handwork
and sewing. She ,shared in household tasks and
made many .artiOes of clothing, both for herself,
and others. Her social life was varied and included
membership in church groups.

She eventually. married. keeping house for her
hu'sband while he, farmed in Minnesota. Nov that
he has turned to different employment in-Minnea-
polis, Helen continues to care for her house and
husband very effectively. He, home isspotless, her
cooking' first-rate. As already mentioned, she
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"*4devotes time to lecturing, which she does otart-s
ingly abd effectively.

Helen was the first deaf-blind woman to accom-
plish this degree of normality. Although a few
deaf-blind women who are completely without
sight aid hearing since 'childhood. have become
self-supporting, none of them has seemed to
establish a family life as normal as that of Helen.

Growth at Perkins School

A new chapter in the of the deaf=blind
opened when Inis B. Hall arrived at Perkins in

'1931, accompanied by a deaf pupil, Tad Chapman
(Perkins, 19.2).. Miss Hall was a trained teacher o
the 'deaf- who had learned from Sophia Alcorn in
Detroit the vibration method of teaching speech,
which has 'come to be known as the Tadoma
method. The name is a combination of the names
of the first two pupils taught in this way, Tad and
On The technique involves placing the pupil's
hands on the teacher's face and throat so_ that he or
she can feel .the vibrations of speech, after which
the pupil imitates the same motions to produce
speech in retuin.4

This simple description should not obscufe the
fact that success with the vibration technique
depends on endless repetitions of words and
untiring perseverance .by teacher and 'pupil alike.
Not every' teacher has file necessary patience, and -a
large' percent of,deaf-blind pupils are.incapable of
acquiring peech in this manner.

The 1930s at Perkins

*The l'930s weie a most fruitful decade for
Perkin's. The success of Miss Hall and others who
learned from her in bringing speech to deaf-blind
children was remarkable. The lives of a number of
outstanding men and women who are alive today
hate been enriched as a. result. They .include'Tad
Chapman, Leonard Dowdy, Carmela Otera, Juanita
Morgan, and Robert Smithdas, all of whom speak
freely and can tin dg. and those who 'speak to,
them by feeling the Spacer's lips.

Under Miss Hall's leadership, Perkins established
the first special department for the deaf - blind large

1 enough to justify the nante (Perkins, 1933).-Start-
ing with Tad/who was joinedin 1932 by Leonard
Dowdy, the department had 18 pupils by 1940.
The pupils came from a number of states. outside
New England; including Minnesota, Colorado,
Texas, Missouri, and New Jersey.

Some of these children were accompanied by a
teacher, who was expected to return with them to
their honstate after one or two years at Perkins.
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This plan, however,' was not a success, and'nearly
all the children who came to the deaf-blind
department in Watertown remained there until
their education was completed.

Not all of these pupils,were totally deaf; some
were hard of hearing. All of them received instruc-
tion in speech, and a device called the Phipps Unit,
which brought sound l to these pupils through bone
conduction, was usEd widely. By this time the
department included 13 full-time teachers, but
much assistance was provided by other membeis of
the school faculty and by the housemothers in the
cottages in which the pupils lived.

A. change ill the organization took place in the
department in the middle of the decade. From,, the
time Laura Bridgman was admitted in 1837, a

cjal, _teacher had been assigned to each pupil.
This -piactice was modified so that -each teacher
was *iven the responsibility for the instruction of
twit pupils., and an-attendant was .held responsible
for the lives ofd the two Children, outside 4the
classroom. The practice -the teachers to
Concentrate on educational matters and gave them.
the opportunity to compare the progreSs' of the
two pupils in, their care.

Although Perkins had the largest and best
known department for the deaf-blind, a number of
other schools were providing instruction to individ-
uals orssmall groups. Eaily in the 1930s, through a
cooperative- plan for increasing the efficiency of
instruction for pupils, in other schools, teachers
from other schools were itivited to come to Perkins
for visits of three months; during Which time their
places in their own schools were filled by a
member of the Perkins faculty.

-Each year Perkins was asked by an increasing
, number of parents and agencies to accept deaf-

blind children. If the Apartment were to respond
to 'all of these, requests, larger facilities would be
necessary'. . .

the arrival at Perkins of Laura Bd
In 1937, at the one hundredthggiversary of

ri , an appeal
was made for funds to establish, a national center
for deaf:blind children on the schoorcampus in
Watertown, Massachusetts (Perkins, :1938). The
appeal, under the now familiar_44-rt; le of Children of
the Silent' Night, was not wiaelycirculated and was
not a success. The effort brought in approximately
$100,000, half of ,it from a single donor, a sum
totally insufficient kor its intended purpose.

The plans on which -the 'appeal was based
provided space for perhaps 50 deaf-blind children.
Although statistics are scarce and unreliable, this
was probably far fewer than the aytual number of

deaf-blind children in. the United State-s-- who
rieeded special education. A census reported '379
such persons scattered all over the country, but
theie-no doubt included adults as well as children.
Fish estimated that the number might be as high as
2,000 (Fish, 1934).

The idea of a national, center was quickly
abandoned when the' New York Institute for the
Education of the Blind in New York City and the
California State School for. the Blind in Berkeley
announced plans. to organize departments for
deaf-blind children.

The 1940.4at Perkins --

The teachers of deaf-blind children at Perkins
during the decade of Miss Han leadership came \

'chiefly' from two sources. Some were trained and
experienced teachers of the deaf. Most of the
others were graduates of the Harvard-Perkins
teacher training course, some "of whom were
partially blind. The war years led to a serious
shortage of teachers in the nation's schools for the
deaf, a shortage which persisted for a long time
after peace came. For more than 15 years the
department ceased to grow.

As early as 1941, several admissions had to be
deferred because well-qualified teachers for the
doubly handicapped were not available (Perkins,
1941). However, at that time 12 children were still
enrolled, four of whorri had- some hearing capa-
bility. Thirteen teachers -were on the department
faculty. By 1951, the number of children was
reduced to tithe, two of whom came from overseas
With their ,Own attendants. The department faculty
numbered eight (Perkins, 1951).

Di ng gre,two preceding ijecades,.a total of,,47
pupils had Veieja admitted to the department; 17
pupils were totally deaf and blind, four were
blind and hard of_, hearing, 19 were deaf and
'partially sighted, and seven had varying degyees of
sight and hearing. Of the 17 children who were
totally without sight, two were subsequently grad-
uated from Perkins and one from colleg ert
C. Smithdas); one was transferred to her
school, and three are still at Perkins. the
exception of six, with whom little progress was
made, all were instructed to the limit of their
academic ability, with special stress Qn vocational ,-
skills. Of this groups 11 had lost their sight and
hearing from spinal meningitis, most of them at
about two years of age. Of the four blind and hard
of _hearing, three received high school diplomas
from Perkins, and one is still in the-school. That
deafness is a more serious educational barrier than
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blindness is shown by the fact that of the 19edeaf
and partially seeing children, none succeeded in
graduating and only four made limited progress.
Dr. Farrell, Director of Perkins at thi lime, added,
"There may be significance In the fact that nine of
the total are rubella cases and of them only one has
made any reasonable progress" (Perkins,.1951).

New Departments for Deaf-Blind Children
During the period from 1937 , to 1957, seven

other departments were organized, five of them in
schools for the blind, one in a schookfor the deaf,
and one in a dual school for the deaf MC blind.

In 1937, Merle E. Frampton, Principal of the
New York Institute fOr the Education of the Blind,
opened the -second separate department of deaf-
blind children in the jnited States. In the first
year, eight pupils were admitted, and for the next
30 years the numbers averaged about .12. Several of
the children earned graduation diplomas at the
institute, and oneljil proceeded to obtain a degree
at Hunter Collegellid returned to join the faculty

k of the institute (NeW York Institute, 1957).
As early as 1936, Richard E. French, the

Superintendent of the California School for the
-Blind in Berkeley, sought legitflation which would
enable him to admit deaf-blind children (Lowe-
field, 1952). The necessary authorization was not
given, .however, until 1943. Among the Berkeley
pupils was Jacqueline Coker, who proceeded from
Berkeley to college and .is now successfully
employed in Sacramento as a home teacher of men
and women who have become blind.

In 1949 Superintendent Wallace C. Finch an-
nounced the opening of the department for deaf-
blind children at the Michigan State .4chool for the
Blind in Lansing. A special feature of that program
was its admission of boys and girls at the early age
of thtee years and the counseling.cf parehts of still
younger children. The beginning pupils were
housed in their own quarters and were moved into
the'dormitories with blind children as soon as they,
had acquired adequate communication skills (The
Educational Programqr the Deaf Blind, 'undated).

In 1951, Marion Grew, Superintendent of the
Washington State School for the Blind in Van-
couver, established a deaf-blind department, Chil-
dten were accepted from other states and from
Canada. At times the department had as many'as
20 pupils, with six teachers. Several of the pupils
are now employed at the Seattle Lighthouse for
the Blind (Donaldston, 1975).

So *sr, all the new departments have been
established in schools for the blind. In 1955, the
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Alabams,,Institute- for Deaf and Blind opened a
Regunal Department for Deaf-Blind Children.
Superintendent W. W.. ,Elliott stated: "This deaf-
blind department is part of the largest complex, in
the nation-for deaf, blind, and deaf-blind children
and adults'.--Students and clients are enrolled from
early childhood through adulthood either In- an
academic or vocational setting" (Elliott, 1975).

The institute occupies an extensive' campus in
Talladega, Alabama. The deafrblind department is
housed in its Own quarters, but whenever possible
the deaf-blind children participate in the activities
of the deaf or blind children.

For a few-years in the 1950s, deaf-blind
,..
children

were admitted to the Iowa School for the Deaf in
Council Bluffs, ,Iowa. Most of them came from
Illinois. With the resignation of the teacher in.
charge, the department;dwindled nd was finally

....
closed.

After the IcZwa program was closed to out-of-
state pupili in 1957, a program was openedia the
Illinois Braille and Sight Saving School in Mson-
ville. The decision was made that the Illinois Braille
and Sight Saving School should undertake the
project rather than the School for the(beaf. The
precedent for that decision was set y Perkins
School for-theBlind (Hendrickson, 1972).

The Illinois7school was one of thefirstfto make
use of the evaluation clinic at the Centerfor the
DeveloPmestit.of Blind Children at Syracuse Univer-
sity, New York, whiCh undertook to provide
clinical evaluation of deaf-blind children in which
"a pediatrician, neurologist, ophthalmologist,
speech and hearing consultant, psychologist, and
an educational consultant combined , their exper-
tise" (Hendrickson, 1972).

Birth of National Organizations

The year 1953 was important in the history of
the education of deaf-blind-children. The National
Study Committee on the Education of Deaf-Blind
Children was established. The 'committee consisted
of appointed representatives of the American
Association of Instructors for the Blind and the
Conference of Executives of American School's for
the Deaf. M. Robert Barnett, Executive Director of
the American . Foundation for the Blind, served as
chairman.

During the next few years; the committee met a
number of times, usually in schools with depart-
ments for the deaf-blind. Meetings were generally
attended only by heads of schools with deaf-blind
departments, persons who had a direct concern
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with the day-by-day problems educating doubly
handicapped children.

Several hundred dea&blind children in the
Ignited States appeared to be eligible for education.
However, at no time prior to the late 1960s were
more than 100 of these children in special pro-
grams designed for their needs.

Perhaps the most important action of this
committee was the adoption in the middle 1950s
of a-definition of a deaf-blind child, which avoided
references to specific degrees of deafness or blind-.
ness. Experience had already shown that a blind
child with a moderate hearing loss, or a deaf child
with weak visioni or even. a child with partial

' hearing and partial sight had problems which
required special attention. Schools for the .blind
had rejected children who were -hard of hearing,

, and schools for the deaf had refused_ to accept
pupils wi poor vision. It seemed necessary to
identify air of these Fhildren under a single
defmition, which hopefully would indicate the
need for special programs. Accordingly, a detini-
tion_was adopted which, with slight modifications
in wording, has since been widely accepted in the
United States and elsewhere. The definition is used
currently by the Department 4 Healith, Education,
and Welfare in its guidelines'Yq4rnpleme,nting_
federal legislation that supports the education of
deaf-blind children under Title VI-C of the Elemen--
tary and Secondary EducationAct. The definition
states that a child shall be considered deaf-blind
when he or she has auditory and visual(. defects
which make it difficult or impossible for him or
her to succeed in regular programs for the deaf or
for the blind.

Deaf-Blind Child Defined

Teacher Training and Research

The continuing difficulty in obtaining qualified
teachers led to a decline in the number of pupils
enrolled at Perkins. Several children, in fact, had to
be released. Fortunately, all of these had some
vision and were admitted to schools for the deaf in,
their home states. In Septerhber, 1953, only five
children' remained with three teachers. Clearly the
need was for an expansion of services rather than
their diminution.

Since the only college programs for teacher .of
the deaf-blind were soine short summer programs
at Michigan State, Teachers College in Ypsilanti,
Michigan (1949-50), the director of Perkins was
authorized by the trustees to establish a program
for training teachers of the deaf-blind in associa-

. .

tioniwith a local university. In September, 1956,
the first gaddate-level program for teachers of the
deaf-blind began under the joint sponsorship of
Boston University and Perkins School for the
Blind. Nine men and women were enrolled (Lantern,
1956).

\The effects Qf,this new program were immedi- .

ate: Six of the tirainees from the first class joined
the department the following yea ?. Pupil enroll-
ment increased rapidly from six in 1955,to 22 in
1957and 32 in 1960. 'Enrollment leveled off, and
the number remained at about 30 for the next few
years.

The increase in staff made it possible for
personnel to be assigned to research, and a begin
ning was made ,toward developing more satisfac-
tory evaluation techniques. In November, 1956,
Helen Keller dedicated one of the school buildings
in honor of her teacher and herself , with the
three-fold purpose of "educating deaf-blind boys
and girls, training teachers of deaf-blind chitdien,
and performing research in the education of
deaf-blind youth" (Lantern, 1956). The Perkins
department aimed to carry out these three func-
tions to the best f its ability.

Rubella Wave of the 1960s

The June, 1965, issue of the Lantern, house
organ of Perkins.School for the Blind, contained an

,editorial entitled "Do We .Face a Rubella Wave?"
:'his editorial, which was based on newsp'aper and

infizaz4e- reports, raised the possibility pi an
OnprecedentAl number of deaf,blind children ned-
i?g education in the United States in the immedi-
ate future and expressed concern over our unreadi-
ness to meet the challenge. Perkins had good cause
to be concerned. Most of the other schools that
had departments for thedeaf-blind were turning to
the -Perkins school for trained teachers. New pro-
grams were not being established; and teacher
training schools were showing no interest in, the
problem.

Several of the _schools with deaf-blind depart-
ments began to prepare their campuses for an
influx of pupils. Perkins immediately started con-
struction on two new buildings, the first structures
to be added to the campus for student use since
the school moved from Boston to Watertown a half
century before.'

Foreseeing a need for evaluation of pupils from
out of state, one of the new buildings included
living quarters for parents of children undergoing
evaluation. This building, called the Northeast
Building, was ready for use when requests for the
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educational evaluation of victims of the 1964-65
rubella epidemic poured ,in at the beginning of
1970. It also included aparknents for an increased
number of teacher-trainees.

The North Building, which opened later that
year, contains classrooms, lecture rooms, and an
auditoriuni. By this time the enrollment of deaf-
.blind children hkd -risen to 57. Within_ nother year
or so, it would eAeed 80.

Perkins also 'reorganized- its assignment of

_t_v}n p pils, usually in,a fairly 4tnall room, had
N's.t1teachers o pupils. The plan whereby each teacher

had
been practiced 30 years. This was now supplanted
by grouping six pupils together with twos
teachers and two untrained teachers' aides. This
increased the availability of skilled teachers by 50
percent and prepared the way for the expected
influx of pupils. The North Building contains large
classrooms to facilitate this plan.

In the Lantern editorial -referred ta:above,
mentiontis made' All/public apathy. The difficulty
administrators have faced in providing adeqdate
.services for the deaf-blind ha been compounded
by tlie mercifully few numbers orsuch children.
One area hewer had enough of them to rouse
people to action. Time and again- the argument
would be used, both' 6y educators and rehabilita-
tion workers, that their deaf-blind clients were so
few that it was impractical to train personnel to
serve them. Alsd the belief that only a rare type of
person with high specialized skills could engage in
this type of work was hard to overcome. ..

I

. . Federal Legislation Enacted

Early in 1965, the Industrial Home for the-Blind
and Perkins School decided to hold joint celebra-
tions on the 100th anniversary of the birth of
Anne Sullivan. As it turned out, the most impor-
tant event di' the week-long celebration was a
banquet given on her 100th birthday, April 14,
1966.

One of the speakers 'gave an account of the way
in which Leonard Dowdy had been taught at
Perkins some 30 years before. Leonard was pre-
sent. A self-reliant, self-supporting man who is able
to hold his own in conversation with others, he is
an outstanding example Of what can be done for a
deaf-blind child.

Among the guests was Mary Switzer, then Head
of the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration ig
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
who represented President Johnson. Mary Switzer
was moved by this account of Leonard Dowdy,
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and in November, 1966, discussed with John W.
Gardner, Secretary of Health, Education, and,
Weiface, and Harold Howe II, Commissioner of
Education, the possibility of submitting to Con-
gress a bill providing services for deaf-blind chit- 11'
dren.

By this time; 'the devastating effects of the
rubella epidemic in the United States in 1963 and
1964 were being realized and the need for swift
and decisive action on a large-scale was apparent.

, During 1967, many meetings were beld.in Miss
Switzer's office with .educators of the blind and
deaf. At these meetings various possibilities; includ-
ing direct grants to the states and the creation of a
single national center for deaf-blind children, mere
discussed. However, the final recommendation to
the Congress called for the establishment of a
limited 'number of regional centers, each to be
coordinated by a local private or public, agency.
The centers would be responsible for the develop-
ment of services for the deaf-blind in the areas
assigned to them. This 1e4slation was the first of
its kind ever to be submiftdd,to Congress.

The bill, which was presented as an amendment
to the Elementary and Secondary 'Education Act,
of 1965, Title NI-C, was passed by the Senate in
November and by the House of Representatives in
December, 1967. President Johnson signed the bill
on January 1, 1968."

Conclusion

4. Howe once rwrOte, "There floats not upon
the stream of life any wreck of humanityso utterly
shattered and crippled that its signals 'of distress
should not challenge attention and command
assistance." Such words are easily said, but without
adequate organization and the support of the
community with public funds, the goal cannot be
realized. The legislation of 1967 gave hope for
fulfillment of Dr. Howe'4 words in spite of the
burden of the worst rubella epidemic on record.

Surely, it was a fortunate accident that Anne
Sullivan was born just 20 years before Helen Keller
needed het. It was perhaps an even more fortunate
accident that she was born just 100years before a
`desperate need arose for action on behalf of
deaf-blind infants, and celebrations in her honor
'would bring the whole subject of-the deaf-blind to
public notice.

The story of Leonard Dowdy was particularly'
appropriate because it brought this about, for no
deaf-blind person has shown more eagerness to "do



something for the deaf-blind." Just by being_
'I himself,- he accomplished more than almost anyone

else.
Great .irogress has been made in the 130 years

since Laura Bridgman came to Perkins.. The fact
that deaf-blind persons have a right to an education
and That suitable programs for their ifistru'ctiort can
be 'devised is widely -accepted. in most of the
so-called "developed': countries, sOme--Attaf-blind
children', if not all; are provided with programs of
varying degrees of effectiveness'. However, there are
Many areas throughout the world where littivi
nothing has been done fordeaf-blind children.

The rubella epidemic, first of all in Australia and
then in western Europe, and finally in the 1960s in
North America, has put an end to the first "chapter

`ill the education of the deaf-blind and opened
another great challenge to society.

.
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A History of 'Centers and Services
for Deaf-Blind Children

by
RObert Dantona
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1964-65, an estimated 50,000 women con-
tracted rubella, or German measles, during the
early months of .pregnancy. Some 20,000 of these
pregnancies resulted in miscarriages or stillbirths,
and 30,000resulted in children born with one or
more handicaps. These handicaps included visual
impairments, hearing impairments, mental retarda-
tion, and, a variety of other physical impairments.

, Prior to the epideEicof 1964-65` the number of
deaf-blind persons born was estimated to be
relatively constant at about 1.40 per year. However,
during the epidemic year the number of children
born deaf-blind jumped to more than 2,000,

Rubella is notsthe only factor contributing to
the increasing population of deaf-blind children.
An almost equal number df. children have been
born deaf and blind, due to genetic anomalies,
congenital debilities and malformations, the
improper use of drugs during pregnancy, irraiia-

-*-=1:

tion, and infecqous diseases such As encepheitis°
and meningitis. Ironically, the advances of medical
science have also contributed to this upsurge of-
multiple birtk, defects by reducing -the infarit
mortality rate. w

The extent of impairment suffered by deaf491ind
. children 'ranges on a continuum.from profoundly

deaf and blind to hard of hearing and partiily
sighted. To further compound theiroblems, thM-
children may also have a high proportion of other
physical and/of--lueictal disabilities in ddition to
the combined losses 9f vision and hearing

The learning problems of 'children with dual
sensory impairments differ greatly from chitdreti
having a single impairment of either hearing or
vision. The severity of the indiiidtial impairment is
not 'wlrat handicaps these children but the over-
whelming comnilknication problem that results
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from any combination Of visual and hearing impaii- .
'ment. Because of this, deaf-blind children cannot
be accbmmodated in special education classes
deVeloped solely for the hearing handicapped or
for the visually handicapped. Deaf-blind children
require education and ttaiiiing 'designed to meet
their special needs.

Because deafness and blindness together had
occurred so rawly* before 1963, very few services
were available at the tirrie of fhe epidemic. The
seven residential programs_ for deaf-blind children
that existed in 1963 enrolled. approximately 125
children. In additiOn, approximately 150 deaf- 4

blind .children were enrolled in other public or
private Programs for the de°af or for the blinds -

The'5,000 children born deaf-blind as a result of
, the rubella epidemic, and other causes could not be ,

served by the limited number of dea blind pro-
grams available. Officials estimated that f facilities
for the deaf -blind were , expanded to eir maxi:.
mum capacity, they would be able t enroll no
more than 450 of these children by'19 -2. .

The sudden inc in die deaftblind population
placed a tremendous burden' oil existing educa:
tional programs. Not only were educational facil=
ities for -these children lacking, totit Aso profes-
sionals to staff the special programs Were needed.
It seemed inevitable that many 9f these children
would be inappropriately referred to Institutions,
for the retardectbecause no programs were avail-
able to meet their special needs. Yet, delpite the
multiplicity of Irandica s functioning: ability
among these .children _Widely diverse; , Titsir

* potentials range froth -the ed for life-time oarein
'a sheltered environment tb those who can It ad a -.
prothictive, semi-independent life. A few will.tes
capable of professional training and careers. ..

C 4.
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These dsaf-blind .childrif , like all children, had
to be given the opportunity to develop to their

_mixiMum capabilities. We know that under the
stimulation of an effective developmental program,
Many handicapped children are al* to reach their

ti full potential for development. We also know that.
the -longer a handicapped child goes, without
meaningful intervention, the more certain it is that
his or her future potential will be reduced and the
need for institutionalization increased. The provision
of early and timely intervention through develop-
mental programs for these children with combined
hearing and vision ldsses `was essential if their
critical needs were to be met_

Existing programs and facilities would not be
handle the vastly increased numbers of

deaf-blin en resulting from the epidemic.
Because of the ecialized, extensive services
needed by these c ildren , and their scattered
geographic distribut on throughout the United
States, pooling the limited resources available and
working cooperatively at all levels to solve the.
Problem was essential. A national effort would be
required to meet the special needs of .these
children. Federal t upport , would be necessary to
create the new resources that would be needed. -,

Educators, parents, professionals, and coneeined
lay people appealed to Congress for help. Thanks
to their foresight and tireless efforts and to a
sympathetic and responsible Congress, Public Law
90-247, Part C, amending Title VI of the Elemen-
tag and Secondar Educatioi Act; was approv'ed
an signed into by President Johnson in
January of 1968.

The intent of Congress was to provide through
tilts amendment:

"... A limited number of model centers for deaf-blind
children, a program designed to develop and bring to
'bear upon such children, beginning as early as feasible in
life, those specialized., intensive professional and allied
services, methods, and aids that are found to be most
effective to enable them to achieve their full potintial
for communication with, and meaningful participation
in society, aid fovielffulfillrnent "I f
The 1,9k1 was to cover all 50' states with ten

s.

regional centers. The six or seven existing programs
for the deaf-blind were to be _'the major focal
points. Regi9nal center s would be built on the
limited existing resource

c
and expertise so that

maximum benefit would result. Surrounding states
would participate and gradually develop their own
programs. Regional ups were established on the

V

'Federal It egrster. Vol 40, No. 35 (Thursday, j ebrupy 20, 1975)
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basis of 'a willingness of the stateS involved to
cooperate and work together.

were
agencies as well as state education

agencies' ere funded by the Bureau of EducatiOn
for the Handicapped to implement the regional
center concept. The agencies were chosen on the
basis of their demonstrated interest in and their
ability to implement the program conceptualized
by the bureau.

,Originally, eight regional centers were funded
with one million dollars. The amount of funding
received by each region depended upon the num-
ber of deaf-blind children who could be provided
immediate services in that geographical area. 'Fed-
-eral appropriations have increased Bach year and
now ten regional centers Serve deaf-blind children.

The regional .center is not a physical structure in
which are provided direct services to children;
rather, it is an administrative, organizational, and
coordinating unit which utilizes existing resources
and develops additional resources as needed. to
provide diagnostic and educational services to this
population. Those states banding together into one
region designated a sponsoring_ agency to serve as
the coordinating agency responsible for implement-
ing the regional center program. To achieve greater

'effectiveness per dollar.exgended, the emphasis in
all centers is' on direct services to children in the
belief that individual services and spetific programs
will maximize the deaf -blind individual's potential
for independence and thus minimize the total
expenditures over that`person's lifetime.

Initial efforts required no remodeling of con-
struction, but this dotOnot preclude the possibility
that special facilities' may someday have to be built
to meet the special needs of this group. Such
building plans may become necessary at Some time
and should be, Considered by each state as they
plan for the total service needs of the deaf-blind.
The 'initial emphasis, however, wasie on quick
response to and the delivery of immediate services
to meet the needs of these deaf-blind children to
reduce the possibilities of their being institu-
tionQiied. .

With these goals in mind,. the regional centers
began to identify and cqordinate every available
resource in their region which'could'be immeS-
ately utilized or adapted to provide deaf-blind
children-- the following services, as mandated by
law:

1. Comprehensive diagnostic and evaluative
services
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2. it program for adjustment, orientation, and
education which integrates all the professional
and allied services necessary

3. Effective consultative- services for parents,
teachers, and others who plan a direct role in .
the lives of deaf-blind children to enable them
to understand the special problems of such
children and to assist in the process of their
adjustment, orientation, and education

The services were to to provided to all deaf-
blind children regardless of where they lived. In
addition, the following activities were authorized
but not required by the law:

1. Research to identify and meet. the full range
of special needs of deaf-blind children

2. Delveldpment or demonstration of new (or
improvements in existing} methods,
approaches, or techniques, which would con-
tribute to the adjustment and education of
such children

3. Training of professional and allied personnel
engaged or, preparing to engage in programs

. specifically designed for sitch children
4. Dissemination of ,materials and information

about practices effective in working with such
children 3

vs
While identifying available. resources, efforts

were also made to identify aritHaekte all deaf-blind
children in each region. Obtaining:specific informa-
tion on the population to be served was necessary
to plan for appropriate services to ensure efficient
use of available resources' This planning informa-Ition was necessary to facilitate efforts to link the
needs of deaf-blind children with services and
programs available not only on a sttewide basis
but throughout the region.

When, a child is located, arrangements are made
to provide diagnostic and evaluative services by
agencies participating in the deaf-blind center
program. Data on the child's degree of hearing and
vision impairment, degree of functional sensory
ability, and degree of additional handicaps must ,lie

known and assessed to provide an adequate pro-
gram for the chlld's:individual needs. The goal in
all cases is to determine each child's capacity for
growth and development.. Upon completion lof
diagnostic and evaluative services, children are
placed in a varibty of educational or training
programs, including residential Ichools, training
institutions, tutorial programs, ipublic school
classes, and preschool programs. The emphasis .g

4
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on providing an individualized program designed to
meet the specific needs of each particular deaf-
blind child.

The regional centers also provide programs for
parents of deaf-blind children. Parent support
programs help parents develop an understanding
and acceptance of their' child's unique problems.
Home programs are also used to reinforce and
support the child's progress in school programs.

Progams4r deaf-blind children have expanded
faster than new professionals could be trained. The
regional centers have provided inservice training to
develop the skills of existing personnel such as
teachers, counselors, public health nurses,- social
workers, and alad professionals to deal with the
problems and needs of deaf-blind children and
their parents. The centers placed great emphasis on,
inservice training of teachers to supplement what-
ever skills they had so that they could more
meaningfully and productively work with ilcaf-
blind children.

As a result of the efforts of the regional centers,
this country has experienced' an unprecedenttd
growth in the nuler of- services available to
deaf-blind Children] Important strides have been
made toward providing deaf-blind persons with
.opportunities for personal fulfillment and realiza-
tion of individual potential. equal to those enjoyed
by their nonhandicapped peers. The success
achieved offers an exciting promise for all deaf-
blind individuals as the regional center concept
continues to develop along with the populaikkit
serves. Indeed, "The young deaf-blind population
has been more

The
than the handicapped

population in general with respect to institutional=
ization and federal funding of regional centers for
deaf-blind children throughout the nation.'

Nearly 12 years have elapsed since the rubella
epidemic, and we are now able to measure some of
the consequences and evaluate .how the regional
center concept has worked in response to the
demands placed ,upon it. The crisis was not the
epidemic, for, as we have learned since that time,
more than half of 'our deaf-blind children are
victims of other causes. The crisis was the lack of
available facilities, --manpower, and expertise to
meet not only -the educational needs of these
children bilt.alSo to' provide the tiasit diagnostic
andleducatioilal. evphiative services needed- to elan

'Brewer, Garry D., and 'James $. Kakalik. "Serving the Deaf-Blind
Population Planning f6i1980:'' In LW Is Now A Conference on
the Futitre of LAafBlind Children. Eared by Carl Shertick. Los
Angeles Johfi Tracy Clinic, 1974.
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appropriate services for ,these children: Beciuse oY
out inability to provide developmental services At,
the,. critical time, malty of our dead -blind children
are in institutions today. We may not be able to
forsee or prevent the devastation of a large number
of yet unborn childrtn, but we can and must be
prepared and ready to respond, should a similar
emergency arrive again.

When a cataclysm strikes, leaving a large segment
of our population decimated, and the country at
large is without the resources or manpower td
cope, a regional type of effort to identify, co di-
nate, and utilize existing resources is n ed to
meet the needs of the affected population. ersons
hr. all states Reed to work together r joint
resolution of problems of such magni deli/Phis
cooperative effort of states under a regional-type,
program achieves the goal of delivering services 64.
children sooner and more meaningfully than other"
efforts. It does not tear children from their
families nor isolate them. It permit's the delivery

of resources to these children more quickly and
possibly saves them frOm unnecessary' institution-
alization

Through such a cooperative effort as the .
region*., deaf-blind ..centers, each state has been
indeyperidently strengthened as it developed its own
resOwnes for the deal blip child. The regional
centers have assisted states developing resources
to meet their own stat eds and will continue to
do so until each state n provide for itself Some

ti states will continue to need regional cooperative
efforts longer than other states. The role of the
regional center will change slowly 'as the needs of
the states and the population it serves change.

Federal creation and support :of the regional
*centers Avas, initially required because of the scar-
city of services and the overwhelming f costs
involved. However, with the assistance of the

zgional, centers, most states have now developed
Their own resources to meet the educational needs
of this ,population. Educational programs are pro-

Distribution of Regional Centers for Deaf-Blind Children, 1976

ATLANTIC
NORTH I CARIBBEAN
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Total Funds-Approved Regional Deaf-Blind Centers Fiscal Year 1969-1976

Program Program j Program s. Program Program Program Program Program

year year year ! year year year year year

.1969-1970, 1970-1971, I 1971-1972, 1972 -1973. 1973-1974. 1974-1975t 1975-1976, '976-1977:

Regional fiscal year fiscal year fiscal y ear fiscal y ear fiscal year fiscal year' fiscal year fiscal year'

Center 1969 1970 1971 197' 1973' 1974 1975 1976

Alabama S 150,250 S 202.000 S 300,000 S 75.000 S 875,000 S 1,122,363 S 933,206 S 1,430,000

California 189,000 3J ,760 677,000 975,000' 800,000 2,005,000 1.348,106 1,941,424

Colorado 36,260 .250 000 450,000 800.000 1.302,000 _',019,228 1,640,712 1,774,778

Massachu-
setts 177.525 '79,855 410,4 (5 700,000 8.75,000 1,093.750 925.000 1,248,034

Michigan 50,000 109,736. 437,000 875,000 979,000 1,585,955 '1,451,764 1,927,583

!tinnesota 50,000 '49,998 350.000 _535.000

New York ,189,000 280,000 460,00(f 830,000 1,478,000 2,050,000 1,925,000 2,509,260

North .

Carolina , 50,000 275.000 550.000 849.000 1.225.000 1,199,209 1,815,640'

Texas

UTI)). 51.039 .290,000 790,587, 975,060 1,132,726 -4,380.697 1.018400/ .1,466,400

Washington 156,926 150,649 450.000 650,000 847.000 1.155,548 924,435 1,132,907 '

Texas Edu-
cational
Agency

327,274 ' 417,459 633,968 753,954

rota! S 1.000,000 -52,000,000- 54.500,000 57,500,000 S10,000,000 $14,055,000 S12.000,000 S16,000,000

vided in all 50 states, the Trust Territories, Puerto
Rico, and the Virgin Islands. The number of state
and local dollars allocated for deaf-blind children
has increased and at the present time less thanlhal,f
the total cost of education for1deaf -blind children
coma from federal monies.

These educational services must meet not only
the needs of deaf-blind individuals as children but
also their changing needs as5they reach adulthood.
With the exception of the registry maintained by
the National Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and
Adults, no information on deaf-blind persons
above the .age of twenty-one is available. However,
as the nation's deaf-blind populatiorrincreases in
age, information relating to the prevalence of
hearing and vision impairments will likely also
increase. This means that not only do services need
to be provided for children born deaf-blind as a
result of. the rubella epidemic but also the same

'educational services and rehabilitattan services may
be in demand by a far greatei number of deaf-blind
adults as well.-

'Public Law 94-14; which goes into effect in
1978, requires that federal monies be 'distributed
to the states to provide for case finding; identifi-

.
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cation; and ditgnostic, evaluation, and, educational
services for the severely hakdicappeld child who is
unsenred. In time, this may allow Title VI-C funds,
which are now, supporting those educational pro-
grams under the supervision of regional centers, to
be redirected to meet other program nee& which-

states cannot provide for themselves, such as,

vocational education and' the development of
alternative residence Prop-arils to promote deinsti-
tutionalilation..

Such a comprehensive service deliyery,system,
coordinated by the centers in cooperatio ith the
states, would allow opportunity for e individual
to be mainstreamed into the community or to
return to shelter that is always there for that
individual in the event he or she wishes to return:
To enhance the chance of successful community
integrations` however, the regional centers can
coordinate, plan, and assist the states in utilizing
the various services available to the deaf-blind. This
assistance will allow regional centers and the States

- to combine' their resources, including those of the
, NatInnal Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults;

to provide the comprehensive continuum of ser-
vices necessary to sustain the deaf-blind individual
throughout his or her lifetime.
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Eirobean Programs for Deaf-Blind
Children: An Overview

Jeanne R. Kenmore .

Director, EuropeNorthwest Africa Regional Office, American Foundation fot Overseas Blind
, and it

Chairman, International Council for the Education of the Visually Handicapped

During the nineteenth century, four European
countries developed services for- deaf-blind chil-
dren. These were trance -(1860), Sweden (1882),'
Germany (18W P)-,- and Finland (1889). France is
given credit for having established tha first school
for the deaf in Europe (1760) and' the first school
for the blind (1784). Not knowing about ithe
successful education of Laura Bridgman at thr
Perkins School for the Blind in 'Massachusetts,
France made the first European attempt to educate

deaf -blind child.

Early Efforts

In .1860 a Catholic school for deaf girls at
Larnay near Poitiers accepted Germaine Cambon, a
deaf-blind girl. A second child, Marthe Obrecht,
was accepted in 1875. Three more girls were later
enrolled: Marie Heurtin in 1895, Anne-M4rie Poyet
in 1907, and Marthe Heurtin in 1910. Thus, five
girls were giiri some education during the first 50
years of the French program.

Anne-Marie, who had become deaf-blindbat.three
, years of age, developed fairly good. speech and,

after six years of instruction at Lamay, returned to
her parents' home. She obtained a job in a nearby
factory making shoelaces and braided cords,

Marie and Marthe Heurtin were sisters who had
become deaf-blind several years apart. Both learned
the manual alphabet, braille, typing, and indepen-
dent daily living skills. Marthe was introduced to
grammar, history, geography, and religion. She was
still living,at Larnay School when she Was described
by Arnould (1948).

In 1882 Queen' Sofia of Sweden asked Elisabeth
Anrep-Nordin, a teacher at the school, for deaf
children at Skara, to -take care of a ten-year-old'
deal-blind girl_ Within the next four years, three
more deaf-blind children were brought to Mrs.

.
i

, .
Anrep-Nordin. The school later was moved to
Vanerstiorg. . . . I

Among the children who were brought to Mrs.
Anrep-Nordin, there were many who appeared to
be mentally. retarged or who had physical handi-
caps in addition lo either deafness or blindness,
and the institution opened its doors to many kinds
of multihandica fed children. Ily 1905 a work-
shop for adults s constructed, and in 1906 a
ward for severely retarded blind children was
added. '''. >,

At- first the school Was funded partly by state
and local subsidie and'eartly by voluntary dona-
tions. In 1901 the FoundIttion of Queen Sofia was
established for .. the purPbse -of providing new
buildings. The entire institution, including the-
school, the workshop, and the ward for severely
retarded, subsequently was called the Foundation
of Queen Sofia.

By 1922 the institution was transferred to Lund_
and taken over by the, state. In 1965 the school
unit was ,detached frotn the institution and was
moved to new buildings at Orebro, where it now
FunCtions as a school 'for multihandicapped blind
children including the deaf-blind.

From the time Mrs.; Anrep-Nordin agreed to
work with the first deaf-blind girl in 1882, Sweden
has had a continuous ',program for deaf-blind
children, with the exception of 'a short period,
1957 to 1962, when no deaf` blind child was
known tifexist.

Germany offered' its first help to a deaf-blind
child in 1887, when the Reverend Theo Hoppe of
Potsdam/Babelsberg began teaching Hertha Schulz.
Four years later in exeerienced teacher of deaf
children, Gustav Riemann, lined Reverend Hoppe,
and more children were ccepted. The original
institution in Potsdam/Babelsberg recently cele-

I.-
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brated ,its one-hundredth anniversary and, now
offers services to the deaf-blind children of the
German Democratic Republic.

The fourth early program was started in Finland
in 1889 by Anna Haickel; it was carried on 'by E.
Knape after '1894. Two world wars interrupted
service.

Development of Modern Services

As special education programs for many types of
exceptionaL children were expanded and refined in
Europe, children with combinations of vision and
hearing losses were gradually accepted under
numerous administrative plans. The placement of
these deaf-blind children in these prOgrams came
about in a variety of wayS (1) national plinning, a
feeling of obligation to help known deaf-blind
children by the administration or even' by one
teacher in certain institutions; (2) a recognition
that new services for multihandicapped deaf or

ihandicapped blind children should include
deaf-blind is well; and (3) by default when it

emed that no one else would 'accept the children.
(See Table I for. historical development of services
for the deaf-blind in Europe, and see the addresses
of current European programs for deaf-blind chil-
dren at the end of this paper.),

The patterns of funding used to start new
programs are often maintained as the programs
become an accepted part of the country's special
education efforts. Financial support is usually a

, divided responsibility, and most schools continue
the search for broader.financial help. (See, Table 2
for financial support of services for the deaf-blind.)

in early 1975 about 350 -deaf-blind children
were enrolled in school programs. Great differences
exist in the ratio of children served to the general
population of each country. The reasons might
include the following: (1) proportion of severely
handicapped' deaf-blind to so-Galled classic 'deaf
blind; (2) willingness and ability to help children
who present enormous problems; (3) patterns of
case finding; and (4) financial problems. (See Table
3 for distribution of deaf-blind children m Euro-
pean school programs.)

A rough grouping of the 276 children whose
ages were obtainable shows a developing trend; i.e.,
services should begin as early as possible and
should extend well beyond ,..the normal school-
leaving age, which is bet een fourteen and sixteen
years in European county s. (See Table 4 for ages
of persons served by pro s for the deaf-blind.)

What do the European programs for deaf-blind
children have in common? What sort of profes-
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'sional relationshipexists among the shit-Ca-of the
several schooli? What connection have these pro-
grams with organizations fot the deaf or the blind?

Great Within

The largest number of ,European children with
combined vision and hearing losses is served in
Great Britain. Compared to the thousands in the
United States, the 101 deaf-blind children in Great
Britain seem like very 'few. 'Yet this almost twice
the number in school in Western Germany, whose
general.' population is approximately 6 percent
more, and it is twice the number in school in
Russia, whose general population is almost 2W
percent greater.

Condover Hall School for Blind Children with
Other Handicaps is best knoyvn of the centers. This
school is in the village of Caidover, near4he larger
city of Shrewsbury, in the County of Shropshire. It
was. established in 1947. by the Royal National
Institute for the Blind as-a school for multihandi-
capped blind children. The main buijding is a late
sixteenth century Elizabethan mansion in the
center of several acres of manicured rolling lawns
with trees clipped in designs. A more beautiful
setting for a school could not be imagined. The
modern buildings, which have been attached to the
main hall or placed on another section of the
property, were. stillfully planned so that they

needed facilities without detracting from
the magnificence of the original house.

S. 0. Myers became the first director of the
school, and during more than 20 years of service he
left his stamp indelibly. upon its philosophy and
practices. Upon his retirement, he conducted a
follow-up study of 314 graduates. The study.
showed how strongly the school had influenced its
former students, helping many of them, to achieve
adult lives of dignity in families and communities
(Myers I 975).

In the last few years, the population of the
school has been ea little under 130, including the
section for deaf-blind children called. Pathways,
which has been directed by Joan Shields since its
creation. The goal is to prOvide the children with
the- means of living happy, full lives to the limits of

' their capacities now and in the future. A warrn4,
personal relationship exists among the teachers,
houseparents, and children. The curriculum is
based upon understanding the demands of daily
living, teaming about and participating in the life
of the nearby community, enjoying and caring for
pets, and functioning as independently as possible.
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The deaf-blind children generally enroll at Con:,
dover Hall some time after age seven, having spent
their early years at Over ley Hall, a school foi
young. blind' children in Condover Village. The
-Royal National Institute for the Blind used to
administer six Sunshine Nursery Homes for young
blind children from about two-and-one-half years
of age to ten. Over ley Haltwas one of those homes.
Gradually it changed character as it accepted more
and more multihandicapped, young blind children.
Now it enrolls only the younger deaf-blind chil-
dren. The general functioning ofa child is the main
determinant -as to who will stay at Over ley until

-eleven years of age and who will come to Condover
Hall earlier. Over ley Hall assumes as part of its role
the assessment of all deaf -blind children. z01"

Language instruction at both Qverley and Con-
dover. is' given in the Paget-Gorman system, v4:iich
was originated by Dr.' Paget and elaborated by Dr.
Gorman, an 'Australian deaf man. The Paget-
GOrman language system for the deaf is an arbi-
trary sign, language referring to objects, situations,
and actions. At present more than 2,000 signs are
used, and Dr. German continues to create addi-
tional ones.

Most schools for .the deaf in England use this
system for young children; however, the children
generally convert to oral language and/or finger-
spelling between the ages_of five and ten years. The
deaf-blind children at Condover Hall have been
kept on Paget-Gorman system, but they have
great deal of oral language with or without the
Tadoma method as enrichment. What is important
in the education of deaf-blind children is the
6pportunity for dialogue between a child and his
or her worldregardless of system. Many of the
children at Pathways manage to communicate very
well with the adults in their lives.

Lea Hospital in Bromsgrove is a residential
center for blind children and adults who, are
severely retarded. In reality it is not a hospital at
all. The word is used in preference to "institution."
Whatever the categorizing name, it is surely one of
the finest places of its kind in the world. Directed
by G. B. Simon, a psychiatrist, the center is
spacious, with groups of low structures over an
immense tract of rolling hills. The buildings range
from old-fashioned, inconvenient ones which have
been remodeled and/or redecorated, often by staff
and residents, to exceptionally modern buildings
planned to meet the demands of the residents,
whose extensive activities include sports, sheltered
workshops, and social clubs.
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The school, directed by John Southwell, has a
curriculum as varied as-the staff can make it. The
m 'ty of the young people in the school may
spen their lives in the institution, yet the prograth
is fu 1 of activities designed to prepare them to
participate as fully as possible in the lives of their
families and communities during the periods when
theY are horde. Pr.obably because of the, concrete
assistance in daily living activities, social skills,
work habits, and self-management, a high percent-
age of the yotnig people have left the institution
and have been successfully integrated in normal
communities.

The section for dearbfind .children accepts only
those children who cannot succeed in Condover
Hall or in other programs in Great Britain. Their
levb1 of functioning is the lowest described in
professional literature. Instruction for them is
strongly self-care,.household tasks, and leisure-time
activities. The children are often taken on (rips To.
nearby shops, homes, and areas in the neighbor-
hoed.

Inservice training sessions are conducted for the
staff, and research is largely in the areas of
assessment and programming. Behavior modifica-
tion techniques havetproyed largelysuccessfulr

An English Legislative Act in 1971, made it
mandatory to provide education to all children in
England. Lea Hospital demonstrates admirably that
education can take place at any level.

In London a day program for. seven young
children is conducted in a regular elementary
school (Paddock Junior Scbool). This particular
unit was started in 1965 for two children in part of
a hospital ward and,later transferred to a section of
a school for the sighted. The instructor,. J. Dale,
has worked under difficult circumstances. With
little classroom or playground space, isolated from
other special education programs arawith minimal
ancillary help, he 'has offered training to certain
children who seemed not to fit elsewhere and to
others who would benefit most from, living at
home.

At preisent 23-children are enrolled in nine other
schools within the Inner w Londnitt iducation
Authority.

The Royal Victoria School for the Blind at
Newcastle-on-Tyne has a unit for eight, deaf-blind
children under the direction of Anthony Best. The
curriculum is a realistic.- practical one carried out
through the combined efforts of teachers and
house staff.
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New programs are either ready to be launched or
are already functioning in Leeds, England, and in
Scotland.

I

German Democratic Republic and German
Federal Republic

One of the results of the division of Germany
Was the placement of the unit for deaf-blind
children in the Gernert Democratic Republic (East
Germany). Foi over 100 years the Lutheran
Church has maintained a multipurpOse center for
handicapped children and adults at Babelsberg near
Potsdam. Today Reverend Eckard Beyer- directs
the institution; which has a school for physically
handicapped, deaf, and deaf-blind children; a hos-
pital staffed by specialists in orthopedics with a
large outpatient service; residences for. children and.
adults with many types of handicaps; sheltered
workshops; and a home for old people, including
several who are deaf-blind. -

The facilitieik are cramped, unattractive, and
generally unsuitable to modern programs. Neve-
theless, some unusually fine projects.are carried on.
For example, one large workshop serves as the only
manufacturing center in the German Democratic
Republic for artificial limbs, specially constructed
shoes, and braces.

The unit for deaf-blind children includes some
children who might better be placed in other types
of educational programs, personnel who are
generally inadequately trained, and minimal equip-
ment and pergonnel. For example, one young
teacher instructs deaf-blind children during the
day, is responsible ,for their free-time activities
outside of class, and sleeps in the unit to be on call
at night.

The 'staff of theinstitution consists of two broad
categories.. unriranie4 Lutheran deaconesses who
wear habits; and secular persons Avho usually live in
the community. Despite the different life-styles of
the two groups, a strong spirit of unity exists
among the staff, as well as a sense of mission and a
willingness to give the last measure for the commu-
nity of handicapped persons.

In 1965 K. H. Baaske, a teacher at the school for
`blind children intianover, West Germany, initiated
the steps leading from acceptance of a few deaf-
blind children in his school to what IS now the
independent, luxurious school he directs. -Fifty-
three children are enrolled. In addition to the 48
who have been rejected in the last five years, there
is a long waiting list of 110 other known deaf-blind
children on a national registry.

The center for deaf-blind children is affiliated
with many other: nearby restitutions for .the-blind,
includinea school for blind children and a residen-
tial community for blind persons and Their
families. The center includes vocational training
units, workshops, adult-education prdgranisl and
hostels. From .counseling parents of blind babies
through the full range of possible services and
programs, including care 'clothe aged, the number
and variety' of facilities and .services offered prob-
ably make this center in Hanover t6 most
comprehensive a'ncl highly organized community bf
blind persons in the world.

A visitor to the school for deaf-blind children is
almost overwhelmed by the abundance of equip-
ment. Devices have been developed which make it
possible for a deaf-blind person to answer a
telephone and receive the message in braille, to
communicate from room to room, and to live with
a sense of community rather than with the
isolation that envelops many deaf-blind persons,
even in centers that are constructed for their care,

. and education. With a Philosophy that includes life
planning and service in special settings, the curricu-
lum is pared to self-care, plq7sical activitieW
communication, and handicrafts that will enable.
the deaf-blind child to participate later in the life
of the community of the blind.

The teachers at the school are highly educated.
They are required to lap had teacher training plus
one and a half yearrof experience with normal
children; tfto years of internship at the school for
,deaf-blind children (one year before ancl one year
after special university study);. four terms of study
at the department of special education at Haniburg
University; aind, if possible, the special course at
the Instit voor Doyen in the Netherlangs in the
educatibli deaf-blind children.

The schO61 has been unusually active inFublicii-
ing its work to the country at large via radio,
television, and newspapers. This may have con-
tributed strongly to the tremendous success in

. .

fund raising.
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Teachers for ,deaf-blind children in the Soviet
Union generally are trained in Moscow, at the
Institute of Defectology, one of a dozen institutes
under the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences.
Research projects on teaching techniques, equip-
ment, and programs are conducted there in connec-
tion with demonstration school whose pupils
(mentally ret ded, blind, deaf, and deaf-blind) live
in dormitories Watkins, 1973).



`'The national school for deaf-blind children
pened in 1963 at Zagorsk, 45 miles from Moscow.

Aboqt 50 pupils from three to twenty-three years
of age are taught in groups of three. Three adults, a
'.combinatisin of teachers and assistants, work with
each group using methods developed by A. I.
Mescheryakov and his associates at the institute of
Defectology. Communication is taught through
natural signs and manual cues in.connection with
oral language and lipreading. The system is quite
different 'from the Tadoma method. The children
develop exceptional use of language through
speech, one-handed fingerspelling, braille, and
letter-printing in the hand.

In contrast to oral approaches used in a few
other countries, the program at Zagorsk does not
place so much emphasis upon speech that little
time is left in a school day for content. School
subjects and vocational training are also offered.
Recently three seniors from the school (twenty to
twenty-two years of age) passed the normal
entrance examinations to the University of
Moscow, two in psychology and one in philosophy
(Mescheryakov and Apraushev, 1975).

Understandably, the great majority of pupils at
this school are in the classical category of deaf-
blind children; few are rubella youngsters.

Scandinavian Countries

Lumping together the tour very different pr6-,
grams one finds in Sweden, Denmark, Finland, and
Norway is not entirely reasonable. The common-
alities occur mainly in the philosophy concerning
the right of all children to service and in some of
the educational procedures 'probably brought
about by frequent workshops held for teachers of
the deaf-blind in these countries.-

Sweden has legislation making education com-
pulsory for all children, including the deaf-blind,
and has recommended placemept in centers other
than the program for the deaf-blind for very few
children. In Norway and- Finland legislation-makes
it possible to offer services to the deaf-blind
providing, in professional judgment, the chikken
can benefit from it. All who have been identified
and who have applied for service have been
accepted. 'penmark has no special legislation but
within the last five years has been able to keep all
except twoldeaf-blind children in its program.

Sweden. The school fOr multihandicapped blind
and partially seeing children in Orebro, Sweden, is
named Ekeskolan, which means Oak School. When
the buildings were constructed in 1965 near a
woods, many trees were sacrificed, but one magni-

ficent oak was left standing. Most of, the pupils
have sat in its shade or climbed its welcoming
branches. ,

Ekeskolan has the responsibility of accepting all
visually impaired children with additional handi-
-caps. The board must ,find suitable placement for
the very few it rejects. Generally, even the most
difficult children) receive one to three years of
training, observation, and evaluation before the
decision is made to relocate them. Even after a new
placement is made, it is not unusual for the
personal from Ekeskolan to maintain contact and
offer assistance. For example, when four severely
retarded deaf-blind children were placed M a home
for the mentally retarded, the teachers from
Ekeskolan trained a staff in that home tocare for
and teach the children.

Of the 14 deaf-blind children at Ekeskolan early
in 1975, 13 wee affected by rubella. Emphasis is
placed upon motor development, language, self-
care, experience in community functions, prevoca-
tional" activities, and summer and winter sports.
Parents participate in a guidance program to learn
how to help the children keep their places in the
families and to make it possible for them to
function in some sort of Work situation as young
adults.

An interesting experiment ,in community living
has proved highly successful. In the autumn of
1972, five adolescent dee-blind boys and girls
were moved into a five-room apartment in a new
district of Orebro. A couple, serving as house-
parents, live in the adjacent two-room apartment,
and a door connects the two residences.

Each adolescent is assigned household tasks,
including shopping, and they all travel to school
and home by local buses. One of the members of
this "family" is Anna, an eighteen-year-old rubella
girl who has a hearing loss of 80 decibels in both
ears and residual vision of 20/120 in her one eye.
She has now lived three academic years in the
apartment. Dtiring the first two years, she shared a

' room with another rubella girl with whom' she got
along very well_ At the end of her second year,
Anna was considered ready to leave Ekeskolan, and
she was enrolled.in a high school for normally
steingiond heating children. Anna's program and
subjects have been adjusted a little to suit her, and
she travels to school alone by bus ever) though she
has to make one transfer. She is not dependent
upon her schoolmates and is proud of her ability to
manage by herself. .

Anna has ontinued to live m the home where
she has goo relationships with the other deaf-
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blind young .people and with the houseparents.
During her third year she was given a private room,
which she has, decorated - according to her personal a
taste and which she keeps in good. order. Every
fifth day- she takes her turn at cbrnmon household
tasks, having learned to use the washing machine, .
assist with ironing and mangling, set the table,
prepare simple foods, and clean up the kitchen.

Once a week Anna returns to Ekeskolan to
participate Girl Scout activities. Now then
she takes part in various functions at a youth
center in-town: Although she is the only deaf-blind
person who goes there and her' speech is quite-
poor, she finds it easy to make contact with
people.

On occasion the five a,dolescen4 invite guests to
the apartment. Anna and her housemates contrib-
ute to the preparation, welcome the .visitori, and
serve them coffee and sandwiches. All the young
people are happy to live in the2partment, and for
Anna the experience has broadened her life and
given her a feeling of independence (Sandstrom,
1975).

Denmark. The program for deaf-Kind .children
in Denmark was opened in 1965 at the state school
for the deaf in ,Aalborg. The first teacher, 'Lars
Guldager, had been trained at Perkins, and he

provided the impetus -necessary to carry the pro-.
gram forward despite changes of staff and the
presence of children with great problems. The
present director of the department, Karen Ander-
son, was also trained at Perkins. She has developed
research, teacher-training courses, and a journal for
teachers of deaf-blind children.

<
tf Ten-of the 11 childrenenrolled in early 1975

were affected by rubella. The Danish program has
never had a child of the classical type. In recent
yews it has been posMble to identify the children
earlier, and home-training is emphasized for both
the children and their parents. At ,present five
preschool children from one to six years of age are
taught in their, homes. Once a year the children
spend two weeks at the school with planned
activities for both deaf-blind children and their
parents. Also, special courses for parents are
offered at the school during the year.

Being located in a school for the deaf has had
advantages. All personnel have a' solid knowledge.
of language development and learning problems for
the deaf. Everyone must know manual and sign
langaage as.well as oral language. The houseparents
are Vell-educated people who have had training in
the education of the deaf.

When the school..n.seded-,more dormitory space,
school officials reAted bu lding anothe large

structure and selected t u eight h mes in
communities near the ca Groups b eight to
ten children, including som Of the deaf-blind,
were placed in these houses ith adult, supervision.
'Despite predictable problems ommunity living has
fostered social activities i the neighborhoods,
knowledge of shops and businesses, awareness of
responsibilities in family life, -and more indepen-

, dence.
Finland., .Service is provided, to deaf-blind, chil-

dren in Finland in a number oT institutions and in
their homes. While only four (ages six to seventeen
years) are enrolled at the school for the deaf iit
Haukkala, 11 others' (from infancy to eleven years
of age) are helped' by a consultant who counsels
parents and goes 4o hospitals and institutions for
the mentally-retarded where some deaf-blind chil-

dren reside.The usual gap in service during
adolescence is filled by another consultant who
works under the Central Organigation of the Blind
-and who..- organizes couyies, recreational activities,
and social gatherings. ?his person also ensures that
any further medical or psychological help is pro-
vided. 4

Norway. In 1963 the Hjemmet for Dove (Home
for the Deaf) in Andebu accepted its first deaf-
blind children., As a school and home for multi -
handicapped deaf, the center was already staffed
with personnel accustomed to working with deaf
children with many handicaps. In fact, a young
psychiatrist, T.13asilier, had become so interested
in this communitS, that he learned the communica-
tion systems used there and devoted his full time
to helping the deaf. ...-

This community for the ,deaf includes schools,
voca onal training courses, and sheltered work-
s ops. The surroundings of the school include
farmhouses and' wooded areas which are used as
means of learning about the world outside the
center as well as for social and physical training.
The small family units offer good opportunities for
instruction in daily living skills and foster awareness
of social obligations.

Switzerland

In 1967 Switzerland had one deaf-blind child in
a school for the mentally retarded. She-was under
the care of a teacher who had worked with the girl
privately long before the school accepted her. A
second deaf-blind child was being educated pri-
vately by, a Perkins-trained'teacher. In addition, a
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arlk
blind music teacher had dev eloped a day program
of cart mid instruction in her home for a number
of tnultihandicapped blind children including a
few deaf-blind youngsters.

In 1969 Sonnenberg School for Blind Childre,
in Fribourg opened the first forthal class for
deaf-blind children. The program was directed by
Hubert Cardinaux band his wife. Under the direc-
liwn of Dr. Cardinaux and his wife; the program
1116wz rapidly and soon moved away from the
school into- a rented space in a regular apartment
building. Using one apartment as classrooms and a
second apartment as dormitory space, the little
school for the deaf-blind lost most of its identifica-
tion with the large school for the blind and became
part of the life of the apartment building and the
community. Although the entire staff has a feeling
of professional .isolation at times because of the
school's unusual setting, they agree completely
that the children have benefited enormously from
a surprising amount of integration in the neighbor-
hood (Cardinaux, 1975).

In 1975 the school's ten pupils (three to
eighteen years of age) participated in -a strong
program of physical education, language instruc-
tion, daily living skills, and neighborhood activities.
The school has an extensive preschool program and
conducts systematic research on assessment. The
ten children require a staff of three teachers and
six assistants working full time plus two part-time
teachers.

The second of the two existing Swiss programs
was opened in Zurich in 1970 by Dorothea
Goldschmid. Eight pupils with an age range extend-
ing to eighteen years are served by two full-time
and four part-time teachers. They are grouped in
small families in the living quarters. The director,
Daniel Giger-Baumgartner, is, currently conducting
research on teaching techniques and assessment.

A recent survey of the German-speaking part of
Switzerland, resulted in the identification of 50
deaf-blind children not presently in educational
programs. To include many of these children in the
present facilities will be difficult.

Spain

The organization of blind persons in Spain,
OrganizaciOn Nacional de Ciega, coordinates all
schools, rehabilitation centers, workshops*, and
other - services' for blind children /nd adults. The
organization has considerable wealth and is gper-
ous not only to Spanish,blind persons but also to
those in other countri mong its "grams is a

r
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department for deaf-blind children in a school for
the blind in Madrid:

The six yOung deaf-blind people enrolled are all
classical `deaf-blind, one being about seven years
old and the rest between twelve and twenty-five
years of age. One teacher handles the department
and has concentrated her efforts on self-care,
language, reading in braille, and physical activities.
The deaf-blind children participate- with the blind
pupils in prevocational courses dealing with carpet
making, wood and metal work, electrical work, and
handicrafts. The deaf-blind young adults generally
enter job training for bookbinding,` carpet weaving,
and tasks in a braille printing plant.

The Spanish 'program has been successful in
placing deaf-blind persons'in gainful employment
positions and in helping' them to function well in
their personal lives.

Erance

France's program for deaf-blind children is
located in the same school for the deaf that wa's
begun in 1860. However, new buildings adjacent to
the main school make possible the modern pro-
gram which was started in 1968. Although the
large school is for deaf girls Only, the program for
the deaf-blind accepts both boys and girls.

The 25 children in the program are between six
and twenty-three years of age. The majority have
the rubella syndron, Ten full-time teachers are
employed. Al large problem is the planning for
vocational training and future employment for the
adolescents, n3ost, of whortil are severely handi-
capped.

The present director, Mr. Souriau, is a psycholo-
gist who is particularly interested in improvements
in general teachiqg metlAods and language instruc-
tion. In the last few years' the program has made
great progress in trainin0 its staff and in developing
close relationships-withthe parents of the children.

"Italy

A chance meeting of a capable young deaf-blind
woman, Miss Santini, and a priest interested in
special education, Father Dino,-Marabini, resulted
in the - creation of a Wall school for deaf-blind
children in Osimo, near Ancona, in 1967. The
school was financed through contributions from
national and local governments and private organi-
zations. Today, the school, called Institute Nostra
Casa; is under a broad organization, Lega Del Filo
D'oro, which has many special education and
rehabilitation projects. Twenty-six children
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between six and twenty years of age are served by
a full-time staff of 11 teachers and 37 assistants.

The program has been influenced a great deal by
the Instituut voor Doven in the Netherlands, where
the present °director of Nostra Casa spent six
months studying the methods used with deaf-blind
children. The amount of ancillary staff available to
the school is extensive. Part-time services of doc-
tors; psychiatrists, university professors, and spe-
cialists in various subject matters have increased
the general knowledge and functioning of the staff
considerably. Despite great financial problems, the
school is moving rapidly toward a degree of
excellence.

The Netherlands

The Instituut, vbor Doven (School for the Deaf)
in the village of Sint Michielsgestel near 'sHerto-
genbosch, Netherlands, was opened in 1$40. In
1961 the director, Father Johannes Van Eijnd-
hoven, decided to accept some deaf-blind children
in the department of murtihandicapped deaf chil-
dren, and Johannes van Dijk was given the respon-
Sibilityfof developing a program.;

At' present 25 children from four to twe y-one
years of age are served by a staff of eight te chers.-
In addition, 20 full-time child-Care workers serve
on a split assignment basis. They assist the teachers
with the childien during the classroom hours, and
they take dare of the children when they are not in
class. The relationship o f t -Iteacheis and child-
care workers is such that corffinufluTand system-
atic instruction is possible during the child's waking
hours.

The School for the Deaf has full-time specialists
who also provide care fa tithe deaf-bfind children.
These include an audiolobst, otokigist, ophthal:
urologist, orthopedist, and a general practitioner.
The custom ,of the instil,k!,t,ion has been to provide
training courses for new taff members, so it was
natural, that training should be arranged for the
Ipersonnel for the deaf-blind department as Well.

Under the direction of Dr. van Dijk, the staff has
studied ways of analyzing the children's problems
and has planned the procedures to be used. In the
14 years it has been operating, the program has
changed considerably as philosophies and practices
have been modified and as space, equipment,,,and
staff have become available.

The staff has tried to gain insight in three major
areas: motor 'activityaf-a basis for deVelopment,
behavior in relation people and the emotion-

-ment, and communication.
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Motor activity. In the early progsain at San
Rafael, the department for deaf-blind children at
the Instituut voor Doven developed a strong
program of motor activities. Because motor behav-
ior.appears highly limited in untrained deaBlind
children, San Rafael began by having a teacher
move the child's body and then moving with the
child in what came to be called "coactive move-
ment." The proximity of the tegther's, body
usually provided the needed stimulation so that the
child gradually became interested in the varied
motor experiences. Repeating patterns and series
of movements led the child to anticipate the next

jmovement and to initiate part of thejaction.
Anticipation is very important, because.the child

is, for the moment, involved in the external
environment:One can then introduce signal behav-
ior such as touching the child's head to indicate
that the next action will be a somersault.

Imitative behavior can be fostered through
motor activities, and modern literature on the
developpent of language in children emphasizes
the strong relationship between imitative behavior
and learning in general.

Motor activity in pjitterns can contribute to
improvement m short-term memory, one of the
major problems in teaching thg deaf-blind. Coun-
seling of parents of very young deaf-blind children
could provide ideas for teaching motor patterns
that will influence The evolution of short-term
memory.

ythm plays a vital role in deaf and deaf-blind
children in remembering temporal ordering.
Because hearing is closely' related to perceptionof
temporal ordering, a motoric program for hearing-
impaired children Should be a motoric-rhythmic-
auditory training program. Language development
is dependent to a large degree upon rhythm,
particularly upon rhythm that the child learns to
produce with a drum, musical toy, or electric
organ,

Behavior. The preoccupation of the deaf-blind
child with his or her body produces many prob-
lems for the teacher. To bring the child out of the
prison of himself or herself requires insight into the
use the child makes of his 05 her sensory apparatus.
Sight and hearing are so closely related that when
both, are even partially impaired, the child seems to
rely upon the senses of touch, taste, smell, proprio-
ception, and equilibrium. Touch and smell appear
to be closely related to emotions, and prolonged
toucts pleasurable stimulation rather than
exploratory behavior to learn through touch. Man-
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nerisms such as rocking or stroboscopic movements
of the hands are also a means of autostimulation.

The Staff at San Rafael has noted two groups of
deaf-,blind children: (1) those who are body-
centered because of defective distance senses; and
(2) those who stimulate themselves because of
neurological damage or dysfunction. The second
group is often severely mentally retarded. The
behaviors o the two groups are similar in early
childhood. Only' through therapy does it become
evident which children have the potential for
progressing through coactive movement to antici-
pation, imitative behavior, the beginnings of a
stablerelationship with their teachers, interaction
with the environment, and language.

Communication. The school achieved world
fame during recent decades because of the system
of oral language developed by Father A. van Uden
and described in his book, A Maternal Reflective
Method. The book ,describes how early conversa-
tion between a child and an adult can be helpful to
the child if the adult receiving some body or vocal
expression froin the child interprets to the child
what he or she has indicated or said and then gives
his or her' own response (van Uden, 1968). Pro-
vided with a well-planned series of experiences and
a few carefully chosen materials,, the child can
gradually find meaning in a' world e,f objects, time,
and . space. Too much stimulation results in the
child's withdrawal. Insight into each child's capac-
ity for leaving his or her shell as he or she inSeracts
with the external world -is a valuable teaching tool
(van Uden, 1974).

At San Rafael, language is approachld, frOm
many 'sides. Activities are coMbined with oral
sounds and the Tadoma method is supported by
naturafgestures. Activities that the child likes, such
,as water play or eating, are used -as reasons for
communication thrOugh drawings' by the child and
teacher and serve as bases for .reinforcing short-
term memory and anticipatory behavior. Finger-
spelling is used 'with some children to back up
concepts .introduced by oral language (van Dijk,
not dated).

An extensive program of preschool counseling
for parents makes it possible to begin motor
activities, behavioral patterns, and communication
skills during the important preschool years.

'tGrouping. Grouping in, a deaf-blind section is
important and very difficult.:A single teacher per
child is undesirable because the child becorries
dependent upon that individual in many ways.

The school at Sint Michielsgestel has about 500
children, one fourth of whom are multillandi-

capped: neurologically impaired, socially malad-
justed, autistic, mentally retarded, motorically
handicapped, aphasic, and deaf-blind. On occasion
children may be grouped according to, functional
level in various activities. For example, some
deaf-blind children have taken classes with the

,normal deaf in langyage, history, and arithmetic,
Some autistic children have been in swimming
classes with motorically handicapped. Often chil-
dren are grouped according to personality charac-
teristics, social needs, and language usage. Many
combinations are possible. Placing a deaf-blind
child with Severely retartkd deaf children is leSs
effective than placing him or her-with deaf children
who have language disorders. The staff believes
that routine and familiarity for the deaf-blind are
important; however, changes in associates from.
time to time enable the children to develop the
flexibility that will be necessary when they leaVe
the school environment.

In group work, instruction can concentrate upon
the capabilities of each child, whereas individual
instruction is usually directed toward his or her
Weaknesses. Both approaches to education are
necessary.
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Bridges to adult life. Adolescents may be at any
level of 'cognitive functioning, but their' bodies
change in a pattern similar to that of nonhandi;

icapped children. San Rafael offers sex education in
accordance with the means . of communication
for each child; sports such as swimming, bicycling,
horseback riding, or gymnastics; and vocational
training..General technical education for the deaf tS
usually meant for the slow learning deaf child, and
deaf-blind children may often, be included. They
are given a broad base of elementary, techkiet-
information which helps prepare them to work UP
five general types of jobs: woodwork, metalwork,
painting (houses or, furniture), printing, and food
distribution (bakery or snack bar). Gbod.,,workini
habits, speed andtanomy in using toolCgropp,
cooperation, and t bility toactept, read; or give
directions are aspects of vocational training.

After having received bdequate, preparation,
some deaf-blind young peoplehave been placed irt
ordinary workshops for the sighted on a half -time
basis as young as fourteen years of age while
continuing their education for several more-Years.
Others in prevocational training eventually go to a'
sheltered workshop on another campus, which is
under the ,sup.ervisian of the Instituut voor Dovert.
After as rnanY;as five years of suet!' experience,
they may tie-placed in 'sheltered or normal work-
shops An.-4immunities near 'their homes. More
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111, capdble yon people move to specialized techniCal
*hod's after -their elementary lechnig.al training,.
and enter a brdader variety of jobs.

The national "coo inator of services for deaf-
blind adults wad merly a social worker for the
deaf. She had case load of 384 deaf-blind adults.
Many of the were deaf-persons who later lost

=their sight. Approximately 10 'sperent of the
schoOl. population at the Insiifuut voor Doyen are ,

luOwn to have retinitis pigirIentosa,.and planning
for their futures is one preoccupation of the s

. staff. .
Because o the school's dedication, to learning

and the, success ,of their program, the deaf-blind
, departInent began to receive many requests from

other countries' for. guidance in their own pro-
. . grams. The Paris offite-of`-'the American Founda-

tion for 04t-seas Blind arranged,, in cooperation .

with the department, three short courses for,
teachers of deaf -blind children from other
countries in 4,1968, 1969, and 19722The Instituut

,..
spent six months at the Dutch school, and the
entire Italian staff4;fisiteqseveral tirfteer

It is entirely possible .that Ntli. e sharing of infor-
matitn -and the exchange .6f personnel might have
taken place in Europe withOut the leadership of
the Digclt schoolleadeiship not St ught but practi-
cally thrust Upon them. Tlik large numbers of
rubella children forced educators to look elsewhere
for ideas since the literature was evidently behind
tale practice in the field. What is amazing is that the

ationship among all thee programs in Europe is.,
extremely cordial, and none appears to be compet-

,ing for prominence. There 'is only pleasure in the
sharing, relief at knowing -about the struggles-
others have with similar problems, and keen
intere4in one another's successes.

offered two more
19.73 and W75.

, the Perkins deaf
has had from 1

. from six o'nine w

rses on its own initiative in
ile six Europeans have taken

nd course, each Dutch course
20 participants, who spend

ks listening to formal lectures,
watching demonstrations; discussing, readiwnd

' viewing films and yideotapes of -"\classroo tiv-
ities..1 They, ,have come mostly from European
Countries; a fewhave come from the Unita' States,
Australia, South Africa, and Tanzania.

The posilive remits of the curses are evident.
The majorktiOf the European programs"developing
sin the 1960s and 1970s adopted lar 015arts of the
philosophy and proced s of the

Invitations were exten d to mem
staff at Sint MichielsgeStel come f
weeks to institutions in other

tcteourses.
eTt of :the

one to four
trigs -and-give

Other Fru' ropean Programs

In the two . ;tears before World War II, the
Instituut for the Blind. at Laski, Polarit%ad begun
the education of two deaf'- -blind girls. In 1953
fourteen-year-old Krystyna Hurszkiewicz
accepted and, provided witlt a full-time instructor,
an assistant, and the. part-time, services of several
Qther teachers. Despite her late erktrys, Krystyna
.wasable to' make some progress in language .and
concept development, and tier- teacher publisted
some of .her detail? records. NPW,. at nearly fOrty
years' of age, Krystxna-spends part of her days with s

her parents and part af the Institute. (fezierska,.;
1963).

At present the Instituuts proviAnisupportive
services to a twenty-one-year-old deaf,dealind Than
who is attending a secondano-school with.f sighted d

students.
Yugoslav program wallgun in 195,6 by Petar

specific help with lo'cal: prt5blems. Participants of Vukas at the VelijkOiRam novic Institution fgr -

foy -Visually Impaired. Children. at Zemun. During thecourses sometimes returned for a SeCtind
folkring nine years, three children were accepted 'course' or for parts of second add third courses. .
0-1Exchange visits lasting from one to six weeks were the age range of six to tight years: Now, as

. arranged among former participants of the cNrses adults, two of them are employed by a sheltered
workshop Belgrade, but they work atThome. AtThe Dutch staff, feeling a great sense of respon- -

present Yug slavia has no known deaf-blind chil-
, sibility, increased its efforts' to study its town

dreWprograms °add to Aonduct research with direct
practial value. oe, Services in Iceland ha e b,een 'provided to a few

4.,..1 Scandinavia& held several sh6rt workshops -. deaf-blind childttn in Rkkjavik under thedtteader-
.

. among themselves, more to look at somewhat ship of B. Viglunsdottir, but little is known aboteli. .
different approaches than to try to reprodUce the NISI Current prpgram.- , is '

-Dutch methods,- ands their efforts- had their own In Rothania writings of a very capable deaf-blind.
.-. effect updh the Dutchjesearch-. . adolescest have been circulated, and the cbuntry .

The school helt, two workshops for its apparently has a pi-6gram for a few dither childten
staff taught by Dutch personnel. TIL4w director as Well.
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. `International Confefencbs on Deaf-Plind Childrenla
11 Five world. conferences on the education of

deaf-blind children have been held. The first, in\ .1962 at Condover Hall in' England, attracted 18
overseas participartfi and 23 from Great Britain. At
each succeeding eonference-'--Denmark (1965), the
Netherlands (19 goy, the Unite' States<1971), and
England (1974)-the number of participants
increased. Australia will host the 1976 'world
conference.'

In additin to these wort
European mon al confer

. in 1969.
The value of such gathen

sOmulation and learning
-lieough international exc

subject about which litera
tively scarce. (A list of

nferences, one
was held in France,

s is in the 'additio41
whith are possible
nge, of ideas on a

re has been `compara-
onference reports 4{s

presented at the end of this paper.)

Summafy

...Outside,* United States programs for de
blind childien are provlded in several European
countries, Australia,' SOuth Africa, Canada, and

Q Argentina, and;Thstruction for one or two children'
is providedNin Laos, Japan, Singapore., and India.
Thf paper describes briefly the se7ires provided in-',"
13' European countries. Small programs in four
others ar entioned.

Of. the 3 af-blind children in school e.arly in
1975, 101 in Great Britain, 53 in the German
Federal Repu tic, and 51 in the U.S.S.R. The
numbers of pupils in the other countries ranged
from 4 to 26. Settings include schoolsfor the deaf
in five countries, isolated' schools for only deaf-

_blind in four countries, pluS schools for the blind,
. the physicallrhantliCapped,multihandicapped-deaf

or blind, and ,,,evenakikoOls for the normal. Great
. Britain offer's the greatest variety of settings.

Three' brOad .bases of instruction are those
occurring in the 11..SffR. where th; large r-
tion of Classic deaf-blind permits the inclu on of
Muck subject matter in Great Britain where a
particularAn lagguage is used, and in the
countries the philosophy of the Dutch
school has been influential. The Scandinavian
Countries, while sending representatives to ipterna-
tional training Courses in the Netherlands, have. ,
held their own workshops and meetings. -

Much exchange of teachers has Olen place
among all the countries in western Europe, and
four of the five wbrld 'conferences on 'deaf blind
children have been held there.

Services extend from early preschool .years
through yqung adulthood. in all countries. Integra-
tion into other groups of handicapped children and
into the communities near the school programs has
been successful in most countries. Past and present
research is 'mainly concerned *with assessmenCind'
program development.

European Progiams for Deaf-Blind
Children

Denmark

Statens Tunghore og'Doveskale
Koliengievej, 1.

00 Aalborg

Finland

Jyvaskylan Kunloimistenko
Haukkala
40740 Jyvaskyla 74

1
France

-,,Institutibn pour SoUrdes of Sourds-Aveugles
Notre Dame.de Larnay
86000 %lard - Poitiers

. Eait Germiny
Oberlinhaul.
Rudolf-BreitsZheid-Str.
1502 POtsdam-flabelsberg

.

West Geantany

Deutsches,Taubblindenzentrum
Staatlich Anerkannte private Schule
far Taubblinde .

Albert-Schweitzer-Hof. 7
-3 Hanoyer-Kirchrode

Iceland

Deaf-Plind Unit
Jileyrnleysing4skolau 43/4

takkholt 3.
Reykjavik

Italy

Instituto itiedico,Ps(co feilagogico
"Nostra Casa" . r 0

VieMontecerno: 1
60027 0"simo" (Ancona)

4!

1/4

The Netherlands,

San Rafael Pavilion°
Instituut voor Doyen*
Sint Michielsgestel

4

411

ft

141/4.
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Hjemmet for Dove
Barneavdelingen
3120 Andebu

.

Norway

Poland

Zaklad dla Niewidomych
05- 891 - Laski- Warsaw

Spain'
"Inmaculada Concepcion"
Paseo de la Habana, 208
Madrid 16

,Sweden

. Ekegkolan
Spec. Skola fur Synskadade
Box 9025. -

700 09 Orebro 9 .

a

Switzerland

Aussenstatidn
Ingtitut Sonnenberg
Pletscha, T7
1.00 Fribourg
beratungsstelle. fiir Taubblinde

4Wibbchstrasse, 94
8037 Ziifich

/ .
United Kingdom

Pathways
Condovei Hall School for Blind Children

witli Other Handicaps
Condover

g . Shrewsbury, Shropshire SY5 7AH

Lea Hospit'al
Blind/Deaf Unit
Stoucbridge Road%
Bromsgove 8610AX Worcestershire

Deaf/Blind Unit
.. Royal. Victoria School for

Benwell Lane -

Newcastle-on-Tyne
Northumberland NO15 6S R

*

A

Blind Childreri

Overley ffailv.
Overley
Telford,, Shrd'

34.

Elmete Hall
Elmete Lane
Leeds, Yorkshire LS8 2LJ

Deaf /Blind Unit .
Paddock Junior School
9 Spencer Park,
London SW18 2SX

U.S.S.R.

National School for the Deaf -Blind
Zagorsk

"

ConferenceReports
Conference on Children with a Combined Visual

and Auditory Handicap. Edited by Peggy Free-
Man. Pembroke College, Oxford: English Deaf/
Blind and Rubella Children's Association, 1961.

Deaf-Blind Children and Their Edu,c n. Proceed-
ings of the International Co erence on the
Educationof Deaf-Blind Chil en at Sint Michi-
elsgestel, August, 1968. The therlands: Rot*
terdam University Press, "1971.

Fourth International Conference or eaf-Blifd
Children. Report of proceedings, August, 1971.
Watertown, Mass.: Perkins School for the Blind,

Mort on Second Conference on Children with a
Combined Visual and Auditory Handicap.
Edited by Peggy Freeman. Pembroke College,
Oxford: 'English Deaf/Blind and Rubella Chil-
dren's Association, 1966.

Teaching Deaf-Blind Children. Report of a seminar
on the teaching cif deaf-blind children-at Con-
dover 'Hall, Great Britain, July 1962. London:
RoygjoNational Institute for the Blind, 1962.

Teachi#g Deaf-Blind Children. Report seminar
on the teaching of deaf - blind childr at Kalund-

30°1' borg, Denmark, July, 1965. London: Royal
Nationallnstitute for the Blind, 1-965.

Theory into Practice, 1974. Report of the Fifth
Intenlational Conference on -Deaf-Blind Chil-
dren. London: Royal National Institute for the
Blind, 1975.

«

Refeiences

Arnould, Louis. Souls in PrisonThe School of the
Deaf-Mute-Blind. Pails: Boivin & Cie, 1948. .

tardinaux, H. The So-Called Deaf-Blind Child.
Rotterdam: University Press, -1975.

Cardinaux, - H. Assessment of .the Multihandi-
capped. Rotterckm: University Press, 1975.
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jeziesska, Sister Emmanuele. Observation' on the
Development of the Deaf-Blind Krystynd

4,Hryszkiewiez. Varsawl. Pantswowe Wy
two Naukowe, 1963.

Mescheryakov, A., I., and A. V. Apraushev. "Ser-
vices for the 4.du1t Deaf-Blind in the U.S.S.R.,
The New Beacon, April, 075' 90-93.

Myers, S. 0. Where Are They ow? A Follow-Up
Study of 314 Multihandicap ed Blind People,
Former Pupils of ConfliAver. all School. Lon-
don: Royal- National Institute for the 'Blind,
1975. 4 .

.

Sandstrom, Gunnar. History-of Swedish Deaf-Blind
Education. Unpublished paper, 1975.

L,

1

van Dijk, J. "The Non-Verbal Deaf-Blind Child and
His World: His Outgrowth Toward the Wcfild of
Symbols," Verzamelde Studies, Deel XL St.
Michielsgestel, The Netherlands: Instituut voor
Doyen, not dated.

'van Uderi, A. A Maternal Reflective Method. St.
MiChieisgestel, The ,Netherlands: Institulit voor
D,oven, 1968. ,

van Udell,' A., A World of Language for Deaf
Children. The. Netherlands: Rotterdam Univer-
sity Press, 1974.

Watkins, Keith. Report on the Institute of Defec-
tology, Mescow, U.S.S.R. Unpublished paper,
1973.
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Table 1

Historical Developmenrof Services for the Deaf- Blind, in Europe

Year

Type of school

Deaf

,1920
193&
1952

Blind

Spain
Poland
Overley,
England,

Multihandi-

handic capped deaf capped blind

1955
195§ . . . . . . Yugoslavia
1961 The Nptherlands
1962 Finland
1963
1965 Denmark

1966. L

1967..
-1968 France
1969

.1970

1974

1975

1976

Eakt Germany

Norway

Condover,
England

Newcastle -oh
Type, England

.

Leeds,
England

Glasgow,
Scotland

Deaf-blind. = Ordinary

Russia =

Sweden . . . West . . . . London,
Germany ngland

Bromsgrove,
England

Italy

Zurich,
Switzerland

Fribourg,
SwitzerlInd

9 units
Gtta ter

London

45'
3

411
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Table 2 `-).

Finan#al Support of Services for the Deaf-Blind

Country
National .

government
Local"

agovernmer4
.

Church
. Private

organizations

great Britain
London
Condover
Bromsgrove
Q*ferley
Newcastle-on-

Tyne

Partly
Partly
Partly

Partly

Partly
Partly
Partly
Partly

I
Partly _

.

Partly
Partly

Partly

German Federal
Republic

.

Partly
.

Partly
U.S.S.R. *

,...

Itaiy Partly Partly f Partly
Netherlands Partly Partly . Partly
France , * ,

. -

Sikitzerland s,

Fribourg Partly
Ztirich . tartly

Partly
Partly

. ....
- . .

Partly/
Sweden *

Denmark
4-

* . 4
.

German tiemocratic
Republic '

k

.
*

Norway , Partly Partly Partly
Spain . . ---- *

Finland *

I

46
oar

4/1

-4
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Table 3

Distribution of Deaf-Blind Children
in European School Programs

-.

Country

Number of
deaf-blind..
children
in school

General description ..

.

"General
propulatiim
of country

,

Classi-
cal Rubella Other

Great Britain
London

.

Condover
Brornsgms
Overley 1"
Newcastle-on- .
Tyne ..

101
(30)
(P)
(25)
( 1 1 )

(8)._

, 2

. .

..

61

1111V

.

.

38

.

,

56,000,000

'

German Federal
Republic , 53 0 24 , . 29 . 59,500,000

U.S.S.R. 51 Mr 4 9 247,000,000

Italy 26, 2 12 , 12 54,000,000

Netherlands 25 9 , 16 13,000,000

France 25 7 14 4 52,000,000
-

SAritzerland
Fribourg .

Zuiich

.
t 18

(10)
(8)

.4e
2 11. 5 6,500,090

.. ...
.:1

SWeden-
..

14 13- 1 8,000,000

Denmark ,11 10 1 '5,000,0(0
German Democratic.

Republic ,

.

9 2

-
7 17,000,000

Norway . , 1 3 4 - 4,000,000

Spain 6 ,, 1111 6 34,500,000
qt.

Finland '4 3 1 5,000,000..

Total. , 350 59 164 127 .

47

38-
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Table 4

Ages of Persons Served
by Programs for theibeaf-Blind

.

Country./
Ages in years

Totals3 3 -5 6-8 .2-11 12-14 15-1,7 18-20 Older

Great Britain
Bromsgrdve ; 1 8 14 . 2 ( 25
Overley 3 . 4 .4 - 11
Condover 3 12 1.0 2. 27
Newcastle-on- e
Tyne . 4 ,1 3 8

pasidock-London 1 3 3 7

German Federal -
Republic_ 5 19 13 3 Ai 8 53

Italy 5 10 3 7 1 26 -

Netherlands 1 3 7 3 4 6 1 25
....

France 4 7 7 3 1 3 25
Switzerland

Fribourg 1 1 1. 4 1 2 1'0
Zurich : 1 'f 1 1 1 2 2 . 8

SWeden 5 1 3 2 3 14
Denmark . 2 7 2 . 1 _11

German Democratii
Republic '

r_,
2 2 4

,
I

/IIP

.
_ 9

Norway 4 1 1, 1 7

Spain . 1 1 1 - '2 1 4,
Finland 1 , . 4

Totals 1 19 64 87 42 35 23 5 276

:

4'7143
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Primary and Secondary PFevention
of Deaf-Blindness

Philip R. Ziring, M.D.
Chief, Handicapped Children's Section, Pediatric Services, The Roosevelt Hospital; and

Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Columbia Univeriity, College of Physicians and Surgeons
.g. f',.

and

Louis Z. Cooper, M.Dr,
Director, Pediatric Services, The Woosevejt Hospital; and

Professor of Pediatrici, COlumbia University, College of Physicians and Surgeons

In this paper, prevention of deaf-blindness will
be viewed from two perspectives. The first is
primary prevention. This includes those steps that
can be taken to preyent a ,particular cause (etiol-
ogy) of deaf - blindness. The means with which to
prevent some diseases are already available, and
their effectiveness is frequently a matter of dili-
gence with which they are utilized. The causes of
other diseases are obscure, and do means 'of
prevention are yet known.

Secondary prevention includes those steps that
cam be taken to mitigate the effects of functional
impairment resulting from deaf-blindness. In the
consideration' of secondary prevention, mention
will be made- of those areas in which medical
intervention may play a role in management.

Clearly,. treatment of deaf-blind children is a
complex effort requiring she services of a variety of
specialists. Each specialist must provide the form
of 'treatment that is standard and appropriate for
that discipline. However, the coordination of
numerous _services' and medical specialists is a

difficult task that requires the efforts of one
primary person, often 'the pediatrician, to enable
one to understand the system of priorities
sugge3ted by the consultants ind to guard- against
fragmentation and duplication of care and needless
frustration, expense, and anxiety foithe family.

Around the country interest is increasing in
developing training Trograms for pediatricians who
are interested in providing a broad range of health
and' other habilitative services for handicapped
children. Those programs that are now training
pediatricians in relatively narrow' subspecialties
such as-cardiology, hematology, or allergy should
`be expanded to provide pediatricians, who are
spe...4alists in the total care of the handicapped
child. The goal-would be to have these speCialisis

40
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serve. as primary physicians and consultants to
hospital-based clinics, medical school teaching pro-
grams,' governmental agencies, and other child
habilitation programs, such as those serving deaf -'
blind children. The Handicapped Children's Sec-
tion at Roosevelt Hospital is one such multidisci-.
plinary health care team, rendering clinical services
to approximately 1,800 children throughout the..
New York metropolitan area. Its major orientation
is toward the 'comprehensiv functional and thera-
peutic ,needs of the child and his or her family. The
basic care unit is a team composed of a pediatrician
with special interest in the care of handicapped
children, a public health nurse, a social worker, and
a special educator. Most problems uncovered in
caring for patients are handled by the health care
team, with back-up support provided by clinicians
representing all major subspecialties at the hospital.
Many primary services are delivered at the schools
for the handicapped in which the children are
enrolled. Under these conditions educators, admin-
istrators, and others at the school often become
members' of this health care team. New health
service needs may be identified and new programs
may he developed because of the presence or the
hospital-based physician at the school. During the
past year, for example, those in the unit have
recognized the need for, and have developed, a
gynecology service for multihandicapped children
and adolescents and have provided advisory:.ser-
vices in the development of sex education curricu-
lum in the schools. Such collaborative programs
have the potential for making a major impact in
primary and secondary prevention of diseases and
disabilities.

Deaf-blindness is such a cataclysmic event ip the
life of an _individual, and its impact on the family
and society is so great, that it is prudent to review



t
some of the causes of this condition so that

- appropriatepreventive steps can be taken.
No attempt is made to catalog herein all the.

possible causes of deaf-blindness. Instead, many of
the most common and representative conditions
are described in three broad categories: prenatal
infection, genetic disorders, and postnatally
acquired. These areas will be considered with a
view toward incidence, clinical characteristics,
treatment, and preventive measures:

Congenital Infection

Of the many infectious diseases that pregnant
women can contract, few fortunately,fortunately, are_capable
of causing serious damage. to the developing fetus.
Usually, severity of illness in the mother -is no
index of potential severity of damage to the fetus.
For example,. while rubella can be mild or even
inapparent in the mother, it can seriously affect
the fetus. With few exceptions, one attack of an
infections disease results in permanent immunity,
and the chance of recurrence in subsequent preg-

nancies is small. .

In jnrectious,- diseases. in pregnant women, the,
infecting agent reaches the developing fetus either
via the maternal blood stream- or directly through
the cervix. The injury dealt to the developing
tissues throuih both direct killing of cells and
prevention of normal tissue maturation may result
in abortion, stillbirth, or a number of serious birth
defects, including,)deafness and blindness.

The following is a description of the most
common forms of congenital infection that can

...result in deaf-blindness.
i

Rubella r .

The tragic epidemic of rubella in.1964-65 irrthe-
U.S. left hundreds of deaf-blind children in its
wake and was, in large measure, the major impetus
for the creation of the regional deaf-blind centers.
In 1974-75, of the 73 deaf-blind children enrolled
at the NeW York Institute for the Education of the
Blind, the largest educational program serving the

- -Mid-Atlantic, North, and Caribbean regional cen-
ters for deaf-blind children, 55 were diagnosed as
having congenital rubella.

Data derived from the longitudinal follow-up of
the rubella project patients with congenital rubella
indicate that the period of vulnerability of the
fetus to infection with the rubella virus seems to
extend from the time of conception to approxi-
thately the seventeenth week of gestation. Beyond
this point, the fetus seems to be safe from
infection by rubella virus and consequent birth

,A4 defects.

.
During the period of infection, rubella virus may

be found growing in virtually every tissue of the
fetus, including that of the heart, eye, inner ear,
and brain. It is this pathological process of interac:
tion between the rubella virus and host tissue that
results in the constellation of abnormalities that
has been] called congenital rubella syndrome. The
-most cbmmon specific clinical abnormalities
include senswineurai deafness (bilateral or unilat-
eral, mild to profound)"; congenital heart disease
(patent ductus arteriosus- or pulmonic stenosis, or
both); cataract (unilateral or bilateral), glaucoma,
rubella retino,pathy, or high myopia; andrubella
meningoencephalitis, with resultant degrees of
psychomotor retardation with intellectual or
motor impairment, various be-havioilkl abnor-
malities (often autistic in quality), central language
impairment, or typical spastic cerebral palsy.

..
Clinical mamTestations ad treatment. For a

review of the clinical manifestations and manage-
ment of children with congenital rubella, See the
article by Louis Z. Cooper 'and others (1969),
which is inclitied in the references at the conclu-
sion of this piper.

Prim4ry preventiog. A primary preventive
measure for congenital rubella has been availabte
since 1969, wheti the use of live attenuated rubella
virus vaccine was authorized. Its use is predicated
on the belief that a single attack of rubella will
confer lifelong immunity. Sinde then approxi-
mately 60 million doses of rubella vaccine have
been administered in this country, !argely to young
children, With the expectation that widespread
epidemics of rubella, such as occurred in 1964-65,
could be prevented. As anticipated, no lege-scale
epidemics of rubella in young children have
occurred, but there have been local outbreaks in
older children and young adults who have hot had
the disease or who hake -not .been vaccinated against
it. Of great importance, therefore, is the screening
of women of child-bearing age to determine .their.
susceptibility to rubella. The Rubella HI AntibodyNtest' can be used for such screeni . This simple
blood test is reliable and inexpensive, d, in most
cases, results can be made available in 24 hours.
The surveys taken at- the Roosevelt Hospital in
New York indicate that 15-220 percent of the
women of child-bearing age in New York City au
susceptible to rubella and could be protected with
an inoculation of rubella vaccine. However, caution
must be exercised in the use of this vaccine;
women receiving it must not become piegnant
within two to three months following vaccination
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because of the potential hazard of exposing the
fetus to this attenuated live rubella vaccine virus.'

Gamma globulin, a serum fraction prepared
from human plasma, has often been given to
pregnant women expos-ed to rubella in an effort to
prevent the disease. Unfortunately,-as it is gerr-
ally used, this treatment has 4of been found

-effective in -preventing rubella infection in the,'
fetus. A special form of gamma globulin prepared
from persons convalescing from rubella (rubella
immune globulin) is prekntly under study, with
the hope that its use might either prevent congeni-
tal infection or render its effects less harmful. It
could be used in situations in which the parents
will not consider interruption of the pregnancy as
an option. At the present time, there is no known
treatment that can clear the fetus of rubella
infection once -the infection has -begun. In many
cases in 'which maternal rubella has been docu-
mented, the decision is made to terminate the
pregnancy Ihroughibortion

Secondary prevention.. The deaf-blind child with
congenital rubella requires a well-coordinated
effort by a large team of clinical specialists, to
obtain optimal therapeutic results in an

ed ucational-habilitative prdgram Sophisticated
treatment by' an ophthalmologist, audiologist, car-
diologist, psychologist, and others must be...care-
fully planned in advance and must be an ongoing
integrated process.

Congenital i'9xoplasmosis

sToxoplasma gondii as a protozoan parasite that
has been isolated from raw meat with. varying
degrees of regularity. Ingestion of raw meat by
humans or exposure to contaminated litter of cats
that have eaten raw meat can establish a wide-
spread infection in a Susceptible individual. ,This
disease may be manifest in a spectrum froin severe
clinical illness to asymptomatic infection. In the
pregnant woman, these parasites may gain access to
the circulatory system during an infection, cross
tliie placenta, and Kt up a widespread infection in
the fetus. At birth, the infant may be affected with
severe, life-threatening disease or may appear to be
perfectly normal, only to manifest symptoms later
in childhood or, rarely, in adult life.

Clinical manifestations. In the severe form of the
disease, the most common findings are hydro
cephaly or microcephaly; destructive inflammation
of various parts of one or both eyes (chorio-
retinitis); and inflammation of the brain and spinal
cord (encephalomyelitis), with resultant deposition
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of calcium 'in the brain, convulsiiins, or mental
retaration. The incidence of this disease has been
estimated as approximately one in 1,000, although
it may be higher among special high-risk groups
such as the indigent population in Alabama (Miller,
Seaman, and Remington, 1967; Desmonts, 1975).
Infection rates vary tremendously from country to
country. The highest incidence among western
countries in which studies have been.made has
been. in France, where minimal cooking of certain
meats, especially-lamb, provides early exposure to
the parasite.

Treatment. Prompt antimicrobial therapy with
sulfonamide antibiotics is generally recommended
for infants diagnosed as having congenital toxoplas-
mosis. Such treatment cannot reverse the damage
already done, but it may prevent further injury to
the patient.

4a.
Primgry prevention. N- o vaccine is curt ly

available to prevent infectiOn by toxoplasma.
Research to discover such a vaccine, howevel, is
currently being conducted. The best preventive.
measures that can be. taken at the present time .

include eating meat only if it is well-cooked and
avoiding exposure to contaminated cat feces in
litter or sandboxes. .,.

Secondary prevention. As with other congenital
infections, early diagnosis of taxolilasmosis and
referral to a comprehensive health and habilitation
facilit are mandatory. Ongoing studies of multi-
handic ped children clearly indicate that-interven-
tion a birth and during early infancy, through
treatment of the underlying disorder and habilita-
tive measures directed at deafness and blindness,
can ave positive long-term consequences for the
child and his or her family. Investigations currently
underway- to identify children with congenital
infection at birth and during early infancy, such as

-screening for elevated IgM levels in the
umbilical cord _blood, should make important

ibutfchs in this area.

Congenital Cytomegatovirus Infection -

Fetal infection with cytomegalovirus may be the
most common of__the congenital infections with

- approximately one in 100 consecutive.newborns in
one series found to be shedding this virus in the
urine. As with the other infections previously
described, the spectrum of clinical illness 'in the
newborn ranges from severe illness to subclinical
infection. Howeirer, unlike most of the others
described, asymptomatic infection of the mother is



most common; and congenital infection in sub-
sequent pregnancies, although rare, has been
reported.

Clinical manifestations. The most severe clinical
features of this disease include microctphaly, with

Apeningoencephalitis and calcifications in the brain;
'f-chorioretinitis, which may involve one or both

eyes; sensorineural hearing loss; and psychomotor
retardation (Hanshaw, 1975).

Treatment. No reliable form of treatment has
been found for this disease in the newborn or older
child, since, much of the damage is done in utero
and is irreversible. Also, since there may be no rash
(as there is with rubella) or other clinical illness
during the pregnancy, the congenital infection may
not be diagnosed until some time after the birth of`
the handicapped child.

Primary prevention. No.vaccine is aviiilable in
the United Slates to prevent congenital cytome-
galovirus infection. An experimental vaccine is now
being tested in Europe,' however. Should that
vaccine prove successful, it certainly will be eval-
uated in the United States.

Congenital Sy pliTts

Syphilis is a venereally transmitted disease
caused' by the organism treponema pallidum. This
organism, is able to traverse the placenta after the
eighteenth week. of pregnancy, when the naturally
protective layer of cells in the placenta deterio-
rates. Fetal infection then results in disease that
can vary from clinically inapparent to rapidly fatal.
Some signs may not appear until early childhood.
These signs include inflammation of the eye, which
can progress to blindness (interstitial keratitis), and
sensorineural hearing loss.

Psychomotor retardation is one, of the common
manifestations of the early severe form of congeni-
tal syphilis (resulting from syphilitic meningitis).

Treatment. Congenital syphilis can be preVented
by adequate antimicrobial therapy of the pregnant
woman who _is identified as having active syphilis
prior to the eighteenth week of gestation. Treat-
ment of such patients beyond the eighteenth week
can cure the infection in the fetus; but with.
variable outcome, depending on the extent of
damage already done. Newborns and young infants
identified as having congenital syphilis 'must be
treated promptly with antibiotics to prevent the
many complications of this disease (Harris and
Cave, 1965)., Corne.al transplantatiOn may prove
effective in providing useful vision in patients with
scarring secondary to interstitial keratitiC

Primary prevention. No vaccine is available for
evention of syphilis. Therefore, careful monitor-

( ing of all pregnant women to determine the
presence of active syphilis is Mandatory so that
prompt treatment can be instituted.

GenetiC-Disorders

Each of the 46 chromosomes in the human cell
has been Likened to a string of beads. The beads are
called genes. These genes are responsible for
individual characteristics such as hair color. Each
gene has a precise chemical structure, and is
situated on the chromosome in its clearly defined
place relative. to other genes. Serious variation from
this pattern can be incompatible with life, with
resultant intrauterine death or stillbirth. Other
gene defects may be compatible with life but may
result in a serious, lifelong handicapping condition.
Despite the great potential for abnormalities in
_children, the vast majority are born without a
serious geneticdisorder.

Human beings may twaffected by a large diverse
group of genetically determined disorders that may
include deaf - blindness. As a rule, the birth of the
first child with such a, disorder is not anticipated
by the parents or the f:thysicians charged with the
care of the family. Primary prevention, therefore,
is principally' a matter of identifying asymptomatic
carriers In the family and providing genetic coun-
seling to the parents of such handicapped children
to familiarize them with the probabilities of their
bearing affected children in tke future. For some
of these conditions, laboratory tests can nifiw be
performed to identify the parents as carriers even

-before the birth 'A the affected child. Tests may
also be performed on the mother during pregnancy
to determine whether the fetus is destined to be
born with a genetic disorder. For the most part, no
specific treatment is available to reverse the course
of a genetic disorder in a child so affected,
although a great deal of exciting new research in
genetic engineering is presently m progress. ,This
research is aim,ed at finding ways to correct genetic
defects and to restore the affected individual to a
normal state.

Usher's Syndrome --
In 1913; C. H. Usher pointed out the hereditary

association of deafness with retinitis pigmentosa in suw
a group of 69 patients. Retinitis pigmentosa is A
degenerative_ disease of the retina, progressing from
impaired vision in the dark to gradual constriction
of peripheral vision to total blindness, usually by
the time a person is in his or her twenties or thirties.
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Usher's syndrome is inherited as an .autosomal
recessive characteristic. In this condition, 'both
parents are normal but carry an abnormal gene
responsible for pigmentary retinal degeneration
with deafness, probably_ because of the comnion
embryologic origin of this component-of the retina
and the organ of Corti of the inner ear. Males and
females are affected. in equal numbers. The risk for
recurrence of the disease in subsequent offspring of
these parents is °one in four, with two in four
appearing to be normal but *being carriers of the
abnormal gene.

The prevalence of Usher'i syndrome in the
general population is estimated to be three per
100,000. Among high-risk individuals such as the
congenitally deaf, it may be as high as five to ten
per 100. The frequency of deafness in a population
with proven retinitis pigmentosa has been reported
in various series from 32.3 percent to 42.4 percent
Usher's syndiromNik considered to be one of the
leading genetic ca/ses of deaf-blindness among
children attending schools for the deaf and schools
for the blind (Usher, 1914; Kloepfer, 1966).

Clinical manifestations. The clinical manifesta-
tions of Usher's syndrome typically include the
insidious onset of severe and progreitve visual
impairment in a congenitally dearZhild. Other'
common manifestations are related 'to the-Central
nervous system and include A variety of psychiatric
disorders, mental retardation, central language
impairment, and loss of the sense of smell.

. Modem diagnostic techniques have permitted
the detection of abnormalities of the retina in
persons prior to the appearance of retinal changes
that can be detected with the ophthalmoscope.
Such techniques, including electrooculography,
have also proved somewhat useful in identifying
carriers. The suggestion has been made that such
techniques be applied to large populations of high
risk, such as children attending schools for. the
deaf, so that children with Usher's syndrome can
be Identified early and so that an appropriate
treatment Plan can be designed for them (Vernon,
1969).

.

'Prevention. All treatment modalities such as
hormones and vitamins have failed thus far, making
primary preventive measures through genetic coun-

.seling of the carriers of prime importance.

Occurring principally in Eastern European Ash-
kenazic Jews, Tay-Sachs .disease results from a
genetic absence of the enzyme hexosaminidlse A,

with the subsequent accumulation of .a fatty
substance called GM2-gangliosAs in the nerve cells
of the body.

Clinical manifestatiOns. , The child appears
normal at birth but shortly thereafter develops a
degree of blindness; psychomotor retardation,
which _generally is evident by six months of age;
and an exaggerated. response to sounds. With
progression of the disease, response to sounds
diminishes, convulsive seizures develop, and death
usually occurs by two yearsibf age.

Both parents are carriers of the abnormal gene.
Males and females'are affected in equal numbers,
with a risk of one in four that the disease will recur
in future offspring of the parents. The incidence of
the disease in Ashkenazic Jewish families is one per
1,000 live births.

Primary prevention. No treatment for the
affected child is available at the present time, and
the only preventive measures available are perform-
ing blood tests on high-risk prospective parents to
determine whether they. have abnormally low levels

the enzyme so that Suitable counseling can be ,
rovided. Once an affected child is born in the

family, subsequent pregnancies can be monitored
by means of the technique of amniocentesis. This
test can be used to determine whether the fetus-has
the disease, is a carrier for Tay-Sachs and therefore
essentially normal, or is genetically, unaffected.
Given this information, the parents _may then be
given the option of whether they wish to continue
the pregnancy.

Large-scale screening programs have been estab-
lished in many urban areas throughout the United
States at special centers concerned with identifying
carriers of Tay-Sachs disease. Persons so identified
can then be given counseling concerning the risk of
Tay-Sachs or the availability of services during
pregnancy. In addition, an increasing number of
gynetologists are making the Tay-Sachs 'screening
tests available to their patients on a routine basis
(Schneck, and others, 1970).

Leber's Congenital Amaurosis (Retinal Aplasia)

Leber's congenital amaurosis is a condition of
'unknown etiology.

Clinical manifestations, The young infant
affected by Leber's congenital amaurosis is .soon
noted to be moderately to severely visually
impaired; however,' physical examination of the
eye will show little or nothing that is abnormal.
The disease usually progresses to total blindness by
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adolescence, with the gradual appearance of those
changes_ that are typical pf retinitis pigmentosa.
This condition may also be associated with diffuse
brain disease characterized by mental retardation,
seizures, and/or deafness. Males and females- are
affected in equal numbers, and the risk fOr
recurrence of the disease in subslique t offspring is
one in four (Deleeban and 19

Primary prevention. No treatment.iwailable to
reverse Leber's congenital amaurosis, and no
method exists for intrauterine detection ,,of the
condition. Preventi consists of genetic counsel-
ing of the parents familiarize them with the
probability of recurrence in their family.

Hurler's Syndrome

Hurler's syndrome is caused by the accumula-
tion in all the body tissues of acid mucopolysac-
charides, which disrupt and eventually destroy cell
function. The genetic basis of the disease lies in the
absence of a single enzyme that is normally
responsible for removingacid mucopolysaccharides
from the cell.

Clinical manifestations. Children with Hurler's
syndrOme appear to be normal at birth but within
the first year of life experience coarsening of their
facial appearance, enlargement of the liver and
spleen, stiffness of the joints, and clouding of the
cornea. Within a few years, the condition eno-
gresses to blindness, deafness, mental retardation,
short stature, and limitation..of movement at the

"joints. Death generally occurs before ten years of
age.

Malts and females are affected in 'equal-numbers,
and the risk for recurrence in subsequent offspring
is one in four., The disease occurs with a frequency
of one in 40,000 live births (Leroy and_Crocker,
1966).,

Prima' pi preVention. No treatment is available to
arrest the diseasp, and no mass screening test is
,available to identify carriers. Prenatal detection is
possible, however, through the use of the tech-
nique of amniocentesis after the fourteenth week
of gestation. This provides prospective parents with

. information about whether the fetus is affected or
not and helps them to decide whether to continue
the pregnancy. .

Albinism
.

A common (pm of 41binism is the result of the
'genetic absence of the enzyme tyrosinase, which
prevents the formation of pigment in pigment-
bearing cells-of the skin, hair, and eyes.

Clinical manifestations. The result' of, albinism is
severe limitation in visual acuity (usually 20/00 or
worse) as well a'sf photophobia and nystagmus.
Occasionally, albinism is associated with 'deafness
and other birth defects such as cleft 'palates.

Males and females are affected in equallnumbers,
and the risk of recurrent in future offspring
among asymptomatic carri parents is oneiln four.
The incidence of this disease in the general
population is one in 40,000 (Witkop, 1971).

' 1
iPrimary prevention. No treatment s, available

for the affected - individtlal. Genetic cOtnseling
should be offered to the parents and siblings to_
inform them of the.probability of recurrence.

Since albinos have an increased susceptibility to
skin cancer, treatments should include encourage-
ment to keep their exposure to sunlight to a
minimum. dr

Postnatally Acquired Diseases

Under the heading postnatal-acquired conditions
are grouped those conditions that result in deaf-
blindness in an individual who otherwise would
have been normal. They differ from the preytious
conditions in that the disease damageta felatively
mature individuaL4then the prOceti. of organ
maturation is far advanced or conipleted.'With the,
onset of these types of diseases: the physician must
be aware of the possibility of long-term residual
disability in his or her patient, even if early and
appropriate measures are taken. This is in contrast
to the two foregoing groups, in which the patient
has already been damaged, usually before the
plitician becomes involVed. In many cases, there-
fore, the opportunities for primary prevention are
more numerous in this group. As with many of the
.conditions previously discussed, the physician is
often confamted by profound ethical dilemmas.
For example, the use of oxygen to save the life of
the premature infant may also leave the patient
blind for life. In genefal, ensuring that the child.

_griws up in a safe, Motected; and ring environ-
ment and that the child has read access to high '
*quality medical care may ong the most
important preventive measures that can be taken to
guard against' deaf- blindness for this group of
patient&

RetrolentiViimplasis

In the period following World War II, oxygen
was used liberally in nurseries to, treat newborns,
especially infants born' prematurely,, for respiratory
disorders. It was . not iecognized until the mid-
1950s ttoot the blood vessels in the eyes of
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premathre infants ar not fully developed5ind are
esp,ecfally ttsitiv o xygen. During that interval

, ,*- - thousands of children in the'technottigicallvdevel-
oiled areas of the world beCame,blind because ofaa

*
. condition called retsdlental ,fibreplasii (Kinsey,

-, -, .--

-
1956).

Typically, the 'disiale occurred -in 'infant who
were born between 26 -and 31' weeks. of gestationt
and who weighed. 800-1,500 grams: The More
-maturekthe clip Was at birte,:the les,s frequent and
Jels severe the disease.

# .

a

4

it . ^ 1.

Rarely will an infant ire this disease an ,roorn
of la percent). The te\
measures Utilized, in I-

Ninaturitx itself,

air (oxygen concentratio
chief . primary PreventiV
addition to the preventi
are caretill- monitoring of e air being given to
;immature infants( "to ensure the oxygen 1 el
rises nollighei 'than 40 percent and measuring >we
.oxygeii- -content of the baby's arterial blood fo,
keep it at A safe level. A scan,da actice in 'many
nursery centers for infants born p aturely is"to
perforni calgtful ophthalmologic, amination 4.
every' 'infant receiving oftyagerrAreatmdnt tp deteffl'

' early signs of -oxygen toxicity.-to the *ey e s . With
increasing sophistication of "lye centers, many
More Small, premature infants irelirviving without
serious iinpairment, in contrast to previous years in
which many; died or suffered 'mental retardation

',and other neurological impairments. Nonetheless,a
small, number of survivors are left- With severe
handicaps,AncLuding deafness and blindness. Deaf-
ness does n em to result from .oxygen toxicity

complications`kil t is gener resulAthe of
YemIturity. nother u g in the number" f
children with -ret(ojotal fibroplasia inay,be an i-
pated as.,suc.h'irifaNi teceive 5itife intensive me
cal services and surv1iFe this stOrmy'period. ,

Neoplislp

. Some c 'Wren are referred.tek prygram,s for the
deaf:1411dt° itl surgdy for brain tifnors. Such.
tuniorsiore -frequently highly milignant and lead io
death in .1a rilvtter of Months. With they advent of
..aggressiVe neurosurgical. techniques, radiation
therapy, and chemotherapy,, more, children are
surviving the basic diseaseproceigs buearel4ft with
a vIrlety of impairments secondary' to the tumor
and the required treitnenti. Adequate manage-
ment of stint children- frelluentry., requilt. tift
Ongoing services ofcialists from many rriNdiclir
disciplines, includi neurosurgery, pediatrics, and
radiotherapy./ Elfidocrino ogy consultation may be
necessary if ho rin oriel la,Centerkis reqiiired -when
the child is n96 longer able to mg normal
,hormonal homeostasis.

10

r causes) of cancer in children is still
d no primary pre4entive measure is

The cause
unVown,

considdration' of secotrilary preven-
don; prompt intervention is required. once the
condition is diagnosed, opfmkal treatment'in some

'cases may lead to cure. Since the course 'of such
conditions i* so variable, every; effort should be
Made to provide' the child and the family with' a
fuThrange of health and educational services so that
the handicapped child may lead as full and
productive elite as possible.

4

c

.00t. . i.
ents are the. leading-.cause of Math in

"Many ,childrei who survive severe acci-
dents or parental batterings are left chronic,'
.nonprogressive' damage, to the cen ifal nervous
system (brain and ,spinalllord) because of the
secondary' effects of blood loss, sho'cls, orfec- ,

'tfon. Inideq le blood supply, to vital kreas of the
rain. or' even

ible> qhanges9
evr minutes can lead to'irrevers-

ing blindness, hearing loss,
central language impairment, and spastic cerebral
pg1s)t. Medital treatment may be able to help the
child prough like -f1 reatening crises, but fretiuently
it cannot reverse any a these pathological' pro
cess,es. Education; Itainieg,, and phfsical retabilita-
tion..progiarns are required for the child to make
tige,most of his or` her residual abilities. -

Manrchildren are'now exPosecrto an incrta'sing::
number of environmental' hazards, including air
arid wate pollutants, alitomobile trauma, flartima-
ble eats, or leaded paint. GoVernmeni;

ough legislation, playS a priniaPY- rOle in guard-
ing the child's right to ,a safe and protected
,environment.,

4
.

., 'Infection of the central nervous system (merlin-
gittr- encephalitis) is another acquired' cause of
deaf-blindness in children. Deaf-blindness can
result .either through direct primary injury td the L

. vision ancUearing centers.of the brain or through .
0 secondary' effects such as hydrocephalus. Tuber-

.. . 4
7culods, meningitis . and similar diseases that are

caused by certain viruses and bacteria can also le.ada,' to deaf-blindness.
\ PrOmpt, intensive treatment mst be provided as

,
A

-
.

.

.- soon as 'le earliest signs ant symptoms are is. .
recognized to prevent complications. Where possipor
bleinimunization__ against specific infeetious dis-
eASi iS'ihe best prey ntive measure. Public' health
measures; inelud adequate nionitorhe of

v.sgeneral popul ti n for disitises such as tuberculosis,
ate principal ools in prevet tang in echoes *eases.

4'
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Suninary
lieaf-blindness is not a single-diseas,a entity, but°

a state of multisensory visual and hearing impair-,

ment that can result from a wide variety, of
pathological processes. Such a condition can arise
because of faulty genetic control over embr;Jologic
development, from serious infection of an other-
wise healthyatus, or from, serious injury to the
individual of iE birth from environ "ntal or other
agents.

""' Control of deaf-blindness irAthe . . is largely a
matter of .providia suitable en4onment for the
fetus to develop and a safe, protected environment
in which the itewborn and young-child can mature.
Increasingly sophisticated tools have been, or'are
being, eveloped by4'inedical idiegtists to prevent
the ary causes of this condition. The

o those tools is the responsibility of parents,
social welfai4 agencies, anthgovernmental agencies
that must assign prioritiesr their use in inticipa-
t of the social: fiscal,Mid political impact of
'suc con/M.00ns on the child, his or her family, and

st of society..
e fetus, infant, and young child cant-Pet

articulate for themselves their need for safety. and
46 protection. Int a period of great competition for

scarce resources, obtaining adequate funds to
prevent chronic disabling conditions n infIntsand

4 children, handicapped or healthy, iimdst difficult.
Foi- example:during the past years federal support
for rub vaccine programs has been virtually_
eliminated.` f ective preventive measures are to
be imple , the following minimum needs

,")inust be Sati *

. 'Adequate funding must be provided for pro-
grams p' ortinkoveral prenatal caw and
t,ealt ces fMnrants and children.

2.4.dequa funding,' must be provided for
fresearch programs aaling with congenitarand
perinatalffiection.and withVne develop-
mentment and pvaluatiofi.

3.1idequate funding must be provided for
rese ch programs dealing with genetic dis-

offering genetic counseling.
4. funding must be provided fi,train-

rograms or health professionals to
eliver such services.

5. ed vigilance on the part of legislative
anc6jhdi.cial bodies must be rtfaintaid to
ensure that healthy children are not damaged
by envirchninehtliagents.

6. Communication, with, -and education of,'
parents must be improved, with regard to the
availabiliti of services, .and adequate legal

I

safeguards_ must be effected to proteCt those
.

childreh whose*Tarents are unable. or Wiyflii-
at) ing to provide a protective and .nurturing .

environment. 5

7. Society in general- must recognize tha
social, political, an,d financial impact of t ese
/ondttiOns go far beyond the child and his or
ter familY, PrioritiesrIntist be reordered in
order for the value of human services to .13e
restored to a primary positionf
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Hean g an the Deaf-Blind Child
harles A. Tait
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The audiologist's tra ional sole is that of
devaluating the hearin: of children, and adults',

helping to determi the etiorogy of a hearing
disordezthrough s -of-lesion testing and providing
data concernin: he need for audiologic rehabilita-
tion, hearing id selection, and therapeutic inter-
vention in a a itory training and speech reading;

Newby 972) -States that audiologists are indi-
viduals w ose primary interest is in the identifica-
tion an- measurement of hearing loss and the
'rehabil ation of those with hearing impairmehts.
This efinition is quite adequate for audiologists
wo' mg in medical settings or speech and hearing..

ters:where the diagnosis of a specific disorder or
ondition is made by one or two medical or

nonmedical .speeialists. However, the range and
magnitude of problems manifest in a child, With
dual sensory impairments are such as to require a
cooperative, interdisciplinary team approach.

As one member of an interdisciplinary team, the
audiologist finds himsel,or herself relating to the'
psychological, nutritional, medical, environmental,
education ;r dental, and communicative aspects of
the chilers condition. The audiologist cannot dis-
cuss the child's need for amplification, or audiThry
training out Of the total context of the other
diagnostic assessments, i.e., the status of Aie,:child's' ;'
home, information concerning previous attempts
to train or educate the child, or the type, and
availabilillf of specific training programs available
to the Aid. The audiological report must'reflect
awatbne f the physical, social, and psychological,
conco 'tants present in a deaf-blind child.

Psychological Considerations of Hearing
InnOikment ina,l4hiltihandicapped child

The psychology of. deafness, its effects `on
...thought process, its effect on dev,elopment of

symbolic ;reasoning, 'and its effect on personality
. anti- social behavior have all been discussed by

numerous authorities. A visit to a schoOl for the
deaf clearly demonstrates thNi-- children whose
primary handicap is a hearing impairment.tespond
-socially quite like their normal-hearing peers. One
can detect .an, obvious dependence upon visual
stimuli, a high degree of gross musele activity, and
a concreteness in their behavior which may charae-

; terize them as being slightly different. But they do'
communicate with each other, using facial expres-

<__sions .and. hand sighs,. moving their lips, and
vocalizing. They laugh, cry, play, learn, and gener-
.411y appear alert and lively.

.
"%The kvastating effects of a congenital .severe

hearing loss are not 'obvious in a young dpaf child
whose `telativtly .norrnal social relationshipis ;make
hiin or-her seem not too handicapped. Onlltwhen
the child gets older and the effect of his or her
hearing impairment on language development,
abstract thinking, and academic achieveinent
becomes painfully obvious are all of the ramifica-
tions of the hearing handicap realized. As an adult,
other psychological conditions such as parSnoia
and feelings of extreme isolation become evident.
The total impact, then, of congenital deafness is
seen in early childhood as a cornrhunication prob-
lem, in young adulthood as an academic problem,
and in maturity as a social-psychological handicap.
In spite of the debilitating effects of a severe
congenital hearing impairment, most educatioriMly

"deaf children can, with special training, become
productive, self-sufficienylitnts who can achieve a
rich- and fulfilling

Blindness, in a...itormal-hearing child, does not
prevent the child from developing good cognitive
skills and academic agility. Its main impact lies in
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the psycho-sticial areas. Selma Fraiberg (1971)
states that a large group of blind children are con-

. dunned to :`something like a sensory void."
IThese 'children] typically appear to have no significant
human ties. Language, if present at all, is pcholalic.
There is no definition of body boundaries, of self and
others . . 1 . Many of these children have not achieved
mobility: These children constitute approximately. one
quarter of the population that is defined by 'total
blinchiiss from birth, excluding children with- knpwn
brain .damage (pi 381).

;A combination of deafness and blindness i*
certainly more, than,just an additive function. The

I absence Of sensory information about environ-
merit, parents, and self prevents- ihe occurrenceiof
normal mftttrational processes;'and the effect may
be devastrtng. ao

Overview of Anatomy and 'Physiology:,
of Hearing Mechanism.

Anatomically, the ear has been, divided into the
outer, middle, and inner-portions. Tire outer' ear
consists of the, pinna, whichls the visible'part of
the ear, and the external acoustic meatus or canal.
The canal is a cylindrical-passage about one quarter
of an inch iii diameter and leads directly to the
tympanic membrane (eardrum). Although the
pinna is the most prominent fealure of the ear, it is
the feast useful in hearing. Its,function in man is to
help collect acoustic signals and direct them
toward the tympanic membrike. The tympanic
membrane is a thin, concave diaphragm which...
completely separates the ear canal from the middle
e vity. The membrane, is the first in a sepes*of
tr sducers the- ear. The membrane ccts
acoustic energy and changes it to mechanical form
by moving in concert with the compressions and
rarefaction of the pr6SSure wave. In the middle
ear, t ree tint bones occupy, a mucous-lined,
air-fill cavity. ., The first of three bones, or
ossicles, is attached' firmly to the tympanic mem-
brane, while the third ossicle rests in an oval-shaded
window leading to the inner ear. The ossicles form
a bridge which transmits the movement of, the
tympanic membrane to the fluids.in the inner ear.
A tube, called the eustachian tube, running from
the floor of the middle ear to the posterior portion
of the throat (naso-pharynx) serves to maintain

-equal air pressure on both sides of the tympanic
N. membrane by opening and closing during'AvalloW-

ing and yawning. (See Fig..1.)
The outer and middle ear, in combination, form

the mechanism responsible for conducting acoustic
fr signals to the inner ear. An anatomic or functional
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breakdown of this mechanism that causes a,

decrease ins earing is called a conductive hearing
loss. Impairments of this type are generally sensi-
tivity losses which' reduce the intensity of the
incoming sound rbitkadatlittie Jur no signal. distor-
tion.

Within the fluids of the inner 'ear lie the
mechanisms which analyze and sharpen the vibra-
tory signal, transduce it into electrical or neural
energy, arid transmit the inforniation to the eighth
cranial nerve, which senfls it to both hemispheres
of theterebral cortex by way of a complex neural
circuit. The nervepf hearing,Pke organ of Corti, is a
fragile and delicate instrument which is immersed
in a fluid and encased in a snail-shaped tunnel in
the temporal bone. In spite of its armor-like
prolectiVe structures, the inner ear is susceptible to
numerous insults. The tiny hair cells,,which respond
to pressure waves'in the surrounding fluid can be

.injured by viruses, infections, aging; and numerous
other congenital or acquired conditions.

Damage to the inner ear generally itsults in a ,

more serious impairment than damage to,,the
conducting'meclianism. In addition to a decrease in
hearing sensitivity, which is usually4grFater for high
frequency sounds than for loW frequency.sounds,.
sensory impairments are characterizedby pitch and
loudness distortion. Furthermore, the filtering
effect of hearing some sounds better than others
causes the acoustic signal to be even further

Eustachian tubi

Inner
411. .

r

distorted.
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The eighth cranial nerve arising from within the

inner 'ear carries the neural ioipulses through a -,

ibirity. tunnel to the brain. The neurons proceed to
$ \ the upper medulla and pOns of the brain'steme

4 'where most cross over to the contralateral Side a

, .
they continue. up their pathway to the cerebral
corte4 AsUfficient number of fibers cross back to
the is -I, teral" side tb- allow for representationlof
each.- in both Cerebral hemispheres.

0

Heating Disorders Generally Associated
with Dual Sensory Inipairment-

The primary etiology of conductive hearing
losses in deaf-blind children is otitis media, a
middle ear disorder generally associated with upper
respiratory infections which cause blockage of the
eustadhian-tube. Otitg media, while common in all

'pOpulatiOs ot young children, ; is" particularly
prevalent to handicapped children. The reason for
tkis is not entirely. known. A hearing impairment'
resulting from otitis media generally Ties in the
slight-to-mild range, causing a reduCtion in the
intensity of incoming sounds. Its presence does not
precltIde a sensory deficit being present but merely
adds to the total impairment. Otitis media, like
most conductive impairments, is often amenable to
-Medical o urgiCarintervention. Many specialists,
feel a long standing otitis media can lead to a
pe anent hearing loss. For this reason perioilic
otologic examinations are recommended for la 11
multihandicapped -children.

Occasionally.. other ,conductive hearing losses
accompanying congenital malformations of the
outer or middle ear _Are found in the deaf=blind
population: Richar& (1%4) found stapedial foot-
plate fixabein present in three rubella children.
However, Borton and Start (12'70) noted that
approximately 75 percent of the rubella children in
their 'study exhibited pure sensorineural impair-
ment. ,

Because the majority of deaf-blind children are
products of maternal rubella, a consideratiOn of
the effect of this disease on the hearing of the

.affected children is important. Hisfopathologic
studies reveal that the inner ear defects due to
maternal rubella depend somewhat on the stage of
fatal development at the time of the infection as
well as the degree of seve.,Oty of the .inflammatory
process. Most reports suggest that the degenerative
process is &Tilled to the cochlear duct and the
stmcture within it and to the sacs le. The organ of
Coiii varies in degree of degeneration, but may be
fairly well developed with some hair cells recogniz-
able (Lindsay, 1967).

Audiometric findings in rubella 'children appear
to vary as a'function of the particular virus strain.
Although a majority of the hearing unpaired
children' have sev.ere.or profound losses, a number
of rubella children dem'onstrate only Mild:. or
moderate hearing deficits. Baton and Stark (.1970)
reported on the audiometric findings of a large

popuillSon of rubella children. The investigators
found that 40 percent of the hearing impaired
children demonstrated better 'hearing for '10w
frequency sounds than for high frequerif sounds.
Other audiometric configurations found included

. saucer-shaped audiograms And flat or rising losses.
Saucer-shaped audiograms ate not characteristic of
sensorineural ItIssee associated with other disease
processes.

The presence of central :deafness in ,rubella
children has also been sugpsted by several authors
(Levine, 1951; Vernon, 19'67). In central 'deafness
the child is unable to utilize incoming signals in a
meaningful cognitive manner. Because of this,
rubella children in. classes for the deaf often
present ,behaviors which suggest ,t4At they have a
learning diSabiltty.iley. may ponearn to lipread. P

as well as expected, may have reading problems-ov
other academic learning .difficulties, or gray
demonstrate reduced memory span. Finally; one
must remember that a rubella child may suffer
from the combined effects of a middle ear,
sensory, or central hearing loss.

Although the largest peivent of deaf-blind chil-
dren are confirmed products of maternal rubella,
the population, is not limited to That single-etidl-
ogy. A sizeable gronp of deaf-blind children results,
from meningitis, prematurity, neonatal ataxia, Rh
incompatibility, and other unspecified conditions
(Bernstein and Roeser, 1972). Aseviet of: the
report on eaf -blind children in Michigark,revealg
that appro7irrihtely 47 percent were confirmed
Products of maternal rubella, while nearly one-'
third of the cases were Of unkndNivp 'etiology ,
(Harris, 1971) These findings makes, apparent f
fact that the effect of mass inoculations for the
rubella virus could reduce the number of congeni;
tally deaf-blind , children by approximately 50
percent. The vaccine will not, unfortunately, corn-*
pletely eradicate the problem of cbngenitaily deaf,:
blind children.

Identification of Hearing Disorders;
in Infants and Young Children

Iden4fication of a ,hearing impairment in a
multihandicapped child can be extremely difficult
even for the experienced diagnostician. It might be .
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well to consider the, development of' auditory
behavior -2nd other developmental in
deaf-blind children and to compare the dei,elop-
mental se. quelae. That the fib-Plan cochlea has
normal adult function after the twentieth week of-
gestation has been confirmed physiologically.
Normal- hearing neonates, thereforev have been
hearing fluOti-borne sounds for three to four
months prior to their birth. Newborn infants may
be awakened by a loud sound'. and will startle to
abrupt presentations of intenseacousti timuli.

Normal-hearing newborns show . t e ability to
discriminate between' various acoustic c stiyhuli,
preferring speech-like signals to other sounds. They
shovi predictable behaviors such as eye widening,
cessiitjon of activity, sucking changes, and lb
movement to various types of auditory sensatiqnN.
By four to seven months of age thy'locatize sound
'sources, turning their eyes and head toward the
noisemaker or speaker..From six to nine months
we see an increase in the infant'S vocal play and a
Utilization of various vocalizations to express plea-.
,sure r displeasUre with' the envitument. , ' .

Fdr a number. of --reasons, 'a normal-hearirik, t...
infant may not develop auchtorally as described.
S.4verely mentally retarded children children with
central, nervous system, dysfunctiotif; and severely

s emotionally impaired children will often fail, to
respond to auditory stimuli even though their
peripheral auditory mechanism is intact. The devel-*
opmental signs which differentiate multihandi-
capped deaf childre.1 from multinAdicapped
normal- eating children are indeed subtle. One can

,find,a wi range of genkral developmental rnatura-
Lion in a eaf-blind population. AlthoUgh a delay
in gross otor development is characteristic of
deaf-blind children, one must be cautioned to
consider the possibie effbct of other problems such
as "the severity of a heart defect or the child's age
when cataract operations were performed (Robbins
and Stenquist, 1567); In conclusion, one generally
cannot identify 'a hearing impairment in a multi-
handicapped child solely by noting the varialt
developmental responses to auditory stimulation.

High Risk Criteria Relevant to Hearing Loss

Much has been wntten recently about the
importance of early identification of hearing
impairment in infants. Relating the findings of
studies on sensory depnvation in animals to delay
in treatment of Visually or auditorally-impaired
children has become fashionable. For hearing-
impaired children,'substantiating such-a correlation
is difficult, although the argument certainly,has-a
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great deal of face validity. In any case,,,early
identification of a hearing, imPainnOnt in a Multi-
handicapped child -may prevent misdiagnosis as
severely mentally retarded, therefore enabling the
child to obtain appropriate educational and train-
iqg opportunities.

A high -Hsi( register for identifying a hearing
impairment in neonates, that is, a Misting of infants
with predisposing conditions usually associated
with congenital deafness, was suggested by. the
Joint Committee for Infant Hearing Screening '
(Cunningham, 1971) and includes the 'following
factors: (I) history:of hereditary hearing impair- -
ment; (2) rubella" or other nonbacterial J.iterine
fetal infection dUring pregnancy; (3) .a defect .of
ear, nose,or throat; (4.) birth 'weight of less. than
1,59Q grams; and (5) bilirubin level greater than

,200 mg. per 100 ml. of serum. Of these criteria,
rubella and familial history of 'hearing

impairmeRt are most .frequently- found in the
hearing-impaired child's history form. All new-
borns whose birth histories contain high risk
factors for hearing impaimient should- receive
audiological follov-up until such time as the
'absence or presence of a hearing impairment cap.be
unequivocally substantiated.

Application of Hearing Screening PrOgranis to
Multisensory-Impaired Infants and Youdgaildren

Mass heating screening programs ,for neonates
have been advolated by Downs since 1967. Gold-
stein and Tait {1971) and Ling and others (1974),
have' since pointed out the shortcOming,s and
dangers of, this procedure, as did the Joint Corn-
rniltee for Hearing Screening (Cunningham, 1971)
Although Downs reluctantly backed away front her
recommendations for mass neonatal screening'in

favor of a combination high risk register and mass
'hearing screening., dozens or hospitals presently
conduct some form of mass hearing screening of,
newborns. -Since high risk registers contain his-
torical or physical...findings preselected .for their.
probability of being related. to hearing loss, in
nearly every instance the multihandicapped child
can be detected, by the high risk register described.
Ai stated previously,' this author's recommendatiOn
is that all Children, who are high risk for. hearing
impairment unclergo extensive workups.

Preparation for Diagnostic' Audiological
Evaluation

A complete andlarefully &corded case history
is .a prerequisite to u4IderstAing the nature and
extent of a child's auditory disorder. Myklebust
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(1954) considers differential history-taking as part
of the total diagnostic exanlitiatiOn. He states that
a considerable. difference exists between differen-
tial history taking and the more routine. types of
history takingbecause in differential history.talcing
the diagnostician must be continuously evaluating
the. information that is obtained. The differential
history emphasizes-Information pertaining to the
various etiological categories. A case history for the
differential diagnosis of an Auditory disorder in
mOltihandillapped children should include the
following: (1) The birth history should include
information.on the- mother's-pregnancy and dura-
tion of labor, as well as theteliyery and neonatal
course of the child. Additional information should
be obtained condoning any unusual appearance or
-behavior of the newborn, his or her general
physical condition, and whethet jaundice, anoxia,
or other indications of damage were present at the
time of birth. (2) The medichl and health history
should ,contain information about the child's con-

,
dition immediately following birth {seizures, scars,
bruises or other deformations, feeding, difficulties,
or swallowing and sucking problerps) and the child's
later experience with injury, illness, or surgery. (3)
Developmental behavior -history should include
questions such as when the 'child began to sit alone,
when he or she 'began to respond to parent's voice,
stood alone, walked, finger fed,-and drank from a
cup. Parents should also ge queried as to whether

r t this child's developrfient was markedly
d rent froni that of his or her siblings. (4) The
portion relating to the emotional adjustment of the
child should contain questions regarding the child's
sensitivity to vibratory sertsations, visual stimuli,
a; d auditory, signals. Queries regarding responsive-

I ness to objects, consistency of behavior, respon-
siveness to people, distractibility, and hyperactivity
stiould.alsq be made. (5) Auditory history ques-
tion's should include whether the child responds to
any sounds or to lou'd sounds only, uses his or her
hearing projectively, seems to ignore sounds, or
shows fear of sounds.lExperiences the child has
had with amplification should also be noted. In-
addition, determining whether changes have been
observed in the child's response to sound over the
years is important. (6),The expressive communica-
tion history is extremely important to explore. The
child's speech and language development should be
searched in depth. The diagnostician should ques-
tion parents regarding haw the child uses hio or hef
voice, his or her rate and pattern of language
eleveloptnent, other modes of communication the
child has used, and whither the child ever babbled,

..

),
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used jargon, vocalized for pleasure, or communi-
cated by crying, laugh*, or pointing. Finally, the
diagnostician should determine whether the child
had acquired speech and then stopped talking,
never used his or herVolte,Thsed echolalic speedh, '
or used vocalizations projectivelre-(7) The educa-
tional history should provide a diagnOstician with
information regarding the type and nature of
educational experiences the 'child has had. If the
child has attended a nursery school or other

.1., preschool program, 'reports from teachers descrei
ing specific classroom behaviors can be invaluable.

Prior to formal audiological* evaluation of the
young, multihandicapped child and following.cpm- j--

pletion of a -diagnostic case history, inforinal
observation of the child's responses to environ- \ :

'mental stimuli, speech, and noisemakers should be
carefully noted. In, an unhurried faShion. the
audiologist carefully observes the child for Ogns of
eye or head movement, postural changes, cessation
of activity, laughing or crying, eye blink, or changes .

in self-stimulatory activity, which may be related
to the absence or plesencesof a particular auditory
signal: If posSible, the child should be seen with the,
mother present. Theyay the child responds to the
mother's voice, facial expressions, and niavements:
while sitting oh her lap or in a high chair or seat in
front of hei, cap provide valuable cues to the '.
observant diagnostician. The child should also be
observetwhile sitting or lying on the floor, quietly
playing alone. Backgroupd noises used So stimula,te
.behavioral responses may include musical toys, -

bells or drums, squeaking toys, whispered or
spoken voices, rattles, slamming,,dcloe warbled
tones, or other calibrated or uncalibrhted noise-
makers. --. .

Interpretation of the absence or presence of
behavioral responses to environmental soun'ds must..

, be . made cautiously. Most deaf- blind' children lack,
curiosity and rarely try to establish communiw
tion. Because of this, attributing a greater sensory
impairment to multihandicapped children than
actually exists is not unusual. Furthermore, an
inability to coordinate certain motor activities may
mistakenly be interpreted as depressed sensory
functioning. .

Finally, behavioral observation must , include
presentations of . visual . are tactual stimuli. A

---- comparison of how the child responds to bright
and dun lights, touch and tickle, and to various
intensities and types of auditory stimulLis crilicat
in understanding the nature of the child's total
handicap. .

1..

.

,
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Audiological Assessment

Audio logic testing is designed to assess the
integrity of the entiie auditory mechanism. The
standard battery of audiometric tests includes pure
tone teisting which measures the sensitivity thresh-
old for discrete frequencies of 250 through 8,000
Hz, as well as speech-hearing tests. Audionaaterss
are calibrated so that-normal-heating young adults
will obtain thresholds of 0 db for pure tones and
for speech: Differencd between an individual's
particular threshold and the average normal hearing.
threshold (0 db) apr speech or for *a given fre-
quency presentatiFn are recorded in decibels of
heailpg. loss. Thus, looking at an audiograin, one
can tell whether a person's hearing thresholds are
mildly, moderately, or severely reduced relative to
average normal heanng. Speech testing routinely
includes determination of a speech reception
threshold (the lowest level'at which an individual
can repeat a bisyllabic spondaic word such as
baseball or railroad correctly 50, percent_ of the
time) and speech discrimination testing, which
theoretically assesses an individual's ability to
discritairiate between various monosyllabic words.
Most' speech discrimination tests are designed so
that a person with normal hearing or ...with a
conductive loss will achieve scores of nearly 100
percent. Persons with a, sensorineural ,loss will,
because of internal signal distortign, generally miss
a substantial namber of items.'

The standard audiometric tests described require
a subject to be cooperative and alert and to havea
menial age of at least four or five years. Fetv, if

...any, eaf-blind childien are able to be testedin this
way. Even with sufficient motivation and intelli-
gence, these children could not be instructed to
respond in a standardized way.

Since the early 1960s, most of the research on
clinical audiometric procedures has centered on
determination of the site of lesion in a hearing-
impaired individual. These tests (SISI, Bekesy; tone.
decay, loudness balancing, and so forth) require
sophisticated audiometnc equipment and a highly
trained 'Audiologist for administration and inter-
pretation of test results. Most unimrsity training
prwams in audiology spend great Time and effort
teaching students to be competent in administering
routine and specialized tests to cooperative sub-
jects. Unfortunately, few audiologists receive
adequate, training to permit them to participate.

imeaningfully
in the differentagnosis of hear-

ing impairment in a multiha icapped child. To
merely modify the standard test battery slightly
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and attempt to apply the basic procedures or WI
interpret the test resultssin a traditional way with
this population is not sufficient. Speech hearing
tests, for example, are not usually applicable to the
deaf-blind child. Furthednore, most test instruc-
tions. are given verbally or in conjuncticin with
gestures which these children may not be able to
receive.

The lack of specificinformation in the literature
regarding the application of audiometric testuto a
deaf-blind population reflects the state of the art at
this time. A relatively few notable clinicians
(Bernstein, 1972; Calvert sand v9thers, 1972;
Litynski, Lewis, and Reddell, 1974-have bravely
discussed their experiences ,with audiometric test...,
Mg of small groups of deaf-blind children. This
author will attempt to collate the reports of these
clinicians *ith the unpublished repqrt of an audiol-
ogist who has had extensive clinical experience
evaluating deaf-blind children (E. Soper, 1975) and
with this author's personal experiences with this
population. . r

Special Diagnostic ProCedures with
the Difficult-to-Test

The special diagnostic prodedures that are used
with children who are difficult to test are described
here: .

s -

Behavioral Observation Audiometry (BOA) la

The behavioral observation audiometry proce-
dure is usually reserved for testing infants or
difficult -to test children. The methodology is in
many ways similar to that utilized_id the observa-
tion of a chili& an unstructured situation but is
more preciliat carefully controlled acoustic
stimuli (warbled tones, wide and narrow bands of
noise, speech, and so forth) are presented to the
child in a controlled environment. Most often the
child is seated in a soundproofed room on his or
her mother's lap, in a highchair, or on the floor.
Periodically, acoustic signals of varying intensities
and spectrum are presented. The child's behavioral
responses are carefully noted for levels of aware-
ness to low intensity sounds as well askor any sigm
of being startled by high intensity sounds. As in-
testing infants, the most frequently noted behav-
ioral response of deaf-blind children to sounds is a
cessation of activity. The child, without turning,
pauses momentarily in his or her rocking, humming,
kicking, or grabbing behavior and then returns to
his or her prestimulus level of activity. Most

sneurologically involved children characteristically,
demonstrate excessive startle responses to spcces-
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sive presentations. However, in this authpr's experi-
ence, "deaf-blind children exhibit few, if any,
sharply defined startle, reflexes.

An important aspect of behavioral observation
audiometry is the careful notation of the type of
response elicited by the auditory stimulus and the
response intensity. Because of the high probability
that the child's motor activity will accidentally
coincide witha-stimulus' presentation on occasion,
responses which cannot be repeatedly obtained at a
particular intensity -level should be viewed with
skepticism. The audiologist can easily see chabges
in behavior when sounds are presented at intensity
levels which- the audiologist feels the child can
hear. At -the- University of Michigan Institute for
the 'Study of Mental Retardation and Related
Disabilities, we Piave found that our objectivity is
improved considerably when videotapes of the
child's behavior' during the examination are care-
fully reviewecLA final important aspect of behav-
ioral observation audiometg:is to the determina-
tion of an appropriate stimulus intensity level to.be
used in subsequent audiological conditioning
procedures.

Visual Reinforcement Audiometry (VRA)

ViSual reinforcement audiotnet a ,tern* first
coined by Liden and Kankkonen (1961), includes
the use of any type of visual stimulus to-reinforce a
child's localization or searching movements associ-
ated with the presentation of an acoustic stimulus.
Siizuki and Ogiba (1961) described a formal
conditioned orienting response (CORO technique in
which the orienting toward the sound
source -vas reinforced by flashing a light in' a
brightly .colored -toy on. top of the audiometer
speaker. Most audiologists who work with difficult;
to-test children Find the COR paradigm too

/
restricting for the numerous behavioral charactens-
tics bf handicapped children. Howevei, the use of a
visual reinforcer to obtlin reliable results witthe
deaf-blind has proven to rpnsingly effective.

Bernstein and Roeser Wound that most
,the deaf-blind children i tudy had suff nt.
visual acuity to perceive ght stimulu ey
stated that some,problems were encount when
children- tended to fixate on the light ey felt
that the procedurgg was successf n of the 34
children above th age of one yell. Calvert, and
others (1972) Aso found light to be a strong

* response reinforcer among the deaf-blind children:
To reduce the distracting effect of the ceiling light,

-......

. .

these investigators used' a diffused reflector \in a
dimmer switch, and in the visual reinforcemen
objects 'they fitted brighterbulbs or used bare

'Tel:4pr light bulbs to attract the child.' They
concluded that, although. a. number of dea \ -blind
children with suspected gross central ntrvou ys-
tern damage could not be .conditioned to visual'
reinforcement audiometry, the approach .was suc-
cessful with most of the deaf-blind children; and
they recommended this technique as one of the
procedures to be used in the audiologic evaluation.

The successful use of visual reinforcement audio-
metry by previously reported audiologists confirms
the clinical impressions of this author. #/e have,
observed that a child with minimal resieal hearing
and Vision will algiost always favor visual stimuli
over auditory stimuli. Children will tend to seek
out intense' visual stimuli, will flutter their fingers
A front of their eyei and maypoece their thumbs
or fingers into their eyes' in search of sensory
stimulation. On the other hand, the child Will not
generally seek out sources of auditory stimulation,
will not usually startle to intense auditory stimula-
tion, and -may be indifferent to directionality of an
acoustic signal as well as to changes 'in the signal
spectrum. Our clinical experience with deaf-blind
children suggests that much- information can' be
gained through the use of visual reinforcement

,. audiometry in approximately one -halt of the cases:.
We generally d..rken the test room th accentuate
the reinforcing light. We, like the'other authors,
feel that the technique'described is more likely ti!)
be successful with higher functioning children than'
with the multihandicapped, 'severely retarded
pdpulatiqn.. r

Tangible Reinforeethent Operant Conditioning .
Audiometry (TROCA)

Tangible reinforcement operant conditioning
audiometry, described Aly Lloyd and others (968),
utilizes 'positive reinforcement for appropriate

(response and a mild punishment (time out)rfor ,

,false3positive responses. The reinforcer is generally
an edible substance such as candy orsugar-coated

. cereal but may also be in tlit form of a trinket or
token. The child learns through a conditioning
procedure to -press a response button on a feeder
box whenever heir 'she hears a sound. Clinical
experience with 'mentally retarded children has
shown ',this to be a very effective procedure for
determining audiometric threshold. Unfortunately,
little support for utilization of TROCA with a
deaf-blind population can be found. --;
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Although Lloyd and Others
combini(ig a visual stimulus (bright light.) with the
auditoryVimulus during the initial conditioning
prOcedure; a dual' sensory -input is not usually
beneficial in conditioning the deaf-blind chil
Calvert and others (1972) reported that with mos
deaf-blind children the light was a stronger primary
reinforcer than the food and appeared to be very
rewarding to the children. However, most of the
11ilelren could not be brought under stimulus

control for the dual sensory presentation, and few
were,able to make the transference to an auditory
signal alone. When these researchers attempted to
condition the children to press a brightly lighted
key and then switched the light from onekey to
another, only a small group of the . children(
achieved responses satisfactory even for determin-
ing theirthreshold for light.

Similar experiences were reported 'ty Litynski
and others ( I 970), who stated

It is apparent that our population. was much more
severely involved, especially in sensory areas, than that
used by Spradlin and Lloyd, using the TROCA tech-
niques. Spradlin and Lloyd used selection in their
subjects and also had a very stable institutional popula-

mon. It appears that both factors are significant for
achieving success with the TRO('A approach .....Over-
and-aboxe the procedural difficulties, the severity and
complexity of handicapping conditions of the popula-

_. tion of this study contributeCto the disappointing
results of using the TROCA techniques and operant
conditioning in general. Their disabilities includesedsory,
areas, which limit input of stimuli; they include the
central, nervous system, which limits the integration of
inpu,t information, and they include 'motor control,

which limits the ability to respond. The slow, sporadic
response rate, the lack of retention of a simple task over

.a brief pq[iod of time, and the failure to Maste: a simple
discommllion task when accompanied by both response
feedback and reinforcement all suggest that thb Central
nervous system impairment in these children was
massive. "

These authors conclude that although they ha71*
sought to test -hearing acuity' they may have been
testing raw potential to learn The operant condi-
tioning procedures, therefore, could have consider-
able value with a deaf-blind population in deter-
mining potential academic abilities.

The author's experience with TRO('A suggests
that it is likely to be more effective with older
(nine to twelve- years) deaf-blind children than
younger ones. Finding a suitable reinforcer with
deaf-blind children is particularly difficult.
Although Most of the children will mouth ohj,ects
frequently, they are not usually good eaters.
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ce fewyounger deaf-blind children self-

feed, and most have difficulty associating the
motor act with- the, subsequent reinforcer. In
summary, TROCA With deaf-blind children is not
usually successful because of the difficulty in
finding- a suitable reinforcer, the distractibility of
the children, their self-stimulatory activities, and
their limited ability-Cointegrate input information..

Conditioned Play Audiometry

The term "conditioned play audiometry." de-
scribes any test in which the child is taught-a play
response to an auditory stimulus. Usually the
response is putting._ a ring on a peg or dropping a
block into a box. However, ati)( motor act which
the child.-can be-taught to perform on signal and
which. contains an element of fun or play may be
used to assess auditory sensitivity. This procedure,
which is routinely used for testing children
between the ages of two and five years, has beet
shown to be extremely effective when the motor
act is reinforced by combining successful play,.
activity with praise, hand clapping, and overall
excitement on the part of the tester. An enthusias-
tic audiologist can many time's complete air con-
duction, bone conduction, and speech testing in
one session with a young child when these proce-
dures are followed.

Little can be fourid in the literature on the use-
of conditioned .play audiometry with the deaf-
blind. 'Bernstein (1973) attempted to condition a
group of children to a play audiometry paradigm.
She found that music proved to be the most
successful auditory stimulus. Parents or teachers
were- taught to work with the children for short
sessions each day, associating a motor activity;
such as standing ,up or sitting dozen, with the
absence. or presence of sound. Some children
required six months to one year of training before
audiological fart* could be accomplished, and
mast of thechildren-failed to perform consistently
even after many months of intensive training.

The audiology-elinicians it the Institute for the
Study of Mental Retardation and Related Disabil-
ities, University of Michigan, have found condi-
tioned 'fay audiometry to be ineffective with
almost all of ale deaf-blind. population.. Many of
the reasons previously cited in reference to hinita-
tions of the TROCA technique with the deaf-blind
apply to.play audiometry: the social reinforcement
is not reinforcing, the motor act is not fun for the
children, and integratioh of the STimuTus-response
paradigm diles noTreadily occur.



Objective Hearirig Tests

The development of objective' tests of hearing,
that is, tests which rpeasure the hearing function
by monitoring' electrophysiological or other
involuntary responses resultinrontpresentation
of acoustic' stimuli, has been great interest to
Audiologists who work with difficult-to-test chil-
dren. Unfortunately, most so-called objeCtive hear-
ing tests 'designed to overcome the Problems
associated with behavioral tests have serious short-
comings of their own. A brief discussion of thesse
shortcomings should help the reader understand
why most Clinical facilities do not utilize many of
the objective tests touted so enthusiastically in
professional journals

One major problem with objective tests is that a
certain degree of passive cooperation is necessary
on the part of the subject even though no specific
behavioral response is required because a child
cannot be tested if he or she is screaming or crying,
pulling off wires or electrodes, running around the
test room, or punching himself of herself pr the-
tester. Many times, with deal-blind children, these
activities cannot be prevented without the use of a

dative. The use of sedation in children presents
two additional concerns: first, a physician must be
present for preScribhig dosage and monitonnrthe

'child during sleep. This factor eliminates nonmedi-
cal facilities from performing' certain objective
tests. Second, many trines the drug itself will cause
a change in physiologic or electroPbysiologic
activity, thus obscuring the resultant test data.

Another reason why objective hearing tests have
generally proven to be ineffective with multihandi-
capped children is that these tests are developed on
older, cooperative children or on adults. The
generalization of results obtained with cooperative

16 subjects to the clinical population does not always
follow. Finally, one must be aware that objective
testl tend to lose their objectivity when the
audiologist attempts to interpret the data. The
professional literature contains reports of many
studies demonstrating that tester bias as well as
shifting standards greatly. influence an audiologist's
interpretation of physiologic, test data. A signifi-
cant improvement in intratester and intertester
reliability in judging responses must be achieved
liefore a specific technique can be considered valid,
Qne further caution is added by Northern and
Downs (1974), who state that "we should pause,,
to reflect that the presence of some physiologic
response, seemingly, relaffd- to the presence of an
auditory signal, does not ensure that the -child does
indeed 'hear.* Hearing in this sense iinplies mean-

ingful interpretation of the sound so as to produce
thought and language with verbal Or nonverbal
encoding and decoding."
- Three of the more promising objective proce-

dures are electroacoustic impedance testing, elec-
trocochleography, and electroencephalic audi-
ometry. These procedures are briefly described
here.

Electivacoustic Impedance Testing

The electroacoustic impedance test was first
described by Metz in 1946 and has recently
become an integral part of the -standard clinical'
armamentarium with which audiologists deal. The
electroacoustic bridge is designed to evaluate the
way in which the middle ear conducts sound waves
to the inner ear. By comparing how much sound
the eardrum absorbs relative to how much sound it-_

reflects back out the canal, the instrument can
specify the amount.ol stiffrress in the system. In
addition, the bridge is capable of detecting changes
in impedance associated with middle ear muscle
activity. Since ,this muscle activity is related to the,
loudness with which a person hears a sound, much
information about a child's ability to hear and the
status of his or her middle ear mechanism canibe
readily obtained.

The impedance-measuring instrumentation is
relatively inexpensive and can be operated by a
trained technician. Furthermore, only a few
minutessare required to administer the tests to each
ear. Although subjects are only required to sit
quietly during administration of impedance tests,
many deaf-blind children will not tolerate the
probe in the ear and thus cannot be adequately
tested. In spite of this limitation, impedance
testing haS,proven to be quite beneficial with many
deaf-blind children and should be used whenever
possible. The reader should note, howkver, that
because specific pure tone thresholds cannot be
determined by impedance testing, the information
derived can rarely be used alone. The information
is best used to confirm or supplement.other datli.
Electrocochleography

.

Electrocochleography has recently gained inter-
national interest. Investigators in France, Israel,
and Japan, as well as the United States, have all
reported success with this procedure. The suc-
cessful laboratory utilization of electrocOchhog-
raptly has resulted mainly tom refinement of
sophisticated electronic instrumentation. This tech-
nique, which measures electrical activity of the
inner ear and the,eighth cranial nerve by putting a
needle electrode into the, external auditory canal,
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or through the eardrum to the promontory, seems
to hold great promise, for the future. Unfortu7
nately, because of the sophisticated, delicate elec-
tronic instrumentation required and the need for
sedating the - child, as well as the need for medical
surveillance, this technique is' impractical as a,,
clinical- tool at this time. Furthermore, since it
measures auditory reception rather -than central
auditory processing, test results must be inter-
preted cautiously. This 'procedure will possibly
become a clinical tool in the future but for now it
remains an exciting research technique.

Eleetroencephilic Response Audiometry

Much has been written about eleogroencephalic
response audiometry, which measures changes in ,
brain wage activity associated with auditory stimu-
lation., Altbough scientists have known for many

. years that changes in brain wave activity occur irit,
conjiinction with an auditory stimulus, rapid
identification oT these changes could ngt be made
.easily. With 'the advent _of inexpensiVe signal
averaging computers, investigators all over the
world began reporting' successful utilization of the
technique to assess. hearing thresholds. lInstead of
merely Toatiii. at electrical brain wdfe activity
associated with one acoustic stimulus, electro-
encephalic audiometry averages the brain Ave
activity of repeated presentations at the same level,
thus reducing random electrical activity:

Although many of the limitations of electro -'
cochleography are also present with elgctroenceph-
alic audiometry (i.e., aVensive, sophisticated elec-
tronic equipment, need for sedation of the subject
in many cases, and difficulty of interpretation), the
procedure has gained wide acceptance as a research

4 tool and, scattered support for clinical utilization.
Electroencephalic audiometry has shown to
be a valid, reliable' procedure fo cooperative
adults. Sadly, though, its greatest weakness is in
the detection of hearing sensitivity in the mentally
retarded, neurologically impaired, and multihandi-
capped,_ the very ones in whom the procedure
would be most valuable (Northern and "'Downs,
1974). Since research in this area is being, carried
out by numerous laboratories and clinics, a break-
through will probably occur im the next few years
which will allow for examination of the multi -
handicapped child through electroencephalic
audiometry. .

Hearing Aids for the-Deaf-Blind-Child

Few 'deaf -blind children are totally deaf. This
is especially true among rubella children, in

6
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whorff total, deafne,ss is extremely rare. A general
principle in working with hearing handicapped
children is that the earlier _amplification can be
started, the more likely the child is to learn to-use
his or her residual hearing for language develop-
ment. Although it has 'not been conclusively
demonstrated, a general consensus among educa-
tors of the deaf is that early sensory deprivation in
a child greatly decreases -future use of sensory
information received through the defective mod:
ality. Some authorities speak of a critical period in
which it is necessary for the hearing-impaired child
to receive language input in order to avoid severe
language retardation. This theory II that the
reception and utilization of particular types of
stimuli are optimal during certain periods in a
child's development.' Subsequent 'stimuli will have
gradually diniinishilig 'potepcy. in effecting the
child's development in the function represented
(NorThern and Downs, 1974).

Whether or not the Concept of a critical period is
valid, a multisensory-impaired child will apparently
suffer extreme deficits in all_ areas of. social,
psychological, and cognitive 'development l..10
result of a lack of external sensory stimuli. Tfis
difficult to believe that ,amplification of incoming.
sensory stimuli, whether they are auditory or
visual, would not be beneficial to these children. In
spite of this seemingly obvious conclusion, the fact
is that a large percentage of deaf-blind children are
not fitted with amplification until they ale five or
six years old and many do not wear the hearing
aids which have been pUrchased for them, The
reasons for this are interesting. One obvious reason
has been previously disc'ussed: the diagnosis of
deafness in a multihandfcapped child is profoundly'
frustrating and difficult to make. Most audiologists
are loathe to make a recommendation for hearing
aids in a child for whom a-clear-cut-diagnosis is not
possible. Even though the potentially devastating
effects of not putting a hearing aid- cin a child with
a hearing loss are perhaps greater tfian the effects
of puttiffg a hearing aid on a normal hearing child,
audiologists will usually be quite conserv,ative in
their judgments and err in the direction of -with-,
holding amplification from a child with an uncer-
tain diagnosis.

Another_mAtn for delay in pro. curing fiearing
aids for deaf-blind children is that other, physical
conditions (e.g., heart problems, nutrition prob-
lems, .orthopedic problems, and severe develop -'
mental retardation) ofteg overshadow con-

. cerns regarding the Status of ,the child's hearii. In
addition, many audicrtogiSts are reluctant to recom-
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mend amplification for a very low functioning .

child because lie or she will probably be unable to
process incoming signals in a meaningful way.
These arguments are'strong, and the present audio?
has used them all at various times. In retrospect,
however, withholding amplification from a deaf4
blind ,child because of any of'the above mentioned
reasons is extremely diffkult to justify.

Types of Hearing Aids o

Hearing aids are generally classified as either
bodS, borne or ear level. Body-borne aids are worn
in a halter on the chest. Thebody instrument is
attached by wire, .to the receiver. An earmold is
fastened to the receiver an placed in the ear,
Body-borne aids can be quite powerful. They have
greater _flexibility in terms of frequency response
and other acoustic 'alterations and are usually
sturdier tlqn ear-level aids. The protective outer
cases, large d_ ials and switches, and sheer bulk make
body-borne aids desirable for the younger child
who isi.likely to treat the instrument roughly and
carelessly..

Ear-level hearing aids are generally small,
encased in plastic, and lightweight: They some-n
ti ao: are designed to fit in the external ear, but
IIITSt 'hang behind the pinna. As a rule, ear-level
aids have an internal receiver mil Send the ampli-
fied sound to the ear via' a 'clear plastic tube
attached to the earmold.

Adults who have w'mild, moderate, or even
moderately severe hearing impairment usually
prefer ear-level aids because of the reduction of
clothing noise and the naturalness. of sound,
directed to the head. For infants and young"
children with moderate or severe hearing impair-
ments, ody-borne aids are almost always the
choice, since an ear-level .aid would be. quite
impractical with this age group.

Hearing aids may be, worn singly (monaural),
one hearing aid for each ear (binaural), or one
hearing aid sending' the same signal to both ears
( pseudobinaural). Once again, hard evidence
regarding the benefits of true binaural versus
pseudobinaural hearing aids is lacking. However,
many teachers of young deaf children state that
children fitted. with binaural hearing aids do better
than those with monaural or pseudobinaural
tings. To be consistent with a policy of providing
as much sensory input as possible to sensory
deprived children, one cannot in clear conscience
recommend less than true binaural hearing aids for
the deaf-blind child. Because'of the many problems
involved in getting a child to accept and utilize
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amplification, one would probably be wise to
utilize, initially a singje hearing aid, alternated
weekly between ears, until such time as the child
has-accepted the instrument.

Prpblems in Gettiqg Deaf-Blind Children tb
Accept Amplifleairon

Parents of hearing-impaired children often re-
port a reluctance on the part of the child to accept
amplificatio'n. 'The. children /do not like its
physical presence,1 the loud unpleasant sounds
coming froni it, or the earmold sitting heavily in
the pinna. However, with patienCe, firmness, and
determination, parents can; within a few weeks,
usually secure the cooperation of the child r in
wearing' the instrument: As soon as the child
realizes that he or she is missing something without
the aid,.the need for parental `coercion disappears.
This .i.s* not so with the deaf-blind child. The
deaf -blind child seems' to be particularly. bothered
by intrusion from the outside world, and aryl.
attempt to attach a hearing aid to his or her body
is met with great resistance. He or she will pull the
earmold from the ear, chew on the -conneetingl.
wires, and angrily attempt to smash the hearing aid
itself. Also,' amplified sound from the hearing aid
may cause hint e,/r her to react violently. His or her
behavior many times will suggest that the sound is
painful. When this occurs, parents and teachers
question the ippropriateness of the hearing aid and
therefore may not insist upon its- usage. Further-
more, even with amplification, the deaf-blind child
may not respond to speech or noise differently
than he or she'clid when he or she was not wearing
the aid. This behavior tends to reinforcer the
pared or teacher's impression that the hearing
aid is not helping.the

An important factor which inhibits proper hear-
ing aid utilization by deaf-blind children 10 a lack
of consistency between behaviors required at home
and at school. This lack of a unified approach to
audiologic rehabilitation adds to the child's'appar-
ent lack of response to amplification. 11)%v&ttie-
younger children usually adapt to amplification.:
easier than older ones, thus adding 'another, argu--
ment in the case for early intervention with
handicapped children.-

In light of the seriousproblems associated with
the use of amplification with the deaf-blind, the
following recOmmendations wad suggestions are
made:

1. Teachers and parents should periodically dis-
cuss speeific techniques for improvid hearing
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aid usago?,Parental 'concerns about the child's
apparent discomfort associated with ampitfica-
tiontfibuld be handled directly and honestly. '
Suggestions should be made regarding What t
type of votistic en/ kw-Intent with Which to
provide the child-as'ikell as how to adjhst the
gain level.

2. A plan for ad auditory traiiiingpkgram and a,
' means -of assessing progress iii the chiles

utilization of viplification should be -tystem-
atically developed -by fly audiologist in con- -

junction with parents, the teacher, and other
profesSionals from various disciplines. -

3. Parents should be counseled regarding the
importance of hearing aid usage by the child.
A commitment on the part of the parents and
teachers to the- philosophica4ireasoas behind
the recommendations made is imporfant*This
commitment can be better reinforced through`
participation or parents and teacher -in the
development of a management 'plan.

4. Coordination between - sctoor and home
should be improved to ensure consistency of
Achniques and goals. Otherwise, parents may
be unknowin reinforcing behaviors which
"the sajool is -trying to eliminate. Many times
saciarwgrkers and-nurses are Able to provide
the bridge betwee chool activities and home
activities.

Audiometric Results

An' important role of the audiologist in dealing`
with -the deaf-blind is in counseling patients regird-
ing the nature, extent, and .implications of the-
child's hearing impairment.,. Demqpstrations of

. simulat hearing loss are often h fill in fostering
= underst diag, of the types of di ortion; which a

severe nsorineural hearing loss might produce.
Parent§ who ,obserxe audialogia. testing of 4heir
-child; often report a clearer, understanding of the
audiologist's repoh- and 'a better appreciation- of

' the recommendations. When a hearing 'aid is
recommended, the audiologist May ,xiant to give ^

j_ the parents an op_ptirtiinity_lo_handIT-the - hearing
aid to gain ^ confidence in 'their ability to At the.

"earmold in`their ear': set ,the gain .ontrol,
and check the.efficiency of the, batte ,

In addition to,>counseling the *if
regardidg the results of the audiqmetric'exam

' ties, audiologists need to !bake themsei'ves avail-,
able 'twinterpret audiometric findings- ,to,f,profes- .
gland's from other diseiplir,i.es and,lo answer ques.
tions, which might arise-concerning the audiologic

ti
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. recommendation's. An audiologist working as -part
of a team soon learns to\ speak in commoksense
terms about the abilities `and liMitations 7f the
child's auditoryN-systern. Our experience has been
that' audiometric recmineridgions for deaf.blind
children many times must Bre reconsidered and
modified to complement the commendations of
physicians, social ,workers, teafflErs, psycholo gists;
and other professionals. The audiological. report
should include statements regarding the appropri-
ateness of adtpauditory %training program with a
partiCular child. Furthermore, in terms of set
realistic educational gbjectises, the audiologist
should consult, with the teacher regarding expecta-
tions of an auditory training program and bow
these expectations ar (ar are not) consistent with
the audiologic findin . , - - .

A serious Consideration l'n the educational pro-
gramniing of 'the deaf-blind is'in the determirfation
of the appropriate,ness of oral communication for a
particular chird. evi congenitally deaf-blind' oh*

epitebof this,^ th child's' ability-to utilite sounds in
dren are able t 'aster oral communicitio Inni

a Meaningkil *ay Must he asse .carefully. So
critical is the, need. to establish language'systefn
within the,-criild that in all cases of a severe du
sensory impairmenrmanual communication sltould
be intro either in conjunction with the-
anditory ning program or as a Feparate educa-
tional iiiiit.0

Itililito'S-Of an auditory diicirder on a visually-
,

impaired, child intensify. the magnitude of his or
her medical, soci4,. and educational problems to
such a larg! extent that traditional disciplinary
"approaches to nianageg! planning art net mean-
ingful or applicable. niiiltfhan4icapped child
requires a multidisciplinary team, functioning in an
interdisciplinaway. Only through such a team
effort, rather tliKn a es of disciplinary evalua-
tions and recommendiM/tins, can a realistic program
which considers the total child and his or her

,environment be impkmented. **.
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-The Ophthalmoloqist and Educator:
Their InterActi.in the Care

Deaf431ind Child
A. Linn Murphree, M.D.

Department of Ophthalmology, Baylor college of Medicine, Houston
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A survey of The anatomy and physiology of the . sIttface, serves as a metaboli pump 61 maintai n the
vistaI sypenris presend as,an introduction rd this Cornea in a relatively dehydrated stale. Any pro-
section- of the state-of-the-art report. For a more cess that interrupts or disturbs the 'corneal endo-.

comprehensive treatment of this topic, .the reader thelium interferes with its function. The' result is
'is' referred to one of

and
basic textbooks in corneal swelling (edema) and ,Idluding 4Caused by

7/ ophthalmology (Scheie and Albert, 1969). Effort .... ° distortion of.the regular arrangement of the conk -
- will 6emade to stress the ocular pathophysiplogy _eno fibers 'that ere necessary for transparency.. of the more common diseases which simultane,' , El ed intraocuilar pressike (glaucoma) is ()pea-,

-ousty,affect the visual' and auditory sYstemsf : - . lly a part of the conkultal rubella syridr,orne.'
In this situation, .as in many other cases Of-

Anatorhy and Physiology of the Visual System' congerutal glaucoma, corneal edema manifested aa'
The functional art of the eye actually begips Eorrieal -elouding.and decrea#d 'vision is a result.

With the retina, 'a thin transparent membrane that The eye and 4s.related structures
flies on the inner surface the eyeball. The retina Vigure f. 4,,'. 1 ,

- is-eemposetl-fpf-phet-ereerpters-andint&reenneetin-------- ---- -------
neurons that transform a light stiigillus into a nerve"
impulse - and' send it along cellular processes'
through the optic-nerve to the brain. The primary
function of each of the other parts of the eyeball is

'Jo receive -and focus images of the outside world on
the retina. Visual loss caused by disease can occur
at the _lei of the retina, at any point along its
visuar pathway to the `brain, or in any of the
transparent structures in'front of the retina. Parts
of the eyeball are illustrated in Figure 1:-

Anterior Chamber

are illustrated in

irhe anterior chamber is a fluiel-filled space
bounded anteriorly by the cornea and posteriorly
by the iris and lens. This small chamber of the eye
is filled with an ultrafiltrate of serum, the aquesat.
;The anterior chamber angle, whkh is formed at the. point where the iris meets the,corpea, contains:the
drainage system for the aquepus produced inside
the eye-. Congenital glaucoma is a. result of the
failure pf the anterior chamber 4ngleto develop
normally. Without a functional drainage system,
4raocuLar pressure builds to high reyersand results
irnorueal edema and damage to the eye.

Cprnea and Sclera

The wall bf the eyeball is composed of strong,
collagenous fibers. In the transparent interior,
portion of the globe, or cornea, the fibers are
arranged in a-regular pattern that allows light to

' enter without 'being. disturbed. The sclera, .or
"white of the eye," is opaque because Of reflected
light from the irregur arrangement of the Callagee--)
nous fibers that make up its layers.

The transparency of the cornea is maintained by
an active process. A single layer of cells, the
corneal endothelium, which lines the cornea's inner'

_ .:

Iris

'The iris is a 'structure that serves t'd Control the
amount of light entering the eye. It is composed of
.loose connective tissue containing numerous pig-
mented cells. The' irises in blue eyes cprrtain
relatively' small amounts of pigment; those.. iii
darker eyes .contain relatively- more'"pigrnent: Two
iris muscles control the shape of the pupil.
are the -sphincter, a circumferential bundle art

4. .0
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ptipillary glargin, and the dilator, a .th ln muscle.
that rims radially from tV edgelif the pupil to the
root of the iris: Bright light stimulates a -reflex,
contraction of the sphincter muscle of the iris, and
the contraction causes the pupil to becomeiriarrow.
DiM light allows the sphincter to refax while the
dilator muscle acts to cause pupillary dilation.

Lens

The lens, which is a biconvex transparent mass,
the size of a small grape, lies immediately behind
the iris. The lens is held in place by zdnules,
suspensory fibers, ing from the ciliary body just
posterior to the here the iris and cornea
meet!' Contraction an' --taxation of muscles in the
ciliary body all the lens to change, shape and
alter its ability to focus light rays. The ability or
the lens to change shape is referred to as accom-
modation. As the lens becomes round, it brings
near objects into clear focus on she, retina. When
fie gaze is shifted to distant objects, theg lens
assumes the shape necessary forxlear viewing.

A cataract is any opacity or'clouding of the tens.
The opacity can assume any 'shape and affect part
or .all of ?he lens The lens develops during
clobryonic life by the deposition of successive
layers of leng.fibers. in maternal rubella infections,"
retardation( of embryonic lens growth interferes
with . the normal- lens transparency. After the
infection has been resolved, subsequent lay_erS of
lens 'growth will .be normal. As a rekult, the
newborn infant with congenital rubella Ynfeclion
that occurred during the first three months of
embryonic life will demonstrate an opacity, in the
center of the lens. In this way the time of the,
infection can be documented by the location and
the extent of the opacity inkhe lens; much like the
rings of a tree indicate certain deductions (luring

Alt growth of the tree.

horoId Id Vitredus

A iter of pigmented vascular tissute continuous
with the iris lines. the ,inner surfac obe.
Posteriorly, this Myer is referred to as, he ohoroid.
It contains the vascular and, nerve su gfor the
ove.,lying retina. The vitreous is a' transparent gel
thattoccuptes the' space 'inside tile globe posterior .

.
to the lens.

trinsmitt4d toward t brain. The two types of

their shape: and hav different s'pecialized fungi
photoreceptors, rods and cones, are named. for

lions. Rods are sensitive t6, low illumination and .
are primarily responsible for .night =vision. The
differentlition of color as yell, as the ability-,to see
in bright illumination are functionsoo f the cones.
The peripheral retina is populated primarily by
rods and is responsible 'for side vision,. Sharp
central, visual -acuity is almost-exclusively a func-
tion of the cones.

The differential functions of the photoreceptor
celli are important clinically. Retinitis pigmentosa,
the ause of visual loss in, Usher's syndrome, is an

rod. dyttrophy. ifter a certain period of
time ci 'ricirmal function, the rod portions of the
photoreceptors die prematurely. This is manifest_
clinically by .night blind/gess and 'progressive_ con-
striction ofAlie. peripheral visual field. The fact that
-e.,e'' ntral vis acuity,' color vision, ah'd day vision
are affe,ctfd relatbily less is a consequen'ce of the
preservation of cone'f-une4ion in this disorder.

. - .
Destruction or damage to the optic nerve results-

in atrophy of the nerve fibers vrryi,ng the visuA
impulses. Although the' photNe'c'esStors in the
retina may be normal, optic'atfc-iihy may lead to
blindness. Optic atrophy Maw: be a primary
inherited

nerve
or secondary to, compression of

the optic nerve and its blood supply. One example
of tilt +atter situntiorr Introit if? 'cr a/tit:Y. fa c iau t ly so s- --
tosis in which air is _maldevelopment of the
bones of the skull.
- The optic nerves terminate-in the optic chiasm
where some of the fibers in the nerve cross to the.
oppoite side. Posterior to th'e chiasm the entire
left visual fief is carried along the right optic
radiations. Afinal synapse in the lateral geniculate
body sends .the vi§ual impulse to the occipital
cortex where the usual image is recorded by the

Retina and Optic Nerve 7

The retina, the functional unit of the eye, lies on
the. inner surface of the eyeball. The photorecep-
tors or rods and cones 'of the retina receive light
impulses and transform them into impulses that are

.

brain.

Generalized Disorders of the Eye
.

Poor vision may 'result from inability 'of the
cornea and lens to focus het rays sharply pn the
retina. If, for example, tit/ eye is longer than it
should be, th04 light rays will helOcused at some
point in front of the retina. This condition, axial,
myopia or nearsightednets,--may- be 'a significant,
visual handicap for a 'young child. Only .:objegts -

close to the eye will be imaged elearPy. A4hoiigh
myopia can be corrected with .spectaQles, its
frequent aTociation with congenital bearing
warrants a careful refractioryin any child in whom

.7 4
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there is the combination of congenital hearing and
visual impairment.

Developmental and Genetic Abnormalities

Developmental or genetic abnormalities are the,
most frequent causes of combined hearing and
visual loss' after congenital rubella infections. Spe-
cifiC entities are referenced in Table' 1. Space does
not allow details of all the enetic syndromes to be
presented here. The realer is referred to 'the
references in Table 1 for further information;
however, some general observations on. the patho,-
physiology of some of these Lions arc included.
here.

The mucOpolysaccharides, are a group of dis-
orders in whicli an abnormal accumulation of a
mucopolysaccharide occurs in the cells 15f 'the
bddy position of this substance, largely in the
tells' of the cornea, accounts for corneal haze and
clbud which cause pobi v on. In splutrigolipid-

--1

r

rm

. et,

osis,torage material is primarily localized in the
ganglion cells of the retina. The destruction of.
,these cells leads to an interruption In the visual
pathway and to blindness. Congenital cataracts%present in congenital rubella and other syndromes
interfere with the passage of light into thi eye.
Instead of being focused normally, light is scat-
iged by the opacity in the lens, and adequate
vision is not possible.

Role of the' Ophthalmologist as It Relates
to the Deaf-Blind Child

The role of the ophthalmologist in thdligi of
the -deaf-blindchifd differs little in the broad seilse
from the 'care of any other pagerrocith subnormal-
vision. However, specific responsibilities which the
ophthalmologist should assume in this satiation
include special attempts at an accurate diagnosis,
determination of .visual acuity, and pr 'sion of
/early treafment and/or genetic counselin

Table 1

DiseasJs Cau;ing Combined Visual.andHearing Loss

.

Visual impairments

Congenital Onset-in childhood

-1. -.1. ,..11;,1 1.7,11

I

-Eogenittil---htbelki, syndrome (Cooper and_-___Ilsheris_syndrome
others, 1169)

Hearing foss and high myopia (Roberts, 1970)
Holmes-Schepqs syndrome (Holmes and

Schepen, 1,12)
t,..4 (Saddle nose hearing loss, myopia '(Marshall,

1958)
Cochlear deafness and high myopia (Eldridge

and others, 1968)
Congenital cy,omeQovirus infections

NoGie's diseaS'e (Warbrg, ,1963)
tlynn-Aird syndrome (Flynn and And; '1965)

. #

'1193)

Congenital deafpess and progressive optiC
atrophy (Konigsmark and others, 1974)

(Vernon_ 1969 ; Cherry,

a !-"1"'/

Refsum'g syndrome (Sternberg, 1970, 1972)4
Alstrom's syndrome (Alstrom, 1959)
Laurence-Moon-Biedl syniromgr( Burn , 1950)

Cockayne's'syndrome (Cockayne, 1936)

Progressive:_, hearing loss and optic atrophY
(Rosenberg, and Chutorian, 1967; Tun-
bridge and Paley, 1956)

Mucopolysdccharidosis (Dorfman and Mata:
Ion, '1972).

Sphingolipidosis (Goldberg, 1974)
Craniofacial dysostosis (Bertelsed, 1958)

dr-
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The details qthe history and diagnOstic exami- consultant if there are any

nation will be discussed only where departures about the family history.
from normal procedure or special studies are
indicatet when examining a child with combined Diagnostk Examination

'visual and hearing defect. The examination of the -affeeted child may be
difficult UT the doctor's office because of the

Family History child's age, multiple handicaps, and lack of coop-
- Family history is an important part of the eration. Because of the necessity of establishing a

diagnostic evaluation.' Careful questioning should diagnosis, examination under anesthesia should be
be directed to the mother todetermine if she had a scheduled unless the anesthesia would impose-grave
rubella infection during. the first three months of medical risks to 'the child. Certain poftions of the
pregnancy. Parents should be asked to describe examination, however, can be done only in the
when and how they noticed that the child had .office. These include estimation of visual acuity

' difficulty seeing. The time relationship between and the examination of voluntary extraocular
The onset of hearing and the first evidence of visual movements and pupillary responses.
difficulty may be helpful in making a diagnosis. Visual acuity determinations in younger handi-
(See Table I,) Specific qtkestions should be capped children unfortunately are often limited to
directed to the parents to deferpine if the child evaluation of the relative acuity in each eye. If
was premature. High oxygen levels can, be asseci- only one eye has good visual acuity, the child will
ated with retrolental fibrpplasia. Recent studies not object to having his poor eye covered but will
have indicated that the noise in incubators may be object vigorously if his "good" eye is occluded

'close to the danger zone (Seleny-and Streczyn, (von Noorden and Maumenee,, I973')'. Once the
1969).

unresolved questions?

child has reached age two-and-a-half to three years,
The family history is extremely irdPortant in and if he is sufficiently cooperative to perform the

situations in which there is a combined visual and "E" game, determination of visual acuity can be
hearing defect. With the exception of thikcongeni-, done (von Noorden and Maumenee, 1973). The
t;1 rubella syndrOthe and the ,other less common "E" game is often not possible, however; in the.

,'congenital infections, all of the other causes of the mentally retarded or multihandicapped child. The
combined--hratrig and visual` pr6blem? (Table 1) use of food symbols for determ,ining visual acuity

axe: a result of-ganotic .influences. -The- ophtlaaltuolos--,i64escubed-.4.-nutv and,knith 4.19,654., 4,m od ifi-
gist should make considerable effort to obtain all, cation of this technique has been described ,as a
of the available details_ of the family- history. *technique for vista' appraisal of mentally retarded
Especially important. are' the_presenee in the family children (Lawson and Schools, 1971). The patients
of other affedted ,memberi, the exact relationships in their series ranged from ages three to twenty-
between the patient and la .9 se persons, and tlie two years and all hgd an intelligence quotient of 60
presence or absence of consanguinity. Documenta- or less. Even with their Methods; 26 of 103
tion of a Wood relationship between the parents of patiertts could not be 'tested. '
the affected child or the presence of 'common, last Sheridan (1960, :1963, 190) has developed a
names on both sides of 'the` pedigree' ,provides` series of screening tests for young children and
strong evidencefor consanguinity, Tie type, onset, retardates -(STYCAR), The acronym STYCAR is
and cause of visual or hearing lois of any other use,d to refer to these vision tests. Several different
family Members should be thorpughly 'docu- - tests are described, sech as the matching of distant
mented. Eye examinations shouldbe perforrnecron letters or pictures ',to other letters or -pictures
any family niember suspected. of havi,ng the dis- placed on a Sable. The graduated balls tests
order. 'Special attention should be paid. to the (Sheridan, 1969) were fleveloped to provide a
possible presence,of high myopia (nearsightedness), reliable and repeatable assessment of the visual
constricted visual fields, night blindnessobesity, acuity of iiprmal children from ages six months to
hy- pogenitalism, degenerative neurological dis- two-and-a-Half years, handiCapped Children unable
'Orders, abnormal skull shapes, and history of a to cooperate with matching tests; Orientally
maternal male relative having an eye enucleated as retarded children, and children with language
a small' child because these things would indicate difficulties.
the presence of Norrie's disease. The ophthalmolo- The use of the graduated balls test might prove
gist should hot hesitate to call in a geneticist as a especially valuable in testing the hearing-impaired
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- c hild who is suspected of having a visualabnor-
mality. Ncine of the other methods for subjectively
measuring visual acuity_ have been' consistently
useful in testing this group of patients.

Once an assessnfent of visual acuity has been
made, the ophthalmologist ha.4. a baseline upon
which a diagnosis can be based when the findings
of the examination under anesthesia and the
refractive error are known. (Retmoscopy for,deter:
mination of any refractive error is a routine part of
the examination under anesthesia.) Any opacity in
the ocular media (i.e , conical opacity, cataract, or
retrolental mass), which can safely be treated
surgically should be treated as early as possible:
Delay in treatment can, result in permanent
decreased vision secondary to deprivation, ambly-
opia (von Noorden and Maumenee, 1968). If
cataract surgery is performed on a young child,
contact lens correction should be made as soon as
possible.' If correction is not 'Made after such
surgery, the child will develop irreversible visual
loss from deprivation amblyopia just as if the
cataract had not been removed.

After a diagnosis has been reached, the ophthal-
mologist must assume the role of counselor to the
parents and teachers of the child. The ophthal-
mologist should conve^} to the family the nature of
the problem. the ,:ause. it known. the necessar),
treatment. and the prognosis. It the disorder is
inherited. 'zenetic counseling shou4d be arranged
for the family'

Communication Between Ophthalmokigist-
and Educator

fit:0(3010 (1974) concludes that a child's visual
(unaioning can be assessed only in terms of the
child's environment anethe tasks he or she must
perform in that environment.

Eftective.communication is essential for a strong
. working relationship betv!een the., qlucator and
ophthalmdlOgist. Each must make availably° the
other all information concerning the child as well
as keep the other aware of any need for further
data. This' level of effective communication
requires time, effort, and planning.

The -oplithalmologisi obtains objective informa-

tion eonferning the cause of the child's visual
difficulti.e's froth the cluld'1, he4tory and from the
examination as descnbed previously. The doctor
needs help from theeducator, however, in evaluat-
ing the visual lunctionme of the child. To expect
the multihandicapped child to demonstrate his of
her highest level of visual functioning on cue iii the

dx

. .
doctor's office is unreasonable.. Dia
p rognosis are more _accurate when
visual functioning 'of thi child
compare with the objective findin
examination.

anit
n th'e

available to
at the time of

The educator, observing the child in his or her
everyday ,environment, has the responsibility foi
recording the level of visual functioning achieved
by the d'hild and making data available to thst
ophthalmologist. On file other hand; the educator
needs information about the diagnosis, the achiev-,
able level and type .of ViSiClil, the- need for visual
aids (glasses, contactlenses, low vision aids, and so
forth), and the expected final visual outcome in
order totplan a beneficial educational program for
the child.

In any request for consultation from one medi-
cal specialist to another, all of the information
availablyk to the referring doctor, together with
specific requests for information from the consul-
tant, accompanies the patient on the first visit to .
the consultant. The educator's role is that of a
referring specialist whose responsibilities should be
the same. All pertinent information available to the
educator and any requests for information should
accompany the child on the visit to the ophthal-
mologist.

Suggested forms for the "providing and request-
ing" process. are, presented 'beginning on page 78.
Revisions should be made
situation. Form 1 for the educator's ,assessment of
visual functioning draws heavily on the techniques
described by Ficociello (1974) in her Manual for
Visual Assessment Kit. This publication' would be ,
extremely useful as a guide in assessing visual
functioning. A representative but limited number
of tests were selected for inclusion' in the informa-
tion form. The effectiveness of such a report to, the
ophthalmblogist diminishes' as its length increases.
Effort should be directed toward relevancy and
conciseness..

Form 2 on page 80 is the suggested request for
information from the ophthalmologist. Only perti-
nent information shduld be requested. Effort to
avoid unnecessarily lorig and complicated forms
will cult in greater cooperation.

Ophthalmologists deal in such a specialized field
that -many of the words and apreviations.used by
them may be unfamiliar to the educator A list of
commonly used abbreviationfi and.their meanings is
presented on page 81 In addition, terms relating to
the eye and to eye disease are listed on page 72.

4



Low Vision Aids

Optical aids are devices that help to correct or
improve visual acuity. The most common optical
aid is the conventional spectacle Other low-vision
aids for distance vision include telescopic and
pinhole spectacles, modified spectacles, contact,
lenses, and nonspectacle aids such: as binocular
field glasses*. Aids for near vision include reading
glasses, bifocals, hand-held and stand magnifiers,
and telescopic 'devices. Most low-vision aids improve
vision by magnifying the image on the retina.

Even if one could assume that the deaf-blind
child could use and would accept these low-vision
aids, the diseases in which they are helpful are
limited. Fonda (1970) lists disorders in the deaf-
blind child in

and

loW-vision aids are helpful.
High myopia and surgical aphakia are the two most
common situations in which low-vision aids might
be helpful. Unfortunately, the retinitis pigmentosa
group of diseases (Usher's, Refsum's, Alstrom's,
Cockayne's, and Laurence-Moon-Bardet-Biedl syn-
dromes) and those associated with optic atrophy
respond poorly to low-vision correction. Visual
correction in children with retinitis pigmentosa is
difficult and unlikely because of the constriction of
their peripheral visual fields

The acceptance of low-visionair.is among the
mentally retarded deaf-blind children may be
severely limited."Howemr, each child who poten-
tially may have an iAprovable level of visual

,--,,,,fiLactioniri.:sho,u141-1;444oxposedtiatfit,toseof
appropriate low-vision aids.

Usuall low- vision aids are dispensed by a
specialist, inore commonly an optometrist, but
often by an. ophthalmologist running a low-vision
clinic in association with a large medical center or
medical school. If the consulting ophthalmologist
believes that low-vision aids may binefit the child,
he or she will send the child to the appropriate
specialist

The available literature in the field of low-vision
aids is extensive: however, very little is written in
this area specificNally for the child with a combined
heanng and visual 'defect. An annotated bibliog-
raphy on low vision was "Lompiled by Weiner
(1973) at the University. of Alabama in Birming-
ham. The biblio-graphy begins with the year 196'0.

, and is divided into four categories epidemiology,
examination techniques, clinical treatment, and
rehabilitation and special educzition

Two of the excellent textbooks in the field are
The Low,Vision Patient (Faye, 1970), and Manage-
ment of the Pailen t with Subnormal Vision,
(Fonda, 1970). Dr Faye devotes one section of her

book to a description of the child with partial.
sight. Often elementary school -age- dttildren. are
able to see print on objects figid a few inches from
their eyes without the use Of° glasses even with
vision as low as 20/200 brkiuse-of-their ample
powers of accommodation: Some children with
vision of less than 20/200 may Tcquire low-vision
aids, such, as hand magnifiits, w-vision lenses,
large -print books, or small monocular telescopes.

As children appsioach high school age, the powe
of accommodation drops off to the point at whit
holding material close to the eye may becom
excessively fatiguing. Low-vision aids may then

,become necessary for the first trite.
Problems with low-vision aids in children may be

a result of blurring of surroundings and distance
vision when a strong plus lenss use With a very
strong len the field of vision is fediiced to a few
words or Victures.

*

The 'only advantage of large-type print is that
material can be field farther from the eye. This
advantage is questionable when the same magnifi-
cation can be -achieved by .holding regular print 3.2
inches closer to the eye than large print.(Disadvan-
tages of the large-type books include increased size,
weight, number of volumes, and cost.

A description of optical aids currently available
is discussed in greater detail by Fonda (1970),

Space does not allow reproduction of these excel-
lent chapters, and any synopsis would be an
unacceptable simplification. Any educator who is

visual aid (including strong glasses) has been
prescribed is referred to this source for specific
information.

A few basic, facts about visual aids commonly
used may be helpful. Spectacle aids have a set
working distance which is 'Closer to the eye than
normal. Only at this close distance will material be
in focus. Hand magnifiers must be held between
the eye and the object to be effective. The largest
image is obtained at the maximum distance that
will allow "a sharp focus on the material. Stand
magnifiers that rest en the page require a relatively
normal working distance. Children with certain
strong reading lenses may not be-able to-use them.
Telescopic devices May be used for distance vision_
such as for viewing the blackboard, but the field is
restricted and the child may subsequently lose his
or her place easily.

Sources of optical aids, accessory-yquipment
(e.g., lamps, reading stands, and so forth), educa-
tion and reference material, as well as the addresses
Of suppliers are included in Appendix C of Dr.
Faye's text.
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L
Vocabulary of Terms Relating to the.'Eyet

Accommodatjon- -The adjustment of the eye for
seeing at different distances, accomplished by..

changing the shape of the crystiilline lens

through action of the ciliary muscle,r thus,
focusing a clear image on the retina.

Albinism -An hereditary loss of pigment in the iris,
skin, and hair_usually associated with lowered
visual acuity, nystagmus and photophobia and
often accompanied by refractive errors.

Amblyopia-Dimness of vision *without any ap-.
parent disease of the,eye.

Adiblyopia Ex Anopsia- Dimness of vision 'due to
disuse of the eye.

Ametropia A refractive 'error in which "'the eye
when in a state of rest. does not focte the image
of an object upon the-retina, includes hyperopia,
myopia, an astigmatism. See Refractive error.

Aniridia-Congemtal.absenee of the iris.

Amseikonia- A condition in which the ocular
image of an cifject as seen by one eye diners in
size or shape from that seen by )he other eye.

*Anophtlialmosi.,-Absem;e of a true eyeball.

Anterior chamber Space in the front of the eye,
bounded in front ,by `the cornea and behind by
the iris; filled with aqueous:

Aphakia Abseil-et! bf --"
Aqueous Clear, watery flwd which fills thoan-f

tenor and postetior chambers within the fflont
part of the eye.

Astizenopia- Eye fatigue 'caused by tiring of the
'internal or,external muscles.

Astigmatisrn- Refractive error which prevents the
light fayS froin coming to a single focus oh the

-retina because of different degrees of refraction,
in the various meridians*of the eye..)

Binocular vision-111e abiltry to use the two eyes
,simultaneously to focus;on the same object and
to fuse tilt! two images into a single image.which
gives a correct interpretation of its soltdrity and
its positsk in space 6

'filepharitis Inflammation of the margin of the
eyelids.

Blindness In the United States, the legal definition
of blindness is, central visual acuity of 201200
or less u the bettef eye" alter. correction:; or

ocabular of Terms Relating to the &l es NCV, York NatTonal

Society for the Prevention of EihrInev. In, 1972
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visual acuity of mspre than 20/200 if ..khere it a.
, field defect al Whith the widest diameter of the

visual` field,sqbtends an angle distance no greater
than 20 degrees. Some staffs's include up to 30,
degrees. ,

Buphthalmos,Large eyeball in infants--generallr-
due to secondary glaucoma.

C, CC (Cum correction)7 With correction, wearing
prescribed lenses.

tr

Canal of Scizlemm-A circular canal situated at the
juncture of the sclera and cornea through whiCh
the aqueous is excreted afta it has circulated
between the lens arid-the IPTs. and between the
iris andthe cornea.

Canthus -The angle at either end- of the slit

between the eyelids; specified as ,outer, or
. temporal, and inner, or nasal.

Cataract-A condition in which the crystalline lens
of the eyes or its capsule, or both, become
opaque, with'consequent loss of visual acuity.

Central visual acuity-Ability of the eke to perceive
tie- shape of objects in the direct line of vision.

Chalazion-Inflammatory enlargement of a meibo-
.

mian gland in,the eyelid.
Chorioretinitis-Inframmation of the ,choroid and

retina.
J

-T7f6fdtd-Illrisatctitztr:nrrrterrrrediate. -coat-wt+hi
furnishes nourishrgept to the other ,parts of the\
eyeball..

Choroiditis-Inflamstation of the choroid.
Ciliary body-Portion of the vaseular coat between

the ins and the choroid. It.onsl)sts of ciliary
processes and the ciliary muscle. (See Uvea.)

Cokbonial,Congenital cleft due tcl the,failure of
the eye to complete growth in the partpffeeted.

Color Weficiency- Diminished ability AlBerbeive,-
differences in color-usually for reel or green,

rarely Or blue or yellow.
Concave lens-Lens having the power to diverge

parallel rays of light, also known as diverging,
- reducing, negative, myopic, or minus lens, de-
_ noted by-the sign -.

('ones and rods Two kinds of cells which form a
her of the retina and act as light- receiving
media Cones are concerned with visual acuity
and calor discrimination, rods, with motion and

81
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Congenital-Present at birth.
Confunctiva-Mucous membrane 'which lines the

eyelids and covers the front part of the eyeball.
Conjunctivitis-Inflammation of the conjunctiva.
Contact or corneal lenses-Lenses so constructed

that they fit directly-on the eyeball; used for thp
correction of vision in cases having 'a Cone-
shaped cornea and for cosmetic reasons. Corne41
lenses are also used after cataract (lens) extrac-
tion to replace tl oe.. lens- removed from the eye.
They provide less tittorfion and image size
difference froth the other eye than spectacles
would.

Convergence-The process
to

directing the visual_
axes -of the two eyes to a near point., with the
result that the upils of the two eyes are closer
together. The eyes are turned inward.

Convex lens-Lens having -power to converge par-
allel rays ofzlight and to bring-them to a fOcus;
also Icnow as converging, magnifying, hyper-
opic, or plus lens, denoted by sjign-±.

Cornea-Clear,. transparent portion of the outer
coat of eyeball forming front of aqueous cham-
ber.

Corneal graft Operation to restore _vision by re-
. plating a section of opaque corned with trans- .

jAarent cornea.

Crystalline- lens----A-tFanspareatreolorless
Rended in the front of the eyeball, between the
aqueous and the vitreous the function or which
is to brihg the rays of light to a focus on the

. .4. retina. .

Cyditis-Anflamination of the ciliary body: N._L. -
' clopiegic-A., drug that temporal* puts the

ciliary muscle at rest and dilates thy pupil; often
used to ascertain the error of refraction.

Cylindrical lens-A segment of a cylinder, the
refractive power if which varies in differe5t
meridians; used in the correction of astigmatism.

Dacryocystitis-Inflarfnation of lacrimal sac.
Dark uda pation-The tbility 911 itie* retina. and

pupbo adjust to a dim light.
Depth perception-The ability _to perceive ihe

soli ity of objects Tid their relative position in

merit of strength or
es.

spa e.
Diopier-Unk of measu

refractive pO\ver of le

' Diplopia-The see cpgo tie object, as two.

. I

. .

-Duction7A stem .word ,Used with a, prefix 4o
describe tie turning 'or rotatiort of the eyeball
(abducti*Aurning out, adduction - turning in).

Dys/extalliknabiiitY to read'w hich is apparently *dile ..
-rizira neurological probleM.

Ectropion -An eversion or turning inside but of the
eyelid. _

`-.---Emmetropia-The refractiv e condition of the nor-
mal eye. When the eye is at rett, the image of
distant objects is brought to a focus on the

- retina. s

Endophfhalmilis-Inflammation of most of the
internal tissues of the eyeball. ,

Entropion -A turning intvard of the eyelid..
,

Enucleation-Complete surgical removal of the
eyeball.

Esophoria-A tendency 6 e.eye to turn inward.
Esotropia manifest tar -inward of the eye

S
(convergent Strabismus or crossed tYe).

Exoph a -A tendency of the fo. turn out-
ward.

Exophthalmos-Abnormal protrusion of the eye-
ball.

Exotropia-Abnormal turning outward from `tom_
Rose of one or both eyes (divergent strabismus).

L-1--Vrintsg rafgcleA:.k),(1,5_K-P4.flAkcJA _Pt, tilt, _OA
which move the eyeball. Each eye .has,four
rectu and two oblique muscles.*Eye dominance-Tendency of one eye' to assume
The major function of seeing, being assisted by
the less dominant eye.

E ye grounds-See Fundus: ,
Field of vision-The entire area which can be seen

without shifting ate gaze. '

Floaters-Small particles consisting of cells or
fibrin which move 4n the vitreous.

FocusPoilt to which rays are -converged after
passing 'Through a lens; focal distance is the
distance rays travel after refraction before focus
is reached.

Foruix--A loose fold of. the.cottjunctiva where the
. part covering the eyeball meets the conjunctiva

lining of the eyelid.

Fovea -Small depression in the 'retina at the back
of the 'eye; the part of the macula adapted for
most acute vision.
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PrindusThe back o, thOye "Which c,zn tg seen
with an ophtlialrfAcope.

. , 4 . .

Fusion.The power of coordinating the images
h.- received byte two,,,eyes into a single mental

image. .
4 . ,

l"-a344. hrkning of the l
ss

etall," caused by accumula-
G/auml,mIncreased ure inside "the eye;

tion of aqueous uid di the front portion.

GliomaMalignant turn-Or:of-the retina. , ., .

,t)nioscopeA,magnifying device used in coinbina-
tion with stron -'llumination and a contact glass-
for examining, angle of the anterior Chamber.

terizianopsiaBh4ness of one-half of the field Of

vt5ion,of one or both

. Ileterophoria- .A const nt tendency of the,eYes:to
'deviate from the normal position for binocular
fixation, counterbalanced by simerawous` a-itt
tion forced by muscular effort (prom`pted by e

-' desire for single brilocula4ision). Devi ion i,
pot usually apearent, in which ease7if is said to*

be.latent.
. 4,...

.ileterotropiaArrotiow. prmanifest deviation Of
_the' visual viis'ofF5n eye of 'alignment wii5

the other eye, Sin. cross-estrabisrnus T .
,

lydrophtlialinus loongenitcal glau-comaI4- A rare, . ,
congenital defect in which the eYeball is abnorrt.,

mally large., Iris present "at birth or d elopsw/ ,

*'-early in infancy. at - .

or'

''s"bb
- IrisColore4,,circular -membrane, suspend --be-

hind the cornea and immediately in front of the

lens. The ;rite reV4late the amount of light
entering the 'ell& by changing the size of the
pupil:

a,

IritisInfimmation wof the iris; the condition is
marked' by pain: inflantma tion;discomfort &din
light, contraction of pupil, discoloration of iris.

4,*1 It may be caused 'by injury,, syphilis, rheuma-
tistm, gonorrhea, tuberculosis, and so forth.

Ishihara Color Plates; A test ior defects in recog-
colors, based onlkthe- ability Iv trace

so' patterns ins series of millticolk-gd 'charts.

, .
.

Hypervia. Ilypermetropia*A refractive- ell-or in

.. refractive pAer of the lens' ak,- the point of
:which. becav the eyeball shot or the

. locus for .rayS offlight fro distant objec.4,s

' (parallel .light rays) is, behind the retina. thus-,
accommodation to increase thillrefrkctive poiver
olr the lens is necessary -for ctis:fantrsii ell 4s nor

. vision,' .,. '" '
I A :

V . I., a
.

1

HyperphOria- A tendency of one eye to-,deviate
.ip4rierdy -.- .

Ir.

e
, HypertrOpia A deviation 'upwatO of one of the

visual -axes. - ,:.

Jaeger TestA test for near .visio ; iiries of reading
rnalter hinted in ,a, series of various sizes of .;

. -...

: type. .4 .'.`4..",, r I.
. .

KokratifisInflammation of the cornea (*frequently'
.

classIfial as to type of inflammation and layers
of cornea affected as `:iriterstitial" keratitis or

-"phlyctehular" kgatitis.

KeratocomisTeone-Ziapeddeformity g the Cornea.

Kvatop/astySee Corneal graft.
4

,

Lacrifiral glandA gland which secretes Wars: ittes
,

in- the outer angle of the orb* ,
Lacrithal sateThe dilft'ted' upper *,end 'of the lacrimal

educt.. *-.
w s

LacrirnationPcoductidn of tears. 4*
-...

.. -..

,Lagophtitaimos A :-conditio,n iii-.4-which the lids
a .cannot belio mpletely closed.

re'risf-A. refiective medium. having one or both
/surfaces curved.. . -

I Ligal ada$ationThe power .of the eye to adjust
self to`variationS inthe amount of light!

."--.Liglit perceptionk.(L:13°,),.abilily fo,Sisxhiguish light '",

14_, from dark. ' , i., . 4'
'..; LirribtlIictlida. rybetween cornea incl. st41k. -.

,Low- vision aid'sOptical devicts of varitus types
' useful to persotiis with vision impairment.

1"\ATterc' /tiplyitairloPeAtmormalk 'large eyeball; result- 4,-

.
,-

. ing'chie_fly)froip infantileglaucoma. _, -'"' '
a °

Illk Afacula' ItAteq-,The small area of the retirtaAihat
. - surrounds thefovea ,ncl.N.-vitii th,e fovei'ccim-

prise--4.he aria of. distinct visioti. Syn. )7elloit,

spot:- . ., ,
Megatorthalm.ds--Abnark aHy la.ke eyeball pre-.% .

- sent at birth' (coiWriitalr,
fr c

aiciiifilthalrnp-s *abncirmab' small eyeball prVit
; .sqnt-gt -birth., --- Iiinital). -

.4( 4:
.,. . .....

i .

itt

. In7ection- 'A term :sometimes uqe(tto mean conges-
1.-,tion of ciliary .or ezonjunctivfl blood

redn46,of the eyc, ,

Interstitial, ke'idt.iti,s.-- Affection/ of the midair Taiier
Of the disiage, fainrchiefly, in children
and young adults, IS.,,usually caused by transwis-
.

sicin ofphilisnromAttptllor: to unborn child.
4,.

rigootelitisIntlarnmaIlon of ,the _iris and oiliary
', body. ti <-

. ,

iti
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Microscopic gses-Magnifying lenses arranged on
the principle of a microscope,. occasionally

;prescribed for persons withvery poor vision.

- Miotic- A drug that causes the pupil to contract,
M ydriatic-A drugethat dilates the puiir.-

Myopia-Nearstghtednips. A refractive error in
which, because the eyeb41 is too Vngiti relation
to its focusing power,4the point of focus for ray
of light -from distant Objsktslparallel
is in front of the retina, rfus, tclbtain distinct
vision, thecliktanusl be brought nearer to take
advantage of ivergent light rays '(those from
objectsless than twenty feet' away).

Near point of ac9-mmodalion-The nearest point .

at which the eye caperceive an objectdis-
tinctlY. It vanes according to the power of
aCcommodation. , 111.1".

Near point of tonvergence The neai'est
'point at which he too ayes card lirect their
visual lines, alefirnally about` three_ inches from ...
the ryes in Yollig peop0

Near fiskfiw-The ability to perceive distinctly
objects, at norm41 aidistance, or about
fourteen inches from the eyes.

!Night blindriess- A >condition in, which the Sight is -

_good by day,buLdeficient atmight and in faint
light.

Nystagmus-An inveluntky, rapid' movefnent of
the ,eyeball: it may be lateral, vertical; rotary, or
mixed. .

Oculisor ophthalmologist -A physician-an M.D.6-- .

who specializes in diagnosis and treatment of
defects -and iseases: of the eye, performing sur.- of vision.

Optic atrophy-Degeneration of,the nerve tissue
which cfiThes,messaksitikNithe retina to the
brain. .-

Optic ehiasm-The crossing of the fiberbs'
optic nerves on the lowj surface of the brain.'

Optic disk-Ileac' of the optic. nerve in the eyeball.
Optician -One who -grinds lenses, cis them into

frames, and adiksts the frames to the wearer..

Optic ?ivy' e-The special serve of the senseof sight
which carries Messages- from the retina to the
brain. e_

Optic neuritis-Inflammation of file optic nerve.

Optorketrist-A licensed, nonmedical practitioner,
meWures refractive errors-that is, irregularities
in the size or shape of the eyeball'of surface of
the cornea-and.eye muscle disturbances. In his

r
or her treatneent the optometrist uses glasses,
prisms, and exercises only. .

Orthoptic trainink-Series of scientifically p,lanned
exercises for developing or restoring the-normal
teamwork of the eyes.

Ortoptist-Pne who provides' orthoptip training.
Pairtebrat,--Pertaining,to the eyelid.

PanntLY-Invasion of the cornea by infiltration of 1,
-lymph and formation of new blood vessels'

Partially seeing child-For t dticationall purposes, a
partially seeing child is _one who has a yisual...

-acuity of20170 or less in,the better eye, after the
best possible torrection, and who can the vision
as his or herthief dhan,nel of leaping.

Perimeter-An instrument for measuring /he field

gen.,/ Avhen ecessary or ,pr
of treatment, Minding

e

Oculus dexter (0 ight eye...

Oculus sinister (0 )- Left eye.'

Oculus uteaue (0 U )-Both eyes.
Ophthalmia-InflaMmation of the eye or of the

conjunaAiva.

cribing other)ypes - Peripheral vision- Ability to,perceive the presence,
sses. i

i ,
ao, --, .motion, or color 41 Object? outtre of the direct
. line of vision,-''' I.°,

-Ophthalmia neonatz tm-An acute, pernlent con
junctivitis in the riEwborn; (for corMf:liurposes,
it is sometimes legally defined asilan-inflamest.
or discharging eye in a newborn baby urider iwo
weeks ")..

Ophtralmologist or oculist-See Oculist.^ " .

Ophthalmoscope- An instrument used in'
jug ihebinterior of the eyelt"

0'
+ Mk
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Phlyctenular keratitis--A variety of giceratitis--Char-
aiterVed ky the formation of pustules or pip-
ules. gn the cornea: usually occurs in young ."

children and may be caused by poornutrition.
Many yhy believe it to be a tubercular
condition. '

Phoria-A Tot Wo rd enoting a latent deviation in
which the eyes hay a constant tendency Vturn
from the nofTna osition fbr binocular vision-, -

- used, with a pit fix the direction of
such ;deviant:in (hypf oria, esophoria, exo-
phoria).

Phowpltitila-Abnoi-mal sensitivity 'to and discom-
fort r light.

. .
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PleopticsA method.of treating amblyopia through
the use of instruments which restore fixation to
the fovepy dirgct stimulation or by the-produc-
tion and-correct localizatiOn Af after-images.

,Posterior chamberSpace between the back of the
iris and . the front of the lehs; filled, with
aqueous.

PresbydpiaA gradual lessening of the power of
accommodibion due to 4 physiological change

*which becomes noticeable after the age of forty,

ProsthesisAn artificial substitute for a missing eye
(or other Missing partsof the' body):

teudoisochromatic chartsharts with Colored
dots of various hues and shades indicating

' _gumbers, letters or patterns,`'used for testing
olor divrimination. ,

PterygiumA triangular told of growing membrane
AT& may extend toward the cornea on the
white-f the eyet ft occurs. most frequently in
persons exposed to dust or wind. " s .

PtosisA paralytic drooping of the upper eyelid.
Refraction(1) deviation in the course of rays of

light in passinj fromone trans*rcnt medium
into another, of different density; and (2) detepw

Cm in a ti oh otv refractive errors of the eye and
correction-by glasses.

,

Refractive errorA defect inhe eye that Parents
light rays from being hro7ght 'to a single focus
exactly on the retina.

Refractive MediaThe transparent' parts of the eye
baying refractive power; cornea, aqueous, lens,
and vitreous. -

',retinaInnermost coat of the eye, formed of
,sensitnie nerve fibev,s and connected with the
,:optic nerve. . .

,
t- Retinal detaehmentA separation of the retina

from the-choroid.
RetiratikAnflammatiOn of the retina.

Retinitis pigmentosaAn' hereditary degeneration.
and atrophy _of..the retina. There' is usually

. /
misplaced' pigment

RitinobletstomaThe Most' common alignant
intraocular tumor of childhood occurs usually
under age five. Iris probably always congenital.
(Formerly.khown aplioma). _

Reti,nopathy,A distiase of the, retina, due to
various causes:.

Retinoseope,--n instrume t for :determining the
refractive state .of 1 e by 'observing.the

76

c
et movements of lighti and shadows across the

pupil by the light thrown onto the retina from a
moving mirror. .

Retrolental fibroplas4 A disease of the retina in
which a mass of scar tissue fotms on back 'of the
lens of the eye. Both eyes ant affected in most
cases and it occurs chiefly in infants born
prematurely who receive excessive oxygeilik

Rodsand cones See Cones and rods.
. ,

S. SC (Sine correction)Without correction; that
isonot.weaAng glasses.

, /Safety glassesImpact resistant; available with or
withoqt visual correction for workshop br street
wear protection, for both adults,and children.

ScleiaTe white part of the lifea tough covering
which, with the cornea, forms the external,
'protective coat of the eye.

ScleritisInflammatien of the sclera.
ScotamaA blind or partfally blind area in the

visual field.

Slit lampPravides a narrow beam of strong light;
often used AfraCOrneil inccidliope foz-exani:
ination of the front portions of the eye.,

S nellen ChartWed for testing, central visual acu-
ity. It consists of lines of letters, nurnbers or
symbols in graded' sizes drawn to Snellen mea-
siirements. Each size is labeled with The distance
at which it can be read by the normal eye. Most
often used or, testingvvision at distance of 20
feet.

. Spherical .lensSegmere of a sphere refracting rays
of light equally in all mbridians.

- Stereoscopic _visionLAbility to perceive
position of objects in space withbut such
shadow, size, and-dverlapping.

Strabismus- Squint; failure of the' two.eyes simul-
, /aneOusly to direct their gaze at the same object

+ecause of muscle imbalance.

.,S4fephoiymbollaA disorder of perception in
which objects seems reversed as in a mirror. A
re4iing difficulty inconsistent with a child's
general intelligence beginning with confusio;
between similar but oppositely oriented letters,
"(b-d,,q-p) and a tendency to revel* direction in
reading.

Stye Acute inflammation of a sebace$us gland in
the margin of the eyelid, due to infection and
usually-resulting in the-formation of pus.io

'

-
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Sympathetic ophthalmitisInflammation of one
eye due to an infection in he other eYe.

..
SyhechiaAdh &on, usually of the iris to cornea Tropia A root word denotmg an obvious deviation

P

pchrordc form produces severe scarring of the
eyelids, and cornea.

- or lens. , 0

Tangent screen 4 large black orgray curtain
supported by a framework on which the norm*
central field and blind spot have been-lightly
outlined. This instrument is used for measuring
the central field of vision.

TarsusThe fra.tnework of connective tissue which
gives shape to the eyelid.

Telescopic glassesMagnifying spectacles founded
on the principles of a telescope; occasionally
prescribed for improving very pool- vision which
cannot be helped by ordinary glasses. ..

Tension, IntrajcularThe prosaure or tension'Df
the contents of the eyeball.

TonometerAn instrument for measuring pressure'
insi the eye. s

TrachomaA form of infectious kerato-conjunc-
.4tAtis -caused by-,,a specific virus whit in the

o

4

4/0
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from normal of the axis of the eyes (strabismus)
b used with a preTix to denote the type' of

strabismus, as heterotropia, esotropia, exotr616/
funnel vision (Gun-Barrel, Tubular)Contracticin ,

of tire 'iisual field to such an extent: that only'a
small area of Central visual acuity remains, thus,
giving the affected individual the impression of
looking through a tunnel.4

Uveal trooEntire vasculai coat ofthe eyeball At
consists of tftefiris, ciliairy body, and charoid'.

UveitisInflammation of tIte uvesal tract of the eye...
VisionThe art or faculty of seeing~ sight.

Visual acuity -See Central visual acuity.

Viival purpleThe pigment in the outer layers of
the retina.

VitreousTranspirent, colorless mass of soft, gela-
tinous material filling the eyeball behind the
lens. .

Vitreous opacitiesSee Floaters.

4
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Personal Data '

Name:

Form 1

Information.Helpful-to the 0 hthalmologist in Evaluation
of thy Hearing and Vis alfy Handicapped Child

*.

'Date of birth:

Diagnosis known to educator:

Objectine Inforina tion v
:Present classroom or learningsituation.

_

)

Difficultiesxperienced by the child in that

b
-

tuation,
$

a

is one eye turned ,imor out at all times?
.

t
Yes No.

Is one eye turned in or out intermittently or when t child is tired? Yes

A
a

..

Have you noticed anything unusual abo hoW his or, her eyes look') Yes No

A ,

Ifso, please describe.

A

Assessment of VisaaPPActiSn

7

I: Child blinks or moves when o ct is brought quiCkly toward his other yes

. $

1 2. Glaj4d responcis to flashlight turnesil.on:

.
Yes, No

,
- a to 4

In front of face Yes No

Yes NoTo tight

To left

-
Down : . .t .

Yes No

-

Yes No

Yes No

Is the response in each cash consistent? .
A

3. Child reaches for 3-inch (or state size) balls or toys .inches
fromiiis or her face.

87 '"
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No
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4. Is the response to Objecti (Item 3 above) the same for all fields? C eck 'Upper Vac '
right, uppet left, lower right, and lower left. (Right refers to the chi 's , I . ti:
right.) Present the objects from behind the child,to avoid clues fr
your body or arm. 4w Yes

, 1
5. Does the child track (fallow withIitd and/or eyes): ,

A balloon moved in his or her visual field? Yes No

. .Childreifs yubbles'? ,.
. *. . .

Life
.

rs5ave can a string? . . - - .
I

,
Yes No

. - .
y

6. Does the child look atorreach Mr objects in front of him or her?, . 4 , Yes No'
. _ .. .

. . . ..
0, ,
7: Carl the chifq locate and pick up objects off the floof ?

Yes No

4

Small top? (3 inchei. less) . .4, , Yes No-
4 .

M8 1 1
.

. .
Yes No

Raisins? . .
,,. 4. . Yes No

8. If three cardboard circles arPpresented, can the child match the two
3of the same color?

4

smallest sile circlek the child can match: ,.
1- .4 - . , . #

, .
1:Comment Pn any other similar visual functions which yoU have observed

copsistently and repeatedly in this child. ..
i".." I/ ,

Yes.
,

Iwo

4.

4. -

4

r

IQ. ljas the child's behavior -changed rec ntly? . NoNo
,,, t .1

If Yes, please describe.,

k'N
(

J. Does the -Child have difficulty with fine and/of iii;ss motor functions?
4. 4. ,

I
. .-

I 2. .4,dditional comments which yo4 feel fray be relevant *to this child's, ,

. asual problem. . ,
, -

.r

i

-- 1

o
1

.

Yes

.

r-



Form 2
Summary of Ophthalmologist's Examination and Treatment

for Incorporation in Educational Plait

.
Dear Doctor:. .

, ,

YourIssessment of this child's disease, treatment, and Prognosis will be valuable in f re educational
, .

placement and training. AntTers to the brief questions below would be most helpful in formularing the best
possible educational program for this child. . - 1 ,-

I. Examination Results

4. Diagnosis:

B. Distance visual acuity. ,

C. Nearvisualcuity.

D. Is'binocular vision and stereopsis present?

.

A. Medications prescribed and frequency:

B Are glasses helpful?

Contact lenses? 11111

C. Should glasses be worn constantly?

Only when reading?

D: Suggested classrOom changes

I. Seating location:

3. Large-print books: I

Low-vision aid helpful?

F.' If prescrib , how shoyild low - vision aid be used?

a

. A., Stationary of progressive visual loss?
.

B. Anticipated end visital result it dise4se is progressive?'
.

At what age?

fer449;serrgery a p6ssibility now or in the future? i

-

A8

so.

1

4

9 -

;

p.

MD:



Abbreviations Conimonly Used by Ophthalmologists

A or AceAccommodation
AC or A/CAnterior chamber
b.i.d.Twice daily (used in reference to medication

dosage)
BI or BOBase in or base out (of a prism) .
CF-Sbunts fingers usually recorded with dit

ranee; counted as a measure of visual acuity '
pDiopter (lens,strefigth)
EEsophona at distant point :TATension by applanation (referring to measure-
rE-r-Esciphoria at nearpoint, 14 inches ment of intraocular pressure by the applanation
EOMExtraotular muscles ,

tonometer mortinted on the slit
)lof glaucoma)

for dete,c-
IIETEsbtTopia, or Manifest deviation of the tion o

distance t.i.d.Three times daily (used in reterence to
ETEsotropia at near point medication doss 4e) . .

tsIntraocular pressure determined by the SchiotzEUA Examination or evalua`tion of an eye
tonometer instead of by applanation for detec-anesthesia, commonly done, with small or

'operative children .
non of glaucoma

V. V Visual acuity at distant port (20 feet)11 Hyperphona 4 ,
HMOHand potions only Viv or PA

NearNear
visual acuity (14 inches)

HT Hypertropia -
-

J1 --Reads Jaeger print No: I # scWithout correction, referring to vision obtained
LPOLight perception only, patient sees only lighi without glasses
NLPNo. light perception-,41bsolute blindness-7- 7, -ce.With correction, referring to vision_.:olgained ...._

VI

,
q.h. Every hour (used in reference to medication'

dosage)
q.r4.Four times ,41aily (used in reference to

medication dosage)
q.o.d. -Every other day (used in

medicatio dosage)
RLFRetrol tal fibroplasia
SLESlit la examination

reference- to

y'es at

under
unco-

.s1

NPCNear point or corNergence
* '*) OD,or 4EOculus dekter, right eye

QS or LE c culps sinister, left eye
OU=Oculi unitas, both eyes .

.

with glasses 7

V
A

Visual acuity, right eye (conventionally writ-

ten on top); visual acuity, left eye (convention-
ally -,yriften below)

PDF`upipary distance separation of tbe pupils in- X,Exophoria at distant point (when fixation ii.att,
20 feet),millimeters

, PSCPosts161= subcapsular tataract
localization of lens opacity)

q.d. Daily (used in reference
age)

.

.
re

O t
1

. t

(referring to X' Exophdria atnear point (whenfixation-ks at 14
inches)

XT- 'Exotropia at-distant point
XrExotroPia at near point

to medication
-*P

dos-

9 U

4
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Clinical EvaluatiOn
of Deaf-Blind Children

Ellidee D. Thomas, M.D.
4 Associate Professor orPediatrics, Child Study Center,'''

Department of Institutions, Social and, Rehabilitative Services, University of;Oldahoma Health Sciences Center

11.

Persons working with the deaf-blind, should keep
in mind that they are 'not- dealing with j.uVt a
visually-and-hearing-impaired Patient, client, or stu-
dent but- with a whole person. Patients have
traditionally been looked at, individually, and this
has allowed for relatively easy acceptance,: and
iniplementation of andividualized,prescriptive pro-
gramming within the medical setting.

Clinical evaluation can provide a method o
looking at the total child both initiallY- and in air

apngolng program._ This includes evaluation of the
child's total health status, his or her developmental-
educational levels, and hiS or her family and social
environment. se all of these factors may
significantly ect the child's response to an
educational program; evaluation and intervention'.
should be accomplished as necessary. Any one of
these factor may be significant enough to warrant
modification of the child's educational program.
Such modification might be required on a continu-
ing basis, with a severe cardiac Involvement, or
intermi ntl in the case of cataract surgery or
amity crisis:

_

The deaf; blincl child is a family member and as
such shares its inherent strengths and weaknesSes.

. He or the is also a member of a community which
may or may not have resources available to meet

; his or her specific neees. Both' of these factors 'nay
directly affect educational planning for the child

.The effect of the family will bestrong primarily in
his or her early years, the effect of the community
will be felt later. This means that specific etlyca-
tional,pfinning mull take into,account both family

-and community resources.
Establishing a program, keeping itlipdated,-and

-anticipating future* heeds necessitatilt he e?cplora-
n. 'use, grdwth of: community resources to

-meet the child's emerging educational and social

needs. Maintaining the program requires a multi-
iisciplinary team to gatber information within
each respective field.

To be of . maximum use, this information must
be brought together. This can be accomplished' by
communication between the-iyarious team. embers
who evaluate and nil( with the child. The child is
better served if all those concerned are aware of

problemsand have some understanding
--of-4;e eignirieaose problems.

Ttie Child Study Center -

The Child Stiidy tenter is a unit of the
Department of Pediatrics, Oklahoma Children's
Memorial FloSp011l, University of Oklahonta Health
ServiCes Center. 'This- medical' center serves as a
referral unit for children withneurofogiq,
opmental, and school problems. A' multidiscip4n-
ary team,is used ID evaluate each' child. _

-The professional staff at the Child Study Center
consists of la child neurologist (the director),
pediatrician, psychologist,4?dial worker, speech-
langdage 'pathologist; teachIrs in the preschool
deaf-blind and learning disabilities progrims,. a
part -tin{e physical therapist, and a teacher's aide
with sign language In addition, an ophthal-
mologist,- audiologist, music teacher, and creative
movement consultant visit, regularly. A psychiairist,
is available for on-site' consultatiori when needed.
Any other clinical 'consultation ,iwIttCh seems
needed (e.g., genetic, cardiology, enacrinology,

- dental, and dietetic) is available, within he medical
center. 4 .

% Although the injAial and ongoing evaluation
models preknied here are titose used at thelhitch,'

. Study Center, they would _be- replicable any',
setting as long as the individualchild and his or her
spechic 'problems are the foius ,of- all program

k i.
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planning. The entire approach is child-problem
Oriented. The specific disiplines within the team
may, van, from prog4am to program depending
on the staff avaiMble. Optimally, medical,
developmental-educatiffmal, and social-family as-
pects, would be'repreSented.

The Initiat Evaluation

The following Will serve
events that take place during initial anti

e to describe

ongoing evaluation. The initial evaluation can be
organized into fairly distinct steps: (a) family-
social; (b) medical; (c) educational-developm I,
(d) staffing; (e) interpretation:- and (f) foil up.

Family:Social Evaluation

, The family-social evaluation represents one of
the first contacts between, the family and the Child(or
Study Center Both parrits are requested to
attend. The function of this is bilateral, the family
learns something of us while we Learn about them.
The first' few minutes are spent in conversajion
,designed to put the \family at ease and to allow
them to ask estions about the center and what
tQ expect. -

r Although the occupatiOn of the ,parents the
family income. and family composition are impor-
tant, the family-social evaluation is designed to

'elicit much more than routine information Back-
grounds of the parents are explored in an effort to
Understand them better as people as well as
parents. Relationships of the family members to
each other are explored Male-female roles, parene
tal roles. and sibling roles axe discussed.' An
attempt is made to determine how the parents see
the effast of the handicapped child on siblings 'and
the feelings of siblings ?toward .the 'handicapped

raild. The parents' feelings ,toward the hand'-
pped child and toward each other may be

expressed in-this *nitial interview, although these
usually surface later as the family becomes more
familiar with the staff, especially the social worker.

At the clbse;of this first session, which usually
lasts from one and one-half to, two hours, a
summary is dischssed witlkthe parents. The family
often helps:to formulate IBisssumpary, which will
be presented to' the. staff along with the social

t)rker's evaluation., For the !sake of confiden-
,tiality, specific details May not be discussed with
the-whole staff. The so'cial worker, however, may

,

interpret the findings arid present an opinion as to
'1,their effect on the family and the child. Although

much -inforrhatipn can be *obtained during this

initial evaluation,, the findings can only serve as a
guide for beginning program plannqig.

At the end of the first sessionAthe/parents are
also asked to state their expt.6tations of the
evaluation being done for their child and what they
hope will result. Recommendations are not made
at this time..

Medical Evaluation

Each child receives a general physical exarrlina-
tiOn. Since the Child Study. Center is a referral
center, much' of the medical evaluation mat .have
been done already, 'especiallY laboratory work.
Unless a need/is indicated, evaluation work already
done will not be repeated but will be obtained
from the primary physician and used in the total
evaluation. in addition, ophthalmological, audio-
logical, and otologic evaluations are completed
routinely on the visually-and-hearing-impaired
child. If further medical evaluations (e.g., suspected

, cardiac or dental or genetic problems)are indicated,
these are obtained as needed. '

In the early yeats of evaluation of deaf-blind
children, skull X-rays and 'electroencephalograms
fEEGs1 were obtained routinely. However, our
experience has been that the usefulness df these in
te of the yield of information wastot enough

Warrant routine use. They are now ordered only,
when clinically indicated. Skull films, for example,
are ordered along with other tests if toxoplasmosis
rs suspected as an etiolbly_because the presence of
calcifications may be useful in helping establish the
diagnosis (Miller,-.Seaman, and Remington, 1967)2'
EEGs are obtained if a seizu iRsorder is suspected.

of the Add eStudy
ental, educational,

lete neurological-
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Because the primary fun
,Centex,is to deal with devel
and neurolOgical problems, a co
developmental evaluation iS don in every case.
The neurological examination' includes (1 _an -.2

assessment of the child's, general orientation,,alert-
ness, activity level, and spontaneity; (2) speech; (3)
handedness, and, if appropriate, whether the child
knows right and left, sides, directionality, and so
forth; (4) cranial nerve function; ,(5) motor and
reflek function; (6) cerebellar fun-ction;47)-extra-
pyramiaal function; (8) autonomic function; and
0) growth and developmental milestones.

Evaldatiori to "deterniine pOssible need for medl-
is also done: Soine of these children have-

already been given various medications (usually.
without success) by -tVir prinyary physician prior;
to referral here. Th( most frequent giedicatiOn
found by this clinic -to .be indicated is-i n anticon-
vulsant. Indication for medication for hyperactiv-
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.ity is infrequent. This may be due in part to the
very young age of the child. If hyperactivity, is
present, the neurologist and the psychol4ist may
attempt to decide whether this behavior represents
a "medical or a behavioral problem. Counseling with
the parents and working directly with the child are

.*. tried first. If medication thenseems 'indicated, it
will be tried in addition to the above program.

Educational Evaluation

Educational evaluJtion- is an extensive and inte-
gral part-of Our initial evaluation and becomes the
key in outlining a program fOr the child. This part
of the evaluation is usually done by one of .the
teachers. although in another setting it might be
equally well dope :by another team membet
Assistance is obtained regularly from the psycho
gist. speech path6logist, and ,physical, therapist.
Any other staff member may be galled upon as
needed.

Since the children who are yeterred as candidates
for the deaf-blind program are usually three years
of age or younger. developmental' levels are usually
-assessed by obtervation rather than by specific,
psychological tests or the use of standardized
scales; formal tests may be administered, however,
of the discretion of the chief psychologist

In addition to the noting; charting;_and record-
ng of specific observation, a videotape is made

during the educational evaluation This videotape
serves several purposes It .;an be used clOnng the
staffing cession to demonstrate various points
about the child. It becomes a baseline, for docu-
mentation and a comparison for progress, The ,

videotape may be restudied as an aid 411 program
planning and off occasion may bejiseful in picking
up something. missed during the lanai observation
and evaluation. For exaltnple, some asp5ct of motor
chwelopment such as a partictilar way of using the
hands may not have been noted initially but may
be obse, when reviewing the tape.

Staffing
ea%

' The-staffing session follows the initial evaluatioir
of the .child the family. Arllis session team
metilbers analyze and then sy ntlitst'4,thc;infornia-
tion, observations, measurements, and thoughts
which !lave' been gathered during the' evatuation
process. Basically, this staffing session provides the
closure fors/he first plysLiof the evalnation_proix&s,
and 4erves as an instrienickit tier program planning

The staffing session is attended by memi-Mrs of
the staff and appropriate consultants ALthe Child,
Study Center. a physician is usually the, team

-leader. In another setting, any team member might
serve as leader. The social worker, child psycholo-
gist, program tediTher-7-and speech and language
pathologist attend routinely. If appropriate, other
members of the team, such as the physical thera-
pistor 15arning disability teacher, may be asked to
attend. individuals in the community who are or

-have been involved with -the child, such as teachers
, at the nursery school that fhe child attends or is

expected to attend, may, with the parents' knowl-
edge, participate in therstaffing session.

The compOnentsTof this session are as follows:

( I ) A review of -all the information obtained to
date presented by the person who _did the
evaluation or an appropriate substitute.

(2) Discussions an-d recommendations. Although
directed, this is a rejatively informal and
free-flowing-session; Anyone present may
give- input. Lively discussion and question-
ing is encouraged. However, an. attempt is

made to reach a group decision, particularly
in regard to recommendations. However, the
various team members- must _remain pri-
marily responsible for specific decisions
within their own fields.

(3) Feasibility
If recommendatilh is made that the {Old would

be appropriately served in the Child Study Center
program', several factors are. considered. These
include the specific needs of the child regarding
actual time _ in the '-program, staff availability,
whether such service seems realistic in view o,v1-iat
is known about the family ranspoilation, and
whefher or ilert some oth might be of
service in a total a articular

SOrne 41 the rogram at tend
regular pi,schooK, 'rogi-ams are' ,

--Unwilling.tp./ake the: h into their
programs. St our' has be of those
who do acc a ped ch en a e very
cooperative 't n tanding and programming for,.
the whild'4 to al ne hi slob a ease j'eooperative
program wi an exchange of information is .

n haVe optmnim benefit ."
from both 3 cooperative program is often recom-
mended to proviilk,the,-.6.hild with this type of peer
group contact. 1

'Interpretation.

During the staffing session, the decision is made.
regarding which staff member will do the interpre-
tation. initially, this was done by the physician
4one, but after .a period cif time we recognized
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that a beftei- interpretatiOn could be,given if more
staff members participated. Now it is usually done
by the physician, the, social liorker, an)r the
teacher who participlited in the initial evahlation.
Both parents, are asked to attend. All findings, the
staff's. interpretation of the significance of findmgs!
and recommendations are discussed. The pdrents
are encouraged to ask questions. They are not'
asked to make an immediate decision about a
recommendation if they are at all hesitant. Instead,
the parents are asked to take home a copy of the
recommendations that have been made and' to
consider them.

A positive approach muit Ile taken at the
interpretation session. and staff menrbers must be
honest and fair with the family in regard to their
situation Special effort is made to expose the
family to the child's striangths as well as to the
problems. We have seldom seen a child and family
for whom nothing Could be done. positive
approaN. emphasizing strengths; suggests ,begin-
ning, a program' at the child's present lev 1 of
functioning and banding on this with consecutive

,an ,,sequential steps.

. , Parents Often ask- for speCific labeling, particu-
larly with regard to retardation. and for prognosis.

-Attempt . is Aide to avoid this histe4 the.
. program is discussed in .terms of, short-range plans

tia and possibly some long-term goals. Yly expo ience
gar -over the pas,t ten. 'years has been, that early,

unequivocal types of prediction almost in ariably
underestimate the 'child's potAtial Further. too

.
early a prognosis, especially if it seems poor, may
actuatly-han Ldf- ap the child 'by reducing, the likeli-
hood of adequate programming and by introducing
ii negative expectancy factor.

the "let's: start a,program and wait see"
. attitude: howevift..r4ititre,v1 not only. time. for,

;- ,programming for, the' child` but alit time to be
spent with the parents From time to time many
parents need to sit down with die physician or .
team leader and review the whole situation. includ-
iug why predicting a ceiling for the child's devtlop-
ment May be doing the child a disservice

Fellow-up

Follow:up involves three elements (I) forward-
ing of information to the referring source and to
other persotils or agencies as the parents direct, (2)
if a program other than one at Child Study Center
has been recommended', a Idltow-up inapproxi-
mately two weeks to see whether contact. for
services has been made. J11(1 (,.3) further, cone t''

. .
with tiae Child Study Center staff if parents adept
,the recommendation for a program here.

If the child enters the Child -Study Center
program, an agreement is drawn up- between

4 parents anti staff In the beginning of our preschool
program, no al agreement was made with the
family; the child was simply brought into the
school. As experience was gained with the families
and children, we became convinced that parent
involvement was absolutely necessary for maxi-
mum progress of the-, child. After two or three
years df experience-, wedecided that parents would
be required to sign an agreement stating what they

' would do as participants in the child's program.
This served the purpose of getting the parents
involved, but we soon recognized that this repre-
sented only half of the. situation. le§ a result, an
agreement is now designed by both parents and the
staff member, usually a teacher, who will be

,primarily resppnsible'for tike child's program. This
agreement, is individualized for bp.thdthild and
family aryl includes certain bilateral commitments.
(See the sample-team.agreement on page 9L) This
cooperative agreement haS worked ou much bet-

regard to both actual parent volvementter with
and their attitude toward it as they re gze that
this is now a Mutual commitment. 4

Agreements are subject to review acid revisi,on.
Thus,' the agreements se?ve as one guideline for

, ..

ongoing program planning and encourage commu-
nication between parents and staff

wie

A cost analysis of the clinical evaluation at the
Child Study Center was recently completed In
terms of the actual time spent cost Varies between
S400 and 5500. Usually this cost is paid, with a.
combination of state and federal funds. No one is
denied service on the trams of financial, status
i(loweverr under certain financial circuiristanees,
the family m4y be requested pay a portion of
the cost;

Ongoing Evaluation and Program Planning

. Tile multidisciplinary team has two roles: first as
a diagnosic-evaluation team and second as class-
room resource personnel. The core group for
ongoing program planning consists of the child, the
teacher, the pliren,t(s),.and the soLial wcrrker.. Other
tiarn members are used as needed and act as
fAilitators to the program. Such an arrangement
requires that each membe be flexible enough to_step out of traditional r Tlic sician, for
example, may need to come out from ind the
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re Adesk or examining .table to meet the child and
teacher in theliclasszoom, and the rigor may .

become the examining table. Or, teachers may go
into the home.

The Child Study Center, is fortunate in having
the diagnostic-evaluation7Unit, including a medical
unit, housed in the same facility as the deaf-blind
preschool, program. This facilitates the use of all.
staff members, and outside consultants such as an
audiologist, ophthalmologist, music teacher, and
movement specialist come regularly. While it may
be, easier with a.'staff housed together, the basic
aspects of the model couldbe replicated even when
all facilitie; are separated. The problem-oriented
approach does not depenid on all the staff being-
housed together. It can work in day schools,
homes. or other. agency' programs. What it does
require is communication among the various team
members and. in particular, communication with
the person primarily responsible for planning the
child's program.

The initial evaluation is only' the, beginning. It
cannot continue indefinitely to serve as a guide for
the prograrg. Updating'of information for program
planning needs to be continuips. On a day-to-day
basis, this is done by the teacher. However, help
that Seems needed may be obtained at any time
and from any area. Other members-of the
must be available as .the need arises. Consultants
outside the immediate program should also be used
to provide 'classroom and program input. 'The
audiologist. ophthalmologist, and physical thera-
pist are the most frequently used resource person-
nel, though psychologists and psychiatrists are also
called upon frequently. Some of our teachers have
a background of speech and language training.
Otherwise, speech and language pathologist-

-,
'consultant would undoubtedly be called upon with
great frequency (The evaluation schecfuleon page
92 shows the use of team members in ongoing

evaluation and program planning.)
From time to time. the child will need to be

reevaluated. The reevaluation is similar to the
initial evaluation but is usually no as extensive.
Reevluation is generally called for MI situation iz
which milestongs have been met and major
cihanges may be nealed in the child's program. For

'example, it might be done when thewhild is-ready
to be considered for% public school prog,V. At'

,this- time, in addition to the de,vetopmentalassess-
ments that ,havialk-e-en obtained, standardized,
ioychological testing may he needed. Perhaps'
Specific speech-language reevaluation will be done,

0-

and audiologic assessment, if indicated, will also bey
done, of .this time. Then a staffing session, as
previously described, will be held. (See the sample
case history on page 93.)

A review', of.services Offered and their suitability
to the child and family may also prove helpful,
since the .program must be 'flexible enough to
adjust to the changing needs of both the child'and
family as these needs arise. The social worker may
be of special help since she.,or he m_ aintains
contact with other team members and with the
family. The social wcfricer must recognize that
families go through stages in dealing with thei
handicapped child, and she or he nmst be pfepared,
to deal with these changes as the develop, (Solo=
mans and Menolascino, 1970). The overall aim of
the family program is to assist P4mjly to,
become more self-sufficient i.44,Ineeting its. own._
needs and those of the child.

Occasionally, the social worker may need to
intervene in crisis situations_in the family. Consul-,
tation, if needed; is used. In 'our experience,
psychologists, psychiatrists, and psy chia tiic social
workers have been called in, depending Upon the
specific situation. When a family crisis-is great, the
child's -program ma have to be deemphasized
while the family crisis i resolved. A program musE\
be flexible enough to permit this. Although the
actual mechanics of a program contribute to its.
running smoothly, mechanics alone are not the.
key. Problem orientation helps keeps, the- focus
directed on the' child and thus.contributes to both'
the effectiveness and flexibil4 of'the program.

Teachers, parent(s), and social workers function
as partners in the core group, ands levels of
rest5onsibility mayift. Parents may appropriately
assume the lead role 'at times. This is ;a valuable
dynamic in the developMent of the p pgram f r
child and family. To do ikklicall and t
interpersonal arid interprofessional pro ems, one
must again keep the child-problem-oriented goal in
mintl. Closeness of staff and ,regular communica:
tion such as weekly staff meetings help to identify
possible problems so they can be addressed early.

0

New Programs

Our program to date ha been fo rite in
having enough atiminiktrative flexibiiitY. o initiate_
new aspects into the program as the need arises or
as 'a particular-staff member develops new skills.

During 1974-75 a sibling program was initiated:,
Siblings may influence a child's progress in the!
program, but this is the first-tithe that space and
staff haVe been available to,start such a program.i

W
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Thisfrbgram was initiated by one of our teachers
who has a special interest in the siblings of
handicapped children. It seems likely that the need
fora psychologist or-Someone specifically trained
to deal with siblings (NO evolve as a result of this
program. T.

Another new program faixt that has beetrvery
successful the'use of a teacher's aide who is deaf. -

-This aide works' directly with the children, who
seem to recognize a lonshrp.'In addition, signing
classes for parents are given iI the evening both, at,
the school and at home. Staff inembvs, including
secretaries, who do not sign are aN'O taking leSsons.

This. year for the first time since' the ild
Study Center program-began% evening pres;:hoorat

41, being coaCtiete J response to the father'"'
.reqneMs,A1-st--a tithe be arranged so they could
participate more_fully in their-child's program. TRis
is a classroom situation and is separate from...the
monthly parent meetings .

Also,- a weekly.eveningsessior4 Is conducted for
partnts to improve speech anitlanguage skills. This
session is designed to kelp them ,carry- over this

---impOrtanr function more Accessfully at home.
parents involved in the program have devised 4'

survey form for parents'. use 'in evaluating Jour
services.' (The .survey instrument is included on
page 10;' This will enable to address any

prolllein areas. A'questionnaire had been
used Oreviously with a large group of parents,
mainly parents of -learning disabled children. Infer-

. Ina tion gained Wont that, questionnaire'resulted Ha_
some changes
"children

0

.
Alternative Models

.
To determine thelypes, availability. and use of

clinical' services' for deaf-blind, children- the
United States, we Made an attempt to survey
existing clinical services We,contacted all Regional
Centersk-for Services to Deaf-BliQd Children as Well
as individuals'involved in services lo tile deaf-blind,,,
though nqneeessarily through regional prograinsi
To the i'.30 forms sentAu, only-74 responses were, '
received. The resultslii,we been summarized and
interereted, but 'because of the small number of

''reponses, no attempt was made to do a stAistical,,,,
analysis. -

In the- programs 4or which °a response, was
received, a wide range of clinical services appears to
be generally available. Table .1 shows the service*
available as reported by the agencies"responding to

. the questionnaire; These services tend to fall within

I

two categories (I) primary_ services available for
specific day-to-day program plairning; an (?)
support-,services used for initial' input ratlie Ulan
continuous plahning_ on a daily basis. HOW any of
these various services is used, that is, whether in a
primary or in a support category, depends upon
the individual program -and,the overallltoal of that
program. Table .2 *ows availability and use of
clinical service in primary and support categories.

One of the prime values and purPosesof_climeal
InformatiOn is its usefulness determitingsserVices
needed by the child not only as a patient;client, or
student but also 'a,s a person. tategori8 are',
necessarily artificial divisions of service and must
continuously interact to 'enhance the flevelopmen't
of the total person. While quality of clinical service
is difficult to deterNine, thin ways in which services
are used*may reflect the suality of .service_pro-
vided. Th. use of clinical information is shown in

'Table 31
Occasionally, the, person responding to the

survey added helpful notes. Most often these notes
reflected the lack of communication betWtenfeam
Members. and/or lack of recognition of the vallie of
the irribrmatiOn in p,Ogram !Alining. The follow-
ing qtakitation 'from one of the surveys Is represen-
tative; of this problem: "Sonic peo.ple have been
very cooperatwe' in discussing, the educational
implicatfons 14iie evaluation with °me. Others
react like I'm sMingy nose in where it doesn't
"belong.", Thrs"attitude indicates that certain inter-
disciplinary barriers- may need to be 'removed
before the maxiinum good can be done for the
Mild and the family. In the best intereg4 of the
child, your business 'and buiness should
he &nue ou rbusi nesse!

ur approach to that group of(

fl"
7 7VCW1

0 Sunimary . ,f .' .14
,

Clinical evalifation is a meansiof assessing a total
child_ 'A multidisciplinary apprOach ,with free coin-
munioation between disciplines is suggested as 'ar
means of accomplishing this in this way the team
can be used both for' initial evaluation and in
program planning. .. s

kekild-problem oriented approach allows maxi-
mum flexibility, both in evaluation and in ongoing
provarn planning. this avoiding a fixed seam or a
fixed approach tO all children. The child-problem-
oriented 'program not only facilitates.'" use of a
multidisciplinary staff. but also helps to cross
interdiseiplinari barriers.

The ChiV,STudY.Center,programiknot the only
way to prhvide a multidisciplinary 'evaluation to
deaf-blind children. Many staff _combinations and

I
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a. different types of facilities could .offer a similar
program to the .deaf-blind child. A cooperative
arrangemprit among programs. and .services in the
community could be established so that a ,vatiety
of needed personnel is made available on a pre-
arranged basis.

However, the results of a national survey. indi- ,
cate that in most programs the inforMation
gathered from clinical evaluation is not being used
for program planning. This, would seem to decrease
the -usefulness of the infor,mation gained, such that
the value of obtaining these services might be
qUestioned. One might find it necessary to identify
which professionals in a community would be
willing to spend the extra time needed to delivr
not only their evaluation but also their opinion of
the effect of their findings on. 'the child's 'total

j

program, including su *estions from within their
own field of ex-P(rtise. . t.
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Table r

Clinical Service and Degreeof

.

Service
.

,
Available
routinely. ,

Available
On

request

Total
progrktns
wiser/ice

.Percent

General pediatric 51 18 69 95.8

Special- pediatric. 10 45 55 76.3

Neurological 15 50 65 90.2

Psychological 43 , 21 66 91,.6

Psychiatric ' 16 40 56 77.7

Ophthalmology 31 39 70 9,7.2

fltorhinolaryngologys . 12
.

12

43 55 , 76.3

Idthopedic
,,-

54 66 91.6

DentaF 34. 31 5 90.2

Audiology a. 42 , 29 71 98:6

Speech pathology . 43 24 67 93.0

Language development consultant 36 26 62

6r
86.1

86.1Physical therapy , ,.40 22

Occupational therapy 28 23

15

-:.--

. .51,

. 64

70.8

Social worker 53 94.4.
Public healtlie, visiting, or school nurse 36 24 60 S3..3
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Table 2 ,

Availability and Use of Clinical Services
in Primary and Support Categories

Clinical 'service

r---/

. '..

..
.

if
Programs

ryw/seice
.

Number of ..

programs,
.Category E*

Percent of
programs,

Category E* i

tkcup2tional therapy -51 ' 35 68.6

Social worker lb 68 43 63.2.
Audiology , 71 . 60.5

Physical therapy 62 , 37 59.6
Psychologist 66 ; 39' 59.0
Speech pathologist a'

. .
67 . . 39 58.2

.Nurse _ 60 . 34 56.6 '
.

Language development specialist i 62 33 , 53.2 .

Ophthalmologist . ..ft. 70 35 50.0
Support

,
Psychiatric 28 50.0 .

Otorhinolaryngology ti N 55 - 27 49.0
General pediatrics 69 31 44.9
Neurological % . 65 29 44.5

.rOrthopedic r -, - . 66 - 26 39.3
. .Dental . - _ 65 23

.
35.3

Sp7Ocial pediatric (cardiology, genetic specialist) 55- 10 18.1

*"Category E" is optimal use ofclinicat information.

=
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Table 3

Use of Clinical Services, by Categories

Clinical services -1. ABC DE
. _

Percent
in E

A

Programs
. w/service

,

General pediatric
/

`'........ 1 16 16 3 31 44.9 69/10

Special pediatric 1 .10 8
tt ,

10 .18.1 55/70 :

.

Neurological 3 , 14 9 1 29 44.5 65/70

Psychological l 5 12 2 t 39 59.0 66/70

Psychiatric - 1 6
.,

7 0 28 50.0 56/70

Ophthaliriogy ' 0, 2 15 11 3 35 50.0 70/70

Otor,binolaryngolOgy 4 13 10 0 27 49.0 55/70
.

'Orthopedic 2 14 13 0 26 39_3 66/70

Dental 4 . _
4 17 12. 1 23 35.3 65/70

Audiology .1 2 10 9 43 60.5 71/70

ipeech pathology 5 15 1 39 58.2 67/70

Language development consultant 0 5' 14 33 53.2 62/70

Physical therapy 2- 12 , 0 37 59.6 62/70
_

Occupational therapy .
.

2- 2 8 1 35 68.6 5'1/70
,

Social worker
1_

. ,1 3 11 '' 1 43 63.2 68/70

Public health, visiting nurse, or school nurse 0 3 13 2 4_ 56.6 60/70

A Information is filed in the folder and may be
Unavailable to personsiplanning the program.

8 information is died in the folder and is available to
persons planning the program. However, no discus-

sion is held with the individual who did the evaluation.'
CDiscussion is held between the individual who did the

t evaluatio'n and the persons panning the program.

99

DThe clinical information is used routinely 'in multi-
disciplinary staffing sessions, but not necessarily in
program planning.

EThe clirrica information is used ro tinely in -multi-
disciplinary staffing sessions as a ool in program
planning".
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This agfeement has been drawn tip by (teacher's names), (par names), and (social worker) as the
team concerned with the delivery of services to (child): We realrie that the success of tins agreement
depends upon the cooperation and commitment of all Members of the team;only by working together can
we.fully and appropriately deliirer services to (child). '

I, the teacher, agree to:

I. Teach four (4) mornings per week and one (I) afternoon (4-5:30) per week.
2. Set up toileting procedures for the preschool, consulting with other team members on other problorns

as we(team) decide.
3. Give an evaluation at the weekly afternoon meeting on specific tasks of which each member is aware:

The team members will arrange to meet twice monthly to discuss the evaluations in the event all
team members are not able to meet at the weekly afternoon sessidn.

,4..Meet three (3) times per year in parent-teacher-social worker, meeting.

Sample Team Agreement

I, the mother, agree to:

1. Participate in one (1) afternoon session per week.
2. Carry out home programs such as toileting.
3. Participate price monthly in evaluation sessions if it is necessary to meet.
4. Meet three (3) times per year in parent-teacher-social worker meeting.

1, the father, agree to:

I. Support wife in home program. Share toileting responsibilities.
2. Participate twice monthly in evaluation.
3. Meet three (3) times per year in parent-teacher-sociarworker meeting.

Consequences:

Failure of the.teacher to carry out her or his agreement will result in an extra hour of teaching with child.
Failure of the parents to carry out their agreement will result inc a tn-week probation period, after

which time, if the problem is not remedied, services will be discontinued.
Only two (2) probation perMds are allowed per year, after which time, if the agreement is not carried

out, services 411 be discontinited.
This agreeMent can be changed by mutual consent.

I, thfsocial worker, agree to.
, Meet as a team rpember three (3) times a year to assess the child's progress in the program.

Date.

Teacher

Parent

Social worker

(This is an agreement drawn up for a specific child, with names deleted. Specific contents and items
would vary for every child.)

4.
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Evaluatitin Schedule

This is a ch. It - the congenital rubella syndrome She was bOrn following the rubella epidemic of
1964-65. She was fol owed closely from the medical standpoint from the newborn period but because of
various factors had only intermittent involvement in the preschool program until 1969. After that,
attendance was on a regular basis until she progressed into another deaf-blind program. ,

The schedule below illustrates disciplines that were involved in her care )and program planning
throughout her stay in the preschool program, aside nom the regular preschool staff of teachers, social
workers, and physical therapists.

Certain reports which seem to illustrate the flow of the program ar; also included. They do not represent
all of the records kept on this child *during her stay in the educational program. Ongoing medical,
ev4h,tations in cardiology, pediatrics, and neurology (for seizures) were also continued.

Date and Event

3-27-65
spnal discharge still:Hilary following _initial_

am evaluat.orilpediatrics,-pe-drrame earth9tggy,
child neurology, ophthalmology, infectious dis-
ease, and consultation with audiologii0 (Birth-

-clate 12-24-64)
6-8-66

Audiology evaluation
6-8-67

Audiology evaluation
6-9-67 .

Otological evaluation
7-24-67

Audiological evaluation
1-.7-68

Psychological evaluation
2-24-69

Psychological evaluation
3-17-69

Medical follow-up
7-1-70

Hearing-aid evaluation
11-17-70 ,

Staffing,-discussion of plans for following year

92

11-27-70
Ophthalmology evahlation

_I-Z41ft.711._
Orthopedic evaluation.

1-18-71
Audiology evaluation

5-11-71
Ophthalmology evaluation

5-17-71
Audiology 6/Atli-Con-

5-24-71
Psychological testing

1/-15-71
Audiology evaluation

3-14-72
Orthopedic evaluation

3-20-72
Ophthalmology evaluation

6-28-72
Ophthalmology (spectacle evaluation)

11-9-72
Ophthalmology evaluation

1973
Final staffing for further placement
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Social Work

Progress Notes

June 30, 1969

Re: Nina Thgrrnpson

I . A reevaluation by the ophthalmologist was done on May 19, 1969. On the sane day the hearirfg aid
setting was checked at the Speech and Hearing Clinic.

2ina.uses her _bearing aid constantly. However, her only resp onse to speech is when mother holds her
>4" face close to hers and mouths "no."

3. On Tuesdays and Thursdays Ntna continues to go to the Cerebral Palsy Sheltered Day Care Center.v _SIteis transported there by one of the 'Workers The mother mparti- that she felt that Nina wass4
_socializing there, However, she would prefer the Rubella Nursery to be a (tally morning session so that
Nina might come just to that.

4. Mrs. Thompson found a day care mother. near the place Where she works, to care for Nina on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays to that she could be brought to the Rubella Nursery. She entered
the nursery on May 12, 1969.

5. We have not begun to talk with Mrs. Thompson about residential placement for Nina because all
available information seems to indicate that she is not eligible for such placement until she is six years
of age.
Dental care 1/4 Mrs. Thompson does not yet have a referral to a dentist for Nina She has been told

. about this recommen6tion and will seek that care.
7. Ita left shoe medial wedge has been applied. The effects have not been bad, and the Mother plans to try

one on the right shoe
8. The, Department of Public Welfare is considering having a program for the deaf-blind at the Hissoni

State School for the Mentally Defective This program has not yet been put into operation.

4
Social Worker

Deaf-Blind Preschool Program

V
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Re: Nina Th.orripson
Rd: December 24, 1964

Staffing Note

-11-1 7-70

- Present

O

Child Development Specialist, Educational Therapist, Psychologists, Speech andHearing Center child

Dei,elopment, Specialist, St pervising Teacher, Teachers, Social Worker from beaf -Blind Preschool,
M.D.

Staffing was requested by the staff of the'Preschool for thDeiff-131ind Iii'orderlo get some direction on
continued education for Nina and to discuss possible plans for next year.

Dr reported that Nina had been known to the Medical Center since she 'was a few weeks

old because sh,e was one of the babies suffering from the mateenal rubella syndrome, with congenital
eitaracts, profound bilateral hearing loss, heart murmur, and Iiitateral inguinal hernia. She was operated on
ficcessfully for her bilateral inguinal hernia at age eight weeks. Cataract operations were performed on the
right eye in 1965 and on the left eye in 1966. She had attended the Rubella Nursery at Child Study-Center
very infrequently. and from the time- she waoan infant until the fall of 1969 (age four years, ten months)

she was cared for °Iasi& the 'home. Because of the retardation irt her muscle development and general
hypotonia. the medical impression was that Nina waserhaps one of the most handicapped of the epidemic
rubella population, with a tentative prediction that she would eventually need custodial care.

Of concern to the Child Study Center staff 41965 and 1966 was what was felt to be tie rejection of

Nina by her parents. The mother had indicated that they were unready for any child.
At the present time the parents seem more interested in and pleased at Nina's performance. They are

convinced that she is "intelligent." They favorably impressed the staff of-the school on March 3, 1969, in

. that they fulfilled most of the recommendations made. Nina had been attending the Cerebral Palsy Day

Care Center two days a week since about November, 1969, and seemed to have gained in socialization.
Psychological evaluation in January, 1968, showed her to be functioning at the nine-mouth level, but in

June. 1968. she had advanced to a fourteen-month level, or five montnprogress in five month's time. Bilt

by January. 1969. she was_felt to be functioning at a twenty-four-month level in selected items, and thte to

have made a 10 to 14 month gain in about seven month's time. Recommendations included schooling at

the Preschool for the -Deaf-Blind, reevaluation by the ophthalmoliis, reevaluation of her hearing aid,

dental care. remedial shoes, and perhaps eventual placement in .a state school hopefully one specializing in
the deaf-blind, rather than One for the mentally retarded.,

History in Preschool

From May, 1969, to July, 1969, Nina was seen at the preschool three tithes per week for one hour each
session. At that time she was walking with minimal support, giving the impression that she was more
frightened of her position in space than of needing the support to walk. When not given support, she Would

walk on her knees, with' the lower half oft her legs, turned out. Her fine motor movements were'better than

er gross motor movements, showing a neat pincer grasp, holding objects with the front part of her fingers.
At the time of the close of school in 1969, Nina was ,functioning at a one-and-a-halfryoar- to

wo-and-a-half-year level in fine motor "skills but at a lower leVel in grciss motor skills. She. was
mmunicating" at about the seven month level, with evidence that her reeeptive skills were somewhat more

advanced. During this first year she, seemed uninterested in other children, indeed in people, but_to be

quite related to objects. She showed some self-stimulating behavior, waving her hand in front of her eyes.

She was quite passive, needing to be manipulated to undertake activitje
In the second year, September, 1969, to July, 1970, she came to the preschool daily for an hour each

day. Nina, with her submissive, passive ways, appealed to all of the different volunteers who worked with

her. She had made a great deal of progress, particularly in the area of gross Motor development. She had

moved, from being preoccupied with self-stimulating behavior to purposeful behavior with the materials.

. She showed some degree of associative thinking. She had many strengths which were yet to be tapped.

f
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In the year 1970, one person, the teacher, worked with Nina consistently, and this sciowe'd-Aat und
these, circumstances Nina-can, indeed, form a relationship from which she can learn. The teacher reported
that Nina had made progress instoilet, training, walking, indgreater aggressiverirss and definiteness in various
activities, and in showing some auditory awareness. She was functioning ex*edingly Well with the limited
vision she had. Ske had learned to put, on her coat, to take off and pV on her own socks and shoes,
although she hadn't yet learned to tie her shoes. She...was able to get her Tnilk from thp kitchen, place her
napkin, .pour ker Milk, spread peanut butter, and clean up the table. She enjoyed many foods and used
spoon and fork well: 40

Nina seemed to know when she had completed a task satisfactorily, refusing t16 repeat the task. She
Ziecame more amenable to trying new tasks and new foods. The teacher's opinion was that Nina had begun
to make her own decisions about activities she would like to carry 'out, the times she wants to urinate, and
the order iw which she wants to-do things.

Home situation
The mother reported that Nina would perform in the preschool but would not perform at home. Thus,

Nina can remain dry and urinate in the toilet at the preschool and at the Child Development Center but
refuses to itinate in the toilet at home for her mother. She continues to soil, and her mother cannot figure'
,out what schedule she is on for defecation.

Many instances of Nina's awareness and ability to learn were given, for example,-her interest in money,
her knowledge that one uses money from Dad's wallet when-one goes to the store, and her recognition of
the corner her parents have to turn ty, go home whew they are ariving. However, when thereis a change in
her routine, she expresses her annoyalce by screaming. She resists her mother's requestsby going limp and
getting what the mother calls "spaghetti legs." .

Discussion centered around educational placement for Nina. In spite of the progress she had wade in the
i A preschool for the deaf-blind, she still functions like an extremely retarded,, passive, almost immobile

youngster in- environments not familiar to her, for example, at the Center where she was retested-in the
summer of 1970. At home she spends a good deal of her time standing,on her head with her legs\resting on
the bed. Her sleep habits are very disturbed. This is a fairly new develdpment. In the fall of 1970, she woke
up one night, screaming, apparently with a night terror. The took her into their bed to comfort her,
and although she doesn't scream anymore, she gets up during th night and either plays or gets into the
parents' bed. ,

Confroritation -by Dr (psychologist) of the mother and her still ambiValent feelings about Nina was
suggested. This seems to the social worker to be contraindicated since the mother has not asked for this
kind of consultatiori but is using the preschool to the best of her ability, fulfilling, insofar, as she is abte,-
school recommendations. _ _

t Recommendations were to continue Nina in the preschool. with teachers continuingas they had been
this year, with the possibility of either schooling by the Oklahoma City Public Schools next year or at
'another centdor in some residential school.

Child Study Center
M D

ti
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Re: Nina Thompson
Bd: 12 -24-64

Midterm Summary Report
September-Decembe4 1970.

Motor Dev elopment

Nitta has developed a much More aggressive walk. She still walksvitla some pronation and imbalance, but
she walks with a definiteness that was not' there before. She has corrective shoes that help. neatly. She is 13,

able to pick up materials from the table, get up from her chair, cwss the room, and place the materials on
the correct shelf. She is able to bend over ffom a standing position to pick. up objects from the floor
without losing her balance.

Nina is much more secure on the stairs and alternates when going up and down. She seems to pliee her
feet at a straighter angleon the stairs than when she crosses the room.

We have her working barefoot on the balance beam and in certain exercises that have been recommended
by the physical therapiSts. She pronates less on the, balance dam, walking'across sideways and also
balancing herself sideways for a brief second.

Nina Pulls heiself, up from a. squat Tosition with he aid of a pole held by the teacher. She then lets
herself down with no fear of the space behind her.

She finds a chair behind tier easily and sits with ery little slump. Interestingly, when she sits inythe
rocker to listen to musical records, her position is m ch straighter and she puts h'er feet on the/loor and
rocks herself. She bends over from a sitting position her chair to retrieve fallen objects without, losing
balance. When she sits on the floor, she has begun to ,pla er feet crossed before her rather than in the
chicken wing position she formerly assumed.

Nina is able to catch a large ball when she is sitting down and return it by tossing or rolling it. She can f
kick the ball, follow it, and kick it again. She tosses a Iran `bag into a bucket at a distance of two and a half
feet and rarely misses.

Nina has a firmer grasp on brushes, magic markers, spoons, and other materials, hold2g them where they
are meant to be held instead of the tip as she had. She uses the brush and marker with firm, definite strokes
but has not yet developed beyond vertical, honzontal, and diagonal strokes. She is able to hold the training
scissors with the teacher se. that she can cut. She applies paste but does not yet realize that the paper must '
be applied paste side down.

Nina's eye-hand coordination is very good. She passes a needle through a small hole, grasps small objects,
and places them in limited areas with ease.

We have noticed the self-stimulation lessen considerably. When Nina is listening to a rdcoql or is involved
in painting; and so forth, she exhibits almost no self-stimulation. At these times her eyes Mcus well and
with less nystaginus.

In September she 'seemed to have little preference as to handedness; but a definite preference for her left
hand seems to be emerging.

Language Development

The audiologist observed that Nina's hearing aid was effective in enabling her to hear the spoken word.
We feel she might be responding to words such as "light;" "soap," and "off," but we are uncertain because

we might be giving her signs at the time we are vocalizing.
We have useI musical records to encourage Nina's auditory awareness. She listens intently and has a long

- attention span in this particularactivity.
Nina responds very well to the sound board. After about one week's work, she realized the effect of her

vocalization on the light and on the sound board. She has explored and produced all manner of phonations
on this equipment. She clicks, blows, verbalizes, and taps it against her chin. She enjoys playing the drum,
cymbals, and xylo one into the microphone. We covered the light, and the headset is of sufficient interest
t9,keep her involveZ.

She responds to the voice signal (bah, bah) or to the ball signal in placing doughnuts on the tower. We

have been working with the words "ball" and "shoe," using the objects, to see -if she is receptively
cognitive. We have not had a definite response here as yet.'
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, Atdaptive Behaviors . .

Dr . , the consilting Ophthalmologist, observed that Nina did have limited vision buttwas
functioning exceedingly well with the vision she 11%. He also felt that whatever manner ske adopted to see
should be accepted. At times, she puts objects illly close to her glaws; at other times she uses a sidewards
vision..

Nina is very adept at remembering objects that she has sect and their placement; for example, when she
is matching pictures with objects, she will remember that the picture of the tomato is over to the side and
will not even look in that direction but merely puts the tomato there. 4 .

Her claSsification and matching abilities seem to be progressipg well. She is able to sort colors; monies
such as dimes and nickels; knives, forks, and spoons; and so forth, She is able to match objects to pictures,
being very careful to get the object in the same position as the picture, exen to turning the tomato soup Fan*
upright.

When using the circle drawer, she takes the foFrns out and replaces theih correctly without any kind of
exploration.

Nina distinguishes and sorts sizes, shapes, and colors well. She also seems to recognize sequences. When
she wls stringing an ornament for the Christmas tree, she placed the straws and papers on the string in the
correct sequence 'with no help. Whh using magic markers, she will use each one in turn, not repeating any
until all are used. She also puts each cars' on carefully and replaces the marker in the container.

.

She is extremely interested In cause and effect. She enjoys cutting paper, blowing Out a candle, and
pasting paper. She learns very quickly front demonstration. After one demonstration of the use of the
stapler, She was able to use it herself.

Personal Social Behavior

Nina is now very aware of other adults in the room. They even s9em to distract her. Recently she has
shown an interest in the activities of the other children, trying once or twice to play alongside. ° -

She is able to put on her 'own coat and zjp it if it is placed on the floor before her. She can take offand
put on her own shoes and socks, being very careful to tuck her socks into her shoes each time. She is now
ghowing great interest in the laces but as yet has not mastered any part, of this. She does prepare Irrself for
the toilet, lifting the seat, taking down heepants, flushing,Iwashing, and drying her hands.

. At lunch time Nina takes the pitcher to the kitchen, gets. the milk from tip refrigerator (with no help)
and carries the pitcher of milk back into,the room. She places her napkin, pours her milk, spreds peanut

butter, and cleans up the table. She enjoys many foods, and uses the spoon and fork well.
Following are certain behaviors I feel are important:
When Nina has completed a task satisfaCtbFily, she does not want to'repeat it and is very adamant about

to,not repeating it.
When she is offered a food or task with which `she is not familiar, she might try to push it away, but if it

is left there and she is encouraged, she Will usually make an attempt.
She is afso showing definite' signs of recognizing her own autonomy. She has begun to make her own

decisions about activities she would like_to carry out, the times she wants to urinate, and the order in which
she wants to do things. .

- Teacher
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Re: ,NinaThomi)son
Bd: '12-24-64
Age: Six years, seven months

4,

Psychologist's Report

May 24,.1971

Referral

__-_Niria_was referred for psychological evaluation by the staff of the Deaf -Blind Preschool for assessment of
her current level of intellectual functioning and for,determination of appropriate tchool placement.

'Evaluation
Due to the multiple nature of Nina's difficulties, standardized tekting_procFdurd. were not cdftsidered

feasible. The evaluation was conducted within the nursery, =in the presence of onlookers (including her
teacher), and in three separate sessions. During the second session, it became apparent that she seemed
more motivated to perform the tasks without the support of her teacher; consequently, the last session was
administered under regular, standardized conditions with Nina responding favorably to the situation.
However, the results of this evaluation are considered only a grass estimate of her present intellectual
capacity. , i , -

The results of Ate Leiter indicate nonverbal intellectual ful"ictioning within the borderlte retarded/range
(lQ,scoru 74). This test characteristically runs 5-10 points lower than other measures of intelligenCe, i.e.,
the WISC. . , -..

Nina's basal age was at the three-year, six-month level, and the highest subtext passed was at the five-year

level. ,
. .

Although Nina is certainly not functioning at age. level; .neither is he severely retarded, at least with

I regard to nonverbal iptelligence. .,
On more than one occasion, her approach to task execution demonstrated the capacity for compensatog

behavior which _may facilitate the further development of her intellectual potential. For example, she
consistently checke'd her work for accuracy, correcting her perceptible mistakes. Her cognitive approach to
the tasks at the four- and five-year levels is considered precocious for that-chronological age; and most of
the unsuccessfully completed tasks were failed by a small margiii. As the ceiling items of the Leiter were
reaQhed, Nina instigated' diversionary maneuvers, Suggesting an awareness of her inability to complete the
more difficult tasks and indicative of self-esteem protection,. , .

In view of her physical difficulties and despite methodically slow handling of the test maierjals, Nina's
fine motor coordination appears to be fairly well developed. However, she displays a weakened physical
capacity,' tiring easily and requiring several brJaks from test administration, particularly In the initial
two-hour session. Her laborious and involved approach to Testing probably accounted for much of this drain
on her physical energy. ... .

. ,
Thus, while Nina is severely handicapped auditorily and to a lesser degree visually, she is making

good compensatory use of the slight potential she has. Further, when one considers the multiplicity
of her anomalies and the rapid prqgres she has made in the deaf-blind preschool nursery the
past six Months, the potential, for nonverbal intellectual functioning within the normal range is quite
prqbable. However, in spite of this nonverbal intellectual potential, it also seems likely that Nina's receptive
and expressive language deficit will have a significant limiting effect on her overall educational and, perhapS,

social progress.
A residential school placement would likely be most appropriate for Nina. The progratn of the sc. WI

should stress language stimulation as well as'the development and use of,nonverbal commulattion. is

kirk! of situation will probably be or considerable benefit in enhancing.her development.

Psychologist

4
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AudiologisirsRepor))

12-16-7 1

Re: Nina Thompson - ,'. , .Nina conditioned rather easily to pure-toneair contltictioR testitip s. . . ., .., . _

Prior to this tune, hearing test results suggeiled-litat,oshe'.05, have beerjresponsive only to vibratory -

sensations at the dar.The results' f the present rest ilenitristiale that hearing sensitii4ty ikapresent through
2000.Hertz bilaterally. It is unlikely that sensitivity to a-2000 flprti signal is mediated by vibratory

./

. .

sensation.
Copy of audiogram is attached.

Audiotliogist "

Physical Therapy "Nat
Decomber 31, 1971-

$ --,
Re: Nina Thompson %. .

. .Nina.was very unhappy with her new shoes.uptil she got used to them. After on nlonth they looked like
she had worn them for at least silmonths.

. 4
Balancing activities have progressed4very well through the use of.a small teeter board. She can balance' -

momentarily from side to side and is beginning to show signs of parachute reflex. ,

:

For the first time Nina is becoming aware (Aber body apd is momentarily folding her aims andfiolding '
this position in maintaining of sitting balance and in activities of forward, trunk flexion. With spire
assistance -she is,beginning to do active sit-ups and hold her chin'tigked on her chest as she comes up to 3
Sitting position.: .-
, Softie active jumping up and down can e elicited for very short periods. Active neck and ba& extension

are done for the first time by haVing Nina Tone on the' teeter Libard and raise her head and Shoulders to
follow the beam of a flashlight.

We are beginning to get momentary stance on one leg, but she ha a long way fogg to balance freely on
:-one leg: ,.) . ,
.We have better, success in our attempts to stretch hip flexors, knee, exois, and ever_ rs* of the foot.

While it is difficult to know just hoW much she can see, the following behavior occurred recently: After

'bending
a large bubble in her pipe, it fell to the Boor. Nina looked down at the bubble, and without

'bending over stamped it out with her foot. 4-- .
Nina is 'becoming more independent each day. She can now put on and take off most of her clothes and.

eat without assistance, and she is beginning to go to the bathroom without assistance: -
. .

P -4. 4# ,

'P ,,

R.P.T.

1O

.!*
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.Re: 'Nina Thompson. g

Nina is a Seven-year-old, white female with Congenital rubella syndrome with low vision and-hearing.

-OphthalniolOgy'Report
`, 3-2.0-72

-

e

External'Exam .

Bilateral microplithalmus .
.

. coarie horlzpntal nystagmus
Left HyPertropia approximately 20°
14ghtpupil-11/2. mm, left pupil 1' nim Slightly peaked
Small capsular strand in pupil OD

Opiliai . .
. . ."

., Red tiflex in botheyes.
Nina dsaid to be ableto materiatiie Small ejects 11/2 to 2- inches in .height.

4

Impression , , ,,
,

Nina has apparently had good results from cataract surgeiy. She-.uses hoer right eye kim.arily.

,.. ... . .
.M.6.

.

.-a Ophthalmologist

e.

Physical Therapy '
May 11, 1.972

'Re: Nina Thompson 4/9 ,

I

d

.

Nina is becoming more awe of her environment and is interacting a little more with peopleAn the pail
month she has learned to jump. in response to a tactile stimulation and is beginning to walk unassisted (but
very slowly and with apprehension) up the steep steps in front of the Study Center.

Emphasis has been.placed this month on trying to speed up all activities and to keep her from lying on
the floor as much as possible. She is just beginning to show signs oC sitting on a chair instead of always,lying

down when not stimulated. 7

-New.shoes have been bought. She has, adjusted much better to these new shoes than the pnes she had
previously, They have some changes in the wedging, which is helping her to walk with legs outward rotation
of the legs and 'eversion of the feet. Since she seems to be more willing to stay' upright, we hope that her
behavior in this area will shoir even greater improvement.*

The parents seem to be doing a good )ob in the home with the range of motion exercises.that were taught

to them. Dina is holding ground in joint motion, but this needs to be rechecked from time to time With the

parents. .

It17110TR
!
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Ophthalmologist's Repo rt

June 28, 1972
r

Re: Nilia Thompson
,, , .. .

--,the'patierie rentswere advised That surgery might help thr vision in her left eye. The ophthalmologist
suggested that ey might get anothier opinion.

On 411Fxa ination wyeral months ago, I ,noted that the left eye was turned up and that the right eye
appearinom ant., . ,

i °
,4--The chances of obtaining a useful left eye after surgery are guarded, There is, howdet, no chance of the. t

eye becoming seful if ;urger-Arts not done. This was explained to the-parents.
I will consul wi4h Dr this week and notify (social worker) of any change of opinion.

r

. -Ophehalmologis
M.D.

.
.Re: Nina Thompson

. , .
lik my last examination of this patient 1 advised -furth:er surgery on the left eye. This was performed

al4e months ago. She has appareritty been unabre to see acoell without her glasses* as she had
been in the past. She used. to be without her glasses almost constantly but recently has Ltsed*rti much
more faithfully. .

'She is able to... follow a lighter a 2-certtimeter yellow ball with either 'eye. Nystagmus is greater in the left
eye than in'the right eye on 4tternate occlusions.

The pupillary spaces are clean in both eyes.
would speculate that whey Nina was not wearing her glasses, she had adjusted -tolthe blurred image she

was seeing. As she began wearing her glasses more, she began to rely more on the clear image and was less
$ able to get-along- without her glasses.

Ophthalmologist's Report

Noveinber.9, 1972
.0

M.D.
Ophthalmologist consultant

-

I
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Rel. Nina Thompson
12-24-64

, \Nina's progress has been.very signi 'ant. In addition to a quicker, more stable walk, she has gained
confidence in her ability. She steps one or two stetSs without any assistance, even a cane. She can step
over objects on the floor. She can step up onto the walking board and down with no help. With a cane she
is able to walk anywhere, op and down sta0 or over rough groundt Inside she climbs onto equipment
readily and enjoys doing so. She can hang bY her arms or legs or both. S is adept at rolling, creeping on
the walking board, and crawling under it, She also turns somersaults well and balances herself well enough
to stand on her head. She is not yet confident in.walking across the walking board without the cane, but
she does so with the aid of tbe cane; With the cane she can also step over objects a foot high. She walks
backward and sideways arid u"ottf4own a hill. otts-

On the playgrbund Nina uses the swing, slide, teeter-totter, jungle gym, ansl tricycle. She climbs up into a

tree with the aid of a ladder and comes down again. She is able to manipulate roller skates so she can get

from'one place to another outside.on the sidewalk. , ,

Nina has been able to hel4;the schoolroom. She picks up and carries a air. She carries the large trash

bag*out, puss it into the barr , and covers it. Slit takes the pitcher ou fills it with water, Wand carries it

back. ,, .

During the summer swim program, Nina displayed more initiative in. the water than I have seen

Final Summary Report
'September,' 1972October, 1972

Gross Motor Development .
=

anywhere. She throws the ball into the water and retrieves it. She throws objects into the water and goes
t. She jumps from the side of
e pool until we count "four,"

underwater to get them. With very little help she can lie on * back to floa
the pool into the`water. Sheputs her head under or sits on tife bottom of th
and comes up laughing with no coughing or sputtering. ;

/
Fins Motor Development

shown decided gowth here also. She uses rubber bandstand cl
able to paste well andves crayons with a definite, heavy stroke:
all patterns .0,41 the- crayon, however, shois able to f3lloW la

6-inch "T," 0," or "V." She cliks use a large definite stroke with crayon or paint. She can make circular,
'vertical, aid horizontal movements. She has gone from a stage in 1.,ithich she wanted only to make small dots

ge of large, brigh4evement. She experiments' with all the colorsnot repeating colors but

se every color.
or to cut soft foods. She uses an egg beater well, pours from a
a spoon, and,Ases a bowl.scrawr very effectitely.
nd toothpast4K-with no help.
S not have. the fine motor control necessail for that task. She

he does lace a wooden shoe.

Nina had
grasp. She
,to follow. s

es4ins with a good pincer
edoes not have the control
simple patterns, such as-a

to this
care ftql

Nfitalis able to use a knife to;spread butt
pitchelior small carton, pours from a bottl

She opens and closes jars and tubes

her shoe la es rt, altholigh .
rNina does not yet cut-wi scissors. She do

is IV able to tie

V ..., Nipa seeniedltolb,ecom- aware of sound witl training. We have 'used both the #uditory trainer and her
__

hearing aid in bffr daily sessions.
Stimulation with auditory trainer and hea g aid: She now enjoys, the xylophone, playing definite

of rhythi;9 and 'going from very soft t loud. She uses the buzzer board and drum in the same way,
.4 .

.
N

experimenting with sound patterns. ,

Awaniness with auditory trainer and hearing-aid: Nina has beerAble to hear the bell, the drum, and the

shaker 'whelk the-auditory trainer master control has been _turned down to "3." We began with the control

at "8" and with increased signs of awareness, worked down to "32." She responds to voice on both the

trainer and heating aid. - .

Discrimination: Nina is able to discriminate b' tween the drum, shaker, and bell on levels of '8" down to
/ 3,,

Language Development

..



lie have worked on word discrimination, and we feel that Nina is able to discriminate betweell the words
"shoe" and "ball" on the auditory trainer. This has not been totally consistent but has occurred frequently'
enough for us to-feel she is kittRees14,ear tDe...difference. We did this With pictures and_blocks.

Sound production: Nina is able to prodt/ce the ah sound oft r uest and will reproduce the number, of ah
sounds that has giVen to her. She also can produce it p, and °n oun s with tactile help-

Manual language
Receptive: Nine can. understand over #1.00 signs and

1
also reads combindtions such as you go to the-toilet;

.you put on your coatr _you put this away, yo. u go bring it is tiny to eat, Nina, tell rrx, how many;
Nita, bring me car; and Nina, gd outside and-play on the swity.

She understands the sign which means her name (an N sigi35..Nina also understands numbers "I" through
"5" and can bring the correct number symbol on request.

.Expressive: Nina is able to use combinations of signs as well assingle signs. At the end of the report is a
list of signs she uses both receptively and expressively. ,

4i*P-Addlitive Be havior . o

Nina. is now able to com4nto the ro om; go to her shelf., select her material, and sit down to work with
them She is able to'work through fouz(or five worksheOs without help from anyone. She then puts her
work and materials back on the shelf.

If we are working on signs, wntten linguae, andso forth, she attends well for as long as a half.hour.

Resposse to Structure
Nina picks up a structured activity quickly She- seems happy in_ knowing exactly what her schedule is.

After internalizing the structure Of an activity, sheis able to carry it. through unaided. Activities she is able
to complete are.

1. Prepating pudding
2. 'Preparing eggnog
3. 'Making Je llo
4. Making cookies
5. Washing the table

6. Blowing bubbles
7. Taking outgte trash
8, Toileting, washing, and so forth
9. Dressing and un essing

10. Sboppin ruits-and vegetables

Initi iVe Behavior
Ni is weak in initiative behavior:, however, she haA grown in her ability to go froM one activity to
ther without collapsing into the fetal position. If her activities are structured, she is able to continue(

from one to another without help. However, if she is uncertain as to what to do, she may go down to the
floor. She also still needs encouragement, in free time, to get 'activity materials with which to occupy
herself.

.
tside she does go, from one activity to anothet. Ste ,will swing, ride the tricycle, or climb without

encouragement.

Response to Sequential Activities

As Ifrnentioned earlier, Nina understands and responds to sequenced activities. She quickly learned how
to make pudding and eggnog. Intier toileting and drAsing, she keeps a. definite orhr of events. When she
has,a four-bead pattern to follow or a four-block sequence, she can repeat it Miter she has studied the
patterns and they have been covered. ;

In the recognition of the' printed words, Nina can arrange the.letters of several words in t e correct order.

Self-Stimulation
.-. ..

Nina still However, this seems to occur whencOe is excited or happy.

^ Memory,'
it

Nina excels here. Her memtry for sequencing is vpsy good. She knows where materials belong. Her
memory for the printed word:, colors, shapes, pictures, and objects is remarkable. She can look at a word
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such as ball, walk' across the room, and select-the correct object from a group of four or five. She does the

same using signs. Ste will look at the pictures of four objects, cross the room, and select the pictures of

those four objects frOm a larger group.

, Personal Social Development

Nina enjoys being with' and playing with adults. However, while she is beginning to show all interest

other chin and often walks up to see what they are doing, she does notseek themout to play, .

She has Mn seeh to lash'out at a child who takes.her toys or to push a child who is annoying her-.

The area in Which real growth has occurred is in separating from her parents. Previously she had great

difficulty in working or concentrating if her parents were in the schoolroom; she wanted to go to them.

However, she is now able to continue her work and go to them after she has finished.

She will work with any adult. She adjusts easily. However, she reads people quickly and will-produce

only enough to get by. She will'ask to be carried if she feels thdt the person will give in. She will not urinate

if she thinks the adult will not insist. Nina also will procrastinate if she thinks she cannot do a task.

Visual Behavior

Nina overcompensates (the citithalmologist feels). Her eyes are one third smaller than the no`al eye.

She has nystagmus and has:had Tevetal cataract operations. I-ter vision has been judged 10/400; however, she

has functional vision. She sees .well enough to move around the environment. She can see one and a

half-inch print on the blacqoardiat abott four feet distance. She distinguishes three-fourths-inch print and

at one time was able to match the worts of a bulletin typewriter. She can work with some puzzle pieces on

the floor and some on the table. She is able to distinguish the matching pieces easily. She can do the same

with matching words or pictures. She is able to distinguish between persons and between objects on small .

photographs. She is able to tell us, by signs, what is happening in the picture.
If Nina feels she does not need to use her' eyes, she will close them. However, if she knows she needs

them, she wi4nake an effort to keep theM open and focus. For instance, if someone holds her hand as

they walk, she closes'her eyes as she walks along beside the person. However, if she is,given a c e and told.

to walk by herself. she uses her eyes to focus on t-he tip of the cane and the ground beforeher.

She can follow the movement of a candle or a bubble five or six feet away. She can string beads or straws

with very small, holes. She pours well and stops within an eighth of an inch from the top of the cup. She is

able to retrieve small articles when she drops them, even if they roll away.
Before Nina' began to wear her new glasses, she seemed to ,adjust in a few days if she bro he other

glasses. She was able-to function without them. However, she now seems to be very deponden on these

glasses and works much better with them on. She takes care of them and puts them into the case when she

takes them off.

Self -Help' Skills

Nina has achieved certain self-help skills.

'Drelsing .
. -4 ,

,

Nina is able to dress and undress herself. At times she does confuse front and back. I had asked her

mother to identify the fronts of her clothing with a mark. When Nina looks at the clothing she is putting

, on. she does a much better job, quickerond easier than when she isn't focusing. 1
She can button and uributtonlititge buttons. She is not yet able-to manage small ones.
Nina does not tie\her sto* laces. She puts the laces in the shoe but has pat mastered tying,

-, t
Eating

-Nina eats well and a great variety of foods. She handles the fork and spoon )ifell. She can spread butter, .

and she cap use a knife ,t_to cut soft foods like bananas. She doesn't cut Meats or hard foods. She pours well

and uses a napkin andt.c up well. After she is finished, she cleans up- her dishes. washes and dries the table,

and takes tl arge garb bag out to the garbage can. She also carpet sweeps the floor.
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Toikting

Nina responds to the R.R. restroom sign. She takes care of herself, flushes the toilet and washes and dries
her hands. She has been cft, excepf for infrequent accidents. However, shedoes not like to touch herself.
We have been wOrkingion this, using sticky substances and having her wash. herself with a sponge.

We have not had any experience with BMs during school. Nina's mother reports that she has her sit on
the toilet eve& morning but that she does not have a BM then. However, when she had her surgery last
summer and I visited her in the hospital in the evening, she had a BM very easily on the toilet. So I don't
feel there .will be much of a problem here.

PractiCal Life Tasks )

'Nina has been able to accomplish certain practical life tasks. After going through these tasks with much
help from the teacher, she was gradually able to lessen her dependence'on the teacher and carry out the-
task from start to finish with no help. -

Nina would have a banana, a knife, a plate, a cutting board, and a paper towel. She would slice the
banana on the cutting board, put it on the plate, and eat it with a fork. After that she threw away the towel
with the-peelings and took her dishes out to wash them in'the sink.

The materials for instant pudding included the package of pudding, a bowl, a carton of milk, an egg
.beater, a dish, and a spoon on the tray. Nina opened the pudding and the milk and /loured them into the
bowl. She used .the egg beater to beat the mixture until it was thick itrconsistenty. Here she was making a

ijudgment and decision. She would scoop it from the bowl into her dish, eat it with a spoon, throw away the
cartons, and take her dishes out tO wash them. She would bring the dishes back and put them away on the
shelves.

In making eggnog,-,Nina followed the same procedure 'as with the pudding, but this procedure was more
complex. She 'had to meatre sugar and vanilla with atspoon. She also broke the 'egg into the bowl.
However, shwas able to carry through with minimal help.

Personal Relationships
\,

Nina accepts any adult readily. However, §heleads people very well, performing at the level they expect--
of her. .

.

At the Day Care Center, the teachers have been asking a great deal more of NinatsThey are using signs
with her. She responds well, She goes tO,the toilet, dresses herself, and works at the table with the other
children. We have sent seat work to the Day Care Center, and Nina has been completing these sheets and
doing ('hem well. . i -

. 4-- .

In Nina's relation§hig,to" her ,parents, there is e decided difference.'Her parents have expected very little
of her. The' carry her much Of the time,;although they have been asked not to. They have not been able to
carry through on tasks she is expected to do at home. At home, she throws her glasSes and her toys. She

Mfusses and asks to be carried. She will not cooperate in toileting. Her father feels they have not been
7- consistent and have not persevered.

IlY . ,
41.1 . However, when Nina began to .work on her reading book and began tp recognize printed words and

numbers, her father and mother" worked very had and consistently with her. They felt very encouraged
with her progress in language work. They did notwork on manualanguage with her except for a few signs,

Final Impression
In r9y opinion if Nina's parents had been able to carry 'through with suggestions at home, she would have

shown greater progress than she has.

Teacher
D61-Blind Home Program
Chifd Study Centel

ti
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Signs Nina knows

again
apple
bad
ball
banana
bird
break
bring
brush hair
brush teeth
buy
candy
car
cat
climb
coat
coke
cold
come
cookie
drink

. dry
eat
egg
father
finish
fork
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al

go over
pants

good-bye play
good morning- pour
gum push
hat put
I roller skate
in run
jump same

t. knife see

lemon shoes
look show
me shut

sit
mistake slide
mittens sleep
mother socks

sourour
no stop
now store
number sugar
off swim
on Swing ,

open t tell
orange than le'you

, orange juice throW
out ,toy
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ylti

tricycle
'turn
under
up,
vanilla
walk
wash
watch
water
wet
What
which
word
yet

Colors Nina knows

one
two
three
four
five

Numbers Nina knows
-red.

bate
yellow
orange

9
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PARENT SURVEY

Please respond to the following ife-ms on a scale from one to five, with five being the highest possible
rating:

1. The Child Study Center Staff issffeCtively helping 4-ny child in the following areas:

A. Psychomotor development (fine and grossmotor coordination) 1 2 3

B. Language development , 1 1 2.. 3

C. Self-help skills (dressing, feeding, toileting) 1 \ 2 3
D. Adaptive behavior 1 2 , 3
E. "Social and emotional development- ,l \ 2 3
F. Perceptual learning skills and concepts ;...1 . . 2 3--,.

G. Individually tailored educational curriculum -, 1 ,' 2 3
1 ,

2. The Child-Study Center Staff is effectively helping us, as pare* or foster parents, in
the following areas: _...

A. Implementation of,team agreement -"I ,2 3
B. -Adjustment counseling * . 1 2* 3
C. Exploration of evajlable educational, social, and-medical resources in the

\community and state for the family 1 2 3
O. Regular diagnostic services in all necessaryareas

,- )
. I 2 3

' E. Providing consultative services 1 2 3
F. Providing transportation to and from the Child Study Center for our child 1 2 3
G. Focusing on concerns expressed by teachers and parents 1 * 2 3

,H. Encobragingparental involvement 1 2 3

3. 1 would like to see the following services begun or increased attopre Child Study Center: t

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4.

5

. 5

5

5

5

5

5

5
5

5

5
5

5

5

5

0f

4. Othmments:
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Educational: Assessment of. peaf-Bilind
and Auditorily-ViLially Impaired

A. Survey
Nan Robbins

Diagnostician, Deparfment foiDeaf-Blind Children, Perkin School for the Blind

r
The intent of educational programs for deaf-

blind children and youths in the United States is to
offer services to those individuals who are in need
of special, personalized, and individualized service

- either because they are indeed deaf and blind by
sensory definition or because their development is
being interfered with due to multiple disabilities,
including some degree of visual or auditory impair-
ntent.

Variables in the Population
f-Sen-sory capacity.dekree of sight and hearing
has a ,beariiig on 'which test .materials one can
appreciate; one's approach to learning; and, jn
some ways, one's direction, rate, and' ultimate level
of development.

The presence or abseil& of other variables must
'also be, discerned or considered in the process of
educational- assess mentof individuals. The list of
identified variats in the population is long and
includes the Bowing (Robbins, first 1977
reference; Chess, 1971; Cochran, 1969; Wagner,
1970; Curtis, 4970; Bergstrom, 1971): genetic
inheritande; family circumstances such as size,
iving style, financial circumstances, values, mental
health, and child-rearing practices; health, past and
present; onset and progress of visual disability or
auditory disability, or both; present visual ,or
auditory capacity, or both, aided or uhaided;
psychoneurological interferences with learning
(central nervous system integrity); language-
learning capacity; movement disorders; sensitivity
aiid arousal level; personality and mperament;
rate of development; age ofIinitiatio of sensory
aids and educational intervention; apprqpriateness
of the educational intervention to the individual;
and physical appearance.

1 1 7 1"

Clearly, all these .variables would have a bearing
on the educationalstatus of an individual at any
given moment and would also influence the educa-
tional assessment process, instruments needed, and
areas of assessment tO be covered. Assessment must
be designed to meet the needs pf any deaf-blind
indiVidual. Libby Wagner (1970) pbinted out that
the only thing individuals in the deaf-blind popula-
tion have in common with each other is the fact
that at some time "they were believed- to have a
combined vision and hearing impairment." The
deaf-blind encompass all the possible differences
among people and more:

Among the deaf-blind there are the intellectually gifted
.;nd the dull-witted, the weakly insecure and the
ambitiously domineering, the passive and the dynamic,
the tearful and the bold.... It is all too easy, in a
label-minded sodiety:to treat all deaf-hlind people as
though they belonged to a tingle category, but this
simplistic viewfalls-to take the human equation into

. .account(Salmon, 1970).

Assessment of Educational
Programs for the DeaT-Blind

In the offering of services to children classified
as deaf -b, the term "educatiOn" has taken on a
'broader usage and meaning than those generally
relating to the school or to the_subjects of reading,
writing, and arithmetic.

Providing educational and developmental services to
many of the rubella deaf-blind children whom'we are
serving has necessitated a broadening of our definition of
education to a great, extent. We no longer consider
education as being those experiences which are tradi-
tionally academic in nature. We consider ourselves an
educator when we go to school in the morning and
attempt torteach children how to button their shirt or
how to brush their ,teeth, or how to go to the bathroom,

J .
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or how to handle a knife or fork. This is education, and
th. is how it should be, ficr without this broadened
de coition there would undaubtekdy be many of the
c dren with whom we are now working who would not
be eligible for educational seryices (Haden; 1970).

The -need for educational assessment of the
deaf-blind extends from assessment of sensori-
motor development in infancy and early childhood'
to assessment of the progresS of the young deaf-
blind adult who requires the services of an inter-
preter .to function in a traditional high school'
program. Or even, if one.so chooses, to the young
adult needing education under rehabilitation set
vices or the auditorily-visually impaired fourth,
grader wilt, has been integrated into the public
school program.

Fischer and Teske (1974) view assessment as "an
integrated set of diagnostic exams or an individual
child." Webster definesassess'ment as an appraisal,
an estimation. This implies a judgment, and it
implies, the discovery of assets and liabilities seen
against some theoretical or actual structure of
measurement. Hence, one should have a point of
view on the psychology of_ the deaf-blind to
identify the basic areas in which assessment is
needed, to interpret assessment results, and to
describe the deaf-blind child as a learner.

Variables in Educational Assessment

Befdre beginning a survey of assessment models,
tools, approaches, and ,interpretatIons with regard
to the deaf - blind, one should note that ,for years
theFe% has been controversy in the field of psycho-.,
metrics as to 'what kinds of tess or frameworks are
appropriate to 'use to describe children's current
knowledge and ability to thi4. The trend has been
away from focusing on test scores per se, which
have, erroneously but frequently, been taken to
indicate unchangeable -characteristics. The move
has been toward descriptive approaches in
which an attemptilkade to recognize that the
child is a learner; is capable of change; and has, of a
given time, at least some of the information
included in a defined- body of desirable informa-,
tion. 2-,

Scores, as results obtained from normative
assessment tools or standardized tests, are useful
for particular.purposes, including describing briefly
certain facets of a child's current behavior with
respect to some describable standard or norm. The
difficulty is in knowing whether it is fair to
compare the child in question to the normative
group, or, if oncf does, in knowing what the

r

comparison really means. This becomes a particular
problem in the area of education for the deaf-
blind, which is inherently heterogeneous and in'
which individual differences are the basis for

igrouping. The alternative s to describe the individ-
ual's performance capability- along some describ-
able ,continuum, whether this be an outlined
curriculum of knowledge or skills, sometimes
referred to as criterion-referenced tests rather than
normative 'assessment, or along _developrhental
schedules of normal sequences in learning. Using
the latter approach, one hopes to be capable of
determining "what a learner can do, regardless of
'whether he can do it better than another learner"
(Ricks, 1971).

Variability exisis not only in the choice of
assessment tools or techniques but also in the
ability of the person conductingthe assessment to
make objective observations; to interpret the
results of the assessment; and to know if, in fact,
the child "took the test." In any assessment,
factors of place, time, mood, weather, companion-
ship, and health influence behavior. The assessor's
role is to be alert to and name those factprs that
are adversely affecting the behavior of the child at
the moment.

4 41%
Assessment should be based on the information

that is needed_ to describe the deaf-blind child as a
learner, followed by a listing of specific questions
that are pertinent to the situation of the indiVdual
child in question. Presumably, one would' then
choose normative tests, descriptive approachis, or
criterion-referenced tests, whichever would: best
answer the questions being asked.

Scope of This Survey

This survey is intended to describe the present
status of theoretical constructs, tools, techniques,
and interpretive knowledge relating directly to the
educatio I assessment of deaf-blind childrert-=to
the appraisal of the indiv. 5 assets and liabili-
ties; i e., his or her present -scSe*eral areas of
assessment and endeavor r ate vitally to educa-
tional assessment arirrerg..-bi sequgnt recommenda-
tions or prescriptions' for-education but are not
treated in this presentation-1-

1. Home: What ate the indidual's family
needs? What have been tlit-aAets for him-or
her and the problem arus? 4illiat are the
family hopes and expectations? What arg_the
needs the family must plan for in the
future?
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2. School: What are the dptions regarding where
instruction might bake place? if instruction is
on-going, who is the-person offering instruc-
tion? Who are or 41111 be his or her classmates?

3. Community: What, resources are available
locally? What-are the Cultural pressures?

4. Curriculunv Edutalional assessment must be
related to curriculum, since one must define
in what specific 'ways "mental and moral
development are desired before appraising
whether they have een' achievdd or what
personal assets and Mb ilities might be related
to achievemjnt."

5. Sensory assessment Clearly, the status of
vision and heanng determines or affects the
testimithistniments to he used, interpretation
of test results, and method to he used. Visual
and auditory assessment, however, will 'be
treated elsewhere.

6.: ziI ical, nerologi41, genetic, and etiological
s
t

us Health and central nervous system
integrity affect current learning and longitu-
dinal development. AsSessment results in

these areas ant a vital corollary to interpreta-
tion of the description of behavior obtained
in the educational assessment'and often a vital
corollary to choice of remedial techniques.
For example; an -individual may be easily
distracted and inattentive because of eino-
Liana "TdistrieSs.,Such condition may be allevi-
ated:biz changes in management. If the condi-
tion is the result or seizure activity, medica-
tion will serve to change the behavior.

_

These areas of assessment of deaf-blind children
or adults provide the _crucial basis for (1) interpre-

-tation of the educational assessment data which are
gathered; and (2) choiceOf remedial techniques or
plans. One should remember this while surveying
educational assessments, models, approaches, tools,
and techniques.

The Searehior Assessment-Models:
A Psychology 6f the Deaf -lind

What is the effect of partial sensory limitation of
vision and hearing on learning, on sensory adjust-
ment, or on development? What is the effect of
deaf-blindness?

Compensatory Sensory Adjustment .

Myklebust (1956) offers a theoretical structure
for understandint and assessing children with dual
sensory impairments, based on recognition of thiee
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major Systems in the human being, each of which
can suffer injury or aberrant development, _and

. each of which must be assessed:

1. The peripheral nervous system offers sensory
capacity in hearing -Hand vision as primary
senses capable of near, and distant reception;

-touch as the neia,m4st vital,seiite, with some
minima possib. ity1 for ,distant contact
througli vibrato ilrees; 441:1 taste (gusta7
tion) and smelt o1 4tionrai iecomtary
plementary senses. MaIdevefOment. of p
mary peripheral senses is referipd.td as dear-
ness, blindness, or hearing impairment.

2. The central nervous system, mechanisms in
the central neurological system itself, can
malfunction, resulting in aberrant behaviors
referred to as brain damage, aphasia, epilepsy,
or cerebral palsy.

3. The term psychological inteEity refers to the
observable behaviors resul from the effect
of central nervous system integration of sen-
sory inputs from the peripheral system with
the demand for adjustment of the individual
to the environment. In assessment one must
consider mental ability, emotional develop-
ment, social maturity, motor functioning, and
language development.

Myklebust's assumption, which is based on
observation of differences in children with audi-
tory and language disorders,i is that "an organism
naturally attempts to maintain adequate homeosta-
tic relationships with its environment and that it
does so on a self-preservation basis with the best
means at its disposal." SiMply, speaking, a normal
deaf child will make a shift in his or her sensory
organization to utilize vision for both near and ,
distant contact. Because the deaf :child's problems_
are only with the peripheral auditory system, his or
her ways of entertaining himself or herself, the
things he or she learns in self-help, his or her social
interactions; and his or her performance on visual
test items will .indicate capability through use of
the visual sense. Similarly, according to Myklebust,
the deaf-blind child with good psychological integ-
rity but serious irnpairmenttof vision and hearing
will use his or her intact tactual sense in attempting
tasks and dealing with people and his or her senses
of smell and taste in a supplementary manner for
examination and identification. Children with cen-
tral nervous system dysfunction do not, then, show
the same degree of compensatory sensory shift nor
the same adequacy of psychological integrity.



Using this theordreal framework, MykleYust
suggested an approach to the assessment of deaf-
blind children, using parts of standardized tests of
development and intelligence and observations of
behavior to determine patterns of adjustment. This
theoretical framework was used as a base for
development of assessment techniques at Pc kins
School for the Blind, and it continues to be vital to
interpretations of the various behaviors of the
population of children. This construct assumes that
human beings persist to adjust, even to the serious
deprivation of total deaf-blindness, and that the
degree of persistence is determined by the ade-
quacy of the integrating system

The different adjustment patterns are believed
to have implications for methods of education. For
example, the peripherally injured, totally deaf-
blind person for whom one-to-one instruction is
offered with , language teaching through the
Tadoma technique of tactual speechreading and a
conversational, natural language approach can, by
physical and sensory compensation, readily
respond to education. On the other hand, a
partially-seeing, hearing-impaired child, who shows
an adjustment pattern that indicates areas of
lowered psychological integrity, may need methods
of teaching in which emphasis is on the sense that
functions more adequately, simplification of tasks,
and strtture to promote focused attention on
tasks at hand. This construct assumes that behav-
iors not due to actual losses of function will be
amenable to educational procedures. This view of
behavior implies,that some adjustment mechanisms
may in fact be absent from the central nervous
system. Robbins (1971) speculated about the
severely communication-defective, congenital
rubella children often described as autistic (Chess,
1971; Guldager, 1970), suggesting that since gene-
tically transmitted physical characteristics can
result (most obviously mongoloids), genetic pro-
gramming for certain effective mechanisms may
also be missing. Mechanisms suggested as possibly
absent in some children were smiling at persons,
eye contact, the tendency to cling; the-tendency to
look for rules or patterns of organization in the
environment (ip people's actions and in language,
for example); the_ tendency to orient and scan in
response to sensory stimuli; and the tendency to
imitate observed behavior. The implication is that
the absence of such patterns of adjustment has a
pertparient effect, requiring methods of compen-
Alio)) that are different from those of simply try-
ing to produce the absent behaviors themselves or

trying to improve the overall affective social envi-.
ronment of the child.
Sensory Deprivation: Inadequate Environmental
Experience a

Whereas Myklebust emphasizes recognition of
sensory residual patterns and observation of sen-
sory adjustment patterns, others emphasize the
limitations in seeing and hearing as seriously
limiting environmental .experiences, resulting in
retarded development as well as psychological
isolation. Massive sensory deprivation, rather than
psychological integrity, is cited as havingthe
greatest effect on adaptive behavior, emotional
adjustment, and sensorimotor development
(Browning, 1974). "It is impossible for either the
sense of sight or sense of hearing to assume the
developmental burdens of the other." Nevertheless,
the child is believed to need to "learn to utilize his
or her remaining sensory pathways," to have
"opportunities to learn to see and hear, to learn to
organize the stimuli from the environment using all
the senses."

Bisno (1972), Ashurst (1972), Chess (1971),
Tracy (1970), and others cite Piaget's theory of
child development during the sensorimotor period
in support of this construct. The importance of
adequacy of the environment for continued devel-
opment through the sensorimotor period is empha-,
sized.

Piaget define intelligences as an ongoing process of
organization and adaptation. It is a ictivity that allows
the individual to develop a fixed sequence of "sche-
mata" or behavior patterns through interaction with the
environment. The environment provides stimuli which
the child must actively assimilate or incorporate in order
for his intelligence to develop. This interaction between
child and environment is the crucial element in the
development of intelligence (Chess, 1971).

The deaf-blind child is seen as unable to progress
within, the substages of the sensorimotor period,
due to "the enormous experiential deprivation"
resulting from the limitation on input caused by
the sensory deficits (Bisno, 1972). Bisno explains'
that the need to make adjustments to the world is
neither perceived nor experienced by the child;
therefore, whatever impinges on him or her is
assimilated into his or her present patterns of
behavior, and developmental Nation is the result.
Bisno suggests that ,there may be central nervous
system involvement but that it is impossible to
assess maturation of the nervous system because
the sensory !irritation has isolated the child and
arrested developmental change. This theory is
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particularly applied to those congenital rubella
children wbo are, at age six or seven or so, still in
the sensorilliotor stage with autistic behaviors
(Ashurst, 1972). The apparent absence of develop-
mental change in some of the congenital-rubella
children, in spite of preschool programming, is seen
by Ashurst as a result of the fact that intervention,
was not early enough.

.The Piagetian developmental theory focuses
assessment techniques away floor a pass-fail system
on test items and toward description:, of what
stratuies the child has available for interaction, for
viewing problems, and for solving'prOblems (Tracy,
1970). Since the developmeli schemas for
interaction is believed to be invariant in sequence
duringfe sensorimotor period and since each is
seen as prerequisite to the emergence of the next,
the assessment structure lends Itself to early
intervention methods (culdager, 1970).

Seal Deprivation: Isolation from Person Contact

Van Dijk (1963, 1964 67, 1965, 1968) dis-
ewes the psychological effect of sensonlimitation
on the mother-child exchange, emphasizing the
isolation that occurs as a result of change in
maternal responsiveness to, and actual physical
handling of, the child from,whom sh,e is alienated
by the sensory deficits. Movement is seen as the
basis for the young child's establishing a knowledge
of self (body), by movement in the world and by
movement with people. When noLmaT maternal
handling and imitation of motor behaviors do not
occur, the child does not develop an organized and
Unitary ego.

In later writing (1971) van Dijk seems to be
shifting or adding to the maternal distance factor
another factorthat of actual central nervous
system difference in the child, which results in a
psychoneurological inability to integrate fragments
of experience and hence an inability in the child
"to perceive the relationship between mother and
pleasure." Because the child therefore does not
differentiate between self and nonself, he or she is
-unable to generalize and unable to imitate. Because
of his' fragmentation of perception and "lack of
comprehension," he or she wants to. keep the
world the same, and the often-observed, "rigid,
invariant behaviors" ensue.

Van Dijk has projected. his theory into an
educational plan that focuses on the need to
encourage growth of the child's ego-consciousness
through "development of body-knowledge." The
educational techniques focus on music and move-
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mentmovement in space, movement with a per-
son, and, eventually, imitation of movement and,
later, of word.

Guldager (1970)' generally sliarel§ van Dijk's
psychological-effect viewpoint but adds to it a
neurological postulate. Referring only to a popula-
tion of congenital rubella children, she sees the
autistic behavior and motor inactivity of the
deaf-blind children as due to an isolating intefaci
tion of causes: (1) sensory deprivation .from birth?
resulting in a lad( of devel2pment of body image
and possible consequent distortion of peiceptual,
cognitive, arid Motor development; (2) isolation
from their family because of their abnormal
response, causing the family to ignore them and to
not handle them, and creating consequently an
even more monotonous environment; (3) central
nervous system damage due to the early effects of
the virus on neurological groWth; (4) frequent early
surgery resulting in motor inactivity and additional
isolation; and (5) eye surgery in particular possibly
adding to regression and withdrawal as a reaction
to sudden, increased sensory stimuli. The theory
was postulated froth this observed behavior in
animals.

Gujdager postulates a defective reticular forma-
tion (after the theory of Prick, 1971), the result of
which is that the child does not seek variation in
stimuli as does a child with a normal 'system-.
Rather, the child "chooses" light-gazing or other
repetitive behaviors over searching for arousal
experiences. She also postulates Central nervous
system damage on the basis of the observed
perceptual problems; motor difficulties; olfactory
and gustatory deficits; inability to chew; mental
retardation; and aphasia in certain ongenital
rubella children. Guldager combined this psycho-
logical view with a Piagetian approach to assess-
ment of sensorimotor behaviors and, for the
preschool period, built an educational develop-
mental model relating to certain assessed behaviOrs.

Learned Behaviors

A somewhat different construct' is apparent in
'the viewpoint of Meshcheriakov (1962), who
appears to be discussing the tolly deaf-blind. He
believes that all behaviors are socially learned,
including the orientative reflex (a motor response
on the part of the child, directed Cowards a better
perception of the- object). He states that the
deaf-blind child will, if isolated from social teach-
ing of habits by-being restricted to a partitioned-
off corner of the room, in bed, and so forth, "have'
no investigative activities" and will have learned
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nothing "walk, eat, or drink like a human
being," language, or facial expressiods, such as
smiling when pleased: He states that the "blind and
deaf and dumb" child posseises potential for devel-
opment, but will remain "an invalid" if left to his
or her own efforts. Mesheriakov does not explain
what behaviors arepresent that suggest to him that
the individual i's capable of change; His theory is
related to some educational steps but suggests
nothing' with respect to assessment. In fact, at least
initial assessment is unnecessary since the educa-
tional steps are invariant and build a set of specific
behaviors. Meshcheriakov's explanations are only
very briefly described. Even so, his approach seems
to be similar to the approach of the behaviorists,
who look for no real explanation of behavior but
merely go about changing them by manipulating

.the environment and by offering occurrences of
extrinsic motivation (Hitzing, 1972).

Schematics or Models

The contributions of schematics Or models to'a
theory -of---development appliable to view the
behavior of a wide range of. individuals with
sensory disabilities are indeed useful in the search
for a syktew. The educational status of any
individual, his or her status as a learner, is at any
given moment the result of cumulative influences,
not of any single cause. 'A tentative, schematic
outline that was used at Perkins and in which are
noted aspects of persons and environment that
must be considered by- observation, by interview,
or by test in the search for total description of the
learner and for an educational plan is offered in
Figure 1, on page 114.

Two models for the assessment of cognitive
processes, viewed particularly as they relate to the
development of language, ate offered in figures 2
and 3 on pages 115 and 116. Hammel- (1974)
describes an approacb organized into four systems
of behavior and a hierarchy of processes of organi-
zation. The motor-output side of the schema is
offered as the area (*evidence suggesting that the
sensory, perceptual, or conceptual events are hap-
pening internally in the child. "As the system builds
and becomes intact, there is a collection. of,these
experiences (sensory and perceptual) which o is
stored and becomes what may be called memory
.... If the process of - organization is intact

through these levels, it is possible for the person to
progress a. step further, to the emergence of
concept formation in the individual." Concept
formation is defined, in Hammer's discussion, as
the ability to call upon sensory, perceptual, and

t

memory behaviors to 'initiate or generate new
activities, and to influence and act upon the
environment. "Concept forMation, per sc, cannot
be observed; concept formation can be measufed
bn the output side ... thfough ideas, thoughts and
language- (Hammer, 1974). This model Appareittly
is derived from tha of Wepman. The model
offered by Robbins (Robbins, and others, 1970)
(Fig. 2). relates to that of Hammer / Wepman but oh
a less explicit level.-.)

Summary

Those commenting-on theories of behavior with
respect to the deaf-blind have focused on explain.

.ing the 'autistic and developmentally infantile
behaviors of 4. large number of the' congenital
rubella population. their combined efforts recog-
nize the developmentally disabling 'effects of
central nervous system damage, damage to the ego
(I) by isolation from people impaired by sensory
limitation; (2) by actual physical isolation, as in
hospitalization, and by parental rejection responses
resulting from the child's initially deviant respon-
siveness; and (3) by isolation, sensory and physical,
from sensory and sensorimotor' experiences suffi-
cient to stimulate continual development. Through
infant-stimulation programs some of these effects'
are avoidable; -through education of family arid
child,,some are remediable. Some of the effects
are, however, presumably permanent limitations.
PrOfessionals hi the deafrblind field disagree as to
whether it is appropriate to ,attempt through
assessment procedures to differentiate, in the
behavior of the individual, that -which can be
changed by means of stimuli or education and that
which is permanent limitation, or whether it is
even possible to do so. It is a fact that many
parents ask, and more think to themselves, "What
will he be able to do when'he is twenty ?" ,

Myklebust and Meshcheriakov were theorizing
from populations that included some children who
were not congenital rubella children. Therefore,
they contribute another important part to the
develo'pment of a psychology of the total deaf-
blind population: the idea of the importance of
social learning, through visual imitation and
through language, for humanization and accultura=
tion, and the idea of the persistence of the human
being to learn and to compensate for severe
deprivations if offered a minimal amount of
personal attention and physical possibility in his or
her environment.

Any psychology or assessment model for the
deaf-blind must recognize the possible influence of I
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Age

Three to
four years

Cognitive processes
Sequence of emergent behaviors

Language disorder
Interference with sequence of behaviors

Conceptualization via symbols Melital retardation:
limited concept ability

Eighteen to
twenty -four

months

Symbolism (speech or finger-
spelling)

Conceptualiiation via imagery'

Aphasia: difficulty organizing
linguistic structure

Semantic difficulty

Twelve
months

Imagery
Conceptualization via

perception

Global aphasia: difficulty
in all symboliqtion

Three
weeks

Sensorimotor
perception

Aphasia: difficulty
in auditory percep-
tion

Birth Sensation

Alitism, neural
hearingloss,
conductive
Aparing
loss

Fig. 2. Language disorders

history (genetic and cultural effects), integrity of
body and brain, differenT sensory capacities, physi-
cal and chemical changes accompanying physical
growth, different child-rearing practices, .and dif-
ferent environmental, richness or' poverty on the
development of the individual in question.

Some General Assessment Issues

During the past ten years, three trendg have
developed in educational assessments:1

1. A-hlultidisciplinary team of specialists, includ-
ing medical personnel, who work separately,
leaving coordination of impressions and,
recommendations to one member of the team
(Curtis and Donlon, 1969)(The team may or
May not include the parent as an active
Amber.)

2. An interdisciplinary approach, using a number
of specialists but arranging for actual in-
perion exchange between the specialists and

/even mutual, simultaneous obserVatioo of a '
child (Fischer ancf Teske, 1974; Robbins,

3. Use of a developmental checklist by the
teacher or Observer to structure and organize

/

1975).

Ayr

observatiOns (Stillman, 1974),(Stillman favors
the teacher as observer since such provides for
greater flexibility in time and in variety of
situations.)

The tendency seems to be to use the team
apprOadh for initial assessment or for training
demonstrations but to rely on teachers for ongoing,
periodic, educational assessments, ili. Particular
to measure student progress.

,

The multidisciplinary team, usually organized in
a medical center, consists of specialists in fields
such as ophthalmology, pediatrics, speech pathol-
ogy, audiology, occupational therapy, physical
therapy, and social% service. The specialists see
deaf-blind children a4 a relatiVely small facet of
their total cast load. The perspective may be
helpful. A somewhat different, viewpoint is found

.
among some interdisciplinary teams (Robbins,
lA75) that, work more exclusively with deaf -blind
popplations -knd whose members each represent
morle, ihari one area of specialty, all focused toward
education. Most interdisciplinary or multidisci-
plinary teams:use iv person whose title is, or who
fill's the role of, eAcation specialist in the field of
deaf-blind education. 'This person often acts as

1155
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coordinator of the report information and Ore-
. sumably, 'could act to attain more interrelated

thinking on the part of individual specialists. '..

In 1962, Joan Shields of Condover Hall corn-
.

mented:
Our general feeling is that while every use should
Made of tests, machines, experts, whenever and wherever.
available, the factors of hinnan intelligent observation
and care by people working' with the children are equally
important. Nobody Should refuse to carry out ate
assessment and eventual education df deaf-blind children
Just because expensive equipment and ,experts are not'
available. Just 'get on with the job. In tirne,equIpment
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t.

. will become available and you yourselves will become
the experts.

Preliminary Data

Myklebust (1956) described a generally valid
approach to collection of ,preasessment materials
on the child. 'Donlon, (1970): in describing the
Syiacuse University psycho-educational evaluation
procedures, stated that prior to 4he evaluation'
developmental information wag ,collected and
school and anecdotal records and all historical
data, such as previous medical tests and treatment
data, were obtained.. Two rather complete forms
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for collecting .historical data ift available. the
Mountain-Plains Regions Developmental Scales
(undated) and the Michigan Manual for Assessment
of a- "Deaf-Blind" ,Multiple handicapped Child
(1973).

Assessment Sites

Some educational asessme-rats that are - carried ,
out by teams of specialists under a medical ,
structure require the student to travel to a major

..&nter and then to be seen in different rooms by
different specialist% (Conlon, 1971). Hitzing (1974)
explored the passibility of a traveling interdis&-
plinary regional team that would work with a

home team." The regional team would assess a
child while the home team observed. Each would
consider its own report, and then discussion would
ensue The project was designed as a training
project for local assessment teams and as a means
of communicating assessment information within
the region. Moriarty and others (1971) recom-
mended observation of the child in a variety of
situations. with his or her parents or surrogate-
parent, in the classrooin, outdoors, and in situa-
tions with and witut a familiar adult. Robbins,
(1975) describes the benefits to families of general
educational- assessment procedures_ conducted in a*
school that offers service to a large 'population of
deaf-blind students of all ages and a wide range. of
developmental and academic

Techniques for Collecting Primary Assessment Data

According to Donlon (1961), two general tech-
niques are used to collect data on the child

Standardized or objective descriptions Donlon
points out the riSed for -more objective, scientific,
and valid research methods for (1) reporting
performance on standardized test -measures, which
already have bttilt-in procedures and scoring crite-
ria; OF (2) clearly describing situations 'or behav:
iors of importance so that another person could
name the same behavior if heir she saw it again.

Subjective descriptions. Subjective descriptions,
on the other hand, offer different data, According
to Donlon, there-is "much to be said for emotional
attitudes and the factor lied clinical insight when
dealing with human reMtionships:" However, he
embarked on a study that also points out the
misunderstandings resulting from using objective
desciiption*too freely.

In the early days of education.for the deaf-blind;
no standardized or objective procedures were
available for describing behavior or learning of
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children.-However, teachers still noticid differences
among students and made records of sope of the,
differences in their choice of descriptions in the
reports or correspondence about the studez is
behavior, Orsetlality, and progress. For exatnp e,
the following phrases, representing the thoughts of
a.number of people, were pulled from the records
on Leonard Dowdy, a very capable deaf-blind
student who made. ready progress in language,
acaderhics, and life: "so anxiousto learn ," "so
normal in every way ," "eager and active ... ,"
"a bright and interesting little fellow ," "willful
ways ... ," "had to have a reason for every-
thing . . . ," and "inner,motivation to explore"
(Slenquist; 1974).

Curtis and Donlon (1969) reviewed the records
of 70 'multihandicapped children who were eval-
uated by means of a team approach that was heavy
on subjective descrigtipsy and light on objective
data. They found 1,646 different terms used to
describe the children, with' a very high percent
referring to judgments, observations of behavior,
and physical status rather than to formal test
results or functional skills. The reports, according
to Donlon, (1969), all included "inconsistencies,
repetition, _and incompleteness." The percent of
pPactical recommendatipus was very low. Cabs
and Donlon recognized' the need for more start--
dardized procedures for communicating informa-
tion'about the child from person to person or from
one agency to another. They proposed a videotape
protocol, with generally standardized- procedures
for objectifying the adult's impressions of a child.
Elzey iiindated) designed an Experimental Obser-
vation RdtinA histrument to "facilitate systematic
recording of the' behaviors of a preschool child,"
and to "facilitate obtaining objective descriptions
a individual children ancirArefr interaction with

;their school environment. '` Elzey listed a set of
variables: type of experierice, child's involvement
level, other direction, person involved, activity
level, mobility, self-direction, cognitiN;e behaviors
express'ive communication, and krect. A list of
categories was included for each. A category was to
1)a checked for each variable at one-minute inter-
vals over a 15-minute period. For example, cate-
gories for "type oNexperience" were "none,"
"sensory," "manipulative," "large muscle," "social
cognitive," and "other"; and for "involvement
'Orel," "none," "low," "medium," and "high."

Structured Versus Unstructured Environments
. .

Most agencies recognize the importance of,
assessing the child in two kinds of situations. (1) a
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structured environtrient in which definite tasks are
offered to him or heriond in which there is implied
necesAity for personal interaction with the adult
since the adult is making requests, giving direc-
tions, offering praise or correction. and conimui
eating; and (2) unstructured environments in whi

the child is left free- "to do" with whatever is
available whenever he or see wishes. This frame-
work, used by Myklebust (1956), has always been
a basic_ structure in the Perkins assessment scheme
(Davis, and others, 1962; -Robbins and Stenquist,
1967). The unstructured play environment in the
Robbins and Stenquir scheme includes a wide
variety of toys and-at least one adult in.the room.
Other unstructured situations would be those
(recurring at dinner time, on the playground, and at
bedtime The videotape' telediagnostic' protocol of
Curtis and Donlon t 1972) is designed with fewer

ierials to suggest to the child.the possibility of
personal interaction with the-adult present in the
unstructured situation. Browning (1974) recom-
mends an adaptation o1 the models for structured
and unstructured 4tuations used in the Ielediag-
nostic protocol.

Approaches to Cognitive Assessment

Burroughs (1970 ) summarized' several lir
proaches to soling the problem of assessment and
adopted the following teminology-

i. Perkins approach (fiormative data) -This ap-
proach is characterized by persistent use of
standardized tests in one's own population so
that norms for that situation are .gjadually
developed.. . ,

lamieson approach. (practical adaptions)- -In
this approach items are chosen from develop-
mental teats (the. Caitell Infant Scale and
Denve,cDevelopmeh tal Scales). materials are
adapted; and observations of problem-solving
.and. ways of learning -are then made.'

3. Hammet auroachaspecific protocpls) Areas
believed to be important for curriculum are
selected, and developmental scales are elabo-
rated in each (jiamnier, 1974. FIL'ocielto, and
others. 1974)

4. Guldager approach (Piagetian scales)A scale
concerning body image imitation and body
concept' based oh Piaget's six stages of devel-
opment the sensonmotor period was devel-
oped. Observations result in assigning the
child to a particular state and then drawing
upon the outlined deVelopmental tasks that
are appropriate. Assessment is directly applied
for educational purposes.
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5'.Elzey app / ac texperimental scales)---.Two
new scales for the purpose of objectifying
observaillions were designed. One scale includes
items that represent "criticbehaviom in

`the child's functioning" in behavioral terms
and includes statements of relative compe--.
tenceimen performance: The other scale is the
Observational Rating Scak', which was de-
scribed previously.

What Are the Time Requirements?

Time req uirements for a general educational
assessment differ somew , partly on the basis of
the agen4 position garding the psychology. of
,the. deaf-blind. For e mple, Lyall (1972) and
'Henry (1973) have devq,loped a ten minute screen-
ing test to be used to assign retardates in state
schools to pe of several program levels and to
assign a r4ting usable for making priority decisions
for' placement in programs. A total, multidiscit

ry evaluation at Synctise (Curtis, and others,
1970) requires four and a half days, the evaluation
at Peabody requires five days. However, some
sugge'st that this time is Coo short because orthe-
complexity of the Children. Brandt (1969) recom-,
mends three Or more months because of the "need
for in-depth: evaluation due to the fact that
children are far below their chronological ages."
The Michigan School for the. 3lind (Monk, 1973)'
has a diagnostic classroom approach (five to six
weeks) with a four-day clinical 'study at the
Institute of Study., of Mental Retardation and
Related Disabilities.

The Perkins School for the 131ind,ha,s offered
varying time schemes. Early in its assessment
undertaking, children were given/ diagnostic trial
periods 'of a year or thore in the dellartment to
determine if language instruction readiness was
latent. Later this trial period was dropped. During
the past rubella epidemic period, evaluatiOns lasted
four an'd a half days, with three or four families
attending 'al the same time. The advantages of hav-

ing the interaction of families and Waving evaluations
in a school with a rather wide cross Section of the
deaf-blind population are that this population
lends a backgroutid of experience to the staff and
permits parent' odtervation of other children to
gain perspective on probiems of their own child.

The time requirements for measurement of
student progress are equally variable, ranging from

a statistical technique carried out on a set of
ratinirs'obtained with a single threelear period
interval (Tweedie, 1974) to teacher measurement
of progesis using developmental checklists four



times each school year. Apparently, no reference is
made in the literature to any definite plate for team
reassessments of individual students to 'ensure
appropriate program placement. The nature of the
deaf-blind population would suggest changing
needs al(a prime chatacteristic, with movement
into or out of classes focusing on sensorimotor
development into classes focusing on language
instruction, shifting .hearing level, and changing
visual status. Absence of comluent on this in the
literature is an omission of concern with regard-to
organization; of general assessment procedures.

Purposes of Educational Assessments

Burroughs (1970) points' out that in choo§ing
assessment instruments or approaches, one needs
to ask, Who needs to know what? She points out
that the three categories of purpose require dif-
ferent techniques and even different reporting: (I)
legal purposes such as qualifying for particular
programs or financial aid, which Might require
labels or numerical scores; (2) medical purposes
such as test data relating to fitting of hearing aids
or glasses or developmental levels to assess need for
special therapies; (3) educational purposes to
choose program, to select methods, to identify his
or-her place with reference to a vague curriculum
of life, to choose mode of communications, to
identify learning problems, to select remedial
techniques, and so on. -

The literature dqes not always state clearly the
relationship .intended between approaches, tools,
or techiiiques. and assessment purposes. Therefore,
another category should be added to those above:
planning purposes for data that will enable families
to plan for their futures financially; make
geographical choices, if necessary, professionally;
and to enable schools, local programs, regions, and
national adminiitrative staff to plan for future
program needs.

No one national plan has been developed for
conducting educational assessments of deaf-blind
children. Competency of staff doing the assessing,
physical .location or professional association of
assessment groups, preliminary data collected,
techniques for collectffig primary data, choice of
approaches to cognitive asse'sment, and length of
time required all vary,-depending on thepurpose of
the assessment.

/ A

- Tools and Techniques for
Educational Assessment

No norms, no standardiied tests of intelligpnce,
and no means of assessing cognitive behavior are
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available for use with the deaf-blind. Howevei,
since 1956, when Helmer Myklebust initiated the
research and testing program at Perkins, tests
standardized on blind, deaf, and normal groups
have been used with partially seeing deaf-blind
ohildren. A body of knowledge does exist with
regard to the performance of partially seeing,:deaf,
or hearing impaired children on standardized tests.
However, it is scattered and difficult to pull
together die to the variability inqests used, in
clinician approaches, and in complexity of vari-
ables among the population itself.

According to recent responses to a questionnaire
sent to all ,regional centers and gfew Major
evaluation centers and from evidenff throughout
the reference literature, many'agencie.s continue to
use normative tests and feel comfortable with them
for purposes of describing on rating scalegrOss
differences in functioning by comparison with the
scores -of the normative population of the test itself
(Robbins and Stenquist, 1967; Cochran, 1969;
Chess, 1971; Moriarty, 1971; DuEtose, 1975; Das,
1975).

A list of standardized tests and a small number
of new nonstandardized tests in use among agencies
routinely assessing deaf-blind children 'are presented-----
on page 139

Reporteditesults on Use of Tests
.

quring the period of initial use of standardized
tests at Perkins, Stenquist (1959) points out the
need to recognize the individual effect of sensory
and cognitive handicaps on quantitative test scores
and the consequent need to consider simulta;>
neously qualitative behaviors in use of vision, use
of hearing, use of any or all senses for exploration,
ongoing communication; response to people, re-
sponse to objects and toys, level_ of learned

,everyday behaviors in self-care 9P_skills, level 9
curiosity, quality of attention, learning improve-,
ment with repeated trials, emotional behaviel,
personality traits, and degree of involvement tn
approach to problem-solving on the presented
tasks. Since Stenquist (1959), attempts have been'
mane to objectify behavioral observaticrns in many
of these areas (Elzey, 1974; Curtis a?id ilon,
undated).

Robbins and Stenquist (1967) offered descrip-
tive information oa some Characteristics of 88
congenital rubella students who had been or were
enrolled in the Department for Deaf-Blind Children
at Perkins. They included (1) a listing of standard-
ized intelligence tests and developmental test on
the sighted, hearing, deaf, and blind populations.
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and a selection of supplementary test items cover-
ing a mental age range from birth`lo adulthoJ,
sampling cognitive abilities as well as personal-

. social skills; (2) supplementary, innovative material
on assessment of a parallel cognitive-related skill
(for example, communication and language of the
nonverbal, nonoral type); and (3) brief summary
statements'on visual and auditory acuity, etiology,
and educational opportunity.

The authors speculated on the probabilities for
, communication development and educational

growth of identified profile types-in the total
group, basing speculation on the 'children's behav-
ior over-ttie years and on background knowledge of
deaf, m4ntally retarded, blind, and cerebral palsied
childre and their progress. The poitfirs to be made
were that impirtant educatkinal differences
existed in the group, and the differences had
implications for prograhi needs.

The Ontario School Ability Examination for
deaf children was among those tests used in the
study of congenital rubella children. The authors
judged the test as sensitive to some differences
among the partially-seeing, congenital rubella
group since the spread of scores ranged from 11
through 95

Ontario IQ
scores. 30 30-49 50-69 70-89 90-100

Number of
students 6 91

3

All reports on a large group of congenital rubella
children (Robbins and Stenquist, 1967; Cochran,
1969; Chess. 1971) showed a wide range of test
scores, seemingly suggesting differences among the
population in demonstrated cognitive capability-at
the time of testing.

Since the writers tvere wormed by the confusion
often occurring as to whether item or test failures
were due to limited vision or immature thinking, a
somewhat naive but not totally uninformative
attempt was made to correlate visual "capability
with test scores. The suggestion was that vision was
not,an adverse factor; witnessed, by the incidence
of high scores among children with very impaired
vision. However.- without actual evidence, the
correlation of a distance vision test with a perfor-
mance test requiring near vision leaves the results
open to skepticism.` of the tests listed on
page 139 shows a large preponderance of very
visual tests using very small picture items (Leiter
International Performance Scale. Iliskey-Nebraska
Test of Learning Aptitude for the Deaf, Wtchsler
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Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC),
Goodenough-Harris Draw-a-Man, and so on): As-
suming that most clinicians use reasonable judg-
ment, this array of tests would seen to imply a
great deal of functional vision in the ,deafblind
population.

Robbins and Stenquist (1967) suggested that the
Ontario School Ability Examination; supple-
mented by other described behavioral observations
of play and cornmunication and several additional

.performance items at or below a two-year- mental
level (Wallin pegboard, Gesell formboard), is a

useful test instrument for screening children- for
general program type and level needed and particu-
larly for readiness for school, since children could
be compared on a ranking system. Ttie Ontario
School Ability Examination items and .Simmunica-
tion requirements were seen as very' appropriate
sampling behaviors needed for participation in a
school setting. School was implicitly defined as a
situation in which an exchange of attention,
communication, and information occurs between,
teacher and student; in which the student has
developed beyond the sensorimotor period and is
able to consider ideas by imagery and to approach
problems thoughtfully rather than manipulatively;
and in which imitative behavior is needed to learn
begifining language. Given this conception of
school, Robbins and Stenquist developed guide-
lines for classificationsofeducability based on
several factors seen as suggestive of minimal educa-
bility: Ontario School Ability Examination score

_of 50 or above at age six years or older; evidence of
emergent reprqpentatiopal thinking in play; evi-
dence 9f emergent ability to refer to t100.9utside
of and separate from oneself in commusication
with another person.

Stenquisf also comme on two othe*tarpai
include primairily syr4011 _or -representational test
items. the.WISC, standardized On normal children
and , used extensively with deaf children; krid. the
Hiskey-Nebraska Test of Learning Aptitiidi for the
Deaf, standardized, on deaf children. Since the`
Ontario School Ability Examination includes no
representational, items, the four subtests using
pictures from the Hiskey-Nebraska Test of Lewn-
ing Aptitude were suggested as additions to the
Ontario School Apility Examination. Also pointed
out was their diignostic value in identifying the
child with high nonverbal, perceptual-motor, mani-
pulative, and pattern-making skills but low in the
representational capability that is more closely
correlateT with language-learning behavior. The
Iliskey-Nebraska Test of Learning Aptitude for the

A
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(
Deaf pictures are small, and Stenquist suggested
that children with less than 5/200 corrected
distance acuit2 not be givem, the test and that the
visual capacity of the child as demonstrated on
other, simpler, identical in size, picture-matching
material or 6n the sirhplest Iliskey-Nebraska Test
of Learning Aptitude for the Deaf picture'

N could be used to differentiate visual versus cogni-
tive failuree .

.

In discussing the W/SC, Stenquist commented
that the occasions' when it could be 'administered
were few because of its high symbolic content and

.:the great degree of- difficulty that the partially-
seeing deaf have with symbols. Elioseff (1971)
cautioned against the tendency to avoid offering
test items that.one* knows a child cannot perform.
This caution is an important one. If ,a range of

,performance
sampling different areas of thinking or

performance and different types of mental abilities
is not offered, when one describes what the child
canipd cannot do, one will certainly not differeri-
tiatramong the learning problems of individual
children. The developmental scales for the most
parts sample behaviors that can be learned: per-
ceptual-motor of perceptual-cognitive behaviors. i
The standardized intelligence test described here '''
samples cognitive functioning applied to a variety,
of task situations. ,

A wide range of performance and a variety of
differences have been described in the congenital
rubella popUlation by Chess (1971) and Cochran
(1969). The Cochran study used the Denver
Developmental Screening Test and the ,Gesell
Developmental Tests with the. congenital rubella
group enrolled in Baylor's Diagnostic Nursery
program'. Cochran (1969) commented:

sziimmature or m adaptive behavior, inappropriate emo-
tional respon s, and lack of environmental awarengss
have prevented optimal group participation. This corn-

.bination of factors prevents performance on standard-
ized age-appropriate tests of intellectual functioning
from being comparable to that of the normal child. Thus
all of the childrtm meagired in the range of decreased
intelligence function regardless of potential Intellectual
ability. -

ChessChess (1971) used the Cattell Test for Infants
and flung Children and the Stanford-Binet Intelli-
gence Scale,. Form L-M, supplemented by a general
personal-social skill listing, obServations of temper-
ament, and. parent interviews, hi the new York
University study of 243 preschool congenital ru- ,

bella youngsters. The battery discriminated among
the children, and Chess made the f011owing general-
izations:

1. The study revealed a definite correlation
between the number of physical defects and
the display of behavioral pathology, although
there was srriit-ei"a necessary or inevitable.
relationship." A

2. Congenital f4bella is not only a multisystem
..disease,- but.' it is also a continuing disease.

Changes and additional handicaps should be
anticipated& the child grows.

3. Mental-retardation is,,.on% of the major con-
sequences of congenital rubella; 37 percent of
the group had various degrees of mental
retardation, Most- falling in the severe to
profound,category.

4. Central nervous system damage is highly
probable in children in the grOup and may be
responsible for distortion in thought pro-
cesses, defays in cognitive advances, and dif-
ficulties in hearing or in use of hearing.

5. The incidence of autistic characteristics was
high; 18 children were identified as being
autistic.

6. A discrepancy was common between routine
daily performance and a child' maximum
performance. Chess stated that it is vital to
report both so that parents and teachers can
realistically judge what demands and expecta-
tions are appropriate.

Critique of Normative Tests for the
Vest-Blind Population _ .

As was mentioned earliei, psychologists and
educators in geneIre skeptical about the use of
normative tests. The intent of a normative test is to
enable one to compare an individual's score with
Those of tan identified group or to compare one,
group with another group..Rick (1971) points out
that "a peTeentile or a stanine or a ithental
IQ has no meaning apar-1- from the obs rved
collection of people's scores (norms) on which it is
based" and that the nature of the normative group
will determine the "look" of the individual's score.

Persistent problems ;occur in selection and in
interpretation when one applies tests standardized
on other groups, and for this reason many people
are most cautious in using such tests.

Rick and many persons assessing deaf-blind
4ildren feel that local norms that are developed
brUsing a test on a group are useru when looking
at what a group or an individual vi in a group can
do but are not as useful for looking ahead* to
predict what an individual may be expected to do
in the future.-
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In the deaf-blind field, critique of use of
standardized tests has come primarily from persons
working with the more severely impaired deaf-
blind children because these children almost invari-
ably score at the minimal level on the scale.
Stillman's objections inclutie the following: (I)
time limits are often adverse to the child's best
petformance; (2) tests are based on the assumption
that communication with the child through audi-
tory or visual. channels is possible; (3) tests are
based on the assumption that the child has
sufficient language base to comprehend elementary
instructions;44) tests are based on the assumption
that the child has developed socially to the extent
of being able to interact with an examiner, who is
usually a stranger; (5) frequently included are
items that require experience and knowledge Of the ,

environment that a deaf-blind child lacks because
of his or her sensory imPairments and general delay
in language and social development; (6) com-
ponents when usable are not easily translated into
more effective educational or .therapeutic pro-
grams; (7) these tests must be administered by a
specialist; and (8) modification of items throws the
norms off: °

The effect of such critiques led: to expansion ofil
developmental scales focusing ,on self-help skills,
motor behaviors, and communication/language
behaviors, which has proved helpful in basic
assessment of children performing below a three-
year mental Level alt1 which has led to a curriculum
approach for the early level of sensorimotor
development. However, several comments should
be made in response to some of the objections.
First, it is true.that time limits often add a factor
adverse to determining a cerebral palsied or visually
impaired child's best functioning; but it is quite
possible to select tests that are not timed (for
example, the Ontario School Ability Examination.
the Leiter International Performance Scale, the
Hiskey-Nebraska Test of Learning Aptitude foi the
Deaf). Second, for the most part iii the deaf-blind
_population, residual vision or hearing/is available .

for communication purposes. Third, tests standard-
ized for deaf children are based on the assumption
that communication can be accomplished through
situation and simple gesture only. Fourth, tests
differ in the degretl'of social interaction necessary;
for example, the 'Ontario School Ability Examina-
tion requires a great deal of social interaction,
while the Leiter' International Performance Scale
requites very little. Social interaction (attention to
persons, imitation, a search for communicated
intent) is vital to language' and is therefore of
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interest in the test situation, Fifth, components are,
not translated as readily into a daily therapeutic
program as a system of sampling knowledge within
the context of a curriculum; however, a 'competent
school psychologist can, with such standardized
tests, make recommendations as to the level of
instruction that is heeded.'in particular areas and
recommendations as to the most desirable instruc-
tional methods. Sixth, some test items do require a
background of experience (the WISC picture story
arrangement subtest, for exampte) that a deaf-blind
child might not have. However, many tests relvire
no background of experience, but do 'require the
ability to assess the presented, visual situation and
the ability to find a solution. Some children can
'assess visual-perceptual material and can build lb

visual configurations at a high level but are totally
unable to find, more subtle relationships among
*lisle pictures or to reproduce a patterned move-
ment occurring in a time period. Such differences
are associated with particular classroom and life-
long learning problems. Seventh, special tests need
to be given by specialists who have a broad base of
testing experience and who can relate the informa-
tion to other disabilities, to general learning strat-
egies, to program need for the total group, lid so
on. This complemen he need Stillman empha-
sizes for more detailed escriptions of earl)/ behav-
ior. Teachers could use such descriptions to make
assessments. and could apply the descriptions
directly to the curriculum. Eighth, the experienced
clinician does not , report or consider only end
performance. Rather, he or she makesa wide range
of behavioral observations on learning, problem-
solving, communication, motivation, and effect by
using the standardized tasks as an objectifier for his
or her own observations of and generalizations
about each child. .'hence, to an experienced clini-
cian, any reputable test can serve-as a springboard,
for crucial observations related to child
management..

Summary

To include selected standardized intelligence
tests in an assessment battery seems desirable, To
choose to use nationally one or two of the tests
,that have been used most often with the deaf-blind
population is' also desirable so as to utilize the
accumulated information for longitudinal study of
change and to build a body of information on the
deaf-blind, An organized system for analyzing
subtest results,' problem-solving strategies, and
affective and comMunicative behaviors encountered
in the standardized test situation could be
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developed and geared towarl practical educational
issues. Examination of visual or of capa-
bility with respect to abilityUvisuallyiappreciate
subtest items is vital, and adaptations of test items
that are deemed neeeSsdry should be described so
that they can be replicated from one test situation
to the next.

Standardized or normative intelligence tests have
been used with partially- seeing (as low as 5/200

nce acuity),sleafrbr hard-of-hearing children
ra7particular-Purposes: (1) for Screening children
for .general program need, since general ccIgnitive
level is describable by considering subtest perfor
mances and basal and ceiling level on a particular
chosen test; (2) for efficiently describing subgroups
of children with'particular profiles, including sub-
test scatters affecting choice of educational pro;
cedures or situations; (3) for planning ragionally or
nationally; (4) for effecting a standardized situa-
tion in which to sample the child's ability to think,
to consider, and teteceive nd'nverbal,directions;
an (5) by using total scores as one reasonably

ctive measure, for ranking, groups- of children,
ecessary, for purposes of making program cuts

or shifts of population among programs.
The appropriateness and usefulness of the infor-

mation gathered from the test. will always be
dependent upon fife clinician's ability to select a
test for the individual, to rate peripheral behaviors,
to utilize adjitnct measures, and to interpret results'
into practical terms.relating to classroom or every-
day behay.ior.

Use of Developmental Schedules

The use of compilations of developmental
checklists has received impetus from (1) dissatisfac-
tion with standardized tests for describing the
more severely impaired children; (2) the fact that
these tests 'have been us for years 1))/ physical
therapists and occupttiona, therapists in working -

;with severely 'impaired chi dren and were readily
applied to the deaf-blind population (Fieber, 1972;
Tanab,e, 1972);. (3) the fact that they relate
directly to, and in fact define,.areas of intervention
and curriculum for young children; and (4) the fact
that they can t2e used by teachers; without the aid
of specialists, for assessment, goal setting, and
measurement of progress. The latter is particularly
important for teachers in isolated classes without
supervisory support. Fieber and Tanabe 9utlined .

the importance of developmental assessment for
defining the problems ofhthe child, defining the

rt level of the child, setting goats, and measuring
progress. They also pointed out the importance of

,... I

developmental assessment as a potential common
instrument in the test batteri that are used in
various situations arkd for v rious testing needs.,
Their scales are ba d on t e Denver Develop-
mental Screening T1t, Bayley Scales of Infant
Development, and Gesell Developmental Tests. A
copy of the checklist is included in the Omaha
Workshop proceedings (Horsley and Smith r 1972).
Their score form is set up by age levels rather than.
by =as, scores of plus or minis are given, and
quality of performance and degree of assistance
needed is judged by the following scale:

1. Is unable to perform activities
2. Accomplishes activity with more than usual -

. assistance
3. Ace lishes activity independently but in

more n average time or in an awkward
rrfanner

4. Accomplishes within normal limits and nor-
.nal time; compatible with normal

5. Has reached maximum due to disability

Other scalps include similar qualitative perfor-
mance ratingfs. Performance quality in scoring as a
factor of persistence (+/ if he or she can do it,
but doesn't always) in a mentally retarded popula-
tion is recognized in the Vineland Social Maturity
Scale. Fernandez (1969) noted the same behavior
frequently in her congenital rubella population and
chose to score positively a "can occasionally" even
if he or she "doesn't always." The "can occasion-
ally" is viewed by Fernandez as an indicator. of
future potential.

A variety of 'developmental scales has been
compiled through the regional centers throughout
the country. Primary sources seem to be the Gesell,
Maxfield-Field, Bayley, and Vineland instruments,
although sOurces. of items are not always men-
tioned. tt listing of all the different sources utilized
would probably total 40 Or more. Areas of
development sampled vary from scale to scale as
does the number of items in each area. A summary'
of the areas of observation and an indication of the .

number of items for each of the areas for three of
the most comprehensive, published, or readily
available scale's designed for the deaf-blind and for
the several scales designed at Peabody and DuBose
and Associates IS presented on pages 141 and 142.
This summary is offered to (1) point out areas of
concern in assessing the child-, possible strengths in
each scale, and, probably overlap from scale to
scale; and (2) suggest that a compilation of scales
by a committee might be a reasonable step for
consideration.
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Ca Ilier-Azusa Scale

The Callier-Azusa Scale is a scale of normal
development, extending most completely fr m
birth , to age five years, with additional items in
dome areas to age nine years. It was designed to e
used by teachers-for the following purposes:

I. To assess the developmental level of children
for whom other methods of,assesSment are
inadequate because of the requirement for
Language abilities, cooperation, or intact sen-
sory modalities; or because they laCk compre-
hensiveness at lower levels

2. To measure progress over a period of time to
determine the overall effectiveness o[ pro-
gramming or the ,effectiveness of a specific

. educational or therapeutic technique for an
individual child

3.'To aovide guidante but not a teaching
program for planning developmenta0 appro-
priate programs for individual children (Still-
man [The Callier-Azusa Scale. 1974] cautions
against using such a scale to teach or instill
isolated behaviors in a school setting that is
unrelated to reallife situations.)

A test-profile (a visual graph of item perfor-*
mance) is used for recording performance and
comparing areas. No known informatio,n regarding

interpretation of test profile for purposes of
program planning is available nor has any comment
been made On effects of sensory capacity. In this
scale more emphasis is placed on the sensorimotor
end of the developmental continuum than on the
more strictly cognitive areas. Items are not written
in behavioral objective form; however, examples.of
those behaviors that are referred to are given to

clarify meaning: (a) feeds self with spoon, and eats
finger food independently; (b) identifies or
obtains, when asked, three familiar objects that are
in his or heriinmediate surroundings and that he or
she uses in the course, of hedaily routine
(Example: cup before snack, t el befire bath,
coat before going outside, ball bef e playing, and
so forth); and (c) has concept of si (Exa le:
When shown a big ball and a little ball a aske
"show me the big ball," child points to rreots
one.)

Items are scored only on the basis of pass or fail,
ibut the criteria for determining pass or fail are not
entirely clear. However, Stillaan has recognized
the probl of vanabiliOrin scoring from person
to

Michigan Scale

The Michigan Scale was compiled for use by
teachers in setting goals for individual young
deaf-blind, multihandicapped children and, as in
educational guide, forge by supervisors in training
house-parents and .paraprofessionals. Normative
reference levels for items- are not given. Scoring is
by plus or minus only. Items are written in
relatively clear sentences, but not in behavioral'
terms: (a) uses spoon with some spilling, no
rotating; (b) tolerates and dislikes adult attention
and contact; and (c) child has concept of pictorial
body parts corresponding to his or her Own body.

While emphasis is on the earlier levels of
.development, items could not be arranged to
Compare levels across the subscales, undoubtedly
because many small skills or informational areas
are included without reference to a stage of mental
function or strategy. The record form is therefore
cumbersome for reporting, being descriptive in
nature with a reference..) to current skill level,
short-range goal, and pfogOtri statement. The guide,_
contains a list of terms relating to the eye, but it
includes none relatkrig to auditory testing nor to
any other area or\ assessment. A noteworthy
attempt is made to sample certain facets of higher
level communication skills in areas of cognitive
development as well as affective, motivational
correlates. Comparison of the Callier-Azusa Scale
and the Michigan, Scale suggests that the two may
be useful to teachers of the deaf-blind, particularly
those up to about age four, 'for focusing more
strongly on noncognitive behaviors. A separate
developmental, diagnostic-curriculum written in
behavioral terms to encompass in detail all levels of
cognitive development with respect to information
to be processed is needed.

Mountain-Plains Siale

The Mountain-Plains Scale is designed for use by
teachers to, "obtain base-line data for appropriate
use ... in the classrdom" and to measure progress
at suggested' nine-week intervals. The scale data are
meant to be used for development, of behavioral
objectives for an individual child. The format is
somewhat unsettled; some items have sublistings
that refer to degree of accomplishment. No infor-
mation on interpretation is provided.

body Scales

The body Developmental Motor Scales
(Folio and D se, 1974) and the Inner Latiguage
Scale (Branston and DuBose, 1974) are used in
some regions. The motor scale includes 130 fine-
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motor items and 168 gross-motor items. It was
designed to be used to assess children between
birth and seven years of age and to outline skills
that have been mastered, those that are being
dejeloped, and those that have not yet been
included in the repertoire. Five categones, from
"total dependence" to "complete independence,"
ate utilized. The jnanual includes corresponding
activities for skill building so that direct applica-
tion to daily education_ is possible.

Other Scales

A variety, of ...other scales is' available, among
which the following are of particular interest:

I. Koontz (1972). This is a very extensive scale
(395 items) for use in assessing profoundly
retarded children: Sources (18) are, given.
Tasks are divided into year levels up to four
years and are written in behavioral terms. A
grid-record is offered to permit quick visual
perusal and record-keeping. Areas sampled are
fir following: gross motor, 97 items; personal-
social, 90 items; fine motor, including imita-
tion, 103 items; and language, 149 items. The
format of items, exIensiveness, and record-.
keeping system deserves attention.

2. Groves (1971). Groves offers the following
scales: general motor develOpinent scale, 66

ems; general personal-social scale, 58 items;
general oral language scale, 50 items; vocaliza-
tion and speech scale, 18 items; receptiye
language scale, Tio items; and cognitive (adap-
tive) scale, 42 items.

3. Baldwin and others (1974). The Northwest
Region is in the process of compiling and
developing comprehensive evaluation instru-
ments. Apparently, a curriculum (Teaching
Research, 1174) is being used with a checklist
of 231 items;sampling 174 specific skills, to _

determine the gains of students in the region.
4: Robbins, Elioseff, and Banta (Horsley and

Smith, 1972). Two developmental lists (N6n-
Verbal Communication and Personal-Social
Behavior, 0-2 Years) were developed at
Perkins School for the Blind. The scales
encompass a wide range of behaviors

. sensory, affective, social, communicative, sen-
sorimotor, and cognitive. Separate scales were
developed for the totally plind, deaf-blind,
and the partially seeing deaf-blind.

5. Anderson 41973). Kathryn Anderson devel-
oped ogrvation' form's of visual, auditory,
persona social, and physical behaviors add

more detailed .developmental checklists in
language, perceptual development, and con-
ceptual development. They were intended for
use by teachers and ward staff to evaluate
children, assist physicians and psychologists
who work with the children, explain to
parents the child's strengths and weaknesses,
and help the teacher in planning individual-
ized classroom and home-teaching activities.

Summary

A wealth of material drawn from standard
sources on development and applied to deaf-blind
children is available. Duplication of 'effort is
evident from region td region, and areas, of
strengths differ from one scale to 'another scale.
There would seem to be merit in corribining efforts
to produce (I) an outline of areas to be asiessed;
(2) summary checklists for each area; and t3) a
guide for interpretation of profiles.

The tendency to combine developmental scales
to develop more extensive item listing pej se was
the first step toward curriculum development for
young deaf-blind children. An attempt to build
developmental assessment procedures and outlines
of development into curriculum for more than the
traditional early childhood areas of deyelopment is
a definite need now that the congenital rubelta
population is growing older, is leatning language,
and needs to consider ideas and information.
Development of broader curriculum will enable
those involved in assessment of the deaf-blind to
comment on and describe more clearly by mean's
of criterion-referenced testing what a child can do.

Communication and Language Assessment

A number of areas will be considered in the
discussion of conimunication and language assess-
ment.

Proto-Symbolic Behaiior and Cognitive Development

Robbins and Stenquist (1967) devised two scales
to be used in making observations' of partially
seeing deaf or hearing-impaired children in their
play with objects and in their nonver-
bal communication with people. The scales were
developed as a result of several influences, includ-
ing Heini Werner, Jan .van Dijk, and Helmer
Myklebust. Observation over the years has sug-
gested the validity t:if several assumHons. As a
base, in consideration of behavioral profiles, the
assumption has/beerrniade, and descriptively sup-.

petted by Robbins (first 1969 reference, 1971,
first 1972 reference) and Elioseff (1971), that
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language. growth (nonverbal and verbal) and lan-
guage capacitY are linked to, but not always in
perfect; \ predictable correlation with, cognitive
develop ent nOr with groSs-motor milestone
achievem ntst The following general observations
are OM

1. A cognitive leVel, measured on visual perfor-.
mince 'tests of only the past three years, is
necessary before a partially seeing, deaf child
can begin to engage in actual language learn-
ing.

2. In the presence of deafness and some, visual
impairment, prognosis for language learning is
related to test performance scores indicating
rate of development and the presence or
absence of proto-symbolic behaviors (emer-
gent signs of representational behavior and
ability to cope with cognitive tasks requiring
the perception of relationships, not of visual-,

- patterns or shapes). ,

There is in this population a generallypiedict-
able correlation between degke of retarda-
tion ; demonstration of representational
behaviors and effect; and eventual language
structure, vocabulary, and nature of ideas
conveyed.

4. Prognostically and for ongoing education, one
must differentiate between signal and symbo-
liC communicative behavior in children with
language disorpers.

Innovative Tests of Nonverbal Communication

The importance of assessment of communica-
tion itself led to the development of several
innovative tests, which are deS'eribed in some detail
iq various published and unpublished sources:

1. Test of Causality (Robbins, 1971). This is a
Piagetian-derived scale that is based on assess-

. ment during the subperiods of the sensori-
motor stage. The child's method of "1-equat-
ing" repetition of the action of a mechanical
toy is rated.

2. Meaning, of Objects (Robbins, 1971). A set of
toys- is 'presented for the child's rejection,
handling, inspection, manipulation, experi-
mentation; or comment. Toys appropriate for
"releasing" behaviors from the four-month to
the twenty-four-month level (re: normal
development) are included. Assessment, is
based onPiaget subperiods:.
Four to eight monthsAction with objects:

mouthing, looking, holding, shaking; bang-
_
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ing, ilropping, pulling apart, repeating an
action jr

Eight to twelve monthsf txamination of
objects: takes apart, notices details, seeks
help to make things happen

Twelve to eighteen monthsExperiments:
throws, fills, stacks, arranges, compares

Eighteen to twenty-four montliEmergence
of imagery with a knowledge of spate
world and,- object; function: imitates,
engages in social play and representational
play, "considers," and "reflects".

3. Test of Arbitrary Um Learning (Nagetian-
derived in Bart). An evaluation is made of the ---
child's respYnse to an arbitrary hand move-
merit (nonrepreientative of form or action' of
the referent) made by a communicating adult
and 'associated "with a situation culminating in
a primitive reinforcer (mcniement,--iisual sen-
sation, or food) that is at ,first readily avail-
able; secondly, contingent upon a particular, '

sequence of behavior; and finally., cojrtingent
upon the use of the sign by the child .to
request the absent reinforcer. Separate rating
scales are described for visual presentation of
the sigri and for motor-programming4of =the
Sign by manipulation of the child'g hands;
since it was found that children wild could
not reproduce a seen movement could some-
times appr9priately reproduce a rrement
that had -actually been perfornie4,by
ulatio of their hands (Robbins, 1971).

4. Signs for Everyday Objets (unpublished
description). A set'of everyday objects (comb,
cup, spoon, hat, and sunglasses) are requested,
one by one, from the sttudent descriptive"'
sign-gesture and named Put ,same manger
by the student on "request'"(by demonstra-
tion).

The Robbins tests -were originally developed to ;
be tinged with preverban5r. naliverbal, hearing.
im red Or deaf children 05: (f)'sample behaviors
believed to be closely: related to langtiage_ and its
use; (2) permit participation by the totally blind-
deaf child as well as the partially seeing; (3) involve
high motivation to encdmpass --early_ levels of
cognitive behaviors and absente of social motiva--
tion or intrinsic curiosity and "will to do" on the
part of the child; (4) use materials. and procedtfres
that could be standardized; (5) permit ,participa-
tion and rating of the behavior at any level of
development; (6) assess behaviors impottant'
habilitation; (7) permit learning during thesasibri:
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I , to diffset experiential ,iffereticeS 'froth child to.s. / . --
t child; and (8),, fortis n description of organiza-

': Itional patterns, used ythe child, not ftAt a plus or
, minus s Die. -

Perkins scales evolved gilt Of a hierarchy
of evels of behavior seen in coNnunicationv:

riginally derived from Myklebust and expanded
frOm., a variety of,influences into the framework
offerecein Figure-'_'. i ,

., Related to Ptiis general area of assessment is the
Piagetian- derived scale of Guldliki1970t which
is a body image 'scale for the p of roviding
"a framework for clinical judgments a out the
child's developing body image as ma ested by

- imitative ability and possession of obje concept."'
Guldager was influenced, by van Dijk, who theo-
rizes titaLifiotiement Is the basis of communica4n

, development -and development of a sense ofirdy
as .entity. Activities ' are suggested in conjunMon
with each subperiod to promote developme-rrt.

. Branston and puBose A1974), using a number of- .source including _Gesell,, V. Guldager, Robbins,
Uzgi anti Hunt, have organized an Inner Lan-
giutge Scale, which consists- of 2A-items, five undei
eicitof the following categories: object concept,.

Isitem - ' provided each of five age -levels-running
from 441-te to four months foodifhteeif to twenty -:..
four moths. None oqf these tests has actually been
standardized in pro dure, :scoring, or interprets=

4 jion, and none has been evaluated objectively as to
. 'validity. ., ,,, .

t _ ,..I. .taeneral Language Level , ,I,

throuttou the literatu
,A tvide ratrge of or fan use scales are available

tec1.41 the conclusion
of this Pape including ose aLreadyementiontil in

. ',the discussion dev opmental scores. 1.Jsually,,
simpl, by a change of mode, these oral scales are
uspd, also - wiTh students who use fingerspelling,

*Elicleff 4971), in a/statistical study of a group of
older Perkins students, stiggestsfhat tilt Peabody
Picture Vocabulary Test. is satisfactory to-use for. -

measurement ,of progress
44

(as 'are the Stanford
Achievement Teas acid the verbal tests of the.

Wechsler In_ telligence Stale fait Children). Tests
report*Ily used in various regions to asle4 the.
latituagdt,of des'' -blind children are reported on
page 139..

:Tests to Determine Input Mode
.

- Inin4 may be Otte') verbally or manually.

vrTaddtha mitheid. No one has actually conside red`
Ab A

how to ideterrriine whether a deaf-blind .child

e.
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should or should not use the Tad 14 mithod. 4,,
Robbins' 1967), in brief reference t case study, t
referred rif gly improved s -reception
whet{ the 'Lido technique was used for speech
reception by a partially seeing' hard-of-hearing
rubella child. Teactier observational. support-of the
benefits' of tActual speech-reading to .another
partially seeing, hearing-impaired child was given
by Van Arnam (1971), who found, that it focused
the student's attention and was an aid to both
discriminatign and speech irnprovemeht. Record's
(1971) test results with three studeitts at' Perkins '
suggested that profoundly deaf students with
vision of 20/200 or less would profit ,in- speech-
reading accuracy from tactual speechreading in
addition. to visual input._ Van Dijk suggested that
the technique wag useful with educable deaf-blind
students until they reach the level of academic
learn* and that it is then, that. "fairly slows
nonhygienic and emotiotal problems arise" and
sl),Ould be replaced by 4r-spelling.

Manual versus oral Robbins (first 1971 -refer-
ence).sunna7ized factors that ould be used in
objectifying the decision regard whether a 'Stu-
dent should pursue speech development or utilize'
method of mantle cpumunication (specifically,
fingerspelling). Further-practical discussion on this
points offered 'by. Van Arnanr ( iro). ,

/le Summary

MCCay Vernon (1969) commented: "Aphasoid
involvements are almost invisible in deaf children,
despite their extreme importance." A study of'
1,468 deaf students eihAhe California School for
the deaf. Riverside, was made tisily a teacher
questionnaire to identify 01*i/students who had
"marked difficulty with language greater than that
expected ov l. to deafness or ,level of intelli-
gence."' The results showed that lan0age-
disordered sttedents comprised the f*Itowing:

A 2i.2 percent of the total group
36.2 percent of the premature etiology group
21.9 percent 1st the rubel4a group
22.8'percent of the RH group
16.3 percent of the meningitis grout)

- Considerable attention has been given to,.the
seaoch hidden behavioV cities and to the
disclission of what to tic) once a detsimination has
been made. "Langttage is the crucial educational
variable in tie life of a deaf child" (Vernon,'1969).
Eltoseff (second 1971 reference) suggested that (1,
early language learningoin itself may ge used as a
prognostic 'indicator of educability; and, (2) mcitiva-

.
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tion,mousal level,'and other temperamental char-
acteristics may be closely related to progress in
language and, in general, to cognitive developthent.

Assessment of Temperament,
affect, and Adjustment

variety oftipproaches will be discussed in this
tenon. - .

Curtis and Donlon: Teledia °stir Protocol

k study. of 10 valuations of deaf-blind chil-
dren (Curt and Donlon, 1969; Donlon, 1969)
indicated at reports on child were written
very subje,ctiv ly, that procedu needed to be
standardized, nd that more judgmen,tatand Sub-
jective 'state ents were made than were objective
statements o test results or other objective data.,
Donlon, in° rticular, stressesth .importance of

, observational echniques, subjec we impressions,
and opirflo-ns-but suggests at 'a st cture for the
observations is crucial. a nique
enhancement of written reports" n to -dbtlin an
objective .record of behavior, a vi eotape protocOl
was worked out over a period of Several years with

.30 deaf blind, -congenital ,subOla, severely' .hand-i-',4
'capped children as Subjects. The three aspects of
the protocol are as folloWs:

..,,e.
1._ The child is filmed in eight different situa-

tions. Purpose, materials, and examiner behav-
e ior, are. described for',.each situationk The

situations sampled are (a) an unstructured
situation with no or le* materials; (b)

- task - oriented situation in ,which the subject is
asked to do something; (c) a stimulus "bbmt
bardment" segment; (d) an interpersonal
Orientation; (e) meal time; (f) bathing, dress-
ing, or toileting; (g) classroom 'tituation-, and

'ailliRot play in an informal, social setting..
.

2. the tapes are assessed by means of.a rating
.protocol Torm that is used to desuibe com-
manicalion, legrning, adjU7ment as
observed in the. sampedof .be vior. The
affective section of the rating sc le includes

,,curiositm; flexibility; perseverance; attention,
span; reaction to reward, reaction to
ment; self- concept; energy level; sense of

that this method was usable to measure growth
f over a period of time.

Elzey Approach

humor; motivation an.d interest; and self-. .

Control. . -

i
.

, .

Tweedie (1974) appd a
4r-

one-through-nine
. rating-check to each of the affective factors listed,

took two -periods separated by several years for
rating, and applied a statistical test that indicated ,

128
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they (1970; un projecf at S'an
Francisco State College {now San Francisco State
University), developed' an ,instrIlthnt for "nil/king
status assessments" and "measuring growth." This
battery includd scales in the self- elp, manipula-
tive, cognitive,' and other areas but centered on
presenting an obgervational rating system for
recording of behaviors occurring/ in a school set-
ting. He describesa "multidimensids\ al time sample

ryobseational instrument. which W uld permit rat-
ings of individual children and the \adults who came
into contact with them . ratings were
taken for 15 continuous Minutes,With-30 seconds
of observation lternating with 30 seconds of
recording, us' cale of variable hat included
the type of e ce (f exaMplArnone, sensori-
motor,t manip e, large muscle; Social, cogni-
tive, creative, an other)'; child, involvement level
(none, low, neflum, high); other direction; person
involved; activity level; self-direction; cognitive;
and affect (for example anger-protest unhappi-.
ness, mild, happiness, happiness, none, or impprO-
priate): Variaeles are given on grids -for rating,'
Pairing sets; of tw In a trial ,run, two judges
shoved better tlrin percent agreement on all
but one variable.

Chess Approach --
Chess ((971), using the Sictors extracted from

an interview analysis of teMerament and, mop:12
type, arrived at a lengthy list of behavie?al distur- ,
bances, that cause serious problems in the home,'.
centering around daily martagement: sleeping ifrob-
lems; ,feeding problems; . elimination 'pro6lems;
mapd (tantrums or flattened affect); djsciplifie
(stubborn, destructive); motor activity levels (runs
rather tan walks); habits' ;,and- rituals;, somatic

r(vomits unpleasak odors); social. relations
(aggressive, autistic); attentir ; Rerseveratiom high('
threshold t pain; ,an.d/ s op.. Chess's theory
suggests th t.temperament mood appear to be
in part genetically (or gen011y) detefmined
and that iagra4iont with t r caretakers mayresult
in a positive or negative nteraction,idep_ending
upon the temperaments the caretakers. for
example interaction of an.,easy-going, quiet parent -
with* a high-strung, hyperactive child can produce
diaulties in' the relationship. Chess- examines by
interview the following, characteristic behaviois to
arrive at a description Of the temkeramenIt'of the

a
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child : activity ilevel, rhymicity, approach-'
withdrawal, adaptability, quality of mood, inten-
sity of reaction, threshold of .responsiveness, dis-
tractability, attention span, and persistence. How-

sever, neither Chess nor Fernandez discusses the
application of this theory to an actual deaf-blind
child and his or her family.

This framework was used for a short period of
time in Perkins evaluations_but was abandoned due
to the absence of a clear plan for its use and the
somewhat cumbertbme problem of data collecting.
Robbins (197), listing behaviors observed .in a
problerh-solVing situation, suggested that certain
observable behaviors; were probabli'more. indica-
tive ,of central nervous system integrity and con-
ducife ti mental growth. Aggressive behaviors that

.
were conlidered to be negative were bead-banging:
hyperactivity, tantrum,' and irritability; positive
behaviors were motor-quieting or vocal-quieting,
communication about the problem, and refusal to

'participate. Questionably negative were gazing
away or "switching off."

Eliokff Response Types

t Elioseff (1971) attempted to sketcheseven res-
ponse types that she believed were prognostic for

'reducational planning; for.example, a sell-motivated,
interested, language-learning child- with

slow -to-affect; a vague, sloW-to-arouse, sociable, slow-to-
develpp, and inclined -to- regression child; and a
rigid, nonexpressiveohighly visual tripe showing a
scattered test profile and poor language capability.
This seems tb bowthe type described <van Dijk.

. (1974):, hypervisual, high visual memory'score on
the Hiskey-Nebraskafrest of Learning Aptitude for

I.- the, Deaf, failure on reasoning tests, difficulty =
shifting from one movement t6 the other in a

-rhythmic tapping test, body schema difficulty,
finger agnosia, and difficulty with spieslok The
dbrrilationof scores on the Knox Blocks subtest of
the',Ontario School Ability. Examination with
response- types and langdage difficulty' might be
informative.

-Additidnally; Elioseff lists behaviors which she
intuitively oineders as impediments .,to learning:
seizures; seizure -like behaviors (prolonged giggling,
frequent- taring, and so forth); perseverative behav-

e fine -motor difficulties that cannot be attributed
to immatwity; stimulus-bound behavior; disinhi-
bition; strdden mobj 'swings; language disorder;
gross -motor involvement; disturbed sleeping or
eVattg.-and' large appetite but no weight gain.'
Elio' plaCedheaVy emphasis on motivation and

.

temperamental characteristics as influencing learn-
ing posit n* or.negatively.

-
SuSummary

is

For prognosit and for daily management, descrip-
tions of affect, temperament, and general qualii

-ties'of behavior are vital. Categories of descriptors
and some, perhaps complementary, methods of
eliciting the descriptions or ratings are available
through parent interview, videotape review, or
observation in a learning task- oriented situation.
Linking these affective behaviors to educational
types, to needs in daily and educational manage-
ment, to medical considerations for medications,
and , to prognosis for change and growth seems
valuable.

Screening Tests.

Several very short tests have betn offered for the
purpose of scree ing a la opu1Stion of children
when time is limit or hen a quick assessment of
the general level of gnitive development of an
individual is needed.

PriTam Placemeth

Ellisville State School (Lyall, and others, 1972)
designed a ten-minute screening test for making

,objective decision about deaf-blind eandidates
programs in a state school for the retarded and
assignment of individuals to categories for program
level needs. The test was built on Gesell develop-
mental schedules and includes six items in gross-
motor skills, five in fine motor, eight in self-help,
seven in communication, and four in socialization.
In addition, three items relate tb vision and six to
hearing. Points are given per item,. and a score of
five or more in vision and hearing disqualifies the
person' from eligibility for service. The.result would
be selection of only deaf-blind or profoundly
injured persons who, are quite unresponsive to

.stlimuli in general. An ability score is given as is a
prbgram .priority score that is derived by adding
ability score and points for special weighting'
factors; for example, +10 if the difference between
CA and MA is less than five years, +10 if no
multihanditaps are present (seizures, hydroce-
phaly. ; physical 'handicaps, and brain damage), and
so on. Three program levels are described, and the
point scores necessary to qualify for each are given.

Cognitive Function

'Elioseff (1971) \described a short test of cogni-
tive development involving five items in each
six-month period- from 24 to 48 months. The
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purpose was to "uncover the extent of achild's
ability to see relationships and remember, learn by
observation, anticipate, and 'plan simple proce-
dures." A testing-teaching approach is taken in the
belief that capability is present: n'if the child ca
learn, retain,pand generalize a solution ' to other
materials. Examples of items are the '

1. Twenty-four month: discriminates round and
square pegs; matches parts to the drawing of a
face. ' \ . .

2. Thirty' months: folds paper in half in imita-
tion;4 . n matches several common objects to
piotures. ...

-,

The purpose was to assess he developmgnt of a-
child who showed some skill above eighteen rn nths

L . and to assess cognitive behavior as well-as cogr itive-
perceptual behavior. To do so, Elioseff believes
that one must include -a range of areas and a range_

' of items and must report basal age. ,
In an unpublished document,' Elio ff (19729

outlined briefly the materials 'and tasks thaf she
'had been using in screening cognitive fun fion of
children in state institutions. The test focuses'on
modes of approach, examination, or expetimenta-
tion with a particular set of objects for the
two-month to 12-month span and elicits particular
skills with a' definite task request in the 12- to
36-month range., The items and strategies were

. derived primarily from Uzgiris, Gesell, Ind Cattell.
Tasks offered include visual - perceptual, perceptual:.
motor, imitative; and pattern-making skills. The

, materials list includes only 11 items. . "

Kiernan and DuBose (1974) describe a biief test
(PIPS or Peabody Intellectual Performance Scale)
for the purpose of assessing cognitive function The
test design uses 31 tasks, apparently selected from
standard tests of intelligence, with three ,items at ,

'each of ten developmental levels ranging front six
months. The test designers are of the

at the chief reasort for their judging
ed tests such as the Ontario School'

months to
opinion
standard'
Ability Examination, IliskeyWebraslca Test ,of .

'Learning ,Aptitude for the Deaf, Cattell Test for
Infants and Young Children, or Bayley Scales of
Infant Development inadequate is the low Iegree
of 'stimulus value of many materials used in these
tests for children pith auditory and visual' impair-
ments. Accordingly, alterations were made.in task
miteriik. For example, the object to be searched
for unnr a cup is a wobble -toy; cubes are made
luminous with Day-Glo paiptisuzzle pictures are
changed; and green paper IOW- d of white is used
for paper folding. Scoring permits calculation of a_
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basal age and a ceiling mental age. Performance in a
correlation study using the instrument on 21
children (ten to 102 months CA) in comparison tb
performance on either the Merrill-Palmer Scale of
Mental Tests or the Bayley. Scales of Infant
Development gave an. r of 0.95 (p<0.01). A
Wilcox, matched pairs, signed `ranks test was
applied:' "'Scores on the PIPS were found' to be
significantly higher (p<0:01) than scores on the
other measures." They concluded that "the PIPS
may be a mere appropriate instrument for measur-
ing cognitive development in multi-impaired chil-

.cfren than Clinical judgments entranced by avail-
able psychological tests ...."multi-impaired chil-'
dren tend to score significantly higher on the PIPS
than on 'the visual standard measures." The Pea-
body Intellectual Pekformance Scale appears to
hold promise. as a screening test to use with the
visually oriented deaf-blind child.

DuBose (1974) is experimenting with an inter-
esting composite of test items in her Nonverbal
Developmental Screening Invenforj,. This test has
six test items in each of eight age ranges,-from 12
to, l7 months to 60 Months. The test is-unique in

prganization since perceptual and perceptual-motor
items are supplemented by Communication items,
involving naming by 'signing, object matching,
counting? and following commanils. The test seems
to sample, rather quickly, an important range .of
behaviors.' Scoring is reported as performance in
months.., .

. Measurementaincliiidual progress

.1Pteresein , developing means of evaluating the
;' 0 °Icitali i of servicelo children in any,give,rtprbgram
and" in erest in assessing tealitier effectiveness led to
a Ehiticular 'interest in pieasuring student progress

; with objective toots. Many of the assessment tools
tardy discussed can be used .for measuring and

, reeOrding'of progress. .

The devehYpmental scales Can be and are used to
measUre objectively the progress of the individual
by comparing his or her ratings on a particular
scale of items Jeith his or her rating at another
time, Measure , of general learning is possible

4hrou4 --comparison of performance on standard-
mei intelligence tests; although .little data have
been pliPlished to suggest what to bxpect from the
individual. Informally, Perkins records suggest that
an IQ score gain of 10 to 15 points onVerformance
tests', o-ver the sch ol y is very common.
Certainly the .perfor, ance , to indicate growt11.
should remain reasonably 'stable as chronological
age increases of -slioual itsel increase at least up

' ,
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the age, of sixteen years. Elioseff (1971) reports the
use of the Peabody* Picture ,VocabularTest as a
measurement tool in educational ptograms and as a
tool for determining ability to take the Stanford
*Ichievement Tests. A Peabody Picture Vocabulary
Test score above 50, in her- opinion, suggests
readiness for Stanford AchievementTests (Inter-
mediate II level). A score of 40 suggests readiness
for Interme*ate I, level,' but she recommends it
only for p ctice in test-taking. Elioseff reports
some achievement test results (1971).

Systeins for recording progress of andi-
capped children can be cumbersome, p ularly if
one is using developmental curricula*or develop-
mental listings of activities in a number of different
areas. The Callier-Azusa Scale ptovides a summary
record of progress by means of a profile tine graph;
Kootz uses a grid sytern; and Curtis a'nd Donlon
use video tapes repeated from time to time.

The Public School: Learning Disabled and
Deaf-Blind

Hearsay, petsbnal observation in Massachusetts,
and common sense indicate that there are'students
in public schools, classes or schools for the deaf, or
public school classes for the multihandicapped or
neurologically impaired who are partially seeing
or seriously hearing impaired, and sometimes,
additionalye language disordered or learning dis-
abled.

The literature mentioned at, the conclusion of
this paper contains essentially no reportable com-
ments on this population, many of whom encoun-
ter social,-sensery, and learning problems that can
be dealt with by coloultation with knowledgeable
persons and sometimes through program changes.
The materials contain no guidelines for referral of

"Ehildren with auditory-visual impairments to pu
school programs or to schools for the deaf;
guidelines 'for consultive service. to that group of
children; and np comment on educational assess-
ment structure-4, for describing 'such needs, prob-
lems, and solutions. Of significance in two recent
cases in the Boston area were the primary areas of
(1) assessment need; and (2) recommendation:

1. Assessment IA actual distance of effective
visual plus, auditory reception of communica-
tion in the classrodm

2. Identificatiott of areas learning disability
,within the framework dentified generally
-average intelligence an rage scliool.perfor-
mance..

3. Assessrnent of serious social adjustment diffi-
culties related to multiple factors, including

I

4

actual physical limitations as well as
emotional-social factors

Assessment for the particular purpose of identi-
fying size of class or. size of classroom that fhe
child is sensorily capable of coping with is gener-
ally lacking, particularly with regard to public
school integration possibilities. Record (1971)
examined the ability of four deaf, partially seeing,
Perkins students to receive visual communications
(speech,' fingerspelling, facial expressions, and
chalkboard writing) at 'various distances and
attempted to suggest' 'generalizations based on
measured distance acuity and relationship to each
mode for each student. The study was somewhat
naive but interesting and addressed an important
question.. The issue is pertinent to assessment of
educational progress and to decision ifiaking con-,
cerning appropriate program type.

Tests are used to discover particular learning
problems in higher level ciaren, as is apparent in
the tests listed on page 139. Such tests would be
especially applicable to the deaf-blind population.
Van Di* (1971) implies that specific tests for
ascertaining, learning disabilities are applicable to If
many deaf-blind childen and would be helpful in
deciding upon method of teaching.

The following comment is found in the litera-;
ture from a West Coast conference (Wright, 1969):
It describes two case studies or multihanclicapped.
students in ti-Ouble in public- school systems, both .5
with auditory and visual impairments of some
kind:

So alt of you are working with the most deprived
youngsters. But I feel that it behooves all of you to use
your training and knowledge ... which is so much
deeper and broader than that of most people in the field
of education ... to help your less fortunate colleagues
understand and accept the children who are not so
seriously involved. You ale -all teachers of multillancli-

, capOed children ... not just deaf-blind children.

Totally Deaf-Blind Children: Emergent Tools «

and Techniques; Incidence and, mplications .

At Perkins. currently, 15 of the 84 deaf-blind
'students (17.8 percent) ace totally blind; ten of the
84 (10.9 percent) are totally taf-blind. Literature
from after 1968s not generIlly include specific
/comments on the totally deaf-blind child except
that "the congenitally totally blind and totally
deaf infant is rare" (Bergstrom, 1971). This low
incidence plus the high percentage of congenital
rubella etiology in the child population results in a
focus of attentiim on educaticrnal assessment tools
and interpretionstructs for 'the partially seeing
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deaf Or liearing impaired. Yet, often, dfscussidn on
the itsychological adjustippit of -the deaf-blind
seems to be applying a psychology appropriate for
the totally deaf - blind to the partially seeing,
hearing impaired, or deaf congenital rubella pop
lation. The totally deaf-blind students, though.cew,,
deserve consideration because (1.) they are individ-
uals with needs and rights; (2) assessment tools are
very difficult to assemble, borrow, adapt, or create;
(3) norms of development are difficult to develop
and are certainly different from those applicable to
partially seeing hearing impaired children; and (4)
educational needs And methods are very different.

Evaluation Schema

Perkins has been evaluating and educating deaf-
blind children fOr about 18 years and has accumu-
lated considerable data. These data have riot been
compiled in any way. Due to the lack of. °til4
comments in the literature, a few points will be
otfered here as considerations, from Perkins experi-
ence.,

Subjective Impressio

fore tests were ilable on any ,children in
the deaf-blind populat n, teachers knew very well
which Ones learned easily, which ones had learning
problems, which ones gave poor attention, and so
ori. Perusal thr6ugh anecdotal records on totally
deaf-blind children and the written reports of
adults involved with them, reveals interesting
choices of verbal descriptors that in therqselves
clearly suggest very great differences in ease of
education of individual students. As was previously
mentioned, Stenquist (1974) compiled a list of
descriptors from the record of Leonard Dowdy,
who became deaf-blind at age nineteen months, is
of average intelligence, and is without any addi-
tional physical or learning problems. From
Dowdy'S very early educational years, the list
includes the following: "boundless energy ... fine,
-upstanding 'boy full of curiosity and interest :
charming: .. imaginative." Perusal of another
record of a very slow learning child revealed the
following: "primitive behavior ... severe. head
banging ... showed neither resourcefulness -nor
curiosity in feeling objects . . refuses to coop-.,
erate ...ncrprogress lsions."

Standardized Test items: S

Stenqdfst (Robbins and Stenquist, 1947) listed
test sources (or Items that totally deaflind
persons were able to appreciate and that could be
tactually demonstrated-to them:

, . ti

i-
13/

F

1. Zerotwo-year mental level: Maxfield-Field
Scale of :Social Maturity for Blind Children
(adaptation of the Vineland Social' Maturity
Scale); pegboards from the Cattell Scale of
Infant Development; formboard from the
Stanford -Binet Intelligence Scale

2. Two years to school age; Knox Blocks and--..\
knot ,tying fitm the Ontario School Ability
Examination; bead stringing and puzzle blocks
from the Hiskey-Nebraska -Tcst of Learning
Aptitude; items from the 19600ersion of the
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale for blind
children; sequin formboard from the Groe
Arthur Point Scale of Performance Tests

3. Young adult scales: Haptic Intelligence Scale
for the Blind Adult, Stanford Achievement
Tests (Braille edition)

Development of New Scales and Test Schema

In 1969, work sheets were compiled for use in
evaluating the ongoing behaviors of totally deaf-
blind children. The work sheets consisted of
behavioral, descriptive items relating to compensa-
tory. sensory behavior; formal test items sampling
cognitive development or approach; and develop-
mental schedules for describing everyday, self-help,
behavior. These have not yet beenpublislied in any
form. Hans were created, borrowed from norma-
tive data on blind children/ and improvised from
structures and scales on nairmal development. The
areas sampled are visual behavior, auditory behav-
ior, tactual organization, olfaction and gustation,
cup and blocks, spatial relationships, tactile dis-
criminations, and tactual memory.

Nonstandardized test constructs designed from
Piaget's observations and theory of development
and supplernated by Werner's thinking include-the

,following: test of object recognition, exploration,
and meaning; test of perception.of similarity and
pattern, imitation, and pattern making; manipula-
tiorf and grasp; nonverbal communication; locomo-
tion-; socialization;and self-help skills.

The battery samples behaviors of totally deaf-
blind children, with suggested reference age levels
assigned to items-as they have been compiled from
norms for blind children and for seeing/hearing
children. In addition to providing ceiling norms,
the Iltvork sheets are designed for use in. assessing
behavior on the basis of several stages of cogt*ive
approach.

particular need exists to meet the educational
ssment requirements of this very low-incidence,
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subgroup of totally deaf-blind children by (1)
; singling this group out in discussion and in research

projects; (2) collecting nationally or internationally
all available data on such individu s; (3) building a
reagbnably logical eval iqn sc a to describe
behavior and behavioral chang in areas of educa-
tional and life concern; and (4) applying the
schema persistently to the assessnient of students
over a number of years to build an organized body
of information.

Concluding Comments

Prior to 1976, educational assessments of deaf-
blind children offered only a few tentative begin-
nings -of data collection in an attempt to buil
norms. appropriate to the population and offere
valuable but subjective intuitions- and observations

o guide efforts in differentiating educational needs'
among the total group..Developmental theory had
yet to-be applied to the analysis of the deaf-blind
child's behavior. Multidisciplinary assessments were
unheard of before the early 1960s. Family and
community resources and influences were not
often recognized in the -assessment aocess itself.
Prescriptions far actions based on the results of the
assessments were thin and narrow-in scope as they
related to program needs, choices of educational
method, environmental manipulation to promote
grOwth, need for supportive service, and planning
for continuing assessment of changing needs.

During the past six to eight years, the efforts of
a wide vapietir-of persons and agencies have focused
on the educational assessment and programming
needs and riOls of the congenital rubella popula-
tion. The result is a true recognition of the range of
influences on a deaf-blind child's learning, includ-
ing home, and community influences, physical and
biological ,effects, temperamelg variety of learn-
ing differenceS, and growtsh among the chil-
drew Most regions hive recognized the necessity

-for a multidisciplinary "-approach to-b-the total
educational assessme-nt of a Child and have recog-
nized the need to develop new tools or to
recombine old tools to approach adequately each
of the multidisciplinary construct areas. As a result
of this examination and exploration of each of the
many subareas of assessment, carried out by a
variety of geographically scattered individuals, a
wealth ormaterial is available to guide data
collection chlring the assessment process-develop-
mental scales, normative tests, and innovative
procedures..A need exists to organize this material
in accordance with an implied but not yet clearly
delineated model of the .deaf -blind learner-to

A

-

expand information related to interpretation of
data collected for purposes of jmmediate prescrip-
tion and for long-range planning, particularly to
build products in which emphasis is on_ the
relationship of assessment techniques to curricu-
lum. The status of those involved in educationk'
assessment of deaf-blind children is perhaps that of

-a socially focused, self-critical adolescent: ener-
getic, in many ways wise and fresh in terms of
thinking, but with energies and knowledgS not yet --
completely -integrated nor clearly focused. A need
exists to bring together into an o9iiIirized scheme
the specific assessment results available on fill
national deaf-blind population; the tools and tech -
niques appropriate to each particular assessment
phase as outlined earlier; and as much igfol-mation
as is available on interpretation of assessment data
as .related to vital issues or needs, choice of
language mode, methods of teaching concepts, the
search for new methods to increase learning, choice
of educational settings, and help for parents in
understanding. how their children think and what
they understand and misunderstand.'

Clearly, a variety .-of _assessment tools and
approaches are necessary because a variety of
specific questions must be answered and since a
portion of the population is totally blind and deaf;
another portion is pattially seeing; one portion is
on a high linguistic level, using academic textbook
materials;, and another is on a prelinguistiq level,
with focus on sensorimotor developments. For
'some purposes scores are necessary and offer
information that can be interpr d into everyday
effects. In other cases, profilirescriptions that
offer deVelopmental age ranges are product&e. In
other instances, an assessment of the student's
achievement with respect to an identified curricu-
lum or outline of developmental steps may prove
most useful. At other times specific but intuitively
pieced-together information is needed to suggest
the answer to a particular problem,.

The ultimate Outcome of any assessment, no
matter what the tools or what the approach,. is

_dependent upon the person who does the asses5ing.
The assessment process is necessarily -affectQpby
that person's professional preparation; breadth-of
experience with a variety of handicapped children;
length of experience with children growing and
learning over Jhe years; presence or absence of
prejudices with respect:. to educational method;
attitude toward life; attitude toward the meaning
ilk education; attitude toward the fights of handi-
capped children; -attitude toward the rights of

.families; and the inclination-- of the person or
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persons making the assessment to try to relate one
area of behavior to another. In the educational .
akse ment of multihandicapped children, a need
alw s exists for objectivity and persp'ective bal-
anc against an equal need for intuitive action and
creativity with respect to the indi.klual.
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Psychoeducatio'nal Test Tools Used in Assessing Deaf-Blind Children'

LANGUAGE MEASURES

CharlesMerrill Preschool Language Scale
Receptive-Expressive-Emergent Language Scale (REEL)
Mechdm Language Scales
Inner Language Scale (Du Bose)
Nonverbal Communication Scales (Perkins)
Language Acquisition Program for Severely Retarded (Kent)
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children: Verbal items (WISC)
Stanford-Binet Scale of Intelligence. Verbal items
Laura Lee Developtvental Sentence Scoring
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
Hayes Adaptation of Stanford-Binet for the Blind
Locally developed scales of behavior

SHY-HELP SKILLS AND SOCIAL MEASURES

Manual for Development in Self-Care of Multiply Handicapped Childrem(Peabody)
AdaritiBehaviour Scales
VinelanSfcial Maturity Scale

Maxfield-Field Scale of Social Maturity for Blind Children
Maxfield-Buchholtz Scale of Social Maturity for Preschool Blind Children
Primary Progress Assessment Chart of Soc evelapment (PAC)
Balthazar,Scales of Adaptive Behaviour an
Locally developed scales of behavior

ctional Independence

GENERAL MOTOR SCALES

Peabody Developmental Motor Scales
Cratty Test of Body Image in Blind Children.
Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scales
Locally developed scales of behavior

COGNITIVE-ADAPTIVE MEASURES: EARLY DEVELOPMENT

Gesell Developmental Tests
Carrell Infant Scale
Bayley Scales of Infant Development
Preschool Attainment Record
Callier-Azusa'Scale
Behaviour Chhracteristics Progression Chart (DuBose)
BKR Data: Development and Trainability Assessment
Washington Gutde
Developmental Checklist (Hart)
Haeussermarm Test for Developmental Potential
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Psychoeducational Test T9Ols Used in Assessing Deaf-Blind Chfld!en (continued)

COGNITIVE-ADAPTIVE MEASURES EARLY DEVELOPMENT (Continued)

McCarthy Scales of Children's Ability
Minnesota Pres 051'
'Nonverbal Develo ntal Screening Int;entory (DuBose)

ctoo tale

Perkins unpublished materials
Peabody Intellectual Pthrformance Scale (Kiernan .and DuBose)
TMR Profile
Michi Manual for Assessment of a "Deaf-Blind" Multiple Handicapped Child
Lo developed checklists and scales

COGNITIVE-ADAPTIVE NORMATIVE MEASURES

Merrill; Palmer Seale of Mental Tests
Hiskey-Nebraska Test of Learning Aptitude for the Deaf
Leiter International PerformanceScale
Grace Arthur Point Scale of Performance Tests
Ontario School Ability Examination
Columbia Mental Maturity Scale
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test
Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI)
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC)
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS).
Blind Learning Aptitude Test
Performance items from 1960 revision of the Hayes-Binet (by Davis)
Goodenough-Harris 'Daw-a-Man
Detroit Test of Learning'Aptitude
Haptic Intelligence Scale for the Blind Adult 4r

PERCEPTUAL SKILLS

Ayres Southern California Test Battery ,
Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception

'Bender-Gestalt Test for Children
Purdue PerceptuaLMotor Survey

)

ACHIEVEMENT TESTS .

Stanford Achievement Tests (Large type and braille editions)
Peabody Individual Achievement Tests

VIDEO PROTOCOLS

Videotape Recording Evaluation Protocol (Cuak,and Donlon)
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Areas:and:Wpm Go rrJor the Primary Develo meat ScalesDesigned for Deaf-Blind Children
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Developmental Areas and Hem Coot for the Primary Development
Scales Designed foDeaf-Blind Children (Continued)
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Case:findingand Referral
Patricia M. Mershon

Director, New Mexico Programs for Deaf-$1ind Children
University of New MexicoSchoor of Medicine, fgdiatrit s

. Recurring epidemics hAte resulted in-a signal-
cant number of cases of material rubella during
the first trimester of pregnancy andthe sulAsequent
birth of infants with partial or total loss of both
hearing and vision, Because of the`impact on the
fa and the,special needs of these-children, it is
essential that information reach the parents of
,these children to inform them of the availability of
services fof themselves and their children. Federal
funds provided underTitle V1-C of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act have made special
'services available to deaf-blind children and .their
farailies_through ten regionAf centers.' '

Information and ease- Finding

The most common approach to dissemination of
'information -to flit general public throughout- the
United States as the use of a brochuie that
describes,services provided to theatleaf=blind child.
However, mass 'Media are now being, used with
increasingirequency. .,;

In 1973, QuIdagerkudied the impact of-teleVi-
....\_00: sion announcements on attitudes. toward handi-

cappedchildreft His research demonstrated that
viewers wer st accepting of handicapped chil-
dren ter having seen commercials in which a

;professional television newscaster aulhoritatively
presAnted.:facts about the handicapped and their
re ilitation. A more significant, attitude change
was ed when the, commercials simultaneously
sho ed the children while the 'narrator described .
them. Guldagbr hypothesized that if the narrator
were a well-known publib figure, an even stronger
message would be projected by 'his or her accep;
tance of the children despite their obvious handi-
caps,

Spot announpvnents for radio and television,
varying in JengtV circitin 30 to 60 seconds, are also

.

used as a. ans of increasing acceptance pf-The-;
handicapped clidd by the publIc..Gulclager pointed
adt that if a handicapped child is viewed repeat-
edlyiacceptance can develop in the _viewer. Fur-
thermore,such exposure would also increase iden-
tification and referral of appropriate children (see
the sample scripts on page 448).

The Mild est rdgion diitribues information by
mean's of a arterly bulletin (Collins, 1975). This

''''bulletin is dire ted to professionals to assist them
in the identification of needs of deaf-blind children
in Michigd: Waterhouse*(1972) has also suggested
the following ways of alerting and educating both
the public and, professidnals to the identification
neebbof deaf-blind children:* 41,

I. Individual interviews with key figures in
education and rehabilitation

'2. Newspaper releases and visits to editors-2..
3. Feature articles in newspaper and magazines

-4. Panel discussions'on radio and evision
5. Circulation of specially prep films to ,

schools; collegeOclubs, and television stations
6. Organization of`regiOnal workshops for pro-

. fessionals in education and rehabilitation ,

7. Cornthunity meetings to reach the 'general
public and to inform neighbors of their local
problems and the services available

8. Lectures to medical and paiamedical personnel

G,torig (Ireland and Davis, 1965) reinforces the
need to alert state, county, and local health
departments, welfare agencies, visiting nurses and
social -workers, and staffs of well-baby clinics and -

: day- are nurseries for underprivileged children.
E. xis,Ig agencies that have already developed
avenues of case-finding' can be most helpful -in'

/recothinending approaches they have found suc-
cessful in the dissemination of information (see

I ,

, .it*



Table 4 for a list oh' the types of agencies selling,
deaf-blind Children and the types of services gtesy:

, provide).
Hardy (Ireland and Davis, '1965) recommends

establishing a register of high-risk infants who Bray'
show the potential for deafness based on "
family background, the mother's pregnancy, condi.
tions (or-delivery, and events of the immediate
postnatal period." The register would list.these
children to alert obstetricians and pediatricians to
follow them with particidavare. Hardy 'contends
that children listen he hill.iidt regjster'should
be examined periodically forpossible bearing

J

inipairments. A high-risk registei under the direc-
tion of' a professional_ person using volunteer
assiStan is worthy of consideration for case-
finding in the future.

Approaches to case - finding vary iTt accordance
with individual state and regional needs. For exams,
ple, South Dakota, in the Mountain-Plains Region,
has initiated a program of Case-finding called Project
Identification (Moods, 1974), using a comprehen-
sive media campaign. The 'woject focused on
reaching all households within the state through
major communication networks. Information about
the project was also' Included . with all welfare

Tablel .

Identification of ReferiakSources Serving Deaf-Blind Children

Agencies' - Type of Service
.

Department of Public Welfare ..
.

1. Social services
2. Child welfare services N.--

Local Children's
cies

.

."

I. Public/ private child placement, including church agencies.
2. Publicfprivateday care centers 2

. :,3. Hospitals grid clinics .

4. Educational referrals

Specific to
Handicap

_ 1: Blind services
. .2. Deaf services . ?

3:CPseririces
4. QC services .

5.,Retardeechildren's services .
=

_

checks mailed within the state. Letters were sent to
the state headquarters of each religious denomina-
tion,; tosocial and fraternal .organizations, and to
the National Guard, asking that information about
the project-,be mcluded in their newsletters and
periodicals, InfOrmation packets were placed in the

/waiting rooms of physicians' offices and hospitals
and included in inservice programs for public health
nurses. The most unique approath in the Project
Identification campaign wasIdvertising on,the sides-
of milk cartons distributed by a local dairy.

The effectiveness of ProjeCt Identification can-
not be assessed at this early, date: HOwever, the
following observations have been made (Woods,
1974):

11

.144

1. Insufficient financial resources should not be
construed as a major barrier to the conduct of
an identification survey. Existing resources
SlIbUld be used in a complementary -rather
thana duplicative effort.

-1#

. 2. Concomitant with. the identification survey
It should. be a prevention seilce progrum..Justi-

fications for immunization and periodic medi-
cal examinations should be articulated:,

3. A coalition of agency representatives who are,
committed to a principle of service to Ities
handicapped can initiate. needed service pro-
grams.

Agency Coordination in Case-Finding
Some regional center programs have had the'

advantage of using a case-finding system th'at
predates the funding of the deaf-blind program.
For example, the registry of lind persons is
required by law in khOde Island, so almost 100
percent of thesdeaf-bTind pipulation is identified
previous toifiee Years of age.

Similarly, the South Central Regional Center has
been4ided by the Texas Commission for the Blind;-
which has been functioning for many years. The

a
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latter's -approach to identification of deaf-blind
.children was of significant assistance to the
regional center whe its case-finding and referral
system was developed in 1969. The regional center
is now. equipped to monitor the flow of children
from referral to evaluation (Torrie, 197.5).

When regions do not have the advantage of
an existing- format for case-finding, social workers
can be used successfully. An excellent exaMple of a
resourceful4case- finder in the South Central region

, (Marqutessi 1975), is an Arkansas worker who
makes an intensive effort to use every gource that
might furnish names of children who qualify for
services', making personal contact with nutses ,...__.

parents, and related agencies and wining rsonal
introductory and follow-up letters to these con-
ihafts. This worker also keeps in tout with persons
who receive more extensive and/or current infor-
mation,, compilirtg bibliographies and exchanging
information: To be,effective as a resource person,
the social worker must ,be willing to establish and
maintain all possible.approaclies to cage-finding.

New*Mexico, parr-of-the Mountain-Plains region,
arranged a monthly _conference with aild state

. agencies and programs involved in case-finding in
an effort. to coordinate effprts. Schedules of the
travel jolans of all participating agenci8..aredistrib-
uted monthly. This allows for the Coordination of
several agencies and more efficient referralproce-
dures. The result is a more effiCient: use of state
resources and personnll as well as increased benefit
to families of handicapped childrenespecially
those requiring the services of more than one

1r, agency.

suspected of being deaf-blind are eferred to the
Children in the South-Atlantic who are

South Carolina Department of Education by van-
.

. ageitcies "including the Department of Mental
Retardation, school districts, day care centers,

4! speech and learning clinics, and any other agencies
or organizations associated with handicapped chill.
dren. The Department of Education' works closely
with the referring agencies to avoid duplication of
-evaluation services.

South Carolina uses an evaluation team through
the University of South Carolina. The team mem-
bers represent the following areas. audiology,
otology, ophthalmology, speech pathology, educa-
bonal psychology, and pediatrics (Efron, 1975).

The initial referral, which is Offen made by the
physician, should result in placemht. However,
final placement should -be -based on -art objective
evaluatiOn. Even when the referral is made by
other health care systems, a. pediatric evaluation is

r

0

,
.

indicated with substantiation of reports f
ophthalmologAt and audiologist to con the
patient's eligibility to receive services fro the
deaf-blind program (Riabin, and otheYg, 19741;

Factors That Influence Vutcome of Referral
Each. geographical and 'cultural area- seems ,to

present unique problems in the Identification of ..

appropriate referrals. This may'-p ve to be more
difficult in some areas than. hers. A report
from, the Southwest region (Cauff an, arid others,
1967) indicated' that children from Los Angeles,
fair exaMple, were pore likely to receive prom
attention if they'were members of smalt fainiliesof

"Caucasian of Oriental extraction, with parents v/h6
had an education beyond high school and were
employed in white collar occupations..

Sparsely populated states present special prob-
lems in case - finding and referral bet:muse health
care in these areas may "be limited. Twenty .-cent..
of New Mexico's population, fpr exampfr, was
,without health care in 1971 (Sanchez and Bynum,.

. 1971), and in some areas of 'the Navajo eserva-
-tiqh, 50 percent of the children have chronically
P4rforated eard'rums (Mortimer, 1973). Fiirtu-

. nately, an ,experimental teaching program in intra- .

cultural medItine, as well as other special' federal
programs, has 'brought about an increase in health
service to the -Navajo _Population, including funds
for the identification, training, and education of
deaf-blind children on the reservation and _

pueblos (Kimball, 1972).
In 1967, Caufman and others identified factors

which ,influenced the outcome of referrals from a
school health service program. The Lbs Angeles
city school system was used because of its large
and diversified popul'ation and its uniform health,
service. The results of their research are as follows:

1. Children of parents with higher income were
significantly more likely to receive attention Y.4

folldwing..referral from a school health 'pro-,
gram.

2. Children of parents who were ifeducated
beyond high school were more likely to
receive attention than were ,.children of
parents with an education less than, or equal
to; high school.

3. Children of fathers employed in white collar
occupations were -more likely to,receive atten-
tion than were children 'of fathers employed
in wtlar occ-upations,Mothers working'

155

outside of the .home did not influence these
findings. -
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4. Children of bider "parents (fathers over forty
years of age and mothers over thirty -five years
of age) were more likely to receive attention
than were children of younger parents.-

5. Children Of smaller families' (one or two
children in the family) were more likely to
receive attention than were children of larger
families. -

6. Children of white and oriental parents were
4. mild!' more likely to receive attention than

were -children of Negro or Spanish surname
paTents.

7. Children of Jewish religious preference were
much -more likely to receive attention than
were children of parents having other religious
preference.

In relating notifictions to outcome of referral,
Caufman made a number .of observations. 'When
one .notification for treatment recommendation
was received, approximately one-half of the par-
ents responded, and an increasing number re-
sponded when two or More notifications were sent.
Parents contacted by ;more than one person were,

. significantly more likely to secure attention for
their children. This final finding of Caufman is one
ofahe more significant in case-finding and follow-

- up. The prior information could prove useful in the
intensity of follow-up indicated for those families
who may be less likely to be motivated.

Referral to Another Agency

Elling (1974) points out that some of the factors
that plapt. part in the disparity of health services
are oats, available manpower, local beliefs, and
-*political factors. The case-finder must be familiar
with procedural differences within locations and
adhere to the procedures for referral folloWed by
each individual agency. In -referring a patient to
another agency, the case-finder'must obtain release*
'of information forms- from -the parents to avoid
invasion of their privacy and' to allow for a
minimum of duplication of reporting by . the
family.

If there is a' delay in the transfer of a family to
another agency that can serve it more appropri-
ately, the field worker should continue in a

supportive Mole during the interim period. Wall
(1964) describes the sudden reluctande on the part
of the referring agency to service the patient once
his or her family has been referred to another

Gruber (1974) proposes using technological
advances to coordinate efforts in service related
fields.

Effidiency and good human relationships would not be
regarded as separate and contradictory features of
organized life . It is possible to use the newer social.
techniques and systems to benefit . (than).

One technological, advancement used -for the
deaf-blind is a meth& of data collection.
SEARCH, a telecorrununicitions system, is a com-
puter terminal device Connected to a central.
system of 'telePhone. lines <to provide preventive,
diagnostic, tterapeutic, and rehAbilitative health
services. The .SEARCH "tracking system" follows
consumed who have either Medical or social'
problenis, . it follows consumers whO 'are
.referred "b'y the 'same organizations. The service
provider in such cases may .be ,eitfier an individual.
or an organization. The system .proViies for fol-,
lowing the consumer into the home and permits
comparisons among thee-data collected from 411
parties involved in the referrl process referral
agencies, service providers, -Ad cbnsumers. con-

' ceptual model- -for measuring the outcome
\ieferral, is shown in Figure. 1.

A

Consumer
Referred for

service_

agency. The importance of a close, viable workg
relationship between agencies can best serve the
child and his or her family.

146
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Fig. 1. Conceptual model for measuring outcome of referral
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, Margin forimprovement
I

Despite the outstanding national efforts in case-
finding and referrarnonstrated by the Regional
Centers for Services to Deaf-Blind children, -a
margin for imptovement remains. Sug,gesSions have
been made for the coordinatioh of all services and
their funding, with a central registry for the
children identified, as well as a registry of available
certified personnel (Guldager,' 1973).

Under the impetus of Project Spin-Off, South-
western, Regional Center,- home visitors have
assisted more than 300 famili4 of deaf-blind
children not previously receiur services: have
served as a catalyst between 'these families and
other agencies within' their own coTmunities, and
have increased conurranity,awareneNof the need&
of these children. Yet, the DepartMent of Health,
Education, and Welfare, estimates,that a number of
deaf-blind children are still not receiving services.
Case:finding and identification must, 'therefore, be
a contiguous, ongoing process, in all ten regions.

1
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r Sample Script
Radio Spot Announcement
64 30 /
Words Seconds

The Northwest Regional Center for Deaf-Blind
Children is anxious to locate all children who have
a combination of seeing and haring difficulties. If
you know of any such *Wren, won't you bring
them to the attention of:ile Northwest Regional

l'atenter for Deaf -Blind Children, 341 I South Alaska
street,. Seattle, WA 98118 'possible repeat of
address' Phon(206) 464-6694.

I

1

BACKGROUND BLACK

LIGHTING-CAMEO

lf

Sample Script'
"%Radio Spot Announcement

.124 60
Words Seconds

Do you know any children who are both deaf and ,
blind? The Northwest Regional Center for Deaf-
Blind Children is trying to locate all children in the
Northwest who have h combination of both hear-
ing and visual problems. The-center will assist in
diagnoSing the extent of the handterap and refer
them to programs whbre they can be educated and
trained to the fullest extent of their potential. Aid
for families of deaf-blind individuals is also avail-
able. If you know any children -wtio u suspect
have a handic,ap of both limited :sight dnd hearing,
please contact: The Northwest Regional Center for
Deaf-Blind Children, 3411 South. Alaska Street,
Seattle, WA 98118 or telephone (206) 464-66944,`

4

Sample Television S4ipt
60 Seconds

TWO SHOTS OF GEORGE SHEARING AND
ROCHELLE SEATED SIDE BY SIDE. GEORGE
SHEARING ON HER RIGHT.

ROCHELLE -IS HOLDING AND FEELING tt
TOY STUFFED ANAL ON HE R,LAP..

a

INSERT APPROPRIATE AUDIO TAG FOR
PHONE NUMBER 'OF NEAREST REGIONAL
CENTER AND/OR 'TV STAIION (10 seconds)

GO TO BLACK

148

Hi, l'in George Shearing, and this is a riend. of
mine, Rochelle.

Rochelle is both deaf and blind, like thousands of
*other children across the country. .

Although she can hear vague sounds and see fuzzy
images, shp is clasified as a deaf-blind child. -

, .

But Rochelle is one of the lucky ones.
Stje is learning many skills which will helg her lead
a more normal, meaninglolife.,

nationwide program sponslied by the V. S. Office
ii,Rochelle is receiving tliese services thr ugh, a

of Education:
But for all the thOUsands this program ha; helped,
there are still thousands more who have not been
reached.
Will you help find the others?
If you know someone with combined visual and
hearing impairments, please call your Regional
Center for Deaf-Blind Children and-let them know.
You'll help that-child turn on to the world. (50
seconds)

*.

INSERT APPROPRIATE SLIDE FOR PHONE
NUMBER OF NEAREST REGIONAL CENTER
AND/OR TV STATION
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Infant Stimulation Programming
for the Deaf-Blin-d

.

Madeline W. Appellp 4:seistant Professor of Clinical Pediatrics, College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University ;
Chief, Child Development Section, Roosevelt Hospital, New Yac-

Dramatic changes have taken plabe within the
last five yearsin the field of early education for the
handicapped. Prior to this time, with the exception
of a handful of programs scattered arounii the
country, intervention for the handicapped infant
did not fall into the province of education but into
other professional specialties such as speech .they -'
apy, occupational therapy, or physical therapy. ,

Traditionally, education for a deaf child' began
when he or she entered a nursery program in a
school for the deaf at the age of three or four: The
visually impaired infant, depending on where he or
he resided, fated a little better.' Itinerant,teachers
did go into homes to provide stimulation for the
infant and guidance and counseling for the mother.
In general, intervention was focused onindividual
handicaps. deafness; visual impairment; and mental
retardation or cerebral palsy. The word -"multi-
handicapped" was not used ten years ago in most
colleges that were training,special educators. Of
course, schools for the handicapped diS have a
class or twowln the back corridors or basement for
the educational' "failures," just as institutions for
the Mentally retarded had their back wards. But
visitors were never allowed to We these cltildren. ,

The rubella epidvmic of 1964-65 directed attention
to this subculture octhe handicapped only because
of the, number of children that would soon require.

education:
Th years 1966 trough 1968 marked the

turning point -in special education for -the multi-
handicapped child. Conferences were convened to
study the problem that the "rubella bulge" had
treated. In November, 1966, the Rubella Birth
Defect Evaluation Projegi renorted_its findines to
leaders from matii0 educational, and social ser-
vice agencies in metropolitan New York. The

clinical manifestations of- congenital rubella and
unmet service needs among 300 children were
described in detail; estimates were presented con-
cerning the true magnitude of the rubella problem
in the community. In . April, 1967, a parents
workshop on rubella, spons'ored by John racy
Clinic, the California State Department of .Public
Health, and the California State Department of
Education, Division of Special Schools and Ser-
viCes, presented parentis with current medical and
educational information on -mbella. With this new
knowledge, the parents could play an active tole in
ensuring that required services would be available
for their rubella-damaged children,In May, 1967, a
conference was convened through the collaborative

.efforts of the Rubella Project, the New York State
Commission for the- Blind and Visually ,Handi-

d, the New York City Board of Education,
five voluntary social agencies to alert a wider

audience to "A -immunity and Family Crisis: The
Congenitally Impaired Child: New Approaches to
Early Childhood and Education." At about the
same time, a special study institute for the multi-,
handicapped, sponsored by the California State
department of Education, met to assess the impact
this poPulatioli would have upon the educational
and training institutions.

In 1968, Congress enacted PublicLaw 91z230,
Title VI-C, "Centers and--Servied for Deaf-Blind
Children,'"' to be administered by the BUreau of
Education for the Handicapped (BEH), U.S. Office
of Education. The rubella victims were already
four to .five years old. Identification, evaluation,
referral, and placement in educational programswere the major thrusts.
tion. The first programs did not qualify as infant
stimulation per se. However, the Deaf-Blind Cen-

t
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ters Act (4he first passed.after creation of BEH)
established a legislative basis for delivery of educa-
tional services to infants, because it did not have
lower limit of eligibility. Subsequently,
emphasis on early 'education resulted in pasSage of
the Handicapped Children's Early Education Act,
which authorized the establishment and operation
of model early education projects. This-act, which
cre4ted the First Chance Network, has not focused
On the deaf-blind. Deaf-blind infants are receiving
services primarily within the framework of the ten_
Regional Centers for Service to Deaf-Blind
Children.*

By lune, 1969, sufficient progress had been
made for convening a special study institute to
consider the "Effect of Preschool)Service.for the
Dta Bli nd ." Reports were presented that
described operational diagnostic mid evaluation
teams, teacher training efforts, and pjeschool

,pnigrams for the deaf -blind child.
The rubella cnsis may be over, but this does not

mean thAt rugella -has been eliminated. The Center
for Disease Control (CDC) has reported 237 cases
of congenital rubella since 1969 (Modlin,-1975).
Forty -five percent of these cases were referred to,
CDC through the Rubella Project. Since the
Rubella Project serves an area which includes 5
pert of of the national population, it is'reasonable
to assume that thereare many more cases that have
not been identified to the CDC. In addition, as
described elsewhere in this volume, other diseases
produce the combined visual and auditory impair:
nient.

'The Vurpose of this pa per is to review the state
of. 11114 art in early educational services f'or deatf
blind infants and young children'. These programs
frequently are referred to as infant stimulation
programs, but this title is far too restrictive to
describe the wide range of activity which takes
place in an adequate program for these infants and
their families. This presentation consists of two
major parts: (I) a rationale for early iiitervenliOn
and (2) a ption bf the components of a full
service pr.. 1

le for Early I rvention

Presentl cepted con
rnent, as they apply to t
viewed for simplic

Of child develop-
if-blind child, may, be

lows: ',

1 An infant born biologically intact can develop
to full geneticTotential if his or her envirOn-
merifiS normal-e5cperiential.

2. An infant born biologically intact-will demon-
strate developmental attrition (failure to

15O

achieve his or her gertic tential) if he or
. , .

sshe/i environmentally deprived`
3. An infant born with biologic deficits such as

deafness, blindness, brain . injury, r some
combination thereof, is at risk o develop-
mental attrition equal to greate than the
biological.insult.

The rationale ;tor intervention programs for such
children is a belief that compensatory or-alterna-
tive experiences' may ,prevent or minimize this
attrition. This belief is now based on decades of
laboratory and clinical, observation. Unfortunately,
none of these data as yet provide documentation
Of the of early intervontion ot2. life outcome
of the deaf-blind child-1nd. his or her family.
However, this review _has' attempted- to select
observations which may have bearing on the issues

' at hand.
Background Inf9rinition

From before the turn of the century" through
World War II, two viewpoints .in the behavioral
sciences prevailed: the assumption of "fixed intelli-
gence" and the assumption of "predetermined
development" (Hunt, '1969). The human infant'
was viewed as a passive, dull organis whose
'development was entirely mediated-by flexible
internal neurological and biological events.,

Acceleration of development ... is typicallyan inherent
biological characteristic of the individual, most probably *.

hereditary in nature. .There is no convincing evidente ("/

that fundamental acceleration of development, can be
readily induced by either pernicious or enlightened
methods of stimulation (Gesell, 1928).

I/

Succeeding scientific studies have pcintediout
the deficits in the nature-nurturt controversy, a
thesis first promulgated by Galton in Hereditary
Genius An Inquiry into Its Law and Consequences
(1869). Although debate still continues, the
native- nurture controversy is now passe among

y pitifessionals. In actuaflty, acceptance of the
significance of genetic factOrs does not minimize
the importance of asking questions: Ii shaping of
the deaf-blind infant's environment likely to be of
value, and if so, when and how?

In 1935,- Piagei presented a picture of the
development of intelligence as continuous transfor-
mation, in the organizations or structures of intelli-
gerfae. He presented intelligence as an adaptive
interaction between the organism and the environ-
ment. On the basii of these concepts and support-
ing observations from many other investigators, it.
should be possible for the educator to shape the
deaf-blind infant's environment to proyide him or
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her with experience that will foster positive growth
/ and development (Hunt, 1961).

Furthermore, we now know that the human
newborn infant isa responsive organism ,(Lipsett,
1971).

We 'know that he sees because he follows ects and
geometric patterns with his eyes, We know that e hears
from the fact that when we administer certain sounds,
the baby's activity increases, his heart rate accelerates,
and his respiration is momentarily quickened. We know
that he is sensitive to the touch of objects on his face,
particularly around his mouth, because he'tends to turn
his mouth toward the locus of contact. We know that
the inside of his mouth 3 sensitive to touch, because he
latches on to some objects placed there, while he tends>
to thrust others out with his tongue. We know that he
has taste sensitivity because he sucks more vigorously
and in longer bursts to some fluids than he does to
others and indeed he stops sucking altogether when
some nonsweet substances are delivered to him. We
know- that he can smell, because a polygraph record
reflecting motor activity, heart rate, and respiration look
different vhen he is presented with some substances
than when he is presented with other substances or no
substance at all. Although the human newborn 'cannot
articulate for us what he senses and feels, he can
nevertheless, get the message to us through his system-

.

atic, congenital responses to stimuli which appear in his
environment.

Lipsett believes "that it is precisely the orderly
nature of the congenital response repertoire of the
human newbpm that rrakes this organism a likely
candidate for the acquisition of learning at least as
soon as birth." His experiments with two-to-four-
ay-old infants demonstrate that these infants are
-capable of learning and are susceptible to both
classical and operant conditioning. Although these
experiments did not involve deaf-blind infants,
tlky gave solid clues fOr answering the -first
question: "When, is shaping of' the deaf-blind
infant's environment likely to be of value ?" The
answer is probably from the first days of life-

Visual impairment, severe and piofourdlhearing
losses, severe mental retardation, and severe nets --

logical dysfunction can often be detected ung
infants. Complicating defects and milder degrees of
auditory and visual impairment, cerebral palsy, or
mental dysfunction cannot be detected as readily
in this age group. Furthermore, we cannot predict
from an infant's behavior what his or her future
performance will be. The correlation between infant

*intelligence tests and future performance is pbor,
exc-ept- at the very low end of the scale. Even t
may be misleading because the infant's later
performance can be affected profoundly by the

1 I --71$53

environment. Studies- have shown that there is a
relationship between an infant's developmental
status and socioeconomic status.. Retarded infants
are more vulnerable to.the adverse effects of their
environments, even though there is a poor correla-
tion between social class and test performance in
infancy (Willerman, 1970). As Lipsett docu-
mented, the infant is not a powerless organism. To
some extent, the infant is able to shape the
environment through his or her ability to learn and
through his or her temperament. Nevertheless, he
or she is still a helpless organism- because of the
inability to control the innate biological resources
or theeayijonment into which he or she is born.

The saying that lvverty begets poverty" can-
not be overlooked. A basic relationship. exists

'between illness and educational failure. In addi-
tion, because the infant is dependent, the caretaker
plas art instrumental role in shaping early learning.
However, the lasting effects of earlL care or
noncare and the relationships between deprivation
and later performance have not been fully estab-
lished.

Role of Early Deprivation

What role does early deprivation play in the
attainment of experience? We know from longitu-

studies of biologically intact infants that
early intervention with orphaned infants did alter
theit future life-style and that the intellectual gains'
these Children made in early or middle childhood
were maintained adulthood (Skeels and other*
1972). Deaf-blind children are multisensorially
deprived from birth. Other factors such as poverty
and erialnutrition and additional physical defects
often add to the burden. Their deprivation is
continuous and probably cumulative: To intervene
effectively or to know what is relevant to the
planning of content arkl curriculum for infant
stimulation programs, one...must first know ,what
the deaf -bind infant has had limited access to or
has been growing up without.

A great deal of what is know,n about infant
development comes from the initial testing of
specific hypotheses on lower animals. yany of the
principles emanating frOm animal research have

Application and implications for human education.
Although what may be true for chimpanzees or
chicks' may not necessarily apply completely to hu-
man infants; studies of sensory and maternal depri-
vation that have been done with animals serve as a
guide to understanding human development.---` n*
fact, it is fair to say that many of the important
changes in our views of intelligence that have come
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about within the last decade or so can be attri-
buted to new insights growing out of animal
research" (Mason, 1970).

Visual Deprivation

The knowle that the human infant is respon-
sive to such stimuli as shape, pattern, size, and
solidity as opposed to 'only light, color, .and
movement grew out of studies with chicks at the
University of Chicago. Experiments by Fantz
(1971) indicated that chicks have an innate ability
to perceive shape, three dimensionality, and size.
The chicks used these skills meaningfully to select
objects the size and shape of grain or seeds. A.
visual interest test was given() 30 infants whose
initial ages, ranged from one to fifteen weeks. The
total time the infants spent looking at the test
patterns correlated directly with the complexity of
the patterns. The differential response to patterns
occurred at all ages, indicating that it was not the
result of a learning process. Similar results were
obtained by a Swiss pediatrician, ,F; -Stirnimann;:_
who studied 'infants ranging in age from one to
fourteen days. Patterned cards were more interest-
ing to the newborn infants than those with plain
colors (Fantz, 1971). When 49 infants from fotir
day'to six months of age were tested with three
flat objects the size and shape of a head, the results
were the same throughout the age range; infants
looked most frequently at the "real" face, some-
what lesS often at the scrambled face, and ignored
the control pattern. The real face was selected
consistently by the younger, infants. The infant's
preference for the face pattern might relate to the
specific importance of the human to the infant,
just as the chick is able to pick outiftre shapes that
look like grain.

With maturation, the human infant's visual
acuity increases: However, the effects of learning
on- visual perception are more subtle than acuity-
alone and must be understood for the educator to
deal effectively with the visually impaired infant.

Depriving animals of patterned visual stimuli for

a period after birth impairs their later visual
performance. especially the ability to 'perceive
form. Not only is learned behavior vulnerable, but
innate responses are affected as well. Chicks kept
in darkness for several weeks after birth lost, the
ability to peck at' food. Reisen (1950) demon-
strated that there are critical periods in the
development of form perception. Three infant
chimpanzees were reared in a dark room from birth
under the following conditions: one was kept in
complete darkness for the duration; the second.was
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allowed an hour and a half of light daily through a
white plexiglass mask that admitted only diffused,
unpatterned light; and the third, was allowed an -'
hour and a half of patterned light ch'day'so that
the animal could observe the edg of the crib,
variations in pattern introduced by °Yemenis of
the body and limbs, and the acco aninients of
bottle feeding. When the chimps we tested in the
light at the end of seven months, t ose reared in
complete darkness or with exposure my ti'

light exhibited an extreme degree of visual incom-
petence. They could not fixate u on either a
stationary or a moving object. H wever, with
subsequent visual experience, the latter chimps
acquired visual competence much more rapidly
than the chimps who had been totally deprived of
light. In sharp-contrast, the chimp allowed an hour
and a half of patterned light each day was able
immediately to fixate-oft a person, visually eursuel
,an object moving across the visual field, and
visually pursue the feeding bottle. This chimp did

chibit initial- .avoidance of...strange objects;. The
,behavior was extinguished in two,days, while it
took fotir months for the other two chimpanzees
to "learn to see." In addition, the behavior of the
chimp that had been allowed oily an hour-and-a-
half of patterned vision a day was barely distin-
guishable from that of the normally reared chim-

panzees.
Additional experiments by Fantz indicate that

monkeys kept in the dark for a shorter period of
time are usually able to show good spatial orienta-
tion in a few hours or days. In addition, the
monkeys demonstrated normannterestin patterned
objects, whereas the animals deprived of light for
longer periods seemed more interested in color,
brightness, and size.

. , . there appears to be a complex interplay of innate
ability, maturation, and learning in the moldirig of visual
behavior, operating in this manner; there is a critical age
for the development of a given visual response when the
visual, mental, and motor capacities are ready to be used
and under normal circumstances will either show the
response without experience or will learn it readily, If
the response is not "imprinted" at the critical age for

want of visual stimulus, development proceeds abnor-
mally without the visual Component. Presented with the
stimulus later on, the animal learns to respond, if it
responds at all, only with extensive experience and

,
training (Fantz, 1 97 1 ).

Inferences that are relevant for infants bOrn with
.congenital. rubella cataracts can be drawn from

these studies.. First, one can infer from these
studies and from experience that the infant with
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bilateral cataracts is able to perceive color, and`
brightness. These infants `ate.. similar to the chimp
raised behind the white plexiglass mask*: After
completion of successful cataract surgery, they
should be able to -"learn 'to see" and to develop
form perception. Second, congenital cataracts
mature at variable rates. Some do not mature until
the. third or fourth month of life, and it is not
uncommon for the mother to be the first person to
detect the cataract several weeks after the newborn
is discharged from the nursery (Weiss, 1972).
Therefore, these infants may have a variable visual

experience Prior to- the appearance of the cataracts.
Whether this brief visual experience during the first
month Of life has an effe on their later learning
ability is not known.

Crepriving chimpanzees of their sight affected
their ability tb relatemeaningtully to the environ-
ment and rendered them , functionally*. retarded.
When their sight was restored, the chimps were
able to make up this developmental lag with
training and experience. The infant with cataracts,
like the chimps, is,deprived of the opportunity for
incidental learning. Subsequently, the infant' may
learn to ,see but without erwouragerrient will be
retarded in his or her ability o sit, stand, creep, or

, walk.
The research of Held and his associates (1963,

1965, 1967) points out the interrelationship and
int&dependence of sensory and motor functions to
the development of motor coordination:Of partic-
ular concern is the role or motor feedback to the
development 7 visual-motor function. The effect
of environmental interaction on the development
of visual -motor coordination was demonstrated in
an experiment that involved actively and pasItvety
transported kittens. Ei t pairs of kittens raised in
the dark were given a br daily exposure to light.
One of the paired kittens alked freer around a
circle pulling a carriage that contained the other
kitten.- Visual stimulation Was the same for both
kittens. Subsequent testing indicated that the
active kittens were superior to the passive kittens
in tests of spatial localization. The active kittens
blinked at approaching objects, eXtended their
Forepaws to ward off collision, and had normal
depth perception. The passive kittens did_ not
demonstrate this behavior until they were allowed
to run about freely for a number of days (Held and
Hein, 1963; Held, 1965).

. .

Visual -motor defects also appeared iri ani* als
allowed freedom of movement but deprive of
seeing their hands. Macque monkeys raised f m
birth to an age of thirty:five days were inferior to

,

(

.

the control monkeys of the same age in ability to
reach accurately for objects. Accuracy and-rierfor- *L.

mance increased within hours after the monkeys
were given the opportunity for "self-instruction.";
Precision occurred because the monkeys were
allowed to view' their own hand movements (Held
and Bauer, 1967). Deprivation involving motor-
visual feedback appears to be reversible, unlike the'
more severe deprivation, which involves vision
alone.

Hypotonia is a common clinical manifestatiOn-
aniong visually impaired infants. On the basis of the
preceding studies, it is reasonable to suspect that
delayed motor development-is attributable, at leait
in part, to lack oLvisual stimulation. Impeded early
exposure to gross motor activities leads to later
impaired gross and fine motor coordination. This is
true for 'the congenitally blind as well_ as the
visually limited infant whose central nervpus sys-
tem may be otherwise uninvolved. The problem is
compounded regularly for the infant who is cleaf-
blind due to congenital rubella because primary
neurologic impairment is common in this disease
(Cooper, 1969).

Auditory Deprivation

Variables such as socioeconomic level, the
speech environment, and intelligence influence the
development of expressive language in the normal
infant. Studies have shown that the normal infant
has the receptive capacity to discriminate among.
and respond selectively to auditory signals (Eilen-
berg, 1966). Cardiac and motor responses were
studied to determine whether individual resf)onse
to stimuli changed with the intensity of the
stimulus,(Steinschneider and others, 1966). Results
indicate that the cardiac responses of newborn
infants differedwith'the intensity of the auditory
stimulus. Thomas (19631 was able to demonstrate'
that infants between the ages of one and four
months were able to -discriminate between the
voiced and voiceless. stop consonants b-* and p.

1P Whether one believes that language- is innate,
_unfolds, or is 'acquired, the..hlitman infant does
evidence the capacity to attend to sound discrimi-
natively. At

Although there is no aiversaily accepted theo-
retort 'basis for language acquisition, there does
appear to be a "scheduleof.evolvement in which
apparently one set of events sets the stage, for a
subsequent set, and so iin":(Lennebelg, 1967).
This has been demonstrated everp444Lildren whose
developmental sequencing is obviously delayed. hi
children, with bbwn's syndrome, the s tential
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emergente 2f language remains undisturbed with
the exception of articulation of phonemes. Intel-
lectual limitation does influence 'the qualitative
aspects of their language output. Nevertheless, the
child. With Down's syndrome progesses ,through
normal stages before expressive language develop-
ment is arrested. . "

The brladth of the deprivation to a child who
suffers biologic insult to then 'auditory nerve is
enormous. Nevertheless, early intervention pro-
grams for deaf infants have shown, that it is
possible for the profoundly deaf child to develop
good' oral language skills. This is particularly
remarkable because the eye is slower in temporal
integration than the ear. Even the most
lip-reader cannot identify more than 40 to 50
percent of articulated phonemes. A deaf child who
does not begin intensive language training until the
age of three or four is already "at an age when
other children have fully mastered this skill and
when perhaps the most important formative period
for language, establishment is already on the de-
cline" (Lenneberg, 1967).

The task of learning language even for an intact
deaf child is monumental. Most deaf-blind children

,have either mental or neurological dysfunction.
Therefore, to exuct processing of verbal language,
with visuallylimited eyes and a biologically injured
brain, is Oobably unrealistic; Many of us have
learned that these attempts at teaching speech were
for many children merely piling deprivation} onto
alread4xisting priVation.

6
Maternal Deprivation

The. physician, psychologist, and educator or
counselor of the deaf-blind cannot" overlook the
similarities between these children and maternally
deprived, biologically inioct human -infants and
infant monkeys. The central issue, though, is

identifying the specific environmental factors that
influence adequate developMent. By identifying
what is missing, the studies of infants in institu-
tions give insight into the social' and nonsocial
stimulation needed for adequate cognitive and
social development. Nowhere* is the impact of
infantile isolation and, maternal deprivation more'
evident. than in the work of Harlow and his
associates (19&9, 1963, 1971). The results of their
experiments with deprived monkeys provide addi-
tional perspective, in our attempt to understand the
privation of the deaf-blind infant.

Spitz' study (1945, 1946) of "hospitalism" in
two contrasting groups Of infants confined to
institutions demonstrated' the effects of stimulUs

deprivation on the human infant. One group'of 61
infants lived in a foundling honie. The second
group of '69 infants lived in a nursery attached to a
penal institution. The infants in the foundling
home received very little -stimulation after their

stopped nursing them at three months of
age. The nursery infants were cared for by. their
mothers ow a daily basis during the first year44W
life. The develoemental quotient for the 61- chil- .

drentin the founling home dropped progressively
during the course of the infants'. first year from a
mean of 124 the.first four monthsto 72 for thd- -

last four months, In contrast, the developmental
quotient for the nursery group was 101.5 for .the
first four months and 105 for the last four months:
Spitz attributed the drop in developmental qua '
tient for the ,foundling -babies to the lack of ,

mothering. Spitz also described a syndrome, which
he called "anaclitic depression," in which the
infant manifests weight loss, decline in develop;
mental- quotient, increased susceritability to infec-
tion, weepiness, and withcfraival. Spitz aliso attrib-
sited this phenomenon to lack of mothering.

Upon closer scrutiny, not all of the children
whose mothers were removed developed' this

,styndrome. The affected children were all between
six and eleven months of age when separation
occurred. Spitz felt that "the factors leading to the
development of anaclitic depression in human
infants involved separation froma mother with
whom the infant had developed a strong depen-
dency and placement in, a stimulus° restrictiod
environment without adequate mother substitutes"
(1972). The human infants then became inept
because -,they lacked the motivation to interact
with the environment.

Provence and Lipton's (1962) detailed study of
infants institutionalized at birth presented further
evidence of the effects of stimulus deprivation:

...TwS observations .are relevant: one is the infant's low
impulse to approach reach out for, and make contact.
with other people, his or he own body, Ind with toys.

e other is the poor capacay to modulate the motor
ulses to produce a smooth-motor movement. If one

accepts the notion that some of these are behavioral
manifestations or derivatives of the psychic drives, these

- observalions suggest a disturbance in the norntal regula-
tion and discharge of drive energy; and point to the
importance of adequate maternal care in poll regulation,.

Harlow and Zimmerman's (1959) classic stitches
of monkeys deprived of their real Mothers demon-
strated' another, aspect of the effects of deprivation
that has televlace to the deaf-blind. These investi-
gators separated infant monkeys from their real
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motheis and-substituted terry cloth and .wire mesh
mothers .in their. place. Both groups leanied to

..adapt to their new mothers for feeding. HoWever,
the terry cloth mothers, because of thcir
textured surface, provided mere comfort to the
nants than that- piovided by the wire mothers.
When the monkeys were: placed in an unfamiliar
playroom without- the *Alf' mother present,
crouching, rocking; and Sucking increased sharply.

. .The monkeys would rush t,o the center of the room;
where t mother was customarily placed, and
then run frbm object .tc; object screaming and
crying all the while. When the .Cloth mother was
present,' the monkeys would immediately run and
hold on to her tenaciously. Once the monkeys
became secure, they would, begin to explore and
manipulate objects in ,,,the environment, usfng \the
'nether as. a security base. This experiment derMan-
strated that contact comfort was far More impor-
tant to the infant monkey than.nutritilr ucking.

Harftw and Zimmerman repeated the 'study
winf.monkeys raised exclbsively with wire mesh
mothelS. The monkeys were placed in an unfamili
iar playroom with the wire mother present. instead
of clingong, the monkeys engaged in .convulsive
jerkini.and ,rocking movements "similar to the
eikUistic behavior characteristic of neglected chil-
dren who are wally. in and out of institutions."
this . , resemblance between the aberrant.

1 and that of many deaf-blind children is ndt
difficult to see. However,Pit woulctbe incorrect to
assume that Harlem's observations imply that
parental neglect is a significant cause of infantile
autism. The observation that congenital rubella can
produce- this poorly understood disorder suggests
that primarY brain injury%is the most likely cause
of the problem (Chess, t 972).'

Many deaf-blind chi dren require-long hospital-
ization luring infancy. This- event is even more
isolating for -these infants than-, fror those who are
sensoripy intact. Self-stimulatory and stereotypic
behavior patterns' established in the hospital fre-
quently ere reinforced when the infant returns
home to rejecting parents.

When monkeys are separated fisim their mothers
at birth, their behavior appears to",be similar to that
of disturbed, self-abusivelideiripnd infants and
children, 6 17

4 . . . The laboratory,b0rn ,monkeys sit-;11t Sir cages and
. stare fixedly Into space, circle their cagesin a repetitive
stereotyped manner, and clasp - them, head in -their hands
or arms and rock for loqg periOds of timer They often'
develop compulsite habits, such as pinching precisely the

-------114SP .
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same patch of, skin on the chest between same -

fingers hundreds of times a day occasionally 's""uch
behavior may become -punitive, ar'l the animal may", ...-
chkw and tear at its body until it bleeds' Often (the
approach- of a human being becomes the stimulut to
self-aggression (Hai w,1963). .41

Additional stud4 on contact comfort reflect;
the strong parallel etween the behavior of deaf-
blind ants and Heilow's dePriyed Monkeys.
Seay, sen, and Harlow (1962) studied the
effeffs maternal separation on two pairs Of
sibling monkeys ranging in age from e-and-a-half
to Seven months. The four monkeys separated r
from their mothers by imeans of plexigl panels;
which permitted only visual and auditory, ntact,
Although the sibling monkeys were paired for this
experiment with free access, tO_ each other, they -

still huddled . up, against the barriers as close as
possible to the mother on the other side.-As a-con-
sequence of this contact -deprivation, the yoUng..
monkeys -exhibited not only frustration and
heightened drive behavior but also a specific
syndrom? of emotional distupbthce.

Harlow 'investigated tht concept of ,!`critical
ptriods"in the infaritirOnkey.'s development and
found that monkeys who undeuvent sixamonths of
isolation -we're rendered permanently iTiadequate,

ryas shorter period of isolation, perhaps 60 to
ays of even more, were clearly reversible.

I

the iinimaf is isolated froth birth for ail extendedi;,....:.
period, as has typically occurred in the research or? /
monkeys, the observed effetti are due purely to stimulus
restriction and include ... an init reaction of anxiety
and withdrawal followed by hyperactivity, diffuseness,
and . general in ,a114101teres of activity-7
intellectual, tional, and social the undiffertd-
"hated, emotional 'redction characteristic of early
restricted animals and their itresponsiveness to training
res in part from the fact that the Rama! has never *I
developed normal attachment to a mother which
functions, to direct and differentiate response.

-- Lacking this special motivation- and training demand, the
animal is less susceptible to learning. We sy here that
the stimu vestnction can result not only, in drive

-deprivation; may actually preclude the development of
a drive necessary for the animal's normal physiologial

'growth ekonfenbrenner, 1972).

Tv issues 'have bees identified whickare major
to.eari intervention.with the deaf-blind'. 'The first

%issue. is the concepl.a, critical periods for the
establiihment of attachment. The critical peridd
for the impact of stimulus and drive deprivation in
monkeys was between twoiend six months of age.
Continuous isotatiori duridg this four-month inter-
val leads tocirreNers. ible -damage. The critical period

-
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4,

r attachment 'in the human' infant oceu ater in unpleasant that even hospital per% ohne) tend to

fancy. Although the bogndaries of and' for.this mairctain minima ont with these infants.

'tical period remain tSpen-ender,',' attachment
bands are establislied by eighteen months'. The
abseliee of a caretaker or disruption of the rnothex-':
infant dyad miy permanently impair the child's
capacity o beindependent and to form lasting
relationships in adulthood. . even more practice and sec

IP

4he Maternal Bond

/ To surrinharize, the'normal infant needs a wide
variety of stimuli, support, and encouragement to
gain independence. The handicap d infant needs

' Fraiberg has demonstrated that the blinde(butl mobile and independent
surrogate is =instrumental in

otherwise intact) infant- is capable of forming' of the stimulation the infant receives. The'caretak-
.' healthy attachment bonds. These it is develop ing role itself provides .the infant with asonstant

differential smiling and stranger reactions at source of visual, auditory, tattual, kinesthetic, and JP,
approximately the same age as do sighted children.*-
In Bayley (1971), attatlurient is an even more
complex issue in -relation to the deaf - blind. because

e central roll that both vision and hearing play in
'"establishment of human object relations is

red. In an unpublished study (Appel],
he progress of three groups of multihandi-

'Wren envIled in a nursery program for
blind was compared for four target areas:
development, motor performance, adap-
, and affective beltavior.'The three gr

entered. the 'program at different 'ages; the leis account (Bruner, 1970).

e, or she is'to be
mother or her _

ediating a great dear ,

cons
1974),

'capped
the dea
language

proprioceptive stimulation, all of which are intrin-
sierd cognitive development. - .

... there is enormous influence exerted .by the
caretaker, be it mother, teacher, whoever the person
who is usually there.It is the role of an accessible model,
or as John Bowlly (1969) has recently proposed., is it
that the caretaker provides a-basis for reciprocal relation-
ship tha lows the infant to develop rules for getting on
general] e the importance of reciprocity is univer-

sallysally gr d, most contemporary theories of intellectual
or cognitive development leave the mother out of

4' group_at age one, the -second at age three, and the
, r e.

was two ears for each gaup. The only group that
average stay p gr

demons ated noticeable change in the area of
affective behavior and the eilabpshmerrt of object

ra
rela ti on sh,iiiV:tatiii rardir arm.
variotts,ritUalistic behaviors)* was the children who
entered-the program when a year old:

The second issue is tC significant role motiva-
tion plays in early infant learning. -The infant
becomes, oriente41 to the environment by smiling,
vocalizing, and reaching out to people. In addition,
the manipulation -of objects can Ife -self- reinforcing
for .the infant. Adult responses to the infant play
an important role in developing and maintaining
social. responsivenessu The isolated monkey and
human infants becare ineptbecause they,tlasked.
the motivation to' intract with the environment.
This ilhistratet the interrelationship of inanimate
and animate stimuli to the infant's cognitive ,
deviropment. The_ infl uoce of the infant's temper-
ament On the quality o'f these interactions is also,
important. An active and responsive infant evokes
more positive responses than one.who is lethargic,
tvithdrawn, or ,ironically irritable. This phenome-
non is particularly relevant with regard to infant
stimulation programming for' the deaf-blind. The

\cry of a brain-injyred infant °flea& painfully shrill
and piercing.. The quay' of the sound may be so

16

We :have examined the effects of early maternal
tit d at' fly The ave sta in the programam deprivation upon the monkey, and human infant.

However, what effect does separation of the infant.
have'on the mother?,

Illarlow. J1963), studie4. mother monkey's who
Were allowed rit'sli 1t ere
not permitted' any tactile contact. After a period df
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two weeks, the .amount of time' the mothers spent ,

viewing their infants 'decreased. rapidly.; What is
particularly relevant is that -deaf-blind infants
usually are at high risk because of prematurity ors

r=illness at birth. In the Western- world, premature
infants are separated from:their mothirs in the first
dayA after delivery and in some cases may remain
separated fora period of upto seven months (Klaus

athcfleennell, 1970).'
Although' we. are able tel index the-'attachmerlt .

behaVjor of the hurrian infan 'nsworth;a19641),
the process'by which attachment bonds are formed
between mother and ,infaht ins unknown. On the
basis of carefujokservations of garty.postpartum
events; Klaus and Kennel' (1970) have, suggested
that what happens in the period immediately
following delivery may be critical-to later maternal j''behavior. Theist' investigators-have focutedhon then,
questions of 'bow .,affeetio ds between
human motheisnd their Illfen e btrilt and how
this process may be altered-a distorted tempo-
'iarily or permanently.,..They h ?ve demonstrated



ttat the human Mother moves through an orderly
behavioral progression which involves tactile explo-
ration oner newborn infant. Eye-contact with the
infant also appeared to -be an important aspect of
this progression. Klaus and oKennell hypothesized
that the variable that determines w'Nrer or not
the mother will stiffer from a "serierof disorters
of mothering" is separation, froth her infant in the
early newborn period. This likpothesis is supported
bytthe high incidencettof premature infants who
return .to the hospital because of "failure to
thrive."

In further studies by Klaus and Kennell, sets of
mothers who had early contact with their infants
were compared'with those who had late contact
Jett their infants. Mothers who had late contact
were less skillful in caretaking and did less looking
at, holding, and caressing the infant.. 4

The results of a, two-year follow-up study (1975)
indicated that the early contact mothers were more
aware of the growing needs of their children than
the other group. In addition, the quality of verbal
interchange between the early contact mot -hers and
their children was ncher in content and complexity

f
of ideas than that'bf.the late contact motirrsthe
authors concluded ,that the, attention of the early
contact mothers to, their infants "could have
significant bearing on the child's hehavioi as welt as

on the child's futtire cognitive and linguistic
.,,,Adevelopinent (kiriglk and Kennel', 19.75):

1,
Infant.Stignulition Programs .

The precedingiffiservations provide Justifica-
lidn for intervening' as ,soon as deaf-blindness is
suspected to 'compensate for the overwhelming
privation these defects produce.. Thissection dis-
cusses the adaptly substitutions that, are necessary
to minimize the Prdentially: devastating conse;

prquences of these tragic biologic molts. iIntervention programs for deaf-blind infants can
be fully effective only as one corhponent of a.
broad -based service delivery' sy0em: The elements
In this network inc tide (i ) early.-detection of

',disease; (2) medical 'diagripsis and treatment; and
(3) infant stimulatioh,4ncluding parent-and family
education and counseling:

Because th se activities- a e 'continuous, inter-
dependent, a overlapping, rganization, t,00rdina-.
don, and Lpriorili seJti g are essential to their
success.

''Early identification with medical and educa-
tional intervention and early parent training may'
make the differenceas to whether the deaf-blind
child 'enters the Mainstream of spectahrcation on

41,
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enters an institution for the mentally retarded.
Unfortunately, the necessary coordination and
cooperation is too often lacking, and valuable time
is lost in bringing care to the deaf-blind infant and
his or her farbilLNevertheless, the willingness of
the regional de lind centers to support and
transcend., the boundaries r-between public and
private service delivery systems has led to improved

*programming during the first few critical years of
the deaf-blind child's life. Hopefully, this example
will serve as 'a stimulus' arid a model' for-early.
intervention for all severely handicapped infants.

Generic Barriers to Early Intervention

Early educational intervention requires early
detection ,of disease. Initiartittermination of an.
infant's clinical status is usually made by a physi:
elan. A potential problem rhy be suspected
trenatally because of maternal disease:. for
example, rubella, cytoMegalovii-us infection-, or Rh
sensitization (known genetic predispositioh), or
other high risk factors in pregnancy:Diagnosis may

, occur as early as birth if the infant is observably
sick or in the newborn nursery during the first Clays
of life. Frequently, de ction does pot occur until
after discharge from thWhospital, when the mother
suspects-that the infant is no, behaving normally..
She may even see cataracts or wonder whether her
child is deaf. The first gap in the delivery of early
service may be encountered at this point if the
111Oticel:TWell=rneviir1`1t tentm-brevot tlirptlys-0 1> "J. TS

-clan chooses to ignore' .the infant'S abnormality,
attributing it fo the infant's early age.

Deaf blind infants have complex .medicay needs.
However, the physsiefan 'often, forgets that these'
infahts also have complex educational needs. Two
major problems occur at.- ris point. The first is the
isolation of the infest Miring hospitalization for
illness or- surgery. This is an ongoing problem
which afftcts the older deaf-blind child as well.
Too feW hospitals have 'the staff to sti late these

'- infants and children. They usually eluded
iroin pediatric recreation programs. urtherrnore,
many d6f-tilind..infants have other overt ..and
sometimes life-threatening medical conditions
which justifiably require treinenUous attention'
from the staff of doctors, nurse's, social workers,
and therapists at the hospital. Educational pro-
grams often tend to ignore the hcispitalized older
child, because no,interagency communication takes
place du g the clrild'slipspitalization.

The s d problem is the physician's failure to
seek edu Tonal resources' for the deaf-blipd
infant. Although physieiat have begun to recog-
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inze , the importance of infancy, as a periodpf
effectirVe and cognitive development, most are still
unaware that educational programs exist and arebf
value for the multinandicapped infantitind young
child. Too often referral to an edticationa program
is a strendipitous,.event, Delay is- not. the 'sole
responsibility ,of health profes§ionals.-\Gaps an
fragmentation in the education-and soefalN,u...ic'e
systemis compound .the problem. addition, (he
educator frequently is so oveiwhelme4 b);. the
disease' a'slie'i!ts----01f-blindness that he or she
loses perspective ignoring important assets, which
the infant; his or her family, and environment may
p'ossess' These assets are the foundation ort which
an educational program must be built. A Partner-
ship between health, education, and family service's
is essential to create an effective progrri that

r ;`° defines *nd expands 'the functional capacities of
the deaf-blind child.

Settings for Infant Stipulation

Infant siiinulation program's for the deaf- ;blind
have been exploretl during the past decade mostIiifrequently in three different' settings. Th irsf
setting' -for an infant program.is the hos_ I or
medical center. Typically, the 54taft Tor this type
program is broadly interdisciplinaty: Special educa- pther areas the team may consist of 'a teacher,-
for Such as the-'occupational therapist: audiologist,, social worker, ind public health iflirse Who have.
psychologist, and social Worker are ustially integral extensive backifp support from their parent orgarn-

-components of the_program. Available 64-a consu4-' yations. ,

hospital-based program, except that medical and
related ancillary services are usually not on site.
This places an additional bUrden on the program.
director or social worker to ensure that services are
coordinated and that neither information nor the
infant anti, parents are lost in The complex service
Maze. This maze, 'which .can dampen the 'ardor of
an experienced professional, can easily frustrate
already -depressed and frightened parents 'info
dropping out of 'sight or make them resistant to'
training efforts.

The third setting' is the, home. a home
training team; is 'a' component of the medical
center, school, or agency-based infant stimulation
program. In this circumstance, the curriculum for
inflint and family can lie tailored for isuitability to
the family's real -life, ..daily, circumstances. Assis'
tance and feedback (correction
of misunderstood direq'litins, recognitiod of prob-
lems \villa do not surface the institytional
setting, and more cyn.crete,help ferfarnilies'unable
to come to the itAtitution oil a frequent or'reguiar

.% basis,*
special

in Which ..a Male training team
has speciol advaritage. In some communities the

-

horAe training team may N" thV entire pfdgrani,
and the hointottrainer may be a.single individuk In

t "are; ftritrfrngr rite tilari- (The jaiata.u-ukl.--.1?c,epapliasized,..altat_evect,.)x
extensive outreach and_ supportive services, a

minonty of families with severely handicapped'
children passively or actively refuse assistance. No ,
single or simple solution exists for thew problem
families, even `under ideal conditions of setting and'
staffing.

, I

Learning Theory and Curriculum-, -.

including a pediwkian. neurologist, psychiatrist,
cardiologist. ophthalmologist. otologiscanurses,
and nutritionists. An 'individualized pkinVor b6th
the infant Ind the family uses the services of the
various team members in a coordinated man er.
The hospital-based program has the following
advantages- (1) reduction of the detrunental,defay
between detection, evaluation, and service for the

and his or her family, (2) decreased frag-
mentation of services, (3-) improved follow-through
on recommendations from medical, social service,
and education team members. and (4) continuation
and continuity of care' to the ,infaeit and or her
family upon entering the 'hospital for, inpatient
services. Although the infant program does not
guarantee it. placement of such a program in a
medical center- for the' dea-blind enhances the
likelihood that diagnosis, evaluation, and treatment
will ongoing and mterderfen

e second setting for an 'mfant'program
school for the deaf, -and/or blind which has

decreased, its age requirement or.a private agency.
The approach used is similar., to that of the
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Even though * there is variability in any approach
to curriculum or educational Methodology, the
biologic deficits o the deaf -blind infant dictate
that every infant stimulation program Focus on
program activities that ottemptto compensate for
this overwhelming deprivatio'n. 'Program content is
very similar in early childhoiiyi programs. However,
the manner in which time activities are presented
vanes* with the program, In addition, content does
not exist in isolation but as part of the program
philosophy and model.' Three major philos6phies
or models predominate theearly:childhood pro-
grams used across tikc country 'at 4'his time..These
philosophies or Models include ( I ) the 'behavior
modification approach; the normal-
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devlopmental approach; and (3) the cognitive
developmental approach or the fiagetian model
(Anastasiow. 1975}. The first and latter models

.represent extremes along the continuum. The
exponents Of these models differhdosophically in
their perception of the child and how he Or she
learns:

The dominant view among behavioral psycholo-
gists is that all behavior is learned, including
affective components such as sociability. While,
there are substantial differences among leading
theoreticians such as Thorndike, Watson, Weiss,
Hull, and Skinner, all embrace the Lockian view of
the tabula rasa of original nature (Hunt, 1969).
This belief is based-iron the assumption that the
original naturelk mam'rnalian organisms, including
man, consists of an abundant repertoire of minute

'reflexes. The -extrethe environmentalist view, as
espoused by Rini) B. Watson, 'elairn,s that with
control of ciptumstances a healthy infant from

'bifth through age seven can be made into anything
desired. Skinner diverges frOm the behaviorist view
of the human as passive and, inactive until
compelled to act. He accepts the existence of
"Operants" and "respondents" as givens. Operant
activities are thOse for'Which thefrristigating events..
hi the environment cannot lbeWcified...this is in
contrasto "respondents," for whiCh the instigating
event ca* be specified. Although Skinner accepts
the existence ofofieiants and respondents, he does

'ITOT-CMitierTikrac-tirtrtve_aTaiv-ifiipmenial
Agin or that they occur" a5,
interaction the eni-onment. In the stiltulus-
response (SIR) concepT, learning reinforcemeni

,plaYs a prirriaryorole. Reinforcement is any event
. following _the action of the organism that results in

an increase in the readiness of the action or in a
- modification of the action to occur'

- ,

We obs&ve the frequency of a sae esponse (operant
imp:glen bake an event rilin'gent upon it arid
oh,serve any_change in frequency. Fis there is a change, we
classify the event as reinforcing to, the. organism ukcter

the misting cwcfirnstances (Skinner, 193)." -

Modificatfori of behavior is directly. related to
motivation. The shaping Of behavior that :bccuris
a result ofathe rewardiLig events whiclillov3 their,

40 occurrence. Therefore, a reward or reinforcer A
given to the child when- he or she accomplishes the

. behavior the trainer hasset" The primary reinforcer
is food, with social rewards considered seCondary.
although a good behaviorist uses both. The trainer
creates an individualized'program ,for the child iii

into discrete, sequential lessons. These are taught '
at a.OTedetermined.success rate.

The nOrmalrdevelopmentalist views the- child as
the mediator in the' learning process_ Age is the
variable that structures what the child will be
'taught. The child is ready to learn an activity at the
time when most children can accomplish the skills
called for by a particular task. Fart)/ crgldhood

'education hailbeen influenced a great deal by the
work of developmental psychologists Gesiell,
Shirley, and Hilgaid; as well as Lee and Lee, who
prepared lists` of skills to be accomplished by a
certain age (4nastasiow, 1975).

The preschool curriculum 0 normal -develop
, mental prograins consists of those activities and

experiences thacare consideied child growth 'and
4evelopment "oriented. Lists of age-apprOpriate
skills influence' when 'specific materials will be
introduced into ,the curriculum. The cur riculum

also"reflect tfuti>e activities that afeconsidered 5,

'necessary prepare the child for entry into a
school Program, usually the first grade. The-chil-
dren are generally grouped for activities which are

- teacher-directed. "Units :of work are developed in
which school- related concepts such as colors, direc-

'tionalit'y, arra -number concepts are introduced.
The child is taught how to behave in school as he
or she participates, in these tasks. Socioe. motional
development- is also emphasized, but within the
context tat ernotkonaAiealth influences cognitive
.creveTopmen17 and' Tlieretore,;11 necessary if the

- Auld is,is ccessful in school.,
. The -cognit elopmentaliA. or Piagetian

views the child as the tfans4-tor in the learning'
process. This view is opposite' to and diSsonant
with that of the behaviorist's pesiti2;n, which views
the child as the activator of itis or,ner intelligence.
The child irriowes through a'series of age-determined

. stages, that are hierarchically ordered. Paget feels
that -the infant has a limited lumber of
organized innate behavioral Structures' that allow

. :him or her to interact with his or her environment;
thfrom bir. hest refleix schemata include ;(I) .

sucking; (2) looking; (33 'listening; '.(4) vocalizing;
(5) gialping;"and (6) the various motorvabtivi.ties-Of
the trunk and limbs (Hunt, 1969).

The infant learns about the world through laisor
her entotinters.with the environment. ''The`baSic
refliex 'schema undergo progrZsAxe adaptations
through' the .processes df "a,,:simi.lalion" and
"aceo.mnrodatiOn." ?A's theinfant interacts with the

enviYonment; he or she incorporates .4c11 eitcotm-
ter through the process of assimilatidn to form a

which each step in learning a task is broken down construction of reality. The process by which the

,-
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infant revises his or her cOnstruction of reality program b
through latioriois defined as acconimo,dation. first pri

The'richn of the infant's ekperiences and his or :damage
her physical actions determine hoW the child discovery of a severely impaired infant. A Proaks-

constructs his or her ow,n intelligence. The iagetian tean Attitude of makings child fit the program
trainer creates an envir6hment rich with objects'', instead of fitting the pr'egram to the child and his
for the child to act upon. experiences are arranged, or ,her family' will have more than it share of ,

s

behavior modification. For others .the
ty must be given to the emotional

oduced in respense to the birth of or the

44

sequentially, beginning first with the object, suc- faithres. - .

ceeding' to observation on how the object is used, Programs for deaf-blind infants can best be

and'then actual use of the object. Finally, through described as'st?uctured a'nd containing activities%
questions, an analysis is made of .the processes which the teacher imposes a sequence of planned

involved in the experience. The soc)oemotional , activities upon he infInt. A number of structured.
ssed. Piaget preschool programs, primarily for the disadvan-

ndamental ''taged;- have been in operation since the 1960s.
is the ne While these programs diverge in-their,vievis of child'
is 'cons' development

ss 'as the child tegies, "the

deve ent of the child is also st
and (1969) feel that th
need an tivation for all learn
be -frepted" and loved. Failur
fundamental to the learning pro

and employ diverse teaching 'stra-
entral theme, of each has been the

learns to accommodate new kno edge thrOugh his imposition of carefully designed sequences of
or her mistakes. Open educatio Jnglish school. activities .4on participating children" (Weltart,

variety .such as open corridor-is ah example c)-( the dir 970). The' specific equation for a successful infant

ecognitiVe developmental approach. C stimulation pr8glam for'the . deaf:blind is as yet

A curriculum r ,epresents the. 'translation of a c neith. knoWn nor 'agreed Upon: However"; an
specific educational hypothesis regarding how the , essential' pang. dr this-equation is that the teaching

child learns into'a set of activities which attempt to
4.` achieve 'predetermined goals. In our experience,

early educational programs for the deaf-blind or
'severely, multihandicapped child must incorporate
elements of- each of these child development
models. To be effective, reliance On any brie
approach totally ignores the severity of the handi-*

II.

capg and the wide
tional differences among f-blind children. An
eclecticAheoretical approach, based on detailed
medical, psychosocial, and educational assessment,

4 provides a child and family profile which must
serve as the basis for educational programining for
the deaf-blind Anfant.

The approach most Widely used in infant stimu-
lation' programs for. the deaf-blind is the normal-

_ developmental model. Piagetian .programming is
lost on the deaf-blind infant and the low function-
ing deaf-blind chilli. However, Piaget's hieraichical
stages of infant devel t s
into-, The theoretical

. ,planning a curriculum.

uld be integrated
co palliation related to

tie same token, a highly
structured program Of contingency -reinforcement
often, cannot be implemented in a chaotic family
circumstance," whIch many of ,these children con-
tribule to or inherit. Yet, behavior theory can be
integrated successfully, into the normal-
developmental model and is conceptually valid as a

Itechnique. for teaching or extinguishing certain
behaviors.' In addition, some Families need the
structure of and can implement with zeal a detailed
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be systematic and that the curricillum be open:
ended anti contain a repertoire of activities.

Plogrinftomponents
A discussion of kb.e components of a full-serVice

early intervention program for deaf-blind children
is presented in the following sectior4.

Parents

Pal-tilts' of the mtilti1 handicapped are in critical
need of both counseling and specific skills and
techniques to use with their infants. The birth of a
handicapped infant precipitates some degree of a
faimily crisis. Guilt plays an important role in the

,parents' ability to 'relate positively to their handi- ,
capped infant, tot, their other siblings, and to each
othe "Siipport, comfort, and hope are the primary
initia needs of tpeparents. Feelings of inadequacy- ,

mu he-handled directly and" indirectly to help
parents view themselves as adeqUate. people.
Because' of the direct role that parental behaVior *,

plays in the , development of the Child, it is

important stolintervene befdre the parents' period
cat mourning, turnsliato abject hopelessness. If this
is not accomplished, the infant stimulalioqro-,
gram will ac,hie.ve minimal success. ' ,

Recognition of the pareirg as the infant's pri-
mary teacher ha'S encopragecl ), -numb% Of pro-.
grams for the. sc:sadvantaged, ideveldFnentally
delayed, and *the handicaprted to focus on early' , .

intervention through parent participUtion. t'reveii
4V
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tionof cognitiv deficits by teaching parentS and
'more effective ed ational methods has been the
thrust 9f infant e ueatfon projects developed by
Gray and Klaus (1 70), Karnes and Teska (19-70),
Weikart (1970), an Gordon (1973). Iriterveriiion
is accomplished through parent training during
home visitations or home training sessions.

Home visitation and training has a long _prece-
dent in the education of blind infants and has been
ongoing in M#achusetts, California, News Jersey,
and New York. During the 1950s and the-1960s, a
number of ea rly intervention prOgratn fOr deal'
infants focused on parent /raining., :The' 'Infant

York City Ilde d f Education used a clinical
(togrAuditory Training P am sponsored by the New

setting to train 'parents in-, the use. of methods
which would facilitate language development. The
John Tracy Clinic in .I.os Angeles introduced a
'change of format in the 1960s.by using the home
as the therapeutic,milieu in whfch toteach parents.

' A simulated ho = j 'he clinic was used for
this purpose. was used as the model
for infant prOgr4 eveloped at the Central.
Institlite for the Deal' i St. 4.ouis, tie University.
of Kansas Medical Center, and the Bill Wilkerson
Hearing and Speech Ce-nter in Nashville,

the Rubella Project -Experimental Preschool for
1Vtultihandicapped Childrel in NeNy York City
initiated a pfogram of early intervention through

.
patient training in 1969f The goal of this program

.
is

earliest pcsible detection.of deaf-blindness, prefer._
. ably, within the- first year of life. Intervention

strategies include ongoing diagnosis and evaluation
to help 'the iiiitant develop funpional use of both
his . or 41e vision and 'residual hearing. This is

1- accomplished ehrptigh intensive parent training and
counseling/ The setting for this program includs
both the,-'Clinic and theinfant's.home, witha home
training team visiting once a. week to ensure.

I carry-over of activities front the hospital to the .

home.
A number of activities can-be used to encourage

karent participation in infant stimulatiCin programs.
. , An f.initial activity is the presentation of the

,prokam's ratiorkale:whic4 includes a description
of the specific objectives and activities planned'
for. the infant. The piifents should be told.what
behavi6ral changes or developments to expect
This will help them to gee the relationship betty e.n
the activities they observe in' the proffIrrm and

''the intended goals for their infants, parents
should he told that it is important .for hern to
share info-Mallon about the infant's behavior in
the home so that methodsusedmtfie program Aid

. , ''r

4 4"

at home are CoAn islent. Parents of handicapped
infants need to be informed about the sequence of
child development. This information can be
exchanged informally orin special workshops.

Parents of handicapped infants often ack so
discouraged by their infant's failw,re to respoBill to
them that the program staff must serve as , the
infant's advocate for a period of lane. A method
that ht=ips to improve parent-infant interaction
consists of actively involving parents in the .prc
gram as assistant teachers or teacher aides for
caring kir infants other than "

rents'
This is

based on the assumption that feelings
of self - Competence are enhanced, their understand-
ing of child developnprLincreased, acid a reper-
toire of activities islealned, which the parents can
then use with their own infants. Furthermore,
having success with another infant encourages the
parent to try again with his 'siker own child. The
parents' empathy for one ar71111er also increases,
and b9nds- are formed enabling them to offer
support to one another.

A grAP led by a social worker or psychologist
,also offers emotional suppOrt to the parents of.
deaf-blind infants. Most parents benefit from par-
ticipation. in a forum that allows them to discuss

. their feelings about their children. They tend to
have a more positive attitude about their role as
the child's teactrer, and their self-esteem increases as
a result.

The Staff

Of necessity, staffing patterns vary tremen-
dously from program to prograrn and are depen-

' dent upon the financial, human, and technological
resources available at any given time. The multi-
handicapped infant has such diverse needs that no
one professional group has the knowledge or the
skills td prOvide all the specific services prescribed.
In addition, effective early intervention Jequires
that the staff be able to view the total infant. Some

'of. the staff competencies are no Afferent from
ihose exacted or less handicapped and normal
infants. .The folloiving afire some of the competen-
cies that should be 'mentioned because they are
important and frequently overlooked:

I. Level of knowledge about other prOfessionals,
,what they can do, and wliat they cannot do

2.1Jnderstanding, of the health needs of the
deaf-blind infant

J. Understanding of an ability to use evaluation
instruments and techniques to, obtain the

. infant 's baseline developmental and, behay-
ioral level
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4. Knew ledge of child development stages

through the first six years *4

5. AWareness of .the ,parents' needs and their,
stage of development in relation to the infant

6.. Knowledge of the infant's physical and social
environment and the role these will play in r
carryover of the program

7. Goals of the curriculum and its relationship to
the program philosophy

'8. Development of competency- in at least one
and .awareness of all the -Allowing areas.
language development, gross motor develop-
ment, visual-motor 'development, and social-
emotional developMent

An individualized program for each mother-
- infant dyad must be planned if the infant's
educational experience is to be effective. Inservice
and teacher training must be-an ongoing process so
that, staff competency continues to grow as the
infant devel9ps.

The Infant

The echicational needs of the deaf-blind infant
are .complex. Outwardly,' his or her needs approxi-
mate those of the normal child. i warm and
nu-tll:ant relationship wit a mother or surrogate-
in' a varied and, sensory stimulating environment.
However, adaptive subStitutions have to be created

for the deaf-blind infant to interact effectively
men t:---Tvettrak---snd---kinestliette-

feedbarnust play the organizatibnat role that-
vision and hearing usually doin the development
of object relationships during the sensorimotor.
'stage. Thd stimulatkin program must provide
an &nvironli!nt that is rich in its Variety of tactile
objects for 'the infant- to explore. Most programs
rely on teacher-mad& materials to augment the

. ready -made "e. quipitient on theinarket: Sound and ,

touch toys are especially effective.`Toys should be .

strung across the :Infant's playpen or crib .or"
preented at midline to facilitate and encourage
reaching-and grasping. Thisis an important concept
for the parent to -carry over- into the home: 'The
deaf-blind infant will not be able to coordinate
sound with grasping: Nevertheless, audition should
be stimulated in the hope that the infantivill learn
to localize and respond to,sound stimuli at a later.

. time. The infant should also be encouraged' to
track objects visually so that he or she "learns to
see" and. to reach out and to explore objects
spontaneously. Deaf-blind infants benefit from
experiences planned to.teach them about gravity
and their bodies in space. Motor activities which
incorporate equiprnent 'such as large inflatable
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rubber balls' and balance boards are .used in most
infant stimulation programs.

Language development for the deaf-blind infant
presents technical as well as,managerial problems.
Early amplification, has been established as an im-
portant component of treatment for the deaf infant:
Many deaf-blind infants who are unresponsiire to
ambient sound and test at a profoundly deaf level
may, at the age of five, test in the mild to
moderate range. For this reason, amplification is
generally not used during the first years of life.
However, it is worthwhile to explore the use of
amplification as soon as hearing loss is Confirmed..
Low-gain hearing aids should be used 'initially.
Careful observation of the infant's responses and
coordination between the audiologist, the interven-
tion team, and the parent! are 'essential. Auditory
training should be an integral component of the
infant stimulation program. Music and rhythm
present the infant with repetitious sounds and the
opportunity to introduce gestures, signs, and move-
ments that encourage differentiation of the self.
Sign- 4anguage plus total communication should be
introduced during infancy. 'We have found that
projective vocalization increased after the infant
used one or two signs appropriately. ,Behavior
modification techniques have proved` to be the
most effective' methods for establish* eye contact
with the infant long enough for presentition of the

.,..signtMajty,*sigsare resistant initially to the use
of- sign language. They fear that signing will

dtscourage their child from talking: With' support
and counseling, parents begin to understand ..the
need for establishing a system of communication
between themselves and' their infants, and they
become quite "receptiye to learning sign language.

= The , deaf-blind infant falls behind rapidly in
self- -care skills. Feeding presents ayroblern as early
as six months of age.' From our experiences, we
have found- that most multihandicapped children
have an 'aversion to textured foods, and if left to
themselves, they would drink supplemented bilk
into -adulthood. 'The ,introduction of a variety of
foods on a chronologic timetable for 'the normal
child precllecles this feeding problem, which Was
faced in programs for the deaf-blind five years ago
and to some .extent is faced today when hn order
child is enrbjled in a program for the first time. De-
manding and expecting, iiirdependence in eating
finger feeding, holding a glass, and using a'spoon at
the age-appropriate time for these skills encourages-
independence in feeding by the age of-,three instead
of the age of five or seven. Problems encountered
are the children's resistance to chewing and cul-
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tura! factors. Parents' attitudes about what and
when their children-should be eating are the major
determinants of independence in the activity. The
time period for bottle feeding varies within cul-
turesIn fact, the discussion of self-care skills must
take into account social -and cultural attitudes as
they relate to infant stimulation programming.
This is particularly obvious in the area of self-care
skills, but its influence is felt in all other aspects cfr
the program. The success- the program has in the
infant's acceptance of appliances such as hearing
aids and eyeglasses depends directly on the consis-
tent effort the parent expends.in accomplishing
these goals. The key word here is consistency. The
program can teach a child to remove his or hes
outer clothing and to wash and dry his or her
hands, but if the demand between program and

'snot consistent th rat at which thf child
achieves independen,ce will definitely be reduced,
Toilet training cannot be accomplished without th!
cooperation of the parents. Although the child
usually must be ambulatory, the major determi-
nant is the parent's readiness to take on this aspect
of training dUring the preschool period. This
program aspect is usually dealt with once the child
achieves school age and enters a full-time program.

Accountability

Evaluation has to take place on a, number of
levels in early intervention. Illejtifant,,the:32arents,

tecal the program This is a particularly difficult
as intervention programs are difficult to

evaluate and progress, is often hard to measure. In
spite' of this, two components of the evaluation
process should be included in every infant interven-
tion program. fdr the deaf-blind. Evaluation and
reevaluation of the infant must take p ace on a
regular basis. The second 'component is t at activi-
ties be well documented. This provide the staff

. with a feedbatk loop winch indicates hether or
not program goals are effective or need' to be
revised. Both should be done al an individual basis
as well'as for the program as a whole.

Summary and Conclusions

a The need for early detection, intervention, apd
education' hasbeen suggested by research dataon
deprivation. Children born with the dual sensory

handicapsof deafness and blindness are extremely
vulnerable to develcipmental delay and attrition In
addition, research studies have demonstrated the
relationships of parent behavior and family envi-
ronment to the child's development. Infant stirrai-

.
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lation programs are expensive and require a great
deal of outreach activity, staff energy, and skill.
However, saving an infant and family in crisis from
further deprivation, dissolution, and disruption
more than justifies the cost and the effort expended.
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HOme Visitation and Parent Cbunselipg
June L. Horsley -

Assistant Professor, Social Service Program, Loma Linda University, La Sierra Campus

The wriod of time between the last major
fubella epidemic (1964-65) and 1970 when
nationally-funded services were made available
through, Regional Deaf-Blind Centers was a time
when thousands of ,families affected by the epi-

ndemic were essentially without appropriate service
for their de-blind children or for themselves.

Evolution of Services for Deaf-Blind

A fe'w centers existed in the United States for
training a small percent of the deaf-blind children,
but the number of children that could be accom-
modated by these centers was only a fraction of
the,children needing \ these specialized services. At
the same time, traveling distances to thege few'
major centers were great for the majority of
American families. there:by leaving them without
personal cOntact or effetive services. Urban areas
maintained diagnostic and child development cen-
ters but precise knowlefte about deaf-blind chit;
dren was lacking. 4

The Need.for Home Visits: -A Time'Without

During' that period outreach, home visitation
and home training programs as services to rural
families with deaf-blind children were virtually
nonexistent. A few such programs existed for the
blind child and his or her fa ily or for the deaf

"'child and his or her family b the larger number
of children exhibiting the characteristicS and physi-,,

,s.al handicaps of the deaf-blind child were caught in
a relentless merry-go-round of inappropria ser-
vices. Specialized counseling services for parents of
deaf:blind children received even less attention
during and immediately following tp.is rubella
epidemic.

Beginning Home Services for Deaf-Blind Children and
Their Parents: A Nationlai Project

While national legislation fOr services to rubella
deaf -blind children , was being discussed and
debated, several educational pilot 'projec'ts were
begun here and there throughout America for these
children._ Reports of some of these programs were
presented at a- conference in San Francisco in June,
1969 (flatten, 1969). Out of the 19 project
reports, 14 program representatives ,reported the
inclusion of parents, in their programs for deaf-

blind children. Twelve of these 14 programs
emphasized training parents to become "child
trainers." About eight or the reports mentioned
efforts to focus on such parent needs as relieving
anxiety, enabling PatKits to better cope with
stress, or helping parentf, work through feelings of
guilt, rejection, and depression. Only seven pro-
gram reports stressed serving parent and child in

the home through home visits.
In spite of these small' figures, the inclusion of

parents in programs and initiating home visitation
projects lepresented a good beginning because
most of these pilot educational programs were
conducted- before federally fiinded services were
implemented nationally in 1970. .

Services for Parents at the Regional Level

When the Regional Centers for Services to
Deaf-Blind Children implemented programs across
the United States iar 1970, only one of the ten
centers employed a sdcial worker or home coun-
selor at the regional level. Direct services to parents

.remained at low-priority levels aktiat time, with'
highest priorities placed on casefinding and identi-
fication of_i DurCes .for educational services for
the deaf-blind children.
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During ,fiscal year 1971-72, two additional cen-
ters hired profeSsional personnel for the purpose of
13egintiing counseling services toyarents. Since the,
emphasis was on coordinating casofinding, diag-,
nosis, and evaluation of deaftbrind children, plans
to begin state, regional, and national parent organi-
zations were -only in the discussion stage. Interest
in.providing parent counseling and/or home visits
was developing but had not, yet been implemented

Four regional centers reported having personnel
to coordinate services Tor parents throughout their.
regions by 1973. Other regionally ,coordiriated:
services for parents of deaf-blind 'children involved
regionalparent workshops in 197.3 and 1974.

Parent Services at the Stale Levek,

In a March, 1975, survey of all regional centers,
sever reported having begun sponsorship of home
training and visitation programs fol families- of
deaf-blind children on the state level between 1970
and 1972. These seven tegional centers employed
11 home visitors or itinerant teachers. The back-
ground training of these individu. als included:
teachers of the deaf-blind or multihandicapped
child, a speech therapist, social workers, parent
educators, 3 child developmept specialist, and

th some experience in deaf-
oes not include the stateblind programs. This

persorrn el wha -were -riarasefinding . -

` throughout the United States. These eirly itinerant
workers coverid large geographiC., areasoften

- entire stateswhile serving very isolated fainilies.
-A few *state. deaf-blind educational programs

included sociai,workers, psychologists, and parent
edliCators" to provide educational and counseling
services to the parents of the children in the
`deaf-blind program. Some parent counseling was
done on a referral basis; while other counseling
services were extended to parents through groiip,_
therapy sessions. Very , few contacts were matte
with the parents Gf deaf-blind children in the state
training schools.

Between 1972 and 1974, thional 'centers
inireased the number of counselor ti and _hbirte--
tfaining personnel to more than 55 persohs. Also,-
during this time, gix states, reportedly conducted
intensive workshop and training sessions for social
workers and parent counselors. The training sek-
sions represend an.attempt to build quality into
the state programs and to better prepare those
workers to meet the needs of the.' parents of
deaf-blind children'in the home setting.

I
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Other states developed plans for Providim home
visitation through- teams 6V professionals on an
itisieranVbasis during 1972:73. These teams' con-
sisted of teachers of deaf-blind persons and social
workers who fckcused on training parents to
becbme child-trainem The team .men3bers also
offered counseling serices--. to help parents cope
with family conflicts and stresses.

Major Trends of 1975

Fiscal year .197445 was a year of greatly
increased services to par!hts of deaf-blind children
througheiit America. Reports from the regiini,14.,
centers showed that between 150-180 individuals
were involved with parent counseling, home train-
ing programs, and outreach home visitation pro-
jects during. that year. Forty-five states were
reported as having holt-6 counseling servicesavail-
able to the parents of deaf-blind children. Both
part-time and "full-time counselor services were
reported'including those -persons who-served par.
eats of children in a classroom program all
outreach 'workers who cowered entire states. Stair.
estimates of parentsserved ranged from ± percent-
to 85 percent of the parents of deaf-blind children-.
across the 'nation, with the lesser percent being,
reported by those. regions that had, just bee
furtdenefor parent, services within the previous twto
years. I

Other trendsstiggested that Over 50 pereen of
-Pareras Were coutieredirlindiV4iii 'milk

sessions. Only five states 'reported holing group
' family counseling sessions.

Brealsidown of euerience and training of those
individuals (doing pant'counseling included social
workers, teachers',Isf the deac-blind; caseworkers
from commissions ft( the blind, counselors forlhe
blind, trained home visitors, teachers of the blind,
.paraprofessionals with supetvisiori by a teacher,
psychologists, general cla4groam teachefs, teachers,
of the multihandicapped, hers of the deaf,
paraprofessionals with stipervision by a social .

O. worker, program directors, parent' educatOrs with
teacher-training that included classwork in counsel-
ing skills, speech therapists, itinerant teams, and

. nurses -with training in infant stimulation. Defining
_the exact roles that each of- these individuals'
assumed in parent 'counseling, and home visitation
would be an 'impossible task` to accomplish with
any accuracy. General impressions obtained from

the regional centers Were that a majority of these' workers used an education/training oriented'
approach and spent much of their time training
patents to become child trainers. -v
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Many' of the respondents' from the regional
centers indicated that future hiring trends for °

parent counselors and home visitors were expected
to lean more toward trained social workers wiU4
some inservice' training in working-with thelleaf
blind. A few respondents --stated that several
regional and state programs would ,continue with
teachers of the, deaf blind as 'home visitors but
would have the leachers attend intensive confer-
ences can counseling technique's and skills. Others
pereelftVile home visitation team as providing the
most comprehensive counseling - training situation
fcfr parents. Interviewing and counseling skills and

,adaptability tounstructured situations such as the
home setting were seen as necessary traits for any
individual doing parent counseling and home visita-
tior) r.

Spin-off workers, Project Spin-off was a nation:
wide program to provide service _through trained
home visitors to those families not receiving other
gel-vices 'for their deaf-blind child. Twelve' workers
wete assigned to various regionk, Some concern was
expressed about the limited' training provided
these workers. Respondents believed that molt'
than three weeks for training and planning would
have been" helpful fOr a number of the workers who
had never done outreach 'or home counseling
before., Howexer, the smajtirity of regional center
reporters perceived.the Spin:off project as atmajor
impetu's for continuing and expanding services to
parents throughout their legions: Other advantages
of havnig spin-off workers ware seen-as: iclentifica-
tion of additional parental needs; provitling data on

- family environmental and cultural uniqueness; pin-
pointing -gaps in services to- parents; providing
educational services to the parents within the home
Letting, increasing new*ta and psycliosocial infor-

-* mation on deaf-blind children and th-eir families;
obtaining financial assistance for parents: providing
liaison between school and parents; assisting some
states -in making contact with every homebound
deaf-blind person in the State; prdvidirig effective,
counseling services to isolated, rural 'families; and
inspiring new parent, counseling and home visita-
tion pioj,ect,s. Some respondents belie,ved that a.
team concept would have been more effective.
because Spin -off Workers, frequJntly seemed to be
doing ei er parent training or parent counseling
but not

Trends 1, parvit groups, .Nineteen stales reported
`f4hat pare t groups and parent group .organiza-

tions Qn ie state level were reported to he on the
increase, in each region. Continded support- of

\ -parent-sponsored, groups or workshops were
1111
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.reported by, all in regional centers. Interest ran
high in relation to workshops for training parents
in leadership skills, legislative procedures, and

°issues of parents' rights.
Other 'continuing concerns. Reports from the

regional deaf-blind centers included on-going plans
-for workshops for teachers, stressing parenl-pacher,
relationships and counselihg skills and; teaching"
home management; establishing numerous dew
local confinunity res6urces for parents; increasing
use 'of mass media to acquaint the public with the
problems of the deaf-blind child and his or her
family; providing summer educational programs for
parents; organizing weekend _retreats for parents;
creating parent newsletters with question and
answer columns written by psychologists and
psychiatrists; increasing parent services to reach'
those isolated families who still do not have

appropriate ssistance; providing counseling ser-
, vices to pa s who have deaf-blind .children

placed in 'in talons for the ,mentally retarded;
funding trained baby--"sitting services 'and respite
carp -f6r parents of deaf-blind children; coordinat-
ing parent counseling services on a national basis;

'coordinating parent services at regional level;
addingnew itinerant teams to do parent counseling
and he visitation on state levels; and beginning
studies' and research projects on' vounseling with
the siblings of deaf-blind childien.

The lists are long'and the continuing needs are.
plentiful, but ,the accomplishments in the-area" of
parent counseling and home ervices during tilt
'past five years arealtuly-signkticant,

'Taski of the Home Counselor
4.

Preparation' for beginning home visitation pro-
grams can be anxiety-provoking_ to any new home
counselor or Outreach worker.

Preplan *rg for the Home Visit

If th counselor or worker accumulates knowl-
edge abo the current educational theories and -
practices for deaf:blind children and their, families
and takes time to acquire the necessary counseling
sills to effectively Work with these familigs, the
experience, can become an exciting and re ding
one. -

Acquire knowledge of the treatment and train-
Mg of the deaf-blind child. Suggested guidelines foz

obtaining information and knowledge Of this'
nature include the following: I

1. Acquire and read .many of rhe 4vailab
articles and, books on rubella an& of
handicapping conditions. A greatly increaSes1
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number ofirtIcles, books,- and bibliographies
ire tl# an of deaf -blind can be lifladily
'cibtained through the regional-.centi. for
deaf-blind children and through specific deaf-

prbjects. The knowledge h8s become
ed anthrelevant for individuals in

Programs as %hell as for those in
ainthg settings.

2. Get out into the field and visit deakklind
programs. Watch the children aid teal at
work and at play. Observe how the teacher
pregents individualized lesson plans to chit-
drelsof all levels of functioning: Take n27,te of -
1114quipment used and how if is u ed to

residual hearing and vision or_ to
develop fpg-and.gross Motor skills. Ask the ,

teacher or suggestions about how it can be
*
.

adapted or ,substituted for deaf -bind children 4.

in the home.

sophistic
central'.4.
home

$

`';

3. Contact professionals in all d' lines, who
work with deaftlind and ler handicted
children and question them in deifthi out
testing and. training 'techniques they fiave
found h 1.when working with.tWs_e

Yt

1111

. i.pantory of family membership, we should look at
all ,generations of this family that form the
'perso resources for? unit. The family struc-
ture y, include grandparents, uncles, aunts,
parents, and children. Some authors peak-- of ...
framing Ott family structure in light of where the

family resides, including all members Of the family
that live'under the same roof (Pollak, 1960). Other
authors belie* the nuclear family of father,.
mother, and their children to be 'the most Are:
quently observed family structure in today's'society_
`as we knotv it. 7tonver, theSpuclear -family is .

certainly not the oTly structure,with which we will
con in contact. Not 4nly will we wofk with some
'extended family Situations but we may be con-
'cl4ned with a number of one-parent 'families on
oupoutreach list.,The home c6unselor:needs.to be
able to adjust the home program to any family

tructure. Points to consider in -relation -to far uil
structure ificlude the following:

I. Thostmernbers included in. the 'family struc-
.

lure are{, already a Pesgurce of one kind of
another.for the family.lhey may be a° helpful

di i 1116or a disruptivetrue resource for the me Wiltingdren.Wal appointmen17' toy meet' * program and for the deaf-blind child., The
. the pediatric.' nurse, spillech therapist,.

, porne. counselorkhould evaluate arid assesssocigl worker, p sic-al therapist, additItOgist,
.occupeti if e4ch Unify memTer's. involvement and devisetherapit, oythologis. teacher,-
nutritionist,' 1,brarian, program dir tor-al a Filan.for ho.cv all members' can be incorpo-.+ rated into a COnstreciRie program of 'servicewho are actual possible o
tion for the home count

cgs of informa- . for the child and the family:r. These'con/acts,

and the intensity bf the -home counselor's /coimselor b'ut als becoinesariprOpriate eef- ;-
rar resources for' Q involvement with the fainily. If the family has Ifamily and the

Family structure may determine the

I

.

I,
.

arnotintnot only" "5,41j17*1 kno edge for the home

in the -fu4kire. s multiple warm, supportive resources within its 1-

private and public mental ,healtapr2v
grains: child d_evelipmept centers*, schodg
with "special- programs fbr_ thd qeafthe0)1iiid,,
and the da - blind, vocttibnal rehabilitation
agencies; acid -specific foUndations and, club
groups which Vie interest in, handicapped

, children anit
,5. Attend workshops, rieofiferenc:es, patent group

meetingi, and comMuilit# actir grOupt T.ake
courses in child development, parent,counsel-
ing,'And ,crisis, inteiviention Reatl, o*rve,

;As, consultthe creative. Be your ow respurce.-

thidexstandfarruk structure, role frizclaynatnics,

structure, the counselors may not need tti see
° that family as frequently at 'they see the

fanfily with ont (*parent and few support-
Mombefs:. enitorking with a' family ,1

fl having. liniited supportive eigitivroes, the home
/counselor. !nay need to become a part ()tithe . %,

stipport system until ocher commOity
resources can be brought into di,rect service.'
The. counselor nray 'also need to readh out

'into the local communitytoyecruit substItate
extended family rnembets s.uellies 'a grand..

*mother from next dOor, an uncle from
softball team or the firehouse brew; or a igo,

sister from the high school to provide a fa
-116eto4ke courfseldr shAd also have a good under- o 4 structure where non had existed before.
standing of family structure, roles, and dynamics substitute: faMily can' include any cOminuni.
of,behay.jor.. Mien,. vie ,,speak "of the structure member who's willing to take an activep t

1: 07a family, 'Nek are actually` talking about the 't , in platiding new Strengths and relatibnsh ps
kinship structure-Of all The-Lindy members. In an ,..' - . toVWsometimes fragmental f'alnilielk i

,. 7 - r
'
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3. Observe The family structure. Is it a loosely or
a tightly knit unit Of kinship? Whichever it is,
is it working adequately for this family?. Irit
is, leave it as it is. If it is riot ylorking.well ffor
the parents or for We deaf-blind child, some
plan for intervention' and increased outside
sup11151t should be Offered.

-Early writers commenting on familyroles or the
function ;aimily meenbes§\ (Zefditch, 1955,:
Pollak, 1641 tended to type Tale and femall
Tairtisk; as "insttume,ntar and "exiiressive." Zelditch
des ibes the instrumental or male' role as:. (a)
direct responsibility for the solution of family
tasksli(bithe authorityto make bindrig-manageal
decifOns; inA1 (c)'frthe primary responsibility r
discipline e--and training of children. The' expressive
or female' role wasdefined as: (a4iponsibility for
maintenance of -solidarity. and, management of
tension's; and' (b) the primary responsibility for
cam int el./maid suppiirt of children. .

some ealuntcies,the 19110s brought consider- .
able shifting_ and expansion, .of the concepts 'of

"'t male - female roles" within fan-lilies, 'Males* and
. femalets be.gartoaiissurne roles with which they felt
',rnOst comfortable or those that were decided upon.

in mutual agreements. The` -toles assumed lay

macriege Partners today may be a combination of
ecnotiOnal support, decision-making, Jeadership in
sexuit relations, cooperatiOn in division of labor,
and taring .the responsibility of diSbipline, and
training of children.

Keeping up Q11 the liteiettire on changing roles is
a tworthwhile goal for the home vtitor. Currently
many good hook and articles cjarify the changing

ale and female soles in American_society.today:
dult- courses_ i current trendsearealso a valuable-

. reso" ce f eepiug up, to date ON what is

pp tri. me cOntemporary audo-is (I441er
1973) are stressing that both Mon and women now
have one main role, that' of a human being. 4

4 In light of the many role changes some famllits
may 'be experiencing, one role at least shoul
remain constant for themthe role- of the horns,
counselor.

relationship moth' there and have 'assesstd .the
individuals' firactioning in those roles. As we asses's
4,nti elialuate the roles of /tie family members, we
shciuld ask ourselves 61 Arc the fatillLy menthes.
accepting of Xi con)fortable with tleeir roles? (br

+ger

Thubasic role of Irtime colmselors is to wort
, with the families w they ..are and with the
individuals in whateveilkolqs they Ihve alkume'd
gave been wiped (*Mill, we' have established- a

yr

re individucomplementary, to other indi-
nal roles? 7c) Are the family members func-

tioning adequately in-theigindividhal roles and ine
their .family, roles? Again, we may offer reassur-
ances such "you are. doing a good job; keep it
up" if we f 'd that roles ase being handled well but
should ,plan intervention,, thrOugh' counseling, if
thfikare not.. a.

If a role disruption -occurs because of. illness,
bereavement; divorce, birth of a handicapped child,.
periodic crises,- or ongoing role conflict, the home
counselor should have the shills to help the family
work throughithe'disruption. If the home coun.."
selor has notobeen trained in yrisis-iiitervention'
techniques or in longer term marriage and family
counseling, a referral should be made 10 a trained,
licensed, or certified counselor. . .

.

. 411 referring to family dynamics, we are really
addressing ourselv,es to, interpersbnil relationships ,

within the family: hotv---.one fimily member's
action (the stimulus) .affect§ the behavior (the
response) of another farrlily mernber. - Personality
characteristics of family memberswhetherthey
are dominant, submissive, coinpetjtive,' ciibp-
drative:'defeusive, fearful, br aggressive, for exam- ''...
piealso influence the interactions of family mem- ._-
bees. We anticipate that pioSt litamily relationships

4

will promote,growth aiiiir maturity for each-of its
members, but we sometimes meet families in which;` ,?:.
unhealthy interactions, communiciition system
probleins, restrictive family, rules, and abgence of

en . linkages to the outside' community* have
reduced the -growing edge of one of tae individuals
or the-entire family. unit. '

.

-4.
Ea/fillies with deaf-blind children differ very

little from any other family exeept that they iftay
e, sOrrie ,umqueASses' and pressitres'because.of

t d-delef-b11,nd child., price More, we'lieed to acisess'.,

the; family relationslltps and .try ttO deterniine-.
where, the dysfunction is and how we can hdfp the -.
family work through its stresses. To ;accomplish
this- without causing additional trauma, the.hpme

selor must be adept in parent counseling pr in
'ewing Jechniques. fntuition is helpful but,

safneti es faulty, -A distinction must be made
between the person wfici is working .in the horfie .

satin' to'. train 'the mother to 'work, with het ,

cle4 find" ild for vslucational kiiposes and that
person w is wo g in --the home to help,
family 'w hrou ysfunctional relationships or
emotionalVroblems. Very 'few people worting in .

the deaf-blind area are trained to do both it this
point in time. Home courtkelors and out each

. .
, °,
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workers should be acutely aware of theirilimiteiL,
lions and training. 1.*

Develop interviewing skills and competencies. in
/ preparing for 'the home encounter, home cowl-,

selors first need VI take a good introspective look
at themselves. Self-awareness is an absolutely essen-

.tial criterion for the person making home visits or
doing family counseling. Home counseldrs need to
explore feelings about themselves, feelings about
hoidicapped children, feelings about working in
home situations with all socioeconomic groups,
and feelings about working -with a variety of ethnjc.
groups with different cultural mores.Our feelings
about% people and circumstances will determine
how we relate to tor do not relate to those people
and circumstances:Other important criteria for the
home counselor 'would include such attributes, as

Aself-motivation, responsiveness to needs, ability to
roll with-the' punches, ability to appropriately use
supervision and guidance, and the determination to
stay WO a task until it is completed.

Garrett "(1972) states that salthougjiithe most
skillful interviewing and counseling gives he
appearanse of -being a smooth and spontanFOus
interchange between the interviewer and ,heslient,
the revealed is obtllned only through careful
sttc y and years of practice. Where HIM the new
home counselor start in this whole process?

The concepts are -emphasized by
Biestelt- (1957) air& Carkhuff (11172)° as necessary
components of a.. good working 'relationship
between the family and the hOme counselor:
',. 1. Establish a relatiOnshipwith the individual or

the family. -All those working with people
must learn tb reach 4111.1.d make a tneaning-
ful contact with anotfier hurAn being who it
hurting The contact is an emotional interac-
fioti b4tween pepple. If #e.
positive. one, it leads tdif con fort
able, warm, and safe feeling between the two
people. If the TelationShipis a negative one,
the feeliitgs evoked can be distrustful, disre-'
speCiful, uneasy, and defensivl. The people in
.thivelationship are less likely to know what

' the other is saying or is needing. ATOod
relationship ywill allow. for exprtssions of

'anger and htirt ire n Open and honest way., *ft

-1
and self-dignity for all the- people working

. together on the decision. Self-determination
guarantees the counselor's support without
his or her domination.

3. Resp.ect thendividuality df the family mem-
bers.-Respect maintains a positive relationship
and -encourage* cooperation and purposeful
expresion of feelings. Allkwing for individ-
uality permits each persoito be his or her
own unique self.

4. A nonjudgmental attitude on the part 0( the
counselor gives family members the freedom
to be .themselves without fearing rejection,
assuming guilt; br assigring ;blame. Accep-
tance of family members is an important
element of this open attitude.

5. Genuineness *band empathetic understanding
fikby the counselor imply responsiveness to

needs and a willingness to share feelings.
6. Confidentiality assures the farrtify.that what is

revealed will not be shared indiscriminately.
Family infbrmation should be shared only for'
professional 'purposes and only with those

i persons concerned with the case.
Authors; in an-attempt-to-describe t o -prod

and' techniques of interviewing, have used terms
such as the "skill" and the "art" of looking beyond
the "Manifested" alsid the "obvious" behaviNs of
the. client. Garrett (1972) -descnbes interviewing as
an art that includes the observation of overt
hhavior and sees what the behavioi says as well as-
noting what is left unsaid. ft,involves listening with_
tl it! third earl4tht perceptive formation of leading
'questions to gain inforination and to refocus the
interview, dad the giving of subtle leadership and
direction. It involv'es the ability4 be alert to shifts
in conversation, issociatid. of ,iclea.v, recurring
thiemes ;incOtisisterigie4akid gap,' autt-ihe aPpro-'
priate use. of silence: The cliictission' of such
techniques -Fitist be abbreviated here, but many
theories and numerous method's of application
should be studied by the home counselor.

'-

. One method of counseling that many' social
workers and parent counselors have found to be a
comfortable and useful approach is the method of
supportive interviewing techniques. Selby (1956)
suggests tWo.types of conditions in which individ-
uals can benefit most from suppOrtive help: (1) the
petson with weak emstructure who cannot.
tolerate further threat to his or her defensive
sOtentand (2) the person l(ho normally functions
quite' Well- but Who is reacting' to some uitsually
difficult situation -which has teworarily impaired

111111

2. Allow the individuai or tile, family to use
sglf-determination in decisiOn making. -This
does *I 'mean a.we..remove ourselves from
the deckion- g voce* bat alit we
facilitate the ision throtth discussion of
all altern es in: an atmosphere, of respect

.,
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his or her integrative capacity. Supportive tech-
niques used (Method and Proeessiin Svial Case-
wotte, 1967) include:

1. Providing. ssurance. Reassurance be-

,- comes a dynamic, force when used realis-
tically, . 1

. Vignette: Mri. ,C. vas -severeTy depressed
over having given bir=th to a rubella deaf=
blind daughter. Her depression resulted in) .

frequent periods of cryiii4 alone in her
room for several hours a day. WhilL under a
great deal of stress, Mil C. Was still able to
accomplish all ofter We4ehold tasks and
attend -church each weekend. The home
counselor complimented Mrs. C. on the
fact that she was still doing an excellent job'
of handling her home responsibilities and at
the same time maintairing contact with her
church. By verbalizing these observations,
the' home counselor gave Mrs. C. realistic
reassurance 'that 'she was functioning ade-
quately in these areas.of her life and 'within
thee roles.

,

2.-Civing information: Iiformation allows for
constructive.action,
Vignette: Mr. and Mrs' T. are now- facing
the Prsibility of placing, their deaf-,blind
son, Tohn, in An- ,institution .for the men-
tally retarded. Jahn issixteen Years old and,
has been in a specialized home tvairfing
program .for Tour years' Mr. .T. has ju stii.
suffered a massivejieart attak and mustIP
stop working for i millimp of six to
twelve monthS. Mrs.T..1:tas had to and a ,
job, sincihe is' o, Ole only healthy adult
in the rimily. -13o :Ind Mrs..1., in the

.

.procesObf making e decision to plate'
John in the State Training. Schotil, lave.

° been bomtarding thetome counselor with
questions: What. is the SA,te. Schobr like?
Will they take good' eare of' John there?
Will he l'orget *how to dress -and feed
himself? Willthey know what he Nees to
eat or when 'fie needs .to, go tq the iiathi f '',

-room? What wi happen to 'John ifli hi .- .2
`father and I sho d both die? They had_
unending -questions, unceasing ineed for
information. Tha home counselor did not .

.hatee, all the answers for Ir. and Mrs: T.,..t
but arranged for both parents to visit the
State Training School and to meet the
personnbl who would'. be working with
Nisi. Mr. and Mrs. T, had the opportunity

1 . ,
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to obtain the necessary information on
which to base their ecision for placement.
They alio had the portunity to talk with -

tri attorney about Social Security benefits
,and state provisions for John's care if any-
thing should -happen to than at a later date.

3. Encouraging logical discussion. Logical dis-
cussion helps the Individual 'make a deciY
sion based on the 'appraisal of alternatives
and their anticipated consequences. :..,_

Vignette: Mrs. G. was pacing back and- -
forth in her living room Mile her eleven
year old deaf-blind son, played on the floor. '
With a good deal of anger, Mrs. G. expressed
her frustration over the lack a communi-
cation with li er.son's teacher about what he,
was doing at school and how she was

`expected to follow up on the wile program
at home. The home counselor helped Mrs.
G. define what' The perceived-to be the
specific communication* problem; then
assisted her in looking at alternative choices
available to her to help resolve the prob-
lem: (1) call the teacher and ask for
suggestions; (2) visit the school,and obser;le
specific activities and how they are accom-
plished with her, son; .(3) ask the teacher to
write ou,1 a complete home program; (4J.
give p and. forget aboutit; (5) write down

. G.'s Own actIVities undertaken with her
sou, send' them_ to the teacher.and ask for
coloments as to their relevance; and' (6)
sign up fo; the John Tracy Clinic Corre-
spondence Course.

At first . the home- counselor At tht
Mrs. G 's con:iplaints might be iticonsequen-

, tin). However, as the counselor listened and
observed the intensity iof G.'sofrustra,

she realized that lack Of eommunica-
. .4
tion with the tqachser was Mrs. G._s most4
insistent,' and urgent .problem. Counselor
and mother, 'talked over the alternative ,

plans and their Consequences. Mrs: G.
decides1 to try alternative plans 1, 2, 34,
and 6-for one month- and then evalua7e,
Which approach had been most helpful'as a
soltitiOn to the communication:problem. 41,1

4. Demonstrating behavior. MoWtling behavior
in this context' refers to all ways. of
responding- ideational, emotional, attitu-

. dinal, and physical.
Vignette: Mrs. B. felt that she was totally

' inadeqUate in- relating her. concerns About .

0
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her deaf-Wind child to the 'doctor. She
often stated, "When I arrive at the doctor'1;.

hair either forgotten what I ,'.;
wanted to ask him, about Cindy. of the
docttir rushes me out 'of his office in his
haste to see another paifent and I don't.' ,
have a chance fo ask, ktim the one question I
can remembei.nln this particular instante,'
the home counselor and Mrs. B. rble-plutd.

hu athe office visit. The counsel ed
Ws, B.' to write down each qireftion about
her child that came to mind during, the
week. Diring they next home 'visit, the
counseldr and mother renewed the list of

,questions together. Again the offiCe visit
was role:played with the counselor assisting
Mrs: B. in understanding what constituted
an appropriate assertive' request for infor-
m'ation from the doctor. The -home coun-
selor used the techniques of modeling
behavior and coaching (Rose, 197

5. Giving'advice and guidance. chnique
is,used when the individual needs direction

, tor permission to act or because he o4 she is
inhibited by fear, anxiety, or other rstrict-
ing emotions. It inust be.used with discre-
tion. . -

Vignette: Both Mr..and Mrs. W. had expeci-
-ended severe depression and had bedome
Immobilized during the of the death'
of _their deaf-blind son. e me court-
sqlor became active in suggesting stew..
that Mr. W. should take in making fu ral
service arrangements. The counselor
advised Mrs. W. to respond to the immf
ate needs of herother chadkn and assis ed
her imgetting the children bathed and fed.
Advie# and guidance snot freq4ntly used
as alupportive ,technique because most
_people take action td make changes when
they are self-motivated to do sonot when
someone elseadvises :them to do sp.irrisis

7 situations could be an exception to'this.
6. Settingtealistic limits. When the individual

is incapable of limiting hergelf or himself,
the unseldr may need to do it for him or
her un ,_the individual can stabilize or
learn to apt his or her behavior.
Vignette., ul .Was deaf-blind, excitable,
and physics agressive at home Jo the
point of tyra izing his younger brother,
Peter. A home visit revealed the intensity
of the family problem. Peter was extremely

a

bright 'and. was doted on 1ft his father. Paul
I.

I1
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could never win an ariment or .gan any
- 4

attention unless he did it through physical
viotenc,e. buring family counseling; the
iarents were)helped to set limits on Paul's

aggressive behavior as well aswork more
4with the ("airy between. Paul

afid his younger brother. With more linen- **.
tion from father for appropriate behiVior,

. Paul became; much less.irderested in acting
tr out his jealousy toward his brother.

7. Ventilating. This allows the individUal to
release. energy' bound by unexpressed emo-

1116.tion.
*Vignette: When the home counselor arrived '
at the S. family home, Mr. S. would
hurriedly leave the front roorn;His path, as
he. travelled through the -house, could be
follow /d' by`Mrs. S. and thetounselor as he
banged doors, pilshed drawers shut with a
Slam, dn stormed out to the garage. After
several flits, the counselor followed Mr. S.
out to the garage one day. The counselor'
quietly stated, "The pressures of having a
deaf7blind child plus' six other children,
must be terribly great for a man who
actually prefers the peace and qtlitt of
working on his cars in the garage." Mr. S.
looked at the counselor with notense anger.%
The counselor's question, "Is thew any-
thing I can dittcf help?" was followed by
Mr.
co
(t

explosive answers, "Yp, someone
ell the what's really wrong with-Tdin

deaf-blind child)! Someone can help
pay my doctor .and .hospital bills! I wish
some doctor would- tell me what those --
psychological testi mean, and you can
our neighbeirg that we don't haVe ,some:

/ thing that's ccatching juist because we have a
sou who is different fran their **Adm.!"
Mr. S. sat down on ,the bench Inty the
counselor. joined him-tO listen to'his express

, mons of total frustration and pent-up anger.
Mr. S. looked tired and exhausted and

- didn't go back into the house with the
'counselor. for the remainder of the home
visit. Mr. S. stayed in the'house for all of
the follow-up visits, howevei, and- -even7
tually became actively involved in tile .

home training pfogram for his deaf-blir?d
son.

8. ProvidingStirett intervention. This involves
the counselor taking actiotil on behalf of
the indiVidual or the family.
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Vignette: Direct intervention, is the coun-
selor's action that ctianges therealityof the
faniily, parent, or child's situation to enrich
the= .environment or to \void unnecessary
exterifal stress. Probably themost extreme
egample of this might occur when th
.counselor, the other team members,' and
,perhaps the family become aware of the

.- ,
fact lhat a deaf-blind child must Lie placed.
outside his home because of neglect, rejec-
Lion, physical, abuse, or the inability of the

r- parents to physrcally
vi

or emotionally Pro, ,
vide f ior- the child's continued growth°.

. Other. rless extreme exakles of, direct
intervention coulrd includi. ( I ) the coun-
selor taking. the activ'e responsibility. of

. 'providi transportation for the family to
- , go -t he diagnostic center instead of
4 aisliing the ;family to take total respon-

sibility Lb find another-means of transpor-
tation when they do nat have a car, or (2)'
'going to the doctor's_ ()like with the '
anxious ru4ithe'r and-child and_ intervening.
with the doctor-asking him the qpestions

m..., ,the other has fOrgotten or is too -felrful
to ask. t

ei N

.

9, Utilizing habitual patterpsf behatiof..Thisi
'involves a deliberate effort tsp- ;help' the
individual use old behavior patternslyan a
new and improved manner. Direction of
energy is more constructive so that
ward 'forms of bChav,ior are change
although, the intent, of Ole internal pro-
cesses,are not modified,
Vignette' Sirs. H:'.sptut 'hours oil ,the
teleplioie, butween viSits b4S, the home-: ,.

-counselor, repeatedly asking her three ;
women friends w tat she houltr.do ki get
her deaf-blind

head
ghter toeat or ,fo stop .

. banging her head on the.erib, rails. The'need I!
for reassurance and' direction Was so great
for Mrs. 1.. that she was grad ally sexpen

, ishcing persona* diso,rg zation as she -
. cOviinued to receive confusing instruction's".

from friends -who had never% personally
experiepried such trhstrations; fh ohms

.. 4 counselor took Mrs. H. to the n pup
%meeting fpt parents. Of handitappe Itil--. ,

drep. Here. Mrs. Ff.'s mqvines,for directives
were responded to by parents who had had
similar experiences and had aeqtrieed r

'knowledge from- isrofessiona counselors.
'kin. H 's, pattern of .behavior was the same

...-

r

,
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but lie. .r efforts to. find information
were co trdlieve.

Encouiaging confronta n. Pointing out
stereotyped or patterne behaviors so that
the indiv ualll?ecomes aware of them, can
tolerate the rene,ss, and can improve his
or her functioni
Vignette: Mr. and Mrs. M. are the parents
of a deaf-blind child but the primary

.problern seems to revolve around the fact
that/ Mr. M. refuses to help .Mrs. M. witlf
any of the household tasks. Conkontation
cva§lesed,ilf discussing thiswith Mks. M.

"My husband is getting worse. He just
will not do anything to _help 'me out at--
home." 1..*

"What did 'you want him to do that he
didn't do?"
- "i told him to do the dishes.-be said.he
was tired after working at the store all day
and that I made'unreasonabledemands,"

Then what did you say?"
"I said.r.`That's.not true. I tratv to yell

at' you *d demand that you help die out.
Why'clid your mother bring you,up to be so
lazy? '

"Did you try anything else- tO get him
tto heirs with the dishes beside reasoning,
yeiting.:dernanding, or asking him why his
,mother let hinube lazy ?'"

"No, I just gave up and,didthe dishes."
"Keasontng yelling, asking why he's

fa,zy, and jhen. doing the dishes yourselft
aren'tthe same as *nply jelling Mtn you're
exhausted and a' king him to ddrhe
Why did you give upi2";- ' . .

"13y-t4,pri,,1 just wanted 'him to get-out
O'f,the house en0 leave Ma aTe beethse I
was angrjr.,1 jtisf told him to go."

'`iving..him me choice to go is not the
same a'S insist,inglhat he help you with the
'dishes...Why did you tell him to go instead
'of, asking,him again fp help with the
dishes?" -

"I don't like to. be angry so much and
it's always SUell d

my
to stand up for

Ivhat mfeel are y rights.. My husband
needs some quiet in the evenings. too:: I,

sounds like it's 'easier...kfor yo, to-',
stand up t'or 'someone else's pgy.ts than it.
foryou torstand up for yoUr own. It may

-not be as..'iniportant 16 you to get your . -
husband to cialhe dishes as 'to get him. to

. .

. '

.*



Wave you alone when you, have- become
angrY:l. . ,

"Would you like to talk some more
next week about standing up for your own
rights?"

"Yes, I would."

Scheduling the Home Visit

In the process of planning for that first 'home
visit, some, counselors prefer to look up all old
records' that might be available on the family
members. Other counselors would rather inak-e-

.. their 0 WTI 'evaluations of the family on the basis of
direct observations and coirmunications.

SchtMuling a home visit should began ,wit an
initial telephone calltpr letter to the family. Plelise
don't take them by,. surprise.. This first contact

.!, should, also clarify the reason Aar the home
visit That you would like to have a chance,to get
acquainted With thein or that their name has beer;
referred to you by someone whose name..they
recognize fora special reason. The irtitial contact
should also establish, the tithe of the visit. As
counselors, we need to keep the family's schedule
in mind and inquire as to times when our visit
Would be the-Most" LOmillaient for them. Evening
appointments could help ensure theipalsence of
the father for the visit. If the father's mansion in
the visit is not posSible 'at first, then the next
consideration for time should be for the mother.-
when she is not busy with meals, dishes, or getting:
children' ready for school- or bed. Early morning
and late afternoon hours are freiuently inyonve-
meni times for a homemaker. To facilitate the'
,decision about he time t:,:lernent, the counselor
could suggest two different times to avoid having
to work through each hour of the day to find `that. 'the offer was mite. if it is a manipulative move,
rigIft time. Afton the appointment has been estab-sr the visitor should probably not tlio.mr involved in
lished. iii is probably a wise nrocedure to write or. the ,mancpulation.,If it is a way...'of life's' f& -the, ..
phone the fam ly 'a day or so be re the visit to," family, go ahead and enjoy the refreshments With ,
Lonfi?iii'the day nd hour of the a pointment.. ,

Chec iIng the cofirect address of the family and
the bes way to get to tfi-'6r holm! will 'sa'V'e 'much.

. tme_later on. If y.oir have, a map of .the area andi

take the family's telephone number along wrth you

., on _
the visit, iyou imcy save your disposition and

your time. Also, give yourself a leeway of 15 Or 20
minutes in case .unexne:cred , ercuaistances delay
your' arrival and disturb the far-filly. If you,tind that
yOli earrnot-makai the ,visit as planned, .courtesy
dictates'a telephone call or a' letter to explain and
to set Lip &new appointment time. It yob arrivcdat

r .
the horne. 'and find no prie there. lve, a note .._____21....A.,,ini iderstand and respond by flicilitating tire

*.

. -
will call again to make,another appointment. This
Could be avery important derhonstration to the ,
family that you do care about them and that.you
are- serious about being available to help. Some
families . need this kind, oi.concrete %example to
build trust befdre allow-you to come- into
their lives.

- Visiting 'the Family.
,

As you, the home visitor, approach the family's
community and neighborhood, try to make mental
notes about the local resources you call observe,

. the kind of neighborhood in which the faMily lives,
the care they take of tl?eir lawn, the exterior of the
house. and the kindi.alad number of.Cars..Being a
godd observer of these elements can hilp you form
a t9tal picture of. the family. These observations . .
can also give you an. idea of the approptiate
'manner in which to -relate to this family It may

g,li,also tell yo w the family may relat to you.
The ho visitor's .mental notes about the

family life-style continue as she, or he enters the
horn" Again, the counselor should be,aware of Vie
home furnishings and how they are used by the-
family. For example, is it a warm, homey sitting

-that is Totally'used by all Thirdly members or'ar-E-
certain rooms and pieces of furniture off limits for
some members? The feeling about the use of the
home can give the' counselor some indication of ."

family interactions and rules.
Several questions that c-ounselors arq fraluently

asked by home visitors- are: Should we 'accept
anything to eaf or drink, and, if the televisimi is-
on,.should we ask the famiry to Tura it off during
our visit? Some counselors feel -that accepting
something to eat Or drink depends on .the'rea'Son

the family.. Some -counselors also feel that. -the -
decision about the television 'should be a family
d-ecisrop since the counselor is, a guest in their
home. Others feel that the family would respond
positively if the honre visitor's requilst for less
dislraetibn.is- stated in an unthreatening manner.
For Aaniple, is or she could say, "I am sorry, but,

14 is (lIfficuit fc7r me td hear what,you are saying
. while the television Won. I want to make sure thlit

I iiVerstand wimp you are telling me. Would you
nisun wining thotelevisiomoff for /awhile`';' People
Usually appreciate hearing that you want to hear

sapting that you arl: sorry to miss the amity and process. if possible, With,.spine fartnIL.. the visit
* *-

4
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will need tq be sclauled for some time other than
during the family's favorite television program or
soap opera.- Surely The counselor can,be flexible
about this .if it is important to the family. A
favorite program can be important to people, even
to the home visitor.

One caution about the time period for social--
izatioh-if the home counselor spepds too much
time socializing, the family. may think that he or
she does hot view the problerrt in the same light as
does the family. Timing is of vital concern for the
home visitor and for the family.

4 When,the counselor has deterriiined the perti-
nent topic for- discussion, she or he should give full
attention to that discussion through- direct, pur-
poseful listening. The counselorshould accept the
attitudes and statements of the familyTtembers as
fact at this point, don't try to talk them out of
their feelings. This could turn into a reason for the
family to turn off the counselor. Trust and 4 good

,relationship trust be established first. For example!
if the mother should tell the home visitor that she
feels inadeqbate, the home visitor should TV reply
that tte mother is not inadequate: Such a response
can co_ mpletely_close off that cOrnmunication and
at the same -time establish the counselor as a person
with little ability t'o get in touch wish feelings.
--144e-of the home counselor chinng the visit. The

rc/le of -.the counselor ,during the home visit can ,

include being a catalyst and a
acting

force to
keep verbalizations florving, acting to zeduce

(-4nxiety.embarrassment, angel= and suspicion; and-,
offering support and encouraging all -family mem-
bers to participate in the discussion adushiii,
1972). The tole of the counselor also includes,
being an aware observer family interactions and
conflicts and $ognizing diffcrerit levels of moti-,
vation for participation in the ',home program.
Helping family members. Identify the problems to
be worked through and assisting the family in
separating those problems into workable pieces are
also important counseling functions.

Parents of deaf-blind children fiiNuently ask' the
'home counselor to help- them' set, limits for',
management of behavior and discipline for their
child (Kelly, I wife). As the t onnselor taks on this
role-,.dernonstration by working direttl9 with the
deaf-blind child is, often the most effective
pproach.tIf the discipline is foeused.on the bath,

for instance, the home. counselor should go to the
"bathroom with mother and child,and give the child

bath the mother Again, it the he-
ht.tviot cattsing ,;(m, elm with (11,kipline occ r, et pile
mother and child are engaged in specific goss

17'6

4
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, .?'

motor activitie§,.the counselor should.get down on
the floor with mother anti -child and go-through the
exercise program with them. This can hold true for
any activity. We should work with the mother and
child iv the family in the setting where the .

frustrations or troubles occur and demonstrate04
consistent opproach to the child. We should speak
o the child in a naturalial but firm \one of voice and .

follow through on the task to its conclusion:,
ewarding the child for having completed the task

with rewards that are meaningful and effective for
this child is a necessary finish. Behavior modifiea- '

tior g and learning teory concepts can, be helpfid
tools for the home educatqr or Counselor while
functioning in the home setting.. .

Another role of the home counselor is that of a
link with the community resources needed by the
family. We may help the family compile a personal J.

directory of local assistance including ,doetors,
police, firemen. schopl programs, parent groups,
recreation facilities, 131(',:al dub groups, sources for
transportation, church groupk, city councils, health-
and welfare facilities-anything within the com-
munity that could add another dimension of 1Ning
for this family. ,

..

-. Taking a social histo0 of ea-eh jamiirmentheris--
another function of the

i

home counselor. Develop- ,

ing ..the psychosocial-lliStory involves a process of
observing, clarifying, and recording information
which can lead to better understanding of the
indiWual or the family. This Or otess assists 'in
identifying areas of dysfunction in the-family and .

helps guide treatment of that dysfunction appro-
' priately-The family history can be obtained-over -

several home visits- and serves as basqline data to
measure change 'and growth of family members.
The history can also be used to review the goals Of
the.eounselor to determine whether they.need.,to be
adjusted or changed. ,Goals and treatment p'la'ns ire
discussed with the family and agreett upon by each
persbn involved in establishingia contract *so that
working together is purposeful and cooperative---
whenever posible . . . -

.

Families have strengths as well as problems.
1:10me.counseroq take on (he' role of reinforcing
and supporting the strengths that are observed. At .

the'entl of the home visiOreview what tas'been
. discusked tiering the entire visit arr,fials6 comment,'
speCifically; on the fa-dilly strengths: This helps to
pn-ovide`for,good closure for the interview and end
the visit on fa .p011tive,-note? Positive comments
about adequate functioning and strengths.can-Jfelp,
mobilize these strong points for the family to use

ntir the next visit.
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As the home counselor prepareS to leave the
home; she .or he should sumniarize the major areas
of discusS'ron or activities that occurred. reiterate
the areas of responsibility agreed upon by all
famly tnembers. and establish the aPpjintment
time for the next home visit

Recording the Visit

Home visits are really not completed until the
records

are
by the- counselor's sponsoring

agency are completed and delivered to that agency.
Most agencies that use home counselors effectively
request a social, history on each 'family visited.
Later home contacts are usually reported in sum-
mary fonm ! at least every six months. ,

In general a social history includes information
about where, the family lives, names and dates 'of
birth of each family member,' and age' ethnic
background, place of birth, Occupation: and edu-
cational level of each individual m-ember. Informa-
tion is also gathered regarding medicalsocial, and
psychological aspects of eath .';inember of 'the
familyunit., This infonnalion is especially impor-
tant in determining the level of function for the
deaf-blind 'child. Assessment and evaluation of-the
information is the' next step in the sociarhistory.
The lasr step is setting- short--and tong=terrn-goals
and developing treatment plans for the deaf-blind

and the family. Ongoing reevaluation of these
frtat- have been set is an essential exercise fpr,

th ome counselor, nothing remains static-when
the home visitor is working with people and with
human, behavkir.

Summary

home visitation, as a' mode of intervention, was
forded much attention and importance by the

early" family and child service agencies in America.
When the social work-profession began,the home

'visit was the modus operandi of every worker. T-1-
status of, thp outreach technique lost ground for
awhile under the impact of psychoanalysis and the
focus 'on tje individual. Within the few'years,
heavy emphasis is again being place.d:bn home visift
as d viable means of providing 'family and child
care. Outreach and Home visits are not only used to
fill gaps in assistance to families but they are also'
nowbeing viewed as exfremely N'tlitable In obtain-
ing diainostic informatiop about children and the
functioning of the total family. Treatment can' be
carried out in the' home ky way of follow- p cdre
or on-Ale-spot child miragement eNclu and
rural families, or families with financial and trans-
portation problms dan be reached and have their

-

concerns attended on a, regular basis by the
home visitor.

Home visitation an outreach programs have
been an important element of significant deaf:blind
projectS and effectively used as:' .

I. An extension of an organized urban deaf-
blind program into rural areas where families_
of these children can receive specialized
instruction that is consistent and ongoing in
manner.

2. Planned follqw-up for diagnosis and evalua-
tion procedures done in majortnedical and
educational denteis.

3'. A continuing supportive counseling modality
to facilitate family unity and cohesiveness and
to enhance coping abilities within the family.

4. An invaluable ctiagnostic and treatment corn.
ponerit of the total program for lhelleaf-blind
child when few local services are available.

5: A coaching device or model for discipline and
child management of the deaf-blind child and
other family iiiembers as necessary.

6. A means of meeting the family's educational
needs for thedeaf-blind child by educational

Intl-vocational-team membeti:
1. A means of meeting the family's idorma-

tional needs regarding use of community
resonfes for additionalserVices.
her advantages. of home visitation programs

reXIt from the fact that dulling a home visit, the
counselor is on the family's home ground and the
situation can Often be less' 46atening: to the .

family than° that of a more formaechnic or office
appointment. Also', the counselor is better able to
observe the family's customary or natural behavior.
Knowledge of family-mteractions helps us evaluate
and assess family strengths 'and weaknesses and
allows us to intervene or to give suppqi.t for
working on these problems in the setting in which
fhe family-must operafeThome visits can also give),

, us new insights into hidden agendas or family
secrets (e.g., an alcoholic family member or
another retarded 'child)._ that Nay lie: impeding
Problem-solving.

Home -visits often deniand- intensive involvement
by the home visitor in allkamily experience's. We
frequently are-asked to share in crises surrounding
member's other than the .deaf-blind .child (e.g.,
funerals, jail detentions, roblems, unwed
pregnant teenagers, rape; chit 1,1 busse, and sus-

, pected incest) These experiences call fOr maturity,
, stability, personal strength. and 'commitment on

. the pant of the home Counselor

7
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Deaf-Blind Education
Katherine I. Best 4

Director, PrOject PROD, Bureau of Institutional Schools.
Massachusetts Department of Education

School programsrims for deaf-blind children have
existed in the United Status for over a century.
However, until recently, there were only a limited
number of programs, and the students enrolled in
them were usually 'high functioning and capable of

4 leading a semi-independent life upon graduation..
The establishmeht of Regional Centers for Services
ttif Deaf -Blind Children changed the deaf-blind
education picture in radical manner. Through one
act of Congress an entire area of human services
moved forward several giant steps.

The types of programs require'dlo meet the
needs of the broad range- of abilities of the
dearbfind populationgo far beyond the traditional
progtams. of the past. Parent training and counsel-
ing, respite care, infaqt education, summer pro-
grams, every, kind of classroom setting imaginable
frorr the most conservative to the most experimen-
tal, therapeutic programs, and tutorial-companion
arrangements are a few of the programs 'that' gcr
together to *vide comprehensive educational
servictis* to deaf-blind children. The regional centers
have been able_ to bring together publand private
agencies and to utilize.-the expertise o each group
to plan programs, thereby aVoiding,the duplication
of effort and the competition for. clients which
sometimes result when several *groups concentrate
on one population. The fkowth of educational
programs actually servicing iTearblind children has
been phenomenal. The regional center concept
must be hailed as the success of the seventies.

40.4 '

A brief survey of some of the sch41 programs/in
operation through,out the nation shows the differ-
ent direclairdearblind education has takep in the
various regions. The influence of tradition' ancl the
philosophies of the regional centef staffs may have

".

been the factors responsible for the ,divergent
patterns. -

In the Northeast there has been a marked
increase in programs operated by small. agencies
rather than having all the students attend one or .
two large programs as in the past. This-has led to

' great flexibility, a wider Variety of program, and
more diversified staffing pattern's. However,' public
school classil for deaf-blind children are virtually
nonexistent.

In the Southeast the opposite is true. Many
program are offered in ,public_school classes fur
deaf-blind children. Some of these handicapped
children have been integrated into regular school
classeg:and are either on their town or are`with a
tutor - companion. Zesidential programs, in the
Southeast have bear developed in state schools for
the retarded, schools for the deaf, and schools for
the "blinder the main these programs are spon-`
sored by state agencies rather than by. private

Lithe central regions of the country ther 'is a
comb Cation 9f both public and private program-
ming. A few residential schools offer traditional
programs. Numerous, attempts have beeri.Made to
develop strong public day programs or cooperative
programs involving both the public and priv to
Sectors.

The western sections of' the country sponsor
many different 'kinds of progranis. The, north-
western region has mostly Structured prograins
based on behavior modification techniques,
whereas the southwestern regio;i appears to have
moremore humanistic and experiential programs. The
Indian population and the targe numbers of
Spanish-Americanti in the western' and south-
western sections add to the challenge or providing

sclicjols.
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appropriate educational opportunities.. Teachers
soon learn that what worked in Boston may not be
the treatment of choice in LosLu.nas, New Mexico.

An Overview tends to show that as ybu head
west access the country, the regional centers seem
to change and 'become more innovative in their
apprOaches io education. This impression; develr
Oped over t period of four years, 'is a strong one.
The East 'Coast programs, with same notable
exceptions, are traditional school programs and

.'appear to bei more expensive per sturilint than
those in most of the, rest of -the' country. T.radr-
tiorial programs- are still 'in existence on the
West Coast, as they al-yr.-in/the Midwest and
Southwest, but they break awkiiiiiirom tradition
and _are more experimental -than11111Mse evident in

Perhaps the pioneer spirit still lives in the

:414
people who chart new directions through the
regional center offices in Denver, Dallas, Sacra-

1 mento, and Seattle.

1 rt

.
Schools .

In the beguffung there was the residential school.
'The beginning, of Course, Mrs the 1800s, and the
residential school has changed' a bit' since .those

"daysl The residential school is still, to ,many; the
:Only .appropriate place CO ech4ate deaf-blind chil-
dren. It still 40 probably, the only appropriate
educational placement for some deaf-blind Ail-
dre,n. Residential schools can guarantee individual
attention, consistency, a total educational pro-
gram, custodial care, good facilities, and a record.
o proven success with a' number of children.,

ool. progrws,in residential- sOroblsNare expen-
e to operate bec4iise maintenance costs, and

overhead are added to educational charges. such
niaterials; bookS, and teachers' salaries. Ma6A'.
privatezesidentiaf schools absorb pall of theilosts
throukir private Contributions or- lriepine MI ,
investments. State-operated, residential chools can-
not 'rely on stick funds'and find it difficult to carry
dut the comprehensiv,e programs possible in a

. private setting. The residential programs for deaf-
'blind children can point proudly. to a number Of
succ -eikt s. Except for people (e'en Keller arid
,Bober Smithdas, very few., of the deaf-blind
graduate from college. it many graduates of
residential senools have achieved a large measure of
indepwdenee, and are -al* to communicate with
othett;:in a meaningfiil fashion. Sometimes it is

easy be critical of residential plograjlp for
'deaf- d yfilldren,but they do cdristittlite tWe.,

largest repository of, knowledge in exiscncc today
-Await the growth -and deyeloprnent.of children

. 'With visual and auditory deficits. .

41r7
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School Objeitives L.
The objectives cif- the residntial school are the,,

same as those of any educatinal program, except
that they operate within the students total life
experience. Developing each student's full p.oten-
tialapplies not only to the classroom. but also to
the4layground and filP the cottage or dorinitory
`whet, the student eats, sleeps, and relates to
others. Each objective, whether related to self-help
skills, communication, 'recreation, or vocation,
grdws broader in scope in, a: residential setting. If
handled correctly the individual student's educa-
tional goals become, the aim of suCh people ache
teacher, child-care worker, aide to the houseparent,
cook, volunteer, t onlhanion, and of every other
member of tile sthff concerned with the child.
Educationa't objectives are, Or should be,-the basls
for the studenttotal daily schedule. Living in the-
residential sChool is, in effect,. like living in a
terrarium with the wholeenviroriment designed foj
optimum grOwth and protected,from outsideinflu-
ences, except ifOr those chosOn.for enrichment.'

One Athe ,beriefits oftenenjoyed by the staff in
a privite residential grogram is the assistance of
consfirtants whOlielp determine the program objec-
tives'.; The direct staff menibers usually kilow the
children's immediate neeeas, but *ley are not "..
Akvays aware of the broader erilicational possi-
"Pities 'that are precipitated by the pressures of
society and the economy and that are affected by,_
adVances in special education and technology. The
state schools and the less well-endowed private
schools must rely on thy. collective, of
the few 'profesSionals on tftqr staffs, which can be a
dislientage?khen edablishing goals and o actives.

-School Facilities

,Nodeloufit' sme prriva resident sijschoots have!'
excellent facilities that 'fire of grealmalue in the ,

education of Certain deaf-blind Chthfren, But some
privfte residential schools and most state schools'''.
have facilities which are inapprOpriate settings in
Which to atteinpl the education of children -With
severe sensory deficits. Many. such schoells, were,7
designed ..,for children who have ,a single impair-
ment, whether visual- 4ir- auditory, while4 others

.were -meant to be lohg-term -custodial settings for
retarded persons. Some are hospitalsrather than
schoolsothers are nothing more *an-a ,.series Of
boxlike classr s attached to of Iroir a dOrmit,cky

eep. A
allenge the

rmal vision
one to lead

1 or ward in w h -the students elf an
flitimber of schet1S are* designed to

orientation skills of a porion with
-and hearing. These schools need so
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the childien from activitj, to activity and offer
limited opportunity to develop independent mobil-
ity skills.

A vast difference exists in facilities, even in
those schools designed specifically fdr deaf-blind
children. Itt one school the children live in coftiges
which origin'ally housed blind children but go to
class in an esthetically pleasing building-pleasing,
that is, if you can see it! In another school the
classrooms, and living facilities are in the same
building, and the child has no need to leave the
bpilding ,during the course of a normal day:This
insulation from the outside world detracts from
the convenience value of going directly from bed
to book. It is really just as unstimulating.never to
leave the building as it is to be dragged physically
from one building to another. Life is just not like
that and, as hesitant as one may be in actually
defining universal 'educational goals, the act of
living a near normal life is certainly one of them.

In visiting facilities one looks for evidence of the
effect that the curriculum or educational objectives
has had on tthe building specifications. But one
never really finds it. Either all programs are 'exactly
the same and differ little from traditional school
programs, every school must have classrOoins
and a gymnasium, or the 'builders were not
informed of differences i'n curriculum. Whatever
.the reason, there is no apparent advantage in
having an expensive facility rather than an old
.converted stable or guest house. Few facilities seem
to be particularly appropriate to the needs of
low-functioning deaf-blind children, and the more
elaborate facilities appear to be less than efficient
learning for children with multiple
needs.

One thing seems clear. Educators and adminis-
trators faced \with titmenclous pressures have
done their best to convert old buildings, build new
ones, and, use every ipc:h of space in creative ways.
However, they have not been tremendqusly success-
ful, which can be traced to the fact, that the

. population with which they are dealing is more
than atypical-it is unique. The children's deficits
and abilities are difficult to assess, and the prescrip-
tion of suitable educational programs is a task that
we are still learning.

'
School Population

The deaf-blind students who attend residential
schools constitute a representative sample of th
total deaf-blind population The higher function in
child is more likely to be found in a private,scho
rather than in a state hospital, but both types cf
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facility have their share of they children. Ouite
naturally, all schools -covet the brighter child
because he or she shows evidence of progress and
communicates naturally with others. The high-
futklioning child usually possesses normal
gence and has an auditory-visual impairment. This
child may have no _other disability. Such children
constituted most of the deaf-blind schoOl popula-
tion prior to the impact of the rubella epidemic.

All programs have large numbers of the middle's
level child who needs much individual attention,
but -who can be expected to achieve a limited
degree of independence. The child who functions
at this level has some intellectual retardation but is
able to d'Ilvelop relationships with others and has a

aneed to communicate. Such child may eventolly
function quite well in a sheltered workshop and
live in a group home.

The lower-fiinctioning or multihandicdpped
deaf-blind children 1,7v- ill most often be found in
state hospital programs or in residential schools
operated by social service agencies. These children
have such "complex needs that a medical as well as
an educational prograv must be carefully planned
and carried out if they are to attain any significant
progress.

'A fact that must, be emphasized is that each
residential program; no Matter how modest; pre-.
senify serves'a wide variety of deaf-blind children,
This increases the difficulties encountered in pro-
viding an optimum program for each child. If ,there
are 40 children in the 'school, there should be 40
separate programs with teachers able to work with
valing levels of ability and - facilities and materials
for these teachers to use in many ways. -

Some attempts have been 'made in different
parts of the countty to place children with similar
levels of functioning in the same program. Through
the coordinating efforts of the regional centers, this
has been accomplished with some degree of suc-.
cess. Prom an educational and economic stand-
point, this type of program might be- of great
benefit to residential programs.

, .

Methods and Materials

The metho'clg used in res idential schoOls depend
upon several things. if the school is a large private
orstate.school for the deaf and/or blind, there will
be a conservative or orthodox influete operating
throughout the curriculum. The teachers

in
these

schools- usually 'have formal training in special
educatiOn, and sonic will be highly skilled profes-
sionals who have been prepared to work with
children who have numerous sewry deficits. Most

, 1 9
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of such schools have teachers of the*, on their
staff, and the influence of deaf ediic is much
in evidence. Until fairly recently the emphasis was
on oral communication, but the/total cOmmu,nica-

4 f ion movement 'of .the past few years has even
penetrated the' walls of schools in the-Northeast.
The language curriculum developed .at the oRhode
Island School for the Deaf (,I971) has replaced-the

inmore traditional charts and lists n many, schools,
A and transformational grammar has become the

password which separates the sophisticate from the
initiate.

Life 'activities have assumetPa new .emphasis in
private school programs. College or further school-
ing no longer seems to be the goal for each student,
and independent living and vocational skills have
taken the lead. Students do grocery shopping for
staff members, do faculty laundry, and perform a
number of chores which are related to everyday
life and personal competence.

In the classrooms teachers use methods and
materials designed to remediate perceptual deficits.
Molt school matenals are taken directly from or
are adaptations of commercial items produced for
students with learning disabilities, or minimal brain
dysfunction, or whatever the popular term is in
that particular region of the country. Teachers
have commented that these materials seem to be
quite successful with high-functioning deaf-blind

ti
children who manifest signs of central' nervous
system involvement.

The large state and private programs are able to
operate with a pupil-teacher ratio a 2.to I or.1 to
I. This makes individual attention and body
contact a reality. in addition, there are often
ancillary personnel. such as physical therapists,
occupational therapists, speech therapists, psychol-
ogists, researchers, consulting teachers, consulting
physicians, and volunteers, all of whom combine to
make the private residential program not only very
expensive but also very appealing to parents and
other observers. Naturally, all parents Would like
their child to have these advantages. The aura of all
these professionals tends to provide large state and
priVate residential programs with a halo that tends
to obscure some of the values to'be found in the
"poor relation" state or smaller private programs.

State hospital or state-supported residential pro-
grams 'for lower-functioning children are usually'
just one part of a large complex serving other
special needs. Working conditions are far from
glamorous, the hours'are longer than regular school
programs, and the salaries are lower than in large
private programs or state schobls for the deaf or

184

blind. In state, hospitals there may be no separate
teaching area, and the professional staff maybe
resented because The routine is disrtipted, causing
more wort by turning passive, .nonambulatory

...patients into wandering, curious children. In man),
cases hyperactive deaf-blind children have been
kept inbed through the use of restraints or have
spent their days in cages placed over the bed or
crib. The deaf -Blind educational program takes
these children out of- toed and teaches them to
walk, to eat, and to toilet on schedule, if possible. It
also attempts to awaken In them a need to reach
out and acknowledge the presenv of another
person so that iame basis for communication can
be developed. Many of the children in these
programs are physically handicapped from being in
bed for years so physical therapy assqmes a
paramount role in the educational plan. Because
physical therapists are in such short supply in state
hospitals, most educational staff members, whether
teacher of aide, eventually function in a therapy
role. They may consult with a therapist, or they
may read and venture out on their 'own in an
attempt to provide some help to the children who
have such great need. The ideal hospital 'school
program appears, to be therapist orienteda team
composed of speech, physical, and occupational
therapists with, or withoilt.ra. teacher coordinator
but always .with several aides to work directly with
the children. This interdisciplinary approach
pushes back the professional boundaries which
serve as obstacles to education and seem to make
everyone involve1 either a teachei-therapist or a
therapist-teacher (M,crshOn,.1973).

Materials used in these programs include.physi-
cal therapy it pus such as weights, pulleys, and
bars. WeightechAishes, specially designed cutlery,
Standing tables, and other devices are used to help
the child achieve some small measure of indepen-
dence. Many items are Made by the staff or are
contributed by charitable groups. Little money is
available to purchase materials, so the creativity of
the staff is challenged. The staff may be motivated
to experiment and try innovative solutions to old
problems.

The two glaring inadequacies in such programs
are the lack of experienced personnel with whom
to consult and thetack of time to compile data and
evaluate results. All energy goes into direct service,
and the teacher-pupil ratio can be as high as 5 to I.
Although deaf-blind children are very7complex,
the teaching staff in public schools often has more
than twice the load of the teaching staff in large
private or state schools for the deaf or blind.

41i
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Observations of private and state-supported resi-
,derrtial programs lead tp the conclusion that the
well-endowed private. schools od the state schools'
for the deaf-blind appear to have good programs.
These programs are somewhat traditional in nature
but have aaipted newer_ methods in recut years
and seem to be deemphasizing acadentikubjects as
their student popUlation changes.

State hospitals, on the other hand, while under-
staffed and inadequately supported, seem to have
moved away from the teacher-class concept and
have embraced the idea of the therapeutic team,
with the collective expertise of the group determin-
ing the educational plan. ckperienced supervisors
and more adequate fundingould add to the value
of such attempts to" meet the needs of the
lower-functioning deaf-blind child.

The ,population of residential schools, whether'
state 0; private, ppears to be fairly homogeneous.
Private schools ay tend to screen out realty
low4Unctioning c I'dren, leaving the state hospital
programs, to cop with those ildren with the
most complex needs.

Education of deaf-blind children in .private
residential. schools must be examined in light
cost as the Lsondition of the, economy begins to
affect education at all levels. Staff diversification
and the ehenination 6f costly overhead items are
two ways that state schools have responded to the
need to provide less expensive programs. If residen-
tial programs are to continue into the twenty-first
century, they must move- toward cost-and-result
accountability.

Day Programs

Day programs for deaf-blind children differ
significantly from* residential school progranis.
These differences are far greker than the simple
fact that in one type of school the children are
there 24 hours a day, while in the other prograrn
they come and go from' the school on a daily basis.
Day programs, also differ significantly from each
other because of a wide variety of, educatidnal
approaches, staffing patterns, and physical facili-
ties. In most cases they were initiated in response
tcr intense need, with the encouragement and
support of the regional 'centers and with no
established precedents to follow.

Public as well as private day programs exist for
deaf-blind children in most areas of the country.
the trend is toward the provision of school services
in public school buildings, except in New England,
where the private school tradition still dominates

in all areas of 'education. All of the programs,
whether private or public, share an air of excite-
ment which is missing in much of edbcation. They
have no hislor, so they dare to try new ways 0.
help deaf-blind children develop and communicate.

Many of the private and state residential pro-
grams have a day component. Children froth the
immediate area are transported to the school either
by their parents or a publicly supported bus
service. Thesechildren attend for the academic day
Only and do- not participate in any nonschool
or residential activities. Their in-school program
follows the same guidelines established for those
students who live at the school. The only way in
which they differ from residential students is in the
increased amount of parental communication made
possible by physical proximity. These children are
not considered in the following discussion of day
programs.

ft

Private Day School Programs

Most private day school programs are operated
by universities or social service agencies such as
Faster Seal, United Cerebral Palsy, and associations
for deaf or blind persons. They are similar in' that
they (1) operate on limited budgets with funding
through private contributions; (2) do not have to
follow state certification regulations for teachers(
and (3) have been forced to develop innovative
staffing patterns. They are also similar in- their
ever-present need' for money to continue service at
a quality level, because it is difficult to recruit
professional staff ,members when salary and job
security are not competitive with publicly sup-.
ported programs. The regidnal centers, through 1

their financial support' of outstanding private day 16.

school programs,. have done much in- assisting
private agencies attract and to keep a competent
professional staff.

Philosophy and objectives. Although they are
becoming increasingly sophisticated,.mbst private
day school programs for deaf-blind children began
their operations as glorified day care centers. Their
educational experiences, if any, had been with
handicapped adults or with children whose handi-
caps were far less complex than the syndrome
knowp as deaf-blindness. Because their philosophy
was one of service, they attempted to do' what they
could but found that actual developmental needs
could be met only if they changed' over to a full
educational program. Those programs, which began
as day respite care, grev4.1' into fully functioning
schools. They have not, however, lost their medical
or therapeutic orientation and have, in most cases,
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combined their medicine and education to form a
new kind of school which emphasizes diagnosis,
prescription, and clinical teaching carried out by a
team. The teacher figure has lost its dominance,
and the collective knowledge of the team sets
objectives and evaluates progress. Careful records
are _kept, and it is possible .to measure movement
towards the attaienment of long- and short-term
objectives.
. Many such programs are behaviorally oriented,
Wand the staff receives training in behavior modifica-
tion techniques. Schedules are maintained, and
staff-conferences are held to review data. Develop-
mental scales are studied, and charts are kept for
each child. Parents are given instructions in pro-
cedures to be,followed at home and are often
required to partiAnte in the school program a set
number of hours. per week. Such day school .
programs attack education ate science and attempt
to meet each child's necclyrom this base.

Other private day school programs that operate
from a humanistic frame of ference are available.
Their philosophy is one of acecKance and hope.
They believe that each child has potential. They
attempt to surround the children'with a warm and
'beckoning environment, counting on lbw, atten-
tion, and teaching skill to open the childkr others
and to awaken a need in people to enter;-the
closed world of the deaf-blind.

Both types of prdgrams share the same objeC:.i.
tives. They are designed to (1) provide an environ-
ment that will move the child from self-stimulation
to an interest in the 'world; (2) help the child ,

develop the skills needed to participate in everyday
activities; and (3) encourage the development of
each child's potential to be a happy, functioning
member of society. In shoft, the day school takes
the "other" child and helps him or her become one
of us. All of education seems to have this aim; but
deaf-blind education has farther to go to reach the
target.

Facilities. Privat& day school facVities housing
programs for deaf-blind children range from the
really iffipressive to the seemingly impossible. Few
private day classes are conducted in buildings
designed to serve this population. A private home,
a remodeled stable, a classroom in a mental health
center, a church basement, a converted garage, or
any available space has been pressed into service in
an effort to respond to the crisis situation resulting...
from the rubella epidemic. The positive effect of
this has,been ar; exploration of new and More
creative ways to program education f6r multihandi-
capped children without constructing model build-
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ings for them. The negative-aspect is one common
to the whole field of education: the physical
facilities rather than 't1it` children's needs far too
often dictate the education program. The perennial
excuse, "We can't do it in this_building," is not
peculiar to deaf-blind education, but it has been
accepted too willingly by sonie Private day schools.

Sufficient fending will never be available to
build new and ideal buildings to house all the
programs for deaf-blind children.'If given all of the
unused private school space and all of the aban-
doned industrial areas in this country, federal
funding could be used to e*ourage architects and
interior design specialists to develop innovative and
inexpensive ways to convert such facilities into
educationally appropriate learninkienvironments
for children with multiple special needs. The
regional coordinators would certainly be valuable
memliers of any national commission established
by the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare to explore such possibilities. All this leads
to a most important conclusion: most private and
public day school facilities for the deaf-blind are at
best inadequate fisor the type of children using
them. Teachers wage unending battles to adapt the
school building to -allow the children's programs to
fit within the four walls. Added to the stress and
tension of working with children hose needs
require attention is the anxiety of ping with dirt,

aking paint, broken toilets, not e gh room, no
st ge space, poor acoustics, and the greatest
prob of all, no money to purchase change of
any kintit.

The facLUiat private pfograms continue at all is
a tribute to 'those who work to repair facilities,
paint 'murals, biginlaterials from local concerns,
and hope for miracleS i34 the tuture. Much has been
done by ,parents, volunteers from the community,
and school staff members to upgrade and maintain
facilities used by private day 'programs for deaf-
blind children. The problems will remain, however,
so _long as money for construction and conversion
must be raised p vately.

Population. tie children who attend private day
school prograiis for, deaf-blind children seem to
represent a cr ss section of the deaf-blind popula-
lion: Spme f the differences that do exist are
attributable o geOgraphy,and tradition. In areas
were tra portation is a difficulty, the more
seriously andicapped children tend to be in
residential, programs. Where the task of getting to'
class every day is. not an issue, the classes represent
the full range of deaf-blind educational needs.
Rhode Island's Meeting Street School is an exam-
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pie of a private day program serving an entire state.
Other programs serve only those children con-
tiguous areas who are able to live at home.=

In regions whe,re,,,public school clas,,ses are not
available, and this is partiCularly _true in the
Northeast, private day programs at mpt to meet
the needs of all deaf-blind childre who cannot be
admitted to residential schools o state hospitals or
whose parents desire to have _ eir child at home
rather than separated from thifamily. Nonambula-
tory or seriously disabled children are not excluded
from most private programs. The one condition for
acceptance appears to be the availability of room
for one more and the Pr mice of support from the
regional center.

Staff, methods, and , aterials. Facilities and
curricula dictate to/a certain extent tlievay in
which teachers apDroach the deaf-blind child in
private programs. The major influence, hOwever, is
the background of the teacher. Private day school
programs tend to be eclectic in their approach
beCause they :recruit. a staff with varying' back-
grounds. Traditionally trained teachers seem' to be
in the minority for many reasons. Private day
programs often find it impossible to offer competi-
tive salaries and fringe benefits. These programs
demand greater flexibility from the staff, and they
often operate year found, The-school teacher who
thinks in' terms of iouiet clasSrOom, a nine-month
school year, and collective bargaining has not been
attracted . to the private programs. Consequently,
private day school faculties have a' number of
members whose b,ackground is neither regular
education nor special education. Engineers, Peace
Corps veterans, nurses, therapists, drop-out stu-
dents, psychology majors; and many more have
contributed to the growth and development of
private programs for deaf-blind children.

The methods used in the private day ,schools
have often been trial and error, unorthodox per-
haps, but very life-oriented. Not being familiar`
with the, ;'shalt nots" of blind ot deaf education,
the private educators have, dared to look at each
child as. one-of-a-kind and have sometimes accom-
plished wonders b'y searching .out and ,trying,
anythin that seemed to work. On the other
hand m y tried and true teohniques of special
education would have enhanced their. ..efforts
and helped them to progreis at a faster rate.
Personal skills and daily living activities, methods
of communicating with blind, deaf, and deaf-blind
persons, developmental and adaptive physical edu-
cation methods, and techniques of working with
children having central nervous system involvement

are examples of itch special. educational areas.
These methods and techniques have been used
enough to show their value in deaf-blind programs.
Noneducators coming into the field can benefit
greatly from concentrated inservice training to give
them a base from which to -work. From iobserva-
don it appears that the regional centers do attempt
to conduct inservice programs to meet the needs of
program personnel throughout the region. Regions
in, which such programs apikar most successful are
those where the centers have sufficient support
staff to provide continuous educational _advice.' e
Teachers with little formal training learn 'to depend
on a regular updating of material in their Teacher's
Resource Notebook (Reilly, 1973) or information
on techniques to modify behavior such as ,con-
tained in the newsletter from the Northwest
Regional Center (Vibrations from the Northwest,
1973). Workshops and printed materials are made
available to private day school staff on the same
basis as the publicly supported programs.

Materials used in private day programs differ
little from those found in other programs. They are
usually adaptations of *school play equipment,
gimes, and devices designed for perceptually handi-
capped children and educational materials found in
programs for cerebral palsied or orthopedically
handicapped stu9ents. Elaborate amplification
systems for hard of hearing or deaf children are
rarelf used in private day deaf-blind programs. The
expense of such systems precludes their purchase
even though the staff is educationally sophisticated
enough to see a need for their use with some
children.. Prebraille and braille materials are not
used in these programs, partly because few .deaf-
blind children appear to be candidates for braille
teaching, bat mainly because there are few staff
members who can pppare children for braille or
teach it if the need arises. Specialized educational
techniques are not within the realm of most private
day programs for deaf-blind children. These pro-
grams do, however, meet many of the needs of a
population that have been unserved were it
not for the dedicated efforts of the private sector.

Public Day choOI Programs

Public school programs for children having
low:incidence handicapS are not available in all
parts of the United 'States. Prior to the rubella
epidemic, they did not even exist in certain areas
of thE nation. In the New England area, out of
necessity, a few public school classes have been
established for young deaf children, and the
number of public school programs for childr4n
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with visual handicaps has increased throughout the
country. However, classes designed to meet the
needs Of severely or profoundly handicapped.chil-
dren are not yet generally accepted as the responsi-
bility of public education.

California has made a strong attempt to provide
public sschOol classes for deaf-blind children. Other
states provide an isolated class or two, for deaf-
blind children, but little evidence of a commitment
to the right of every child to a public school
education in his or her owri community exists
outside of California. A number of states has
goo'd reasons' not to provide public school pio-
grams, such as the rural character 'of the state, the
small number of identified deaf-blind children, the.
prior existence of quality private programs, the
scarcity of qualified teachers, and the high-cost of
deaf-blind classes. The fact remains, however, that
in most states' parents are denied the right 'to
chodse a public school program For their deaf-blind
child because no such class exists. In a number of
states _one coVd. argue that the civil rights of
deaf-blin children are denied.

Attempts ar .eing made by several of the
regional centers to the public schools to
deaf-blind children. As mor es respond to legal
pressure to provide education every child
regardless of his or her needs, we sh see an
increase in public school programs for c
with severe special needs. For the moment, howl:
ever, we are waiting for response from' the public
schools.

The few public school classes that do exist differ
greatly. Some are in separate special education,
centers, while others are in'regular school buildings
but do not function as part of the school. Some are
neighborhood 'classes, 'while others draw children
from other areas as part of a regional agreement.
Most classes Operate on a flexible schedule that
differs from the schedule of the rest of the school
or school system.

In 'those cases where high-functioning deaf-blind
children comprise the class,,it may be difficult to
find any difference between this group and pro-
grams within the system serving deaf or visually
handicapped ,children. The high- functioning child
"passes "; she or he can be integrated,' needs to
communicate, rdaches gut, and is childlike. The
lower - functioning child is the one who presents the
public schools with a problem. She or be is not a
reader, a subtractor, or a participant. Instead, the
schools find a.child who heeds to learp4o dress, to
eat, to walk; to toilet. and who needs more than
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just a teacher and 'an aide to accomplish these
thihgs.

Sortie public school systems have responded
readily to these needy children, while others have
denied such children access to the public schools or
have made a room and sympathy availasble but have

.kept admission and empathy unavailable. Classes
have been and are housed in some public school
buildings, but the programs are supported and
supervised by either the regional center or a private -

agency. In these cases, the children never become
'part of the school in anyYeal sense.

Since public schools do not' yet, as a rule,
provide an ideal prograni for the so-called normal
child it appears that the deaf-blind child's rights to.
a good public school program will be denied for a
long time. The need for ancillary personnel, a small_
pupil-teacher ratio, construction changes in class-
rooms, an extended or shOrtened day, and a
year-round program are but a few of the unusual
demands that deaf-blind classes make upon the
public education system. These, coupled with the
realization that there is little chance of a deaf-blind
child becoming chairman of the board and that
many of them willinot even learn to read or write,
present the average school board with a dilemma.
Achievement tests and csllege board scores are the .
"stuff" from Which public education has been cast,
and it will take more than charity and a few
concerned parents to reshape the mold.

Public schools do have the one thing that 4
deaf-blink education needs badly and that is

steady, see-Urfa-financial support. Programs which
rely on federal, grants are shaky at best, and._
deaf-blind programs need the solid base to be 4
provided by local, guaranteed CU-riding._

Administrative Concerns

There is, td borrow a Cliche, no lonelier exis-
tence than that of an administrator. This is true at;
all levels and in all areas of endeavor but, surely, is
truest of all when applied' to the coordinators of
the regibnal centers end to every administrator of
every deaf-blind school program. Think of the
persbn running the deaf-blind program in Charlotte
Ainalie in the. Virgin Islands or attempting to
locate deaf61ind children in northern New Mexico.
Try imagining what it feels like to be responsible
for organizing a new program fOr deaf' -blind chil-
dren in any state institution for the.retarded. A
few 'flutes of such 'mental exercise and it is easy .

to dersta'nd ofthe fact that administrators o
of -blind school programs have some very ,pressing

and unique concerns. ,
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- Untrained Staff programs,/ of org
Without going into a discussiort'or listing of the A supplement the

university programs that,arereparing professional
personnel to work with deaf-blind children,.it can
be said quite simply that,.in any given year ther,
are very few people who graduate from college anti
who are trained in deaf -blind education. The
numerous specialized, techniques, the basic devel
opmental and psy,chological concepts, ,and the

--')necessary skills in hifinan dynamics that combine
to make a deaf-blind teacher are possessed b-y.an,
extremely limited number of ipeople, Training
teachers of deaf-blind is expensive, arduous, and
time consuming. Training has , been federally
financed for the most part, and the reacher
demand will probably' always exceed the teacher
supply:

The administrator is quite often an untrained
person chosen either for couragc or past' adminis-
trative experience in another arefbf education. In
some cases the peon in an administrative position.
did not choose to be in charge but, because of the
rapid establishment of deaf-blind programs and the
scarcity of people willing or able to lead, was
forced into 'an administrative position either by
necessity or default. The task of recruiting trained
staff andlor of training inexperienced-staff can be
overwhelming to someone who is unsure of the
exact needs of the children or of the precise
techniques which should be part of each teacher's
repertoire of skills. The administrator who comes
from a regular education background may find it
hard to accept the need for so many adults to work
with so few children and may also lend to resist
the inclusion of therapists into the teaching team.

Staff training has been accomplished to some
degree through /he efforts of the regional centers.,
If deaf-blind sckool programs had to exist without
the regional penters, the problems of untrained
staff.would probably have -caused the demise of the
programs long ago. The regional center doe's

ain of hands clasped together
gion supporting and helping each

izing fund raising events` -to
all amounts of federal and stide

funding availably. Deaf-blind education tends to be.
a hand'- to; mouth affair.The administrator cannot

_sit ltac&and plan for the future 'because the present
level of support is so low that the program operates
within a continuous threat of "financial crisis.
Because minimal funding is secured for only one
year at a time, one of the chief administrative
concerns will be keeping the program solvent.

encourage a c
throughout the
program to stan

Liinkta Funding

A' good, strong otlucational program for deaf-
blind children is an extremely costly enterprise.
Few, if any, school programs have the finanial
support 'to mount such an effort without outside
funding. The administrator has the responsibility
of maintaining a quality pr'ogfam while trying to
cut costs; cif attracting federal monies through
innovative programming; and, in the case of private

Staff Morale 7--
, -

One-of theme-praducts of a teaching career is
the sense of -accomplishment felt when a student
goes on to become' a famous doctor, lawyer, or
Indian chief. You cah. revel in the thought that
something yoti may have done gave the eh6w one
the original impetus needed to start on the path to
a brilliant careet: Another fringe benefit is watch-
ing'a bright stulenf achieve,and knowing that you
are directly responsible for his or her daily prog-
ress. Teachers need positive reinforcement, and the
successfiii development of their students is the
ideal reward. Increasingly adequate salary schedules,
generous vacation schedules, and a realistic work-
day addto:theif-sense of well-being. Teaching has-.
become a comfortable profession in many ways,
even though its social status has declined over the
years. -

Unfortunately, these pleasant conditions do not
exist for most teachers of deaf-blind children. The
pax is lower, the days are longer, the buildings are
shabbier, the vacations are shorter, the needs are
greater, and the children are slower. Small gains
rather than great achievements have been .Made.
Teachers feel that they work endlessly and perform
tasks no .one else will do. Other educators treat
them condescendingly, parents press them for
progres6 they cannot make, and no one shows
them any easy way to change the situation. rn the
end many teachers of deaf-blind children simply
despair and move on to another job and a different
point of view.

To deny -that there is a morale problem among
such teachers' is to deny reality. The best of
programs have staff morale difficulties. Most pro-
grams change staff on a never-ending basis. Busi-
ness enterprises concentrate qn'staff morale and
solve many of thejr problems through reorganiza-
tion/ incentive pay, vacation trip awards, and
public recognition of distinguish11 service. Educa-
tors, somehow, always feel above such things. We
foolishly allow many of Sur best people to work-
on and on with extremely complex children who
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progress so slowly-that their teacher, receiye little
cif any emotional reSvard for dedicated and skillful
service. No matter how they `try, administrators
cannot avoid making unreasonable demands on
deaf blinds educators. Those in private residential
schools are far bettek off than those in state
institutions or day programs supported by private
agencies or ,Trublic funds. Residential Rograms
usually offer many fringe benefits unavajable in
other programs. Pleasant surroundings, a nqmber
of people engaged in similar pursuits, generous free
time, good salaries, and a prestigious status tend to
be part of the residential employment package.
The opposite is true in most day programs and
state'sehools, particulaly those maintained for
retarded citizens

Row to combat the low morale caused,by poor
working conditions and- children with tremendous
needs is one of the administrator's most cOmplex
.problems. Wehave not defeated this morale mon-
ster in any of the areas serving deaf-blind children
as of this date.

Parent Nee0

Working with a deaf-blind child in a school
program means'becoming involved with the needs
and desires of the entire family. The child cannot
be divorced from what his or hor parents expected
him or hter to be, what they 'now despair of hisoi
her becoming, and what ,the school feels the child
has a chance to attain as long as the parents
support the school's efforts. Sthool and home
must. work 'together, and each must know" and
understand the other. In most.casestthe administra-
tor rnust .becOme the medium through which
communication is transmitted.

An adniinistiator must interpret school to parent
and parent to school and in the process keep the
child and his or her needs before bOth. School and
home. are of paramount importance to the child's.
progress, but the administrator has the unhappy
task of weighing both against what he or she
per eIves to he the needs of the children:

n's Needs

4

awareness of tile children's need . Howeyer, ,the
frustration leverof the small schcot administrator
may be very high because of the inability to .meet
the needs'of each child: In lafgeb schools it is easier
to become involved in administrative maneuvers
designed to make t>ngs simpler, becatise the
children's pressing problems are filteredo,through
others and tend to be seen as words, not problems..
Administrative convenience can too easily become
the motivation for Changes or nonchanges, depend!'
ing on. the director's own pbrsonal biases.

The concern, then, is twofold: one, that of
helping personnel in the small school to obtain
softie objectivity, to use administrative techniques
to preserve their sanity, and to 'help them make
progress toward meeting children's needs through a
planned program rather than as a response to crisis;
and, two, to bring administrators of large programs
closv to the, children they profess to serve so that
the reasons for ',administrative actions flow from
the goals set by the teachers in response to the .

needs of their students.
As the prograth continues the administrator

needs to develop a process whereby he or she
operates as a focal point in a cycle composed 6f
teachers and parents, with the children at the point
of orifgln. In this way, the administrator will always
operate out of knowfdge and concern for the
needs of the children ( gurejl ).

An administrator in a deaf-blind school program
m ay or may not be. close to the children, depend-
ing upon the size of the school. In -small'schools
the administrator may work directly with the
children in addition to supervising the program;
while in larger schools, the administrator may
operatb several levels away from the actual class or
school .program. The small school leader -has a--
much easier time maintaining a closeness and a real
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Curriculum °
Any discussion of school programs which ignores

the issue .of curriculum develdpment and/or
choice would be incomplete. Although educators
are not in agreement abottt fhe approach to or the
definition of curriculum, much time and effort'
have been expended in researching, developing, and
using various curricula.
4 Some doubt exists as to whether what,purports

to be a curriculum may not actually be a statement
or description of a methodology.

Nevertheless, a large number . of commercial
as well as unpublished curriculum guides are
available to the special educator..Some of these
guides are designed specifically for use with deaf-
blind Children, while others are adaptable or have
been revised to meet the needs of 'deaf-blind
programs.

Some examples of these are the Perkins Curricu-
lum; the Teaching Research curriculunf, Vie Meet-
ing Street School curriculum, and various training
prograins in use at state schools 'such as the
Pinecrest State School in Louisiana and the Lin-
coln State School in Illinois. Of these, only
reaching Research has a commercially available
curriculum that ist designed for use in multitianth-
capped educatiOn. All of these curricula are work-
ing models which are subject to constant revision.
Without participating in their use, it would be
difficultto evaluate their value or relevance. They
are successful to the extent that the staff is

comfortable with them and the needs of deaf-blind
children are met.

Without attempting to compare or comment. it
may be helpful for the reader to examine the
examples from two of these curriculum guides on
pages 194 and 195.

These are fairly typical examples of the curricu-
lar material in use in many deaf-blind school
programs. Some are behavioral in ?ase and tech-
nique, while *others tend to have humanistic
origins. All appear to be designed to provide
step -by -step instructions which may be followed
by relatively inexperienced persorinel: This may be

both their strength and their weakness. However
they are judged, they represent the .state of the art.

Implications for the Future

Some of the current issues which seem to
demand comment are as follow

1. The growth and development of the regional
centers and their great value head the list. No

g other area of education has such a nationwide

P

network, especially one, that 'includes pro-
grams in the Caribbean and the Pacific as well
as mainland activities. Ideas (have_ spread,
people have come to. depensl Ripon others
thousands of miles away, ancraoiential has
been developed for an educati nal research
and intervention program without parallel.

. 2. Federal ftinding,_of many direct service Pro-
grams dealing multihandicapped children
has set a precedent for similar support fbr
other severely handicapped children not being
served.

-
3. Relatively inexperienced professionals have

been appointed to powerful' administrative
school positions and appear to have been
high1 successft4 in meeting. the demands of
the role.

4. The expense of operating low ratio' teacher-
pupil programs is so tremendous that other
staffing patterns utilizing nonprbfession
must be designed if deaf-blind education is to
continue and flarish.

5. Intensive inservice experiences seem to be at
lent as valuable as prejob education in col-
leges and universities. '

6. Schwl programs have not used any meaning-
ful or sophisticated research and e*ration--
teohniques to demonstrate that the efforts
have actually accomplished anything.

Many other significant points concerning school
programs are in evidence, but those above seem to
be of great importance as we consider the future.
As in all disciplines, Varying points of View exist,
depending 'upon one's educational philosophy And
frame of reference. Some daf-blind educators skill
are quite parochial, while others are open to all
ideas and believe in -the, sharing of many ideas.
Regardless of one's bent, there are advantages to
discussion and debate among professionals.

Diversified Staffing

One issue; which lends itself readily' to debate is
diversified staffing. Althtiugh there is agreementas
to the expense of deaf-blind classes, there its
disagreement as to the solution to this problem.
Diversified staffing seems to offer programs an
opportunity to obtain enough personnel without
having to pay each participating adult a teacher's
salary scale. Certainly there are many daily school
activities which do not require a master's degree in
special edit can. In areas of the country where
educators with degrees are scarce, necessity created
staff diversification and it has worked. In metropo-'
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litan dstern schools, however,' even assistant
, teachers 'tend to have four years of college, which

is fine-in areas Where such people are in ample
supplx, but it is an inordinate luxury in most of
the country. If many proftprns adopt such tradi-
tional Standaids, they will soon pnce themselves
out of existence, all the while be-wailing the
shortage of qualified.perscrunel.

Social service agencies are in the vanguard when
it comes to creative gaff patterns. Poverty has
taught them to train and use willing hands and
open hearts, and they 'operate economically and
fairly efficiently. Instead of several physical thera-
pists, the bus driver is taught to carry out adaptive
tnercises .between field. trips. Volunteers teach
daily living skills; while high school sludents earn

) credits for learning-sign language and fingerspaling
so that they can work as unpaid aides in programs foj
the deaf-blind; Students from university programs in
special education, business administratien, and
occupational therapy spend entire semesters as
unpaid staff members, learning as they work,
benefiting themselves and the school program.

One master teacher planning for a feam of
semiprofessionals can efficiently handle a fairly
large. grolip of deaf-blind children. The career
ladder .must become a reality if all deaf-blind
children are to have their needs met. We cannot
afford to finance the long education of a graduate
student who will work with only two children. The
days of such indulgence are behind us. Each
program should be assisted to design a staffing
pattern utilizing volunteers, aides, semiprofes-
sionA, teachers, and master teachers. The goal
actually is the involvement of more people in the
education of more deaf-blind children at less cost.

S

Total Life Education

The trend in most deaf-blind prograMs is to look
outward and to use the community as a part of
the cumculum. Since few deaf-blind children in
prygrams today will attend college, their eduCation
must be for life in the everyday world to the

. extent possible for each individual. The emphasis
is, and will become increasingly more so, op
survival techniques and on methods of coping.

The deaf-blind child needs 's,practical education.
He or she learns to dress, to eat, and to gearound
in his or her environment. Sheltered living situa-
tions must be set up for the deaf-blind person's
future, and thesepeople must be taught how to
manage in such environments. Through an educa-
tion for life the child must be shown how to enjoy
himself, to have warm and supportive relationships

I
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th others,iand to deal with his or her own
frustrations. /Those who wilkreturn to or remain in
state kosplals or schopls for the retafded must ,
learisbow AO adapt and how to find some pleisure
in sail a limited and confined setting.

Total life education looks at the deaf-blind
person as a social being with .needs other than
academic or biological. To the extent that school
programs meet these other needs, often unidenti-
fied, they will be sujcessful in the future.

Regional Plannivg

Some regional centers have been more successful'
thanlbthers in organizing their resources to plan for
the region. The task of convincing independent
agencies that they should sublimate their privifte
interests to serve the public good is never an easy
one. Competition for certain types of children is as
common among school programs fOr the deaf-blind
as it is with an other kind of handicap.

Where programs have not existed in the past, it
has been easier to set priorities and to develop
progrAms serving different levels. Where traditional
programs have operated for many years, it is,

'difficult to mike changes. In some geographicll
areas of the country, distance and natural obstacres
work against efficient regional planning. Several
states do not readily-abrogate their rights, although
this does seem to occur without rancor west of the
ROckies. ;

Carefully considered regional .planning can lead
to better prograins for children. The needless#
duplication of residential programs for.small num-
bers of children, the isol.ation of deaf-blind chil-.
dren from normal children, the creation of compet-
ing sp. cialeservice agencies, and the organization of
research programs too small io be releva are a
few of the many mistakes that could be oided if
all programs for the deaf-blind were inv ved in a
planning effort coordinated by their propriate
regional center.

Planning for a reorganization of school programs
should be a prerequisite r federal funding. The
federal Bureau of Educatio the Handicapped
should have sufficient qualified staff to guide and
assist the several' regions as they move toward
efficient utilization of their numerous resources.

Communication Among Prbfessionals

The education of dealind children is a highly
specialized endeavor. At any one time the number
of university students preparing for this fiord is

small. The professionals working with deaf-blind
children add up to a small number as well. It would
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seem relatively' simple to deielop*a communication
network involving all of these people. Everyone
working or planning to work in school Programs
for deaf-blind children shoyld be aware of whit
everyone else is thinking or doing as it relates to
the children's education. _..rAs it is now most regional personnel know a
little bihabotrt their 'Own region, and the center
staff has access to material about other regions. We
need to develop some way to exchange profes-
sionals between regions, between programs within

. regions, and between university faculty and pro-
gram and regional center staffs. Visiting professor-
ships, exchange teachers, retreats for selected
personnel Ahrolighout the nation, closed circuit

. television programs, conference calls, or anything
that brings professionals into close contact with
each other to share, to argue, to propose, to agree,
to get to know and respect each other, are
immediate necessities. People talking to each other

leads .to change, to growth; and to reappraisal.
Communication among professionals always means
death to the statiis quo. Deaf-blind education is'an

citing and dynamic discipline with a long way to
go. it requires .the efforts of many to move it
ahead.

The wipole field of deaf-blind education has ,been-
taking .,Pt_steps in the past few years. So much
has been done in such a short time and done so
well. In every program* intense efforts have been
made to offer each deaf-blind child the best
educational opportunity possible. .

Two problems remain; (1) there are still children
whd have not been enrolled in a schOol program;r .
and (2) there will never be enough teachers.
However, any group of professionals whO' could

.1+
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accomplish so mil& between 1968 and the present
should be able to solve these problems. .
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Tie Shoe Laces:

Steps'

eaching' Research, Clirriculum;1973 ,)
Dres6ng a

5. Child :brlhga, right lace all the way around
leftloop: . ..

**Chits'. pilaiel lace-illrough and under
lefttimloop-4.4.4th right fingers

3. Child releases left loop End grasps*Wqoop
that has been pushed through.

2,With other hand, child grasps other loop.
..1. Child pulls loops taut. .

17. Child ties, shoes independently.
16. Child -pullOaces snug on shoes,
15, Child grasps right lace 'with right thumb

andforefinger and left,jace with 'eft` thumb
and forefinger.

14. Child places both laces to one side of shoe.
13. Child crosseip right lac% over left. lace..
12. Child grasp right lace and brings it under

arid through the left lace:
11. Child gasps ends of laces.

. 10. Child pulls ends taut.
9. Child grasps left lace end with left thumb

and forefinger.' .

8. Child brings lace end to middle, of lace,
forming a loop.'

7. Child grasps. loop with left thumb, anti
forefinger.

6. Child grasp's right lace with right thumb
and forefinger. .

194
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Snap

Steps

4. Child snaps a snap.
3.!Child mikes small fold in.underneath fabric

close to snap with thumb underneath snap
and index nger on top, close to snap.
'Grasps top p and snaps together.

gasps. p snap with thumb over snap
and forefmg r +bolding cloth, places on
bottom snap, and pushes. so

...Awl. Child places top snap Over bottoWsnap and
lushes. k

$

I

a
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Curriculum Aide, "

(Lince..,State School, 1973)

Obiectives

1. MoVement of arms and legs

2.Locomotion activities. of rolling,
crawling, scooting, walking, and
climbing steps

.

PropUlsion activities silch A pushing,
Pulling, throwing, and hittin4

4. Holding :includes ability, to grasp and
hold. object

5. Balance

6: Strength

ti

,r

Apparatus/location Examples of methods/procedures

In ,large motor training
area:

vestibular board
mats
ladde,r
roll liarrel,
practice stefis
slide
trampoline
scoot boards
tricycles
wagon
rocking boat
parallel bars
walking board
walkers
bobath ball

At tables with chairs
using many small
objects such as:

blocks
balls
clothespins
nails
styrofoam
spoons
tubber bands
wooden nuts and bolts

1: Manipulation of limbs-, on a regulal basis to .

prevent, stiffness.
--:,0.

2. Use of muscle relaxation exercises to increase
range of limb motioni'i ,,1,. ,f s ,.-1 C', '

3. Use of ice th

Movements With trainer.
Trainers guidande is phased out, and student
becomes ahle to function independently.

5. Develomment=of independent artibulation. Stu-
dent uses a stick for support, then a coat hanggr,
a I therea piece of cloth in both hands; all with
r er's guidance: St&lent holds on to'a piece

of mater41 alone and, finially, walks indepen-
dently. -

6. Coactive rolling a ball. Trainers *stance is.
phased out, and student stands and throws a
ball.

,
.

/ 7. Transferring objects from one bucket -iiro another,
pulling nails from styrofoam, clipping -clothes-
pins to.clothesline, stretching rubber bands over
nails in bard, and screwing wooden nuts onto
bolts.

8. Walking between rungs of ladder, sliding down
-slides, balancing' on beam, using trampoline,
somersaulting., carrying trays back at meals,
riding tricycles, using vestibular and rocking
boards, working on- parallel bars, and using '"
walkers.%

v.
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PzevOcational Services
for Qeaf-Blind Persons:-

The State of a Pointillistic Art
Edwin K. Hammer

Project Director, South Central Regional Center for
Services to Deaf-Blind Children

Several trends need to be monitored to ascertain
the direction and effectiveness of service delivery
to adolescent and adult deaf-blind persons. The
comprehensive special education' acts have estab-
lished requirements for special educational service,
regardless of the degree of impairment of the
student. Part 625 of theEducation of the Handi-
capped Act- called for postsecondary training pro-
grams for persons- with disabling conditions. This
federal directive will have impact on existing state
policies and procedures and may serve as a base for
further program services. Recent federal, court
cases have directed services into a mot* positive
vector to include all children in educational ser-
vices. The court cases may serve as precedents for
developing program services for youth and adults
(Laski, 1974). Current programs definitely provide
the 'vehicle 'for further services, specifically as
related to the issue of prevoc'ational services (i.e.,
Transitional services from educational settings to
adult living situations) as related to the current
litigation and legislation. These may serve as the
pivot for further expansion of services.

,A second area of change is attitudinal and seems
to be reflectedion the movements behind the
litigation, and legislation. In the past, if a person"
could be labeled educable or trainable, the problem
was somehow. solved. This often,led to exclusion
rather than inclusion of clients /students. The atti-
tudinal change is one of a more mature understand-

that all children need seivices and that these
services ma be included in any program through a
variety of Approaches. This represents progress in
the attitudes of professionals and eventuatly in
approaches to service delivery. Even with2ut liti-
gation sand legislation, professional personntl con-
sidered the viewing of a deafblind person, or any
person foil that matter, in terms pf labels of

0

functioning as irrelevant. Any living organism is
going to change. Denying this either by excluding
the child from a program or by limiting the services
availaby to the child simply prolongs -the rehabilit

- tation `process and develops neither the coping
skills needed by deaf-blind pelions nor the reality
skills needed by professionals to provide appropri-
a services. This same principle applies to those

oviding vocational rehabilitation services. Deny-
' g the difficult-to-serve client, ignoring the cases

'hich cannot meet closure with minimal training,
d' failing to understand the true needs of

tItihandicapped persons by vocational reha.bilita-
ion agencies delay the development of serVices,to
lie nts.

The emphasis in the term "prevocational," as
used in this paper, is on the transition from one
setting to another. Particular responsibility is

ptaced on the prevocational deat-blind program
preparing the deaf-blind child for entrance into a
range of adult services, rather than in providing
personal adjustment training to prepare the deaf-
blind person for specific work-training:

A behavioral model of ehabilitation has been
proposed (hammer; 973). is,-apItoach was an
attempt to shift th emphasis ofs adult services in
vocational 'rehabilitation from the- criteria for
potential for gainful Occupation to one to( monitor.;
ing the client's movement frOThiavelsol,de ndent
function to levels of independent function. This
option has noibeen implemented. However, ajor
galls seem to have bgen `made in incr asing
awareness of the 'future needs of deaf-blind persons
as these needs are identified by vocational rehabili-

/ ration services (English, 1974):
Thits, with these trends in mind, the South

Central Regional Center for Services to Deaf-Blind
Children at the Callier Center for Communication
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Disorders proposed to the Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped a cooperative study to assess the
delivery, and the potential for delivery, of prevoca-
tional services throughout th nation. This study
was approved and impleme during academic
year 1973-74 by all the other onal centers. The
goals of this undertaking were to do the following:

1. Define the needs of deaf -blind children for
vocational rehabilitation services.

2. Establish nominal groups of clients, agency
personnel, and providers of services to iden-
tify their concerns, priorities, and responsi-
bilities.

3. Develop systematic approaches to assess the
vocational potential of deaf-blind clients, and
relate this to job placement and t4 employ-
ment market.

4. Develop prevocational assessment approaches
which relate to program strategies for young
deaf-blind clients.

5. Follow up on deaf-blind clients who have
participated in vocational rehabilitatiOn ser-
vices fort assessment of program goal and
objective; methods. of training, and 'work
adjustment achievement.

6. Develop staff training programs to ensure
quality services for deaf-blind clients through
systematic presentatied of methods and
resources to thbse working with the deaf-
blind population.

7. Provide services on a pilot basis for a limited
number of clients during the 1973-74 school
year.

Each regional center was contacted and asked-to
review the' above goals. From the list of goals,
specific activities which -could be undertaken in
each region were identified.

Responses' from the regional centers varied, but
in view of the broad picture of current efferfs,
activities seemed to emerge across the nation to
develop services for deaf-blind pergons. A total pic-
ttrre of available activities emerges when they are
viewed at a distance. This pointillistic approach
permits the question to be raised: How can current-' isolated program efforts be coordinated to culmi-
nate in appropriate adult services to deaf-blind
persons? .

Review of Regional Center Activities

Southwest Regional Center Activities

Three projects resulted from a planni
called by the staff of the Southwe
sC,enter 'for Iaf -Blin 'Children. In a project atSan
-F?anciko State Univ personnel tried to

° define the training needs of persons' working with
- adolescents and youths who were deaf-blind: They

listed five tools for clients: 1/4

g meeting
Regional

A review of the Activities of the regional centers
for services to deaf- btijid persons may present a
clearer picture of thecurrent programs in prevoFa-
stional services.

5

I:Freedom of ohoiceto expose clients to a
range of Ativities designed to develop and
improve skills for independent living, super-
vised living, work orientation, or. adult living

2. Self-respect ---tv provide socialization oppor-
tunities through models of adult behavior to
developpositive self- concepts in each client

3. Self-sufficiencyto move from a level of
dependence to sotne level of independent,
living through experiences in such activities as -
money management, cooking, shopping, and *

so
,self-care

\-:-.4-.-"Socializationtp develop 'peer relationships
andinterpersanal relations

5. Travel and obilityto provide opportunities,
for orientation and travel experiences, use of
transportation facilities, and problem solving

In cooperation with ',the California School for
the Blind, a pilot study was conducted 'by staff of
the °personnel preparation program at San Fran-
cisco State University to assess" those skills identi-
fied above in deaf-blind clients. FroIrithl-FaUdy, a,
seciei.of competencies was identified. The follow-
ing competencies were pl-oposed as training mod-
ules for staff: (1) Demonstrate knowledge of ,

categories of children to be served in a prevoca-
tional program; (2) Demonstrate knowledge of
various leVels and Categories of skills td be taught
to the, childen; 3) Demonstrate knowledge of
various formS of communication used by deaf- .
blind persons in vocational settings; (4) Demon- ,

trate ability to organize, plan for, and teach a time
unit to deaf -blind children; (5) Demonstrate ability
to organize, plan for, and 'teach a money manage-
ment unit to deaf -blind children; (Er) Demonstrate
ability to organize, plan for, and leach a shopping
un2t to deaf-blind. children, (7) Demonstrate ability
to organize, plan for, and teach a cooking unit` to
deaf-blind children; (8) Eleinonstrate knowledge of
local resources for prevoeational and career devel-
opment tpaining for the handicapped.

competencies are indicators to be used in
developing straining sequences, for personnel,
teaching- learning experiences necessary to meet the

2 0 8
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expected outcome of each competency, and evalu-

-ation procedures to be used by the teacher
candidates as well as the instructor of the teach-

ing personnel. -Currently, personnel in training,

are receiving opportunities to implemerit this
oompetency-based approath in workitIg with deaf -

blindblind persons. .
,f the John Tracy Clinic in Los Angeles conducted
A ',project utilizing experts in the field of service
*livery to plan for the future needs of deaf-blind

children. Selected individuals submitted papers
prior to the conference, '1980 Is Now," to
facilitate discussion of the entire range of future
needs. The following conclusions were reported
(Sherrick, 1974):

I. The planning efforts of all agencies of the
federal, state, and local governmenis, as they

relate to the problems of 'services to the
deaf-blind, must be concerted to avoid dupli-
cation and ineNciency, and must be initiated
within a very short time if realistic goals for
this maturing population are to be met by
1980.

2. Thenrnore accurate definitions for the terms
"deaf-blind" and "rubella child," among
others,' await the cogitation and processing
of data on numbers ofisuch multihandicapped
individuals as well as on evaluative procedures
-and diagnostic results.

'3. The stress placed tly various authorities on
need-for a continuum of services from child-

hood through dolescence and adulthood was
reinforced by t e conference. In theTepeating
of this call for uninterrupted support of
development of the handicapped person,.the
importance of close interagency cooperation
(e.g,, between the Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped and social and-rehabilitation
services) cannot be overemphasized:

_ 4. Although, a number of current 'projected
programs for training personnel involved in
services to the handicapped are on record, it is

. not clear that the distribution of skill and
levels of corapetenee'match the requirentents.
A working conference with' a specific agenda
and papers should be _convened as soon as
possible to identify and formulate those areas
of competence needed for dealing with the
handicapped population of tire 1980s,.ranging
from paraprofessional -personnel through
highly trained specialists.

5. Efforts should be made to fund the develop-
ment of a spectrum of model living and
working styles for the deaf-blind, ranging
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from sheltered satellite homes to shelterpd
employinent sites to foster homes in normal

communities. o-The impact of the model pr
grams,On surrounding communities should be
gauged, if possible. A major part of such
programs must be the careful evaluatiOn of
'the social, intellectual, and vocational pro-
gress and achievement of the Ndividual, as
well as the evaluation and docamentation of
the program as a whole.

As third project of the Southwest Regional
Center for Deaf-Blind Children was the develop--
ment of a precareer curriculum guide for deaf-blind-
(Carr, Zemalis, and Evans, '1974). This cooperative
project of the Home for Guiding Rands at Lake-
side, the California School for the Blind, Berkeley,
and the Southwest Regional Center for Deaf -Blind
Children, Sacramento,4was conducted by Evelyn

loGreenleaf and concentrated on ekpanding the
competenciet of deaf-blind children in the areas of
self-sufficiency, partial sufficiency (employable but
needing supplementary financial or living arrange-
ment support), sheltered workshop (dependent
living. arrangement), and dependent living ietthe
home (help in home, self-care, recreation, and
subsistence on Aid to the Disabled). A retrospective
study was conducted to identify current living/
work status of students who had received prevoca-
tional services. These students would be considered
high functioning in that they had been able to,
participate in the program at the California School
for the Blind and had been able to acquire some
academic, language, 'and self-care competencies. Of
the 37 questionnaires sent out, 18 were returned
by May 27, 1974, The following is a compilation
of the responses:

Two-thirds (12) of the students are living at
ihome, two are' n foster homes, one is in, a

cadential institution, and one is living indepen-
ly. Of 'those parents responding to the

question about wages earned by the 'child, four
reported wages over $roO a_ month, three over
$200, and one between $300 and $500.

One-third (5) of the students are currently
employed or had held jobs at one time. Ten
were unable to obtain employment.

Of the remainder of the families, five

depended on Social Security and Aid to the
Disabled, five on State Aid to flte Blind, three
depended upon family support, and one received

help from the Veteran's Administration.

For job preparation, the areas of study in
school were diverse. Some had received educa-
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tion in a program for the deaf-blind or hearing
impaired; while others had courses of study in
history, English, the arts, and special training in
veterinary sciences (Carr,, Zemalis, and Evans,
1914).

A second step of the study was to ask 36
professionals working with 'deaf-blind persons to
project! for deaf-blind children the setting which

mould be most needed when they became twenty-
one years of age. Figure 1 reports the projections
of placement as viewed.by these professionals.

Level "E"
Aistodial care

31 percent

Level "D"
Dependent-living _

at home
22 percent

Level "A" Level "C"
Self:sufficient Sheltered workshop

11 percent 25; percent

Level "B"
'Partially

self-sufficient
11 percent

Fig. 1. Professional projection of thirty-six/deaf-blind youths

From data included in the original study.
(Carr, lis, and Evans, 1974), a precareer
cutriculunf was outlined .in the following areas:
motor stilts, daily living skills, activities of daily
living for adults, and a series of manipulative skills
oriented toward specific work. The authors cau-
tioned against using the guide for specific,trade
preparation/ but encouraged using it to assist;
deaf-blinepersons, to participate in gainful activ-
ities as part of their lifetime endeavors.

Part three of the study included curricular
activities concerned with presheltered workshop,
manipulative activities. These were designed to give
classroom teachers a guidein developing simulat&
work experiences for, deaf-blind youth. The guide

. also included a continuum of manipulative devel-
opment, beginning with basic activities and pro-
ceeding to post-training placement. A list of
agendies for possible fob training placement was

14-75853

ti

included in the appendix of the study. This initial
study would serve as a basis for the development of
an invtn tory of existing and potential resources-to
serve this population..

Mountain Plains Regional Center Activities

In 1974 a study was undertaken by the Moun-
tain Plains Regional Center in Denver to plan for
prevocational and vocational services for deaf-blind
children and youth. This project included tile
follostving as major goals: (1) Identify th agen-
cies that may assist with planning, developin and
conducting vocational programs for dea 'nd
youth in the region; (2) Identify those services that
each agency may or can provide; (3) Identify the
overall vocational educational nee& of deaf-blind
children and youth in ,the, region; (4) Provide
in ice training to representatives of agencies
id led through the initial survey; (5) Supervise
program development in' the region; and (6)
Employ appropriate staff to initiate pilot prOgrams
in the region. 4

Through a series of regional and statewide
workshops, a basis for providing inservice training
to vocational rehabilitation and career education

-personnel wa4 established. Thq purposes of this
effort were to create an awareness of the potential
of deaf-blind persons to benefit frOm prevocational
services, to underscore the need for programs to
plan' for the future, to identify the types orservices

-children would need hi-the future, and tide tail a
model prevocational program which might be
utilized in ,each state. Agencies that were currently
?foviding services to adolescent or adult deaf -blind
persons.were identified, This activity pinpointed
minimal levels of function for agency services. It
was therefore possible to design curricula as an
integral part or each child's educational plan, which
led to appropriate services in the prevocational and
vocational area. One paper (Stark, 1974) addressed

f/ythe need, fpr transdisciplina approaches to evalu-
ation and for inclusion ,o families as part of the
'rehabilitation process. Another paper addressed the
issue of evaluation of services at the progranimatic
level so that services might be applied in planning
services and providing approprie opportunities
for each deaf-blind child to meet future lifetime
functions (Brooks, 1974):

The outcome of that effort has been the
establishment of a dialogue among those providing
services to deaf-blind persohs so that common ,
concerns.' may .be addressed and pilot programs
for deaf-blind, youth and adolescents may be
established. i
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New England Regional Center Activities

The Oak ,Hill School, in cooperation witp the
Connecticut Institute for the Blind, conducted a .
study entitled "A Planuing/Pperational Program in
Prevocational Education for Deaf-Blind Children"
(LaPorte, 1974). The objectives of this project
included activities in self-care skills, maniptulative
skills, social relationships, recreational activities,
experienCes with objects and manipulation of the
environment, and specific work tasks. Assessment..
of each deaf-blind child's level of performance
in prevocational and personal-management skills
was undertaken. These objectives were . tested
in a summer program and a prevocational program.

The Perkins School for the Blind developed a
pilot community residence training program ,for
young adults who were deaf and blind, integrated t
with blind youth in a home training setting. The
fundamental concept was that the training milieu
would 'be closely related to the living quarters.
From this, the seven' deaf-blind youths would:-.
become responsible for continuing their training!
program but would reside in an-independenr
setting where they were also responsible for home
making and management. The cumculum included
home and personal management, food pieparation
and management, industrial arts, worksexperience
on cairous, mobility. job plaeem'ent off campus,
and use of leisure time. The typical schedule
involves the yowl% adult spending half a damn the
residence learning and applying home management
skills such as ,f6od Preparation, shopping, and
cleaning and half a day in a job-oriented training
session. . -

Midwest Regional Center Activities

Using the services of Opinion Research Associ-
ates, the Midwest Regional Center for Deaf-Blind
Children, Lansing, M,ichigan, conducted a region-
wide planning program. The focus of this program
was to report prevoclitional training needs-of the

-total population of deaf-blind individuals in poten-
tial employment settings. Eight me.etings were held'
in the region. The meetings addressed the current
and future needs of deaf - blind persons as perceived
by parents, educators, and guardians. Of the 643
needs identified, 23...percent Clustered around the

current need forte fulkime ..edlicatIOnal services
which foCused on basic living skills, communica-
tion, and mobility training.

In terms of future need, 25 percent of the
prioritized responses_ centered on the need for
specific types of alternative living options for
adults' who were deaf and blind. These options
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would need to be responsive to the perion's level
of funCtioning and flexible in assigning the person
to'a living arrangerhent as well as in encouraging
future 'placements which would better suit the,
needs,9f the client.

Second phase of the study was to identify'
service agencies that are or could be serving
deaf-blind persons in the Midwest region. By
questionnaire, 441 agencies were asked if they
could provide prevocational services to deaf-blind
youth and "adults. Of the 249 questionnaires
returned, 92 agencies said that They were providing
services° to deaf-blind persons currently and could :
hiodify theii- programs for future needs Of this
population. These agencies indicated a willingness-
'to serve or modify their programs to serve low
functioning deal-blind persons: Fifty-seven agen-
cies replied that they were not currently providing
services to deaf-blind persons, but that they would
be willing to do so. These agencies indicated that
they could modify tiled programs .to serve a Wide
range -of level of functions, inclUding low function- .
ing persons. Ninety-four agencies reported that
they 'did not provide services to deaf-blind clientsL
and did not see the possibility of doing so in fhe
near future.

A third phase of thedstudy utilized tlie.Delphi
technique to ask professionals'what characteristic's
deaf-blind clients needed to exhibit to be- able to
enter prevocational or vocational settings; what -
staff needs, resources, 'or special equpment would
be needed.in providing potential einployers means
by which deaf-blind persons could enter the job
market; and what characteristics could be defined
regarding job employment opportunities for deaf-

, blind persons. Four heeds emerged from the Delphi
process:
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1 The need to join Sorces with those teaching
and training 'the ietarded. This may be inter-
preted as joining efforts with national organi-
zations and state ,level organizations to work
on common goals.
The need to make generalizations while'main-
taining an individual approach. This may he
interpreted as a desire to keeps the individual's
needS as the focus of services while trying to
use 1I existing resources to provide' appropri-
ate services t6 this population.

3. The need- for a common behavioral language.
may,be taken to mean that the behavior

of each individual needs to be described but
that it shquld not, serve as a predictor of

."--future levels.of funAion or permanently mark
a person at a static fuNtion.
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4. The need to develop training facilities to serve
deatkhlind persons. This May be taken to
mean that during thejoining effofts with,
other groups to meei common goals, the
needs of the deaf-blind person should not be
ignored, Specific program services are needed
which ar.e unique-to the person who is deaf
and blind.

Mid - Atlantic Regional Center Activities

A pilot project .was begun by the New York
Institute for the Education of the Blind to provide
prevocational services to students in that program.
The project staff developed a curriculum guide, a
video presentation of the project, and assessment
protocols, for simulated work activities (sorting,
packaging, and assembly). The objectives of this
program included evaluation and improvement of

"independent living skills. work habits, and work
skills and the development of appropriate commu-
nication skills and age-appropriate socialization
skills. The program also sought toy develop age-
appropriate recreational skills. When the deaf-blind
student was enrolled in the prevocationa; program,
contact was made with social and rehabilitation
agencies in the person's home community, and the
parents of thee student- were involved in planning
for thefuture. This program not only provided
training slots for studentslearning to work with
adolescents who were in ut also provided
for dissemination f the Tesults of th4.: study

, through the New,Y k

South Central Regional eNir Activities

In the development of regionalized efforts to
provide ,services to do-;- blind persons, a continuum
of services has been proposed (Hammer, 1974).
This is lifelong range of service options was devel-
oped (1 ) toorient service efforts toward specific
goals; (2) to provide , to all those interested in
providing services to deaf-blind children an overall'
guide. to options which woul& be needed; (3) to
unify strategies among program services, that is, to
reduce duplication of programming and to utilize
all existing resources: and (4) to provide those

. working vrith deaf-blind children an idea ofhow
'their efforts related to the long-range goals of
many othe\r programs.

The (ontinuuin outlined several levels of ser-
vices which spanned a developmental age bracket,
of approximately twelve years through adulthood.
One particular program need, was_dfined as the
"Vocational Setting." Included in this catego
were two areas of training prevocational services

3

and vocational training. prevocational services in
this, continuum were operationally'difined as those
services necessary to provide a transition from the
educational setting to an adult living situation.
Included in this area of service activities were
communication skills, socialization, self-help skills,
attention to and completion of tasks, travel skills,
and the academic skills needed to follow directions
and to exhibit some level of indeptrident function
in a work situation.

In an attempt to identify those existing- re=
sources capable of providing the, se' rvices *hich
have beep outlined in the continuum (Hammer,
1974); a cooperative interagency, committee in
Texas explored the programs in four major metro-
politan areas of that state to see what, local
resources existed and what modifications would be
necessary' to make extended services or prevoca-
tional training available to deaf-blind children and
youth. The members of the committee represented
the state education agency; including consultants,
in' visually impaired services and vocational educa-,
tion, the state services for the blind, and the state
vocational rehabilitation agency; as well as public

- and private agencies currently ,serving deaf-blind
Persons. The cochairpersons'of the committee were
representatives from the Mite agency for services
to blind persons and the state agency for voca-
tional rehabilitation. In each bf the four communi-
ties,,,,all agencies known to 'have interests in

workin' with either deaf, blind, or deaf-blind
persons wer- sked to nd the= meeting held in
that metropolitan ea, The problem of planning
fbr extended services t e current population of
deaf-blind children was expla and all agencies
represented were asked to send ;ter, to the
committee (a) to state whether or not t would
be interested in serving deaf-blind persons hi*
prevocational program; (b) to.indicate whether or --
not they had deaf-blind persons currently in
training; and (c) to outline what their agency ,

would need in the way Of 'assistance'to modify or
strengthen their program to provide services to
deaf-blind persons.

Committee, members who "isited the vtrious
programs in Texas encountered a willingness on the
part of Focal program administrators to provide
services to deaf-blind persons. Modifications of
existing programs seemed to Be minor when
compared to this interest in developing a needed
service. The basic modification involved the coordi-
nation of services-among these agencies so that ,

ng prevocational training program personnel
lwere aware of the deaf-blind population and their
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'future needs. The agenies also need assistance in
staff developnart, particularly in manual corn-
Munication for 'both staff and clients and the
development of socialization skills for deaf-blind
clients. _progr;arns whith would provide services
needed to assist deaf-blind children in the transi-
fion from the educational setting to adult living
situ4ions were identified in each major metropoli-,,
tan area of Texas (Hammer, 1972). In fact, from
this series of meetings, four programs specifically_
designed to provide *volitional services to deolf-
blind youth and adults were' developed ,and are
now in operation,

A regionwide workshop was held kw the South.
Central Regional 'Cente( to assess the service-needs 1-
offfaersons in vocational rehabilitation. From this
meeting, a network was ()Oiled for referral of
deaf-blind clients among agencies, so that duplica-
tion of effort would be minimized. A pilot
prevocational progyam was begun at the Callier
Center for. Comrtunicatiork. Disorders. Programs
were also developed among agencies for vocational
rehabilitation services and adult living situations.
The Dallas 'Lighthouse. for .the Blind a0 the Texas
Commission for'the Blind. established a vocational
rehabilitation program fi:n deaf-blind adults. Staff
training and support-services were provided by the
Natibnal Center for Deaf-Blind Youth And Adults,
and by t)ie South' Central Regional Center for
Deaf-Blind Children. Planting was begun for a pilot
program in prevocational services at the Children:
Convalescent Hospital, Bethany, Oklahoma, and
the Arkansas Enterprises for the Blind, Little
Rock, 'Arkansas-. The Higginsville State School is
planning a ,prevocational program for deaf-blind
cbildrenin Misiouri. .

A series of meetings wash in eachstate in the
region to-assess the prioriNE4s and concerns of
parent, clients, educators, and vocational rehabili-
tation personnel. The resufts of this study indi-
cated that the areas of cOnceirt for services were
ranked as followi:

,I. Socialization. The most frequently 'ranked
category of need was in the areaof socializa-
tion skills for the deaf-blind person. This need
was expressed in terms of socialization expe-
riences and opportunities, sel-help skills,
motivation of the individual toward indepen-
dent function, and work experiences prior to
enrollment in formal job training.

2. Communication skills., The second most-
mentioned category of need was in the area of
communication skills. This priority seemed to
delineate the need for deaf-blind persons to

have communication skills so that interaction
_ `might take place, as well as the need for

professionals to have the skillsto communi;
'cate with deaf-blind clients. 6

`Community resources. The third category was
the area of community awareness and use

of existing community resources, including
adfninistrative commitment to develop and
,provide services to deaf-blind persons, central-
ized coordination of services and planning,
advocates for services, lobbyists to present the
Reeds to decision makers, and the relationship
of educational and vocational rehabilitation
training progfams clearly defined.

4. Specialized personnel. A fourth category cen-
tered on the neecrfor specialized perionnel to
work, with deaf-blind F youth, families, and
communities. This need *as also expressed in
terms of special programs for training per-
sonnel, either through college-level training
progiaink or thrRugh iiiservice. training pro-
grams. Special services in terms of parent
counseling, physiological assessment of work
skills, and individualized -planning. were men-
tioned in the gfoup discussions.

5.5pecial materials, special facilities. Respon-
dents alsoificlutied the need for special
materials, particularly in the area , of assess-
ment of potential function of deaf-blind
ybuth as they approached adulthood. Special
materials were needed to assist educational
personnel in 'providing prevocational experi-
ences to deaf-blind youth. Special facilities
were fneritioned as part of the need as well as
uniqtre..placements for the deaf-blind person
to move tervard independent function. The
child's-sight to'pducation and the youth's
right. to. appropriate;vocational training were
included inthese prioritiesas well as the need'
for appropriate transportation services to
deaf-blind yciuth to attend programs.

From the datat_ttiti6pilot programs for . pre-
vocational services were established in-the region.
Ones was located at the Children's Convalescent
Uospital in Bethany, Oklahoma. This vP4 an
extended service- program offering four major areas
of training: (1)-7-safety;:(2) language; (3) sensory
training; and (4) personal and-social development.
This program's function was to work with other
educational agencies to provide. extended services
to children who were in need of more than the
educational program offered. Thus, a child might
be in an academic program during, the day and
attend thtextended services program on weekends
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or during' the day after school hours. Deaf-blind
'youth-who need ore services may also be assigned
to the program oughout the week. Residential
services are available. This program serves.
deaf-blind youth and adults in the metropolitan
Oklahoma City area.

A second prevocational services program was
established at the Higginsville State School and
Hospital, Higginsville, Missouri. This program was
designed to serve '14' deafrblind students between
the ages of twelve and twenty-one years. The
program revolves gound work activities, activities
of daily living, recreation activities, and parent and
foster parent services. The underlying intent of this
program was to establish in- a typical school/
hospital for mentally retarded children a prevoca-
tional services prograni that had the potential to
serve deaf-blind children and youth. Evaluation of
this program will center on the types of materials
which could be adapted to meet the perceived
needs of the population, the.; progress made in
socialization of deaf-blind students as a result 'of
receiving additional services, and the modifications
which would'be needed to develop a prevocational
program for deaf-blind youth and adults in a
residential setting.

Northwest Regional Center Activities

The Northwest Regional Center for Deaf-Blind
Children conducted a survey' of facilities to find
those capable of providing prevocational and voca-
tional training to deaf-blind persons: Following this
survey,' initial programming was begun, to integrate
deaf-blind persons into vocational training pro-
grams. Further efforts will be-made to utilize local
program resources to provide prevocational services
tOdeaf-blindyouth in this region.

Summary

ribusIn seven of the ten regions, ApriOus activities
have been undertaken to 'deg the needs of
deaf-blind adolescents in the transition from an
educational setting to acceptance into a full range
of adul living situations. While these efforts are
only a beginning, they offer jhe hope-that relevant
services will be developed throughout the nation.
One could, appropriately view the state of the art in
the area of prevocational services in a positive
manner. The activities summarized in previous
paragraphs indicate that the original inquiry goals
have been addressed. The needs of the population
have been defined, awareness of resources needed
to provide services has been achieved, and initial
programs in local areas are beginning to serve the

adolescent population. Personnel in vocational
rehabilitation have been made aware of the needs
of deaf-blind youth and adults and have responded
in a positive manne?i Offering to develop services
appropriate to this group.

However, th,e picture .is not complete without
including additicinal activitieS', being conducted
outside regional centers for deaf-blind children. --
The. current literature .includeS reports of three
studies which have direct impact on prevocational
services to deaf-blind children and youth. The
"19801 Is Now Conference" (1974) is certainly
important in pOinting to ,,the need for forward

--thinking by those providing services to deaf-blind
persons. However, the preliminary evidence frNri
the Abt study (1974),iridicates that future plan,

, ning has a relatively-low priority in developing
services to severely impaired children and that the
tendency is to serve fewer rather than more of
these severely impaired children as they grow
older.

If this evidence proves to be true for deaf-blind
adolescents, the concept of services to deaf-blind
children, which has emerged over the past few years,
will be negated. Planning and programming must
continue for deaf-blind children as they grow
older. While most ofthe program development in
the past five years, for deaf -blind children has

%
-emphasized case-finding and primary academics, the
shift in the age and nee& of the population require
that programs be modified to meet the nee& of all

, deaf-blind children as they grow older. A need for
early childhood programs, for home programs, and
for programs which emphasize academic oppor-
tunities will remain. An even greater need Will be
to ensure that future needs are met with appropri-
ate program services and that these programs
continue as long as the deaf-blind person needs
services.

.

A study conduct by the Rand Corporation
(Kakalik and Brewer,- 1974) raised issue of
whether the regional centers could cha nough
to provide full services. Regrettably, s study
generalized Tram a very small sample in trying to
develop the concept of a regional -direction center
to facilitate services to handicapped children. The
study would have been more productive, perhaps,
if it had detailed how existing resources, such as
regional centers for deaf-blind children, could be
utilized to facilitate services. This would have
directed attention to the need for any regional
program to have the time to plan instead of being
limited to immediate issues: This would- have
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directed prospective regional direction centers
toward coordinating resources and utilizing, the
legislation and litigation in existence to facilitate
services; Such a recommendation would have been
beneficial to regional centers for deaf-blind chil-
dren in directing efforts toward assurance of
quality services to deaf-blind persons throughout

° their life span. By law, the regional centers are
limited to serving the population iwenty-one years
of age and under. The regional centers will do well
to meet this goal. Yet, at some time the regional
centers must develop cooperative eff o. to ensure
that services continue as the deaf-blindichild groiks
older. The issue 'does not seem to be whether a
framework exists for coordination of services; the
issue seems to be whether the delivery of services,

- will be relevant to the*opulat,ior6 to be served.
Perhaps the encouiragement of coordination of
efforts, the elimination of duplication of efforts,
and the-utilization of existing frameworks would
be worth pursuit b ose responsible for ensuring
the delivery of se ces relevant o the shifting
needs of the population. In this anner, current
programs, would be required to ze resotirces
such as the career educat'on sgra s, the Voca-

,, tional , Rehabilitation Act r 19. 3 a d its amend-
ments, Part 625 of the. Education f the Handi-
capped, Act, as- welLasithe Suppleme ital Security
Income and related Social Security amendments,
the National Center for Deaf-Blind Youth and
Adults, and the state comprehensive education
acts.

Only through the exploration of future te-
sources, investigation of service gaps, and clear
definition of the needs of the, population will
services which are beginning to emerge for adoles-
cents and youth who are deaf-blind continue to be
relevant. If all resources can be melded into a clear
picture, if the points of activity really do join
together to make a whole picture, continuing
services .will be achieved. This truly seems to be the
most pressing challenge to programs offering ser-
vices to deaf-blind children in terms of immediate
and long-range needs. The parls are; there. They
need only to be fitted into a total, responsive
service to meet the needs.
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Vocational Rehabilitation
for Deaf-Blind Youth and Adults

Louis J. Betties
Assistant Directoi, Natiopal Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults

Throughout the nation and, in fact, the world,
the overwhelming problem inhibiting efforts to
offer vocational rehabilitation services to deaf
blind people has been the inability -to believe that
these effillIts would be successful. Few people'
believed deaf-blind individuals could be prepared
to enter or reenter the- employment market.

Statement of the Problem

The professionals responsible for administering
rehabilitation services to the deaf or the blind have

tlenerally considered the cost of sponsorship and
the unpredictable results to be unacceptable. They
used the rationale that the money could be spent
on others less handicapped, thereby enabling them
to serve more handicapped people. Deaf-blind
people themselves often did not feel that they
could return to work or benefit from rehabilitation
services, and they remained at home where they
were cared for by relatives.s,

Yet vocational development or habilitation fol-
lowing the onset of any handicap is part of the
ongoing process of human growth.. It is not an
isolated process. Much of the success in the
guidance of someone toward a vocational goal
must in many instances build uil'on the individual's
life experiences. The onset of the handicap, the
education, and the life-style of the individual, in
many instances, are a barometer of, the individual's
future success. Hoviever, the complexity of nature
and the inner resources and drives of the human
being make it imperative that each person be given
adequate vocational evaluation and counselling.
Each deaf-blind person must be seen as a total
individual, and a plan for vocational development
or rehabilitation must be developed that would
maximize his or her skills and enable him or her to
secure the best employment opportunity possible.

Each deaf-blind person is not only unique from all
other deaf -blind individualS, but she or he; unlike
most other handicapped. people, has for most life
experiences depended upon external resources for

' his or her well-being. Psychosocial appearance and
diness for vocational training is often a reflec-

on of the past services extended, and agencies, in
developing or initiating vocational services for the
deaf-blind, must be prepared to help adults who\
may lack education and early developmental expe-
riences and who may come to the agency after
many years of almost total isolation and, for all
practical purposes, without any means pf corn-
mitnication.

Past Efforts at Rehabilitation
Sipe the loss of sight and hearing is so isolating,

social anli recreation training must be an integral
part of any comprehensive program. The person
with the total:loss of both sight and hearing is the
only handicapped individual who cannot sit pas-
sively and be entertained. For this reason, he or she
must learn the skills that would enable him or her
to constructively utilize the after-work hours;
otherwise, a seemtgly successful' placement can
quickly become a failure.

The Industrial Home for the Blind

Although .efforts on behalf of the severely
' handicapped have increased, substantially since

World Wdr -II, the Industrial Home for the Blind of
Brooklyn, New York, has stood, until "very recent

.years, virtually alone in the belief that deaf-blind
people could benefit from rehabilitation services
and enter into employment.

The Industrial Home fop the Blind has offered
employment to deaf - blind' people in its workshops

'since .1920, but it.was not until 1945 that the need
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for a formalized training program was recognized.
The deaf-blind population at the Industrial

Home for the Blind needed a special department to
develop a more comprehensive program of services,
to enable deaf-blind clients to more adequately
utilize their leisure time, and to more advanta-
geously'utilize the other services offered.

On June 27, 1945, at the formal opening of this
department, Helen Keller 'made the following
statement: k

During about .a lifetime, it has been the desire of my
----ite'art to find a friend with means and sympathies big

enough to take in the unsheltered, uncomforted exiles of
the silent dark, and now Heaven smiles uperrne as I
witness My ,long prayer answered in the deaf-blind
people here who are loved, who work and sing at their
tasks though outwardly mute. -

s. .

Trainees for the first formalized rehabilitation
training program were referred to the Industrial
Home for the hid from various parts of the
country. Most of these trainees were congenitally
deaf and adventitiouSly blind (Usher's syndrome).
Since existing .workshops for the blind or the
handicapped showed virtually no interest at that
time in the employment of deaf-blind people and
there were no opportunities in competitive indus-
try, most of the deaf-blind persons referred, to the
Industrial Home for the Blind were employed in, its
own workshops and lived at its resalen e.

Between .1956 -1958 the Office of Vocational
Rehabilitation conducted a study of the program

. for deaf-blind persons at the Indust al (Tome for
the Blind. One.of the major findings f this project
was that deaf-blind people could served best
through regional centers. Because of the relatively
small number of deaf-blind adults, most workers
had great difficulty in gaining the knivwledge and
skill necessary to work with this' ito p. Some
workers would have only one or two eaf-blimi
clients throughout their career. Also, ecause of
this lack of experienced personnel,` local rehabilita-
tion centers could not .readily accept deaf-blind
clients into their programs. RegJpnal centers
appeared to represent one way' 6? ,b ng together
the number of trainees necessary, iol tirelop a staff
with the experience necessary tog both confi-
dence and competency.

i 1

Funds were made available at Oat time by the
U.S. Department of Health, fdu ion, and Wel-
fare to develop regional rehabilit ion centers for
the adult deaf-blind. 'However, o y the Industrial
Home for the Blind responded to is appeal and in
1962 joined with the Social Re ilitation,Service
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to es 'ablish the Anne Siiilivan Macy Service for
deaf-blind persons.

The Anne Sullivan Macy Service

The Anne Sullivan Macy Service project was
structured to serve a 15-state area from Maine to
North Carolina, but adults from outside the area
would .be served if they could be fit into the
program and if no local resources were available to
them.

The major objectives of this-service were four-
fold:

-1. To demonstrate a Pattern of comprehensive.
services'that would maximize development,
the rehabilitation potential of deaf -blind
adults

2. To demonstrate the ways in which state and
local rehabilitation agencies could cooperate
with each other and with the regional service
to the deaf-blind, thereby paving the way for
development of ongoing community-based_
rehabilitation programs for this client group

3. To conduct programs of research and study
that would add to the sum of knowledge
about the deaf-blind and hotv their rehabilita-
tion could best be accomplished

4. To establish tested service and administrative
procedures ..ori a regional scale that might
stimulate and guide the establishment of
similar programs in other parts of the United
States

The Anne Sullivan Macy Service was originally
scheduled as a five-year project planned to termi-
nate in -,1967, but it was continued for two
additional years in anticipation of the development
of a national service. During the closing months of
the project,, a follow-up survey was made of the
171 clientsWho had received partial or comprehen-
sive rehabilitation services. The survey was de-
signed to ascertain their social and vocational
.status after rehabflitation.

Not all of the 171 clients received comprehen-
sive rehabilitatio experience. In some cases this
was because _clie is did not npd more than a few
specific services nd, once identified, these services
could be pro ed by the *al' community. In
other instances', clients did need and could have
benefited froni comprehensive rehabilitation but
were not able/ to leave their communities due to
family reluctance or lack of agency sponsorship.

The client case load was not hand-picked. The
project accepted all who met the gross criteria of
deaf-blindness. Indeed, any doubts concerning -
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eligibility or feasibility Were resolved in favor *of
accepting the -client: The me tan age of those
served was close to 50', so it 'may be correjtly
inferred' that half of the Anne Sullivan Macy
Service clients were in advanced middle age or
beyond.

Looking at the overall picture,, the follow-up
survey demonstrated that the effects of fehabilita-
tion tend So_ persist over a long period and that the
benefits, achieved through rehabilitation can be
expected to continue indefinitely if the proper
service supports are made,available in the commu-
nity. The AnneSullivan Macy Service had cot only
benefited the number of ' deaf-blind people it
served but its success was evidence that a national
program in cooperation with other- agencies
throughout the country was feasible.

The National Center for Deaf-Blind Youthsand Adults

An amendment to the Vocational Rehabilitation
Act of 1967 established the National Center for
Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults to provide sery?ces
to deaf-blind youths and adults and to those
agencies' offering service to this group, and the
Industri I Home for the Blind was selected to
operate the center- which started in June 1969. The
center urrently has five4ield offices throughout
the co ntry and affiliation with three other agen-
cies is nder consideration.

Eli ility for entrance irito the 'rehabilitation
trainin programs is limited to those deaf-blind
perso s whose visual and hearing losses fall within
-the f lowing definition:

Deafness is defined as a chronic impairment of hearing
so severe that most speech cannot be undektood, even
with optimum amplification. Blindness is defined as
central visual acuity of 20/200 or less In the better eye
with corrective lenses or central visual acuity of 20/200
if there is a field defect such that the peripheral field has
been contracted to an extent that the widest diameter of
visual' field subtend an angular distance no greater than
20 degrees.

The single major functional cr*ria for entrance
into the national center training prOgram is that
the individual can care for his or her personal
needs. Enjrance is not based on an educational or
language requirement.

Otiviously, one or, two facilities cannot be all
things to all people: therefore, the policy of the
national center from its inception has been to
encourage other: agencies and their workers to
develop much needed services in their area.
With- the encouragement, support, and active help
from the regional representatives, many agencies

are now rendering the type of service they did not
consider possible'four or five years agO. Regional
representatives are always available to any agency,

3 for consultation, staff activities, development of
communication skills, assistance with a specific
client or case conferences, and SO forth. ,

The' national center offers a one-week -program
of Training in Services to Deaf-BlOid' Youths and
Adults to workers who are likely to Works with
deaf-blind persons. This program includes four and
a half days and three evenings of training: lectures,
seminars, observation, and practicum. It develops a
useful degree of expertise in serving deaf-blind
persons. The participant becomes more Confident
in his or her ability, to serve the deaf-blind and
more aware of the feasibility of serving them.

In addition, the community education depart:
ment of the national center 'recognizes the role of
the press and other media in developing increased
interest in the deaf-blind. Pamphlets explaining the
services offered are distributed, and the depart-,
ment publishes the NAT-CENT NEWS, printed in
large type and braille for deaf-blind people around
the country. The national center also transcribes
the New York Times daily news resume into braille
for nationwide distribution to deaf-blind people, In
addition, devices specially adapted for deaf-blind
people are stocked for use.at the national center.

Research is still in the beginning stages. Cur-
rently research is directed toward the development
of devices that are needed by deaf-blind people to
enable them to lead more active and independent
lives.

The national center also has responsibility for
compiling a national register of the deaf-blind
children and adults in the United States. One of .

the anticipated benefits of the register is that it will
help- to determine the types and extent of services
needed for the number of deaf-blind children
requiring adult services in the 1980s.

' The Anatomy of the Rehabilitation Process
Rehabilitation training is a step-by-step process

which builds upon the experiences of the indi-
vidual ani the progress made in the program. The
five steps in vocational rehabilitation include: (I)
pretfaining evaluation and planning; I) prevoca-
tional training; (3) vocational training; (4) place-
ment; and (5) follow-up. Although all of these
steps can take place in one facility, more likely
several facilities will need to he utilized.

For many deaf-blind people who function on a
low level and whose tolerance for change is low.,
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the desirable situation would be to avojd movement
to different facilities unless abtolUtely necessary.

. Prttraining Evaluation and Planning
, To determine the vocational rehabilitation plans

for any deaf.blind person seeking help, one Should
.
-- know not only the individual's aspirations but also

what skills and abilities' the individual has. In most
instances, deaf-blind people, have no, idea that they
are employable.

'Regardless of the vocational goal of the client;
the counselor must stress the neeA' for the deaf,
blind persona° meet at least the niinimum criteria
-for. acceptance into *anther training programs or
entrance into i specific vocational program.

Although some planning can be accotnplished by
workers meeting, for the purpose of discussing,
direction and alternatives, evaluating the deaf-blind
person's skills and potential for.employment can-
not be an armchair. decision. Everyindividual has a
right to the services of professionals skilled in
making theseossessments in a facility in which the
individual can demonstrate his or her ability.

The pretraining evaluation is designed to deter-
mine the individual's readiness to move away from
home- to a center andto determine lvhether he or
she meets the entrance criteria oithe rehabilitation
center. If the individual does'not show a readiness
to leave home or does not meet the entrance
requirements, a program in the -home shopld be
_planned for him °Oilier.

Evaluating the deaf-blind person has to -be- as.
' exact as 'possible beciuse the deaf -blind person has

virtually no opportunity for, a second evaluation.
To determine that a person is incapable of moving
Into a training program may condemn that.
vidual to a life of idleness. An error in asses$ n nt
may place the individual in an unhappy situation

. or dire.ct- him or hes-toward a goal that he or she
-could ftter atttin; . - .

The evaluatioas which should take place in a
center, is . designed to determine whether-the
individual can proceed toward his- or her objective
anal to detertnine what type of training is require
It should also serve to slIggest alt native gpals7
the individual proves-incapable of achieving his OF

her objective..
The evaluation process at the nationall:Ctlitt4 for

a deaf-blind person is a six4eek program' that
covers the following areas: (1 )- mobility; (2) ac'tivi'
ties of daily living; (3) domestic science; (4)
communication skills; (5) work activities; (6) home
repair; (7) , physical, condition; (8) speech; (9)
hearing; ( I 0) Atm; ( I I ) general health; (12)

2b8
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medical; and (13) psychological -adjustment (see
page 216 for an outline- of skills tested in each

-area).

A

Prevocatitinal Training

Prevocational training conventionally consists
of vocational guidance, vocational exploration ,

through observing and/or actually sampling occu-
` pations, and learning and applying the principles of

time and motion economy and of safety at work.
Such elements prevocational tinning have appli-
cation to the of deaf-blind youths acid
adults, 'but they requi;',taaginatiye adaptation.
They must also be sti ented with intensive
training in many areas of general functioning whicp
ordinarily provide o'hly a minimal challenge to the.
nonhandicapped youth and adult. A deaf-blind'

`f3erson with neither useful hearing nor sight must be
literally "trained to Maintain his or her equilibrium,
to walk With a normal gait, and to tactually use
reference points in -his or her environment effec-
tively. The trainee must be hjefFed to develop
tactile perception of kinesthetic learning and kines-

,thetic 'memory. A deaf-blind youth cane it learn
work diScipline_ as easily as the nonhandicapped
youth. He or he cannot learn it' by observing the
behavior of others at work. Therefore, he or she
must be taught the importance of applying himself
or herself adequately and consistently to his or her
work,the importance of remaining at work for the
'prescribed periods of tithe, the importance of
resisting distractionst and the qualitative and quan-
titative req4rements,of the work. Danger points in
the work position and in-the general w k environ-
ment must be pointed out to him or he , and care
must be taken to be sure that he or she ows hbw
to avoid there and understands', the co sequences
of failing to avoid them. The deaf-blin youth, too,
must learn to -communicate 1:vttli the nonhandi-
capped co-workers and supervisols through meth-.
pds that_ do not require special training on their
part..! -le or she mustlearn.to tolerate thl slowneSs
of such communication, to cope with the frustra-
tions induced by those limiting conditions °Phis or
hef handicap that cannot be reduced, and to accept
with good grace the occasional thoughtlessness of
co-workers' and supervisors. In essence, he or she

, must understand and deal with the reality.thAt his
or her acceptance by of i stand his Orher.abAity
to 'make a contribution ork and in his or her
'community will depend on his or her readiness to,
go piore than halfway in accommodating others,
and in developin; their goodwill.
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Much of the content of prevocational training

program is important to everyday living, and,
consequedtly, every deaf-blind trainee should be
provided with prevocational training adapted in
scope and intensity to his or her ,special abilities
and needs.

PrevoCational training may be defined as training
designed to develop readiness to engage in either
vocational training, skilled work, higher education,
or remunerative employment' in' semiskilled or
Unskilled work and to meet the social demands
entailed in the successful pursuit of remunerative
employment regardless of the skill required to
perform the workitself..

No rehabilitation center can hope to maintain
nd facilities necessary to provide compe-

tent inst 'n allof,the vocations into which
deaf-blind individu may enter. The responsibility
of any rehabilitatio agency serving deaf-blind
individuals is to be p epared to refer these persons
to the appropriate facility. .

On the basis of the evaluation and recommenda-,
tion of the staff, tie trainee is assigned to an
individualized training program. This program is
designed to elimintte weaknesses, to refine skills,
to provide opportunity to experience work tasks,
and to develop a healthy attitude toward employ-
ment. Through suppoitive rehabilitation counseling
and casework services, the individual' works through
his or her feelings toward his or her handicap and

yu.

helped in taking part in realistically planning
lure vocational goals. , ,

Vocational Training

Vocational training opportunities for the deaf-
*blind are extremely limited. For most deaf-blind
.people, vocational training will consist of work
experience or on-the-job training in a workshop
setting or in a competitive platement. This pro-
vides the trainee with a specific skill and provides
the counselor with the opportunity to observe the
work performance of the individual within a work
setting.'It will be up to the counselor to continue
the assessmet ocithe individual in relatiqin to the
standards bf the workshop or potential employer.

Observation is made of the individual's attitudes,
attendance, 1)uncluality, d quality and quantity
of work. In addition, th ounselof has an oppor-
tunity td observe the individual's general work
habits and functioning atand away from his or her
work station.

A trainee May be sent. t'o one of the Industrial
Home for the Blind workshops for this work
exPerietce when he or she reaches 4 point at which

st.
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either vocational counseling or social casework is
no longer neces . Ultimately the trainee's work
performance an cbnduct at work determines his
or her capabilitie for working in a workshop or in
competitive employment.

Although many Work tatks in a workshop may
be of an industrial nature, they, provide the
imaginative counselor the opportunity to ter -
mine whether the individual has the p tential
mources to be a candidate for office-type employ-
ment or to enter into an educational pr6

For those who have academic backgr ds,
educational facilities may pm...Nide the type o
edUcation or 'training, necessary to prepare -the

-deaf-blind person for a specific professional career.
At best, college work for deaf -blind pepple, even
those with, useful vision, is difficult. Special assis-
tance must be given for interpreting in class and
after-school studies. Few people are aware of how
enormous the task is for the totally deaf-blind
person to attend college and participate in a
satisfactory manner. Success usually requires a
minimum of four hours of supportive services for
every one hour of s'choOl attendance by such an
individual.

Placement ,

When all the data are gathered and the client's
training is almost finished, the national center's
rehabilitative counselors increase the frequ'bney of
their contacts with the .referring counselor. The
referring counselor, until this time, has been kept
informed of the client's progress, and evidence las )
been developed regaiiiing the type of placement
that will be appropte. By this time, decisions
have -been made relative to the specific type.of

, employment most suitable for the individual con-,
sistent -wiTh--his or her educational, 'vocational,
emotional, and social development.

COmpetitive employment falls withirifour major
categories: (1) industrial employment, (2) white
collar employment; (3) professional emploiment;
and (4) self-employment or family business. The
work tasks included in these categories might be

'unique and quite possibly one-of-a-type, since they
fit into the special skills, background, and locale of
the clieht. The types of jobs available in compe,ti-
tive industry include the following: 1

Industrial

Autoniafic power press operatot
Bench assembly worker .

Bookbinder

. ,
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Boring A-Lachine operator
Bulk mail handler
Bus boy
Circuit board assembler
Counter sinking
Debtirringhand and lathe
Dishwashing machine operator
Drill press operator
Electric screwdriver operator -

'Electric stapling machine operator
High speed t ssembly line (bicycles)
High speed boom operator
Hospital kitchen worker
Laundry worker*
Milling machine operator
Mimeograpkvachine repairperson
Mop winder
Soldering worker
State vending stand worker
Subassembly worker
Tapping-machine operator
Tube polisher

Professional work

Administrator

White collar work

Braille proofreader
General worker, braille library

...Heavy duty mail handler
Mailroom worker
Office. worker
Retail salesperson
Thermaform operator

V416,

Computer programnier
Public relations worker
Rehabilitation teacher-counselor
Student guidance counselor

. Teacher-correspondence worker
Teacher's aide

Seff-empleged or family business

Chair caning._
Egg prodnrirOusInegs
Farming
Handicrafts

*Includes: flat iron Feeding and receiving, sorting and separating
lines, and folding.

Many deaf-blind individuals can CrIgvelop enough
skill to work in an industrial setting: a few can
achieve enough skill or edutation to become
employed as white collar workers. Occasionally an

/
4 ,
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individual will be capable of obtaining a profes-
sional position. The ,greater majority of deaf-blind
people will be incapable of succeeding in white
collar or prOfessional Fmploymelit, but some will
be capable of performing job tasks similar to their
sighted and hearing co-workers.

Although' the Anne Sullivan Macy Service
achieved a breakthrough by placing a number of
deaf-blind people in competitive employment .(and
the national enter has achieved greater success in
this area), workshops still offer the pest opportuni-
ties for 6X,,_greatest number. More recently w81-1-
activity type workshops have become a recourse
for those wh are unable to meet regular workshop
standards.
= Whether lacement is in a workshop or in

competitive industry, the individual must be moti-
vated toward employme t, and have an'interest in
and an awareness of qu ty and prodliftion stan-
dards. These characteristics are minimal for work-

.,

shop placement.
Peter Salmon, speaki g to the National Rehabili-

tation Convention -(1 58), made, the followin4
comments regarding e characteristics of deaf-
blind people in compe we jobs at that time:

I. They are emoti nally ready for competitive
employment.

2. They have mob' ty. .

3. Their skills are dequate.
4. They retain me useful vision. (Relatively

few_ totally /deaf -blind persons co tinued to
successful compet, e employ,:maintain

inent. )
5. Their Min new is slowly progressive rather

than' of sud en onset.
6. They tend to be emotionally 'stable and

well- integrate individuals.

We have observe a number of situations in-
which a deaf-blind p rson lacking one or more of
these characteristics h still been able to achieve
success in industry. In these instances, the deaf-
blind individual had so e special assets. Some of
these assets were (1) a special skill or. talent
highly desired by induttry and usually developed
prior tot e,onset of the Gond handicap; (2),
unusually, good manual dexte ity; and (3) special
transportation resources.

racenient at theiliation# meter'

Placement at -the national ,cen r is. unique
because it is not done directly,,.in n-tos cases. The
placement cot nselor's.responsitility at the national
center Is to work with the professional sfqf and
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help them,prepare the client for job readiness. The
placement counselor consults with the rehabilita-
tion counselor to find out where the Lelient stands
with regard to his or her completion of the
program.

The placement counselor must be aware pf the
cli.ent's total ability. This includes any physical
lirrhtation or ophthalmological restrictions as well
as the individual's overall industrial functioning at
a rate commensurate with his or her potential.
Because the client'does not alwayssonter competi-
tive employment, the placement counselor. should
be aware of the client's abilities for other types of
employment. The counselor often must convince
the sponsoring agency's counselor that his or her
client has gained the abilities needed to enter s4
level of employment. The placement process then
becomes a two-man team,effort.

The sponsoring Vounselor is asked to take the
initiative and establish employer contacts prior to
the placement counselor's arrival in the hdme
community.' These contacts economize time and
enhance the opportunities for placement: The
sponsoring agency's counselor has been kept in-
formed of the Client's progress during his of her
training by extensjve and detailed narraitive reports
sent by the national center's vocational rehabilita-
tion counselor.

The team approach to the placement process
should be rehearsed by the individuals involved. In
most situations, the sponsoring' counselor is en-,
couraged to,take the lead in opening the conversa-
tion with the prospective employer. This-discussion
can vary but for the most part it should deal with
the agency's involvement With the client aud his or
her sponsorship at the national center. Al appro-
priate times- during the initial* contact with the
prospective employer, the national center's coun-
selor will often discAs the particular client's
abilities and how the training program at the
national center prepares the client to undertake the
level of employment being sought. Both counselors
should be prepmed to cope with any objections
offered by,,the prospective. employer. In addition
to this, the placement counselor from the national
center will offer assistance with the plant survey
and-job analysis to assure the prospective employer
that the client can negotiate the plant. The
counselor will point* out the client's mobility skills
and deinonstrate during the job analysis "low the
client can perform the job. Some of the factm
that are pointed, out to the prospective, employer

-are the client's possible performance and the
built-in safety factori pf any mactiinery and similar

,7
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operations: performed during the training peripd.
The prospective employer'shoUld,be informed'of
the cl'ient's- ability to transfer skills learned at the
national center to an actual job in industry. The
prospective employer could also be told.if the job,
is not feasible for the client. However, the prospec-
tive employer should be 0-1 uraged by both
cdunselors to continue.to sear h for another jeb
which might be feasible. ,

Following are three exaTnples of how the place-
nfent counselor at the national center has become
involved in the actual placement process:

I Client (A) was nearing the completion of his
training At the national center. He was a

mature man with several years of experience
as a clerical worker. His maturity and previous
work experience,did not warrant his receiving
any prailical work experience at a workshop
WUnng his training at the national center.
Therefore, after completing all areas of train-
ing at the national center, he was to return to
his home community and seek out employ-
ment.

In this particular case, the home counselor
had little or no experience in placing blind
people in competitive employment and none
in placing deaf-blind persons. This alerted the
placement counselor and his supervisor to the
fact that placement might take longer because
initial ground work would have.itd be done
when the placement counselor arrived in the
home community.

Tirt client's abilities were known to the
national center's placement counselor, and
they were discussed in detail with the spon-
soring agency's counselor. Through these dis-
cussions, the local counselor developed an
understanding of the: client's abilities and
started list agencies which could be con-
facied, and should be helpful in offering
suggestions on job leads. These agencies in-
cluded the !Peal employment service, the
Chamber of Commerce, and a church organi-
zatiori: Through various periodicals; such as
the State Employment Directory, newspapers,
and personnel contacts, a job was found for'
the client in one week. The placement couni
selor at the national center offered to stay
with the clietikduring his first few days of
employment: Dew. this time the client was
oriented to the job the communication
barrier was lessened beca the placement
counselor worked with the blient's

\
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employees and supervisor, demonstrating tC
best means of communication with the client.
After the national center's placement coun--
selor was assured that the individual showed
potential for meeting the competitive stan-,,
dards of employment for this particular com-
pany, he had a' meeting with the counselor
and management staff, assuring them that the
client would be a good worker and producer.
During this meeting he pointed out that the
focal counselor would be responsible for
conducting a complete follow-up program. He
would also be available in the'event he was
needed. Tie national center's placement coun-
Selor assured both parties that he, too, would
be available, if needed,

2. Client, (B) completed the national center's
training program, was recommended for com-
petitive employment, and returned to his
home community. Unlike most of the clients
who are sponsored by commissions for the
visually handicapped, client (B) was spon-
sored by a general agency. Therefore, instead
of the regular placement counselor respon,
sibtle for placing handicapped people, the

,general counselor became involved.

Although the local placement counselor'
had many frustrations during the week in
attempting to arrange employment contacts,
he made the placement without the direct
inxolvement of the national center's place-
ment counselor. He had made both the plant
survey and the job analysis. He made-the
decision to place the individual on the job on
the basis of the report-from the national
center's vocational rehabilitation counselor
and his discussions with the national center's
placement counselor. Client (B) is involved in
the group incentive plan in his department.
He operates a counter-sinking machine, tap-
ping machine, and multiple-spindle drillipress.

e local counselor conducts an extensive
\-glow-iip program and keeps the national

center's placement counselor informed of the
progress of client (B).

3. In the case. of client (C), tilt placement
counselor from the national center toot( still
another approach. Again, the client returned
home with the recommendation for competi-
tive employment. However, the sponsoring
agency's counselor had to work -through the
agency's placement consultant. Unlike the
case of client (B), the counselor was involved
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not only in the plant survey and the job
analysis but was also involved in thepreem-
ployment physical, orientation, and personnel
procedures.

The local counselor and the placement
counselor from the 'national center convinced
the placement consultant in the home- com-
munity of the client's abilities. The placement
consultant drew upon his own resources and
accompanied the placement counselor from
the national center and the local vocational
rehabilitation counselor lo a plant where he
knew the personnel.

The plant _survey and job analysis were
carried out by the placement counselor from
the national center. He decided that client (C)
could perform- the duties. This particular job-
involved operating a single spindle =drill press.
As the job analysis was twins, done, the
national center's placement counselor was
able to point out to the foreman and other
plant 'personnel that the job could be per-
formed by a deaf-blind individual. He gave
each of the individuals a sample produced in
the training program by the'client.

After a commitment for employment was
obtotined,the local vocational %habilitation
counselor then assiste4 the client with his
preemployment physical and personnel and
orientation procedures. The national center's
placement counselor stayed with the client
until 'the client (C) had dethonstrated the-
potential to meet the competitive standards
required by thecompiny. As in all cases, the
local vocational 'rehabilitation counselor as-
sumed the responsibiliti, of a follow-up pro-
gram.

.
.

The national center also responds toreciriests by
other ageniies for assistance in placement when a
deaf-blind person has received rehabilitation train-
ing, at an agency other than the national center.
Before the placement counselor from the national
center becomes involved in employer contacts,
however, the agency making the request must
convince the' placement counselor that the client
has the ability to meet the standards of that level
of employment being sought. If this criterion has
not been mets the national center's placement
counselor will suggest that the rehabilitation agency
make arrangements for the client to gain additional
work experience.

The placement counselor's role often goes bp-,
yond employer contacts, plant surveys, job anal-
ysis, orientation of the client to the job, and direct
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or indirect follow-up. He or she is .often called
upon to involve other agencies, rich as agencies for
the deaf/blind, church organizations, local service
clubs,and social service agencies, in seeing that the
resettlement andfor relocation proceeds as smooth-
ly as possible: -The overall goal is to have the client
become a member of the community. The national
center regional representatives assist in this process.
This assistance by the regional representatives may.
preceed the client's return to his, or her home
community, in which case -it becomes a follow-
through process for the placement counselor. The
placement counselor can also initiate some social
contacts, offer suggestions for, future contacts, and
ask the regional, representatives to follow through.

Follow-up
.A cern-troversial point in placement services is

whether -of'Tiot professional contact should be
maintained with the handicapped client once em-
ployment is secured. The policy of the national
center, based upon years of experience, fis that
contact and/or observation of the employed (leaf-
blind person should continue. FollOw-up oontacts
have proven to be as necessary as any other aspect
of rehabilitation.

Through follow-up contacts, the counselor can
often detect and correct .a problem which was
undetected or overlooked initially. Small problems
tlay develop into problems which seetn too large
to be solved, and this may leadto the dismissal of
deaf-blind workers.

Resources

The placement of deaf -blind people, whether in
competitive employment, .sheltered workshop,,oi
work activity center, is still accomplished on a
one-to-one basis. Plaet-ment is virtually assured
when the agency or plant manager recognizes that
an appropriate 'assessment .firf the individuaj has
been presented, that the agencY will receive help
during the initial phase of training, and that
assistance in developing communication skills is a
part of the placement pi-ocess.'The manager must

. have assurance that hiring a deaf-blind person is a
cooperative relationship and that he or she will
have somecfne to call if he or she needs help.

Agency tpanagers'are qiiite often unaware that
they have, position that can be filled by deaf-blind
people. One tole of the -national center- regional
representative has been ,to _evaluate potential
sources to point out appropriate jobs for deaf-blind
persons.

A
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Many agen'cies have respre0 positively and
have accepted the challenge of-providing employ*
ment and 'rehabilitatiolkservices to the deaf -hilt .d.
As a result, the number of deaf-blind adults who
'are., employed `on a competitive leVel in these
.agencies and in private industry has greatly in-
creased. Figure 1 shows the vocational achieve-
ments of deaf-blind adults.

Agencies for handicapped-
**

white-collar employment
.10 rcent

Professional
epiployment_

percent '
Self-empltiyed

2 percent
Competitive employment-;

competitive industry, ;
27 percent ,

akers

Employed
82 percent

These figures are based on 100 percent of the working-blind

Fig. 11 Vocational achievements of deaf-blind adults

Every state has an agency which provides for
. rehaklitation training services or provides tuition

for 'allege education for deaf-blind individuals.
These agencies may Specifically serve the blind pr
may be a section in a division of vocational
rehabilitation. The main office is generally I6cated
in the capital city with a number of local offices
located ihroughout the state. A comprehensive list
of these agencies and other4 agencies serving the
blind 'is' available in the 'Directory of- Agencies
Serving the Blind: which is published by the
American Foundation for the Blind.

A number of rehabilitation centers and work-
shops throughbut the country are beginning to
show an interest in offering training and employ-'
ment to deaf-blind persons. Current information

.may be obtained from national center regional
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representatives. Centers fOr vocational rehabilita-
tion training include the following:

National Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults
Middle Neck Road, Sands Point, NY 11050
RegiOnal Representatives

Western
.102 North Brand Boulevard
Glendale, CA 91203

South Central
11'11 W. Mockingbird Lane,
Dallas, TX 75247

Eastern
1422 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia; PA 19102

'Southern
134 Peachtree Street, N.W:
Atlanta, GA 30303

Midwestern
75 East,Wacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60601

Suite 825

Affiliated Agencies
Arkansas Enterprises for the Blind, Inc.
2811 FairPark Boulevard.
Little Rock, AR- 72204

Services fOr the blind and Visually Handicapped
1745 University Avenue -

St. Paul, MN 55104

California Industriesfor the Blind, Inc.
840 Santee Street
Los Angeles, CA 90014

and
. 1255 Park Avenue

Emeryville, CA 94608
and-
1344 F. Street
San Diego, CA 92101

Other Agencies
Alabama InstitUte for the Deaf and Blind
P.O. Box 698
Talladega, AL 35160

Arizona Industries for the Blind
3013 W. Lincoln Street
Phoenik,_AZ 85009

Chicago Lighthouse for the Blind
1850 West Roasevelt Road
Chicago, IL 60608
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Dallas, Lighthouse for the Blind
4306 Capitol Avenue
Dallas, TX' 75204-
Michigan Rehabilitation Center for the Blind

,154kOakland Drive
Kalamazoo, MI 49008.
San Francisco Lighthouse for the Blind
1097 Hawardtreet
San Francisco, CA 94103
Seattle Lighthouse for the Blind, Inc.
2504 South PlumStieet
Seattle, WA =98144

Virginia Rehab'
401 Azalea Avenue
Richmond, VA 23227

,-

Center for the Blind

-Prevocational programs for teenagers being
established throughout the country tiler
sponsorship of the Regional Centers for Services to
Deaf-Blind Children, and' current information con-
cerning programs available can be obtained directly
from the regional centers.

Recommendations and Summary

Deaf-blind people in the United States and,
indeed, throughout the world have perhaps been
neglected and subsequently isolated from family,
friends, * and community. Rehabilitation efforts
have been limited despite the fact that these
services were so, obviously needed. Although
increased educational and, vocational opportunities
are now being offered to children, youths, and
adults:a need still exists for advocacy to ensure
.increased involvement by the various disciplinestk
offeiing services to the handicapped. Recognizing-
the irreparable damage to children who have had
no opportunity for education, every effort should
be made, to ensure' that all children reach adult-.

chood as.knowlelgeable, skilled, and wholesome as
`possible

Deaftlind people have suffered tcro long from
neglect and have virtually been pushed into areas
of service pr programs without any personal
involvement in the plan. Each deaf-blind person
should, be treated with dignity and assisted in
exploring for himself or herself his or her place -in
this universe. ',.

Deaf7blind people, like everyone else, do not_live
by bread alone. To think solely in terms of.
vocational goals is not enough. To enable each
individual to lead an active and happy life, he or
she must be able to utilize constructively the time
he or she spends away from work. Therefore, each
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school or rehabilitation program serving the deaf-
blind should include recreational and social experi-
encethat will provide the individual with the skill
and confidence needed to be as active as possible
with his or her' family, friends, and .co-workers,

Since changes always take place within each
individual and within his.or: her environment, the
customary concept of closure should not be
applicable to deaf-blind clients,' and needed service's
should be available at any, time and as quickly as
possible. If two or more agencies are involved in
providing service, a coordinator or case manager
should be assigned the responsibility for continuing
contact or observation.

Extensive' use of trained volunteers should be
encouraged to provide the individual with the hell',
or companionship he or she may ,need to enable
him or her to maintain a level of involvembt

- .

15-75883

consistent with- his or her ability. Many deaf-blind
people may require die service's of groups serving
handicapped /people other than the deaf or the
blind: Therefore, each state agency should assign a
coordinator to look after the interest of each
deaf-blind person within the state and to be the
advocate for the development of increased services
to the deaf-blind.

The complexity of problems related to the
education and rehabilitation of...deaf-blind persons
will naturaNy 1-qult in differences of opinion
regarding the preferred' approach, method, or
technique. These vanations could be beneficial- if
they are looked at as the means tO the end and not
the end itself.

.11F If we are to succeed in helping each deaf-blind
person reach his or her. maximum potential, we
must recognize the need for constant evaluation of
ourselves and our programs.
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COMMUNICATION

A. Manual
1. Manual alphabet
2 Signs
3 Print-on-Palm

B. Oral
1. Lipreading
2. Speech

C. Print
1. Reading
2. Writing
3. Scnpt

D. Equipment
1. Typewriter
2. Braille reader and writer

. Opticoral
4. Tactile telephone
5. Pocket alphabet plates

National Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults
Evaluations for Vocational Readineis

GENERAL HEALTH

A. Physical evaluation
1. General medical
2. Vision
3. Hearing
4. Fitness

a. Posture
b. Weight
c. Stamina
d. Muscle tone

_'c. Large muscle coordination
5. exterity

a. Manual
b. Bimfinual
c. Fingertip sensitivity
d. Fine motor grasp
e. Fine muscle coordination

B. Psychological evaluation
1. Attitude toward work

a. Frustration tolerance
b. Attention span
c Learnlitg ability
d. Fear of vibrating machines
e: Work habits and organization'

MOBILITY

A. Orientation
1. Residence
2. Training center
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B. Basic conditiOns of safety
1. Walks steadily with proper body posture
2. Usepoints of refereke effectively
3. Kndws precise lo-cation of objectives
4. Localizes and internts vibration

and other stimi! effectively

C. Street crossing
1. Finds club
2. Squares carters
3. Uses cane and/or guide in crossing
4. Crosses without an aid (for trainees

with useful residual vision)
,

D. Transportation --

1. Auto ortaxi
2. Bus
3. Railroad

a. Purchases ticket
b. Ascends and/or descends stairway
c. Stands on platform

(I) Island platform'
1(2) Single track platfornt
Gets on and off train ,

4.. Elevated or subway train
a. Uses change booth
b. Passes through turnstile
c. Ascends or descends stairway
d. Stands on platform

s) Islanctplatform
(2) Single track platform

e. Gets on and off train
' E. Buildings

1. Revolving doors
2. Escalator

F. Use of sighted public
1. Follows-a-guide
2. Obtains information
3. Interprets and uses information correctly
4. Makes contact

a. Voice
b:Cane -
c. Button
d. Card
e, Cuei

5. Refusestelp graciously
DAILY LIVING

A. Personal hygiene
1. Shaves

a. Electric razor
b. Safety razor
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2. Hair
a. Washes
L. Combs
c.- Parts
d. Sets
eik Dries

3. eth
4. Fingernails

a. Clean's
b. Clips -

c. Files
d. Brushes

B. Personal appearance
I. Clothing

a. Identifies colors and textiles
b. Hangs up clothes
c. Folds and packs
d. Washes

(1) Hand
(2) Machine

e. Dries
(1) Hangs clothes on line
(2) Machine

f. Irons
g. Hand sewing

(1) Buttons
(2) Hems
(3) Threads needle
(4) Uses tape measure

h. Machine sewing
(1) Threads
(2) -Operates

2. Shoes
a. Laces
b. Ties
c. Shines

3. Neckties
a. Tying
b. Clip-on
c. Tie bars

4. Make-up
Shopping techniques
1. Areas

a. Small stores
b. Supermarkets
c. Department stores
d. Cafeterias

`2. Identifies
a: Cans
b. Boxes
c. Bottles

3. Money
a. Identifies coins and bills
b. Makes change

D. Cooking skills ,

I.,Sharp utensils -

a. Carries
b. Stores safely
c. Pares
d. Chops
e. Uses magna-wonder knife
f. Electricknife

2. Follows recipe
a. Measuring cups
b. Measuring spoons

3. Makes sandwiches
a. Spreads
b. Cuts
c. Arranges

4. Uses stove-
a. Light oven
b. Boil
c. Fry
d. Bake
e. Broil-

- f. Follow safety rules
5. Applianes

a. Bottle and can openers
b. lqixer
c. Fry pan -,
d. Toaster
e. Broiler oven
f. Blender
g. Percolator/urn
h. Pressure cooker

6. Dishwashing
a. Hand
b. Machine

E. Eating skills
1. Set table

a. Locates items
b. Sits down gracefully
e. Pours hot and cold liquids

21. Table manners
a. Napkin
b. Bread as a pusher
c. Uses knife, fork, and spoon apprdpriately
d. Eats correctly

P. Cleaning
1. Floor

a. Carpet sweeper
b. Vacuum
c. Wet and dry .mop

2. Washes windows and mirrors
3. Bed

a. Makes
b. Changes linen

4. Bathroom
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a. Cleans
b. Arranges medicine chest

G. Reads time
'1. Clocks

a. Braille
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b. Print
c. Alarm

.2. Watch
a. Braige
b. Print



Recreation for the Deaf-Blind
John A. Nesbitt

Project Director, National Institute on Recreation for Deaf-Blind Children and Adults, University of Iowa

and

Gordon K. Howard
Project Coordinator, Recreation Education Program, University of Iowa

One of the human and civil rights related
to recreation, leisure, social, or cultural participa-
tion for the deaf-blind person is the assurance of
equal opportunity for participation in programs
and activities, complete access to public facilities,
the right to inclusion in organizations providing
recreation service, and the opportunity to explore
fully and to achieve the highest potential in all
human rights and endeavors.

Leisure has been defined by Kraus (1966) as
"that portion of an individual's time which is-not
devoted to work or work-connected responsibilities
or to other forms of maintenance activity which
therefore may be regarded as discretionary or
unobliged time."

He further defines recreation as:
... activities or experiences carried on within leisure,
usually chosen voluntarily by the participant, either
because of the satisfaction br`pleasure he gains from
them or because he perceives certain personal or social
values to be 4erived from them. Like leisure, recreation
does not have work connotations. When it is carried on
as part of organized community or voluntary agency
programs, it is designed to meet constructive and socially
acceptable goals of the individual participant, the group,
and society at large.

According to Nesbitt (1970) four basic reasons
can be used in justifying special recreation services
for handicapped children and youth.

I. Human' and civil rights to recreation. The
human and civil right of all people to partici-
pate in cultural, recreational, and leisure
pursuits has been stated in formal declara-
tions. Public recreational buildings, for exam-
ple, have been required .in recent years tO
provide barrier-free entrances awl,exits for
physically hang (International League,
4968).

2. Normalization in recreation and leisure.
Normalization for the handicapped, including
recreation and leisure normaliiati , has
already been accepted as a social po y in
European countries and is increasingly ing
accepted as a social policy in the Urn ed
States. In the years to come, normalization
recreation and leisure will become an increas
ingly prominent area of program support
(Nesbitt, 1970).

3.-Corittibution of recreation to rehabilitation.
Day-to-day experience as well as a growing
volume of professional literature support the
proposition that recreation participation con-
tributes to the achievenient of medical, social,
educational, and vocational rehabilitation
goals. The contribution may be indirect, as
when a patient must have relief from the
demands of an intensive' rehabilitation pro-
gram, or direct, as when, social, cognitive, or
physical skills gained or practiced in recrea-
tion contribute to a general rehabilitation
plan (Nesbitt, 1970; Neal, 1970).

r4. Therapeutic recreation service. Over the last
25 years, therapeutic recreation service per-
sonnel have developed a body of knowledge
and conducted research that guides the
present-day practitioner in organizing, admin-
istering, and presenting therapeutic recreation
activities that make a definite\contribution to
recovery or adjustment relative to _illness,
disability, or specific social problems.

The recreation service provided to handicapped'
children and youth living either in the community
or in institutions is limited. For example, in
California, which lists ,approximately 150,000
registered handicapped children and youth, from
kindergarten through twelfth grade, only 3,009 are
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reported as being. aO'ided community park and
recreation depaitftentt services. Further, only
2,000 of Californtes halilicapped adults, including
the aged, were reported-as being provided commu-
nity recreation Atid, pprk services. The situation

- was summarized* Nqpitt.
Nesbitt (1972) fotind -that no more than one-

fifth of the nation:4 ill and handicapped are
receiving any type 4 professional recreation and
leisure service; thet'iservices provided are under-
finaneed and offerq only infrequently; materials,
equipment, supplies;'staffing, and support services,
such' as transportation, are very limited.

Leisure iS fart, d upon millions of ill and
handicapped' fOr horri* there is no employment,
limited emploYmpt, or only part-time employ-
ment. Enforced lure has-a different meaning for
the nonworker ti for,the worker.

The challeng to make enforced leisure into an
experience in ich the individual may achieve his
or her -maxim potential. The challenge to those
serving the dpg-blind person is to manipulate the
recreation entonment to this end.

The airn',of. leisure education is to provide
students witli the competencies necessary to will-
fully direct: their leisure occupations in a manner
that is perionally satisfying and fulfilling, cultur-
ally meaningful, and socially worthwhile. .

The aitiOspecial leisure education is to provide
students-,_wift the special competencies necessary
to ove.me, adapt, modify, or in other ways
achievObe goal of normal rifreational, leisure, and
culturiTPursuits.

ThrOpeutic recreation services are based on the
humanistic view that handicapped people are
entitle-if to personal fulfillment in their leisure, just
as 64" nonhandicapped are. When adaptation is
necessary to make fulfillment possible, the adapta-
tioU should be madi. Second, recreation and
leistue activities are, in fact, physically, emo-
i ally. socially, and intellectually therapeutic.
Fij ally, exclusion of the handicapped results in

al and cultural deprivation, an entirely prevent -
al le handitapping condition. How may this funda-
4Uental potion be related to the person who is
deaf-blind? The general aim should be to meet
What may be construed as the reasonable expecta-
tion of clients, their families and friends, and
professionals whose experiences suggest the poten-
tial which may be achieved.

Because the deaf-blind comprise a small and often
'emote population -the problem 'has received

limited attentionjIlLittle attention has, been
directed to the deaf-blind by the recreation and
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park service in general and therapeutic recreation'
service in particular. The literature contains little
written evidence relative to the importance of
recreation for the deaf-blind. Recreation service to
deaf-blind should be given attention as has been
the case with other categorical groups over thelast
20 years. Nesbitt (1972) said "It can be stated
unequivocally that: No rehabilitation, vocational
rehabilitation, or special education, therapeutic,
medical or treatment. plan is complete without
attention 'to the individual's recreation and leisure
needs, rights, aspirations, and future settlement."

In joining the deaf-blind reh bilitation-education
service team, the therapeuti recreation specialist
should perform a number of functions. In relation
to' recreation fulfillment, t e recreation specialist
should assist with parent ounseling, social .case-
work, child care; and com unity agency service to
and for the deaf-blind. he goals should be to
increase acceptance of the client, to enhance
interaction, and finally to assist' other workers.in
the performance of their functions.

In the educational realm, recreation should seek
to enhance instructional goals in the following
areas: (1) communication skills, both receptive and
expressive, (2) daily living skills, such as eating,
dressing, toileting,_ grooming, self-care, and
hygiene; (3) mobility skills for ambulation, loco-
motion, and independence; (4) physical skills,
including exercise, rhythm, motor development,
and activities such as swimming; (5) sensory skills,
Ong sensory perceptionauditory, visual, tactile,
olfactory, and taste; (6) the social skills of personal
adjustment, interaction with others, group play,
recreation, and field trips; and (7) environmental
awareness and- adaption skills thrmigh recognition
and interpretation using tactile, visual, and audi-
tory stimuli.

Professional Methods Relative to
Individual Students

Client assessment is an essential element in any
educational or recreation service that is rendered to
deaf-blind and should be done on a daily and
weekly basis so that the small improvements can be
noted and recorded. The types of instruments that
may be used include the adaptive behavior scales,
physical educatiOn skills- checklists, self-developed
tests, and progression scales. Assessment of client
progress in recreation functioning should be made
in individual recreation activity and in group
activity at home, at school, in free play, and in
recitation. The critical element in a professional
'recreation program is the use of an individualized,
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sequential intervention and evaluation plan. The
critical element. in a professional 'recreation pro-,
gram is the use of an individualized, sequential
interveriton and evaluation "plan. This plan_ is based
on the following basic lhfear theiapeutic cOnstrUtt:
(1) assessment; (2) diagnosis; (3) prognosis; (41j
prescription; (5) intervention; and (6) evaluation.

Professional recreation specialists are concerned
with recreation, play, sports, leisure activities,
creative activities, and games. In terms -of the
individual student, a professional recreationist
establishes specific ameliorative objectives which
can be measured in terms of cognitive, affective,
social, or physical development. A professional
recreationist works with the interdisciplinary deaf-
blind service team in contributing to the overall
rehabilitation, education, and functional develop-
ment of the individual who is deaf-blind. The
recreation program that lacks, these features is
simply not a professional program.

Professional Methods Related to
Groups of Students

The total recreation program includes a number
of activities designed to meet the group needs of
students. It operates on a daily, weekly, monthly,
seasonal, and year-round basis. No less than the
individualized recreation activities the total pro-
gram is designed to achieve specific objectives that
contribute to the rehabilitation, education, and
functional development Of individual students. The
program that lacks specific objectives based on
needs and evaluation of The progress of indgriduals
within the group is not a professional recreation
program. And a nonprofessional program simply
will not fulfill the recreation potential.

Curre$ Status of Programs
A survey of 150 deaf-blind program sites ideti-

fied throughout the nation was conducted by
Howard and Nesbitt (1974). Questionnaires were
returned for 65 sites. The following was reported.
by these sites relative to the current level of
recreation programs that they were offering.

The data in Table I shows the predominant
influence of the education aspect of the programs;
the classroom and playroom being the primary
recreation facilities used. .

The predominance of education staffs' pi-inyrily
responsible for thetsrecreation program is reflected
in Table 2.

The necessary basic components Of a recreation
program (guidelines, budget, and staff) are absent
in over half of those programs for which responses
were received.

Table I

Educational Aspects of Recreation Programs

Facility

Classroom

Playroom

Swimming pool

Playground

Gymnasium

Integrated wards
Separate living units

Day care center,

'Percent
reporting use

of facility

,85
72

5;1

48

38

26

23

8

Table 2

Staff Responsible for Recreation Programs

Staff primarily responsible
for recreation program

Number of,
programs

Teacher 27

Teacher aide

House parent 6

Adaptive physical education teacher 5'

Director of recreation 4

Occupational therapist 3

Recreation specialist 3 l
Motor specialist 2

Swimining instructor_ 2,

Physical therapist 2

Other staff 4

Specific Acti
..7'!

ies Currently Providec
Part of the survey previously cited ..WasdevoteC1

to obtaining information pn activities actually
provided for children and youth in the deaf - blind
programs. Forty-three local programs provided
information on activities which are currently pro-
vided.

The specific physical education, exercise, pro-,
gram actiVity; or recreation activity reported by
those sites. having a recreation program are shown
in Table 3.

Specific equipment needs vary from program to
program, but the data in Table 4 show response
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. / Table 3
Activities an,Recreation- Programs

Table 4
Eqgipment ',Usedn Recreation Programs

A

Gross mote activity
Fine motor activity
Wafking

Running

Jumping

Riding tricycles

Cooctive motor activity

Scooting

gwimming

Picnics

t Hopping

Bus trips 4

it Car trips
.

Skipping

Galloping.

Camping

Sledding

Riding bipycles

Relays

Conipetitive games

Boat rides

. Day camping
.

Overnight camping..

Hiking
Ice skating

Diving-
Skiing

Bowling

Pontoon rides

irt

}

100

100,
100

'&1

79'

,79

79

.79

*-74 '
63

60

5E

49

42.
0.33

33

.26

23

23

21

-

''21

16:

-i2
*. 9

5

to ttie availability of certain itemS in the programs
reporting havi4g necreationprograrn.

-

Materials and activities used in 'arts:. crifts,.*,
and handwork recreation programs are shavyn. in
Table 5.-

The .kinds -of equipment used in rhythm pro-
Owns the: Percent of programs reportedly
using such equipment tre: records (00 percent);
bells (h8 percent); di-um *(984pekcApjt); blocks (91

222
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Equipment.

Itatancl beams

Mats

. Baas

Sound makers

Tricycle

. Wagon

Coloring materials

Slide

f steps

ors

Maze

Lighfs

Sandbox

Trampoline '

'Benches

Walkers

5tandisig table

Bicycle

Pronation bbar4

Styrofoam pieces

'Tandem bicycle
Tagle games

,,Cards
Doininoei

Scrabble

Checkers

rthess $

1*- Chinese checkers

Other ga es*

°

A

4
at

I

Percent of
programs

100

100,

100

95

93

91.
Tl
84

84,

81

46. 77

67(

67

58

53

'
44.

28

28",
21

415 ,

v1.6

12

9

5

2

2

4

percent); ynibal (91 percent); speakers (vibratioti)
(63 perc nt); and piano (58 percent).

* Includes: Cantlyland, Hi Ho Cherry OfRaggedy
-Ann, Happy Little Train Game, sorting board, peg
board, tactile toys, Lath, puzzles, blocks, flowers,
Tiddly Winks, Bingo, ring sets, Uncle Wiggly,
`Makting Game.
.Modified or adapted games include: Concentration
(teacher made) Cards, Bittgo, Checkers, DOminoes.
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Tap le 5
...

, Activities Adapted to and for the Deaf-Blind
....

` , Activities and Materials Used in Recreation Programs A natural inclination is to assume that certain
'y activities till be suited to people 'who are deaf,

Percent of blind, This natural assumption is a little like the
progfams- inclination to speak loudly to a person who doesn't *,

, speak one's own .language. The naiuralicgic goes
. ", Atead stringing 100* something; like this: "If I yell at this. Spiish -,

1-, .
Fingerpaintinr 100 German-, Polish- or other .speaking person, the

Puizie working 95
likelihood is greater that he.or she will understand

. , me:" We have seen this occur on the streets of our ,
Clay modeling 95 metropolitan areas; We may even have due some
Peg boaXtctivities 93 of the yelling ourselves. Of course, Y,elling doesn't

1 do any good. It also doesh'I'do much good to
. ' Crayon drawing, 93 assume that some recreation activities are more

0,.
Ring stacking 91

other activities.
ppropriate for a person with a particular disability:

Painting : 91 Mi,.
- i lb

Scissor cutting

Pasting

Coloring

Pencil drawing"

Water colp- painting

Writing I"

Printing 42

Paper flONver making 37

Weaving , 30

Leathercraft 12

Oil pain 5

Knitting

Crocheting

We have had the same tendency in 'vocatio,nal
86 rehabilitationto coaidel-tha eople with certain

oa disabilities woilldleci bette
81 'fully, very little of this kin'

77
People do Well in particular-

*63

56

rtain jobs., Mops.
hinkiltg*goes
because of -their

Sui5plieS used:,

Paper

Scissors
-

Finger paint

Crayons 01, ".

;Construction paper
Newsprint

Beans -4

Rice ,,
Oatmeal

Tvird-pdson scissors

Others*

basic- interest, aptitude, "training, and motivation.
The ,sanie applies to recreation. Rather_than trying
to associate pariicular recreational 'and cultural
actjvities;to. a person's handicap, the *son-Should

encouraged to pursue hi4 Or her; personal and .
davidual destiny in recreational and cultural

ctivities' and to do the .tlring thapte or sheewarits
o do', not what is ionverrient or fippropriate, Then,
he handicapped person and those who want, io

iieip him or her should set about adapting the
r

4) ractivity, the rules, the equipment, the ficility, and -._
.:, . r ..
1 ranything else th.a.toeeds io be adapted to ke the

,,, t)[., , activity possible. Adaptation takes ima4na'tion, .,,
Percent ofe creativity, initiative, flexibility, and perseverance. '11

prograMs \ The golden rule .of recreation adaptation is:.
. 1.., Thou -shalt adapt any ecreational or cultural ..d

- 1,00
` -octiviiy to the degree necessary to make that ._

100 ativity feasible for the handicapped participant.. ..
100 4..0,`,-4Evaluation in Recreation for Deaf-Blind ,-,

'little
**

1,10 frileneraltvery evaluation *made of
(delivery, of relation and, park services,#ld only
limited use Is made of ,gvaluation of' re reati n
programssAnd services for handicapped.,,R lative. o .

recreatior;r-Vr deaf-blip t, the ,profession reci-ea- ;

rytion-seice N.eW is thatgecreatiot admi stration, '

program, acti4ty, and leadership 4 sh tad be r
assessed: - - 's .

. 91

88

79

74

47

*Includeg,: etay, lotion,, creams, pAdert
peanut butter, popcorn, sand, soap fla
starch, coffee grounds, and shells.

,

4

bubbles,
kes, liquid

Howell (1915) set forth the 'following
general rationale fbrllssessment and evalaNition in .

recreation for deafklin'tl.chifdren and youth:
The consumer's needs, destcps, and interests shOuld be
evaluated and these needs shobjd be reflected in progralti
pl n-ing and the evaluation prabcss.

w,
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The tecreation staff should be_rzsponiible for cXecuting
various recreational activities at the client's level of
participation. and evaluating progress based upon behaw
for objectives.

The recreation administrator (supervisor>. should be
responsible' for evaluating the recreational programs in
terms of the consumer's needs and interests. He is
further responsible for evaluating t4g programs in terms
of hospital (institutional) objectives and goals. Evalua-
tion of the objectives and goals of the recreation
department is also necessary. -

The institution should evaluate iesprograms in terms of
meeting the total needs of the client, which include the
opportunity to participate in self- actualizing experiences.

Program evaluation can be diyided into two-
distinct groups.. ( 1) people-orientedcon-sumer,
staff, administration;` and institution; and (2)
utivity-oriented, which is basically concerned wail-
programs per se and the equipment and facilities
Utilized in these programs.

People-oriented program evaluation infers that
program evaluation centers around the consumer
and persons Providing serOicesto these consumers.

Activity - oriented program evaluation begins
with an evaluation of the .goals and "objectives of
the recreational programs offered. These goals and ib

objectives should, be based on a departmental/
institutionalrphilosophy.

Criteria for establishing an effectilk means. of
. equating recreation programs must be deter-

mined. Some questions which will assist in develop- .
in criteria for. program evaluation are as followk

.1. Is the purpose of the program to provide a
quality or a quantit' eipefiencr? To what
extent? /

2. Does the program ensure a
sharing experience?

3:What carry:over *value does
Opecifie activities)

4, Does the program .ensure

glowing, learning,

the program have?

the' consumer the
opt5ortunity'for success? For failure?

5. Does the ,program stimulate the consumer's
. imagination anddevelopment of skills?

6. Does the program provide the consumer with
the opportunity *to ex-Perience self-actualiza-
tion?

' 7. How doe's the program improve the quality
life of the participants?

An A dministrator's Guide for Developm t

From one to three 'ears are rechtired to evelop
a profeSsional recreational program. This volves

, recruiting prOissicoval recreation personn 1, pro-
ing .and developing a budget. .

.
viding inservice..t
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Unrealistic expectations relative to the time- needed"
to develop a professional program serve to nder-
mine the program's development.

Inservice Training

Recruiting petsonnel trained or experi nced in
working with deaf-blind peisons and roviding
on-the-job training in recreation usually r sult in a
nonprofessional recreation _program ,wit limited
potential. However, very few professio al recrea-
tion personnel have undertaken professi nal-prep-
aration to work with knsorily ha,ndica ped and,
in paVicular, deaf-blind persons. The b means of
'providing professional recreation peionnel for
recreation programs for deaf -blind is to recruit
Professional, Prepared, and aperienced r&creation
personnel and provide them with special inservice
training preparation to serve deaf-blind persons.

.
Professional ? ecreation Consultation

At the present time, primarily be se of the
impetus of the U.S.. Bureau of Ed atiOn for the
Handicapped, a number of adva ces are being
made in the development of professi al recreation
service. The best means of incorp Ling thes
developments into an ongoing program i hrOugh
consultation. Thus, an important feature of the
professional recreation service is the, involvement
of aaxpert consultant at least twice a year. This it
stirifilementary to the participation of professional
recreation personnel in state and national spebial,
education and therapeutic recreation' prOfessional
conferences and meetings.

Minimum Recreation Pejsonnel Standard

The initial appointment in a regional recreation
service for a deaf-blind program is necessarily at
the recre on consultant or recreation director
level. Eac position requires a master's degree'

--Lent/ or experience in therapeutic recreation service.
Following this initial appointment other staff may
be obtained olk, recruited at lower levels of, profes-
sional preparation (i.e:, recreation supervisor, recre-
ation leader, and recreation aidelassistant). To
em less than masters degree-level, registered
ersonnel results kr a. number of difficulties in

upgrading bbth'yessonnel and program.
In obtaining professional recrFation personnel,

the National Recreation and Park Association
Personnel Registry and the Professional State Park,
band Recreation Organization shoul1 be used.
Approyjmetely 1,200 professional recreation per-
sonnet are registered. ,While the supply of such
personnel is limited, to recruit other than profek

,
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Table 6
Levels of Recreation Professionals

Title

Recreation aide/assis-
tant ',-

Therapeutic recreation
assistant

Recr-eatio4leader
`\ Therapeutic recreation

technician

O

Recreation supervisor
Therapeutic recreation

workel-

Recreation director
Therapeutic recreation

specialist

Recreation consultant-
Master therapeutic
recreation specialist

-Registration standards Typical duties

Two years of successful full -tinge paid
experience under thedirect superVil-
sion of a registered therapfiitic 'recrea-
tion supervisor or directorior 200 hours
of inservice training

I

Associate of Arts degree from-an ac-
credited college or univejsity or satis-
factory completion of two years of
college with ainajor in other related
fields

Baccalaureate degree-yrom an
credited university or.college with a
major in recreation or fields Delated
to therapeutic recreation

Master's degree froman accredited
college or university with a major in
therapeutic recreation or mister's
degree from an accredited college or
university with a major in recreation
and one yearof experience under a
registered therapeutic recreation
director

Master's degree from an accredited
college or University with 4 major in
therapeutic recreation and two` years c,

experience under direct superviSioh
of a registered recreation consultant

Assists in leadership and in-
struction and/or group recrea-
tion activities

Instructs, leads, and evaluates
and/pr group r-

activities

Directs and supervises recrea-
tion program in hospital, re-
habilitation instiftition, school,
community, or iprivite agency

Plans and administers thera-
peutic recreatibrtprogratn in
hospital, rehabilitation insti-
tution, private or common-
ity agency

1')irecfs and Andes the initia-,
tion, plann$ng, develops/rem,
ark:I.4Pertlion oft herapentic
tecleation activity prograffts;
m ep es student. to work 0

.wittfill, handicapped, and dis-
atited persons; conducts re-leh

sli

I

Q
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sional personnel will result in undermining perma-
nently tiierecreation program thin is provided.

Miller (1970) has identified various levelsoof
tecreation professionals that can be used_Table 6
includes a &s-cription of the duties of those
professionals and other relevant information.

The levels 1:effected in the table parallel the
levels of professional registratiOniimplemented by
the National Therapeutic Recreation Society, a
branch of the National Recreation and Park Associ-
*ation. Registration means that the registered indi-
vidual _meet's the minimum standards established
for various classifications in the therapeutic recrea-
tion field.

Responsibilities of the Recreation Consultant or Director

The recreation service manual is prepared by the
recreation director or recreation: consultant. It
includes brief descriptive statements about all

facets of the recreation service,' including person-
nel, program, activities, administiation and organi-
zation, methpds, diagnostic= and evaluative tools,
and general guides to 'programming. This docu-
ments./ and facilitates. general supervision of the
recreation program by administrative personnel as
well as coordination among all members of the
deaf-blind service.team.

The Future of Recreation for Deaf -Blind

We believe that recreational and cultural fulfill-
ment for the deaf-blind will receive increasing
attention from all who are concerned with deaf-
blind persons. Education and employment are at
best only partial answers to the total rehabilitation
aspiration that we have for people .who -are
deaf-blind, Thus, there are and will be voids unless
a meaningful activity is provided to fill these voids.
Recreation and cultural activities actually have the

tential to be as meaningful or more meaningful
an educational and vocational activities.
Recreation can, does, and will contribute to the

education and rehabilitation of the perSon who is

deaf-blind. Increasingly, personnel responsible for
serviced the deaf-blind will recognize this. On
the basis of these points, we believe that recreation,
has achieved an.initial level of credibility.

A major feature of the development of the
recreation service for deaf-blind is Ake "profes-
sionalization that is taking place. Let Ili assume
that professionalization consists of general accep-
tance of a partitular area, specific knowledge,
research, professional education, registration or
certifidation, personnel standards, recruitment, and
professional organization. We ate not suggest-
ing the development of a 'new professional group,
such as rehabilitation counselors. What we are
suggesting is 'that to a. limited but still very
important extent, professionalization of recreation
service for deaf-blind has occurred. Professional
recreation service for the deaf-blind is just begin-
ning, so growth can be anticipated. We believe that
professional recreation service forithi deif-blind is .

an area that will receive increasing attention' over
the next five to seven years. This means that the
future organization and delivery, of service will be
sigtcantly improved to the benefit of the pekon
who i deaf - blind. ..

Since recreation is one of the most recent
considerations in the prpVision of services for

'. deaf-blind, research on activities, Methods, and
'.programs- 'as well as deinonstration projects are
imperative. Provision_ for research, evaluation, and
demonstration is a basic part of the duties of the
recreation consultant or recreation director.

- Training in recreation activity or program is
another ittortant part of the, work of the recrea-
tion consultarit.or recreation director. Those who
will need traininiin the role of recreation activities
and methods incl*lesro(essibnal staff, teachers,
aides, parents, adminaitratois, volunteer's, and com-
munity service personnel. Time requird 'for
,research and evaluatipn (see previous paragraph)
and training can be Up to one-third of the recrea-
tion consultant's or ditector's total schedule..

One means of verstieing the developnicnt of the
professional recr tion service is the preparation
and dissemination of an annual report t covers
general administra ve and programmi evelop-
ments .and in particular, cites the spec' ontribu,
lions made to individual students and groups of
students in terms of re'iabilitation, education, aki
functional development.
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Alternative Living Programs
Benjamin F. Smith

Director, Perkins School for the Blind

A full n years have passed' since the onset of
therubelif epidemic which brought the total count
of deaf-blind children in the -United States to an
estimated five to seven thousand. Tile count as of
January 9, 1975,' according to the register in the
U.S. Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, was
4,935. This number is expected to increase4ls
further investigation occurs. The vast majority-of
these deaf-blind children are victims of rubella
although other causes contribute.

Perhaps no comparably-sized group of handi-
capped children in modern history has presented a
more frdstrating challenge to pants and educa-
tors. An'd perhaps no other group of comparable
size has had lavished ,upon it more professional
attention and resources than his this gioup of
deaf-blind children. Those of us who have worked
with these children recognize the depth of the need,
for this professional attention and'the vast amount
of resources required we are to salvage, in the
name of human dignity, the potentials `tnat lie
trapped behind the, combination o f d etaess and
blindness an often, a variety ofvoth7 serious
handicappingTonditions.

At pro present time the malority, of these-
children are from nine to eleven years Old. These'
children are approaching adolescence and will be
entering the adult world in a few years.. Programs
developed to meet their need's as children may no
longer be appropriate.

Planning programs for these children 'as adoles-
cents and adults becomes a matter of increasing
urgency. Alternative n'odels must be identified and
developed promptly.-

Characteristics of the Children

No validated intellectual' functioning scales can
justly compare deaf-blind children with other

children who do not have the sensory handicaps of
deafness and blindness. The nearest this author
could come to a functioning .'criterion for deaf-
blind children was a classification provided by
Milton D. Graham (1968). Graham gives the
following classification in terms of intellectual
quotients;

90-110 Average
16-90 $low learner
50-75 Mentally retarded
25-50 Severely retarded
0 -25 -Completely iintestable

In applying the Graham classificatipn to deaf-
blind children, the author took IQ 50 as the
dividing line- between the trainable and educable
and divided each into three segments. Onlipt basis
of this method, approximately 60 perc o 75'
Percent of these deaf-blind children 'appear to be
severely mentally retarded. Another 15 percent to
25 percent appear to fall within the range of high
trainable to low educable, and perhaps no more
than 5 percent to 15 percent fall above the average
level of intelligence (Smith, 1974). This scale of ,
functioning levels is both arbitrary and, crude. Data
are still too incomplete for greater exactness, but no
evidence has come for during the past ten years
to challenge these broad estimates.

Perhaps of equal importance are other behavior (..-
characteristics prevalent- 'among these children.
Hyperactivity, extreme distractibility, emotional
dysfunction, and specific learning disabilities are
commonly present in addition to the combined
visual anclauditory impairment.

Modeor the Care of Deaf-Blind Children
Anyone familiar with the demands and bakavior

patterns pf these children can Understand the great
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pressures that can be placed upon the family.
Because the needs of these children are so great,
many families o not-have the physical or psycho-
logical. resourc .to meet them. Thui, the care of.

. deaf-blind chil en is shared in various ways.

The Family

Inmany, mad cases the family of a deaf-blind
child has either collapsed or has been forced to
release the child from the home in order to
function. Most families make a superhuman effort

'before giving up; yet, more than half of the families
of these severely handicapped children have been
unable to endure the presence of; their chil4 in the
home for any significant period of time. In many
cases, for the sake of other dmily members, the
best solution is that the severely handicapped
deaf-blind child not be a constant family member.

Among those families who have been able to
function satisfactorily with a -deaf-blind child, a
considerable number have been able to do so
because the child` is in-a residential- educational
during vacation'periods, or during the summer. in
many cases, this respite from the daily and
constant task of adapting the family to the
demands of tile- geVerely handicapped deaf-blind
child has made it possible for the family to survive
while still retaining the child as an active family
member. . _

Although.the group is comparatively small, some
families have found the resources within them-
selves to .adapt, to .the needs of a severely handi-
capped.. child. However, a local day class or. a
residential class placement is always g tremendous
assistance to family stability. Support of the family

`has become recognized as one of the most impor-,

Table 1

1
111

Distribution of Children Reported by
. Regional Centers for Services to Deaf-Blind Children

..-

Regional center

Number of children

On.
register

Residen-
tial

schools

'
Day

classes

Custodial
institu-
tions

Custodial
institu-- .

tions, VI-C
support

Supported
by natural

males

Foster .
and

nursing
homes

Mid-Atlantic/
Caribbean 81 Y' 230 220 272 N /A*/ 365 44

.Mid-West 598 76 83 61 N/A 159 7 )
Mountain

Plains 320 197 84 94 94 '113 5

New England , 259 - , 151 47 35 21
.

183 6 .

Northwest 311. 112 N/A 74 64 112 31
South

Atlantic 482 78 106 235 N/A 172 12 ,

South Central 483, 79 112 198 152 N/A N/A

Southeast 416 76 , 97 '118 . 45 - 244 20 j

Southwestern . 648 75 250 323 83 231 98

Texat 450 18 157. 220 50 210 20
. , .

Totals 4,778 1,092 1,156 1,630 . 509 1,789 243
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tant priorities in planning for this population. An
increasing amount of federal and state resources is

for providing social services to both the natkal
family and foster family.

The Foster Home

One aid to the natural family of the deaf-blind
child is foster home placerfient. This form of
substitute family seems to have grown in popular-
ity, over the past ten years and has demonstrated
some outstanding successes. Foster family place-
ment has been used in several ways. First, it has
served as a substitute for the natural family. On

this basis, the foster family is subject to similar
pressures that often break apart the natural family.
As a result, for a deaf-blind child to find himself or
herself placed in several different foster homes is
not uncommon. Only :a well-organized and dedicat-
ed foster family cart hope to endure the behavior
patterns of some severely handicapped deaf-blind
Children for a long period of time. Strong, well-

disciplined foster homes are not easy to find in
large numbers. Therefore, the number of foster
home placements substituting for the natural
family continues to be a small one.

The foster, home is also used in conjunction with'
the natural home. Under this plan, a deaf-blind
Child is temporarily placed in a foster home. The
natural family and the foster family share reslionsi-
bility for the home rearing of the child and thereby
make the situation workable for both. Again,
limitations are involved in the recruitment of
strong, well-organized, and willing foster families.

A variation in foster home placement arises
when relatives of the natural parents provide a
home setting for these children either on a part-
time or a full-time basis. Placements of this kind

are sometimes very effective; however, they may
not be satisfactory for long-term placement, partic-
ularly when aging grandparents are involved.

Similar in strengths and weaknesses to the tra-
ditionalloster home is the nursing hbme, which in
some ,Areas has been used to care for deaf-blind
children.

Another foster home setting-is the professional
foster home, which is a home in which the parents
are paid professionals who have been trained .to
handle these children. These professional 'parents
are prepared to ieinforce the educational process'
of either -the day -class or the school
with a consistency that will advance the learning
and growth of the child in a positive way. This is a
setting that gives considerable promise but which is

'rather expensive to develop and, as yet?, has
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received only token application. In the years ahead
we would do well to exploit the potential of
professional parents in homes of this kind both for
the severely handicapped children of future genera-
tions and for deaf - blind adults who withassistance
may be independent, contributing members of
society.

Custodial Institution Placement

Perhaps the bleakest of the care models involves
the number of deaf-blind children in custodial
institutions. Available-figures indicate that at least
half 'of the deaf-blind children are placed in this
situation. When more complete figutes become
available within the next two or three years, the
percent may prove-to be significantly greater. The
large number of custodial placements carries with
it several interesting implications.

First of all, large numbers of deaf-blind children
have been deemed to be severely mentally retarded
and to possess extremely limited potential. Cei-
tainly, a good amount of truth is reflected in this
estimate; many of these custodial children are
extremely limited in mental functions and physical
functions. In the-second place, a large number of
parents and families have experienced great diffi -'
culty in attemptirigTo cope with a deaf-blind child.
It is easy to understand how a family can turn to
custodial placement when it has a child who fails
to respond normally, either through hearing or
,vision, and who

normally,
the total -energy and

resources of the family rather than just his or her
fair share.

The situation may Also indicate the inadequate
availability of diagnostic processes to determine
effectively the true potential of these children. Six
to ten years agcc-when most of these custodial
placements were made, even the most sophisticated
diapiostician had _difficulty penetrating the results
of deafness and blindnessio measure the potenlial
of the child. In those days only a "few diagnosti-
cians had sufficient experience with these children
to possess any degree of skill in this respect.

Finally, this largernumber of custodial place-
ments indicates the lack of adequate alternative
programs that would be more in keeping, with, the
true needs of these children. Here again, of course,
progress is being made under the provisions of Title),
VI-C, Education forlWellandicapped Act.

Statistics Relating to Present Settings

In preparing this paper, this writer communi-
cated with the ten regional center coordinatorvfor
services to deaf-Mimi-children to gather the most
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recent statistics related to present programs for
deaf-blind children. In evepy case; the regional
coordinators were most cooperative in examining
their records and providing the requested figures.

The total number of children reported. by the
regional 'centers exceeds the number of children
registered with the Bureau of Education, for the
Handicapped. One reason for this may be that
some of the questions were subject- to different
interpretation by the respondents: In the case of
family involvement, for example, different criteria
may have been used for judging when a family is
involved with the child. In the case of foster Mame
placements the figures may represent duplicated
counts. A number of children may be placed in
foster homes during the 'school year and 'spend
vacations and holidays at home with the natural
families. However, as a reflector of trends and
programming status within the deaf-blind popula-
tion, these figures can be viewed with a high degree
of dependability. Certainly as a basis of planning
for the future they offer excellent guidelines.

Information thus far seems .to present-a rather
gloomy picture of our population of deaf-blind
children. The picture is one of high incidence, of
severe handicapping conditidns, including mental
retardation; it suggests a sharp limitation of potent
tial; it reveals a wide swath of family devastation;
and it implies an inadequacy of appropriate facili-
ties and resources for fully discharging our respon-
sibilities to these - children.

Educational and Training Programs
Over the past six years, deaf-blind children

rin

large and ever increasint numbers have found their
way into a variety of educational programs, thanks
in large part to Title ,VI-C of the Elementary' and
Secondary Education -Act and a sympathetic Con-
grets, which has provided necessary supplementary
funds. ?ogress reports on children in these various
Programs, in which trained and knowledgeable per-
sonnel are bringing to bear an educational structure
reinforced by adequate materials and equipment,
reveal steady achievement on the part of almost all
children. This is not to suggest that all of these
children can become self-sufficient, normally fund-
tioning adults. It does indicate, however that given
a carefully structured, adequately staffed, and
properly supplied program, deaf-blind children can
make progress toward obtainable goals within the
framework of their individual potential.

Among the children in the upper ranges of
ability, we find children learning to communicate
throtigh fingerspelling, signing, and speech. These

hit
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same children are demonstrating advanced skills in
independent daily living, including mobility within
safe environmental limits. At the middle ranges of
measured ability, children in these programs are
acquiring some communication skills and, 'are
demonstrating that they are able to acquire a
number of independent daily living skills. For
children with a low level of potential, for whom
programs ha'e been established in custodial institu-
tions or have been established in community'
residential settings, marked gains. have been noted.

Before the children were exposed to training,
they were considered to be entirely, dependent on
others. Under stimulating programs- many have
been trained to feed themselves, clotheithemselves,
move about by themselves, and 'perform a variety
of simple tasks. In many cases, with adequate
programming, hyperactivity has been reduced and
replaced with purposeful and meaningful activities.
If it is the goal of our society to provide every one
of its citizens, regardless of potential, with an
educational program designed to realize fullest
ability, then-the case for continued and even more -

extensive' educational programs for our deaf-blind
children is a strong one indeed.

Models for the Future Care
of Our- Deaf-Blind in Adulthood

The largest number of our deaf -blind children
today, those resulting from the rubella epidemic,
are between nine an& eleven years of age. Within
the next ten .years they will be adults. Hopefully, a
large number of them will be in a position to
return some of society's investment in them by
making a contribution to their own independent
living.

Let us explore some of the areas where apt
services will be, necessary and examine some of the
models that may be applicable. This is of extreme
importance because if we are not ready for our
deaf-blind children when they become adults, we
will have squandered much of the investment we
have placed in them as children.

Vocational Training

Let us look first at some of the future vocational
gospects and needs of this population. We can
reasonably expect that the many children who are
now in 'continuing educational programs, as well as

'those who are added to programs within the next
ten years, will receive, in addition- to training in
communication skills, training in independent liv-
ing, concept development, and prevocational skills.
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This means that by the time they are adults they -

will be ready for or have need of specific voca-
tional training programs and vocational placement
programs.

If it is true that over 60 percent of this
deaf-blind population falls within the trainable
kid of intellectual functioning, then this group of
handicapped people as adults will require particular
kinds of vocational programming (Smith, 1974).
For a large number a sheltered-workshop type of
activity will be required, stressing simple, repetitive
manual skills. For others eyen a sheltered works
shop will be insufficiently structured. The answer
for these people may be some type of home
industry based in their place of residence. A
number of others, of course, will have as their
major vocational contribution the acquisition of
satisfactory self-care skills so that they may reduce
their degree of dependency upon others.

The potential of another sizable group, perhaps
as much.as 25 percent of the total, lies above the
trainable level. For this group vocational expecta-
tions will be at a higher level. Some children in

.strong educational programs around the country
are already beginning to demonstrate this more
advanced vocational potential. We Imust be ready
with-a vigorous vocational training and placement
service: This service must include a thorough
investigation into job feasibility within industry for
these handicapped persons. We may be pleasantly
surprised by the high degree of skill many in-this.
group can achieve once they are given adequate
preparation.

professionally are enhanced. On the other hand,
many of those who are superior and who have no
hearing or vision might- be better advised to seek
vocational outlets in the higher branches of manual
skills. Nevertheless, we should undertale innova-
tive thinking and careful investigation to uncover
professional areas in which this small group of
superior deaf-blind persons may succeed. Under
the right conditions and with proper training, they
can make significant contributions to our-social
order. 1

Housing

Next, let us consider the living accommodations
that these deaf-blind Children will require as adults
some ten years hence. The great majority of them -
will require some form of assisted living arrange-
ments. Most will have acquired self-care skills, and
many of them will have acquired many indepen-
dent living skills, but their inability to travel alone
and to communicate easily and freely with strangers
will place sharp limits on their independent
living. True, a number who have useful travel vision
and sufficient intelligence to exercise good judg-
ment can achieve complete independence, but
these are likely 'to be a minority of the total
population. A variety of assisted living models,
therefore, needs to be examined. 7

The natural family. The natural family, of
course, is the first and in many cases one of the
most effective and desirable mpdels to be con-

sider . If natural family has survived the
Anse e of a deaf-blind member through child-

Finally, we come to that rather small group of Ood into adulthood, the chances are that its

deaf-blind, perhaps. no more-than 5 percent, with blonds are strong enough to carry the deaf-blind
superior intelligence, high interest, and advanced Amber

some
continued adulthood. Fortu-

maturity. In some respects this iSthe most difficult ./ nalely, some of our present deaf-blind children. will
group of all with 1,vhich to deal in terms pf/ find this kind of support When they become adults.
vocational objectives. Their intelligence pluktheir However, in the nature of things, not many first
potential fot college training can qualify them for a atiort members of the family survive as long as
variety of professional jobs. Many professional the handicapped member of the second generation
positions depend so vitally upon fluent communi- require their assistance. Furthermore, not all
cation with individuals and with groups that the natural families may be located where vocational
_superior deaf-blind person, in spite of his or her
education and skg1, is at a serious disadvantage.
Usually the deaf-blind person, if he or she is to
succeed professionally, must have a seeing and
hearing companign to expedite communication,
with others and to assist in travel. Not too many
professional positions can support the additional
cost. If the deaf-blind person has sufficient useful
vision To travel independently and to deal with

_other aspects of the group communication process
visually,- then his or her chances for success

232

opportunities exist for the deaf-blind member nor
be in a position to relocate accordingly. In addi-
tion, a large- 'number of the families' of these
children are unable to function significantly in
giving assistance to them. ObViouily, additional
living models will be required.

The foster family., The foster home or foster
family model of assisted living for some deaf-blind
adults _should hold considerable 'promise for the
future and should be exploited. Foster homes have
been very useful with deaf-blind children. They
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give the children the opportunity to escape the
custodial institution and to be enrolled in meaning-
ful educational programs. However, our experience
with foster homes has been rather short. Deaf-blind
children often experience two or more foster
homes during the period, of their childhood. It is
not necessarily an unsatisfactory situation for a
deaf-blind adult to have spent part of his or her
childhood in more than one foster family place-
ment. Undoubtedly, a great amount of giound-
work will need to be done if the foster family
model is to become a satisfactoryone for any large
number of deaf-blind adults. We do not know how
responsive a foSter home might be when faced with
the responsibility of accepting a deaf-blind adult
for a long-range program. Nevertheless, the model
is well worth exploring, for it may answer the needs
of many deaf-blind adults. The security and com-
fort to be provided the deaf-blind adult by a good
foster family is next best to that provided by a
positive acting natural family.'

Foster homes ,should be sought in residential
areas adjacent to industrial and business centers
where vocational opportunities may be found for
deaf-blind adults or where sheltered workshops
exist. One of the key components of successful
foster family Placement, as well as natural family
placement, is the regular employment of the
deaf-blind family member. If possible, the foster

- home should be located where religious, social, and
other group organizations sexist and are willing to
accept deaf-blind persons among them and to make
the necessary adaptations in their routines to
provide the handicapped individual with recrea-
tional and other social activities.

The group community residence. Let II consider
next a model for living that may be effectivelbr a
larger number of deaf-blind adults than those
models already considered. This is the group
community residence. For a number of years, now,
as part of a general demstitutionalizing iirocess,
group community residences have been springing
up around the country to provide assisted living
situations to trainable retarded adults; to emo-
tionally distressed or mentally ill adults recovering
from treatment; and for retarded, disturbed, of
homeless children. As a rule, these residences house

.1yom eight to twelve clients under the supervision
of competent, paid professional houge-parents,
often young couples. Client_ members maintain
themselves and the house, prepare the meals,
budget and purChake food and supplies, and per-
form housekeeping chores-Usually, one of the chief
requirements for client membership in the r6si-

.

4,

dence is' vocational eMployment, either in _open
industry orbusiness`or in a sheltered workshop or
day activity center. It is conceivable, for the more
severely retarded, that vocational activities cen-
tered in., home might be possible, although it
may not always be desirable. Requirements for the
location of a giOup residence include nearness to
employment opportunities, the presence of medi-
cal and health services' in he neighborhood, the
proximity to reasonable public transportation, the
presence of social and recreational outlets, and a
posture of acceptance on the part of the citizens of
the community.

After the-initial investment required for the
purchase of a suitable house, these residences can
be almost self-supporting if they are operated

--properly. Each client, either from earnings, supple-
mentary security income, or a combination of
these, is expected to pay approximately $40 a
week toward his or her share of the operation. This
fund takes care of the food budget and the
maintenance of the residence and can meet a share
of the salaries of the professional liouseparents,
particularly when the house is owned outright. In
many cases houses are rented or leased. If so,
additional funds must be available either from
government funding sources or from private dona-
tions.At any rate, this investment in real estate is
small compared to the human values to be realized
frpm these residences. A number of models for
community residences are available and should be
examined carefully as an alternative living situation
for our deaf-blind adults. A number of these
residences for severely handicapppd persons are
operating thratigliout the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. Two of them have included blind
retarded members and are prepared to accept
deaf-blind clients. They ere: Massachusetts Resi-
dential Program, Inc., 129 Mt. Auburn St., Cam-
bridge. RA '02134; and The Step, Inc., '80 Mt.
Auburn St., Watertown,,MA 02172.

Ideally, an individual deaf-blind adult wouldi?e
placed in a residence housing adults with oiher.
handicaps. We would then have an integrated
community residence hat could bring additional

osocial advantages to our deaf-blind adults without
imposing too great a +urden upon the other,.
members of the residence. If careful preparation is
made, an integrated plan of this kind could be
successful. In 'many other cases, however, an
Integrated plan of this kind would not bepractical
for one very' good reason: Our deaf-blind adults,
except for the relatively few who may master
speech, will depend upon manual communication
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techniq es. This form of communication will not
be and tood- by the seeing members of the
residence until a training program has been under-
taken to prepare them. Furthermore, before a
training p gram in manual communication can be

' undertake , the other clients,in the residence must
be willing to learn.

Although an integrated community residence
May be the ideal, the nonintegrated community
residence. may be the most practical one for the
greatest number of dear-blind adults. In this
nonintegrated, model, eig,,hY to twelve deaf-blind
adults can be brought together under the direction
of professional housepafents. If we have done our
preparation -properly while they are still children,
they will be 'able to:care for themselves indepen-
dently in a home fitting. They should be able to
assist with houtehold chores and cooking responsi-
bilitiese,They should have vocational training that
will enable 'thee to be employed.. They should
have developed fficient social awareness and
expertise to associate with other people at least to
the extent their method of communication will
allow. Certainly, right now is .the time we Should
be giving attention to this preparation of o
deaf-blind children.

.Special attention must be given to sweral factors
in these community residences. First, the house-

parents must be selected with partiCular care. They
must be in tune with the special problems and
needs of deaf-blind persons and above all must be
thoroughly prepared in their residents' special
means of communication: Second, in the selection
of the -deaf -blind clients, attention should be given
to including some who have useful vision along
with thqse who may be totally blind. Particular
attention must be given to modes of transportation
within the community -because those clients who

---do not have travel vision must follow uncompli-
cated routes if they are to travel alone. A strong
effort must be made to enlist the goodwill of the
citizens of the community in terms of accepting
these multihandicapped people. A program should

.be develhed to. recruit volunteers to assist these
deaf-blind persons as they go into the community
for shopping, recreational; and Social experiences.

-; This community residence model is prdtably most
appropriate for deaf-blind adults ranging in poten-
tial from the upper-trainable to the middle-
educable levels. With modifications in expectations%
or goals for the clients, however, it could apply to
those at either lower or higher levels. Certainly, '
many will be able to prosper in ,_this fora _of-
commpnity residence. '=

. 0

Custodial or total-care institutions. Finally, let
us examine the'custodial institution as a setting for
some of our deaf-blind clients. Every state has ,at
least one of these residential institutions; many
states have several. Through the years large num-
bers of children and adults have been institutional-
ized beCause of their severe mental retardation or
other incapacitating handicaps which, according to
popular Belief, rendered them unfit to- maintain
themselves or to be'maintained in open society. In
recent year deinstitutionalizing programs have
served to reduce the size of 1,these custodial
institutions by placing large numbers of retarded
-and otherwise handicapped per4ons in community-
based 'settings. In many cases this movement is
appropriate. Certainly,' large numbers of custodial
clients can, through proper training and guidance,
make a contribution outside the institution.

On the other hand, f9r that rather large segment
of our severely retarded deaf-blind population
ranging from the middle-trainable downward, per-
haps the custodial institution with important modi-
fications can be the most successful model for
supervised living. Unfoatunately, the term custodial
institution still conjures up images of unclean,
undermanned, unsanitary, and backward facilities
in which large numbers' of severely handicapped
persons are neglected or even abused in a most
inhumane fashion. 'Yet, under enlightened adminis-
tration and adequate funding, these conditions
might well be replaced with modern effective living
units in which the severely handicapped person can
be provided with a pleasant, comfortable living
envifonment and rehabilitation program designed
to develop his or her full potential. The Walter
E. Fernald State School near Boston, Massachu-
setts, has converted a small staff-residence into
a training -cottage in which some of its clients
receive instruction in independent daily living
skills. Furthermore, on the Fernald campus,
ground has been broken fOr a series of family-type
cottage units in which independent daily living
skills can be provided to prepare clients for entry
into local communities. These units will be com-
pleted when additional state funding is provided.
Lincoln State School in Lincoln, Illinois, has also
turned staff residences into model training houses
for independent daily living skills.

Is there any reason why some of the features of
the community residence described here could not
be applied to the campus of the custodial institu-
tion? Could not small family units with profes-
sional houseparents be established in cottages
housing no more than-I 2 clients? With such' a
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program our severely retarded' deaf-blind adults
could continue to receive training and supervision
in their daily living'skills and could participate as
much as they are able in the maintenance of their
home. Workshop facilities .could be expanded_on
the campus of the institution to i lude vocational
training and employment opObrtu itieS for those
individuals able tO profit from t ti. Introduction
into surrounding local communitiesior social and
recreational purposes could be made when the
deaf-blind clients are ready and the local citizens
are willing to actit thew persons. Integration
with other adults are not deaf-blind and who
are at similar functioning levels would also be a
possibility.

The best argument of all for establishing this
type of fa'cility is the fact that the custodial
institution is where a large number of our deaf-
blind children are. For those who do not demon-
strate the potential to reach higher levels of living
skills entitling them to more sophisticated settings
in loar,communities, the campus of the custodial
institution seems to offer the most effective setting
for providing'an enlightened life-style during their
entire careers. Under the enlightened living and
training program in ititt institution suggested here,
perhaps more of these-severely retarded deaf-blind
children will be able to develop the skills necessary-
to live as adults m some type of supervised
dwelling. in society. Certainly the institutional
program shOuld be so structured' that it will allow
any deaf-blind persoarwho reaches the necessary
levels of competence to mOVe into the community.

Summary

We have considered a number of possible living
. settings for our deaf-blind children when they

become adults. We. have discussed the natural
home; the foster home; the community- residence,
both ip-kgrated and nonintegrated; and the custo-
-dial institution. Some of these models are better
for certain types of--our population than others,
but certainly all models will be needed to meet the
demands of this population 'within the next ten
years. One or two additional factors would seem to
emerge from the foregoing discussion. First of all,
great flexibility within each of the living settings is
imperative. The living setting itself and associated
areas of life experience, including employment,
social and recreational activity, and degree of
independence in living, must be open. Provisions
must be made for movement by any individual
from one setting to another as his or her capabil-
ities and -interests change. This is particularly true

at the custodial level, for no one can tell how Tar
some of the children we consider to be severely ,
retarded may go -with proper training and encour-
agement. Secondly, in the next .ten years we must _

attend to careful planning and harnessing of
se deaf-blind persons

assume their place in
w turn our attention for

resources to be ready for t
when they are ready to
society as adults; Let us
a time to this planning process and to some of the,
agericieS that must. assume a role of responsibility,
in it.

Programs Serving the Deaf-Blind

programs are readily identified by those who are
familiar with services for deaf-blind persons. At
the federal level are the National Center for Deaf-
Blind Youths and Adults and the Regional Centers
for Services to Deaf-Blind Child*. At the state
level are the various state commissions for the blind
and rehabilitation commissions for the handicapped
and the state departments for special education. In
a feW states other governmental departments may

- be charged with the responsibility, for deaf -blind
persons. At both state and local levels are,,also a
variety of private agencies that include :programs
for deaf-blind persqns. A 'growing treml throughout
the country is for state education agencies to
delegate responsibility for directing programs to
local boards of education.

Here, then,, is a rather imposing afray of progfam
personnel and Cimanciallesources all committed to
the responsibility of- prOmoting the education or
the rehabilitation of deaf-blind persons from
infancy through adulthood: Obviously, the first
and most overriding need is for a plan of coopera-

. tion among these Various agencies so that they may
share both the responsibility and the resources for
the best interests of the deaf-blind withouttVaste-
ful overlapping or conflict. Perhaps the first step in
considering a plan of cooperation-is to identify
both the role and the sphere of responsibility
attached to the various types-of pr ams.

Role of Local Gove Agencies'

In 'our present social order, the primary role and
responsibility for both the education of deaf-blind
children and the rehabilitation of deaf-blind adults
rests square1)1 upon the shoulders of state and local
goverrAental agencies. These agencies have been
mandated by raw to provide the deaf-blind clients
in their respective geographical areas with adequate
services.. Any plan of cooperation must take this
primary' responsibility of state and local govern-
mentalwencies into account and consider the role
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of other, gencies as sup
many; parts 41 the c

.4 f
ortingandaugrnenting. In the national
6, these state and local: demonstration

c ntar has established a satellite
training model at' the Arkansas

JgoVernmental agencies have been slotv tezrecognize .Enter&ises - Little Rock, Arkansas: - Another
the 'rapidly increasing need for _services for lleaf-. --satellite- training model program is being planned
blind children lard admits and The great financial for California. These sate programs should
investment requirect to, proVide these services extend considerably the 'effectiveness of the

adequately. The flhancittl' cost:of,adequateepici- , national center,,in bringing support and assistance
gramming continues to stagger focal-olpcials, arid td Alto state and loyal agencies througlidut the country.
expect that localrand, state resources can. carry the Let tis hope that in the future Congress will
total .cost is unwalistc. On the pther hand; aware- augment the budget of The national center so
ness of ihe.ektent and
wilringntss to take actio
leve} State departments of
to finance local programs
'and are suppoiting teacher t
rehabilitatnin commipions a

ture of the problem and that the center may provide some financial support
' growint at Ihtk, locar: to local programs( in. addition Act .its. preient

ucattbn...a`re helping vi,:\c ulta n and guidance function.
deaf,blind.children , onal Centers,for Services to DeafcBtind

g progitams. State Chi' ave been extremely helpful in assisting,
'commissions for local, e cational -agencies to establi fective

Elie , blind and for ;the ,deaf artibeginning' t prpgrams. The regional centers have bee 'provided
understand the '. needs of deaf-blind youths ann ''s by Congress with 'funds ro' plvide somafinancial . .

adults .ard* are beginning to explore ways and ., assistance for local prpgramming. Here aga,-
means. of providing practical' rehabtiftition.serviCes . -,,, .because of the eat expense involved in providing.

for them. All .possible means shoul
expand state 4.0 local activity fat
pimary-responsibility mutt lie-and where the basic* faced by loal and state agencies, let us hope that

.. .
service plans must originate. , . * , ,- Congress will' increase the federalshale of. the

. National and Regional Cgiers , .
4- 'finances needed to support these educationar pro-.-

.. , ' giams. -This Will- be fieceTtary if evilly deafjalind
The twO. federal programs. that serve deaf-blind child is to receive the*kincliof a program hetr she

,
persons are the National Center for Deaf-Blind shodld.have: , .

Youths- and Adults and the Regional Centers for' Qng
. further topic related -to the two federal--

-Services to teat-Blind Children. -These federal programs, inerits 'discussion. The deaf-blind rubella
programs carry astrong niatiPate to support and to children are growing into-adolescence an0 into that
cooperate with age at.whit

ng th f-birna.. They are

e taken to. -.an ;adetpate ,ed
is where the. a be-c-se of the., G

'onffor deaf-blind children and*
helming financial ,pressures

oth governmental titrkd pkivate
agep becom

cfe gned to asst t in local ammingz but in n
way. is the ,intent thArthese federal Ptograins Wi .- adolescent deaf-blind. yOuthsrbetween the ages of

, assume the'priniary11Rpsmsibilit/forservirig dea sixteen and twenty-one years. As time, passes, the
blind persons throughput the country. Since these fundtion of -ttle national, center and the regional

. federal pro s were created for tIte le purpose cenleit' will tend to merge, and an overlapping of
ifi- .responsibility and perhaps:9f services could occur.

Tovhrd avoidance of wasteful, _duplication and

prevocational and vocational training
pfFinary objectives in prepping them for

ood. We have a considerabli. number of

. of serving deaf-blind, They have en s
cahtly ahea of many local agerNies/gLacqu ring
knOwixdsgable Wand expertise far develop-
ing effeclive programs. They can Oroyide extremely
valuable assistance to focal_agencies that are trying'
to 'initiate effective programs for their deaf-blind
clients., In the case of the National, Center for
Deaf-Blind Yo,uths and Ad:tiltsi assistance it. pre-
sent Irinst be, linifted to expert consultation and
guidance and to the develgpment of. a model

,
N. rehabilitation center far ided-blind ..adults,rahe

national center is vilp to demonstrate. to 14pca1W
la

agencies thsoughoutl'he country the' components
of effective rehafilitatiorjoservices, inchlding train-
ing of personnel. TheCdieftnarrnOcktraini0 center.
is in Long Isltnd4New York, WithinIti441,Year

possible conflict, the two programs must be oper-

6

ated in a. cooperative manner, and their roles mtist
be clearly .ilefined. Au achisbrr council to, the

.fiNational Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults
already. functioning with reiular meetings and

includes key pergonnel from the Regional Centeri
for Deaf-Blind Children. However, further review
of\the relationship between' the two' progivisIwould be in der.

The regional centers have funds not only to
provide expert counseling and guidance to local
agencies, put .also t provide direct finincial

istance tollocal cational programs flik deal-,

nd c ydren. ehaps as tse children now being
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I

'served locally grow into adulthood, the regional
Centers should use some of their funds to assist
loc.al rehabilitation agencies in providing advanced
'vocational training and place ent and to support
community residences and o her forms -of living
settings. Certainly; the regio al center staffs will
hake the expertise to promo vocational training

% projams. State and local re abilitation agencies
are going to uire both xpert counsel"' and
guidance and me financial ista310 provide

/adequately for the many deaf- lid s who will
need their services. ,-

,. Some persons argue that as Ire deaf-blind
children. become adults; fede 1 responsibility fOr
them should be.transfen-ed t the'national center
and that gfaclually wgional centers would lie
phases o t as their services a e nosolongerneeded

-. by children: To phas ,out the regional
could mean the loss o. trained, e)cperienced

petsornIel who understand local needs and who
could be very usefuOn adcing focal programs,
for t could alsO, mean the loss of significant

de .fu s- to.-aupp_Ort logal, programs Unless
ss can be petstiaded to e.ipand the budget of

ational center and encolliage it to assist in*"
local funding. Furthermore, we are likely to have a

ili Alt ontinuifig flow of deaf-blind children, perhaps not
in the large numbers resulting from the rilbella- .

Apidemic but in sufficient number, to require
continuing the services of the regional centers.
Some form of merger between the national center
Rid the re al .- inters would seem appropriate.
HoWever, s mcger should not destroy

'anal ce.nt s that are working effectively
at the local leve nd tht will continue to be
needed" to support local agencies 'With expert

merger. of t two ms at the federal level
guidance*And s plenpOry funds. Perhaps a

may be clesir with one official responsible for
directing the services oe-both. Or perhaps the
programs should math separate bu g subject td the

.% decision-makiRMtbority' of a smaggliancil reprej
renting both. Rigaidiess of-the form such a merger
would take; cooperation between these two pro-

,
grams is if we are to have an effective
service fo lind persons. in this country.lk

In the ntime, both federal programs are raced
with;on extremely imeoftant problem upon which

If

c

prompt and continuing cooperation, must e
Place. This is he problem of providing adequ to
prevwational and vocational training programs alt5
training in independent daily! living skills
adolescent deaf-blind children. This writer beli
.that we need several tesidential Johabilitaft
training centers established aroupa the country.
Where/but in a .group residential' setting that is
,staffaie by professionals can 'numbers of otts,Z...
blind youths be introduced effec4vSy to
necessary skills of,,Lndependent living. Where bin in
this same 'kind of residential setting with a good
deal of individual attention can these ,same deaf-
blind yolkiths be provided with adequate vocational
traidIng? /Vouths favored with a very effective
family will acquire the necessari skills at home, and
others may be able to acquire 'adequate vocational
training &ills in a .program fox less handicapped
persons, but these are likely,to be the exception
rather the rule. We already have a number of
residential'" staffed by professionals with
considerable knowledge Of these traininurocessest
for deakilincryoung people -and with r en ty .of
potential for expansion if nouriffIecHn the proper
fashion. Among these are residential schools,both
for the deaf and for the blind aglaieh should be
exploited fully: We alreadyvanave one or two `)
successful models available to demonstrate how
effecOt'idhahilitation services can be qravided for
deaf-Mind youths when desire and resources are
brought together (Perkins SchoOl for Ihe,Blind,
Community Residence Training Program for Deaf--
Blind Adoiescentg. 175 N. Beacon St.,,WatertOwn;
MA D2172), ret us MQVC forward, then, in a full.,
spirit of cooperation to prepartuselves to meet
tilt needs of deaf-blind adolescents.

4111i
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Training of Personnel
,

Verna Hart
. '

- . ,
Associate Professor, Early Childhood Education for the HanclicappO,

University of Pittsburgh
.

- Historically, two major professions ha'te offered
programs and services to deaf-blind personscteich-
ink and _social work. Social workers, assignetl
deaf -blind persons 'as- part of a total case load,
normally dealt

-

adults, while teachers usually
worked with sc age'children. Yet, feW person-
nel of any kind 'were specifically prepared to work
with deaf-blind persons of any _age.. Since the
ultimate factor for deterfnining life-time placement
of deaf-blihd persons often is their rate of progress
through various traiing, programs, it is essential
that (I) 'these programsbe designed to meet their
needs; and -(2) these 'prograrms4 be started with
wel*trained personnel.

Preparation Programs

Prior 'to`- the 1963-65, rubella( epidemic, formal
preparation for work withdeaf2blind children was
provided to classroom teachers -only. Only td-ie;
program at- Perkins School for the Blind,- in
conjurietion with local ititutions of higher educa-
-tion, offered a degree pro aril for teachers of the.
dawf-leachers trained- in the Perkins program
were hired by kseveh reside 'al sChools,-for'the
blind across the count he, population was
usually !dueable, a e children were integrated
as quickly a,g possible intoclasses with the blind
population qf t school. For the most art;the
children we ?e ed in dormitory settings- with
.their blind peers, personnel trained specifically
to work with t deaf-blind, were not required in
other than the academic clissroom settings. With a
total school population of lesshan 160-children,'
personnel needs were not great in teinis of total
numbers. Nevertheless, teachers with formal prep-
aration were instiffiCient to Meet the 'dim-ands
(Dinsmore; 1966; Wagner, '1 9tond Conference

,
a/ t

!Pt

-Of Educators of Deaf-Bli 'Idren [Watertown,.
Mass., Perkins SchOOl foP, the °Blind, 19541): The
majority of-teachers' of the dearblind were taken
from other fields Ad given inservice training to
make them ITOwledgeable and competent in the

teaching of the deaf-blind.

" A major change in tatus of teacher training
and educational programs or the deaf -blind came
about when the United Stat Officeof Education
(USOE), Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
(BEH), funded four traihing programs.in J967 to

,, train -professional teaching personnel. These pro-
grams were conducted at (I) Boston,CoIlege, as
part of a cooperafiv training program with.Perlas
School ftr the Blind; (2) George,Peabody College
for Ten ers, where a program was funded to train
teachers of the riiultihandicapped; including .tlfe
deaf-blind; (3) Michiga* State University, where a
five-year program was developed with dual emph
sis on training teachers for blind as well as f
deaf-blind students; and (4) San Francisco State
College (now San Francisco Staft University),
where a program was,to be developed through .the
cooperation of faculty then training teachers for
the visually and/or hearing handicapped. Later,
programs at Portland State University and the
Univeriity of Texas were funded through the same
funding source to prepare teachers for deaf-blind
children. , ,

In 1971. a conference was held to discuss the
needs for professional preparation in the field of-
service to the deaf-blind. This confer nee was
attended7.-by .reprtwntatives from tell regional-
centers, from the ?Ilk colleges and universities then
engaged in teacher. preparation, and 'limn the
USOE (BEH)./
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The concerns of those attending the conference
were reflected in their recommendations. Many of
the graduates preparing to teach severely 'handi-
capped deaf-blind children had been prepared irk
traditional techniques for use with the deaf-blind.
These techniques had proven successful with the
educable deaf-blind population. However, the chil-
dren being identified by the regional coordinators
were, for the most part, not educable. Those
persons involved in teacher preparation expressed a
desire to be more attuned to the needs. ofi this
population but lacked-funds to visit prodiklikg to
place and supervise students. 17us, recommenda-
tions were made in an effort to meet what were
Considered serious shortcomings id the preparation .

of., pergonnel to meet the needs of the entire
deaf-blind population.

One of the suggestions from tlfat 1971. confer;
ence, that federal monies bemused td expand the
training .programs for 'personnel in the area of
deaf-blincl,'has been effectively implemeoted. Since
the 1971 meet . a preparation program at Cali-
fornia State Univ- , Los Angeles. has been
funded through US (BEH), and the University`of
Pittsburgh has begu a program to prepare earl),
childhood education teachers to work with the
severely, handicapped, including the deaf-blind.
Other programs such a'those at the University of
Washington aild Teachers' College at Columbia also
offer courses in working with the deaf-blind.

In her analysis of the statusof="4)ecial education
in the colleges (1274), Josephine Taylor states

.
'41Ik

haddiCapping conditions with which cleaf-blinc1-chil-
- drerrA4 be 4flicted.-The emphasis on common-'

alities That 'exist betaleen areas of special education
forte handicapped varies within the different pro- °
grams. Some emphasiq one type of exceptionality.
more than others. Some deal only with, the needs

, of dea fiiblind children, 'while otherjprograms con-
sider the broad range of handicapping conditions.
flThe variety of teaching techniques also varies

between-programs. Tpe practicum base is becoming
broader, but much olf it depends upon the interests
andi desires of individual' students as well as/6n the
physical or geetgraphicl location of the .prepara-
tion program. This means that not all/students
receive an equally broad education. There is an
atterlipt, however; to provide a variety of practi-
cum 'experiences so that students wSI be exposed
to many different types of.situation

.The use of USOE(BEH) specie project. funding
for programs that might not et the traditional
diteria, but will, hopefully, learto new methods
and techniques'in personnel preparation, has been
especially effective in trying innovative techniques
to prepare personnel in the area bf the deaf-blind.
Special projects are designed to be developed and,

-.iinplemented over an initial planning year, with
, three .additional years of operatioq.

One of the, first USOE(BEH) special projects
swareed to George Peabody College for

.Leachers to investigate team teaching as a means of
,preparing" personnel to work with multihandi-

. clipped children, including the deaf-blind. Tech.-
.niques for working' with _both. the children and
their parents *Te. investigated.

Perkins School for the Blind is currently in-,
universityvalved in a special project in which university

_ 'students from various regions are brought in and
trained dunng the summer., The students then
either go\ back to their respective colleges to
continue, their regular studies or take positions in
the field of service to the deaf-blind even though
they have not been academically Prepared in a
°college that offers a major in that area.

The National Recreation Program at the Univer-
sity of Iowa is a, special project designed to train
personnel to work with deaf-blind persons in the
area of therapeutic recreation services.

4. Elementary and Secondary Education Act, lit le.
VI-C, funds have been used fbr a National Leader-

,

ship Training Institute fpx--pcofessional Arkers in
deaf-blind programs. Established at California State
University, Northridge, the instituie is a two-
summer college trtning program, with additional
work' required during the year in supervised field

During the 1972.73 academic year, seven colleges asd
universities- graduated, one doctorate, one educational
specialist, thirty-six master's, and eight bachelor's degree
teachers plus twelve certification only teachers of
deaf-blind children The number enrolled in preparation.
programs for the deaf-blind_ during the current year
includes si doctoral students, one educational specialist,
one hu red and eighteen master's, ten bachelor's, and
forty, -ertification only students This should m41. be
interpreted to,mean that there will be a gigantic increase
in the number of graduates this ye4, as some ,programs
are more than a year in length and the number also' ;
includes part-time students who may require several'
years to graduate It seems probable, however, that'.the
number who graduate will be at leait double th4eoflast
year.
.
In general, there is a trend toward competency-

based education as well as an attempt to promote
meaningful teaching strategies at the college level
Program are beccuk.ing epncerned with more
severely 'handicapped ..children, and students in

)raining are being exposed to the wide range of
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Work. This program offers a master's degree in
administratio and supervision. The program, just

' completing its first year, is the first national
attempt to develop administratOrs for deaf-blind
programs (National Advocate for Deaf-J3linci'Chil-
dren. 1974). 'Many junior colleges and community.
colleges across the Country are training paraprofes-
sionals and using many of the deaf-blind programs
as practicum facilities. These programs, in turn, are
a source of employment for the newly-trained
paraprofehionals.

p

d Inservice Training

Because few students are prepared in deaf-blind
:training programs at colleges and universities, an0

because Urge numbers of teachers are already in.

.. .
, it,

the field -withota formal Mparation in teaching
deaf-blind children, increasing emphasis_ ha. been
givgn to inservice, training. Inservice training is used
to acquaint teachers and professionals from other
areas with the unique needs of deaf-blind children.,
A career- Madder approach to inservice prop-arm has
been suggested so that aides can progress to
teachers, id, teacliers to supervisors or adminis:
tiators. Inservice training also provides czn ing
Program evaluation and development .and.sh uld
incorporate all program personnel, including bus
drivers and administrators. ,

contact *as made with current deaf-blind
egionalo.f.fices td'assess c-tlie extent of inservice
raining currently beinroffered. (See table.) .

4*,
Table I

Summary of Inipiemented Recommendations

- , 3

. Ricornmendjations
N,, I

e.
.

. 'Answer by regton .

Yes No

Junior colleges/community-colleges (rain paraprofessionals 4 7

,

Communication established between centers and university. ...
> 10

Center coordinators recruit for the university
.

r
7 '3

. .

Career ladder developed in each region
..

.
1 '- . 9

Ongoing and self-evaluation 4i
.

9

tin' xsity deaf -blind personnel assist inservice training 8 , 2 ,

All ;oral personnel be inservice trained '.
i
10

Regional committee develops inservice plan
_ .

7 3

Traveling resource team available . 7 3

Formuitte a registry of trained perionnel ' . I '-' 9

kescarch effective teaching techniques, and so forth
..

-, 4
-,..

"-- 6
,

Additional institutes _ - 2 8

Regions pay university directorsto visit programs to identify needs in
.updating training programs .

.

7 . 3

Regional-supervision of practicum students . 10 l

train paraprofessionals formally
.

I

e
. 9

bevelop a curriculum guide ,
. , . 2 . $

Multiyear funding ''
.-

1.0

____ _
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All coordinators expressed a cbmmitmenf-to inser-
vice (training, and such training remains ,a to
priority within the regions. The extent ,of person-
nel 'participation in inservice training differs
between and within reeon's, and attendance cri-
teria, vary from one workshop to another. The
format of the workshopS is varied-and inclOes
lectwv, participatibn, an&demonstrations.

ShYrt-term experiences ranging from a few hours
to a few days have been utilized most often in
inservice` training, with programs geared to meet
the specific needs of 'personnel currently working
in the field. Other inservice training courses have
taken. place over a longer period of time, such as
the, summer workshop offered by the regional
center located at the Michigan School for the
}lid. John Tracy Clinic in Los Angeles has offered
siimmerrograms for teachers at the graduate level
and also has had a short-term training piogram far

epreparing home guidance and training personnel to
work with parents of children not receivmg other
services (National Advocate for Deaf-filind Chil-
dren, 1974).

State Monies throughout the country have been
made available for use in funding workshops,
summer training programs, special courses:' and
grants covering tuition payment for those attend=
ing inservice programs. A great deal of regional
money has been put into institutional programs as
well .1)edause of the large numtfers of deaf-blind
children found in such settings. Many institutions
have offered their staffs inservice training in which
a multidiSciplinary awroach is emphasized. These
inservice programs hivelincluded teachers, physical
therapists, Social workers, occupational therapists,
ward workers, aides, and nursing staff. In some
cases foster grandparents have' been included an
these inservice training programs. These foster
grandparents have been an additional source of
personnel available to deaf-blind children and have
made a valuable contribution to many programs.

Regional deaf-blind centerlibraries coptaining
films, videotapes, toys, instructional materials, and
teaching supplies have been developed. The use of
these libraries and materials has become a means of
upgrading the skills and knowledge of those in the
field and 'is another metlaOdof providing inservice
training. Most of the regions' are now publishing
conferenceproceedings, and the number of publi-
Cations that are available regarding the deaf-blind
has increased accordingly. These publications have
resulted froM local and regional workshop efforts
and are geared to different consumers.

Several regions have developed videotapes for-
teaching Puiposes. These tapes are available on
loan to other regions for inservice training pur-
poses. Newsletters published by various regions are
also a ,means of providing inservice training. These
newsletters help profession4ls in the ,field become
aware of new publications that are available, names
of siZcialists dealing with the deaf -blind around
the country, and new techniques ind priikrams
that are being developed across the nation.

- Other Types of Paining
Becabse of the shQrtage.of trained personnel'and

the recognition that parents are the child's first
teachers, programs training parents to:work with
their deaf-blind children have received a great deal
of -emphasis. Training Models: have varied, b,ut all
has demonstrated that parents can efficiently
teach their own children.

Some programs have been used instraining both
teachers and parents. Theseprograms, some devel-
oped under the First Chance Netvlork, USOE
(BEI-I), have resulted in publicaticins useful to
parents, teachers, aides, counselors, and social P
workers. Other useful materials have been Pub-
lished by pfafessionals working in allied ef'ds.-'-

Many books written for retarded chiklren, for '`

example, have been very helpful 40. parents and
teachers in getting deaf-blind children to_walk, eat,'
and be toilet trained. ,

Allied fields have been particularly involved with
multihandicapped deaf-blind children. Multidisci- .
plinary personnel such as speech'therapists,-aucliol-
ogists, occupational therapists; physical therapists,,,,
paraprofessionals, and child development special-
ists are being trained in currently' operating proL,
grams for deaf-blind children. Thee programs 'fan'
also become an observation, site or field placement . .

for pediatriciant and other professionals in the 6
field of medicine. Psychologists placed in such 4 ;

practicum placements have found This extremely;,
beneficial in terms of being able. to work with -

types of children who have Snot been traditiona.liy,,
covered in their preparation programs.

Summer camp programs. are another area ip 1

which *personnel gain experience in working with- -

deaf -blind children. Many studeritswho are finish-
ing master's degree programs in working withthe .
deaf-blind are hired as camp counselors, and
students trained in other areas of educalion'have
been hired as aides. This enables students to have
contaig with deaf-blind children prior to working
in the field and to learn their needs as they live.
together. .
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Staffing Models

Traditi6nally, Ono teacher was responsible for all
aspects__ of programming for two children during
the, teaching day. The Childiet/iwere then turned.
'over to house parents, who hada limited numbet
of children to handle. This pattern resulted from
the philosophy that students would have less
adjustmeneto make if fewer people worked with
them. Th'ey would be able to make more rapid
adjustments and show greater- achievement in this
Way.

,

Currently, the traditional model is ,dom
found. New models of staffing .patternsf

Agl

have
evolved because of lack of funds, large.nuinbers of
students, and too fevi formallyprepared tea ers.
The most common staffing _pattern today has
trained teacher supervising a number of aides. who
interact, withthe children. This may result, in the
traditional one-staff-to-two-pupils ratio, but the
number of trained teachers required and .the costs
are not as great. The supervising teacheris usually
resnonsible for two or three aides and for program-
nung. The supervising or master teacher iets,
objectives for the program,y/orks with the aides tb ,
foim both long- and short-term goals, and writes
'day-to-day lesson plans. The aide carry. out the
progiam _planned' by the master teacher:. Both
teacher and aides' are involved in evaluating the
progress of the children. A good team working this
way Can be extremery effective.

In some settings` the teacher may have each child'

,

individually for a particular subject such as cony-

.. moida n Ode the aides cover her subjects.
such as f-care skills. In'other settin ;'the teacher
and aide work only Nith assigned children. In still
another ariation, all personnel work with all chil-
dren i all teaching areas.

Team ;eaching is another model that has been
investigated for use with deaf-blind children.
Although staffing varies from place to place; one
might have a teacher who is trained in the areas of
mental retardation teamed with teachers whose
training is in the areas of vision and deafness. These
three teachers would form a 'team and would deal
with the children and their needs as they relate to
specific disabilities. Another type of team might.
have a teacher w,ho is trained in working With the
deaf-blind working with teachers whose training is
in the areas of elementary education and child
development. In this team the teacher of the
deaf-blind would take the initiative . helping the-
others prepare programs and lending- support in
area's in which they are' not as knowledgeable

concerning implications of deafnds anti impaired
vision. Teachers who have no evertise In dont'-
blindness need the help of someone familiar wif13
these dual handicaps on at least a consultant basis.
Deafness and blindness in these children are pot
separate handicaps, but are intertwined. The resul;
tant needs cannot be attributed to either deafness
or blindness alone but to a combination of the
two. 'I

In the casef team teaching, one teacher shoUld

be designated as a lead," head, or supervising
teacher. This has been necessary, regardless of the
composition .of the teams, because of the problems
that evolve when no one is responsible for making
decisions. However, some dangers are involved.
Such a *teacher may .becorne dictatorial and may
feel that her or his decisions ardrnore important
than the decisions of other team members. The
greatest degree of effectiveness is achieved when AI
areas arc covered and when a real team effort is
achieved (Hart, 1972).
- Team teaching offers many benefits: several
areas of expertise can be included; staffing patterns
can be varied so,kiat individual work can be varied
with group work; someone is 'present in case an
emergency necessitates a teacher leaving the class; a
child can be removed from the situation without,
the other children being left . ttended; and
considerable silpport from otherfearn members
can be:utilized. Although team teaching means that
several person' are interacting with each child, data
show that the children adjust as long as therk is
consistency among the team members (Ha't,
1972). .

Another'type of team model is composed of a
teacher whose preparation is in working with the
deaf-blind plus members from outside the teaching
area. In this situation a physical therapist or
occupational therapist maybe part of a teams or a
trained teacher may be teamed with a social
worker and sPeech therapist. This team might be
composed of various types of persons who ideal
with different aspects of human development. With
course work, experience, inservice training and
consultant help, teams with little initial expertise
or background in working with the deaf-blind can
become very effective in working with these
children.
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Sometimes a person with no background in
working with the deaf-blirid is recruited to deal
with this pOpulation. The fields of child develop
msnt - nursing, speech- aave frequeritly
used to draw peoplOinto t. area; and the surplus
of elementary school teachers has provided people
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with degrees for employment. Although some
traditionally trained elerrientan) teachers are not
willing to feed and toilet severely involved deaf-

_ blind children, others have been extremely creative
in finding new ways to train these children apd to
irteet their needs. Through careful selection of
personnel with a willingness to interact with lOw
functioning individuals, many of these people have
been successfully retrained to work with deaf-blind
children.

kilts and Attitudes Needed
Specific skills and. attitudes necessary for person-

nel entering .the. field of setvice to the deaf-blind
have 13orevioutsly been identified (Preparation of
Professional_ Periyinnel to Meet the Educatidnal
Needs of Deaf-811nd Childien,, 197 I ). Some skills
and attitudes overlap, while others are unique unto
themselves. However, all personnel should have
experience or acquaintance ''ith each of the areas
listed., .

- Two limiting or defining principles apply to'all
listings. First, information accumulated by aspto-
,fessional must be broad in scope yet directed'
toward his or her particular area of expertise such
as teaching, administration. or guidance. Second,
the person must have a great deal of role flexi-
bility. The overall professional in the field must be
able to shift from functioning as parent to care-
taker to diagnostician to teacher to administrator
t s pervisor or researcher as required by his or her

tion. None of these roles is mutually exclusive
in the service ofthe4leaf-blind.

Experience with deaf-blind children is a requisite
for all professionals. and contact with deaf-blind
children throilghout the training ,experience is
essential. The types of' required contact could
include ( 1 ) program participation. (2) observation
of the.child alone, in a group, with the family, and
in community settings, (3) clinical practice with
one'. child or with a ,small group; (4) student
teaching, and (5) internship. The internship should
take into consideration the individual needs of the
students as well as the individual needs of the
client in the placement setting.

In addition; teachers should be familiar with the
several types of teaching strategies that are widely
applied' today and shOuld be skilled in choosing
which strategies or combination of strategies would
be most beneficial to a particular child

_Venonnel_Needs f

A series of occurrences and developments dating
from the middle 1960§ have greatly expanded the

need for programs and professional staff to serve
the deaf-blind populaiiir in the U.S. This includes
the rubella epidemic of 1963-65, the legislation
that has evolved since- that time, and additional
case-finding. The areas primarily affected by the
increase in population and their akanging needs are
diagnosis, residential settings, vocational training,

maintenance, and education.
At one time one or two diagnostic facilities were

adequate to assess the needs of deaf-blind children.
However, with the increased load, existing faciliffill
and staff were found to be inade4uate. Additional
diagnostic facilities and the staff to operate -them
were needed. Medical personnel, audiologists,
speech therapists, and educitorsmany of 'Whdin
had never seen a deaf-blind 'child prior to the
emergency needs of the 'early -1960sresponded;
and now, with a 'substantial accumulation of
experience behind them, they are ready to share
their diagnostic expertise with others in ther field..

As the majority of deaf-blind childrenthe
rubella generationgrow older, new probterns,-
requirements, and.'solutiops are appearing.in the
area of residential living situations. Previously,
possibilities beyond, the natural home setting have
been the foster home and, more often, institutions:
Now, more and more options are being made
available. Small-group homes; for example, are
being devetped in communities throughout the
country Deaf-blind children who are not able to
remainigin their own homes, but who in the opinion
of parents and professionals, can rentin outside.
institutions, are being trained for placement in ,
such homes: Ln some cases .deaf-blin ildren are
also being 'transferred from large in itutiOns to-
these small-group homes. Training for p essionals
to staff these new settings should be given immedi-
ate priority. Instifutional staff, development is also .

important in providing the stimulation and training '
that these children need to make the transfer from

- the institution to another setting.,
Along with the push toward group homes,

prevocational programs have been initiated.- It is
felt that sheltered workshops may be a useful
adjunct to group home life, keeping the residents'
time occupied with meaningful activities as well as
enabling them to make a monetary contribution to
their support. This necessitates the develop-tient of
a new type of personnel- professional people
trained to function within a small-group home as
well as within the workshop setting.

Prevoratirma-Eskilis is an area s ; v-vc

meet that only, recently has been recognized and
that has been subject to much discussion and
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controversy. To some educators prevocational
training means getting a en ild toilet-trained anti
mobile. To others it means a formal ,training,
program to develop specific salable skills. The issue
will ifot be settled in this paper. but attention must
be directed to the fact that personnel are needed to
nurture self-help skills as well as to developcrecific
vocationarskills. Personnel are needed to work in-
both of these areas.

,Training concepts fnd expectancies with respect
to vocational rehabilitation are also being adjusted-
to fit the nee* of the deaf-blind population.
Increasingly, counseling is being done in terms of
thpirfuture life-style of the deaf-blind persons once
they' have gone through initial educational place-
ment Many votational rehabilitation programs are
Providing inservice training sessions to sensitize
their counselors to the needs and abilities of this
population.

New needs can also be identified in education.
For exa'mple.-as the rubella population-those born
in the mid-1960s, in particular approaches
putwrty, there is increasing concern for providing
suible se \ education programs. Many new areas
.such .as music and art therapy have been used
successfully with these children. PersonneSnust be
made aware of these changing needs and must
obtain additional training: or new personnel must
be trained tot-ill these ptsitions.

Specific types of personnel required to staff the
educational, vocational, and residential settings for
deaf-blind children and youth comprise a lengthy
list. They - include master teachers: clacsroom
teachers. paraprofessionals; aides, child-care
workers; trainers of paraprofessionalS; regional

-coordinators,. .researchers. resource c'onsUltants;
administrators; supervisors: directors; res ential,
school superintendents, College teachers;

r
ysical

and o(icupational therapist's. Liuidance counselors,
directors of social and recreational activitiei,liaison
staff members between dormitory and classroom;
and vocational rehabilitation personnel (Prepara-
tion of Professional Person,ieL to Meet the Educa-
tionalSeeds of Dea.f-Blind Child;en, 1971 i 'Erratic
distribution and shortage of staff across the coun-
t have ,created variances in stafffig patterns and
in the use of these personnel.

Standardslif Personnel

Little has been dope on a national basis to
_._ establis.h _uniform standards for personnel_ who_ areccurrently working 'with (IL --blind .children. In

most states certification office have been accept-
. mg other types of specialization for certification.
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Most states require certification in some area of
special education, but Ethers require only a mini-
mal number of hours of special_ educatidii course
work. Attention must lie given to improving the
quality of services by upgrading the professional
and nonprofessional staffs. The Ncirth American
Committee on Services to Deaf-Blind Children and
Youth IA Cominittee_on Standards Report, 1971)
has suggested general standards for different per-
sonnel that can give direction to programs.

Research Needs in Personnel
Preparation and Use

The field of professional preparation in the area
of work with the :deaf -blind has many unresolved
questions. Review of the known research.shows a
scarcity of-information. regarding such topics as
methods of rendering personnel 'less sensitive to
working with the severely handicapped person; the
most efficient and :productive means of preparing
tethers, administrators., paraprofesslonals, parents,
and related personnel, population parameters for
personnel and children; the most effective delivery
'systems; staffing patterns end. staffhild ratio;,
creation of the least restrictive teaching- environ-
ment; staff interaction and cooperation; studies of
setting; identification of competencies; data collec-
tion, with a storage and retrieval system that would
be easily accessible to the classroom teacher;
sliaring of nonpublished data; recruitment of per-.
sonnet: the most appropriate trainers for personnel;
cost-effectiveness; use of training packages; and

-_needs assessment (Conference ort Edhcation of the
Severely H "capped, a conference sponsored by
USOE B 'vision of Innovation and Develop-
ment, Pnnceton, N. J., Educational Testing Ser-

4 vice, 1975). More effective means of preparing
personnel and of using them following their train-
ing cannot be determined until more is known with
respect to these topics.

Stimmary

Much has beeil-acomplished -in obtaining and
training personnel to with thelcurrent popu-
lation Of deaf-blind-ehildren, but staff shorts
still exist, and gaps are present in the professional
expertise necessary for the most effective manage-
ment of these children: Because formal programs
for staff prtparation are unable to provide ade-
quate 'numbers Or personnel, the, majority of

_programs must rely heavily on inservice training for
all types of personnel. Gains have been made in

' personnel preparation, but a great deal more is left
to be accomplished, particularly in number's to be
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prepared, knowledge and skills to be gained,
questions to be answered through research, artd-an

The ational Advocate for Deaf-Blind Childr
(412) (1974). /

expansion of the types of personnel to be trained.
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A arent's View
Marjory Becker

Day-to-day existence with Jimmy, m deaf-
blind, nine-year-old son, is similar ,,,to w t life
might be Eke if we built our house on a roller
coaster with its peaks of excitement and vall s of
anticipation, one crisis following another. The

- stage was during his first weeks of lifea .5: by
born 'ten weeks prematurely; suffering- .from he

effectS of Rh-- incompatibility and requiri g
exchange transfusions; and developing hyali e
membrane disease and not infrequently being t
weak. to want to try to breathe. In shoft, few of his
body systems were functioning. Somehow I' knew

. that scrawny, jaundiced little creature was going to
survive even when his nurses and doctors despaired.
Ev ryday I spent hours watching him though the

down of the nursery, willing him to live. ---

F ty -nine days later I finally, got to touch him, to
Id him, and to bring him home. ,Except for a
nt of crossed eyes, he seemed quite, normal, and

i was not very long, before we were rewarded with
s first mile. I had no forewarning of the life that
ould follow for us.
By the time Jimmy was six months old his.eyes

ere decidedly crossed. I took him to an ophthal-
ologist, and the doctor announced bluntly tkali
y baby was blind; optic atrophy with slight vision
his right eye, none in the left. Glasses would be

f no benefit w him. My next visit was to the
diatrician. He confirmed- mj, suspicions that

Jimmy hid cerebral palsy. Soon after this distress-
ing mews from his doctors, Jinimy delighted me by
holding his own bottle. But my pleasure was

softentd somewhat 'when Jimmy was fitted with
hear

I was told he was was

i:
himse for the first finie.Small gains forimr l
and m -or shocks for, us became a -way of life
during t ose first few years. -

\
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At the age of thirty-two months:Jimmy's only,
means of moving from place to place was to squirm
on his tummy and inch across the floor. Although
occasidnally he would attempt to-move toward aril,
kind of light, especially sunlight; he spent most of
his waking hours lying on his back. In the spring.of'
1968, I heard that a swimming pool especially
designed forrithe handicapped was being opened in
LorigAeielt, California, and would provide free
lessorieI had a feeling that exercising his body
while being4npptirted by the calming effectf the
warm water 'Might help Jimmy strengthen his
muscles, and. L hoped that he would eventually be
able to _duplicate these motions out of the water as
well. 'At least twice a week, often fotir ,times,- I

ould take him to the swimming pool, get into the
ater with him and, with hand under his head,
de him over the surface of the water. In, a
ter of weeks Jimmy was able to float by

him lf. Soon he wasiolling over and over using his
own strdngth and even finding his way to the
pool' edge. He hot only became noticeably
strong- from the exercise, but he also'began to
move h legs out of the water as instinctively as he
did in i Water proved to be a great aid to his
developm t as well as his main source of pleasure.
All of the results nurtured my hope that Jimmy
could bene from specialized training. I began my
long search fe a program for him.

limn], had eached the age of four'unable to
walk Mid unab to express his needs except by
screaming. He di i not belong with the deaf or with
the blind. School lasses for orthopedically handi-
capped children we e closed to him as were those
for the mentally reta ded. I contacted local, state,
an
workers, doctors, almos
remotest connection wit

anyone who had even the
programs for the handl.-
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capped. As so often happens, just when one is
ready; to give up, an answer appears. In my case a
compassionate sodal worker located a special class
about to be started for deaf-blind children in a
public school 'specializing in educating blind chil-
dren in Hollywood, Califora. Witit-_a minimum of
red tape, it was agreed that Jimmy should have a
trial period in the new class. The class that Jimmy
was to attend was experimental: any child who
made, gains as the result of the program would be
permitted to continue in it.

School started just a few days before Jimmy's
fifth birthday. Quite naturally I was apprehensive
about Jimmy's trial period, but my concern proved
unwarranted as Jimmy "passed." I marveled at the
patienCe and dedication of the- teachers and aides
who created new ideas and solutions to some of
Jimmy's problems. A major benefit was his expo-
sure to persons outside of his immediate_ family.
This type of experience helped him to learrtb
adapt to new situations. Jimmy made steady
progress because of the concentrated attention he
received, and he remained in the program for two

Years.

During the time Jimmy was attending school, an
orthopedic surgeon ';suggested that by surgically
lengthening the lteel !cord tendon of 'Jimmy's left
leg, he might possibly be able to stand without
support. The operation' was performed, and it,
more than any pther single event in 'Jimmy's Jae,
made possitte a giant step forward. Two months
after the cast was removed he stood uptwo feet
on,the floorwith a stability that he had never had
before. An eyed more dramatic change was his
becoming vertically oriented. This led to a whole

. new world of sensation opening up for him. At a
seven and a half, Jimmy was walking indepen-
dently. But he.was no longer attending school.

In June, 1972, we had left California to relocate
inin Nevada. Before we moved to Las Vegas, I had
inquired about schooling for our ten-year-old,
cerebral palsied daughter, Mitzi, whom we had
adopted the previous year. She is a sweet child
with sEvere motor damage and is unable to walk'
unaided. She, too, needed. special education. We
learned that Las Vegas had an outstanding pro-
gram,

for the deaf-blind existed a l

gram, well-suited to her needs. o-vever, no pr
ace within the

state. Ay that time NevadkWas sending its deaf-
blind cluldren.to Arizona for schooling. I refused
to enroll JIminy in the Arizona program. I believed
that there had to be some alternative and a better
solution to the problem of educating special
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children. With few misgivings I kept Jimmy home
with us that year.

Another factor that affected my decision to
keep Jimmy home was our anticipation of a trip to
Berkeley, California, to the Evaluation Center for
Deaf-Blind Children. He was scheduled to go there
early in the Khool year, bui With cancellations and,
the usual delays we did not nuke the trip until
April, 1973. In the process, Jimmy had been
deprived of one crucial year of special trainingby
my decision not to 'enroll him in the residential
program in Arizona and by the.lack of a school
class for him within the Las Vegas school system.
The evaluation was well worth the wait. I felt, and
rightly so, that the findings' and the report of the
experts at Berkeley Would be important in deter-
milling the roper type of program for Jimmy.

In the 11 of 1973, Nevada started its first
program for deaf-blind children at the Mental
Health Institute in Sparks, a few_miles outside of
Reno and 440 miles from Las Vegas. This develop-
ment left me with the same dilemma that I had
faced the previous year: Jimmy could remain at
home receive no schooling or he could attend a
program ocated at such a great distance from
home tha it would mean rare opportunities for
visiting hin and his being at home only for major
holidays. nce again a school year began, and once
again Jimmy did not ' Orticipate in a school
program.

My., frustration was grawing, and I began to
seriously consider mounting a campaign urging the
authorities to establish a special class for the
deaf-blind children who were -residents 15f -Las
Vegas. My timetable was interrupted by Adam, a
bright, severs-year-old blind child with whom I had
become well acquainted at the California School-
for the Blind while Jim* was being evaluated.
Adam became a part of our family at Thanksgiving
time, and my husband and j were appointed his legal
guardians. We Were overjoyed that he would be
allowed, to attend regular school classes with
healthy sighted children in the_Las Vegas school
system. As soon as Adam became adjusted to our
home and was admitted to school, I again turned
my attention to my efforts on behalf of local..
deaf-blind 'children. _

In February, 1974, I was able to persuade the
administration of one Las Vegas school to give
Jimmy a trial period in its class for 'the multi-
handicapped. 'The trial prov,ed to be a disaster. J
should- mention that by this time we were aware
that, in additiOnto his other handicaps, Jimmy was
hyperktii4?;potentially epileptic,' and asthmatic.

. i
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Despite the variety of his diiabilities, 4ie w s
seldom ill and had missed very few -days of sch
in California. However, the nature and extent of
his handicaps were a factor in his being allowed to
remain .in thig class for only three days. At that
timeit became apparent to all, that a class of ten
children with one teacher and one 'aide was not
suitable for Jimmy and that' in such a class setting
his special needs coiild, not be met. Another door,
had been closed to Jiiiiruy, but it was not au
entirely futile three days. It made 'the local
authorities more aware of the fact that deaf-blind
children must have program's specifically designed
to meet their unique needs. Once again, we were
faced with a major decision. f '

The Chinese use two characters to designate the
word "crisis"--Clanger plus opportunity. This defi-
nition seemed especially appropriate when applied
til the crisis that was developing over Jimmi
schooling. The danger lay in keeping him at home
still lofiger and further denying him his right to the
training that only experts could provide and that
he so urgently needed. The opportunity was to
increase and to intensify my demand to have a
program for 'deaf-blind children started in, Las
Vegas. Other deaf-blind children wo(dd benefit'
from a 1pcally based program; and I helped that if
my efforts were successful, a precedent woulibe
set for still other handicapped children whose
schooling needs were not being met within the
community. There were some who criticized my
decision not to enroll Jimmy in the residential
program at Sparks white I worked toward the
establishment of. a program near his home, but I

felt that the program at Sparks was for the children
a gathering place in which they were isolated from
faa normal environment. These feelings were aug-

a
Inented by a growing .body of sst\itific evidence
that home is where. the child's_ b should be..I
was firmly convinced that my case. would be
weakened if I capitulated under pressure rather
than holding to my intense beliefs.

Currently, a number of studies are in progress
throughout the United States comparingr a home
atmosphere to that of institutional care. Reports
from some of these studies strengthened my
conviction that a child who is an integral part of a
'warm, loving family will gain more fulfillment,
more confidence, more- independence, and more
social awareness than is possible within the -finest
institutional setting. I believe that a child develops.
in a manner appropriate to the environment to
which .he, is most consistently exposed. If he is
constantly, day, in and day out, living with deaf-
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blind ithildren, he' or she will be unable to function
in anything other Phan a deaf-blind society. If we
believe that the normal child develops his or her
skills and survival attitudes through interactions
with many 'segments of bur society, then how
much more crucial.it is for the handicapped child
to have' the same' opportunities. If these special
childr4n are isolated by institutionalization, then, I
believe, we are advocating nothing less than social
euthanasia. r

A letter to parents from the John Tract Clinic

states: -
No matter what educational plans are worked out for
your child, or whether heor sheis in.school at this
time, you hive a job. Any gain your child makes, any
skins and abilities he achieves, .will be due in large part to
what you do in your own home to help him learn and
develop.

How can parents learn tlie, techniques used in a
school program located 400 miles away from
home? How can they practice these techniques
with the child when he or she is at home only for
short periods? I believe that many, if not Most,

. ,deaf -blind persons will requUe some continued
family supervision as adults. Th' family that is not
intimately involved in the training df their child
may choose not to be involved at all in later years. *-
The child 'will be an enigma to them; the adult, a
stranger.

Despite these strong beliefs, I felt that in fairness
to all- concerned I should visit Nevada's program

-for deaf-blind children. Soon after Jimmy's trial
period in the Las Vegas class for the multihandi-
capped, the two of us made the 440-mile trip to
Sparks.

I Was very favorably im pressed with the staff of
the deaf-blind progrant. The personnel were not
Only highly competent, but also thoroughly dedi-
cated to their charges. I loved the children and
could see that they were making progress in areas
that Jimmy was not betaUse of the concentrated
training they were receiving. I was less pleased with

the faiilities, which- consisted of two sleeping
rooms and -one small classroom. The recreation
room and bathrooms were shared wit the young
'severely mentally retarded patients. Nevada plans`
to replace the building in two yearsTfs it does not
-meet fire anther safety standaids:,With. mixed
emotions 'nen Sparks in, the middle of the
afternoon and arrived hOme in the early morning
hours.

Several months later my husband, who
Jimmy's stepfather, had the opportunivisi
the deaf blind' progpth.in Sparks. He shared my
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feelings tha5t Jimmy should'be kept at home, and I f Special Education; to the State 'Superintertdent '
was ,glad that my reservations were not just those f 'Public Instruction and his consultants to special
of an overly protective mother. We agreed that it ducation; to tie State Director of Services to the
was our duty to do all in our power to obtain Blind; to Robert Dantona, Coordinator, Centers
suitable schooling for Jimmy near our home. i; arid Services for Deaf-Blind Children at the

,

Bureau
.

I did not expect it to be an easy task to persuade of Education 4f or the Handicapped, U.S..0fLice of,
schdol officials to initiate a program for the Education; to William Blea, Directi/tor, SoutiNestem
deaf-blind children whohe families were Las Vegas Region Deaf-Blind Center; and o a 1441 news-
residents. We started by laying out a plan of action. paper, the 4as Vegds Sun. The responsts I received
I wanted to be prepared to answer as many of the were encouraging. Iwo results especially delighted
arguments as possible that Might be presented as ' and surprised me. The Las Vegas Sun based a
reasons for not starting this very special program. I lengthy editorial on my letter .99,itled "Special
wrote to the Department of Health, Education, Children's Program Requires Top Priority." The

.and Welfare in Washington; D.C., and requested article stated, "This mother is making a legitimate
copies of court cases that pertained to the educa- demand upon the state in behalf of her own child
tion of The handicapped. A number of recent court . and those others in similar circumstances, and
decisions are hplpful in that they emphasize the certainly her plea cannot go unheeded." I consid-
rights of, all children , to have equal educational ered such support from
opportunitits, and, in some instances, stress the bonus in my campaigi
need for community-based programs. I obtained received, a letter that
copies of Nevada's education codes. I contacted Governor O'Callaghan.w

newspaper to be a major
Several weeks later; 1

made me even happier.
ote that he had requester

the ,_Sduthwestern Region Deaf-Blind Center to the Director of the Nevada Department of Human
become familiar with the support services it could Resources to appoint a study team, with one of its
offer tne,schoolssystem. 1 inquired about available major goals being the establishment of a program
space in the existing schools. I researched the to meet.- the needs of my son by the following

of deaf-blind children who had been September. Thejetter was dated May 20, 1974. I
identified in Nevada and in which communities was thrilled; and it did not occur to me to be
they resided. I spoke with s,e'veral parents to anything less than-, optimistiC about there being a
determine their interest in Laving a program in Las local school program for Jimmy in the fall. In my
Vegas.. At the time of rny visit to the deaf-blind naivete I wasoot unduly concerned that- the letter
program in Sparks, six children were enrolled mit,
of. whom four claimed .1.4s Vegas as their residence.
Several other deaf-blind children have since been
identified in the state, but because of the remote -'
ness of some of the rural areas, an accurate count is
difficult, I asked about possibilities for respite Care
so that families would be assured of temporary
relief from their responsibilities. Financial Consid-
erations often make the best possible arguments, so
I obtained figures' on the telative cost to the state
and its taxpayers of. institutional care, foster home
care, _family home care, education, and other
support services. I attended school board meetings ,
to familiarize myself with the attitudes of individ-
ual members toward special education programs
and needs. -I wanted to be as well prepared as I
could be with the many areas that would be
important in planning a new program.

Once the information was collected, ',wrote a
letter, .or perhaps it_might be called a report, as it
was quife lengthyseven pages in all. I sent copies
to each of Nevada's members of the United Slates
Cdrigress; to the Governor, Mike O'Callaghan, to
the Clark County School Bbard and its Department

that had gone unanswered was the one to the local
school board,

The Governor's task force first met to determine.,
a course of tion and subsequently, came td 'Las
Vega_s_41 June. conference was held with 4100l
officials and ministrators and others whose
services owould e required for a program. for'the
deaf-blind. Dr. lea represented-the Southwestern'
Region Deaf-Bli d CenteF and made the trieto Las
Vegas to assure the school authorities of, the
centers support for such a program. I was not
invifed fo attend that meeting, but app gently
many questions, were raised about the avail hility
of other types of support services that . were
considered to be necessities beyond an actual
school program. I received information that some
parents of daf-hlind children had been approached
with questions such as "Do-you real/Y want your
child returned to your home in Las Vegas with
only a few hours a day of relief from his care
Winch a school class could offer?" A second
meeting was "heId for .parents onry. Their actuaT .

needS' and willies were discussed. I felt the general
attitude was one of guarded enthusiasm for a local 1fr
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program: My husband made what I thought vas an
excellentlaoint when heasked what parents would
do should they move to another state where no
residential facility was available and where they
-would suddenly be faced, with the prosaect of
including an almost total stranger -heir very own
child-in heir home Anothei- parent, said that if

. her, child were to live at homer there would be an
increased need for good coordination between
teachers and parental did not want to antagonize
other parents by expressing my views on the
essential shortcomings of any institutidnal-type
,care. In fact, I have- never felt that I ha've the right
to be critical of any family that finds itself, for any
reason whatsoever, unable to care- for h child. I
would hope, however, that families- faced with
what must be` a' most difficult 'decision can be
helped to make their choice with freedonrfrorri
guilt. Hopefully, one of the choices open to them .A.
is that of placing their child in a suitable foster,
home. In his fascinating bSok, Iiirth. Rights,
Richard Farson.kas a chapter devoted to the rights
of 'children to alternative home environments. He

., points out .that mtrely giving birth to a child does
not pecessarily prepare one for the responsibilities-- '
ol being 4 parent to that child and that should

,

parents be ditable or un ling to provide a suitable
environment, th s righti are of first impor-
tance. He sugg is a number of-different arrange
ments that could. be considered p provide proper

- ,
care-for the child.

The final report of the task force was not
presented to the Governor n early as had been
antielbhted. During the summer, months, was
able; to same extent, to maintain contact with the

ee and with sources close top the commit- 1.
s aware of the diminish* possibility that
egas' program specifically for deaf-blind
Would be a reality by, the fall of 1974. My

husband and I had serious discusions concerning
What steps we might take to accelerate -action. He.
ha's had considerable political experience in
nia and Washington, D.C., and fepls that individuals
with causes are Often. defeated by irlitical time-
tables. He believes that they.run out of' time and
resources at the very Aioment that they, siteuld be
forcing an action. He wanted, to ap plies sure on
all thee decision makers who w (*fed' in

. providing schoolitig for Jimmy. Hisgu e ere
very strong, and ordinarily rI would havp defe
to him: but-in thisase, my philosophy prevailed:
patience, perseverance, and politeness-J:41as ,a con-
tinuous stream of lefters,Not th=at I adhere to
of those things all of' the time. For instance, I

.

31111^ t
-became really,anhoyed by one particular letter that -.4104
I, received from a state official, and I accusekhim,
art writing, of using "semantic "' !(expletive
deleted). It was a mistake .in judgment on my part
and did not help my cause. 41, , 4'

In August, 1974, a. nice thing did happen-a
coordinator for programs folithe deaf-blind in
Nevada was appointpd by the, Artithwestern liegion
Deaf-Blind Center..I ,found that'd not only had a
new friend, but also that,' even more impOrtantly,

'here Fas=somghne trying to obtain services for all
deafblind children in Nevada. A school progrir
for Jimmy was high, on her list of priorities. go'
has been in charge ,of the efforts to establish a
program since Governor O'Callaghan reviewed -the

,,task' force report in September, and she wrote to
me that one of its 'several omissions Was "a
complete -description of a feasible program for the

= Las- Vegas area." My initial reaction to thenews
was one of denak. However, there were glimmers
of hope as the Governor, indicated that there would
be a continuing Yvvestigation of the glean, Qf
proyjbding an educational setting for- deaf-blind

.children in". the southern part 4.,the state. He
further suggested that Jimmy shiuld be at domm5--
dated, or to the formation of such a-trogram#
by sore special echication class our commifnity.

A nine old who does not 'attend school--
that i§ alp irig! By the fall of 1974, I was tired of
being penalized for doing what, even the experts
say is the proper p,thin-keeping myochild.in his

_home atmosphere. Atter receiving Governor
O'Callaghan's letter, I waited'a- few weeks, hoping
that the Clark County School Board (II-its:adminis-
trators would respond t the Governor's prod and

thata class would be undfor Jimmy. Their
pplicy of silence toward me continued,. and
wondered if thu thought, that by ignoring me-and
Jimmy and our9legi to needs we would some-,
how disappear. Who e school board did not
iniliatetction -within a reasonable length of time, I

.asked for a conference at the Las Vegas facility for
Mentally retarded yoVsters. The principal readily
agreed to a meeting. Attending- the meeting frOm

_ the school were til1/4 principal, a teacher, and a
social worker; and they had dori4e their homework."
Each one had taken The time to study all (A
Jimmy's availele records. Besides myself, the
coordinator fbr, programs for -the deaf-blind- in
Nevada and the local director of services for the

,blind took part in the .conference. The sehodl was
willing to try Jimmy 'in one of its prams, and we

.who 'represented Jimmy .agreed 14hat the class
under discussioh was, the most :ideally suited to

commi
tee.
a Las
childr
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Meet his ne s. e Southwestern Region Deaf-
Blirid Cente wa prepared to pay the salary.for a
teacher's aide to elp work with Jimmy. /Again I
was excited at the prospect of Jimmy's starting

`school: I soon learile0 4ha't what should be a simple
enrollment procedure can become complex and
can drag on interminabl

y
or at least so it seemed

.p).to me.
Fortunately for Jimmy, he *as getting a few.

hours a week ofvecial attention. Early in the fall I
*placed a notice on the bulletin board of the

departnient at the University. of
Nevada at Las Vegas. I described Jimmy and
explained that we were looking for someone,
regardless of Cxperience, who would be willing to
wgrk w him for five or six hours a week. The
idea was n e but came! from the western

&.1. region iepr tati for the .National Center for
!ik uths an. Adults. We felt as though

'we hitthe jac pot whe a student saw7the notice
and responde Jimmy' for was it freshman at
the University, in her se ond. year of tutoring at
the local schoo or deaf c ildren. She is exce,ption-,

\ ally bright, `creatly mature. I was able to
supply her, *th a considerable amount of reference
mate givi her some starting points in working
with ihrily.'1,had the li t of suggested activities
that was part of the port prepared by the
Evaluation .Center for .Deaf -Blind Childreein
Berkeley, rand I had Our lessons from the John

71qtY CtiniC"' 'CO tifse "for,' plfe'firs" bI"crelif-"B rind
chirdret. In addition, Lgave her various articles By
authorities on the training of deaf-blind). such as
those froinDr: J. van Mk from St..MichiRtgestad,
Holland. 1 algo included all of my workshop papers
from various conferences sponsored by the regional
centers for tha deaf-blind. Next,1 enlisted the aid
of my daughter -in -law, who just turned twenty-one
and is the mAer of two youngsters. As a part of
our basic,family group, she has helped for many

... - years with Jimmy in a -toss official capacity, aryl
. she is obviously one of his favoritelreople. The

outstanding trait of these two young girls is their
endless tience a trait,. that ,,,,I may share as a
mother, b t not' as a, teacher., .lust the few hours a
week the o,girlr have given to Jimmy have
troducgti noticeable Tesuits. For exampl, he now
Listz hi residual vision : by choice. and more
effectively, and ,he finlyy i able to oppok his
&Mb and forefinger to pick iff small objects.

,Jimmy's gains from this limited attention served to
point up his need for a continuous program:

,In January o' 1975, I was told, and then
, received ritten L'ontirmation, tha4 Jirut would

mug

st *n a school programton February 10. The day
. 4

came and went and7Jimmy rem d h e.. The
next date set was . for March 3, an , too,
passed, without,' results. I firm* believ that .`r
Jimmy would still school in0April, and I refused to
be disheartened by what I felt, by then, were on44%

, temporary setbacks. At least all signs ,finally
seemed, to be in our favor. .

And start he did. On April 7, 1975, Jimm ent
his first offiCial day in school in almost three y rs!

stroke of magnificent good luck helped make my
wish a reality.A teacher with experience...with deaf
children had Jecently moved to Las Vegas with her
husband and had contacted the school administra-
tion about possible"openings. She accepted the
pOsition of full-time aide for Jimmy, and the last
obstacle to his attending school was overcome.

The first week, the aide came -to our home each
morning, helped prepare Jimmy for school, and
rode the bus with him to attend the afternoon
session. Jimmy's adjustme was so quick, and his.'
need for a crash training rse so apparent, that.,
schoOl personnel decided t at he could attend class
on a. will:1111May basis, starting his'second week. He
has now been in school *r just four weeks. Every ,
one of us is deliglted -with his progress. Jimmy's ,
first "A" was for learning to walk' from the bus to
his classroom carrying his own' lunch pail. He is-
doing a considerably better job of feoding himself.
He is more int rest9c1 in exploring his environment, -

WslialrY 'arid.' -iiThiry.:ITeWiii$Ferie;ii5671iive16-- 7
commands th are given vesbally and by signing. -
The school physic-al therapist discokered that
Jimmy's left leg is not, only atrophied but is also
almost an inch shorter than his right leg. With'a
built-up sole on his new shoes, his walk is much .
more steady and--he is able to navigate a balance
beam with minimum support. The overall 'attitude '1r

of the teaching staff Seems to,be to view Jimtny as
a challenge and'as a child with potential. And I am
so vary happy, I wish 'there were a bigger word.

. In iecen t months, the 'delays 'in get
started in a school program were increasingly har
for me to understand, but when I feltimpattient, I
could look back at the record andore'ceive a large,
measure of satisfaction; from tip .ga';:ns: We' had . -
achieved. Perhaps even more important than
Jimmy's attending .school immediately is the fa4t"
that a specific clky for deaf-blind,,children has been
included by the 'Clark County S''c"fiOol.13oarclan t
planning for' new programs starting in Sapttnb

,1975 Not only 'will Simmy attend .themew c14i
f but also Las Vegas ptrents whose children are now ,

in the Sparks-. prggrani will have the choice ofp,
6 .

-
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bringing . their children home or having them
continue at the Me 1 Health Institute as their
situations and needs dictate. The children who
remain in Sprks will leave the institute each day,
as their special class will be held within a pub c,
school building, thereby affprdirirthem a measure
of integration into the conimunity:

With his continued intensive ,training, I feel
confident that Jirnmy will make gadis insiew areas.
Except. for puilitig his pants up, 1% does little to
dress himself, which is one goal. Toilet training will
continue until he is in complete control. My
greatest hope is for improved communication.
Now, for example, Jimmy "tells" us his n&ds by
taking a hand and leadifigts owner to the
refrigeretorlo indicate he would like a drink. Our
communications to him ate, if-anything, even more
limited. The day may arrivewhen we Will be able
to remove the locks from Jimmy's bedroom door
and the bolts that fasten our lamps to the tables.
The Only time Jimmy needs a minimal amount of
supervision is when he is swimming, During the
warm, months, he goes out to the pool by himself
and climbs in and out of the water at will, spending
hours each day indulging himself in his greatest
love. We will never know. the full extent of the'
benefits of his swimming, but we are convinced
that it hasbeen of enormous value. f

Our -forts to .Obtaip a school program for
bu$ success Would not

have been possible without the contributions of
many concerned pedple-. 4,7

_ I have-leatped,one fact Arlhe years the more
I card and 'hare-my feelings with other, the more
they care. My enormous desire -that my children
develop theft- potentials and lead good -livei in at
normal a way as, theirattdicaps make possible
seems to create i ti

he same interest in ihcL.manii
people. with whom they come in contact. Ve end
result is help for pe_children in many: ways from
ifia Sources. am especiallygratefUl to Goverrior

'O'C h; the -Lai Vegas Stet, Williazrt Blea,

birecto ,.Southwestern Region Deaf-Blindrenrer;
Linda Beg tie, COordinator of Deaf-Blind Services
for Nevada;,Ken Hely, Director of Services for the-
Blind in Southern N'evada; Jim Verby, Regional
Representative of ,the Department of -Health, Edu-
cation, ancl Welfare, add', clew member of - the
administration-of County school system,
Dorothy Se,gle. Others' Have been helpful, but I-

?

Plr

/
cannot mention all their names, as some/acted

, beyond their "job 'descriptions" because or their
personal conviction that the cause was right.

The many membersof,ou family deserve special
tribute, for each one cot tes sofnething-to, our
ungigue brood. I do not, me n to imply that thef-
are all do-gooders. Not all of theln work with or
dnderstand Jimmy, nor, on the other hand, do
they igiunte himhe is very difficult to ignore. But
we have never had any 9f our children strike or
tease Jimmy. They seem to know instinctively that
he is the defense] ss one, and they treat him with
kindness. Our s cial children also haVe plenty of
healthy, normal ldren from our neighborhood as
their regular pla ates. We do nothingencour-
age or discourage the-ebb and flow of children into
our home, , ,They play with our childien by

., choiceanti isn't that the way it should be?
Special kids enrich °our lives in.many ways. The

many and varied experiences that have been my
de for the past nine years! are my treasures., I
would not trade with anyone; anywhere. Jimmy

".has taught me' the power of love, love that cap ass_,

through the glass walls of an' incubator, that ,can
I touch ,a deaf-blind child closete.rom reality by

the nature of his handicaps.IGustaD Eck*ein wrote
in his book, The Body Has ,a -Head. that "rarely,
but it does happen, a person i,s born both deaf and

. blind, 'from the, beginning heard rk, evil, saw no
evil thought no evil." I am not saddened by a

.. .

nrear-old child who has never.known jealousy,
n ver purposely hurt .anyone in any way, who has
never known hatred. 'He teaches me; and, I have

°found- that there is mach to )earn fiom these
children. . K.

-. , .. i av
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. roctiets will hurtle past distant planets: Valuable
muneral resources hidden beneath forests. deserts,

and mountains 'can be ,mapped with precision
by `using satellites to scan lard are of the

'surface. in July of 1.974:cosmonauts and
astronauts from the Soviet Union and the United.
States" completed a monumental, linkage of SpUe-:
ships-high above the earth that augurs to be both
real and symbolic.
, Science has nike.,it possible to isolate and,
destroy, among billibiis of neurons in the human
brain. those few cells which. give -rise to epileptic
seizures without the wholesale .destruction
nearby healthy cells, but when *comes to under-
standing the compleX _dimensions of -deaf-blind

`children and helping 5hem achieve their unknown
potential, we are far less powerful. Those two
giants research 'and technology -have riot yet pro-
&Ned a solution to the uniquely varied needs of
this rnulltliandicapped population.

Reams of paper would. be needed to catalog the
issues that relate, directly or indirectly, to the life
of the deaf-blind child. Technological advances in
the development or hardware providing-intriligetile-'-
atialogues, nplantation of electrodes into the
occipital cortex for "artificial vision.- and, 04
development of highly sensitive scanning devices to
permit the deaf-blind "to read" tactually are part
of our present reality relating to deaf-blind chi!-.
then.

The economics of rehabilitation show, that the__
more severely impaid an individual IS, the- i-VfF

Research Webs in the Area
.N) Of the Deaf-Blind

William A. Slew
Projestpirrector, Southwest RegionDeaf-Blind Center

and

DanOverbeck
Manager, Sensory Training Unit, ArizonalTraining Program at Coolidge

In-., I

' .
. 4'.

Prediction that are accurate to ,Within a few -1,Sational Center for Deaf-Bliind Youths and Adults
mihis ca be made regarding how closely huge has cooperated with the New Yoriv.University

Deafness Research and Tr4ining Center to deVelop,
and field-test a remotely activated tactile Signaling
device for deaf-blind persons Whiff arid ,others:
973). This device permits conlact to be magi-

tain -with deaf-blind persons -even .when they are
out sight of a $upervisirffi individual.' Testing of
ih ignaUng device is beinguiccoMplished ih both
living and vocational settings, and the firidings of
the study have generated specific engineeling
ficatiods-fthat will . improve 'tilt flexibility and

,serviceabil4y 10'41p system. The educational artpli-
Nbility of theldevice islirofound. Studeibts can be

Perideria--6-r6PelYtrOiMiTMIT
jeopardizing their safety, and teachers can more
,eitly meet the super-visory needs of a group of
students within an instructional setting

,Howtiver, .technology is-still in the development
phase without direct applicability to the daily life
bf all deaf-blind children. Althohgh the amount of
medical research into etiology epidemiology, ,And
incidence of deaf-blindness ippearS to Outweigh
educationally foctised research,. the authors will
not presume to introduce sp9fically medical
findings into this paper. The focus o,f this docu-,-
rrcit is educational research, and the aq thorn will
samarize findings which are immediately. acces,
sible to the educational specialist. 13ecauseoexten-
sive bibliographies chronicling publicatiOns in the
erieral areas of human exceptionaifties can be
readily obtained, thiA paper will be restricted to
-those research- studies in deaf-blind, education.
utilizing deaf-blind populations exclusively.. The r

studies reported are directly related to 'tile inevi-0
table .intent .of all 'interventions into -the lift of a
deaf-blind child the .successful habilitation ofie
child intothe larger community.

4. .4G4

. costly are the educational and technological services
which must be provided to offset the handicapping
conditions That which training may not be able to
accomplish, technology might. For 'example, the.

mo:a,
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Background of the Problem limitations in the quality and quantity of available-

Specialists in the ethication of deaf-blind chit-
information. First, he number of:empirical studies

dren have petltips the most eclectic backgrounds
utilizing deaf-blind children as the focal population
appears. to be extrentely small. Second, very few

of any professionals in special education Not only, true research reports exist to* offer objective
have deaf-blind educators tended to be drawn from guidance to educators. The literature available
a multitude of othi..r.specialrzations g., education

li

consists primarily of case studies, narrative;pro-
of the deaf. edv heation of the blind, and educa-
tional psychology but they also have been obliged

grain reports, or position .papers by workers .q the
field. Third, o the jimitil number of research

ti
to utilize data derived and developed with papilla-

f
reports V,Vich are available, many appear to be too

bons other than deaf blind children The ease with esoteric or- molecular in their roc-us to assist the
, which empirical findings from studies of dea,f.

service specialist in the .day-to-day delivery of

alized to the deaf-blind is simultaneously the field's.
Oblind. or mulhhandicapped pbpulations are goner service

Four.th, potentily helpful reports of
research conducted appear' td have a restricted

grea,test asset and its greatest_ 'shortcoming. That d.

generalization an asset that the 'field Of distribution. Their' existence" is often known only
to a few individuals 9r agcies. .Thi 'denies.

dLit--bitnii education has been able to come a long agencies. S

way .in 3 sliyrt time 1.5y profRing from the specialists who;are dispersenlmoughout the nation
in satellite service centers access to valliable infor-

suct:esses and the mistakes of other spec,ialties: it matron. Fifth. many articles' or pamphlets offer
is a slioricominiz in that the transfer of data has not

"how-to" or "how:vhLdid-it"---etnformation. but
encouraged rew., auto% ativtrapproaches to research few data are presented on dther than an anecdotal,
in 'the F;area of deal;lind education; More impor- experiential basis to substantiate the economy or
rartl; . the 'ready access to successful approaches'in

',

efficiency of the techniques endorsed. Sixth:' while
parallel fields of hutnarl services has lulled deaf- diverse agencies and individuals across the nation
blind educators into what might bea-false sense of

ma actually be conducting research. few are
security The findings of empirical st.ulies with the- y,

reporting- the results of teat research.Irmay. be
deafness, blindness, or other exceptionilittesAre '. that the impetus -for research has already arrived.
ccimplacently accepted as valid when applied to the .but ;hat we are in pe n)idst of a "data lag."

deaf-blind4popul.ation4,' .;).s a r'esult, there is-little or P.411rhaps it is too early to report anything but a few
no ,i-ppirical validation that the, techniques used suc- tentative! ndtes on the. progress of, the research
t-tmrtfoliy,:Wrti.-ot c"tiftfdelVes'.' --Por-totftimite;- the l'i.a.trcfri
priatetechntques for use with a deaf -blind

,With tlie habilitation of the child as the para-
th and Adults includes

each annual' rei3oft a-sec devoted to the
mount objective. to questitcn hylitinds sorely .

research, activities' of .the Center In each 'report.'
needed fir dire Veniceseiceintinciition 'have been progress is desuribed on'the development of.hard-
diverstedinVi academic research projects is certainly .

ware, designed to, assist -the deaf-blind person to
reasonatIle The sighted and hearingworlt.

"SuZ,'kessful education intervention with dea cope with living in
f-

.Fpcusing primarily upop communication aids (e.g..
blind children is the outcOme of sound principles relebrailler. Wrist-Com. the Generareic Coin

and
anil strategies Such strategies ar;.. most effiLi_v_444-iy,

Hth
mimicatiox6Aid), the center's reports Offer enqpur-

4.:cvnornicall de;';t"loptt.1 throtigti caret& Cys- aging Optimism that rdsearch efforts may be' simply
tematic research. Aithout,th,e objective verification

_rded by controile'd.reSeprch dat,Y, Tecialigs
unpublicized.' rather thaii.nonexistent.

ducation and other halidiratiNT services have only Ale autheA, therefore. susptl.0 'that mafty dot

personal speculations or biases to .gt:iide their Lars of scarce service funds may bt 'supeorrin
.

decisrn s' 'in laic planning, implementation. and _programs.that -ate ern,plbying techniques and strafe,.

evalitatroaof services tvleaf-blind- children ;tues of unproven merit a,nd that are operating on

It reiseIrch is so important, how well are w *el. the basis of imprecise-or even erroneous-develop-
doing infprovilin! the educational interventionist mental principles .

1

thei,objettive. informatLon he or she heeds' The Historically: as fe.dezalT snrte, or itcal fiscal

answer is not encouragtrig ,,resources are tkoteried, research area
-.. aiming the first to be curtailed ,Thus. ,at the very,

Research The Pessimistic View time whew 0tting the gr'eatet amount of beifefit

, A review tof research literature applicable to the out of did* available dollar is m9st critical. the

education of deaf-blind children presents six major ine't4ed most likely to identify and develop

1
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nomic; efficient services strategies is eliminated.
AlthOugh a greater resytance 410 curtailment of
research is appafent tod5y, we are now faced with
a dearth of quality information because of past
vulnerability and lesser pribrity. _If we erect the
specialists of the 1980s to be better informed, the
research momentum must be increased now.

. Research toDate
One safe assumption is that efforts to prevent'

Potentially 'handicapping conditions are as valuable
as intervention igcrrts once the condition has

--, occurred. Much Wha&-has been directed to pre-
venting conditions wWassociated sensory impair-
ments. The repo* relating to the development of
the rubella vacs and the resulting incidence
studies (Meyer s 1968-: Goldstein, (968) have docu-

. mented .the need and the effectiveness of specific
immunological approaches in. the preVentiort of
leaf-blindness. The rubella surveillance miblica-
.tions by tile. Center for Dise,as'e Control UDC)

timely, accurate data describing incidence.,
statut.of. national immunology efforts. and special
investigatichls underway that focus on rubella
populations. In this- same vein, the congenital
malformations surveillance publications, also pub,
hshed by, the CDC "broaden the'analysis beyond
the .restricted s'cope of rubella to all congenital
anomalies reported in infants born in three local-
ities .(metropolitan Atlanta. Nebraska, -and north-
east Florida). A stated in the documelltts them-

=_ selves" : data are -collected by special
programs which use hospital reporting systems to
idenyy newborn infants withmallorrhatioils.",

Data- contained in this report are preliminary
and are provided solely Cr n. the mformaiion of
persons'interested in epidemiology of congenital
malformations. Cooper (1968) antic4ates the

idepread use .of successful immunological tech
rtclues the protection of communities against

recurrent rubella epidemics Cilerry. (1974), how-
esent

g hicrdents
i 12inuniza-

did not protect the overall population_of the
co unity. Ile" also describes,.. his concern that

- ';haphazard" immunization' paigrains Could lead to
a greater problem' than that existing prior to the
availability of the rubai vaccine Both Copper and
Cherry .emphasize the need for continuing research
and clevelopMent in, the effort to produce ,a iore
effective vaccine than those currently available .

ever, has doubted the7 success
national rubella "acme program. ci
in which."herd immunity" concepts'

4 *

&ilea tionil Intervention'

. tive in other popu,lati ns of exCeptiorialities, educa-
tion

Using 'principles ich have been proven effecf

specialists have eriiphasized three major con- i
*cepts in,,the delivery of services ,for,hatilitation of

deaf-blind children. Simpi stated, these concepts' ',-
are: .(119 intervIerie as early in theachild's life as ',.
possible; (2) emphasize the development of coin -
pensating sensory skills;' and (3) -focus, on the
development 6f language.and communication skills
as a priority. With these concepts predominating, it,
is not sulprising to find that the majority of
research has.coalesced around these three topics.

the basis of the standard established by deve-
locrtalists such as GesspIt'llg, Kagan, and Piaget

. with eSpect to the ontdgenyof behavior, much
emphasis, has been placed upon early infant enrich-,
ment. Despite the well7eltablished core of data that
support eailk infant enrichment for 'intact infants,

(-Mentally fitlfarded infants,, :bird infants with 'Single
the-authors discovefed no Cm-

pirical evidence that stabs animates the applicability
,of the concept to deaf-blind children' That conimob
sense suggests its relevance is indisputable: What is
disturbing is thatAno objective4viddrice exists A
identify to the infant stimulato h primary needs,
prerequisite skills; or mast immediate' Objectives of
enrichment programming. flowever, position
papers and personal opinions abound. This is not
to denigratethe_excellent jiositionyapers.available_______
to *interested' rg,iders. Mally of them provide
valuable guidancesto'the clinician 'whose client is
deaf and lind However, with the recent findings

-published by Kagan (1974). which call into ques-
tion the "critical periods" concept for acquisition
of specific developmental skills, the lack of empiri-
cal data ideififying the precise 'value .of early
intervention 'with the deaf-blind youngster presents
a troubling question.. if we are willing to generalize
findings in othtr specialties. (developmental,
psychology, physical .therapy, and so- forth) into
wbrk with deaf-blind children, must, we not also
generalize those findings which may call. long-
respected dogmas nito question? Without _data to
the contrary. it seems to thi authors that such must
be the case :

4

V

Sensory Developmerft . lc

Many programs of direct servicles to fieaf-blin
children can be observed that employ similar
techniques (e.g., sensory stimulation). Yet few
researcher1 or reporters he attempted et) define;

)
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in concrete behavioral terms,' just what sensory
stimulation is and what it is purported to do.

-Because of this 4mbiguity, some programs are-tacitly
' encouraged to implement what they assume sen-

sory stimulation to be, rather than what it actually
is, Little- empirical discrimination has been pro-
vided ,between sensory stimulation 'and sensoriper-

' ceptual integration. Yet, the clinician should defi-
nitely know when the use of one technique or the
other-would be more effe.ive. Most programs tend
to employ either a "shotgun" total sensory
approach, while others focus...Tore exclusively upon -
visual or auditory training. !t.,e. Writings of Jeah
Ayres (1973) are perhaps the m t-definitive in her
perspective of integrative lune ons for all sensory
modalities. While stating clearly that much of hpr
work is based upon a hypothetical mcidel of.
arp'usa function (1973)she has been able to
/pro(
her
extens
data contain the only
specifiCall upon, the den b
' Apother area receiving atttn

e concrete data relating to .the efficiency of
chniques. The authors conclulie, rafter an

eview of available rtture that Ayies',
ings focysing.

tl
ion' in sensory

training is That of the tproptioCeptors. Bobath's
techniques of neuro-developmental, treatment have
found popula, appeal in working with the young
Verebtai paliiq child (1962, 1967,Odue to. the
larity of the, theorefical foundaTions of the

approach 'apt' the tangible success typically evi-
ce.d by children Veil/MY fliiiliartictirif fifi OT

phySiotherapy.- As, service programs for deaf-blind
children expand their focus to include the severely
motorically handicappe*child with deaf-blindness,
Bobath-oriented physical therapists are fiequently
called upon as tucatiOnpl adjuncts. Sin& the
physiological strucilires of the deaf-blind childand
sensonly intact child are basically eqliivalent,`the
relevance of Bobath's techniques to improving the
function 'bf the motoriOly lAndicapped deaf-blind
child would seem to very direCt. Mariy Orthe
principles ate based 'upon fife foupdation ,that
adequate postural reflexes -are prerequisite to the
establishment of more complex developmental

An analysis of the benefits, tp be expected
fro Bobath approaches used with deaf-blind

dren should be available before educational
specialifts atte,mpt to 'establish a superstructure of
developmental 'objectives based upon the physio-
therapists' foundation:

Language Development ,

Tice_ production 'of educational materials has
been ongoing since 1970. The peak'is not iimight,

256 is 4
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an'd few refinements have been Made in elaborating
the topics presented at the iiiservice training
.workshops. The result appears to be a collection of
subjectively derived generalizations concerning a
wane variety of perceived educational or social
needs of the deaf-blind child. Despite lengthy
bibliographies suffixed to the articles reviewed,
empirically derived sources of information to
document the positions expressed appear to be
lacking.

Current Status

After. an extensive review of articles, peatals,
workshop proceedings-, and comprehensive anno-
tated bibliographies, the alit regretfully)"
concluded that empirical research ocusing specifi-
cally upon the development and education of the
deaf-blind child, per se, is practically nil. Because
of this shortcoming in the field of f-blind
/educatioh, the authors' strongly endorse su idized
research program designed to define more clearly
the problems -of the deaf-blind -child and to
delineate more sfilltirictly effective methods of
educational interventions.

, Research should .not, however, be permitted
sacred-cow status. Judicious use of funds and a
disciplined determination to fund with greatest
priority those rescarc'studies which can be defined

system-essential can provide the necessary .

-balancebetweea.r.esearch and.,direr.t,-service
'ties. "Fe thii end, we propose the following as a
'brief sampling of the range of general research
topics with direct service applicability.

Incidence Studies
.

Investigational studies into incidence serve two
important purposes. First, realistic priorities,can-
ot be implemented without an: accurate deter-
mination of the incidence and prevalence of
deaf-blindness in perions under twenty- one'years
of age. ecpnd, the manpower and financial **is-
tics of screening and ide tification necessary to
determine incidence may serves to make state

- administrators and governmental bodies more
awake ofthe scope of the deaf-blind issue arid the
meager support turrently Visual and
auditory screening of all retidents in large state
institutions for the deaf, the blind, the mentally

=ef-.77etarded,and the mentally ilr may reveal a dramati-
cally larger .service population than is currently
described in population estimates. this would help
eleVate the perceived severity of the4peoblem from
the second -class (i,e., low - incidence) status that

'a
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seems to have beep ascribed by .state special,
education administrators and state legislators.

Language Development

The difference of opinions regarding the use of
manual communication has not been an especially
vocal controversy' -The manual methodology is ac-
cepted by the majOrity'of teachers in programs for
the deaf-blind. Teachers appear to be comfortable in
teaching what is known as "total communication"
skills. Unfortunately, adequate -research into com-
prehension of manual -communication by pupils in
the area of the deaf-blind is lacking. Research
might be implemented to _understand better the

\ dynamics involved in ,teaching gross manual signs
'to the deaf-blind child. We need to know how the
psychomotor structures are involved in sending
manually expressive signs and in learning to receive
them without the benefit of, vision. Linguistic
studies- of the deaf-blind sholild be included.
Studies are needed to describe the contribution of
repetition to the acquisition of linguistic skills by
the deaf-blind child. It matters little whether those
skills are manual or speech. Both *ills should

. lead to comrilimication, independence, and self-
expression. A thorough 'analysis of the method of
commurucation must be understood *ore whole
generations of deaf-blind are taught willy-nilly litw
to sign withoui knowing to ..what ,degree they

1

,eliminating or reducing' the behaviors 'have befit
found to be either (14neffective with the deaf-
blind child; or (2) contraindicated because of their
uncontrolled or undefined side effects, Serious
stitches to define' the parameters of SIB (chart the
topography: of such behaviors as eye-gouging,
biting,.and head-banging) are needed. Maladaptive
behaviors diminish the amount of time and energy
available to the child for more constructive
behaviors; and-in extreme cases the SIB so mutir
lates the child that he or she becomes even
more handicapped than before, thrOugh the loss of
residuals sight or vision, amputation of fingers,
chronic skin conditions, and so forth.

Self-abusive behaviors exhibited by many deaf-
blind children might also bear some answers
through research conducted with the severely
multihandicapped child in state institutions for the

-mentally retarded. Can the techniques used to
control or. eliminate negative behaviors for those
children be reinterpreted for application with the
young deaf-blind child?

Educational research on the deaf-blind child has
gone by the wayside for lack of time,' interest,
money, or a combination of all three. Little real
research has been done into the operant condition-
ing techniques used by individuals in working with
deaf-blind Children. The 'application of averse
consequences to stereotypic and other maladaptive

....____sompahenytthecomplexities and yomr91,129:,..,b_eNvipTs,:cif gde-blind children has not -been
guage. Should we be safisTie'd with primitive or
rudimentary com,munication skills by the deaf- Save the deaf-blind child from pseudoscientific
blind?

. .

Efficiency of Intervention Tniques

While literature is avai able describing gains by
deaf -blind children as the result oC specific inter-
vention techniques. fewlarlicles examine the effects
of discrete -techniques in a Jongatudinal fashion.
We suggest that a close, hard, and objective look be
taken at the 'aimamentarium oC epprOacites cur-
rently in vogue in prograrfis for the deaf-klind (e.g.,
behavior modification, total communication, per-
Schulwerk, and sensory stimulation). The outcome
of such scrutiny should be a precise 'definition of
each technique's variables which must be con-
sidered before any iirtplementation occurs, specifi-
cation of the circumstances under which such
techniques.are effective, and especuilly the relative
longevity of training results

Because of the frequency of stereotyPie. or
self - injurious behaviors (SIB) observed rn deaf-blind
children, especially those with loNVer develop-
mental functioning, humane yet effective means of

zeal! The responsibilities ,Of controlling another - .

human being should not be left to an inexperi-
enced, untrained, unknowledgeable individUal. The
need to know what effective'methods are best with
a child who is severely handicapped, such as...the
deaf-blind, has,yet iobesquantified urgent. Infor-
mation is urgently needed that will provide data
from which we can extrapolate techniquesthatwill
lead to more successful teaching, training, or
conditioning of tl deaf-blind child to permit him'
or her to function as an'independertt yotith and
adult.

The develdpment ofivny instrument or tech
resulting from research should be excluded

from the classroom unless a well-trainid and
experiented individual is-present

On the other hand, we must not -shirk oti;
responsibilities to determine wh"icri specific
approaches are most efficient yet humanizing and
what the minimum requirements are that should be
established as prerequisites before paraprofessioeral
and even professional staff members are allowed to

266
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'design acid implement child training programs using
such powerfully controlling techniques. ,.

Serious consideration should also be given to the
resources developed by professionals in other disci-
plines (e.g.,mental torardation,orthopedics; deafness,
blindness, and autism) who have had a number of
years of experience collecting information and data.
Are techniques of auditory training and language sti-
ruulation developed for the deaf also useful with
deaf-blind children? Do studies in mobility con -
ducted'with -blind subjects have direct application
to the mobility needs of the deaf-blind' chile
Seeking answers in the findings of research of other
handicaps may not be wise. We do not know
whether techniques used with other handicapped
children could be applied with success to the
deaf-blind child, but efficient cross-applicability
cannot 6e determined without controlled compara-
tive research.

Criterion-Referenced Assessment Techniques

The proliferation of scales, measures, and evalua-
tion instruments evident across- the country

. demands a greater-determination of the validity
and reliability of the instruments. Special emphasis
should be given to ensure that assessment instru-
ments themselves translate easily and clearly to the
establishment of valid developmental objectives for
each child evaluated: Research defining the varying
utility of the different measures and refornrnimiations-nerited by such. analyses. -

We should no longer be satisfied with selecting
convenient conclusions from our own personal
background and training-programs as relevant and
desirable educational strategies for use with the
deaf -blind children today.

of programs for the deaf-blind to consider the appli.
'cability of paraprofessional teachers in the training
of the deaf-blindchild Unfortunately, perceptions
of paraprofessional- teachers of the deaf-blind are
often oolored by experiences and observatiohs in
other programs. As a result, the administrator may
dismiss the value of the_paraprofessional teacher as
either inconsequential or not worth the 'staff
commitulent necessa to ensure effective, eco-
nomical utilization. Studies of the use of parapro-
fessionals to supplannither than to simply supple-
ment professional teachers in a variety of specific
techniques should be_condtitted. If data are avail-
able to describe how the administrator can achieve
the proper "mix" of teachers and what to expect
from Various,levels of teacher preparation,"service
programs can more easily and confidently gear up
for expanding services_ .

Conclusion

Research resources are legion. We need only to
stimulate, prod, activate, catalyze, and motivate
universities or private- agencies (e.g.;' the Rand
Corporation) whose resources are geared to research
to design, develop, conduct, and coordinate
research studies of benefit to deaf-blind children,"
Following such extensive surveys and analyses of
needs (Kakalik and others, 1974), supporting funds
should be provided to assist in the implementation

cability to pr gram development is sorely needed.
Program e !nation- has, at times, been promul-

gated as scienti research. A rigorous dissection of
program effectiveness, including cost benefits and
correlative training components and student gains,
however,' is not often AIR Into the program.:--

evaluation model, and/post -facto observations-
cannot substitute for .a carefully planned and
executed program with built-in evaluation and -,
dijalysis-coriponents. I,

The review of program evaluatitinsrenorts sug-
gests that most administrators and educitional
specialists consider reporting a failure of a program
design or component something to be avoided at
all costs. The field is thus denied information
regarding which approaches or models of interven-
tion corlistently fail to achieve optimal results.
Ti e -true -test of,scientific evaluation of a treatment
or"technique is always a design which will allow the

s treatment to, fall as well as succeed.
.

Paraprofessional Rather than Professional Teachers'

Limited funding to train-and hire professional
teachers of the deaf-blind has forced administrators

, .
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Wifh the advent of criticism. of educational desirable when you think you are doing well but
programs from outside sources such as Conant and feel unappreciated; when you are in serious

Rickover and the "big business" atmosphere gener- trouble; or when someone with authority over you
ated by the presence of, and competition for, insists that you be evaluated." Clearly, evaluation
federal funding, evaluation has become a vital part from th6se supervising can be a very threatening
of the educational system. Procedures- for evalua- undertaking. Outside pressure groups and parents

tion have taken many forms. The comparisbn df a who are unhappy with the school's product' or
student's progress on standardized achievement curriculum also have a definite influence on evalua-

...

tests to the national norms has been used _as a tion procedures.
procedure of program evaluation for many years. Many evaluation models, have been developed in

The use of outside experts to visit and evaluate the response to the need for accoUntability in educa-

worth of a program has also been very popular. tion. Most of the models appear to be based on five

Both of these processes have definite shortcomings .), generally accepted models of educational evalua--- --a.s-inttepeirdent-400w-for-progranv-ovaltiation,,Bac....tiQu;,,. PIL.TY.W.4PY41V4tim1..,g1.9.0),. (1.9._,43);.the

fessionals in special education call attention to the school creditation model (1-960); Robert' Stake s----
dangers of using standardized tests with the stu- countenance model (1967); Daniel Stufflebeaum's

dents they serve. The friend or foe aspect of context, input, process, product (CIPP) mode'

outside evaluators contributes to the extreme (1969); and the methodology of evaluation (Scri-

variability in this method of program evaluation. ven, 1967). .

Certainly more formal procedures are necessary. The purpose, of the earliest reported fOri4
This paper deals with the various evaluation evaluation -Model (Tyler, 1942) vias to measak

prototypes used in general' iducation; those used in -. student progress toward instructional objectives.
evaluation of prOgrams in-areas--of special educa- Teachers and measurement experts specified ribjec- .

tion.; and those most adaptive to; and currently tives for their educational programs and devOloped

used in, evaluation of deaf-blind programs. ......---4,tests to determine whether these objectives were
met. Student progress as ascertained by the testing

Evaluation in General Education procedure quantified the success oLfailure of the .

In educational programming, 'evaluation has educational program. This model tended to foster
trad,knally been viewed from a negative stand- oversimplification - of the school's goals, and cspjec-

point. Somehow, the "healthy," self-study (spect tives, and, by measuring only products, certainly

of evaluation is the last issue that comes to mind. ignored the processes of education. _

Instead, professional paranoia is the usual reaction The school accreditation model was developed
to sukgestions of evaluation. Perhaps this is the by the National Study of Secondary School E,valu-

result of evaluation being recommended or required ation in 1960. The purpose of this model -was to
from outside sources rather than be.ing considered review the content of, and'procedures for, instruc-

a vital part of the development of aprogram. tion through, self-study. The evaluation procedure r

I* In discuSSing ...the topic of education evaluation, was developedby commiAllees made up of classroom

House (1.9.;19 has stated that "evaluation becomes+k teachers and adminisffitors. These committees

_4*
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discussed their educational 'program and made
decisions as to itsveeds, strengths, and weaknesses.
No outside evaluators were needed tinless'authenti-
cation by outside peers was required Ily higher
administration of funding agencies. This Model for
evaluation tended to invrease staff 14adership
responsibility but was time consuming and gener-
ally ignored the value of outside viewp.ointS.

The countenance model (Stake, 1967) was
designed for reporting the ways different groups of
people considered the value and corttent of a
program's curriculum. In this model outside groups
(Stake used journalists and social psychologists) as
well as teachers and administrators were asked for
their opinions and judgments about what should be
included in a school's curriculum. Through. this
process evaluators could extract a general view of
the program and ,Fould gain insight into the
conflicting expectations of groups that were
affected by the program content. A specific risk in
using this model is that value conflicts tend to
surface, while the cause of conflicts is generally
ignored. *

The context, input, i process, product (CIPP)
model (Stufflebeaum, 1969) was designed to facili-
tate rational, and I continued decisiop making in
program evaluation. Stufflebeaum presents four,
stages of program development and desciibes the
need for assessment or evaluation at each stage.
Context evaluations would be determined when a

''15foje"et Ts V el rir ill al.; a: 'rho' evaluator would
attempt' j.o assess the needs Of the proposed -

program as well as the . underlying problems in
program development. Input .evaluation would
provide a descnption of the capabilities of the
program, human and material, 'to determine
whether or not the stated objectives for the
program could be met or if the desifed activities-
were feasible. The next step of process evaluation '
continues through the tenure of the plogram.

iAreas of strength or weakness are identified and
key events vital tom the program are recorded. In
product evaluation, the final stage, the determina-
tion is made as to whether or not the program
related well with its stated objectives and whether
the program should be connived, be modified in
some direction, br be terminated. For product
evaluation, Stufflebeaum suggests the use Of a
process chart depicting the role of evaluation in
echicational change. This chart is used to illustrate
change, beginning with research and leading
through development of the innovative idea, diffu-
sion of information, and adoption of educational
change. For each stage of the process, Sniffle-

beaum lists the agency involved, objectives for
change, process of change, and criteria level to be
reached before moving to the next stage.

Scriven's (1967) lengthy discussion of evaluation
deals with the subject from a philosophical stand-
point, His concern is the.need for evaluation and .
its formalization from a variety of standpkints,
includidg who should conduct an evaluation and its -
form. A definitive procedural model like .those of
the four models previously discussed is not pro-
posed. Scriven does, however, address the various
rationales and procedures that are traiiiitionaily
used in an evaluation process. He makes a strong
argument for evaluation as an integral part of a
curriculum.

Based on these five .Todels, a host of evaluation
designs have been develo ped for use with specific
programs (Atkinson, 1967; Dyer,1969, Hammond,
1968; Pohland, 1969 and 1970; and Wallace and
Shavelson, 1970)

Program Evaluation in Special Education

Little reference to program evalifation in the
various areas of special education can be found in
the, reference literature listed at the conclusion of
this' paper. Programs that report their eva)nation
procedures appear to have included them because
of federal funding requirements.

The Institute for Development of Educational.
Auditing reports a study of prograins Jor trainable
mentally retarded (TMR) children in Jacksonville,
Florida. (1972). This study atterppts to identify
cost factors in the attainment No! educational
objectives with TMR children. Teachers in the
program wrote educationtl objectives for all stu-
dents. The teachers also estimated the number of
objectives_ that were achieved by each student. The
program administrator reported the total cost of
the educational program- and the total number of
pupils in the program. From these data the average

,cosh per objective and objective achieved per pupil
were determined. This system was informative and
useful. However, the need for teachers to receive
inservice training to.,write appropriate performance
objectives was noted as a definite consideratiqn.

McDonnell and others (1973) described their
evaluation procedure. for 21- szecial education.
programs, funded-under Title VI if tile Elementary
and Secondary Education ACt, in Oregon. They
ued a-team of third-party evaluatori to'comme t
on, program effectiveness. The determination- f
program effectiveness was based upon the program
objectives set by the teatter,,the -appropriatenest.
of these objectives as judged by the qvalullpr, and
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the degree to which, 'the stated objectives were or
were not met. The sticcess or failure of this type of
evaluation model would depend greatly on the
skills of the teachers in writing approprialt educa-, ,

tiorial objectives and \the familiarity of ,the evalua-
tors with the needs of the students- and the

- , limitations of educational intervention iri,,each area
of exeeptionality.

lnevaluatirig its public school program for gifted
children, the, state of Illinois _(Annual Gifted
Program Eva1aation Report 197' -73) obtained
input from those connected with the prograM
through the Ilse of a ratingjorm. The "Rating
Evaluation Form" ( 1973) was completed by thcAe.
persons involved in the program, including the
teachers, the reimbuesemeht director, the 4dminig-
trator, and parents. Each evaluator \was asked to
state his or her number of contai i. with the
program, noting those perceived as Most beneficial
anckthose least beneficial. From these data, charts
were developed for rating each section o..--the
program. Using the data obtained from this
approach, persqls responsible for educational pro:
grams can get input for evaluation from different
points of view, thus obtaining a. comprehensive
'view of progLam needs and strengths. Schrock
(1973) reports a .sirrrilar 'approach to evaluating a
krogram for fired chip eansiof vchecklist
Ftralua ion form. This approach'ce ainly may
the ev luation in faitor of the person or-persons
compiling the rating form.

MQores and others -( 1973.) conducted a lengthy
it

.

study of preschool programs for hearing impaired
children throughout the United States..Their ev41u-
ation, however, was based'on a comparison of the
performarice- of -student groups that received'
instruction by means of different methods. No

-evalliation of the educational effectiveness within
each program was reported.i

`Brill -(1974) has developed a comprehensive
"Self-Evaluation.Seule for Residential Schools for
the Deaf." In this scale hedisti items that are yital
to the Vperaborr of a residential school, dividing

_ responsibilities into the .areas of administaration;
school orgAization, including faculty, educatitnal
and voCarconal programs; dormitory life extracur-
ricular programs,: health program; and the main-
tenance and operations department, This evalua-
tion scale would be useful in identifying area of
need within a residential school program. However,
the instrument was not designed to measue
'program effectiveness, and it could not be cisedfor
that purpose. _ .

.

Progr (1911) calls attention to the confusion in
the field of learning disabilities and the need for
consistent an(1 fornial progrIrn evaluation. A ease. is
made against the golly of continued Model-building
for adoption /o each area of exceptionalit roger
suggests the -establishmentof federa y fun a,
nationwide evaluation centers *that would e

responsible, for the development and adminisUa-
tiOn of an evaluation scheme to be u$41,fiorn the
local to the national level.

Rating scales have been used tO`evaluate student
performance and thereby Roviee certain data
related to program evaluatiorr. Balthazar (1972)
_dev*ped a scale to evaluate the performance
behivior of institutionalized mental retardates.
Program evaluation pfotedures used by Balthazar
were based ou a comparison of two ratings of the
population, one 'at the beginning-of the program
and the seconfi after a determined period of time.
Positive or rregatiVe second ratings were lased to
determine progratn effectiveness, Programs vfele
redesigned -or modified An the basis of data that
were obtaintd in this manner. - .

Tweedie (1974) Modified a scale developed by-
Curtis and Donlon to rate the behavior of deaf-
blitid - multihandicapped children. Persons who
Were familiar with deaf-blind children made judg-
ments a to -posit4ve or negative behaviors exhibited
by4a low functioning, ffeaf-blipd child and about
the relationships of the, behaviors to learning. A

-WefefitchiStibtr Was made that for an extended--
period of time .(fclur years), behavioral Awl*..

could be recorded by means of a 'Videotaping
procedure and could bCcharted to show program
effectiveness for an individualdtudent.

,*+ / .

Evaluation in Programs 4 '1/21if the*DeafBlind.

Evaluation in the area a prograrng for the
deaf-blirld has taken a_ slightly different direction;
than that taken in either ,general or special edueo-
tioriFormal models for evaluating tams Kaye
net been used extensively. Currenffr,however,

-many regional centers are in tAt preeess of
developing evaluation, tools to use throughout the .

states located within their region. These tools will
be used to augment or replace the individualized
evaluation prpcedures currently in use.

In the area of programs fbr deaf-blind,,program
evalugfion has involved (14 the use .of outside
oeperts/to visit a program, critique its strengths and
weaknesses, , and make recommendations for
khan 4 to the program's administrators; and (2) the
use f a teacher-made. or standardized rating form
cfetig d to chart indTvidual child performorice over

,,, __

.
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61. a specified length of time. This rating of individual
children in programs for-the deaf-blind grew gat of
a mandate from the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped, U.S. Office of Education, Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, stating
that ,`child -by- child" evaluation plans were needed
for all the students served by programs using
federal funds. Some states also require by law the
use of a child-by-child evaluation plan. With this
emphasis on individipl children, it is understand-
able that the deyelepmeit of evaluation procedures
was influenced to Mat in this direction.

k notable contribution to evaluation of pro-
grams for deaf-blind children has been made by the
Teaching Research Division- of the Oregon Systeip
of Higher Education, working under a subcontract

' with the N'Orthwest Regional Center for- Deaf
Blind' A curriculum based on an individualized
evaluation system has been implemented in many-
of the programs in this region :.Developed by Dr.
Victor Baldwin and his associates, this program_was
initially prepared for use with retarded children
and has been adapted for use with deaf-blind

ildreti. The program is. based on taxonomical
structure for c?mmunkation, self-help, and
psychomotor skillS'arid includes a set of criteria to
determine- degree of sucdess on the part of the-
student. The forms and procedureS for recording,
and aggregating achievement are included so that °`

Atj5_ iiroyides 'a high level. of current and_
cumulative data for each child. centra} file is
maintained on all 'students as a means of,tracking
their progress. Data are available for any desired..
aggregation; e.g.,' for an individual, student or

-4- groups of students or ,for a single skill org,foups'of
skills. 'Program personnel: particularly .teaching,
staff,(have reacted plAitively to thifutilization of
this detailed curriculum and to theivaluation"data
generated, by the system.

While formal evaluation toots, when used, vary
to a considerable degree, procedures for evaluation

appear to be-consistent throughout the regions.
Evaluation teams typically visit a program, observe
the educational and administrative components,
and make verbal and written recbmmtndations
concerning their findirks:

Regions- using outside experts for evaluation
van' somewhat in the makeup of their evaluation
tears. NuintArs of p ri n's on evaluation teams are
fairly consistent, usuall two to four members.
Most of thk persons eta for'membership on
evaluation -teams are eachers, administrators, or

- university'professo- illedin the-areas-of working
with tht' deaf-blind. Occasionally, persons whose

18--75853
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training' s in evaltiation,as a -discipline are used as
team members or as consultants for the purpose pf.
developing more formalized evaluatiOn procectures.
Frequtilly, a member c4 the regional centerstaff
seems on theevaluation team. If, the region has a
person wit ated 'responsibilities in evalua-
tion, thati iv al usually 1erves as an.evaluator.
Ma al o clufle a person- from, the.
prog evalu Ad, if possible, a person
from outside ,the re One region uses a three-
member team, VA+ to members being skilled in
diagnostics and vine as an educational specialist.
Another region, using a two-mamber team, selects
an inclividilai who is experienced in education for
the deaf-blind and one, withexperience in program
administration and budgeting. ..

Evaluation procedures of four regional centers
will be described to illUstrate the various evaluation
formats. These four re ns are exemplary with
respect to-. the manner which regions are
attempting to formalize t eir evalu_ation processes. ,

New Filiand Regiterr

The New England Region Centeffias developed'
a deaf-blind child plan (pages 266-269) that, is
prepared for eachAild served within the region.
Basically, this phase of the evaluation mess
consists of a data collectiori instrument of foal'
sections: a biographical' data sheet, a family- pro-

--grain-data.sheet vre-baseline- data-sheet and avals
and objectives outline to be completed by rrson-
nel, from the program se tp.e child. The
biographical data sheet is rcilepleted when the
quid enters the program and is updated with
information pertinent to, the education of that
child. The three other sections are comple*d each
year` that the chilcirreplainrril a program within the
region. Copies of the child plan are sent yearly to
the regional center. In this way program informa-
tion isobtained on each child in-the region.

Sduthease.Region

Evaluatiton procedures, for the Southeast Region
Center are wgil -delineated in the form of guidelines
for teams that conduct on-site visits to programs
(pages 270 and 27 I ). Two - member valuation team
visit each federally funded program. On the last
day of their visit, they report their recommenda-
tions to the persons responsible for the program's
administration. Two Aks frOm that date a
written report is sent to the regional center: On the
basisof the eValuation- teams' recommendations and
the written report,:decigicins are made concerning

Y"
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s
program merit and trApse cifIc procqiura-' if
any, in need of AnoliifieStion.

-
TbeSouilieast Region Center is also planning an.

alternate evaluation proceure. Basically, this alter-
native procedure it oul&invOlve selecting' tudenti
randomly from the d registry i8 svarious
itiates andAvaluating th 41d-by-child plans corn-

. eted on' aaW stud These data could then be
added to ,ongoing e aluation information at the
local, stare, and regionl levels. -

. South Central Itegl4

The South Centr Regtori Center completes a
exalt, ion using the Callier-A-..-ula

le for young .Children *and the "Behavioral
Sumnyfy": (page-272 -274,1for older students in
prevocational and vocational programs as one
phase of progiatn evaluatioi. In addition; entire
programs are evaluated using the "Goal4iiittainmerit,
SC;alem'. {pages 275 -277) an evaluation, measuilp

-dIfloped by the Sotith Central egion Center. In'''.
the use of. this instrtjment,' 15rogVams are.evalNited

CO
quarterfy in Seven, as of concern- medical

_ diagnosis and evaluatio lational assessment
and

.

evaluation; chitd-bort pl rting of goals and4---
ctivities; ancilrary services the edu'catiral

gram, including 4physical ther y, occupational,
th rapy, and' recreational therapy; fatntly,seiryiieS;
-Census i9forma4on or registry; and.coritinuation of t
services for each child served by rhefprogram. ash
area is rated with weighted values from a to a '

+2. A total score is -then il?jained erly for
It each .,2ro'gram. TV "Goal Attar ment Siale's is

con-iMted th.f.direpfor of tt rogram being _
evaluated andty a perSo3 from 6b egional center:44.".
Upon VripistiOn of the scale; comparisons are'
made of the two zatings differepces,in ratings .

are. found, these difference .servo as 4,6
basis forfurther desecislicin. Rating each.. grogram1,
on a .44'terly basis .preAles humerical '

i1lurative at program achieverqcnt in reaching
slated goals.:

wr

S

developmentpf, a state -evaluition-planni4 cOM-
Nittee. 'This coomitteee made pp of persons
tiPrresenting' the:Tatate, patend;- professionals,
administration,. ant! teachers, would, provide a
summary of information about the status of their
state's continuum of scitvices for deaf.blind individ-
uals. The target date far the .completion or
development.. activities is projected for 1980.

aptipok-s (1975) ago pr&ides a proposed planning
model illustrating service implementation from
direct cOntaect with the Child- through the state and
region /o contact witti the Burciu of Educattn for

Handicappeg. r

The Status of Evaluation Procedures for
"Programs Serving Deaf-Blind Yotith

The variability in the Composition of grogranA
. sery g ileaf-blind children has inhibited the identi-

ficarTon iirflPhy one evaluation procedure as being
the correct method' The location of a program (in
a school for the de; state institution Tors the,
mentally retarded, or 1.6ublk school) as well as the
number of students served by that istgram of
4ecessity dictate its resources in-terms of personnig.
and m'atarials available..To demand that jail pro-

ams regardless of size be' e luated Using a
andardized iiiisitrum'en,t could ce some at an

extreme van,t'afe . .

Tha. development .of evaluation,. } Procedures
appears to be a high priority in all regitinal seaters
serving deaf-blind children. Fair and consistent

thods desigha,d to aid and improve services to
ktilind indiyitivals characterize the goats of

thesioatteinptP at Oandardizea measures: All the.
informationtbtained on the development of evalu-

411io :arproteciiires by the regional 'centers- S41o.ws
connirted effort to provide _improvement in

ality of, service rather (hap evaluation for evalua-
--tion's sake. A 'contin'uation.- of e,,f4gits. in_- this

lirectio0,aveg, yie Axt several years Seerttristite ,
likely. ;- , A

, 4

The Mountain Plains Region Center 4tas a Afoll'
d,elineated approach to evaluation using both 'a
ttrikI 13 -child plan Aid approgarr sr rnmary report
(page' 278,401hd 279). Thecomponents-for bot e

,ehild plan and 'summary, reper- t ,krere the resu
InpUt frornt'vti*s teaCherS'; 'Oftes, specialists,
parents, and ,administrators in programs for deaf-.

nd`childrekkvithin,,,the region (.Brooks, 1975). In
nOgrap7on the tonlionents of an evaluation
within the, region, Brdoks (1975) outlined the

: .
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Deaf-Blind Clwild:Plan

- Biographical Data .

Note: , It is, intended that the information contained on this sheet be limited to`that winch identifies the
child and family and/or may be impoi'tant to the persons writing, reading, or carrying out the goal(s)
and objective(s). For in-depth information supporting these comments, refer to the child's file*

lirs)

ems

34344, *** * * te 41 4%* 4, 4,

Date submitted w

Cqd-'s name Agency

a

f Number Street Number Street
. .

7 f..

Town /city . State ZIP
a

Towu/city- State ZIP
411

D 0 13 Sex Date Of admission into deaf - blind program
-. , ,,

- .Etiology. )

i.

General statement regarding ruch of the follOgying: (Use reverse side, if necessary.)'
Hearing:

to'

Vision:

Other hanOicapth: - '
Miscellaneou (i.e% medication, physical limitations;abergies, andso forth):

' s
,. .

4 e :
9

. -. .

Parent/guardian

Telephone number
.

Pertinent family infbrmatton

266

MM.
1.0

27

Aldress
Number Street

TovirAi4city State ZIP

0

ft

11
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Deaf-Blind Child Plan
e

Family ProgItm Data. .

Child's name

Datesubmitted

fi\

Agency
. rr

.01 'Family (natural, foster, or guardian) Ir41);emgn4(in such areas as training, counseling, respite care, home
visits, and so foith). Should no family involvement exist, indicate. accordingly.

#

V":

-rr

..

0

f'
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Deaf-Blind Child Plan

Baseline Data

. , - A, °

.

Child's name

DevehIpmental Area

4

Date submitted

Agency
)

. . r 1

Baseline data (brief statement-of ,Present functiouing level in 'tills developmental area, including how level
was ascertained. In all reporting periods subsequent to the first one, this'statelpent should be,related to
val(s) and objective(s) of previous period.)

A' .

a
- a

I

1:

a

*Goals and objectives. for uur purposes. tall within sPetific deVelopmental areas- such as (but not limited toilocial behayspr, Self-heliemotor.
csimmianaciartgek,c9griitive, academic, vocational, and sensory Please indicate to which area this sheet applies. f .

b
C

. .. 'IAPh
e .. A .. 0 :
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*
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Deaf-Blind Child Plan

Outline of Goals and Objectiv

Date subm bed

;

4
4

. , .

Chil d's name Agency i
i *

.- i' ' . . .. ,
.-

Develocfmental area
r-

(
. . . e

t . . ,

`Gbal(s)an;1 objective(s) following a grief statement of each goal related to t
4

his developmental area, indicate
the specific objectives planned to accomplish that goal. ..

4

Calendar period (month Id year)
.

4

I
r_ 4-

. ..

r t":

.

4

I

S.

f

I .
s ,

*Goals and objectives, for our purposes, fall within specific developmental areas such as (bat not limited to) social lietiavior, self-help, motor,
communectition,cognitive, academk, vocational. and sensory Please indicate to sViich area thisoslret applie1.

...

. , 1

,' . t ---- , - s . .7. :
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Guidelines' for SiterVisit Teams

Ideritifieffien. ontaf-Blind Children:" ,

4

1. Flow many deaf-blind children is the program Currently serving?
2. What procedures does the program utilize to obtain the naines,of potential deaf-blind children?
3. What are the procedufor determining if a child is deaf-blind?
4. What are the procedures for adding' a tleaf-blind child to die regional register, and -what type of

information is included on the deaf-blindchild and Wilily?. .

5. What are the proiedures,for removing a dtaf-blind child's name from the regional register in the event
of death, movement of the child fromIthe region, arid so forth? .

... .

6. What procedures does the program have for early recognition of deaf-blind children as soon after birth

as possible?
.,-` 0

.,.
Comprehensive Diagnostic and .kvaluative Ser*Vices: 2 .

I. What proceduses does the program have for 1urpistt g dear:blinth childrentfnd ter families initial
diagnos.tie and evaluative-se ices? .

. Do all children receive prompt initial crragno\stic anti evaluative services?
.....

3. Is the information provided in the diagnostic and evaluative report used to develop an individualized

service program for the deaf-blind child and his or her family? ,

4. WhavP procedures does the program have for systematically reevaluating modifying individualized
9

service programs for the deaf-blind child and bis.or liter family?
5. Are-deaf:blind children receiving reevaluation services on a regularly scheduled basis?

6. Where does a deaf-blind child within this program receive diafriostic and evaltiative services and
reevaluation services? flow far do the deaf-blind child and his or her family travel for such services?

ryI-- -' 7--- ' -...- -.-- . . . II
,- Ide tificatiTon OfResources-Available to De -Blind Children:

. WIrat procedures does the program have for looting and identifying services for deaf -blind children

0 within theii- immediate area? ,
. - ,

2. What procedures are used to notify the regional center of these services and what type of information
concemirigthese services are provided.to the regional center? -...:,

3. Are these services. once identified. appropriately utilized to provide services. for deaf:b4ind childred
based upon the individualized service plans?'

Programs for Education. Adjustment, and Orientation
4 % .1

, 1. . How long lii.- the pro rani been in operation? -,

2. Whit sources of funds does the program utilize? What are the amounts? . ,

3. Is the program making attempts to secure state, local, and other funds in additioWto federal-Agonies'?
..: 4 __ /

.4, HOw do sources Of funds this year compare to last year? : _ .
. - ....

/
5. Does the program furrksh the regional enter with informatiOn concerning 'staff? What type of

.. ,
informatiortb*proviN? .

,
, , - , , , -

* 6. What- serdcestdoeS the program provide for inservite education? Does this consi`st of workshops,
seminars. or cOlege courses for credit? ' -- .'.

.-... . .-
Effective Cortkultali've Services:

..
...

? ,

' :..- I. services provided by the program ,to, determine the needs Of the families of deaf-blind children?
' .01412. How are these services provided?, r

. --. ,

'..

2. Are services provided to reevaluate these needs? How ate the'se services provided?
,

3. Do families of all deaf-blind children 'receive these services? .. , ..
4.'Wtnat pfocedures 1ojs She program utilizc to identify and determine the tves of. services other

,agencies can tirovide for the 'familie's of deaf-blind children? ,
1

'II* ., 4 I
.

5. What procediires" does the program have for ntStifyirig the regional center of such services. 4nd what

, type of informiiti(?n is furnisheci;t9'the reguiiicynter? *
674,04..re these services, once identili , utilized to rovide sery o e'families of deaf-blind children? "; . .'

t
, /'' i ' ._

... , 4

*
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Identification of Children Nut Served:

I. Have children in the area been identified as deaf-blind who are not currently receiving services?
2 Why.are theseChildren not receiving services?
3. What services are needed for these children?
4. What procedure does the program have for notifyilig the-regional Centor of such cases? -

Coordination of All Community Resources:

I. What services are available within an area, to refer -deaf-blind youths and adults for services?What
leyel?
d with other servids within the area?

How many and with what agencies? Has the program provided the regionaL center with copies of these,
cooperative work agreements?

3. What services does the program provide 'for deaf-blind children4vho reach,twenty-one years of,age
while in the-Program? ,

os

Disseminftion of Information.

1, What procedures does the program have for notifying the public, other local agencies, state, regional ,
and national,tigencies of the type of services provided deaf -blind children and their families?

2. Does the program furnish information for inclusion in the regional newsletter?

innovation and/or Demonstration of Services

techniques for providing services to d eaf-blind' .

lir

services are av?ilableat the state level, regional level, or nationa
. '_.'Does the .program have cooperative' Work agreements establish

1. Has the program developed any new or improved
- children and their families? .- #

2. If so, was the-regional centenotified? ,'

3. Was this new or improyedtechniquither described in wntaig or_preSented at a workshop?'
, ., . , .

Identification of Federal, State. and Local Resources: -. -

1. boQ the program provide the-reglonal eenter,TcrOmpl and accurate information of 'federal, State. 1ocal
, and othM- sources of funding utilized in the operation of .the program?

2. Does the progracia furnish the regional center with other types of information needed for program-
planning and evaluation' .

, .
Child-0y -9111 fid:Plan ,

,

, , :,.

1. Does the program }lave criteria and procedures established for'self-evaluation?
2. Is the regional center-provided with appropriate reports?

or

Research.

1. Is thz program Currently' doing any resear'ch''
2. Are area, of research,intcrest identified by the, prberam's-stafr,'

.

t



Behavioral, Summary

Ta Be Used with Deaf-Blind Individuals in Prevocational/Vocational Progra s

,Cyeneral Information_ - c==

- Agen4cy Client's vision

Client's name Client's hearing

Date 'of Recorder
Date

METHO

Sign to
Fingers
Speech
Written
Braille
Pictures

LA.NGU

Recepti
,Express
Recepti'
Expzess
Commu
Ufiderst
Carries
Learns

III. USE
Eye -han
Eye -fie
Uses yis
Uses vise

IV: MOB LI

Fine m
re

Mobility
Travels
Uses pu
Is a roue
Travels'

'Recogni

V. INDEPEI

v't;ailet
Croqmi

'Persona
Ability

.- Ability
Coakin

.,27e

None Poor Fair Avg. 'Exc..
.

) OF COMMUNICATION / .
e

guage

,,

.

,

)elling .
r

(auditton or vibration)
.

.-
v r

GE

vely understands.words or.phcases

. ,

/

ively uses, words or phrases
.

,

vely understands sentences
,--.

._..

ively uses sentences
nicates needs in consistent manner - , ___.,

ands directions .

.

Ai discussions -- -

iew words or concepts quickly : 11,'

RESIDUAL VISION (if applicable) .
.

d coordination .

,

t coordination
_

.. i .

ion to perform.work tasks = .
,

ion for mobility
,

.

ptor coordination . ' ,

.

tor coordination .

s immediate environment .

, on the Job ' . .

to aqd_crom work independently

-

Mk transportation
:e traAler . v

:

independently
zes and reacts_properly-in emergency situations

.

ii
4DENT LIVING SKILLS

abits

.

,
.:-

-.0

---...
,

. ,

I hygiene %

eg

.
to Uleci clothing

. .
1

tO maintain clothing
.

hp.



V. Independe
. Ability'to

. '-'-Eating ha
Ability .to
Ability.

VII. CONCEPT

Understan
Ability to
Understan
Knowledg
Problem-s

VII. WORK H

Attendaii
' Punctualit

Discrimizi
Ability to

_Works wit
Works wit
Performs

modeling
- Follows di

Locates ar
Understan
Understan
Performs
Adapts to
Transfers
Quantity
Quality of
ConsiSten
Safe work

-.
ITIOCIAL-E

Control of
,Accepkan

reinforce
Uriderstan

hmttatio
Frustratio
Ac-Celitabl
Dispositio
Accepts c
Setect;am
Willingnes
Reliability
Patience
-Sense of h
Self-assert
Desire for
Desire Ilpr

it Living Skills (Continued) -. - s

maintain living facility

.
.

_ _

)its and techniques , --,

use community, resources
.

, ...
.

shop. independently
.

DEVELOPMENT

ding of money concepts
-.

. \

.
,

. .
manage money' .. .

,

ding of time relationships ,

e of simple arithmetic. .
.

Y

Diving ability

BITS

.e . . . ..

1

y
rtes using, all available senses

_

organize
h minimum oftlistractibility

,

hout constant supervition
,equential tasks after demonstration and ,
,

,

. .

. ..

.

rections
id uses work materials
ds routine in work situations
ds changes iii worktituations
epetitive tasks independently
work variation

.., .
earned skills to new tasks
)f work
work
rate of speed. - A

i
habits .

MOTIONAL ErEVELOPMEN`f
I _

negative behail'ors
..

.

,

,

e of physical contact andlactile
meet

.

ding and acceptance of own capabilities and.

-is ,
1 tokranIce .

expression'of frustration and anger
n and attitude

Ai

.
iticismiind directions ...
ong alternatives; makes decisions .

.

_
; to lea rn . ,

.., .

. i . -.

1

ri .u tor
. _

...

on and comPtiliveness , .

__..

independence .
.

._

approval of others--
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VIII. Social-Emotional DeveloptUnt (Continued)__
Feelings of being a contributing individual
Acceptance of realistic dependency needs
Interacts appropriately with others.
Forms friendships
.Respect for others

274
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\

AI

.

.

so

None Poor Fair Avg. Ext.

, -

t .

w

.

I

-.0

i
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Goal Attainment Scale

GENERAL INFORMATION'

Prbgram

Person completing form

POsition in program

Date of review

SCALE

-Ist quarter Expected Coal Attainment Score
2nd quarter Expected Goal Attainment Score,
3rd quarter Expected Goal Attainment Score
4th quarter Expected Goal Attainment,Seore

; A'ctu Goal Attainment Score _

cActu Goal Attainment Score
_; Actua Goal Attainment Score

; Actual. Goal Attainment Score +4

'Scale; eontains weighted values from +2 through 2. These:are broken wn (+2) best anticipated results, (+I ) more than
expeeted.lev.ef, (0) expeCted level:(-1) less than expected level, (-2) st OnfavoralSre results. .

l

4
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Goal Attainment Scale (Continued)
1 a

2

Value Family services
r tRegistry .-

I.

/
.

Continuum of services

2

1

0

+1

+2

.

,

Admission interview. Family assess-
ment.

/

Admission interview. Family'plan.
Referral to resources. Social work
counseling. Interviews semiannually.

Admission interview. Implementation
of family plan. Coordination of re-
sources. Social work counseling. Inter-
views quarterly including home visit.
Parent group meeting or Arkshop
semiannually. .

Continued family counseling as in-
dicated. Continued case management. .
Regular parent group meetings or
quarterly 1+orkoshops. Initiation of
parent-action(giOnps.

.

Continued family counseling as in-
dicatect. Continued-case management.
Regular parent grop meetings or
workOlops. Sibling group meeting .

semiannually. SociaVorker as part
of the teaching team.

, .. ,
.

.

./ ' .

.

.

*

.

- -

Na \and birthdate spmitted to
regio* center.

Gompletregistry form submitted
to regionatenter:

..
A

Complete regist form.submitted to
regional center with current informa-
tion. Ongoing new ref:el-rail toregion-
al center on registry form.

i
Registry infonikatiOn updated semi- _.

. annually. Clarification of incomplete
data. Ongoing new referrals to region-
al center on registry form.

.
Registry information updated quay-
terly. Clarification of incomplete data.
Ongoing new referrals to regional cen-
ter on registry form.

.

.

4-,
4

4,

No information'on previous services.
No planning for IWO: services.

Partial information on pro,tous ser-
vices and/or plans for future service.

.
Complete information on previous
services and plans for future service.

. ,

/ i
,e/ Continuing services during transfer of

child from previous to present or
, future placement.

,

Full range of service options outlined
and available.

. -

/

.

tis
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4
Goal Attainment Scales (Co

Medical diagnosis
Value and evaluation

4

2 Medical diagnqsis not
current.

1

Educational assessment
evaluation -Child-by-child plan Ancillary services*

6114e.ilical diagnosis current.
Recommendation made.

Medical evaluation and
treatment.

+1 Medical Plan. Treatment
completed Follow-up on a
routine basis.

+2 Medical Plan Integrated in
total service, educational
program.

Callier-Azusa Scale.

Ca liter-Azusa Scale Vidto-
tape protpcol.

Callier-Azusa Scale. Video-
tape protocol. Summative
evaluation quarterly.

Callier-Azusa Scale. Video-
tape protocol. Summative
evaluation quarterly: FOrm=
ative evaluation.

Calker -Azusa Scale. Video-
tape protocol. Summative
evaluation quarterly. Form-
ative evaluation. Records of
informal observation.

Teachec.planning of sched-.
ales of activities and mate-
rials.

Teacher planning of short
term goal's, activities, and
materials.

Quarterly teacher and aide
planning, of long- and short-
term goals, activities, and
materials

Quarterly teacher and aide
planning of long- and short-
term goals, activities, and
materials. Summative eval-
uation.

Quarterly team planning of
long- and short-term goals,
activities, and qaterials.
Summative eilittation.
Formative evaluation.

initial evaluation. No
treatment.

Evaluation and periodic
treatment. No classroom
involvement.

Evalqation and geriodic
treatment. Comifunica-
tion of treatment plans
to teachers and aides for
classroom carryover.

Evaluation and periodic
treatment. Communica-
tion of 'treatment plans to
teachers and aides for class-
room carryover. Periodic
consultation visits to class-
room.

Quarterly team planning of
child's program and ongoing*,
treatmeht program with
teachers and aides or class-
room carryov

1)4ysical therapy, occupatibnal therapy, and recreational therapy
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I,. Diagnostic staffing outcomes which provide initial and periodically updated information relating to`the
child's physical. psychological, educational,or social training, and family situation. Functional and
prescriptive, information should be included when available and appropriate. It was stressed that this
information be summarized and expressed in clear, nontechnical language.

II. EVidence of bastlirie developnittnt for the child which may include the results of initial observations, _

both at school and at home, and a diagnostic teaching period, the use of developmental scales, and the
use of media such as videotabing.

III. Evidence `of the establihnient of goals and objectives foiPthe child which result in staff assignments,.a
schedule -oractivities, assignment of strategies, techniques, or procedures to be tried, and the
equipment and/or materials needgd. It.is emphasized that this procedure be accomplished by a team:
effort, the team being comprised of thoSe people who have worked with, or will be workint with, the
child. This would include family involvement wherever possible.

IV. Evidence of ongoing "in.house" staffing. omp'nsed of the same team members involved in Part III.
This review eff rthe child's status, which would take placeiroutinelymaybe every eigh weeksor
whenever special conditions indicate the need, may result in 'various recommendations, wh h might
include changes in personnel, assignment, parent follow-through, increasing or restricting a ities
and changes in goals, objectives. and strategies. 4k18
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Program Summary Report

1. Brief Program Description Include under this section the following.

A. same and location of program.
B. Short description of program, including current personnel, facilities available for children,and status

of parent-family involvement in program. .

II. Summary of Child Progress

A. Strengths
B. Constraints
Note: In this section the evidence of child growth as reflected from the various plans will proVide the
input for some generalized impression. .

- HI. Proem Recominendations
In this section recommendations would be made for personnel needs whiCh would be strongly
supported by the child data available. SUch recommendations may be for teacher and/or aides, or they
may be for specialist involvenient. ,A rationale should be developed which will show how these
personnel requested will respond to individual child plans rather than attempting to, justify such
requests on the basis of some arbitrary standard-.

NI Inservice and Consultation
The implications for this area of recommendatior1 are open-ended. Such recemmentlatiOlts may include
the rather obviOilis need for staff inservice 'experience or consultation ora need for training physicians
to enable them to provide more communicable reports in their diagnostic team involvement. The
important input is, as in all pkts of the report, that such recommendations be supported by evidence
from the child plans.

V. -Physical Space. Eduipment. Materials

In those areas whereatitetraints exist in a given program due to a lack of these components, such
recommendations should show how the, requested space, equipment, or materials. will be used to
facilitate the child's goals and objectives.

VI. 'Other
This obviously is a broad category where recomtlendations may serve to meet the individual needs of
children in programs which were not cevered in the preceding areas. Some of the things that come to
mind include (a) need for equipment maintenance; (b) better nutntion for children and teachers; (c)
expanded recreational facilities and/or odportunities for children; and (d) miscellaneous.'

19-75853 29 3 279
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Legislation and Legal Aqion
Frank J. Laski

--
General Counsel, Massachusetts Department of Mental Health

The purpose of this paper is to offer a descrip-
tion of legislation and legal action as it relates to
handicapped persons generally, with a view toward
providing some legal perspective to those con-
cerned with rights, protections, services, and pro-
grams for 't,he deaf-blind population in t United
States. The task poses a dilemma. On the Me hand,
if we are to consider only those statutes, judicial
rulings, and legal administrative roceiseS that
specifically pertain to deaf-blind persons, the Pre-
sentation would be refreshingly brief7but- totally
misleading. On the other hand, if the task is one of
surveying all aspects of the state law, federal law,
and legal pfocesses that Tay.. affect the lives of
deal-blind persons, the result would be an endless
but equally useless treatise. Compounding the
problem is the 'huge "future shock" factor acting
on the legal right's; and responsibilities of handi-
capped persons. Legal action by and on behalf oT
handicapped persons in the 1970s is drastically
changing relationships with these citizens. Cur-
rently, society is in the midst of a transition from
the time when handicapped persons were content

k to rely on special legislative and administrative
gratuities to a time when the guarantees of the,U.S.
Constitutipn as applied to all citizens through the
due prOcess clause and equal proteFtion clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment will be fully extended
to all handicapped citizens.

Toward presenting an accurate picture of the,,
state of the law as it now affects handicapped
persons, this paper includes a description of the
selected provisions of. state and federal law and an
outline and projection of- majol- trends in legal
actibn,.with an emphasis on those legal develop -
'mehts that have the greatest potential for impact
.on the deaf-blind population. Legislation and legal

.

W

action in the 'following basic areas of human need
will be dealt with: (1) education and training; (2)
rehabilitation; (3) employment; (4) income secu-
rity; (5) treatment, habilitation, and community
services; (6) health care; and (7) mobility and
transportation. Separate state statutes, federal
laws, and judicial decisions All be related to these
sutstantive- areas to develop an overview pf (I) the
state of the law as it now applies to severely
handiCapped 'p e r son s; and (2) the potential of
existing, laws and developing legal institutions
protect and ,pro'vide for deaf -blind persons_in the

-years ahead.
Three areas of law of considerable importance to

the disabled population of this country tre'omitted
from this paper because they have little impact on
the deaf-blind population as a Whole. These are (1)
criminal law; (2) workers' compensation law and
other legal- provisions affecting workers who are

. disabled as a result of work-related accidents; and
(3) laws relating to military &petits and protection

_for disabled veterans.
Before an examination of the seven- subareas of

legislation and legal action noted above, it may be
helpful to consider generally the nature of the legal
process and some overall treads in the development
of legal rights of the handicapped.

Traditicpally, handicapped persons have not had
_...acceiss to legal and political institutiOns and have

made veryhiked use of the legal- process. To-
understantl this iiolation, one must have a view of
the oveitll legal process and sources of law.

The legal process may be looked- upon as a
tripod, the three parts being the legislative process,'
the judicial protess, and the administrative process.
The interaction of these three components creates
the _legal framework both at the state level, to

.2so
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define our rights and responsibilities as citizens in a considerable a plicability to constitutional rights
particular jurisdiction, and at the federal level, to of handicapped persons, and the further develop-
define Our rights and responsibilities as citizens of
the UnitedStates. A wide range of Zlifferences
exists irj the legal institutions of the 50 states.
However, since the New Deal, the interrelation.
ship; between the federal and state legal systems
are of paramount significance. and most aspects of

, law and the handicapped are affected by the state
legal \system and the federal legal system. For
example, the most important 'tlass of legislation
dealt with' in this paler is 'federal-state/0160m
legislation. With regard to federal-stat
both federal and state law together d
determne program availability, a

rograms,
e benefits.

set provider
accountability. Usually, authorization, purpose,
mandatory rules, and policy .,,are established in
federal law. Eligibility. state -options, level of
'benefits. and other terms atrl conditions are set
forth in state law.

While the dynamic interaction of the legislative.
judicial. and administrative legal processes is neces-
sary to the developrrient of a sound legal frame-
work for handicapped citizens, advocates of the
handicapped have Whited their involvement for the
most part. to "tinkering" with the legislative
process. A4votates have worked with tile U.S.
Congress and state legislatures to achieve special-
ized benefits " and exemptions for handicapped
citizens. They have also worked with the Congress
to make federal monies available.

Without interpretation by courts and without
enforceient through administrative processes.
many-legislative measures became dead issues. In
fact, ,when one examines the implementation of
stati,itory provisions affecting the handicapped, he
or !she can readily discern two widely practiced
mks olconstruction that, until recently, have gone
,unchallenged. First, general laws that are designed
to provide benefits and proteCtion to all citizens
implicitly exclude handicapped persons. SeCond,
mandatory language in specialized legislation is
something less than mandatory when applied to
handicapped persons.

Overarching' the legal system developed through
legislative administrative process are the require-
ments of the U!S. Constitution. The handicapped
person has the same basic rights as other citizens
and miy invoke the protection of the Constitution
to secure due process of law, equal protection of
the laws, Fight to privacy, right to trawl, right to
association, and religious liberty. Legal theories of
due process and eqbal ptotection supporting judi-
cial intervention to protect minority groups have

,rnent of these fourteenth Amendment principles is
likely to bt the major vehicle by-which ,handi-
capped persons achieve their appropliate status in

.

soc iety.
'Thus, the 'U.S. Cotistitution, state constitutions,

federal laws, federal and state rules and regulations,'
federal cOurt, action, and state court action all
contribute io_yarious_ ways to make up the legal
framework that governs all citizens, including
deaf-blind citizens and other andicapped persons.
In the following sections, consideration will be
giveh to the influence of these legal mechanisms
upon specific life activities of the handicapped.'

Education and Training

The most striking and successful examples of the
impact of legal action upon, the lives of handi-
capped persons are found in the area of education.
Since May, '1972, when a three-judge federal court
in Pennsylvania fiat gave recognition to the con
cept of equal access to educational opportunity for
handicapped children, courts and legislative bodies
in almost every state have reaffirmed the constitu-
tional right of all handicapped children to a

tax-supported and Apprrtpriate education regardless
ofleir physiCal'or mental disabilities.
he case of Pennsylvania Association for

'.12irtnrded Ciii'ldrer v. Commonwealth of Peirrty06
vania challenged Mate statutes that were based on
the noijoi that pertain children were uneducable

..(343 ) upp. _279, 1972). The litigation resulted
in a judicially approved consent decree that perma-
nently etijoined VennSylvania education officials
and local s'chooltlistricts from denying or postpon-
ing a free puble,t4rogram of educatio; arFiTuining
to any of the Commonwealth's mentally retarded -\

children.
A few months later a federal court in the case of--

Mills v.Board of Educatir of District of Columbia
(348 F. Stipp. 866', 1912) extended the right to
education, to.a class representing all handicapPed
children in the District of Columbia. The Mills
plaintiffs were classified as brain damaged, hyper-
active, epileptic,' mentally retarded, mentally
yetarded with orthopedic handicap, and, on .the
basis of these labels, were excluded from District
of Columbia educational programs. On behalf of all
children who had been excluded or otherwise
deprived of access to, publicly supported education,
the plaintiffs challenged their exclusion and the
procedures and practices by which District of
Columbia education and social service officials
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denied children publif education. Basing its deci-
sion on the due process and equal 'protection
clauses of the V.S. Constitution, the Mills court
ordered that;

No child eligible for a publicly supported education in
the District of Columbia publid schools shall be excluded
from a regular public school assignment by a rule,
policy, or practice of the Board of Education of the
District of Columbia or its agents uQless such .child is
provided (a) adequate alternative educational services
suited to the child's needs, which may include special
edu'ation or tuition grants, and (b) a constitutionally
adequate prior hearing and periodic review of the child's
status, progress, and the adequacy of any educational
alternative. (348 F. Supp. 866, 1972)

The cases that followed Pennsylvania Associa-
tion for RetardedChildren v. Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania- and Mills v. Board of kligration df
-Distriel of Columbia not only established in many
jurisdictions the right to education but also set
forth constitutionaleinterpretations of due process
and equal protection that have great applicability
in terms -of protection of handicapped persons in
all public humad service systems (teBanks v.
spears, 1 973). The constitutional doctrine has
been best explained by Dimond. He writes

First, the unjustified exclusion of any child Vorn all
public schooling denies to that child the equal protec-
tion of the laws when the state makes the opportunity
freely available to other children. Second, the operation
of our unfair procedure in the stigmatization by public
authority of any person or the denial to him of any
public good denies the process .due each -person, under
the 14th Amendment. Such a stigmatization and denial
is involved in labeling children as exceptional, i-etarded,
or handicapped and placing them in a special class, or
excluding them from schooling entirely. These two
rights, equal protection and due process, Merge. to'form
the emerging constitutional right to an education which
guarantees to every child a minimally adequate publicly
supported edu9tional.opportunity (Dimond, 1973).

The above theory has been advanced to establish
four major principles (Abeson, 1975):

1. Zero reject education: Access to free public
education 'must be provided for all regardless
of degree of exceptionality or fiscal impact on
the school system..

2. Normalized education: Educition should be
provided in the most normal setting consis-
tent with' the learningneeds of the individual.
Th resumption is made against segregation;
and tthe preference is for the most integrate
least restrictive environment possible.

3.tApotopriate education: Education must be
based on an individualized program that is

=

appropriate to tile -needs of the _ particular
child and that is subject to periodic fevielk.

4. Due procfss . in education: 'With respect to
placement, -reassignment, or other change in
the educgtion program of their child, parents
are entitled to advance notice of placement
and reasons for placement; ,a hearing by an
independent hearing -officer, including repre:

'sentation by legal counsel or other alvocate; a
record' of the hearing; the opportudity to
inspect records; the oppEtrtunity to present
evidence;,and presentation of an appeal.

Other cases relating to the right to education for
handicapped children have successfully - attacked
the use of culturally biased intelligent tests and
ither evaluation and testing procedures that
adversely affect minority groups and . result' in
inappropriate placement (Larry P. v. Riles, 1972).
- Aside from the direct consequences of providing
access to a great number of childLen previously
excluded from education, the most significant
aspect of the right-to-education litigation has been
its impact on the legislative process. .Prior to
Pennsylvania Association- for Retarded Children,
state special education laws allowed for exclusion
of certain classes of handicapped children who.
were deemed unable to profit' from school or who
were otherwise. "uneducable." States with manda-
tory special education laws failed to implement
them° or to encourage school districts to end
policies of exclusion (Ross, 1972).

After Pennsylvania Association for Retarded,
Mills, and other cases, different approaches became. /
evident not only in legislative language but also in
seriousqess of purpose in linplementing mandatory
education. Massachusetts, 'nor example, scrapped its
many categorical special education programs and,
in 1972, enacted a comprehensive special educa-
tion law that incorporated the zero reject princi-
ples and due process rights enunciated in the
federal court ,cases (Hache, 197,5). Litigation also
speeded action at the federal level?

The, influence of right-to-education litigation in
refeaming federal legislation and policy is reflected,
in the Education of the Handicapped Act,. (PL
93-380, 88 Stat., 484) of 1974, which amended
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965. The House Committee on Education and
Labor in reporting the amendments noted that:

16 recent years federal and ate courts ... have been
increasingly upholding the pr nciple that these (handi-
capped) children are legally nd morally entitled to a
free appropriate publiceduca n. It is to this end that
this amendment is addressed for it estOlisbes for the
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,first time in f der;1 policy that handicapped children are
entitled to a free_ public education (House Report
#93-805,1974). )
The amendmentsas enacted, incorpaa t ed the

major principles of the right to educaffidn cases,
and, through new state plan , requirements, tieci
federal funding fOr special education to state
compliance with. due process, zero reject, main-
streaming, and nondiscriminatory testing princi-
ples. Specifically, ction 613(a) of the Education
of the. Handicapped Act requires states to:

Estabhsh a ,gcral of providing full educational opporiu:
nities to all handicapped children ... provides proce-
dures for ensuring that handicapped children and their
parents or, gdardians are guaranteed, procedural sater--
guards in decisions' regarding identification, evaluation
and educational placement óttiandicapped children ...
procedures to ensure that, to the maximum extent
appropriate, handicapped children, including children in'
public or private institutions or other care facilities, are
educated with children who are not handicapped, and
that special classes, separate schooling, or other removal
of handicapped children from the regular education
environment occurs only when the nature or severity of
the handicap is such`that education in regular classes
with the use of supplementary aids and services cannot
be achieved satisfactorily; and procedures to ensure that,
testing and evaluation materials and proceduresiutilized
for the purposes' classification and placement of
handicapped children ill be selected and administered
so as not to be limn or culturally discriminatory (Pt
93-38D).

While the 1974 amendments to the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act clearly set federal
policy and made available substantial federal
resources as financial incentives to' ensure equal
educational opportunity, the responsibility "for
providing education to all children rests with state
and local school authorities. One should keep in
,mind that even in areas in which the federal role
has included direct support and sponsorship, such
ah. model centers for deaf-blind children, federal
programs specialized or otherwise do not supplant
state and local responsibility but merely provide
one vehicle that may be used to ensure a child's
right to education.

Further ore, although federal funds may have a
great influawe on the quality of late programs,
the existence of federal funding is not a legal sine
qua non for, adequate programs forhandicapped
children. The statement of the Mills court concern-
ing the responsibility of the District of Columbia is
applicable' to each and every state.

The District of Columbia shall provide to each child of
school age a' free and suitable publicly supported

education regardless of the degree of the child's mental,
physical or emotional disability or impairrpent. Further- .
more, defendants shall not exclude any gild resident in
the District of Qolumbi4 fiPm such publicly suppOrted
education on t basis of a claim of insufficient,
resources (348 F. Supp. 866, 1972).

The implementation of right-to-education laws
for severely handicapped children will have ramifi-
cations for programs- that heretofore may have

jeen recognized as having educational components
ut were not considered the responsibillOy of

eduCation authorities: First, existing laws and
emerging legal theory allow the, parent to claim
educational services not just for the years' of
mandatory schooling put at least up rolag,e
twenty-one. SecOnd, the courts have universally
accepted a dgfinition of education that *com-
passes the continuing process of developing life
skills needed for coping effectively with devel-
opmental tasks and demands as well as with
environmental tasks and demands (Testimonsr of
Ignacy Goldberg, 1971). This' formulation breaks
down the distinctions between education and
training as they have been applied to exclude
preschoolers as well as adolessents and adults from
the eduptional system. Especially important to
deaf-blind children and other multihandicapped
persons is that_ .skills of daily living, such as

`toileting, dressing, feeding, ursoial grooming, and
housekeeping and training in mobility and com-
munication, ate all appropriate concerns o edu-
cation. 0

A broad definition of education also opens,up
the possibility of compensatOry education and

-`highei education forhandicapped adults. While the
cases to date for the most part have involved
elementary school education, other levels of educa-
tion such as vocational school, college, adult
education, and professional education are also
equally important. Until recent amendments to the
Higher, Education Act, the only higher education
legislation that explicitly recognized the needs of
handicvnipersons was the Vocational Education
Act. This aNvliich authorizes federal 'assistance
to ensure that all persons have access to vocational
training geared to 'employment opportunity in
theielocality, requires some priority for the han*di-
capped. Congress earmarked 10 percent of the
federai vocational education allotment for pro-
grams --serving the handicapped (20 USCA, 1962
[a] [4] [b] ). However', despite legislative priority,
a resent evaluation of the vocational education
program by the General Accounting Office
revealed that most states and localities fail to

,
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provide sped % services for handicapped students.
. In many states over the past few 'years, expendi-

tures for handicapped students declined, enroll-
ments declined, and local matching funds for
prograns for the handicapped became unavailable.
Toward rentedying the situation, serious considera-

. tion is tieing given tAggislative amendrhent; to
increase the percentageof federal set-aside monies
for the handicapped and stronger requirements to
guarantee state and local commitment to programs
for .the handicapped. Although stronger federal
legislationtin such areas as vocational education;
adult educatiOn, and higher education is necessary,
it .is important to recognize that in these areas, just
as in elementary education, the principle of equal
protection applies. Where the state has undertaken
to provide a certain level of education; the right,is
one that must be made available to all on equal
terms.

As litigation continues with respect to the needs
of severely handicapped children, it is likely that

',the purposes of. educition 'and consequently the
legal responsibility' of educatofs will 'be defined to
dorrespond to current federal program purposes for
deaf-blind children, to wit: the bringing to bear
upon severely handicapped, children as early ,as.
possible in life specialized professional' and allied
services to achieve full' potential' for communical
tion with an adjustment to the world in which they
live.

' The legal framework now governing the educa,
tion tof handicapped ctildrerretan be utilized to
make available a wide range of services' for.deaf-
blind and other severely handicapped children. In
addition, the legal precedents established in the

t area of education- for deaf-blind children can be
advanced to secure, similar 'entitlement-for, deaf-
blind adults, especially in the area of vocational
services. . ,

RehabilitationVocatiohal Training

While litigation has been the predominant
vehicle for legal change in bducation, legislative
action has been the moving force in reform of the
rehaIitation system. The vocational rehabilitation
progiain is the oldest cooperative federal-state

, program providing assistance to handicapped per:
sons. Over the .past .50 years, the prOgram has been
characterized by growth' and' expansion. Major
amendments to the Vocational' Education Act in
1954 and 1968 expanded federal financial support,

target poputailen, and scope of services. The
, Rehabilitation Act o1 -1973 (PL 93-1 i 2, 87"Stat.,
394) continued this growth pattern by legislating a
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pridrity for the 'host severely handicapped" in
the provision of vocatiovial rehabilitation services
and adding a new dimergion to rehabilitationdue
process for rehabilitation clients.

. In the area of legal rights of the handicapped,
the Rehabilitation Act taken as Awhole has the-

, potential of being the most impoIrtanc piece of
legislation affecting' the handicapped ever enacted
by the U.S. Congress. Its inOortance derives npt
only from the changes it makes in.the rehabilita-
tion programs but also from the civil tights clauses,
employment discrimination sections, and architec-
tural barriers enforcement provisions that apPly.tO
all handicapped children and adults whether or not
they become rehabilitation clients.

The basic vocational rehabilitatibn program
. makes available a wide spectrun't of services to

disabled clients whO have a substantial handicap to ;
ernploynient and Who may reasonably ex"pect, to
bdnefit fr.:5m services in tams of employability. The
vocational focus has alMys been thetiallmark of
the rehabilitation program. Hovfever, lent

,years the concept of employability has been
broadened, and the Congress has made moves'to
reduce the emphasis on g4nful employrvent and
vocational goals. A keS, ele4nt of the progi-am is
the vocational rehabilitation counselor, wbo
a counselor-broker for the disabled person. le.or
she verifies eligibility, on the basis of ?finding of
physical or mental disability, assists in planning the
individualized program for the client, and acts as
broker to purchase and arrange services necessary

s to carry out the progfam. Under the law the
counsel& Carrtap a wide'array of services, includ-
ing physical and mental restoratio.n services; voca-
tional and other training strvices? placement and
postemployment services; counseling and guidance
services; telecoinmunications services; sensory and
other technological aids and devices; interpreter
services for the deaf; reader services, orientation,
and mobility services for the blind; and any other'
good and services "which can'- reasonably be
expected to benefit a handicapped person in terms
of his employability' (29 USCA, Section 723).

As one can see, the client through his or her
counselor can obtain all necessary services, whether
they be medical or medically related,sices, soSial

services, or education andoilkaining---gervices, to
complete his or her rehabilitation program. This
flexibility, while necessary to develop a program to e

fit the needs of the client, does allow for the
exercise Of a great deal of power and discretion by
the counselor in arranging services and carrying out
multiple tasks that many disabled persons could

as
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not accomplish dependently.. This power plusthe

,

A, . mendments of 1974) establishes rehabilitation as-,
A .

, discretionary nature bf thef.eligibility dreinintl-.,/ ,/n entitletnent bj/ providing the legal Framework
tibp ,process and its potential. for abilse 'led to - -Tdr.a contractual basis for;ttie provision of rehabili- ,
demands by disabled persons for .rpore ctient-!'... ationservices! ' -. .

r participation in pro.grams and more'courtselor ;and \ ,.,.Ideas of client contracts for services and client
state agency accountability. Congress responded parJcipation in program .planning raise complex
with Section 102 of the 'Rebabilitatiin...4t of`-1. *gal andROlicy questions when applieci td 'deaf-
1973, which snot 'only brings 'due pr6e0;-..t.,,:i.blindclients or othendients with whom codnselors
rehabilitation but also may,have the potential for- - and ,prov,iders may not e able to 'communicate
changing-the nature of the entrtlinient. to rehabili- , readiljf. Those questions arise not only with regard
tation'services frr the most severely disabjed: ' to rehabilitation but also with respect ,toeduca

Section 102 'prOvides for the mechanism most tion, emplOwRent, and other areas irk, which- due.

essential to dile process in any service- delivery proceys becomes an integral part of progrank Tor
setting-tt,he individualized plan. It requires that the the ha.ndicaked. The issue,of 'client advocacy and

, tccounsefor and client develop jointly anindividual- client representation will t) addressed later in this
ized, written rehabilitation program that includes- paper. Suffice to say that in rehabilitation, client
the terms, conditions, rights, and remedies for assistance, advocacy, and legal representation are
plovision of services. Essential elerhents qj the .beirig advanced through a series of special cheat
written program are long-range and intermediate assistance. projects in which -are being explored
rehabilitation goals, statement of specific services various ways to ensure that independent advocates
to be provided, timelines for proVision of services, lire available to help clients exercise their rights and
objective criteria and processes for program evalua- ( available-To assist them in negotiating the oca-
Lion, and notice of availability of client-assistance tiotal rehabilitation service system" .
projects. The-law also sets forth requirementsfor The development' of new client-advocate-

- annual review and modVitation As& the client counselor-provider relationships will, to .a large
program, specifies procedural guidelines for,tthni- 'extent, influence the degree to whic'h legal rights
natingservice, and establishes,a strict standard for and "entitlements are actually realized by ¶isabled
finding irieligibility.for Service (29. USCA; Section . persons who need rehabilitatfonThervices.
722). ' . .

.
In addition to reforms-in the basic federal-state ,- '

Any, decision on termination of a disabled client rehabilitation progilms, the Rehabilitation Act of
niust be made'only with full participation of the 1973 contains a number of provisions, in titles IV
client "Ind his or her parent or guardian; and the and- V of the act, that give handicapped. persons'

** rationale forlhe decision must k recorded in the an their advocates- new msthanisms RI assert
written plan, with 5 certification tha.t--the provision ri hts' to employmen't and access to transp,ortation,
of services .has demonstrated beyond a reasonable and public buildings. The most far-reaching provi-
doubt that the individual is not capable of achiev- sion is the civil Fights clausts, of the act- (Section
ing a vocational goal, such decision and certifica- 504) which includes the following:
tion Being subject to annual review, with full
consultation and participation by the client (29 No otheioise qualdi d- handicapped indiyidual in the

_ Limed States .. shall, solely by, reason of this handi-USCA, Section 722(c)). These and other proce-
cap, IN exckided'from the participation in, be denied the

mdural

rights, when coupled with other legal require-.
ry

benefits ,of; or bbe subjected to discrimination under anymen's concerning the order of selection for services
and the mandated priority to serve the most

program or activity ,.reeerving federal financial assistance.
,

_. '
severely haniskcapped individuals, give to multi- The janguage and legislative histOry--of the

R 'handicapped individuals wIlp may require long- Rehabilitation Act of 1973 make clear That the
term services to realize their .vocational potential foregoing section was patterned after Section 601
new opportunities to access the services that they of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,. which4prohibits
need through. exercising their . rights under the ,..,:discrimination on the basis of race, color, or
federal-state rehabilitation program. The legal ?rational origin, and Section 901 of the Education
rights. embodied in the individualized program .Amendments of 1972, which relate to sex.discrimi-

i provisigns cannot be underestimated. The law now nation.'Slttion 504 of the amendments establishes
.

impoSes 'a new degree of accountability for coun- the federal policy that all program's receiving,
selor,action and agency decisions. In fact, it may . federal financial assistance shall be 'operated With-
be persuasively argued tltht the Rehabilitation Act out cliscrimihation, on the basis' of handicap.. As
of 1973 (as amended by the Rehabilitation indicated by a report of the Senate Committee on_

f
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Labor *and Public Welfare, Section: 50 was
intenaed to protect all' Handicapped personS in
relation to federal assistance in employment, hous:
ing,* transportation', health services, -and other
fedbrally aided prograrris. Among the examples. of
protected persons, the committee cited':

... physically, or mentally handicapped children who
may be denied admission to federally-supported school
systems on the basis of their handicap, handicapped
persons who may be denied admission to federally-

.. assisted nursing homes on the basis of their handicap,
those persons whose handicap is so severe that eili'ploy
ment is not- feasible Jut who may be denied the benefits
of a whole range of federal 'programs: and thole persons
whose vocational rehabilitition is complete -but who
may nevertheless be, discriminated against. in certain
fedeylly-assisted activities (Senate Re No-1139).

-Clearly, all deaf-blind persons n pursuing many
life activities and in relatin o service providers,
will be able to invoke the protection,of Section
504.

The Office of= Civil Rights of. the U.S. Depart-
meht of Health, t ducation, and-Welfare dnd other
federal agencies are now working on the implemen-
tation and -enforcement of Section 50.4. Congiess

'intends a compliance program 'that is similar to
those developed for r,acial and sex discrimination.
including where necessary ,the. Imposition of sanct
tions2suclia§ the termination of federal financial
assistance, against those who discriminate against
deaf-blind and other handicapped persons. While
the .withholding of _federal monies from school
systenis, housing authorities, and other public and
nonprofit entities should stimulate the ,quick devel-
opment of nondiscriminatory practices, The Nandi-
capped. need not rely on .federal enforcement to
secure rights under,Section 504.'On the basis of
experience under the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the
prohibitiOn against discrimination on. the bagis of
handicap May be enforced through fedeTal court
action on behalf of individual handicapped persons
who have been subject to unlawful discrimination.
Court actions based on Section 504 live already

,been brought to secure rights in education (N6srth

_ Carolina Association for Retarded Children v.

North Carolina; 1972)..and in transportation (D-is-
4 . ableci th,letfoh v Iltiglhes, et al., 1974), and the

argument that' SeCtion. 504 gives handicapped
persons standing to bring suit to enjoin discrimina
tion-has Much support in past federal court ruling\s.
For example, in granting a private right of action
under Section 601' Of the Civil Rights Act, the U.S.

`Court, of Appeals for-the Fifth,Circuit concluded.'

---,The section is a,prohibitidn , not -an- admonition. In the
absencf of a procedure through which the individuals

a

protected by Section 401's prohibition `may assert their
rights under it, violation's of the law are cognizable by
the courts. The Bossier Parish School Board accepted
federil financial assistance in November, 1964, and .

, thereby brought itS school system within the clash of
programs:subpct to,,the Section 601 ptphibition against -
discrimination, The Negro school children, as benefi-
ciaries of the Act, have standing- to assert then' section- .

.601 rights (Limon v. Bossier Parish School Board,
i971). ..

The analogy is sound. Simply substitute 'Section
504 for Section; 601 and handicapped persons for
Negro school children and the potential for legal
action of the same 'Magni taken place on
behalf of o: m ecomes eyident,
with regard to handica e e sons. ,

Employinent
Expansion of vocational rehabilitation programs

And. improved ,educatMnal opporfunities ate both
'essential to the achievement of equal employpent°
opportunity forla.handicapped persons. Just as
essential, however, is the legal .framework-,that

,goveriis the 'employment relationships of handi-
capped person's.

Smith (1974) has outlined the range of voca-
tional potential for deaf-blind persons (which
could be applied also to other severely handi-
capped persons) as being from highly supervised,
-nonproductive .sheltered work to advanced skill-
trades, and professional employment. The, present

-legal framework deals in some respects with this
entirespectnim of vocational effort Of pandicapped
persons. Three major types of\l)aws are relevgnt:

1. Laws, that secure equal -access and opportu-
nity for handicapped persons in the cornpeta-
tivelabormarket ,

2. Laws that provide some protection for handi-
capped workers through supported or subsi-
dized work or through.legal incentives to hire
handicapped persons

'3. Laws that regulate noncompetit've emOloy-
ment and work activities .460Eandicapped
persons in shelteredsettings '

Some laws that deal with the employment
relationship serve -more thavne of the 'purposes
mentioned above. However, a close examination of
'the laws indicates- a preOccupation with access to
the competitive labor 'market and retention of
gainful 'employment and much less concern fOr

,those ,citizens whose disability may preclude coin=
petitive employment.,

The major focus of legal action by, minority
groups excluded from the labor market has been
on enactment and eiCforcement_of the antidiscrimi-

. ,
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natQrr statutes at the state and fddpfal level. Since
the close Nf World Yar.il, mast states have enacted

. fair employment practices acts to prohibit discrimi-
' nation on the basis'of race; creed; national origin;

and, more recently, seZ and age. Theeniletment of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 andthe creation of
the E 1 Employment Opportunities Commission
at the Irderal level gave a treat deal of impetus to

Wealsemployment opportunity at alI,levels. During
' last few years many states haveektended the

coverage Of their fair employment Jaws to the
physically and mentally handicapped (Employ-
ment .Riglitts Of the Handicapped; 1.974). Typically,
these statutes make it unlawful for any 'employer
to reftirsb to hire, or to discriminate against an
employee or job applicant on the basis of disability
if the disabled person is otherwise qualified
(Nevada Fair Employment Practices Act, 1973):

Discriminatory practices are defined in various
ways under the different state fair employment
practices laws. One method derived from Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act is the use of language "bona

. fide occupational qualification" (BFOQ) to estab-
) lish exceptions to what would othertviset4 be a

discriminatory practice. The meaning of BFOQ is
well defined under the federal law with respect ,to'
religion, sex, and-national origin. For example, it is
permissible to hire only Ale members of a particu-
lat religion to serveas minister, but it is impermis-
Bible. t(:ii hire only women as airline flightatten-
da,nt0 The BFOQ exception with 'respect to- the
handicapped, hoWever, is not well defined, and
there is little case or adminigtrative law that
provides an interpretation. Good hearing may be a

. BFOQ for certain. jobs such as a tekphone operator
or policeman, hut it would not be a. BFOQ for
other positionsrsuch as a postal worker or accoun-
tant. Similarly, other disabilities such as blindness,
mental retardation, paraplegia, a.nd quadriplegia
May or`may not affect BFOQs. Development of
criteria for bona fide .oecupational qualifications
should be based on the demonstrated ability of
handicapped persons to perfdrm a wide variety of
jobs in various work settings in public employment
and private industry. One example of employment
performance is found in the record of severely
handicapped persons in fedefil,service. Since 1964,
over 3,000 persons have been _employed through
the United States Civil SerVite Commission's spe-
cial appointing authority for job applicants_ with
severe' physical handicaps, Ilandicapped persuns
have been employed by over 30 agencies in the
50 states. Employees' "include blind-- computer
operators and carpenters' helpers; paraplegic- radio_
repairpersons and clerk typists, deaf postpersons

2
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and taxpayer representatives; aid persons. repre-
senting nearly 200 additional job titles. During the
first eight years of the program, the severely
handicapped employees compiled excellent work
records, with less than I percent of all appointees
terminated for cause or other involuntary reason

_,-,
(U.S. Civil Service Commission, 1.973).

To date, only a small number of cases have been
brought by handicapped persons under fair
employMent practices acts. However, evidence of
effective enforcement does exist in some 'states.
For example, in Connecticut a complaint was filed
Under that state's fair employment practices law by
an individual who was, confined to a wheelchair
and denied a db as a packer in an industrial plant.
The job con -d of taking muffler` clamps from a
bin, putting them into a small box, taping the box,
putting the small box into a larger box, taping the
larger box, and then putting it onto a skid: Most of
the job could be performed while seated, and the
complainant felt that he could perform the required
'tasks. After an .investigation by the Connecticut
Commiikion of Human Rights add Opportunities,
the employer capitulated and agresd to hire the
complainant, pay back wages, and accommodate

. him by lowering a tape machine and moving a skid
(Walther, 1914).

Those,legaliproviSions that require employers to
take affirmative action fo'hirtdid promote minor-
ity groups, including the hal-IMcapped, area step
beyond 'antidiscrimination laws. An example is

Section 503 of tke Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
which .requires ledei-"al contractors with public
contract' in _excess of. S2,500 'to take affirMative
action to employ and advance in employment
qualified handicapped individuals 129' USCA, Sec-
tion 793). The United States Department of Labor
has'promulgated regulations.thaf prohibiLdiscrirrii-

- natory, practices in employment of handicapped(
persons and that set forth the affirrna,five action
clauses riquired in federal ci iktracts (39 Fed. Reg
1974). Ourrent enforce\ment7fforis seem to foc s
on, active recruitment; advertisirig of policies of

. nondiscrimination, and attempts-to eliminate nega-
tive attitudes of employers and, employees.,How-
ever, the reach of afarmative action could easily

,extend to modification ofj,he work setting, provi-
sion of additional coThmtinic,atidn modes, and

%restructuring of job tasks for handicapped persons
or even, es \ablishment of goals for the employment
of severely handicapped persons.

One should note that the procedures that are
. being developed n er affirmative action legisla-

tion may not on supplement but, also may
quickly supplant the traditional special placement
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approaches such as those ,authorized by the
employment Services Act (29 USCA, Section 49).

ese approaches, which, emphasized employee
counseling and employer acceptance rather than
employee preferenbe and employer compliance,
have proven to be markedly ineffective since the
creation of the federally supported, state-operated
emplospent security system in the 1930s.

Despite the potential of provisions designed to
ensure equal e l'oymenty opportunity, a nee
elr for le*I echaniirifs: to establish speci
pr erences for., ndicapped persons and to forM

' the legal foundation for a broad range of supported
work, including sheltered work activities. The
current legal provisions that deal with these issues
for the severely. disabled population authorize
small categorical.programs. In comparison with the
quota provisions, direct subsidies, and other incen-
tives _that are provided in European nations, pro-
grams in the U.S. are'quite limited in scope.

Two acts, that provide for categorical, support
work programs are the Randolph-Sheppatd Act (20
USCaSection 107) and the Wagner O'Day Act (41
USC, Section 46). The former establishes a prefer-
ence'for blind persons in the operation of vending

- stands in federal buildings. The purposes of the act
are to provide' remunerative employment to blind
persons and to enlarge economic opportunities for
the blind. Approximately 3,500 blind person-s
participate, with art average net inwme of about
$7,000 in 1972. While the objective of the act is
self-support'for thoseblind persons, the resqvation
of the federal vending stand market to a single
disability group clearly establishes the noncompeti-
tive nature of the employment.

In enacting recent amendments to the
Randolph - Sheppard Act, the 'Congress made a
number of findings, including (l), failure in the
development aspect of the progradt; (2) potential
to double the number of .licenses for the blind
within five years; and (3) 'a need or uniform
treatment of blind vendors, establishment of guide-
lines for operation of state programs, and adminis-
trative and -judicial procedures to ensure fair
treatment of vendors (Randolph-Sheppard Act
Amendments, 1974).

The Wagner O'Day Act, which was originally
passed in.1938, also established supported work
for blind persons by creating a mechanism t y
which sale of certain designated commodities and
services to the . federal government would Ile

reserved for the blind. In 1972 the act was
amended to cover notdonly the blind but also other
individuials who have physical or mental disabilities

f

that are of such a nature as to prevent them from
engaging in competitive employment (USC, Sec-
tion 48(b)). Thus, workshops for cerebral palsied
persons, mentally retarded persons, and.otheis may
now. receive support through preferential federal
cantracts.

*A more normalized approach to federal support
for employment of the type fostered by. the,
Randolph- Sheppard Act and the Wagner O'Day
Act is exemplified by recent amendments to the
Small Business Act, which authorizel provision of
long-tem, credit and equity capital and other--
assistance -to handicapped individuals or organiza-
tions assisftng such individuals in obtaining financ-
ing in connection with purchase of a small business
conceYn (15 USCA, Section 636(h)).
' Except for some minor preferences in civil
service employment (counterpart vending stand
legislationlilegal provisions for supported work at
the state level are rare. .The recently enacted
employment program in Massachusetts is an excep-
tion to the rule of the state legislative vacuum in
this issue (Mass. Gen. Laws, 1973).

In terms of noncompetitive employment for
handicapped petsons, the current legal structure
relies heavily- on regulation and adjustment of wage
levels for _handicapped persons. Both the federal
Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and its state
counterpart provide for the employment of handi-
capped workers at wages lower than the minimum
wage. The FLSA sets ,a floor of 50 percent the
minimum wage and provides that wages paid shall
be commensurate with wages. paid to nonhandi-
capped workers for essentially the same type,
quality, and quantity of work. The Secretary of.
Labor, however, may issue special certificates for--
employmentat wages that are less than 50 percent
of the minimum wage and that are in proportion to
the worker's productivity, Where. the work is
incidental to a training or evaluation program
(FLSA, 29 USCA, SectiOn 214).

The Secretary of Labor is /its° authorized to
establish special rates of compenstgion for handi-
capped workers who are employed in work activity
centers that are dpsigned exclusively for workers
whose physical'or mental handicap is so severe as
to make their productive capacitYirkonsequential.,

The.,spettalized provisions in the minimum wage
law not only serve the purpose of,creating employ-
men opportunities for handicapped persons but
also prevent exploitation of handicappedpersons
by regulating conditions for exceptions to the
minimum wage. In the case of Souder v. Brennan
1362 F. Supp.; 1973) The federal district court



declared that the FLSA is applicable to patient and
resident workers in state hospitals and institutions
for the mentally ill and mentally retarded. The
.defendant SeCretary of Labor 7as ordered to
initiat, enforcement activitia to halt peonage
practi that were and are yet prevalent large
residen al institutions. I

Recently, the Department of Labor has prom-
ulgasted regulations that .priitide for payment of
less than the minimum wage only in limited
situations (e.g., training and eValuation) 'and tip
extend to patient-laborers many of the sale.
safeguards available to sheltered workshop clients
(40 Fed. Reg., 1975).

A number of actions are now pending in federal*
and state Courts concerningitleimplementation of
the minimum wve prOvisio s and Mt payment of
back wages andTatnges to patient-laborers (foil-
burg v; U S Departinent of .1abor. 1974).

Income Security
Minimum levels of -income security for the

financially) needy hk/e, over the,last few decades,
been provided undenThe public assistance titles_of
the Social Security Act (42 USC, sections
401-410). These titles established programs and

-grants from the federal government to the states.
States maintained' responsibility for operating pro-.
grams for the aged, the blind, the disabledand the
dependent children under minimal federal stan-
dards. Each state set eligibility requirements and

I Of,payn'ient. The only major exception to this
ttetn prior. to 1972 was the childhood and

worker disability provision under Title II sf the
Social Security Act (42 USC, Section 202(d)). As
part of the social security system' objective to,
provide insurance coverage for re uction ok,a
worker's income due to disability,. ath,-or retire-
ment, the Congress in 1957 a Orized benefit
payments to adult disabled children: U'lider the
childhood disability provisions, a disabled person
eighteen or older wh6 has beer,' disabled prior to
his or her twenty-se&nckbirtnday'and who is the
child of a retired, deceased, or disabled worker may
receive monthly social security pay'Pece.' While
this program actually affected few h,aridicapped
children and the benefit payments were small, the,
Title II in many ways as the model
for the fe ralizatioh" of three public assistance
titles under the Supplementary Security Income
program (SSI), which became effective in January,
1974 (PL 92-603).

The new combined"Supplementary Secidity
Income program providing aid to the aged, blind,

ift

a

and disabled is important to handicapped persons
in a number of respects. first, it eliminates the age
restriction contained in the former 'Aid to the
Slind and, Aid to Disabled programs, which for the
most part did not aid persons under eighteen years

- e. By allowing a blind-Or otherwise disabled
1 child to qualify for payments on his or her own,

the program recognizes the increased cost of raising
a handicapped child and enhances the ability of the

'low income family Co maintain the child at home.
Second, the SSI program provides a definition of

disability that is similar to the Title II' definition
and that can be applied uniformly in all states in
disability determination (42 USCA, Section 1614).
In. the same manner, federalization allows for
unifqrmity in other aspects of eligibility and will
eliminate many state policies that discriminate
against families with handicapped members., ror
ex,ample, parental responsibility for adult hancli-

' capped children was formerly repaired in many
t. states but is now eliminated.,

Third, and perhapS' most importantly, eligibility
4 for SSI tied the .disabled person into eligibility for
a variety of health and social services. For example,
medical care under Title XIX of the Social Security
Act, social services, and vocational rekabilitation
services are 100 pefcent reimbursed by the federal
^government. .

The SSI program is new, ,and a number of
adjustments in policy and administration must be
Made. Legal) action by disabled personSiand their
advocates will prol3ably follotw the litigation pat-
terns that were most common under the old social
security programs. However, federalization has
eliminated many of the inequities in payment level
and eligibility requirements that existed in the old
state-run programs. With minor modifications the
system of income security for blind and severely
disabled children and adults can. be expected to
provide much sieeded support in the areas of
necessities of daily living:

The only other federal provision that" directly
affects income payments to disabled person it that
section of the internal Revenue Code Jhaf'allows
for an additional. tax exemption for blind
taxpayer or his or her speuseit26 USCAr-Section
151(dc. The-exemption may, be considereds;a form .

of financial assistance. Many state tax codes have
analogous *provisions as well as exemptions,
rebates, and preferences on other state taxes
rebates*, and ,fees. ,These provisions benefit the
blind to a much greater extent than other disabled
citizens.
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We held that where the justification for commitment
was treatment, It offended the fundamentals of due
process if treatment were not in fact provided.

Our express holdhg in Donaldson and heie rests on the
quid 'pro quo ?oncept of rehabilitative/ treatment or,
where rehabilitation is'imPossible, minimally adequate

'habilitation and care (503 F. 2nd 1305, at 1314).

st On the basis of evidence that there was substan-
tial agreement among professionals:as to standards
of treatment and habilitation, the court reaffirmed
that the right to treatment could/be implemented 4.

through judicially manageable, staddards. On the .2
question of 7 lcial usurpation 'of the legislative
prerogative orallocating tesources, the court cited
a long line Of precedents (in the juvenile field, in.
the area of adult corrections, and in other areas)
that firmly establish that while state legislatures are--N
free to determine policy and funding for social
services, the legislatures cannot for budgetary or
otlier reasons provide those "services in a way that
will result in a denial of constitutional rights.
Quoting Supreme Court Justice Harry A.- Black-
mun, the court emphasized: "Humane considera-
tions and constitutional requirements are mot in
this day, to be measured or limited by dollar
cousideratidns" (503 E. 2nd 1305 at 1315).

One aspect of the fifth circuit 'cottrt's decision in
Wyatt' that served to 91arify the constitutional basis
oLaright to treatment deserves special attention for
its inqxlications for care for deaf-,blind persons. In.
challenging the right to treatment, Governor
Wallace, attempting, to justify. commitmeit and
restrictions on mentally disabled persons on the
basis that they were.undble to care for themselves,
claimed that custodial care in and of itself met an
important state interest inasmuch as it relieved
families and friends of the burden imposed upon
them by the disabled. In rejecting thIF reasoning,
the court, found that not even minimally adequate
custody was being provided in Alabama institu-
tions. Furthermore, the court explicitly found that
the need to relieve families, friends, or guardians of
the burdens of care could not in arty way justify
the massive curtailments of individual liberties that
the disabled had undergone.

While there is no state statute that authorizeS'
involuntary commitment,of a physically handi-
capped person solely because he or she is in need
of care, the Governor's assertion in court that the
families.of the disabled are the "true clients of the
institutional system" Could also be made concern-
ing institutional and long-term care of the
haricitcapped. Many Custody and care- arrangements

as, a matter of law are voluntary -and

4,

consens al are in fact nonvoluntary and ply-
gramme for the benefit of the family rather than
made in the best interests of the disabled fa-miry
member. .

0-In the case of many dear-blind children, there is
no question that their care and training place
considerable demands and long-term pressureson
families; and, as Smith (1974) suggests, there must
be wine recognition that facilities and resources
apart from. the family must be available to share
the responsibility for dependent deaf-blind per-
sons. The need and extent for third-patty (presum-
ably public) intervention on behalf of deaf-blind
persons and other developmentally disabled per-
sons is of course distinguishable from the need for
intervention on behalf of the mentally ill and their
families: In the case of the latter, the,illneSs may be
short, term and the impact on family life tempo-
rary. A great range of treatment options may be
available in the community. In addition, the
tension and strain on the family unit may be
relieved in many ways that impose little if any

. restrictions in personal liberty (e.g., separate living
arrangements). On the other hand, the low func-
toning deaf-blind person, will require care and
supervision throughout life, and the family unit
must'constantly adjust to the needs of the disabled
family member and must interact with a number of
professional care givers.
/ The differences cited above may lead one to

/dismiss Judge Wisaom's rejection (dr at least
draStic, limitation) orthe parens patria rationale for
state custody as unwarranted and clearly not
applicable to developmentally disabled, persons.
H6wever, if the court's decision is interpreted as a
judicial reinforcement that parens patria cannot-be
invoked on the basis of the best interests of family
members or other third parties, then it clearly
provides a valuable safeguard in evalu4tineCare and
residential, arrangements for deaf-blind and other
,person. Furthermore, it would seem that the
necessary implication of the court's holding, speci-
fying that-state-intervention must be based on the
provisiortpktreatment, not custody, is that, in the
case of teif-blind and other developmentally dis-
abledqtersons, once the state intervenes, it has a
conitililin& obligation and affirmative duty to

-provide those services necessary for the person to
reach his or her developmental potential.

Along with the duty of treatment imposed by
-W 'art and Donaldson, one should note the state's

ublic 'health, safety, welfare, and morals) to
se of police power (i.e., the power to protect the

Triterretrin the. lives of the r>lentally disabled has
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been severely limited both by statute and by cases
such as Lessard v,. Schmidt (1972) that place upon,
the state a strong burden of proof as todangerous-
ness to others in order to justify police power
coma-fitments. This burden will rarely, if ever, be
met for developmentally disabled peisons, which
leaves open the parens patria basis for intervention;
i.e., the state must justifS, that intervention is in
the best interests of an individual who lacks the
capacity to make decisions concerning his or her
care, treatmen, and habilitation...

Legal action is not only firmly establishing
affirmative fights to treatment and habilitation but
is also encouraging treatment and habilitation in
the community and under the most normalized
conditions possible. The legal principle that comes,
ititkilitay is the right to least restrictive alternative.
Generally staftd, this principle hlilds that where
governmental activity \leads to regulation adversely
affecting constitutionally protected ..activities or
constitutionally preferred groups, there is an obli:
gation to explore and employ other possibilities for
accomplishing governmental purposes 'through
means least restrictife to persQnalliberti9,(4he/tOn
v. Tucker, 1964)..,

Chambers (1972) has developed the legal thesis
for least restrictive afternative as aioplied' to civil
commitment 'of mentally ill and mMtally retarded
persons; and- the .doctrine has been specifically
approved by federal courts in Wyatt, Welsh v.
Likins and Lessard v. Schmidt, The principle
applies not only to .issues of commitments and
'discharge but also to modality of care and treat-
ment. In Wyatt v. Stickney the court stated that
the residents of Partlow. State School,"hoe a right
to the least restrictive conditions necessary to
achieve the purposes. of habilitation." The court,
also ruled that no retarded person -could be
admitted to the institution if adequate community
services were available for that person and that the
institution was to make effOrts to place residents in

,smaller, less structured settings and to integrate
residents into the community.
( In declaring 'right to least restrictive alter,
native.ithe court in Welsh also declared an affirma-
tive duty' On the:part of the state to develop and
provide appropriate altetnative conAnunity {ser-
vices.

In his decisiptr of October, 1974, Judge Larson
ordered the defendants to devise,a written plan to
provide community 'placements ror all instution-
alized residents capable of placement. The plan
must smcifically consider methods by which'
severely, an profoundly retarded pers can be
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placed iii community facilities equivalent or
superior to the institution (Welsh v. Likins, 1974).

,The issue now is not so much the existence of a ,

right to. services In the' community, but how
litigants can enforce the right and how qUickly
states will ithplement it.

Health. Care

Le,gal entitlements to health care are interwoven
with many of the legal claims already discussed.
For example, the issue of the adequacy of i+dicall =

services arises in court actions on right. to treat-
ment and habilitation. Physics restoration and
other medically related services form a large
component of rehabilitation services. In some legal
contexts ,(e.g., tax laws and military medical
'"assistance), the lines between educational services
and Medical services are blurred (Welsh v. Secretary
of Defense, 1974). However, the major legal
provisions that affect medical care' for disabled
ilersons under sixty/lye are found in two titles of?,-
the Social Security ActTitle XIX, "Medical Assist'.
tance" (42 USC, Section, 1396); and Title *,
"Maternal and Child Health and Crippled Children
Servicds" (42 USC, Section 701).

Medicaid, under Title :XIX, is a cooperative
deral-state program for. financing medicalcare for

the intligent..and,.near indigent. It is a welfare-based-
program that is administered by the states through
a vendor payments system witlijederal rehiaburse-
merit for expenditures. Federal cost sharin varies
from 50 to 83 perent, depending on the per capita
income in the state. Eligibility to participate in
Medicaid varies from state to state as do, the
services that are provided. All states must provide
coverage to'all persons who qualify for categorical
assistance and almost all Supplementary Security
Inconje beneficiaries. In addition, states' may
chow to include those who are medically needy,
i.e., with incomes toe high to qualify for money,
'payments' but not, high enough to meet mediqttl.
needs. The mandatory pkckage of services that' a
state must provide under, Title XIX for S$I and
AFDC recipients .includes: inpatient hospital ser-
vices; outpatient hospital services; laboratory and

-X-ray services; ,physician services; skilled ,nursing.
home services for those over twenty-one; early
petiodic screening, diagnosis, apd treatment ser-
vices for children; home health services; and family
planning services. In addition,"a state may include f
wide range of optional services and items. Among
those that would be of benefit to the deaf-blind
popultion are speech and .audiology services,
physical and occupational therapy, hearing aids,

.
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skilled -nursing for children, and intermediate care
facility services.

-Early periodic screening, diagnosis, and treat-
ment of children (EPSDT) is a mandatory service
under'Title XIX that has been given priority
attention by the federal government. In 1971 the
Department of 'Health, Edtication, and Welfare
issued regulations, requiring states to conduct out-
reach programs to provide health screening and
treatment to all children. This included referral of
-children for treatment. Because of the potential
cost of the EPSDT program, a number of states
have been rehictant to implenient it. However,
federal court 'suits have been brought, to' force
states to provide early screening, and at least one
lower court decision requiring state implementa-
tion has been affirmed (Bond v, .Stanton, 1974).
While Medicaid is a payments program,, Title V of
the Social Security, Act authorizes federal funding
for -state-operated health care delivery and preven-
tion programs (maternal and child health and
crippled children's services}. Maternal and child
health services are directed toward prevention,
comprehensive health services for childrin. and
pregnant women, and child health supervision.
Specific project areas authorized through 1974
included maternity and infant care projects, inten-
sive care' of infantszhealth care for preschool and
school-ige children, aTid[dental care.

Title V also established a formula grant program
for services to crippled children. Services.pder this
progsant may include identification; diagnosis;

edical, surgical, and corrective services; and/
italization and aftercare of children "who are

-crippled or who are suffering frost conditiOns
leading to crippling.'' Under the' Social Security
Act, a crippled child is defined as "an individual
under the age of 21 who has an organic disease,
defect or condition-which may hinder theachieve-
ment of normal growth and development."

Programs are operated through agencies that are
established under state law and that have a great
c eat of flexibility in defining the target population
and`pritorities of service for the small amount of
monies available.

Although federal 4'u-riding- of health services
(approximately $35 billion in fiscal year 1975 Tis
having aninisreasing impact on entitlement to
medical care, almost alf programs are funneled
through state administrative,channels, and entitle-
ments often involve complex interpretations of
federal and state law and regulations: The extensive
legal and_regulatory framework rovides an excel-
lent area for establishing right to medical treat-

merit even though the service required may be
considered by the state as ,exceptional and not
within the fiscal capacity of the program (Roberts
v. Brian, 1971). One should recognize that each .
state, has some form of statutory authority that
mandates the state or local government kit to
provide health care services to the indigent-Other
through a system of public hospitals or purchaie
arrangement. One may argue that federal-state
medical care schemes do not define exclusively the
state responsibility to provide.adequate- medical
care, The 1974'Supreme Court in Memorial Hospi-
tal v. Maricopa County (94 S. Ct., 1974) gave some
indication that entitlement to medical care carried
at least -the same level of fundamental interest as
entitlement to welfare. Vending the' enactment of
comprehensive national health' insurance with ade=
quate coverage for disibled persons; litigation,;
especially comprehensive right to treatment- suits,
will continue td test the limits of state responsi-
bility to provide adequate medical care to disabled
citizens.

Mobility

It is hornbook
deaf or

'd Transportation
that "the man who is blind or

eo otherwise 'physically disabled is
entithrili to live in the world" (Prosser, 1964).
Jacobus tenBroek (1966) has eloquently elabo-
rated this legal principle as follows:

The right to live in the world entails at least a right to
free and safe physical access to it through the use of
streets, sidewalks,,- roads, highways, and the common

. modes f transpbrtatioh, 'communication, and inter.-
etiange,,I includes as well full and equal access to.places
of public accommodation, places designed to accommo-
date men in the course of gaining access to the world.

The right of handicapped people, to move freely
in the community and to have equal access to
public buildings' and transportation is explicitly
recognized in many state civil rights statutes and is
implicit in the myriad of architectural-barriers laws.
and White cane laws. However, despite these laws,
exclusion of handicapped persons from public
facilities 'seems to be an increasing problem, and
enforcemerrt likely depends on action through the
courts. Before an examination is made of current
legal action, consideration should be giveroo the
extensive body of law supporting integration of
handicapped persons into the mainstream of corn-

.munity life.
White cane laws protect blind and visually

handicipped persons in each state. These laws all
have certain common features concerning coverage
for blind and partially 'blind, use of guide dogs,
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color and position of cane, dui"), of motor vehicle
driVers toward blind persons, immunity 9f blind
persons, and penal sanctions (Mass. Gen. Laws,
Chapter 90, Section )4(a)). Some statutes also
'guarantee access to public accommodations ,(ten-
Brpek, 1966). ,

White cane laws have been-supplemented
, about half the states by comprehensive civil rights

acts that protect blind and other disabled people
against discrimination in public accommodations,
ho and other areas (FA., Stat. Ann. Section
413. . While some of these newer statutes still
employ criminal penalties, the better approach to
enforcement is found in those states that extend
thk jurisdiction Of the civil rights commission to
talc action in cases of discrimination against the
handicapped:

Archaectdral-barriers legislation, which pro-
hibits to varying degrees the construction of public

. buildings that are inaccessible to physically handl-
capped persons, also exists in some form in almost
every stale (President's Committee on Employ-
ment of the Handicapped, 1971). While provision's
vary fromwstate to state, the statutes originally
enacted in the )1960s have been criticized aS

,- ineffective. Coverage is 'generally limited to new
public buildings; enforcement kdiffuse and weak,
'Ind the statutes are riddled with waiver clauses.
Dissatisfied with "state legislation 'which has failed
to protect them" handicapped persons have lobbied
for reform legislation and, are now turning to the
courts to raise claims under the U.S. Constitution

-- and federal law taachieve equal access to buildings.
and transportation. An initial and significant. step
in thi*direction was taken in the lawsuit 'of
Friedman v. County of ,Cuyahoga (Case No.

8959614972). `.

Fri an, an attorney confined to a wheelchair,
attempted to enter five county buildings in Cleve:

. land, Ohio, four of them ,housing courtrooms. He-

could' not enter any of them without assistance. He
filed a .class action suit in the Court of Common
Pleas for the Coiant$P of Cuyah6ga, seeking a
declaratory judgment as to right to access and
injiinetive relief. Since the buildings are not.
covered -byttre-Ohio architectural - (carriers statute,
the legal action was based on rights guaranteed by
the U.S. and Ohio constitutions.

The plaintiff argued that the acts of the county
commissioners in maintaining barrier-laden build-
ings amounted let-denial of access to the courts;
denial of access to a seat of government in
derogation of the right to free petition; denial of
right to travel and freedom of movement; and

rAt

A

denial of equal protection in that the barriers
unjustifiabl_limited equal employment opportu-
nity, These infringements on constitutional rights,
Friedman asserted, placed a burden of affirmative
action on the county commissioners. to provide
access to all-handicapped.citizens. -

The lawsuit ,was resolved' by agreement of the
county commissioners to install ramps and to
ensure accessibility to all existing county-owned
buildings. The' udicially approved consent decree
also provided-that all county buildings constructed
in the futuremust conform to ccessibility stan-
dards. .

The federal Architectural barriers Act, first
enacted in 1968 (PL 90-480, 42 USC, 4151) has
also been the vehicle for successful litigation. Legal

-4 action to secure 'access to public transportation
arose when officials responsible for planning,
design, and construction of the Metro subway-.
system -for the nation's capital failed to comply
with the federal law.

In 1970, Congress enacted PL 91-205, which
added clarifying amendments to the Architectural
Barriers Act-TA 1968. The amendments mandated
that-subway stations, surface station's, and other
structures of Metro be accessible to the handi-
capped. The original plans for an Adopted 7
Regorial System agreed to .under the terms of a
compact among the District, of Columbia, Mary-
land, arid Virginia made no provision for accessible
facilities (capital costs covered escalators rather
than elevators). After passage of PL 91-295 no
changes were madecontracts were let, and con -
strt*tion continued without provision for eleva-
tors: ..

Suit was filed in b.S. District Court, petitioning
fol- a declaration that Metro was in violnion" of
fedeial law and an injunction preventing Metro.
from 'making further expenditure of construction
funds or facing any other action that would make

the installation ofeleVatotgrfaredifficult or costly
' (Minn League v. WMATA, 1972). A preliminary

injunction was denied, based , partially on the
public interest in maintaining the construction
schedule and upon the belief that Metro officials
would take steps to redesign stations and to install.
elevators. However, Metro officials consistently
maintained that the 1970 amendment , to the
Architectural-Barriers Act was simply an authoriz-
ing statute and an appropriation of $65 million
earmarked for the handicapped was required
before action on installation of elevatois could be

effected.
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ti For Over three years, Metro officials held to the
view , that any expenditure of funds for the
handicapped (even' funds raised from sale of
revenue bonds authorized subsequent to the con-
gessibnal mandate that Metro be accessible) would
be a diversion of funds from the Adopter Regional'
System. This position changed only upon the-
issuance of an injunction by JudgeoWilliam Jones;
preventing Metro from openix any stations for use
unless and until stations were equipped with
inclined elevators. .

Since the suit, Congress has strengthened the
enforcement potential of the Architectural Barriers
Act, authorizing the creation of an Architectural
and Transportation Barriers Compliandel3oard (PI.,
91-112, Section 5024. The board has' a wide
ranging power to conduct investigations, hold
public hearings, and issue orders to'ensure compli-
ance with the Architectura1,13arriers Act (Architec-
tural and Transportation Barriers Compliance
Board, 1974).

Advocates of the handicapped are also bringing
federal suits under SeCtion 504 of the Rehabilita-
tion Act and the Urban Mass Transportatiert Act

----ttlaTA) of 1964. The UMTA, as recently
amended, declares, as the national, policy, that
"eldekly Ind handicapped persons have the same
sight as other persons to utilize masstransportation
facilities and services" and further requires that
"Federal programs offering, assistance in the field
of mass transpoftation should contain provisions
impleafenting this policy" (49 USC, Section 1604).
While the Departnienti of Transportation has
made demonstration grants undg this authority'
and has proppsed some regulations that set foith
certain accessibility requirements (UMTA, 19n),
suits have been filed thai claim that the 'Urban
Mass Transportation Act equines more and that
'this act,.-the equal rights provision of the Rehabili-
tation Act (Section 504), and portions Of the
Architectural 'Barriers Act .are violated by public
officials .wh federal funds to develop, con-
struct, or tain new transit facilities without
making_adequate provisions for accessibility for the
handica0ed and elderly. In at least one federal
court suit, Disabled in Action v. Hughes, the
def,elanit state, municipal, and federal officials
agreed to provide accessible buses- Tor the handi-
capped- in Baltimore (C.A. No. 74-1069, 1974). In
a suit filed in Hawaii, plaintiffs have requested the
federal district court to enjoin the purchase of any
new btises for Honolulu unless'adequate steps are
taken to ensure that the handicapped have equal
access to the entire transportation system (Abilities
tinlimitedlinc. v. Villegas, 1975).

21)-751153
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Constitutional and statut ry claims are also
being raised to challenge d iial of access to air.
transportati6n. Handicapped persons, especially
wheelchair-bound persons, are regularly denied
passage on commercial air carriers, and these
incidents have received considerable attention in
the past two years. Although the 'Federal Aviation
Administration and the Civil Aeronautics Board,
two agencies that have regulatory. authority over
commercial air carriers, have proposed regulations
that prohibit discrimination against. deaf persons
and blind persons (but not deaf-blind persons), the '
proposed regulations (1) condone, in the interest
of flight safety,-the exclusion of certain handi-
capped persons unless accompanied by an atten-
dant; and (2) limit the mober of handicapped
persons on any single flight (Department of Trans--
portation, 1974).. The Overall effect of existing
procedure and proposed refutations is to subject,
mobility-disabled persons to the whim of airline
personnel. Especially hard hit are those persons
who must use air travel in the course of employ-
ment: More important than the number of persons
affected byAhe present practices'of air carriers and
the nonfeasance of the regulatory agencies_is...the_
fact that a fundamental right, such as the right to
travel, has been denied to a class of persbns on the
bases of wAnjetture and hypothesis and without
any rational basis- whatsoever. It will take court
actions 'raising constitutional right to travel, as well
as rights under the civil rights section of the

Vehabilitation Act (Section 504), to secure equal
access to air transit. The federal suit of Thoben y.
Eastern Airlines (C.A. 74-937, 1974), in which. a
wheelchair-bound' civil service employee traveling
on business was twice denied passage froth
Washington, D.C. to PhiladelphiAzoteill most likely
be the first case in which a ruling is made on the
constitutional and statutory Claims as well *as
the liability of airlines for damages for unlawful
exclusion of handicapped persons. The precedent
that will be established may have an impact not
only on air travel but also on access to all forms of
transportation an 'thereby have considerable
bearing on the disa person's right to lisre in -the
world of the 1970s.

summary and Conclbsion

A large body of federal and state legislation that
applies to deaf-blind persons is now in existence.
Also, a number of legal action strategies have been
developed on behalf of other handicapped persons,
and these can be used by deaf-blind,persons and
their advocates. This description of the state of the
law merely provides a starting-point to evaluate the

v.
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legal structure a.8 it applies to deaf-blin( persons.
Such an evaluation can be approached by building
upon 4 typology.of services and legal claims to

. services develowl by Gilhool (1975). He classified
services as follows::

I. Services that are available to all citizens (e.g.,
fire protection, polide protection,' and educa-
tion) .

2. Services that are available to all citizens and&
that handicapped persons would use in ai r

special way (e.g., access to public buildings)
3. Services thltare available to some citizens on

the ,basis-o r conditions that are not related to
. handicap (e.g., public assistance or medical

assistance based on need) t

4. Services that are available to hancAtOped
citizens specifically (e.g., model centers -for
the deaf-blind)

Gilhool further cites two types of claims with
respect to the four types of service' (I) a claim for
access to the service: and (2) a claim for quality of
service. He cautions against drawing direct claims
of affirmative constitutional rights to services and
argues persuasively that education, employment,
recreation4 and other services can be cast as Type I
services and that such services can be advanced
through equal protection bolstered by principles
normalization. Using this model, the deaf-blind/
may be able to access a number of services that are
not specifically 'intepded for them by pressing
claims to Type 4 services for the blind and services_

for the deaf. All-statutory definitions governing
progrAins putlined herein are broad enough to
include deaf-blind persons, and exclusion of such .
persons on, the basis of multiple handicap could be
attacked vlithont reaching constitutional quetions.

Even if access to education, treatment, employ-
ment, and 'other services 'could be 'gained 4,
deaf-blind persons, the question of quality of
service remains. As noted in the sections on.
education and 'treatment, courts can and will
address issues.of quality in instances in which due
process is, involved. in the case of many deaf-blind

questionsuestivns of *provision of service inevitably
raise questions of control, and these must be dealt
with in terms of due process and the personal
liberty of the deaf-blind person.

With the wide variety of legal claims and
strategies to be employed on behalf of deaf-blind
persons and the myriad of legal provisions that
come into play, the major gap irr the law becomes
evident. The deficiency relates to the practical
problem of negotiating 4 complex. system of
generic services and entitlements by, or on behalf
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of, a person who may be highly a
who may receive low priority within
clients being served. While procedural
mechanisms such as hearings in ed
individual's plans for rehabilitation,
review procedures in residential settings
available, they may be of little use to t
blind client unless special provisions are ac
to ensure that his or her rights are protecte
protection, representation, and advocacy req
may be provided in a number of ways throu
specialized advocacy agency; through a case m
ager, as suggested by Harmer;' or through-
personal surrogate (Hammer, 1974). Whatever th
form, new legal provisions to define the legal
relationships between deaf-blind persons, parents,
and guardians and advocate-surrogate, service pro-
viders, and the community at large4-must be
developed. These provisions should recognize the
responsibility of those in a legal relationship to the
deaf-blind persons to pr tect and assist them while
allowing for their gralith and .development and
preserving their right to as much independence as
possible.

The development of such a#legal arrangement
together with the continuing expansion of the
rights of the handicapped through future legal
action will do much/ to guarantee that lall.handi-
capped persons, including the deaf-blind, receive
equal treatment under the law aszerrave the full
opportunity to develop their potential and con-
tribute to the general welfare as they are able.
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Touch Communicabon1
Rkhaid Kinney

President, Hadley School-for the Blind .

How can others Communicate with us through
the sense of touch? Our success in finding answers
to this question will determine significantly our
freedom and our happiness as persons who are deaf

tiand blind.
Little children can show us one way. Toddlers

take our index finger and 'point to the thing or
place in which they are interested. They bring their
favorite toys and place them in our hands, They
lead as to the kitchen sink fo show that they want
a drink of water. They pat our hand or climb into
our laps and give us a hug to show affection:`They
express themselves by gestures and by actions.

Universal Communication Methods
Taking his 'deaf-blind father's hand, a, three-

year-old boy signals "yes" by moving the hand up
and down, "no",ky,moving it back and forth. To
show pride in ..iorrietlie4V accomplishment, he seizes

f his father's wrists and claps his father's hands
together as if applauding. If hurt in a fall, he
brushes his father's fingertips across a tear-wet
cheek. If he wants something, he finds ways pf

' letting the fact be known!
Adults, toorcan use the language of gesture and

action; as "the kiss that speaks plumes" happily
illustrates. Your friends do not instinctively realize
liO"w thoughtful or time-saving a gesture or action.
can sometimes be, a tactful suggestion on our part
will usually be welcomed. By a.slight, continuing
pressure on our hand, for instance,a friend can let
us know he is speaking to someone else in' the
group. The pressure not only saves us from
interrupting, but also conveys a sense of com-
panionship and assurance that we have not been
forgotten. -'

' Excerpted from IndepeluYent Living Without Sight and Hearing

We can always secure information or even carry
on -a kind of conversation by asking questions that
can be answered by a "yes" .or "no." Many
deaf-blind people interpret one tap as meaning
"yes," two taps as "no," three taps as "I don't
know." Be 'sure, however that you and the other
person are in agreement on the meaning of the
signals, ,for. there is as yet no universally accepted
standard. A sample interchange by this method
might be:
. "Nice of yOu tb stop tonight, Mr. Brown, to

take me to the meeting of the chess Club. Is the
weather good?"

"No."
"Is it raining?"
"No."
"Gmd heavens, are we having our first snow

., of tlitiOnter?"
"Yes."
"Do I need to wear galoshes?"
"Yes."
"Thanks for warning me. The last thing I

want to do is get wet feet and catch cold."
Success with this method depends on asking

Questions in a logical order, beginning with general
questions and proceeding to particular ones. Be
sure to avoid double inquiries, such as "Is the room
too warm?* too cool for your comfor.t?" To
answer such a question with a yes or no would,tax
the wisdom of Solomon! The tactful questioner
will also avoid such 'queries as the famous "Have
you stopped beating your wife? Answer yes or
no."

Yet for a full-fledged, satisfying conversation,
we do need communication through words. Unless
one has received long, arduous, and difficult
training in reading lips by touchtraining availablik*-4
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at only a verx few schools that specialize irr the
teaching of deaf-blind childrenthe words must be

...spelled put letter by letter. Many and varied
.methods have been 'worked odt by xhich this can

# . At be done With Surprising speed...Some of;the most
14 rapid and -convenient methods- require special

learning ,on the-part bf both the.cleaf-blind person
and the person speaking to hills. We itt consider
these, a little rater. Now, however, let us discuss
some "universals' communication methods that
almost anyone can use. to 'converse with us
immediatelyRrovided we ourselves are ready.. A

The deaf -blind persoh learned to read priff
". *before losing his or her sight will find tffe knowl-

edge invaluable. He or she can carry a pocket-sized
alphabet plate that bears raised print letters easily
recogniied by touch. A friend, an acquaintance;
even a stranger, can communicate at once simply
by taking the deaf-blind person's index finger and
placing the. tip on the desired letters as words are

,spelled. out. The alphabet plate has extra advan-
liges for the' deaf-blind person who cannot use his
or her voice, since he or she can in turn point to
the raised letters in spelling, out his or her own side
of_ the conversation. If we have not read'priftt fora

r--long time qr if'we have never read it and must learn
from the _beginning, the alphabet plate offers
excellent practice. The raised letters are always
there to be studied or reviewed, and the method.
can be used as slowly as is necessary.

Once our skill in,. recognizing print letters is
adequate, a much faster 'method than use of the
embossed alphabet plate becomes poslible.. The
person to whom we are talking can simply print
capital. letfersoften called block letterSin. the
palm of our hand with tV tip of his or her index
finger. Block letters Thly be received in either
hand, depending on which- is more comfortable.

* Raise the 'hand forward, waist-ugh with elbow
bent, elbow touching the side, palm, up, fingers
extended together. Ask the other person to print
capital letters on you'pillm, making the letters
large and One after the other on the same, spot.
When bothjiands are occupied with work, some
deir-blind peRple receive Mock letters printed on

'the shoulder or bad. At least in the beginning, you
c--may find print tern easier to recognize ifIthe:

-other person holds r own index finger like a
- pencil an'd prints on a table or in your other hand.

As with any -other communication method,
printing in the palm takes practice to master.
Printing in Your own palm. several times a day will
help you build skill. The method has the grea(

1 advantage that nearly every sighted-perso; knows

%
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how-to printand a large number of blind persons
do; too. Your hand is always with youon the
'street, on the beach; at work. The method has no
special equipment to forget or mislay.,

Sometimes the deaf-blind person who lost his or
her sight in childhood finds prihting in the palm
difficult to learn or .to read .with speed. What are
the other methods by which we can take advantage
of the fact that almost all sighted people are
familiar with print?

Alphab;t

One such other. method is the alphabet glovea.
thin,,white cotton glove on which the letters of the

abet have been printed with indelible ink at
definite spots memorized 1}y the deaf-blind wearer.
The sighted person spells, out his or her wards by
touching the letters. With practitt, the method,can
become very quickie Because the letters are system:
atically arranged, their positions are easy to memo--
rize. The glove is convenient to carry. Friends who
use it often .will soon find that they haye uncon-
sciously learned the locations of the letters, just as
we have, and thereafter they can use the alphabet
Alove method withoit a glove!

With the help of a friend, each of us can provide
his .Or her own glove, thereby ensuring a perfect fit.
The glove is usually worn on thtjeft hand,'ind the
wearer extends his or her hand away from, himself
or herself toward the speaker. After we have
purchased a-suitable white cotton glove, the friend
assisting us should mark it with indelible inc in
such a way that The print letters appear right side
up for the person facing the wearer. The letters of
the alphabet are 'printed on the palm side of the IP

Back of loft hand
"

Palm oUletehand
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glove ind are located on the tips of the fingers, the
join* of the fingers and the palm. of the' hand at
the Base of the fingers while the numerals appear
on the fingernails and knuckles on the back of the
hand..

The arrangenient of the letters and numerals on
the gloVe is systematic and is,as follows:

The utters
Ektend the left hand with the palm face up. The

first four letters are located in the line of the
thumb:

A---;tip of the thumb
13-first joint of the thumb
C-second joint of the thumb
D-palm,,of the hand atirthe base of the thumb

(the section commonly thought of as the
fleshy part of the thumb)

.

The next five letters are located in the line of
the index finger:

E-tip of the index finger
F-first joint of the index finger
G-second joint Of the index finger

4 H-third joint of thindexi finger
I-Lpalm of the hand at the,. base of the index

finget

The next five letters are located in the line of
the middle finger:

J-tip of the middle finger
K-first joint of the middle-finger

ahh. 1.,:-secbi1d joint of the middle finger
M -third joint of the middle finger
N-palm of the hand at the base of the middle

finger

The next five letters are located in the line of
the ring finger:

0-tip of the ring finger
P-first joint of the ring finger
Q-second joint of the ring finger
R -third joint of the ring finger
S-;palm of the hand at the base of the ring

finger 4

The next six letters are located in.the line of the
litty finger:

V-tip of the little finger
1.1-rust joint, of the little finger
V-second joint of the Mlle finger
W-third joint orthe little finger
X -palm of the hand at the base of ,the little

finger

Y-palm of the hand midway between the third
joint of the little finger and the wrist

Z-center of the palm

The Numerals

Extend the left hand so that the palm is facing
down. The first five numbers are located on the
fingernails:

1 -thumbnail
2-nail of the index finger
3-nail of the middle finger
4-nail of the ring finger

'5-nail of the=little finger
The next five numbers are)ocated on the

knuckles:

6-the finit knuckle of the thumb,
7-first knuckle of the.index finger
8-first knuckle of the middle finger
9-firstknuckle of the Ting finger

10-first knuckle of the little finger

As with printing in the palm, a good way to
build up speed in using the 'alphabet glove )s to
practice talking to ourselves, tapping outithe words
on our own hand. Be sure to memorize the
locationsof the letters thoroughly before trying the
&ire with others. Blind friends can of course talk.
to tkis by this method only if they themselves also
learfi the position - of the letters. You may be
pleasantly surprised by the number of people with
whom youcan become "hand in love!"

Braille Alphabet Card

A slow but simple method enables the deaf-blind
,person -*ho can read braille to capitalize on the)
(universal familiarity-With inkprint of the sighted'
' public. This method is the use of the braille alpha-
bet card, a pocket-size cavil that bears 'both the
inkprint and braille alphabet. A sighted friend can
use the card by placing our index finger tip °lithe
braille letter just below the equivalent print letter.
A blind friend sfan use it by locating the braille
letter he or she wishes to indicate and p 'cing our
finger tip upon it.

Tellatouch

Finally, an outstanding communication device
for the good braille readeil is the Tellattuch, a
small machine resemblinge a ',miniature typewriter
that raises co apondini braille letters under the
deaf-blind read 's finger tip as the other person
types. With ticet the Tellatouch can 6fterert.
read at ,60 words a minute qr more, and, the schocIr
teach typing' to so many people nowadays that a
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gpod share of the persons we meet may actually be
touch typists. Even those who cannot touch type
are usually at least somewhat familiar with a
typewriter keyboard and can do reasonably well by
the famous one-fingered "search and sock"
method.' Further, the Tellatouch seems to appeal
to a kind of toy instinct in many people, its use
striking them as an enjoyable sort of game.
Children love it especially as do all who are young
in heart and gadget conscious. To put a new fijend,
at ease in using the Telkitouch, we can helpfully
suggest that the capital sign be omitted for
simplicity's sake. We should explain that the braille
is easier to read if the typist presses the key all the
way down 'rather than striking with a sharp*
staccato motion. A blind friend should be Warned
that the keyboard omits the usual top row of
numbers. Numbers are best spelled out. Someone
who knows braille may prefer to use the six
Brdillewrite keys at the bottom of the keyboard
rather than the typewriter keyboard itself.

Tellapuch

To develop our own ability fo read the Tella-
touch fluently, we can practice with advantage the
often-repeated suggestion of talking to ourselves.
By pressing the.IZeys at random with one hand and
identifying the nsing braille characters with the tip
of our favorite reading finger on the other hand
we can greatly enhance bur reading skill with the
device.

- The Tellatouch is light and portable. It can be
cairieci about as gasify, as a lady , carries her

handbag. Tellatouches are available from the
American Foundation for the Blind in New 'Irk
at a price well worth the investment..

Let us return for a moment to the subject of -
communication by gesture' or action. A man's
name is 'to him the sweetest sound in the'language
and the friend who has a special "name, sign;" such

y.
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as linking the little filigers, squeezing the shoulder,
rippling the finger tips across the back of the hand,
will enjoy saying hello to us at every opportunity.
By giving our f ends clever name signs we can
promote the toegirining of many fine conversations!

Special-Communication Methods

We have discussed some communication
methods that we termed universal because almost
anyone can use them at once in communicating
with' us, provided that we ourselves are skilled id
their use. Now let us discuss some communication
Methods that are special because their use does not
require soirt special learning on the other person's
part, no matter how well prepared we who are
deaf-blind may be.

The question naturally arises regarding whether
we should concern ourselves about special methods
at all. Why not stick to universal ways that others
can use at once? Will jot other people always
speak to us more often, more readily, and with
more pleasure if they do not 'need to learn or
remember special codes? 'The questions have a

point, and _some deaf,-blind people do indeed rely,
on universal communication methods, certain of
which, like the alphabet glove or the Tellatouch,
are capable of impressive speed. Evtry deaf-blind
person should definitely know at least one univer-
sal, methoeby which others can communicate with
him or her immediately. Such knowledge may be

vital in an emergency; Even in a social sense;we
will never be able to mingle freely in a group or
acquire new acquaintances readily unless we have

at our disposal a communication method that
others will find rewarding from the start. If we can
offer others a choice of such methods, so much the
better. People' tend to do again what they enjoy
doing, and they will enjoy talking with us much
more if they are offered a variety of methods from
which to choose their favorite.

And this is exactly the point to which we have
been leading. Thdugh agreeing that knowledge of
universal liethods .is necessary, many deaf-blind

'people also have one or more special methods they
find, congenial when talking among themselves,-
with. members of their families, or with friends
whom they meet often. The special method may
be a favorite because of its speed, the ..warm
-personal hand contacts it involves, the- particular
uses to which it can be put, or simply because it
seems relaxed and comfortable. Also, experience
indica0 that once a new acquaintancebecomes
sufficiently interested to.learn a special method, he
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or she is likely to grow so. proud of his oriter new
skill that he or she takes wry opportunity to use
it!

In the United States, the one-hand manual
alphabet is the most widely used special method.

#0ne of its merits as the possibility of' flashing
speed, a factor that has made it a favorite among
deaf-blind college students. Another advantage is
that it can be used in almost any position without
need to look at the -hands oy-tb feel for specific
areas on .them. This manual alphabet reflects the
personality, mood, and emphasis of the speaker to
a remarkable degree, and the enthusiast who once
described it as "an aristoerat among peons" main
some ways have been justified.

On the other o pun intended, the
one-hand manual s complicated tolearn..
It requires considerable pra lice to use with speed
and even more practice to read with .facility.
Anyone. with stiff joints o arthtitic fingers will
experience difficulties. Further, the one-hand
manual alphabet is subject to Many small Variations
from person to person. Two people, bothof whom
feet they know the systems\ well, often find it
necessary to go through the alphabet together for a
brief comparison of letters before they can con-
verse readily. Though the manual as used by
deaf-blind persons in the United States' is based on
the system as employed by the sighted deaf, the
latter form their letters in the air for visual reading
and preliminary explanation of how to form them
in the hand is often helpful.

The One-Hand,ManUal Alphabet

:The listener places his or her hand'lightly over
(some prefer uncle') the sp, aker's hand to feel the
position of the speaker' fingers. The speaker_
should be careful to move the fingers directly from
the position of one letteto the next and to pause
briefly between words. The listener should keep his
touch as light' as pos§lhle and ayokl "strangling"
the speaker's fingers i# the Manner of an affection-

e ha d, unlesg otherwise
e pal .turned 'away from

should point down, the

ale octopus.
Yhe position of

specified, is up with
the speaker The elb
ihOulder should be relaxed ',And most of the action
should be from the wrist throe the fingers.

AFold the four fingers flat against the palm
and point te thumb up, holding it tightly
against the bent index finger

BPoint the four fingers straight ups holding
them- tightly together, And bend' the thumb
across the palm.

r
4

CHolding the four fingers together, Curve them
dowirard and curve the thumb upward
toward the tip of the bent inde* finger (lOoks
like a print C).

DPoint the index finger straight up and make a
circle with the tip of the middle finger and
th thumb. The fingers are curved tightly
tdggether.

end the thumb across the palm and place
the tips of the four fingers tightly together
along the upper edge of the thumb.

Stop at this point and review., Actually make the
letters with your, right hand. Spell in the air when
practicing alone. Practice the words in the follow,..
ing list, all of .which can be spewed from letters
You've already learned: bed, bado:lad,Ace, decade,
ebbed, beaded, cede, cad, bade.

FBend the index finger forward. The other
three fingers and the' thumb point straight up.
Hold the fingers tightly together and place the
thumb against the second jojnt of the index
finger.

GDrop the hand by bej the wrist so that
the hand is horizontal an the. palm inward.
Point the index finger. and e thumb, eurling -
the other three fingers ,int the palm (the
thumb and index finger near y touching). (G
may stand for the gun that you appear to be
pointing.

HThisietter is made exactly like G except that
the middle finger also is pointing, held tightly
against thg index finger.

IMake a fist and point the little finger straight
up.

JStarting with I, bring the, tip of the little
finger dowifand then up to the left in a hook,
moving the whole hand from the wrist. (You
are drawing the letter J.)

Time to review again. Spell the following words
in the air,' checking for .accuracy:--whenever in
doubt: fig, feed, head, high, jab, ice, each, chef,
beached. We are chewing the one -hand manual
alphabet a mouthful at a time to prevar
indigestion.

KPoint the "index ,and middle fingers straight
up, separated. Place the tip of the thumb
between the two tinges at the base. The ring
and little fingers are curved into the palm.

LPoint the index finger straight up and thumb
at right angles to it. The other fingers 'are
curved into the psalm.
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M-- Holding the. little finger down with the tip of
the thiernb, bend the index, middle and ring
fingers over the thumb, holding' them tightly
together and pointing downward.

NN is made exactly like M except that the rink
and little fingers4re, held down with the tip of
the thumb and only the index and middle
fingers are belt over the thumb.

O- -Make a circle with the four fingers and the
thumbby placing the tip of the thumb against
the tip bf the index finger, holding the four
fingers t tly together.

After re,vi mg the last five letters and any
earlier letters about which you may feel qualms,
spell in the alk the following words: look, moon,
balloon, knee, moan; and, foam, diamond; benefi-
cial, bleak,'ana macaroni. The alphabet has been
divided 'at various times into groups of similar
letters, with somewhat mixed results. Some
learners; thbught the grouping of similar letters'
helped them memorize. Others felt the Vsterh
merely gave them one more thing to keep trSck
ofthat is, which letters are in which groups. In

wthis paper, e are presenting the letters in squads of
rf five, each squad' followed by appropriate practice

words, and the result should be straightforward,
morale-boosting progress from A through Z.

'PBy bending the wrist slightly, drop the hand
halfway, extended away from self with the
palm turned down. Point the index finger out
and the middle finger down. Place the ball of
the thumb against the first joint of the middle
finger and curl the ring andlittle fm_ gers into
the palm.- . ,

QQ is _made exactly like G except that the
whole hand is pointing-downward and the
thumb and tilde( finger are slightly more
separated.

RMake a fist with theindexarkd middle fingers
_pointing upmiddle,finger dossed over index
finger.' .

SMake a fist with the thumb across the front
of the fingers to touch the second joint of the
ring,finger.

TMake a fist with the tip of the thumb
pointing up betWeen the index airdmiddle
fingers.

UMake a fist with the index and kniddlfingers
Anting up straight, holding them tightly
together.

We have added a bonus sixth letter to,the usual
group of five this timeand for, excellent reas3n.
How often could we use Q in spelling a word if we

do not a sO snow hbw to sign U? After reviewing
the letteit in this fourth group, spell in the air the
slithtly bizarr itioughtieter 'Piper quaffed a
quart of simple ountain seal oil.

VMake a U *th the index and middle fingers
separated (leaks like a letter V).

WPoint the index, middle, and tring fingers up,
holding them separated; and- curl the thumb
and .little finger into the palm (looks like a
letter W).

XMake a fist and raise the index finger by
straightenin it at the kruickle joint but
keepin bent at the other two joints to look
like a h k

YPoint the little finger and thumb up straight
'kith a- sftght outward slant. The other three
fingers are bent dawn.

,ZMake a fist and point the index finger. With
the tip of the index fmge, draw a zigzag as
follows: make a hOrizontal stroke from left to
right, a diagonal stroke down to the left, and
a`horizontal from left to right. Imagine Your
index fingerprinting the letter Z.

Which letters of the one-hand manual alphabet
resemble print? After reviewing the last five letters,
spell in the air: a fox, a walrus, and a young
zeb-rajust the kind of company I've always
wanted on an zxciting night in Paris.

There are almost as many ways of reading or
listening to the one-hand manual as _therp are
people to read or listen. Some prefer to have the
letters made straight down into the palm. Some
like to touch the back of the speaker's hand with
both of their own hands. The right method is. the
one that proves to your to be the clearest, most
c'omfortable, most rapid, and least likely to use
misunderstanding or to require repeats.

The one-hand manual alphabet is a challenge to
_e,acji of its users. Like aspirited horse, it needs to
be mastered through individual patience and Skill.

119

Theqwo-Ha `Manual Alphabet

In Greit Britain and in most other English-
speaking, countries except the :United States, the
two-hand manual alphabet is the most popUlar
special communication method. The descriptions
"one-hand" and "two-hand" refer to the ways in,
which the letters are made. With the former, the
speaker fonds- a complete letter with his or her
hand and the land of the listener is expected to
recognize it. With the latter,' both the speaker's
hand and the listener's hand are essential to form a
letter, though the ,listener's hand remains open, and
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perfectlyquiet..The distinction is at best somewhat
technical and need not detain .us here. Many users
of the one-hand manual, for instance, actually '
blend the two ways of reading.

The twb-hand manual alphabet has certain very
real advantages to offer. It is simpler, easierb
learn, perhaps easier to read. Thrfact that many of
the letters resemble print letters is a memory aid to
friends with normal sight. The greater simplicity of
the 'letters means fewer variations frOm person to
person in the way the letters are formed. Though
the two-hand manual alphabet does .nof usually
lend itself to spa dazzling speech as a few have
attained with the one -hared manual alphabet, it'
does . offer a reasonable pace for most and is '
especially kind to anyone with stiff fingers. As one
often-dated, deaf-blind coed ..who knows both
manuals demurely put it: "I choose my manual to
suit my man."

Ideally, the speaker should sit .beside the
listener, to the listener's left. He or she should take
the listener's left hand, resting the back of it on his

or her own left palm. The speaker then makes the
i letters with his or her own right hand on the

listener's left hand in the following ways: _

The five vowels, A E I 0 U, are indicated by tap-
ping the listener's fingertips in this order:.
thumb, index finger, middle finger, ring finger,
and little finger.

.

BThe fingers are bunched so that the tips meet
in in irregular ring and placed in that form in

. the palm of the hand.
CThe index linger, makes a circular flick along

the inner side of the thumb and along the
curve between the thumb and the index
finger, finishing at the tip of the index finger.

DThe tip of the index finger touches the tip of
the listener's index finger, while the tip of the
-thumb touches the base of the index finger=

FThe index and middle fingers are placed close
tOgether at right angles acrosS to index
finger.

.=

GThe fist is clenched and placed in the palm,
with 'thumb in highest position and lade
finger On the palm.

H The palm of the speaker's hand is moved
swiftly across the listener's palm. (The motion
suggests the breathy sound of H.)

JThe tip of the, index finger touches the tip of
the middle finger and strokes down it to the
base. .

KThe index finger is bent, palm turned down,
and the bent Second joint touches the_second
joint of the listener's index finger.

0 3'40

LThe index-fhiger is laid across the palm. .

M l'he first three fingers, touching, are laid
across the palm.

NThe first two lingers, touching, are laid
across the palm.

P -The tip of the index fingeis lightly held .by
the tip of the index finger and thumb. (This
letter is simply a pinch of the tip of the index.
finger.)

QThe index finger "is placed in the fork
between the index finger and the thumb and
hooked round the base of the thumb.

RThe index finger is bent and laid'across the
palm. .

SThe index finger is bat and linked with the
little finger.

TThe tip of the index finger should touch the
- edge of the pal.at the side-farthest from the

thumb. -

V` The index and middle fingers are separated as
far as possible and laid 'across the palm.

WThe palm of the hand is laid flat across the
fingers and the fingers are bent over and
round the fingers.

XThe index finger is laid at right angles across
the index finger.

YThe index finger is placed in the joint
between the thumb and the index finger.

ZThe tips of the fingers in a row touch the
middle of the palm.

The speaker should pause briefly between
words. If both speaker and listener are familiar
with contracted braille, abbreviations may be used.
However, when a really good rate of speech has
been worked up in either the one-hand or two- -

hand manual alphabet methods, most people find
that abbreviations cause more confusion than they
are worth. One exception is to abbreviate a long
name by using just its first syllable, such as
abbreviating Mr. Nuttingham into Mr. Nut. Obvi-
ously, even here, there is danger if the 'deaf -blind
person habitually shortens his spoken speech to
match the abbreviation!

The Interhational-Morse Code

The International Morse Code merits discussion
in this chapter because it will prove itself invalu-
able in connection with the telephone. Even as a
straightforward communication method among
persons within touching distance of one another,
the International Morse Code has the advantage of
being inconspicuous, applicable to any part of the
body, potentially rapid, and families to many Boy
and Girl Scouts, members of the Armed Forces,
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and amateur radio operators.. At its simplest, the one knows penmanship. Messages can be typed on
dash is merely a stroke witlt,the tip of the index file cards and labeled in braille for use in 1ter
finger, the dot a tap: When written i braille, situations, as when traveling. In:fact, many daf-
braille 'dot I, is used for the code dat aid braille blind people with clear speaking voices find file
dots 1 and 4 are used for the dash. cards bearing typed addresses or instructions a

good thing to carry when they wish to make
doubly sure they are understood. Several very
small portable typewriters are now produced that

. will even fit into a suitcase. For braille-reading
friends, the Perkins 'or Lavender. Braillers,

onminiature Banks Pocket Writer that brailles on a
thin ribbon of paper, and the ordinary pocket
braille slate and stylus offer resources.

T Printing in the air, manualing in the air, and
U pointing to the letters on a braille or raised-print

#0 alphabet board are practical methods. Others must
W necessarily spell out their wordao us. Those.of us

who cannot speAk must simply spell right back to
them in the clearest and most mutually congenial

A

D

E"

G

I

M

N

0
P

Q -.
R

Our-Response

Since conversation is a two-way affair", we must
have something to c9naitstite. The man or woman
who is deaf, blind, and mute has an extra challenge
to overcome in -carrying on successful
communicationand many such people have
shown heartwarming resourcefulness in doing so.

In the fitst place, one can often convey one's
thoughts in writing. A pencil and pad are handy if

P5,

. way.
Each person's voice is distinct, a product of his,

or her phygique, personality, background, and
special 'problems. Regarding our individual
strengths and weaknesses, we can ask for candid
opinions from our friends. We.may also profit from
discussing Specific speech problems with profes-

, sional speech .therapists or with deaf-blind persons
who'have done notable work in building their own
voices. . -

The aulor of this will now stop and read what
he has wiattenaloud. Nothing does more for a
voice than daily reading aloud.

J
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The Current Status of information
and Service Respurces
for Deafi-Btind persons

i n the United States in 1975
Lou *Alois°

Professor and Coordinator, Programs Preparing Personnel for Visually Impaired and Deaf -Blind Children,
College. of Education, Michigan State University

The sudden appearance of significant numbers
of deaf-blind babies in the United States ten years
ago highlighted in a dramatic way the absence of a
coordinated, instantly responsive information sys:
tem for use by parents and professionals to match
children's needs with appropriate services. Profes-
sionals were hampered in responding to the rubella-
damaged babies by not being able to locate them,
learn of ''the severity of their handicaps, or tssess
the babies' needs or those of then. parents(They
were unable to determine how the needs should be
met or by whom, what funds were needed for the
task, and from what sources the funds could be
provided. The answers were slow in coming, buf
gradually the fact was apparent that no single
agency had the answers or the responsibilitykor
resolving the plight of the families, The conglom-
erate of public and . private agencies offering
pOssible information and services had apparently
grown through the preceding years a gigantic-
bureaucracy lacking coordination or direction.

Parents of deaf-blind babies and professionals.
ke became lost in the tangle of inaccurate or

insufficient information and were frustrated by a
profusion of referrals and agencies. They were
powerless to'bring the parts together effectively to
help the children. Compounding the enormous
human tragedy or the rubella:damaged children
was the gradual realization that in America in 1965
no one-stop resource for information, no coordina-

,t ting agency to ensure the pr9vision of services, and
no long-range planning for 'already known future-
information and service requirements existed. That
huge information and service overlaps and gaps
existed was painfully evident. Instead of an infor-
mation and service' delivery system, segmented bits
of information and service were scattered through-
out an 'unknown number of public and private

,agencies and organizations, each 'of which had
developed piecemeal and independently as services
and "add-one', intended at thetime to be respon-
sive- to expressed human needs. Without coordina-
tion of these units, we could have no one-stop
information resource, no central point for planning
noi'the delivery of services..

Against' thisTackdsop, then, we report where we
are in Ameria_ today in intimation and service
resources for deaf-blind persons' and those inter-
ested in them. -Clearly, some lessons have been
learned so that from the tragedy may be the
development and implementation of -a workable,
responsive, centralized information and service
delivery system that will ensure viable, long-range
planning for all eventualities. For the moment,
however, we _Teportta delivery that is improved
since the dark days of the 1960s but still short of
the goal. And because many direct services to
parpts, deaf-blind persons, profe,ssionals, and
others remain scattered over and through a rather
awesome number of federal, regional, state, and
local public and private agencies and organizations,
the sources of information have also remained
scattered.

ferposes and Organization

The foremost purpose of this paper is to bring
together-the- majpi'sources of, information and to
reporton the services which have the potential for
being useful to deaf-blind persons. A single guide
to these often elusive resources is needed and will

' be useful to deaf-blind persons, their relatives and
friends, professional personnel, researchers, and-
information specialists. A 'second purpose is to
report to the same group on the types' of services
needed by deaf-blind persons, as 'stated from the
perspective of program administrators, parents, and
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others interested ih the deaf-blind. The inclusion of
this relatively new research will permit the rsader
to make a personal appraisal of the adequPy of
.the reported services ti) 'determine whether they
match the expressed needs. The third purpose is to
suggest possibletresolutions of unmet needs.

The paper is organized M five sections, as,
follows: the first section presents a discussion or
the reported information and service needs of
deaf-blind persons, their families, and others inter-
ested in the deaf-blind. The second section, in two
parts, provides' public information and resources
presently available and the service's to deaf-blind
persons:The third section of the paper offers some
observations on existing and unmet needs, based
on a comparison of the evidence, reported in
sections one and two. Section four proVides a
summary and listing of the various information
resources such as library, directory, agency, a
consultant resources, with addresses included
where these may be helpful. The 'conclusion,
section five, contains a listing of references which
were helpful to the author in preparing this
chaptir.

Reported Inforrnatidn and Ss ce
Needs of Deaf -Blid Petsvir, s '4;

Basically, information may be provided to deaf-
blind persons in two ways: (1) an agency may seek
out the person deeding its services, a technique
sometimes referred to as outreach; or (2) a
deaf-blind person or other interested person can
search for information on available services felt to
be needed. The purpoie of each is to improve the
condition of this low-incidence, high-risk popula-
tion. Agencies, groups, and institutions provide
services, including financial supportl, GenerallY
speaking, the services are offered through two
parallel sectors, one public and one prii'ate, with .

the latter often receiving grants from 'the former.
The agencies vary important ways regarding,the
geographic area serviti, the services provided, the
age of the persons served, -and even the 'group
served. They may serve deaf-blind persons directly
or indirectly (e.g., training of personnel for the
education or social care of deaf-blind persons); The
information resource for a needed service may be
at near at hand at the local area; no farther than
the, state capital; more distant in a multistate
regional center; or most distant, as with the federal
government. As a general ,rule, the ,more rural an
area, the more distant the information and service
resource is from the deaf-blind person needing it.
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Most of .the information and the set-vices to
deaf-blind persons are provided through public and
private agencies serving the wider population of
needy normal persons, such as the federal social
security programs; through agencies providing ser-
vices to the mentally handicapped, deaf, or visually
handicapped persons, such as the American Foun-
dation for the Blind; or through- agencies Serving
the handicapped in general, such as the federal
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped. Only
recently two resourcef were established by the
federal government -specifically d)gned and
oriented to meet the unusual needs o deaf-blind
persons. These are the Regional Centers for Ser-
vices to Deaf-Blind Children (1967) and the
National Center for Deaf-Blind Youth and Adults
(1969). .

The most immediately' useful services provided
deaf-blind persons today are those offered by a
complex of public agenciesfederal, state, and,
localthrough a combination of funds provided at
each ,level. Examples of these are the health care,
welfare, and education programs. Supplementing
these costly, difect public services are the infkma:
tion resourees of private agencies and organizations
providing mor mited but useful 0d:specialized
services.

The American public information and service
bureaucracy is awesome in site and overlapping in
scope. The bureaucracy is difficult tp understand
and use because if consists of information and
services provided by hundreds of autonomous
agencies, each interpreting legislation and establish-
Mg guidelines to carry out specified mandates for
information and service. A maze of general laws
and amendments makes provisions for needy per-
sons,. inducting those who are handicapped; still
other laws and amendments specifically designate
handicapped persons as primary concerns, includ-
ing those who are deaf-blind. Missing in all of .these
until recently has been (1) a systematic analysis of
the information end- service_ needs of deaf-blind
individuals and tbose serving them; (2) a thorough
review of the present services and how they relate
to the needs; (3) a systematic documentation of
the unmet needs; (4) a plan developed for a fiscally
responsible; accountable, and coordinated delivery
of a total information and service program; and (5)
a delivery that provides for a systematic evaluation
of effectiveness of the infortnation and services by
the clients..

A recent study (Kakalik and others, 1974),
completed at the request of the Assistant Secretary
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for Planning and Evaluation of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, delineated the
general neck of handicapped persons preparatory.
to conducting a comprehensive, cross-agency evalu'
ation of federal and state programs for handi-
capped children and youth. Their list of needs`for
services is as follows:

I . Prevention of handicapping condition
2. Identification- of those who, are deaf-blind
3. Direction to appropriate service providers

. 4. Medical treatment to correct, alleviate,, or
stabilize the handicaps

5. Sensory aids and other equipment
6. Counseling of both the child and family
7. Special training, such as mobility or speech

skills
8. Vocational training and job placement
9. Lifetime sheltered- and semisheltered care

for those requiring it
10. Recitation anesocial activity
II. Personal care
12. Income maintenance
13. Training of personnel to supply services
14. Construction of service facilities
15. ResearCh

-Public Programs and Information Resources

In conducting their-study to determine whether
the needs of handicapped youth were being met,
Kakalik and Brewer (1974) described current
federal and state programs for service to handi-
capped yoUth in the United States, estimated the
resources devoted to variouclasses of handicapped
youth, and identified the major problems with the
present service system. The goal was to collect
information that would help the federal Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare improve
the system as a whole, and particularly to improve
the delivery of services to shearing and vision
handicapped youth by suggesting alternative future
policies.

The findings of the Kakalik and Brewer study
suggest that the problem is not one of a lack of
programs or concern or even a lack of effort on the
part of ,service personnel. It is not a problem of
indifference in parents;inferior quality of care, or
even a lack of funds. Rather, K4alik and Brewer
contend the problem is the complexity of the
system, the disorganization and lack of control
which defy efficient and effective operation, While
the findings Pare not specified for deaf-blind per-

"'
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.sons, evidence suggests that the findings are appli-
cable to them.

Federal Services

Generally speaking, information and services
offered by the federal government 'may be clus-
tered under six broad areas: (1) health programs;
(2), education; (3) vocational serIces; (4) mental:-
health and mental retardation programs; (5) finan-
cial assistance; and (6) research. These services are
the result of the enactment of a legion of laws and
the creation of an 'array of federal departments,
bureaus, institutes, programs, and units designed to
help needy Americans achieve a certain quality of
life. Kakalik and Brewer identified more than 50
different major federal programs that provide infor-
mation and services to handicapped youth, most of
which are administered by the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare. The federal agen-
cies provide. upon , request unpublished ,lists of
agencies receiving their funds, and some of thege
agencies publish directories of their available ser-
vice T!fe Office of the Federal Register, National
Arofiives and Records Service,-publishes the United
Stales Government Dr9nization Manual annually
as a guide to the serried of all agencies of the
federal, government.

State Programs

In addition to federal programs, each state
operates agencies to serve handicapped persons,
most of them collaborative with the federal govern-
ment and needed to implement federal legislation.
According to services provided they ar: public
health, crippled children's service, special educa-
tion, vocational rehabilitation, mental health,-and.
public welfare. Each service in each state is an
information resource, providing upon request con-

`sultdrit assistance and information. brochures des-
cribing specific services, defining eligibility, and, .
informing eligible persons,of procedures for acquir-
ing available services.

Local Programs

Local government offers scores of services to
handicapped persons, many of which services are
designed-to implement state and federal legislation
for needy persons, including those who'are handi-
capped. Generally; these services are public health,
education, vocational services, mental health and
mental retardation, financial assistance, and often
recreation and social activity. Each agency serves as
an information resource offering both materials
and personal contact.
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Federal-StateLocal funding for Services

The program area receiving the largest portionof
federal, state, and local funds for service is special
education. This is followed by mental health and

, mental retardation and then welfare. Federal funds
. foe the education of handicapped children, other

than those who are deaf-blind, account for only
about 12 percent of the total annual special
education budget, with state and local agencies
supporting more than 75 percent of the costs of
this education.- However, in the case of deaf-blind
children, the federal government supports almost,
100 percent of the annual lost to educate them,
providing the funds through the Regional Centers
for Services to Deaf-Blind Children. The reason for

. greater federal suOport of the education of deaf-
blind children is the higher cost associated with
their education and training as compared to other
types of handicapped children. For example,
duririg the years 1971-73, the federal/ government
reported an annual dollar support of about $790

. per visually handicapped child, $245 per speech
handicapped child, and about $12,000 per deaf-
blind child. The higher cost of educating d,.eaf-blind
children is attributable to the severity of their
multiple handicaps which require more highly
skilled teachers working on a one-td-one basis with
them to facilitate .learning, more programssand
diagnostic services, and their scattered distribution
over a wide geographic area.

The number of deaf-blind personswho 'receive
services through the second largest programs those
offered through mental health and mental retarda-
tion, is not known. The two largest programs
within the federal Health Services and Mental
Health Administration are the' Developmental Dis-
abilities Program and the National Institute
Mental Health's Community Mental Health Center
Program. -Other programs in operation are St.
Elizabeth's Hospital and the President's and Secre-
tary's Committees on Mental Retardation.

The third largest expenditure of funds for the
handicapped is welfare, provictd through five
programs: (1) Social Security Disability Insurance
(SSDI); (2) Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
'providing aid to the blind, disabled, and aged; (3)
kid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC);
(4) General Assistance (GA); and (5) the Income
Tax Exemption for the.Blind (ITEB). The federal
government operates all of the assistance programs,
providing the services in SSDI and SSI programs
and buying the service? in the largest of the
pro s, AFDC, trough state and local agencies.

2 -7 38.5

Health services comprise the fourth largest pub-
° lic expenditure and are provided to poor and

medically needy handicapped children through two
programs, Medicaid and Crippled Children's Ser-
vices. Several' prevention programs are operated as
well, the most significant to readers here being the
(1) rubella immunization program; (2) the vision
and hearing screening programs;' and (3) other
prevention piograms provided to deaf-blind chil-
dren through the Maternal and Child Health Care
Clinics.

Vocational service agencies receive the fewest
dollars of federal support but provide broad service
in a federal-state collaboration administered by.the
federal Rehabilitation Service Administration,
Assisting in this effort are the President's Commit-
tee on Employment of the Handicapped and 'the
affiliated state and local cornmititefs; State
Employment Service offices (a major federally
supported program), art4 the National Center for
Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults.

Overlap and Duplication of Services

When one considers the variety and extent of
need for services to handicapped persons and the
thousands of federal, state, and local public agen-
cies that are authorized to provide services, one is
not surprised at the overlap and duplication of
services offered to 'handicapped persons. Each
agency interprets its information and service man-
date in accordance with the requests for services
that are received. For example, one need of
handicapped persons is the construction of facili-
ties for their treatment, education and training, or
care. Four types of federal, state, and local
agencies provide for construction of facilities:
health, special education, vocational services, and
mental health and retardation. Five*types of
federal, state, and local agencies provide for comnt
seling and psychiatric care. Each agency at th,e
various levels of the federal, state, and local
governments speCializes in offering services in one-
or more needed areas and supplements its primary'
services with minor, less generally known services.

Health Programs

Health programs include public health, maternal
and child health, crippled children's programs,
Medicaid, identification, and prev on services.

The largest single health progranf is Medicaid,
providing medical services and assistance to chil-
dren, including deaf-blind children of needy
families. A resource providing information on this
federal-state-local program may be found at each
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of the levels. At the state level it is the'director of
Medicaid in the Department of Public Health, and
at the local level it is the public health agency.
Medicaid information includes mandatory, early,
and periodic screening, diagnosis, and treatment of
all eligible children. How many of the more than .
ore million children diagnosed through this pro-

' gram annually are deaf-blind is not known.
The second largest 'health program is Crippled

Children's Services, providing assistance tochildren
haVing almost any handicapping condition, includ-
ing those who are deaf-blind. The federal Health
Services and Mental Health Administration's Crip-
pled Children's Services, the state's Crippled Chil-
dren's Services office, or the local .unit serve as
information, resources and provide medical treat-
ment of all types through a-combination of federal,
state, and local funds.

Maternal and Child Health Services is the third
largest health program, providing information on
programs dealing with identification of handicaps
in children through vision and heating screening,
dental care services, well-child clinics, public health
nursing visits to mothers and children, and registra-
tion of all children found, through these and other
resources, to be handicapped. All services of the
Maternal and Child Health programs are admin-
istered through state and local offices with funds
provided by federal and state budgets.

All of the above health and dental assistance
program, resources _provide informktion on pro-
grams Mr thee poor. The programs are quite
comprehensive and approximate a system of opera-
tion. They are inequitable to the extent that
identification, diagnosis, and treatment are not
provided to all families regardleks of earned
income. Many families able to pay for services do
not 'search for information about services and
others are unwilling to pay for them. Thus, a large
number of children are not identified and do not
receive early or adequate diagnosis and treatment..
And since the greatest incidence of deafness and
blindness occurs in the older population, we do not
know how. many deaf-blind adults could benefit
from treatment and rehabilitation.

An information resource in the health area that
is of interest to us here is one that deals with the
prevention of disease and with immunization. The
resource is a communicable d,isease prevention and
control program that . provides for the rubella
immunization program and operates the epidemi-

progam of the National Centerr Disease
ntrol located at Atlanta, Georgia..Tiftlafrer acts

as an important national surveillance service for
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diseases Rich as rubella and, in addition, provides
consultation, technical assistance, and training for
personnel in state health departments.

The Veterans Administration offers programs
wherein spouses; widows; and damaged, handi-
capped, or congenitally malformed children of
service-connected disabled veterans are eligible for
diagnostic and rehabilitative services, including
job- oriented restorative training beginning at age
fourteen, and provides hospital, domiciliary, nurs-
ing home care, and out-patient medical services to
veterans of the armed forces. The Veterans Admin-
istration regional offices serve as an inforniation
resource and isurrently provide services to over

' 200,000' children. How many of these children are
deaf-blind is not known.'

The Department of -Defense provides informa-
tion on a program offering funds of tip to $350 per
month for services to severely mentally retarded or-
physically impaired, including deaf-blind, depen-
dents of servicemen. The program provides for
diagnosis; in-patient, out-pitient, and.home treat-
ment; training; rehabilitation; and special educa-
tion. It also covers institutional care in public and
private nonprofit institutions and transportation.to
and from these facilities.

The federal Health Services and Mental Health
Administration provides information on health
programs for American Indians and Alaskan natives
and family health clinics for handicapped children
of migratory workers.

Education Programs

Most of the resources for the education of
handicapped children, other than those .1..vho are
deaf-blind, are provided by state education agen-
cies and local public schools. State agencies utilize
both their own and federal funds, which they
transfer to local districts or private schools for the
operation of special education programs. Operation
of residential schools for the visually and/or

-acoustically handicapped and mentally ill and
retarded children'ie part of most state education
programs. The states provide reading materials,
special teachers, special classes, equipment and
transportation to and from schools. Information

, on these programs is available from state consul-
tants for the various disabilities in the departments
of education of the states.

Because of the excessive costs required for the
education of comparatively few numbers of deaf-
blind children who are dispersed over a wide
geographic area, it became necessail for the federal
government to provide needed services through
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regional planning and distribution of funds. In
1967 the federal government provided model
centers for deaf-blind children in an effort to
secure educational programs for them-. Today
services are provided in various types of public and
private' residential schools, in local public and
p- rivate schools or centers, at homes and elsewhere,
almost exclusively through funds provided by the
federal government to the Regional Centers for
Services to Deaf-Blind Children, to state depart-
merits of education,.and to local programs. (See
page 324 for a' listing of the current regional
centers.)

Any of the regional' center coordinators will
provide information on services offered in a region.
Services generally cover the following: identifica-
tion of deaf-blind children through diagnostic and
evaluative services, consultative and training pro-
grams for- parents and service personnel, and
educational programs and services for deaf-blind
children. The consultant for deaf - blind children in
the state department of education of the region
and the regional center ethication consultant can
often facilitate access to service, individualizing
and matching the services available to individual
children's needs. These coordinators are also able
to coordinate, services of the regional center with
those services offered by other agencies.

State coordinators for deaf-blind children pre-
pare annual reports on the progress, needs, and
goals for children within the state, and these
reports may be requetterfor review. In coopera-
tion 1With coordinators of other state programs for
the handicapped, they provide needed workshops
for inservice training of personnel.

The Regional Centers for Services to Deaf-Blind
Children use a number of techniques to provide
informatiOn to constituencies.. Several will bc
mentioned here to represent the types offered and
to suggest to readers the usefulness of the-regional

, center information services. .

Many, if not all, of the Regiollal Centers for
Services to Deaf-Blind Children publish newsletters
and brochures for parents and those . who serve
deaf-blind children in a region. For example, the
Mid-Atlantic, North, and Caribbean Regional Cen-
ter, in a, five-page illustrated brochure, provides
answers to a number' of questions about the center
and the services available -throughout the region.
The-Midwest Regional Center publishes Sights and
Sounds,' a newsletter by and 'for the parents of
deaf -blind children of the region, while the South-,
west Regional Center, in collaboration with John
Tracy "Clinic, offers the John Tracy Clinic Corres-

pondence Course, a tailor-made prOgram for par-
ents of deafrblind children, available in English and
Spanish editions,. Organized into several study units
based upon various skills such as communications,
gross motor, fine motor, self-dressing, toileting,
and others, each unit is divided into lessons
applicable to the , needs and progress of the
individual child. Compiled and updated annually
by the Southwest Regional Center is yei"\another
type of publication, the Bibliography of Proceed-
ings and Publications of Regiondl DeafBlind Cen-
ters This bibliography includes information on
every publication of the ten regional centers and
contains a' section on "Media Development for
Training Purposes," in which videotapes and other
media prepared' by the regional centers. are docu-
mented. An example of a filth included in this
publication is Children of the Silent Night, a
27-minute, 16 mm color -sound--rnetion picture
showing how deaf-blind children are being edu-
cated at the Perkins School for the Blind.

The South Central Regional Center developed
and distributed to all -teachers Of deaf-blind chil-
dren in the region a loose-leafed teacher's resource
notebook comprised of ideas fpr curriculurnimate-
rials. to use, a section on assessment scales,; a-
bibliography, and a ,description of ?the role' an&
services cf regional consultants.

All of the regional deafAblind centerst sponsor
-arid conduct workshops for deaf-blind
children. .The Southwest Regiaa enter, irf coop-
eration with John TrAcy Clinic, developed Project
Spin Off to train home visitors in skills required to
provide informatiOn and support to families in any
region in which deaf-blind children currentl e
11,ving at home and not ref erifing other servicesirrhe
Midwest Regional -Center,.41 cooperatiCA with
Michigan-State University, offers annually an inten-
sive skimmer workshop in methodology and prac-
tice with deaf-blind children the following school'
year. These and otter .reglonal centers conduct .
workshops for resource personnel. The workshops

.

vary in duration from one day to several weeks. All
of the, regional centers have had some funds to
offer some stipend support, tc* candidates. More-
over, the Division of Personnel Preparation of the
federal Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
provides assistance for undergraduate and graduate
training -and- summer school programs through
colleges and universities with approved training
programs.

A number of other federal programs, sponsored.
by ,the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
and other agencies,' provide useful services to ,

y.
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Services 4

manufactures and distributes books and othel - Federal and stdte vocational rehabilitation and
materigls for Use by the visually iinpolred and' employment pieuems for deaf-blind persons in the

apleaf-blind. _SchoOl age children Jegistered 'with , United States are prOvided by the federal ,.Social-
fethefn who. are legally blind qualify for a specifieci and Rehabilitation Service Administration to pre-,

annual quota of free educaational materials, includ- par. e tile' deaf:blind for dillpturn them to the yorld
" ing media such as braille-writers, ,braille slates,. of work. The key for eligibility fo servicos is that 14

writing paPer, botks-in large type., books braille, , the deaf-btind or other 'handicapped person will be.
reCorded books, and playbiek -equipment for. employable aftc.i 'receiving services. Work may be
records and-voice tapes. The constillant for the in ,the competitive'labor rtarket, speltefed employ-

' \Usually handicapped in eackstate depa'rtment of ,,,ment, hoinebound work, or foinlly wor. Obvi-
education prOvides information on the eligibility O. ously, the 'least handicapped of those eligible for
andregisfration of children and on procedures for - seryices represent the highest ntimber of persons

-- ordering materials and e.quipment. accepted Tor rehabilitation-seilicesfid successfully
, Inforultflon on activities of the National Advi- placed in emplbyaent. Because of this, in 1969 the
g sory Committeelim Handicapped Children is pro- federal giaveneitelt established a National Center

1.

/ , .
benefit deaf-plind_persons..-Thesi provide informa-
tion on recreation, media and maprials,' education, .
and related services, including federal schools for

e ,deaf, community and junior colleges which
offer training for deaf persons, preparation of
personnel for the education obleaf-blinci c4rildren, , Sources et federal and 'other funds for research
and research. The programs are summarized in The in the Carious aspects of the edttcation of deaf

blind children and related information is provided
by the Division of Educational Reseafth of the, pi

Bureau of gducation for the Handicapped, United'
States Office of Education., Aesearch grants, are-
provided through several of ke federal proganis
for both basic research and demonstration projects.
State funds are sometimes . available for those
interested in experimenting in alternate methods of
educating deaf -blind children.

6

,
bibliographies and printed muterialsispeakers on,
r uest, and personnel participation on adyisory
co e = , at professional meetings, for identifi-
cation screening Of chi,ldren, and related- i

.
activities: . . -

pages that.follot
Thi,Nationa Institute on.Prograin Development

end Tiaining in Recreation FOr 15eaf-Blind. Chit-
' dren, Yo,uth and Adtlfigifers Agformation on

leisure education and atileti for deaf-blind
persons. ,,The institute is locateMat the University
of Iowa and provides model recreation programs
and materials which Aan be used by recreation
specialis& and teachers to-, enrich the lives 'bf

ftleafsbtind peAons of all ages. Their n4sletter is
available from 'the project coordinatolt

The American Printing Ho'use fo he Blind Vocational

vi Exickttive Secretary, Bureau of
)rd III a n di ea pp e d The ,committee's
activi the eView of the administration
and ope f federalprograms for handicapped
children and development of recommendations for
the improvement of these programs.

The federal government, in collaboration with
nine colleges and universities- in thp United States,
offers financial support for the preprafessional
training of. teachers, resource consultants, co rdi-
nators, supervisors, admifistrators, researchers, nd
college teachers in the edUcation of deaf- ind

.0children And youth. .A listing of4these'ap oved
programs is provided on page S23. Program coordift
nators will provide infdrmation On-admission pro-
cedures, reqUirements, fees, -housing, and programs,
as well as some guidance regarding career goals. In
addition to regular programs, some of th,e

*
colleges

and itiviverities offer special simmer courses,.
inservice 'education, paraprofessional "education,

ed by
tion for t

s include
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for Deaf-Blind Youths and -Adults to stimulate the
development of improwl services fin- this group in
state and local rehabilii'ation agencies`. Operated by
the I9.strial Home for the Blind under contract
with tl% federal go.vernmept,, the national center,
will soon move into its newor5 million permanent
facilities under construction at Sands Point, Long

' Island. The national center is intended to provide
comprelirnsive service through residential facilities,

sonsultative aid to other organizations, demonstra-
tion of methods of services, perainnel training, and
research on services to the delf-blind. When opera.
tionalOt will supplement services offered by state )
ant local rehabilitation 'programs by providiftg
in-depth rehabilitation serviw to`100 of the most

_diffikult tcr4ehabilitate deaf-blind clients annually.
A 13-minute, 16mm sound film 'describing the,"
-prograin of the national center is avail4le on a
free-loan basig ifrom the National Audio Visual.
Center, Washington, D.C..
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The federal, overnment today proVides abet
percent of the cost of basic vocational rehapita-
tion services to state programs, which in turn
provide vocational training, counseling, prosthetics,
placement, and other needed service to all types
of physically and mentally, handicapped persons
with vottational piptencial, including those who are
deaf-blind. The prop= also supports research
related to rehabilitation and employability, the
construction of hysical plants, and the training of
professional rsonnel.

F state agencies provide information on
'progra designed to faci*te the employment of

. rehabili ated handicapped rrson's. They are:
1 e governor's committe * employment

the handicapped and corresponding local
c mmittees; which, like the President's com-

tee, promote entplayment of mentally and
physically handicapped rsons.

2. The state civil& ry ice mmissions, which
provide federanplo nt ofanditapped.
persons

3. The federal Randolph- Sheppard -Vending
State Programs, ,which provide employment
for -Visually handicapped persons in govern-
ment buildings.

4, The state employmeni, services programs,
which also facilitate emiloymenr of handi-
capped persons.

Each state has a variety of serVicestor blind arid'
deaf-blind client's, including such program compo-
nents as home' teaching of adults, includingtousel-

.
wives; speciaP programs for blind and .deaf-blind
children involving ,social work with the family to
improie their understanding of, the handicap(s);

mentally ill of mentally retarded are treated in
out-patient facilities while adults are prOvided
more in-patient residential care. The two largest
programs are administered by the federal Social'
and Rehabilitation Service through its Develop-
mental Disabilities -Frog em serving retarded per-
sons and the National Iatitute of Mental Health's
Community Health Center program, designed for
treatment of the mentally ill.

Other useful resources providing specific diag-
nostic and counseling services to mentally retarded
children are the 'federal Maternal and Child Health
and 'Crippled Children's Services, offered through
approximately 150 mental retardation clinics in
state and local offices of -public health departments.

Financial Assistance

The
orate
insuran

ral, state, and local governments collab-
mbewf inConif Csistance anti social

ogranTs, many of which are operated
Within th tates Nand funded jointly' by federal,
state,, all/local governments. In 1970, for example,
approximately one, million needy pliytically or'
mentally_ handicapPed_persOns under age twegity-
two 'received atiat $635 million, 55 peyeenliof

;which was provided by the federatgaernment, 35
percent by tie states; and 10 percent 'by local
gm/ailment?. These programs are Social Security.
Disability 'Insurance, itid to Families-with DePen-
dent Children, Supplemerrtary Security Inome,,,
General.' Assistance, and Income Tax' Exemptions
for the Blind. All but the latter are admini:stered by ;
the Social SecuritAbOministratioit of -federal,
state,, and local governments. Infahhation on the

. latter is secured through federal, state, or local
lattices of the InternarRevenue Service.

workshops; and . payment of special medical
lcpenses'.

MentakHealth and Mental Retardation

for the ugntally ndicapped -and
mentally ill persons presumed to be servinp,-
4eaf-blind personso but beca of uneven and

, almost nonexistent reporting p ctices, the exact
number, is'not known. However, since programs for
mentally ill and mentally retarded persons can'and
do serve softie deaf-blind persons, resources for

. information about their. services is pertinent to our
, interests here.

Federal, state, ajail locff'programs serving handl-
'capped persons tan& almost half of their monies
to meet the nee& of those who are mentally
fiaildiciped. The federal share in such programs is
less than 10 percent. .Most children who are

All, of theabove programs are= aimed at -the
needy rather than the handicapped. However, most
of the financial assistance to handicapped persons'
is provided through. the, Aid to. Families with

Chigren program. Financial' assistance
to handicapped chilken is provided, in this pro-
gram only if the'Y/aW Ambers of needy families
seeking and qualify' g tOriaid. Alloikance is' not
made for the added pense of a t.iandicapped child
in ',family vceiv. .aidaid,'' is the program one ,

that, ienrctes for ha dicapped c ren., However, ,
since_ the progradi eves more handicapped chit- i

then than all others), Indeed provides a good b
for screening and idenkifying handicapped childre

0 providing medical and sensory aid service to them, -

. and assisting in directing parents to other useful
services' such as counseling ft parents and children
and early childhood, ducation programs.
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The federal Old Age, Survivors, and usability"
Insurance system covers American workers against
loss of income from death, disability, or.retirement.
If a worker covered by the insurance becomes dis-
abled.or when he or she reaches retirement age, the
worker and specified dependerits are entitled to .

certain benefits. If a worker 'dies, certain surviving
relatives are entitled to specified benefits. Children
of insured workers, disabled or not, are eligible to
receive benefits. Blind and deaf-blind workers are
exempted, from specific provisions required for
eligibility for benefits. Handicapped children who
are dependents of an insured, disabled, retired, or

,debeased worker may receive benefits under certain
,conditions of -the Social Security 'Act' Childhbocl
Disability Beneficiary Program.

. The federal_ Supplementary Security Incdfne
program, which is relatively new, provides a uni-
form payment level that may be supplemented .by
the states to eligible blind and disabled- persons,
regardless of age. The payment level of the
program is significantly higher than average pay-
ments of the Aid to Families with Dependent
Children' progitm. The General Assistance progr'am
authorizes state and local governments to provide
persons with financial assistance. Persons dis-
covered to be handicapped are probably removed
from these' programs, however, anillshiftecf to a
financial support program for which federal fund-
ing is available. Not .all states and local govern-
ments participate in this pfOgram: *

praddition to the publisograms described,
many states offer additional welfare benefits such
as medical cervices, food assistance, and spe&al aid
to blind, crippled, or severely impaired perscms.
State and local public health and welfaiegdepart-
ments provide information on these progrAs.

- Private Programs and Infolian Resources

Inteoperpd with the public services is *\the

. largely indeperrdent group of organizations and .

agencies supported almost entirely by *.private
*philanthropy; comprising the private sector of

,.. inkorgaation resources. Compared -to-ifie number of .
. blind; deaf, or deaf-blind persons it-reaches and

_ assists, it is enormous. Oneis surprised by the face
- that almost every town and city has an organila-

tion, or a service. reaching the' blind or the deaf
"through which the deaf-blind may. be served.

Moreover, these organizations° provide .' unusual
.k t, ....' functions and raise large sums df moilEy to carry
,_,6,....

. - on their, missions through such- agencies, as the
01,', ' UnitedFund, Lions Clubs, Weal community chests,.

. ,
.

...
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and private philanthropic foundations. The Direc-,
tory of 'Agencies Serving Blind Persons in the
United, States' and the American Annals of qv Deaf
Directory of -Programs and Services establish the
parameters of the resources. Volunteers are
extensively to provide services that are prim
offered to young children and 'adults, with fe
services focused on' the rehabilitation and care of
the older people who comprise the largest group of
the deaf-blind. Although the aged could benefit

. greatly from some of the programs, almost no
effort is made to acquaint the with the services,
the materials, or the techniques of -communication
and adjustment available to Ihem.,In" the private
sector`residential home care is-the most significant
service provided to the aged deaf-blind.

The amount of monies expended by the' private
sector for services is of great magnitude and
importance to the quality of life of blind and
deaf-blind pers Information is provided about
nursery sch.. , residences for the deaf-blind;
braille s, braille instruction, summer camps
for children d adults, low- on servicesocial
services, me dispensarie, community pro-
grams for the ag dolescett training, psychiatric.
services,, rehabilitation services, sheltered work-
shops, recreation and day camping, volunteer
reading, transportation, home skills training 'for
housewives, home industrial arts, oral and manual
communication, and mobility. While 'each agency
and organization -provides ` information about its
own services, the United Fund office in 'a local
community or the state office of the United Fund
often can provide the needed information on- all
Services available to deaf-blind persons in a commu-
nity, state,, or region. For example, in Michigan,
the United Fund publishes a directory of United
Fund agency services in the state and distributes it
to corresponding community agencies.

The private agency that provides information to
teachers, students, administrators, teacher educa-
tors; directors, researchers, and parents across the
broad spectrum of special education is the Council
for Exceptional Children. It is assisted by the
public National Center on Educational Media and
Materials for the Handicapped and is augmented by
the American Printing House for the Blind and the
American Foundation for the Blind. The Perkins
School for the Blind, a priVate residential school
foi visually handicapped acid deaf-blind Children,
publishes a number of instructional manuals deal-
ing with, curriculum, educational practices, and
media for deaf-blind children. The Regional Cen-
ters for Services to Deaf-Blind Children are helpful

.
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in locating materials_ and using information pro-
vided by the above agencies.

A large part of the .educational and vocational
rehabilitation research is reported by private agen-
cies through such professional journals as'- Excep-
tional Children, American Annals of -.the Deaf,
Education of the Visually Haidicappeat:joarnal of
Rehabilitation, Journal of Special Education, New
Outlook for the Blind,. The Exceptional Parent;
Focus' on ExCeptional Children; Rehabilitation t
Liteliture, and Rehabilitation Record.

. The American Foundation for the Blind and the
American *Printing House .for the Blind provide
pamphlets and bulletins-containing practical infor-
mation for parents Ofgybung deaf-blind children
bibliographies, and a host of other publications
regarding the sources of reading materials, religious
Materials, aids, and applianc-ei" th4t t`heY develop.

materials for fleaf-blind. p.erso, rnarconsult viith
Persons with ideas or proto ypes of; media or

staff ritetkbers of these twd,agencies to.a,ssfst them
in improving the products. . ..

While a number of parent groiips have developed
throughout the country, the Washi4gIbii Associa-
tion for Deaf-1Blind Children is perhaps represen-
tive of the others. The assOtiationis composed of
parents of &Jet-blind- children and other interested,
persons. It meets orice, each month in different
locations throughout 'the state. Its,members pro-
vide information to new families on available
services in the state, deal 'vitli legislative questions,
explore vocational services "anitt educational pro-
grams, and investigate the possibility of establish-
ing a home group and foster home placernent-for i'
children needing this care. ..

,..'' Another service that is representatiye of other,
similar summer programs is the' New York Institpte
far the Education of the Blind's annual summer

r

shop, and vocational training...programs for deaf-
blind youth and adults.

Information Resources

Since informatiOn on services is' difficUlt" for
parents, professidnals, researchers, and, deaf-blind
persons to acquire, lists of some of the infdrmation

`resources are provided here, vilth addreises.
Included-are known directories of agencies; profes-
sional organizations; conventions; programs prepar-
ing' teachers for deaf-blind childreni federal offices
providing information on federal, state, and local
programs and services to deaf-blind persons;
Regional Centers for SerVices to Deaf-Blind Chil-
dren; the federal network of Media services for
hartdidapped children; and periodicals. .

Summary

The present stress on the optimal enrichment of
the quality of life for. ell persons has geneiated
more concern for those who are severely and

. multiply handicapped. This concern is_manifested
through the proliferation of information and ser-
vite. programs -conducted- and designed to help
handicapped persons.

This= chaptes ha% attempted to present an array
of information -resources on service progtams
which in some 'way &id deaf-blind children and
adults. ,4 comprehensive information processing
and dissemination' system could perhaps eradicate
duplication, misinformation, yr lack, of infor-
illation,> especially for des -blind persons, their
fainilies, and.aetFas genuinely concerned with
imeroving the lives of deaf-blind persons.

P. I

residential camping program in HardWie , Ver-14
mont, for visually handicapped and deaf-blind
Children. It is open to eligible deaf-blind children .in
the United States, and information on this, and
other camps is available from the camp'clirectols or
the coordinators of Regional Centers for Services
to Deaf -Blind Children.

'Other private programs that offer nformatiqp
on various types of direct 'servrces4offered to
deaf-blind children and adults include the Rubella!
Birth Defects Evaluation Project at Roosevelt
Plbspital, New York City, which provides diagnos-
tic and evaluation service4,,for deaf-blind children,
and the -Industrial Ho De for the Blind, which
provides information W a preschool .program
operated fos deaf-blind children, a sheltered work-
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Directory of Resources

Federal Offices under the Jurisdiction of
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
330 Independence Ave., SW,
Washington, DC 20201

' .

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES.

A'

Health Services and Mental Health Administration
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, MD 20852

National Institute of Mental Health
Community Mental Health PrograMs
Medicaid
Crippled Children's Services
Maternal and Child Health Services
Indian Health Services

National Institute of Health
9000 RockvillePike
Bethesda, MD 20014

National Center for Disease Control
1600 Clifton Road, NE,
Atlanta, GA 30333

01

OFFICE OF EDUCATION

Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
400 Maryland Ave.
Washington, DC 202

:Director, Divisio of Educational Services
. Coordinator, D of -Blind Regional Centers

Director, Division for Personnel Preparation.
Director, Division for Educational Research
National Advisory Committee on Handicapped

Children
National Center on Educational Media and

.Materials fottrirthe Handicapped/Regional
Resource Centers/Area Learning Resource
Centers/Special Offices (NCEMMH/RRC/ALRC/
SO) Network Coordinatoi

Closer Look
Box 1492
Washington, DC _2001 i

SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION SERVICES

Rehabilitation Services Administration
40C St., SW
.Washington, DC 20201

Developmental Disabilities Program
Director,. Office for the Blind and Vitally

Handicapped

320
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National Center for Deaf-Blind Youth and Adults
Sands Point
Long Island, NY

DEPARTMENT OE HEALTH,EDUCATION, AND
WELFARE

Social Security Administration
6401 Security Boulevard -

BaltimOre, Maryland 21235
SSDISocial Security Disability Insurance
AFDCAid to Families with .Depentent Chit-

dren
SSISupplementiry Security Income
CACGeneral Assistance

Other Resources at the Federal Level (Not under
HEW)

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Internal Revenue Service
Fifteenth St. and Pennsylvania Ave.; NW
Washington, DC 20220

iTEBIncome Tax Exemptions for the Blind

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Division for .the Blind and Physically Handicapped
1291 Tayler St., NW, -

Washington, DC 20542

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The Pentagon
Washington, DC 203.
VETERAN'S ADMINISTRATION

Vermont Avenue between H and 1 Sts., NW
Washington, DC 20420

Department of Medicine and Surgery
Departniefit of Veterans' Benefits

. Education and Rehabilitation Services

SELECTED BOARDS, COIMITTEES, AND
COMMISSIONS

President's Committee on Mental idiritrdation
Washington, DC 20201

Secretary's Committee orr Mental Retardation
Demrtment of Health; Education, and Welfare
Office of thelSecretary
4513 North Building
330 Independence Ave.
Washington, DC 20201
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President's Committee on Employment
...Handitapped
U.S. Department of Labor
Washington, DC 20210

Federally Aided Corporations

Office of the President
Gallaudet College

'7th St. and Florida Ave., NE
Washington, DC 20002

Director
Kendall School
Gal !audit C011ege
7th St. an Florida Ave., NE
Washington, DC 20002

Other Resoljrces

ACTION for Braint"HandicSpped Children
4020 Minnetenka Blvd., No. 305
Minneapolis, MN 55416

American Foundation for the Blind..
15 W. lath St.
New York, NY 10011

Washington Office: Suite 213
1660 L St., NW
Washington,-DC 20036

American Foundation for Overseas Blind
17 West )..6Sh St.
New Yoik, NY 10011

AMerican Printing House for the Blind
1839 Frankfort Ave.
Louisville, KY 40206

Sex InfOrmatioki and Education Council of the
U.S.

1855 Broadway
New York, NY 10003

Goodwill Industries of America, Inc.
9200 Wilconsin Ave.
Wasplgton, DC° 20014

of .the

(

'National Ce *ter for Law and the Handicapped
1235 N. Eddy St.
Smith Bend, IN 46617

National Society for the Prevention of Blindness,
Inc.

16 East 40th St:
New York, NY 10016.

The Perkins School for the Blind
Watertown;MA 02172

lnfermation
capped

Outdoor Laboratory
Little Grassy
Southern Illinois University
Carbolidale, IL 62901

CenterRecreatiOri' fOr the Handi-

Information Center for Hearing, Speech, and Dis-
orders of Human Communication

Johns Hopkins Medical Institution
Baltimore,ND 21205,

Deafness Research Foundation
366 Madison Ave.

1Nekv York, NY 10017

Professional Organizations

Alexander Graham Bell Association for the beaf,
Inc.

3417/Volta Place
Washington, DC 20007

Conference of Executives of American Schools for
the Deaf

5034 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20016

Convention of American Instructors of the Deaf
5034 Wiser sin Ave., NW
Washingto,, DC 20016

N4rial Catholic Educational Association
Special Educatieti Section

a

1 DuPont Cir.
Washington, DC 20036

.

Council fo,r Excepti nal Children
Division for The ually Handicapped: Blind and
Partially Seeing

1920 Association
Reston, VA 22091

American Association of Wdrkers for the Blind,
Inc.

1511 K St., NW, Suite 637
Washington, DC 20005

American Association of Special Educators
P.O. Box 168
FryebUrg, ME .04037

American Association on Mental Deficiency
5201,Connecticut Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20015
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Association for Education 'of the Visually Handi-
capped

919 Walnut St.
Philadelphia, PA 19107

American Rehabilitation Counseling Association of
American Personnel and Guidance Association

1607 New Hampshire Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20009

American Speech and Hearing Association
9030 Old Georgetown Rd.
Washington, DC 20014

Association for Children with Learning Disabilities
2200 Brownsville Rd.

_Pit tsburgh, ,PA 15210

Conference' of Executives of Amencan SChools for
the Deaf

c/o Howard M. Quigley
51534 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Washington,. DC 20016

National Catholic Educational Association'
Special Education Department
4472 Lindell Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63108

The National - Easter Seal Society for Crippled
Children and Adults

202 West Ogden Ave.
Chicago, IL 60612

Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Dr.
Restdn, VA 22091

312

'Council of Organizations Serving the Deaf
Wilde Lake Village Green
Suite-310
Columbia-, MD -21044

4

Council on Education of the Deaf
Colorado School for Deaf and Blind
33 N. Institute
Colorado Springs-, CO 8)903

Goodwill Industries of America, Inc.
9200 Wisconsin Ave.
Washington, DC 20014

International Society for Rehabilitation f the
Disabled

219 E. 44th St.
New York, NY 10017

International League of-Societies for the Mentally
HandiCapped,_

12, Rue Forestiere, 1050
Brussels, Belgium

National Association for Retarded Citizens
2701-AVentie E, East
Arlington, TX 7

National Association of the Deaf
814 Thayer Ave.
Silver Spring, MD '20910

National Rehabilitation Association
1522 K St., NW
Washington, DC 20005
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ANNUAL AND BIENNIAL CONVENTIONS
Convention of AmeriCan Instructors of the Deaf
International Congress on Education of the Deaf
International Association of Parents of the Deaf
Council for Exceptiohal Children
Association of Education of the Visually Handi-

capped
American Association of Workers for the Blind

PERIODICALS
American Annals of the Aeaf
Exceptional Children
The Exceptional Parent
Focus On Exceptional Children
Joarnal of Rehabilitation

Journal of Special Education
New Outlook for the Blind
Rehabilitation L'iterature
Rehabilitation Record
The Lantern (Perkins Scifool for the Blind, Water-

town, Mass.)
The Volta Review
Touch-and-Go (for deal-blind persons; American

Foundation for the Blind)
Journal of Speech and Learning Research
The Deaf American
Education of the Visually Handicapped
Special Children
American Journal of Mental Deficiency
Mental Retardativ

Colleges and Universities Preparing Personnel for the Education of Deaf-Blind Childrett and Youths

'Madge Leslie
Department of Special Education
Portland State College
Portland, OR 97207

Sheldon Maron
Department of Special Education
Florida State ,University
Tallahassee, FL 32306

Verna Hart
Department of Special Education
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

William Myers
Department of Special Education
University of Texas
Austin, TX 78712

Lou Alonso, coordinato
Programs Preparing Pdrso el . for the Visually

Handicapped and B di of '

Michigan State U
East Lansing, MI 4:

Lawrencp Campbell
Department of Special Education
California State University, Los Angeles
Lqs Angeles, CA 90032

Barbara Franklin
Department of Special Education _

California State University, San Francisco-
San Francisco, CA 94132 "
Rebecca DuBose
Multihandicapped Project Direct&
George Peabody College for Teachers
Nashville, TN 37203

Gradukhool of Arts and ScienCes
Department of Special' Education
Boston College
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
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Regional Catiters Serving Deaf-Blind Children

Center States comprising regions

Southwestern
Califow:a State Department of Education
72.1 Capitol Mall .

Sacramento, CA 95814
.

An ona
.

Cali mia
Haw
Amen n Samoa

Nevada
Guam
Trust Territories
Navajo Nation

South-Atlantic
327 Hillsboro St.
aunn-Hatch Building
Raleigh, NC 27611 (919) 733 3619

District f Columbia
Maryland
North Carolina

....

South Carolina
Virginia
West Virginia

Southeastern
Alabama Institute for the Deaf and the Blind
Box 698 ,

Talladega, AL 35160 (205) 362-8460

Alabama
Florida

,

Georgia

Kentucky
Mistsissippi
Tennessee

Mid-Atlantic,and Caribbean
New'York Institute for Education of the Blind
999 Pelham Parkway -

Bronx, NY 10469 (212) 547-1234

a

a
Delaware
New Jersey
Ne\w York

. I

Pennsylvania
Puerto Ricci
Virgin Islands

South Central
Callier Campus
1966 Inwood Road
Dallas, TX 75235 (,214) 634-8003

Arkan s.
Louisi
Missouri

Oklahoma
Iowa

.

Midwest
P. 0. Box 420 a.

Lansing, MI 48902 (517) 373-0108 -

Illinois
Indiana
Michigan

Ohio
Wisconsin
Minnesota -----

,
Mountain Plains
165 Cook St., Suite 304
Denver, CO 80206 (303) 399-3070 I,

.. r

Colorado
, Kansas

Nebraska
North Dakota

New Mexico
Utah
Wyoming
South Dakota

Texas Education Agency .

Special Education
Program for the Deaf-Blind

201 E. Eleventh )
Austin, TX 78701 (512) 475-3507

.

.

Texas

.

.

Northwest
_

3411 South Alaska Street
Seattle, WA 98118 (206) 464- r ,

Alaska
Idaho
Montana

Oregon
Washington

-
New England . .

Perkins School for the Blind
175 North Beacon Street
Watertown, MA 02172 (617) 9243434

.
Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts

Z

New.Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont
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Bureau of Education for the Handicapped

Federal Network of Media Services

the National Center on Educational Media
and Materials for the Handicapped

The Ohio State University
220 West 12th Ave.
Columbus, OH 43210

Coordinating Office for the Regional Resource Centers
Bradley Hall,
University of
Lexington, K

oom 114
entucky
40506

Special Office for the Visually Impaired
American Printing Houk for the Blind
Box 6085
Louisville, KY 40206

.4

Specialized Office for the-Deaf and i-lard of Hearing.
University of Nebraska
175 Nebraska Hall
Lincoln, NE 68508

339
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Specialized Offici for the Handicapped
Wisconsin Research and Development Center for
Cognitive Leirning

1025 West Johnson Street
Madison, WI 53706

Specialized Office for Materials Distribution
Audio-Visual Center
Indiana University

, Bloomington, IN 47401
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Reiource Centers Network

116

le*

Regipnal resource centers
..

States served
,--- ,

.. Area learning resource centers-

-... ..

Northtes egional Resource
Centel

University of Oregon
Clinical Series Building
3rd Floor
Eugene, OR 97403

Alaska, Hawaii, Samoa,
Guam, Trust Territory,
Wallington, Oregon,
Idaho, Montana,
Wyoming

.

. ,
. .

Northwest Area Learning Resource
Center -*

University of Oregon
Clinical Services Building, 3rd Floor
Eugene, OR 974031 '

.
...

California Regional Resource
Center

600 South Commonwealth St.
%

Suite 1304
Los Angeles, CA , 90005

california

.

I
. .

California Area Learning Resource
- Center

.

600 South Commorfwealth St. e.
Suite 1304 .. ,

Los Angeles; CA 90005

,
--

Southwest,Reetnal Resource
Center ,

2363 Foot Hill Dr , Suite G
Salt Lake City. UT 84109

. Nevada, Utah,
Colorado, Arizona,
New Mexico Bureau
of Indian Affairs
schools

.

*

. -
S..

Southwest Area Learning Resource
Center .

New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, NM 88003 1,

,

0. .

.

Midwest Regional Resource.
Center

Drake University ' ..
1332 26th St.
DesMoines, I0 50311 ,

--....",

North Dakota,
South Dakota,
Nebraska, Kansas,
Oklahoma, Iowa, Mis-
sour', ArkanSDC

Midwest Area Learning Resource
Center -

Drake University .

1336 26th St.
Des Moines, 10 50311

-. _ I
, - -

Texas Regional- Resource
Center

Tex-as Education Agency
211 East 7th St.
Austin, TX 8701

Texas

-
.

Texas Area Learning Resource Center
2613 Wichita St. -

Austin, TX 78712
-

a

.

GrearLakes_ Regional Re-
source Center

Wisconsin State Department .
of Public Instruction

126 Langdon St.
Madison, WI 53702

.

Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Michigan, Indiani

,, -

t_

. ,

Great Lakes Arga.Learning,Resource
nter . ..*

Ichigan Department of Education
.

--- ,P.O.. Box 420
Lansing, MI 4890

.

_

t
I1lirois Regional Resource
Center -.

Peoria Public School District
3202 North Wisconsin Ave.
Peoria, IL, 61603 .

IlliTnris
_

.
.

.

Illinois Area Learning Resource Center
1020 South Spring St. _. .

Springfield, IL 62706
.

.
7 . .
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ResourFe centersetwork (continued)

/

,-- ..
7Tkegional resource centers, States erved 'Area learning resource.centers

.
.

Ohi4 gicinai Resource-
---.1, Center' I 7

Qiii0 State Department of
tduca tibn', I

*II,
Division oSpecial Education '

,' .933 High -St. .
W6rthiiigton, OH 43085 -.

,_,
Ohio

.
.

. -
4

. 40
/ Ohio Learning Resource Center

*hi° State Department of Education
Division of Speciattducation ......

933:High St. . -,..

Woptifington, OH 43085
, .

.

47 j
Northeast RegiOnal Resource ".\,
'Ce ter .`

384 ..,..)toirSt.%..., \
i Hightstown, NJ 08520 ,

4Eg e (4 , -

'Vermont,
usetts, NewNew`

Ha s ire, Rhotle *
,,Islanditednneclicut,

*IstelA; Jersey
.. s .

.
Northeast 4rea.Learning Resource
tenter ,

384 Stockt9n St. ' a. ..

Hightsto.K, NJ 08520

..

. . . ....- 4'7]
'1,

New 'York fte nal Resource ,
Center 4.. 4

City Uni.yersity of New York*
1444est "1 25th Sty' . ,

New Youk,OY 10027 -

4 sit ,
., ._ ..,..

# ^ '

ttlew York
, ...- ,

.,

. , ,

f
, . .

''' ,
. .

,

..

New York Area Learning Resource
Center .,

Ne* York State Edication Department
Division fbr Handicapped Childr41.,
55 Elk St., Room 1 11

_

Alban4, NY 12234
.0

. ,

.
,

Sotitheast Regional Respurce
Center . .

Aubtio University at Mont,
gomery . t , ,

Mon:livery riike36 lf39

Itouigiana, Mississippi,
Alabama', Georgia,
South Carolina, Flor-
ida, Puept ,Rica, 1
Virgin ngs

. 4 ; -
/

1.Southeast Learning Resouri Center
Auburn University at Montgomery
Montgompy, AL 36109

.,
.

.4,...:

aslation'al 'ruing li.isourcita.
Center df Penrisylvailia ,

'443 South Gulph Road -c

King of Prussia, PA 19406
a L , \

4

. ,

Pennsylvania,.

,k

'''.
-..

. .

.,
Pennsylvania Area egarning Resource

Center 4
443 South Gulph Road
King.of Prl ssia, PA 19406

t -..
- r-----V .

' Mideast RIgionarResource,
0 Center ,
1901 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. ,,,
SUite 505 ,- "
Washifigfoiakt De 2060 ,

. ' , . ..,

Delaware, Mary:
land, Virginia, West
Virginia; (GT. ri cky,

,;.Tenriessee, North
Carolina,Washirigton, D.C.

. . .
,1 .,

Mideast Area learning R5souwe Center
, University of Kentucky . . .

Porter Building, Room 123
Lexington, KY 40506

- it
,

""



Table 1 -

POlic_Health Progfims fot Deaf-Blitid Persons,

alr
00

/

Agency '
.

- 'Type of services p ided "'" '";
, .

Public Health Service (FEDERAL)
. . ;

e°

Identifier health haiardt; delivers services; condacts restar,fh

. .

Health Services /MentalHealth G
Administrati EDERAL)

. .4
Maintains regionac offices toliespond to, state andlocal needs

tt-cc, 4 4 ta
tv

it '
Pro (FEDERAL, ,

.-.STATE, and LOCAL)

"cam , la

Prove medical services for financially needy minors.
. .

. I
Crippled Children's Services
AFEDERAIr, STATE, and LOCAL)

, .

Provides medical services for financially needy minors with
handicaps; genetic counseling

,-

Maternal and Child .Health Services
(FEDERAL, STATE, and LOCAL)

* .
;

.

. Provides grant programs for vision and hearing screenings;
dental care; well-child clinics; public health nursing visits to

. ..
mothers and children; registration of handicapped childrim;
'genetic counseling. .

Center for Disease Control (FEDERAL,
STATBand LOCAL) .

41k

) , .

,
*Provides for dliease prevent n; communicable disease con -
troLinimunization &children; rubella immunizatiolf;eVene-
real disease prevention ..

,

,... . .
cpittiln unity ,Health'Se'rvie (FEDERAL?'
STATE, and LOCAL)/ . ,,

. -.
. 4-

*44.***
.

Provides' comprehensive health care
the children of migratory workers;

: disease prevention / . .t -,

. ,. --
ipicei; health care .for

rubella immunization;

., *
,,

Indian Healthliervice (FEDERAL)

- .

Provides hospitals, health c,4re' xenters, sch health centers;
prgventativeand fehabilitative,heafth servi -. .

i

s

National Institutes Of.Health
(FEeERAL) -.

,-. i
.

- . ,

st .4 - ,

Conduct research an training in their gwir laboratories.; offer.
contract's, grants, aMrds and fellOwshipi; collaborate With
other institutions and ofgartizations . .

gb t \ .,

MtiOnal, Eye Institute (FEDERAL) . .--
...: . '

.%

t ,
Develops Model iteporting Areas for
researchresearch in prevention and yeatment

/ .research and trainin -

t'

Billidness statistics;
of eye deseases; vision

.

.. .
National Insti for.Neurologicaf

Diseases and Stroke (FEDERAO

,, . - .

Provides for preVention research; prosthesirfor the blind and

aurally handicapped -.
,

I
National Institute for Dental Reslarch-
(FEESERAL)' , II. 't

.

Conducts prevention research, inkat for cleft lip and
palate

National Institute of Allergy and _

Infectious Diseasts (F DERAL)
Conducts research into control of allergic, immunological,
and infectious diseases related:to sensory handicaps

National Institute of General Medical
'Sciences tlfEDERAL 3 '

41, '

41.genet
Conducts ic research 'for

,

prevention of aural arid visual
-handieaps- '. - 4 t

S.
- a
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Table 1 (Continued) Public Health Program; for Deaf-Blind Persons

.1110

t
I

,

'
Agency2

, Type of services provided
. ,

National Institute for dad Health and
Hurnan-DevelopMent ,(FEDERAL)

__. .
Conducts research directed to mentally tetarded children

, . ,
. .,

.
Veterans AdministratiOn, Department of

Veterans' Benefits, Educaticrn and
Rehabilitation Service (FEDERAL ,-

and STATE)

, .

" Maintains regiOnal offices, hospitals, centers, dorniciliaties,
and outpatient clinics; educational assistance and. special.,

:restorative training for wives and children of veterans who are
permalloPy disabled,, dead, prisoners. of war, or missing in
action -...\

. f 3
.

DeliartrgEnt of Medicine and Slurger.y
(FtDERAL) ,

.
.

Provides hospital orpiCiliary, nursing hon4 care, and out-
patient mettical to'veterans . -

..
Department of DefeWse (FEDERAL, ) .

,

A'
,

a- ,

Provides inpa,ti , outpatient, and home treatment, train-
ink, rehabilitation:special educitiOnr and institutional care,
including 'transportation to and from facilities, for mentally
retarded & physically impaired' dependents of servicemen

41.

'4
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-':" Table 2

-
Educational Resd'utceslor Deaf -Blind Persons (Federal Level).

;-.J. , . ..' Agency, Type of services provideprovided'

Division' of Education Services
, . .

'
J

Coordinates and consults-with ten Regional Centers for Sef--
vices to Deaf-Blind Childfen . .

h.Division of Personnelireparation
-

. ..-S.
.

, .

Provides, information on educational programs preparing
personnelliinformation on junior /community colleges offer-

.
, ing training to deaf persons; fiscal support to -a number of the

abovA prograins; information on National Institute on Pro-
grams Development and Training 'in Recreation for Deaf-
Blind Children, Ysuth, and Adults

Closer Look -
.

... ,
.

Assis,ts parents in finding information on educational Ind
,related service's; linkage with -local organizations and agencies
. that may be able to help parents . -

.
.

National Center on Educational Media
and Materials for the Handicapped
(NCEMMH) .
Media and Captioned Films Branch
Thirteen regional resource centers ,,

.

Media development;"eomputer -based retrieval kystem for
educational materials for handicapped

,

.
(

c 4

,

., .

Thirteen area learning resource centers
.

FoUr spedial offices ,/ -

.
American Priming House'for the Blind

. . -
.

,..

. ,

Distributes braille books, recorded materials, and educational
R aids without cost to institutions edUcating blind children ,

National Training Institute for the eaf
0

.- -
, .

Provides technic'al and vocational training; ,B A and M A
degree_ program's for deaf students; information on corn-
munity and junior collegesthroueout the .country providing
training programs for deaf persons s. , s

-

Galliudet College
. .

,

Model Secondary School for the Deaf

. Iv
-

. ..-
Kendall School for the .Deaf- .

.
Provides education in the liberal arts (graduate and Oder -

- graduate) for deaf persons needing special facilities; research
program focusing on Programs related to deafness; preschool
for young deaf children; educational facility fol- deaf high
school students operated by Gallaudet College

,

.

This is a demonstration school for the deaf located ,on the
Gallaudet College campus. , ,, ,

Library of Congress -, .- .
Division for the Blind and Physically
Handicapped (only agent)/ included
that is also at state level) .

Includes'main library plus 34 branch libraries providing inkir-
melon- on braille books, records,zind tapes for blind and
physically' handicapped* persons; free circulation of books
and equipme../ 1
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Table 3

Vocational Services for Deaf-Blind Persons (Federal .t...evel)

Agency

SoCial and Rehabilitation Services
Administration

Office for the Blind and Visually
Handicapped ,(also available, at state
and local levels)

Type Of services provided
.. . -

(Provides:vocational 'training, counseling, prosthetics, place-
Anent, and other needed services to Physicallir and mentally *

handicapped with vocational pote' tial; support' for -research
on rehabilitation and employabMity construction of physical
plants; training of professional pe !Mel,. home teaching of
adults; social work to families; workshops; payment of
special medical expenses

National Celitcr for Deaf-Blinli Yo lks
and Adults

t,

-Provides
.3

comprehensive service through residential faCilitie§;
consultative aid to other organizations; demonstrations of

, me hods of service; peponnel training; research on services to
de f- -blind persons; services to .100 of the most difficult to
reh bilitate clients annually; circulates, a free 15-minute
16mm, glm describing program, available from: National
Audio Visual. Center, Washinron, DC' 211409; "regional
Offices in Chicago, Atlanta, D ias, Philadelphia, Glendale

.(California) . 1, .
.

s

ti

+ND
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,Table 4

. .

1 Infarmatidn, ReAolaces for Deaf-Blind Persons: Mental-Health' and Retardation

, .
Agency

.

. Type of services-ptovided

Social and Rehabilitation Service
(FEDERAL) 1

. . ---
Rehabflitatiort Services Administration
(FEDERAL)

DevelOpmental Disabilities (FEDERAL,
STATE, and LOCAL),

P;ovides grants to states kir planning, serwicei, and conitruc-
tion of facilities for persons with developmental disabilities;
mprovement of services in state-operated mental retardation ,
facilities; construction and operation of university affiliated
facilities; increased services to \he severely disabled

,-'

,

National Institute of Mental Health
(FEDERAL, STATE, and LOCAL)

. ,

,
Maintains community- mental- health centers; mental health
research on children; training 1-vatits to meet manpower
needs; hospital improVement grantsi;operates St.,Elizabeth's

- 4-Hospital .4- ..,-

.

Maternal and Child health Services
(FEDERAL, STATE, and LOCAL)

, .
Provides diagnogtic and counseling serves to mentally
retarded children

a
i , .

Crippled Children's Service (FEDERAL,
STATE, and LOCAL)

Provides diagnostic and coirnseling services to men
retarded children through about 1,50 mental retardatio
clinicl throughout the country --- P

.

National Institute for Child Health and
Human Development (FEDERAL)

../... .

Conducts research mainly on retarded children; 4rne re-
search, in perinatal biology. aneareprodustion aimed : in
preventing sensory and other handicaps ,.

President's ancl, Secretary's Committees.
on Mental Retardation (FEDERAL)

,

. ,---.
,

Advises the_President add Secretary on what is being done for,
the_ mentally -retarded; lyromOtes coordination- and coopera-
tion among-public and private agencjes; stimulates action:and

r ,, .promotes unclerStandine ,.
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Table 5

Financial Assistance for Deaf-Blind Pe*ns

1*

r

. Agency ,, Type of services provided

Social Security Disability Insurance ,

(SSDI) (FEDERAL, STATE, and
LOCAL)

. .

tains Old Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance (OASDI)
fo American workers against, loss of income from death, dis-
'ability- or retirement; benefits for dependents, survivors, and
haneNcapped children; reimbursements to vocational rehabili-
tation agencies for services rendered to clients

, .
Aid to Families with Decedent Children
(AFDc) (STATE and .L AL) .

.

Makes payments to needy families of handicapped children;
screeniarig and identification; medical andisensory-aid services;
parent Counseling;varly childhood programs

.

Supplemental Security IncNie (SSI)
(FEDERAL; STATE, and-LOCAL)

. ., .
Makes payment to eligible blind, disabled, and aged persons;
reimburses vocational rehabilitationagencies foilervices

General Assistance (GA) (STATE, and
LOCAL) ; -

Administers inanciat assistance program in coordination with
state and local govnunent . .

Internal Revenue Service, -.
. _

Income Tax Exemptions for the, Blind
(ITEB)-(FEDERAL, STATE, and'

SAL)
.LOCAL)

v

Allowi exemptions fier legally blind taxpayers or taxpayer's
legally blind spouse

- - 4

.
.. .

.,

a

;

IP

*.

4.

t

4

I
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Table 6

, Information Resources of Used Deaf-Blind Persons

Agency $

Information services

Type of serviced provided

1

Council for Exceptional Children
Information Center on Handicapped and
Gifted Children (PRIVATE)

i

Makes custom computer searches o meet specific infonna-
.1.tion needs; comprehensive print resddurees on a specific topic

of concern, special interest papers, amource manuals, and
topical bibliographies . (Toll free telephone number is
800-336-3728.)

National Center on Media and Materials
for the Handicapped (FEDERAL)

. 4

Makes custom computer searches on tdqktional material§,
curriculum, methods of teaching, and relatid topics

Information Center for Bearing, Speeth,
and Disorders of Human Communication
of the Jbhns Hopkins Medical Institution
(,PRIVATE) . " .

A

Makes custom data searches for professional personnel ,
needing information on hearing, speech, and communication
disorders, 0 ri

. C .

Sex InforMation and Edudation Council
of the United States (PRIVATE)' .

.

.
.

Providesjnforrnation on laumamsexuality, including inform-
.

tion for handicapped individuals; publication of a quarterly
newsletter, discussion guides, g library of feprints, and-aids
for use in initiating-and developing a sex education progr4m;
provides consultation to.schdol systemg' and teacher training
institutions , . - .

III

American Printing House for the Blind - g
(PRIVATE) . , 0

,
.

.

,Provides information on the location of one-of-a-kind
volunteer-produced materials which may be,borroived; !looks
and materials for loan or IPUrctiase; information on, local

,volunteer tape recording and braille services , .
.

.

fLibrary' of Congress, Division for the
Blind 'and Physically Handicapped
(FEDERAL) '

,
0 I* s IN

Provides information on l I volunteer tape recording and
braille services; loan books on braillest large type, and
recorded form - , ,

.
.

ACTION for Brain Handicapped
.

Children (PRIVATE)
Maintains clearinghouse for information about brain liandi-
cap, actively communicating up-to-date adVances and re;
search to public, medical, and eibucational professions;
monthly information bulletin, Expectations, seminars and
workshops _

.

American Alliance for Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation (PRIVATE)

Provides information for personnel developing or conducting
school and community programs in health education, phyti-
cal education, and recreation; publication of Journal of
Health. Physical Education, and iticreation with a column on
hancliaapped;-Research Quarterly; and Update. ,

,

Information Center-litecreation for the Collects d disseminates information pertaining to recrea-
Handicapped, Outdoor Laboratory
(PRIVATE)

_

.

.

tin for all handicapped persons, isublication of ICRH
=tibli-Newsletter; Recreation for the Handicapped; and.

ography ..
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I
-Table 6 (Continued) InfonnatiovResources of Use to Deaf-Blitid

Agency Types of services provided
.

Information services (Continued)

International Association of'Rehabilita-
acilities (PRIVE)tionT XT .

'Provides information on facilities for the handicappe'k,d
i

.
.

.

laternational League of Societies for
the Mentally Handicapped (PRIVATE)

Provides rnforniation on facilities far mentally handicapped
throughout the world; newsletter ..

American Foundation for the Blind
(PRIVATE)

b

Maintains the National Committees Deaf-Blind, ,Children
4. *

American Foundation for Overseas
Blind (PRIVATE)

j -

, .

0

, ,

Provides comprehensive information on international aspects
of history, current education, and rehabilitation programs
and practices with deaf-blind:,children and *hilts; maintains
regional offices in seVeral countries in the world; sponsors
w kshops and provides consultation to personnel of other
cou n education and rehabilitation of'the deaf-blind

American Foundation for the Blind
(PRIVATE)

Library services

Maintains the M. C. Migel Memorial Library of education
and social care of The visually handicapped and the deaf-blind
in the United States; miniy,references out of print'

Perkins School for the Blind (PRIVATE)

Library of Congress. Division for the
Blind and Physically handicapped
(FEDERAL)

Maintains the Blindiana Library on education; history, and
seriiiincakes_of the visually handicapped and deaf-blind

. ..
.

Maintains regional libraries throughout tfie United,States-,
loaning books in braille,.large type, and in recorded form, '''

her with record players and tape playbackbeguipnient;
eligible borrowers

Legal Information

Arnerican Foundation for th'IBlind
-,(PRIVATE)

Publishes bimonthly legislative newsletter', Washington
Report; lobbied, monitors, and reports Congressional activity
ant legislation affecting the_blind and deaf-blind of.all ages

National Center for Law and the
Handicapped (FEDERAL)

Provides inforrgation on legislation and judicial decisionSlhat
affect the handicapped

Council for Eeptional Children
Information Clearinghouse for .

Exceptional Children (PRIVATE)

Provides information about past and current federal and state
legislative activities affecting handicapped persons
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Table 6 (Continued) Information Resources of Use to Deaf;Blind Persons
.

Agency Types of services provided

Legal informafiou (Continued)

, Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Bureau of-Education for the

,./\tliandlicapped

Associate Commissioner, Bureau of
- Education for the Handicapped -

7.

Irson4Provides information on past and\ egal and legislative
adivities

Professional organizations standards for professional tr' telg

Council for Exceptional Children
(PRIVATE) . -

. . ,
Publishes standards for professional training of teachers of
handicapped children; publishes Exceptional Children; Teach-
ing Exceptional Children,land many other publicaticms'

. .
.

Association -for the Education of the
Visually Handicapped (PRIVATE)

.

.
'Proiessional organization for teachers, administrators, and
parents of the visually handicapped and deaf-blind; publishes

,Education of the Visually Haldicapped and other. publica-
tions; has biannual Convention.

.

National Accreditation Council for -
-Agericie- Serving the-19nd (PRIVA-TE)

, .,

Reviews agencies offering services to ,the blind and deaf-blind;
assists-them in meeting the standards of accreditation

North American Committee on Services
to Deaf -Blind Children and Youth
(PRIVATE) _ .. .

,

. Sets standards for the education 'of deaf-blind children
_ .

-.,
. . .. .

4. .
-

National Catholi6 EduoStion Association
(PRIVATE) ,

,

'des special ,e,ducation sectidn for teachers Of handi-
cappe luldren in parochial schools

)

American Association of Workers for the
Blind (PRIVATE)

*

-...,
Professional organization of persovii working with adulj
blind and d'eaf-blind persOns , , , '

i

. Prevention

National Society for the Prevention of.
Blindness, Inc. (PRIVATE)

Professional and public education on prevention of blindness
and conservation of vision; publishes newsletters, brochures,
posters, and the journal, Sight-Saving Review; disseminates
information on preventative research; has annual convention

ese-arch Fo tion
TE)

National voluntary' health organization; conducts 'otological
research; public information programs; Centurion Club of-the
Foundation, comprised Of ear, nose, and, throat mediCal
specialists, raises funds for research and other foundation
objectives

Research to Prevent Blindness
(PRIVATE)

-Conti' es --money -ttr --eye----research---and- for -laboratory
facilities.
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Tabk 6 (Coniilied) Information Resources %ftse to Deaf -Blind Persons

7,"

Types of services provided

Media for education and rehabilitation

American Foundation for the
(PRIVATE) _ . .

- Produces and sells at cost aids, appliances, equipment,
othej instructional media used'in education and
tion of deaf-blind, persons; reports 'research
education and rehabilitation of-deaf-blind persons.
films for public information and professional prep

. -

and
rehabilita-

findi gs in
ributes

ration

American Printing Ho for the Blind
(PRIVATE)

.

.

-

1

. Conducts research on educational materials
curriculum in education of visually handicapped
bliii manufacture steaids, appliances, and media for
and rehabilitation; pablishes standardized tests, braille,
type, and recorded materials; professional -use
education and -rehabilitation, including materials

ctices, and
and deaf-
education

large
materials in
for, parents

Regional Centers for Services t Deaf, .

Blind Children (FEDERAL) i _ ,

Provides print and media information on curriculum and edu-
rational practices; instructional filmk for prOfessional in-
service education; informational newsletters and annual
reports .

Council for Exceptional Children
(PRIVATE) .

blishes catalogs of films on haildicapped 'children
. .

National Center for. Deaf -Blind Youth
and Adults (FEDERAL)

Provides' in- ormatiori on media and rehabilitation practices;
circulates a film describing the

,
program t .- -

Consultation

Coordinator;Regionaltenters for
Services to Deaf-Blind Children,
Bureau Of EduCation for the Handi-
capped (FEDERAL)

Consults with other ericy personnel on programs or needs
of deaf-blind children

-

'

Coordinators of the 10 Regional Centers
for Services to Deaf-Blind Children

- (FEDERAL)

e , .
Consults with state department spec lists and others in the
establishment and conduct of programs- for deaf-blind chil-
dren in designated regions .

Director of the Office for the B nd and
Visually Handicapped, RehatiTitation
Services Administration (FEDERAL)

, v.

Consults with agency personnel on rehabilitation and
employment needs and programs for deaf-blind p s

. _

Director, National Center for Deaf-
Blind Youth and Adults (FEDERAL)

.

Consults with rehabilitation anal employment agency per-
sonnel on rehabilitation needs, kograms, and employment-of
deafIblind persons. i ' . ->.

Y

Coordinators, Regional Offices of the
National Center for Deaf-Blind Youth
and Adults (FEDERAL)

... .

Maintains offices in Glbndale, alifornia; Atlanta, Georgia;
Chicago, Illinois; Philadelphia,; Pennsylyania; and _Dallas,
Texas, to provide' consultation on the rehabilitation of
specific deaf-blind individuals-- i
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TallItAs(Concluded) Inforrhation Resources of Use to Deaf-Blind Persons

r

Agency I
Types of services provided

\.1
Consultation (Continued)

Education Consultant, American
,Foundation for/the Blind (PRIVATE)

Cons Ults with agencies, parents, and professionals on the
education of deaf-blidtschildren , .

CoordinatOrs, Teacher Education
,Programs of the United State's
(PRIVATE and STATE)

Consults with teachers and parents regarding the education of
deaf-blind children -

.

State Consultants for thejducation of
the Deaf-Blind, State Department of
Education (STATE)

Consults with teachers and paren4_ on the education of
deaf-blind children . -,r,! *

,. r
.

-,- -

Director, Personnel Preparation Pro-
grams, Bureau of Education of the
Handicapped (PRIVATE)

Consults in to ter education in the area of the deaf-blind
and in the edu tion of deaf-blind children. .

'

ti

*
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